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The three most important letters in home theatre...

BETTER SOUND THAN A MOVIE THEATRE
Others are struggling to make home theatre sound almost as good as your local theatre. We've surpassed it. Others
tell you how home theatre must always be done. We've customized it. We know that one size doesn't fit all. You
define your needs, and we will help our dealer design acustom system based upon your personal requirements.
The heart of the American Custom Theatre is the Acurus ACT ISurround Sound Processor. When combined with
high quality amplification, such as the Acurus 200X3, and the proper speakers for your listening environment it
will surpass the sound system in you local movie theatre. Now the best seat in the house, is in your house.
On-screen programming makes the ACT Ias easy to use as your TV. Hand crafted in America, it has sepafate glass
epoxy circuit boards for the three input audio section, three input video section and power supply. Utilizing 1%
metal film resistors and the most advanced surround sound processing integrated circuit the Acurus ACT Ihas a
smooth and refined sound that surpasses processors costing several times the price. Brought to you by Mondial
Designs Ltd., acclaimed in Europe, Asia and America for engineering the best value in quality audio components.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 •914-693-8008 •Fax 914-693-7199
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FASHIONS, FADS, &SINGLE-ENDED AMPLIFIERS

A

sin any community bound tightly
together by shared enthusiasms,
the High End is regularly swept
by tides of fashion. Some of the fads prove
to be based on something of value, and
outlast the initial burst: loudspeaker spikes
and Tiptoes, for example, or the resurgence
of tube designs, or making use of highquality passive components. Other fads,
particularly if not based on good engineering, fall by the wayside. (Does anyone still
use aTice Clock in their system? Or suspend their cables and interconnects on little
acrylic bridges?)
Still other tweaks do seem to have areal
effect on sound quality, but one too small
or inconsistent to justify the work involved,
even if the cost is small. Does anyone other
than Clark Johnsen still routinely check
their discs for Absolute Polarity? More
importantly, does anyone still cryogenically freeze their CDs, or apply CD Stoplight—the infamous "green ink"—to the
edges of their CDs? In each of the two latter cases, the effect on sound quality was
positive. However, as the underlying technical problem of datastream jitter became
more fully understood, and as low-jitter
CD transports, DIA processors, third-box
re-clocking devices, and electrical datalinks
and connectors with matched impedance
characteristics became available, the need
for the tweak solution faded away.
Where does that leave the current fashion
for low-powered, single-ended amplifiers
driving high-sensitivity loudspeakers? I
just don't know. Certainly, this is no flashin-the-pan fad—I first heard such asystem in Japan in 1978. And the FrancoJapanese philosopher/audio engineer Jean
Hiraga has promoted the benefits of simple
amplifier design—the simpler the better—
since the mid-'70s. But only in the last two
years has the single-ended craze really
caught fire—driven in the UK by Peter
Qvortrup's Audio Note company, and in
the US by Joe Roberts' Sound Practices magazine, by Cary Audio Designs, and by
commercial and DIY amplifier designs
from high-end founding engineer Nelson
Pass.
A single-ended power amplifier—tube
or transistor—represents aradical departure
from the philosophy that has fueled the
development of audio equipment since the
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start: that to make acomponent "better,"
you try to make it more "accurate"—trying
to prevent it from imposing its own character on the signal. Whereas for decades
amplifier designers have striven to make
their designs, in effect, "straight wires with
gain," asingle-ended power amplifier is
abent wire without much gain. True, the
best-measuring SE amplifiers, such as Nelson Pass's solid-state designs, or the Bel
Canto Orfeo that Dick Olsher reviewed
afew issues back, have astonishingly low
distortion for such simple circuits. But it's
still ahigh enough level of distortion that
there can be no doubt about its audibility.

With their high output impedances, too,
SE amplifiers introduce very audible changes
to the sounds of almost every loudspeaker
they're used to drive—as explained by
Robert Grost in this month's "Letters" section. Also in "Letters:' Dick Olsher, an enthusiastic proponent of SE designs, argues
that atypical response change is only 2dB.
But don't forget—if a0.1dB change in
response over, say, acouple of octaves can
be heard, 20 times that change over the same
bandwidth is, in high-end audio terms, a
gross difference, not asubtle one. Heck, my
mother could hear that kind of difference.
"Ah, but you have to listen through the
errors SE amplifiers make to hear the magic
they produce, particularly in the midrange
argue the SE proponents. But with such
audible changes, Ihave ahard time believing that to be possible.
Where do Istand? Idon't yet know.
Color me skeptical—the only SE amplifier
WorldRadioHistory

I've heard at any length left me distinctly
under-impressed. Yes, the midrange textures were gloriously liquid, but the bass
was anemic, the dynamics limited, and the
highs both rolled-off and grainy. Yet, as
one of the ideas Stereophile was founded on
was for its readers to listen for themselves,
Ihave to admit that my opinion of SE
sound is not fully formed. What Iintend
to do early in the New Year, therefore, is
to get myself acouple of SE monoblocks—
from Cary or Bel Canto, say, or from Gordon Rankin's Wavelength Audio—and
have some fun listening. For the one thing
that SE amplifier owners seem to be having
is FUN.
Cyberspace is full of their buzzing.
Whether they're enjoying fooling around
with homemade horn speakers, mostly
based on Dr. Bruce Edgaes Tractrix enclosures, or just grooving on the unique thrill
that comes from listening to something
you've built yourself, the SE crowd seems
to be the furthest thing around from the
traditional image of the pursed-lipped,
politically correct audiophile sitting in his
solitary chair listening to endlessly different
LP pressings of the Casino Royale soundtrack. And that can't be all bad.
PERSONNEL NOTES
Talking about Stereophilds self-proclaimed
"Toob Man:' Dick Olsher, some of you
may have noticed that two brands notably
absent from his review schedule in the last
few years have been Manley and VTL,
whose products are designed by David
Manley. The reason for this is that Dick's
wife, singer Lesley Olsher, has made two
albums for David's Vital Records; Ifelt that
keeping Toob Man away from Manley's
models would be the fairest way of resolving any potential conflicts of interest (not
that there were any).
David Manley now no longer owns
Vital, meaning that Dick is once again free
to write about Manley-designed products.
You'll see from his review of the Manley
175 monoblock in this issue that DO has
managed to both like the product and
annoy the designer—not an easy feat!
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If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what
truly is. We took classical circuits of the goldeu
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.
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for more information visit your nearest Auriloitiire
or write AUDIÇXSTREAM, MPO Box 2410, Niagara:Fatitfe:143e2
In Canada: PARAPIGM, 101 Hanlon Rd., woocibridàé, 04i4t.es:
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GOOD SAM
Editor:
Praise should go out to Sam Tellig for
introducing the RA Labs Black Gold
Mini Reference loudspeakers. Living on
acollege budget, it is very hard to refine
one's stereo system. After auditioning
these speakers, both my roommate and
myself could not think oía better pair of
speakers for the price. Now apair sit in
my apartment making wonderful music.
Maybe when Iam out of college, I'll
spring for the Audion Silver Nights to
complete my system.
TODD A. PICTHALL
Chelmsford, MA
BAD SAM
Editor:
Though sometimes annoying and potentially inimical, it is nevertheless always
amusing to find in print the poorly informed and thoroughly unexcogitated
writing of aflagrantly irresponsible and
incompetent reporter, in this case Sam
Tellig's opuscule concerning Everest reissues (November '94, p.33).
It may interest your readers to know
that Everest was considered to be the
audiophile label par excellence, and its
sound to be among the finest which could
be commercially achieved, the only exceptions being afew small, largely semicommercial enterprises. Far from being
"bottom of the barrel [obscurity] ...
sort
of an audiophile label—before there was
such athing," Everest made ahuge impression on record buyers and makers,
and was the object of adoration to the
same degree that its then workaday,
nothing-special cousins RCA and Mercury are today.
Furthermore, numerous record labels
with specifically audiophile intentions
and pretensions flourished in the late
'50s, Everest being perhaps the best and
brightest, although sound and pressing
quality plummeted after Bert Whyte
sold the company. Both music-lovers
and audiophiles are truly fortunate to
once again have available on both CD
STEREOPHILE, J
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and vinyl what is possibly our finest
recorded legacy.
M ICHAEL WAYNE
Chicago, IL
GOOD COREY
Editor:
Iwish to send my condolences to the
editorial staff of Stereophile over the loss
of Corey Greenberg. Ishall miss his wit
and humor. Ialways looked through the
table of contents to see if he was reviewing any equipment.
Ireceived my first trial issue of Stereophile in the midst of the Armor All dispute and thought, "These people must be
on drugs to believe such stuff!" The more
Iread, the more open my mind became.
Then the Coreymeister showed up, and
Stereophile had awhole new look. Less
esoteric equipment, more affordable gear.
And most of all, humor, both at audiophiles in general, and himself in particular. Ihope you can find someone who
will continue to review "Real world"
gear. My equipment is pushing 20 years,
and I'll be looking for new equipment.
As much as Iwould like to own Krell,
B&W, and the like, I'll probably end up
purchasing NAD, PSB, and their like.
Keep up the good work and, as the
Romans said, "Illegitimati non Carborundum."
DouG E. EICHER
Somerset, PA
BAD COREY
Editor:
Icertainly will not miss Mr. Greenberg
We regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment
purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters
are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication. Please
note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very
long or address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name,
address, and adaytime telephone number.
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when he leaves your staff.
At least he gained some political insight from his stay with you—he finally
realized Bill Clinton is wrong 97.2% of
the time.
Or, is that Ted Kennedy that he refers
to in his review of the Snell CAT?
BHAGIRATH H. ICATBAMNA
Strongsville, OH
GOODBYE, COREY
Editor:
I'm sincerely sorry to see Corey Greenberg leave—I hope he will eventually
return. It was inevitable that atalented
iconoclastic writer, certainly aGonzo in
the tradition of Hunter S. Thompson,
would give controversy abrisk stir. Bravo!
His mistakes were minor, his successes
major—a positive force to be sure.
JOHN W HITE
Madison, WI

HELLO, KRISTEN
Editor:
First, I'd like to say that I'll miss Corey
Greenberg in the pages of Stereophile. I
guess I'll pick up asubscription to wherever he is at. Second, HEL-LO!!, Kristen
Weitz!
I've been subscribing to various magazines (mduding Stereophile) for afew years
now. However, no one seems to be coming in from the ground floor. Ilook forward to reading her future articles. The
explanations she gave made sense to me.
Along the way of her journey, could you
ask her to touch on the following?:
1) Will system integration be noticeable when you use two American amplifiers and, say, aJapanese A/V receiver in
aPro-Logic setup?
2) Why is saying "Sony" like using the
Fword at my local dealers?
3) You're living in adream world ifJA
is helping you with setup and personal
insight. (Maybe Martin Colloms could
stop by my house?)
4) How about analyzing the feeling
you get when UPS roars up and you
know it's party time!
9
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H IGH DEFINITION COMPATIBLE DIGITAL®
. 42/

eiií, the high-end has anxiously awaited the arrival of HDCIDe. High Definition Compatible

Digital® is arevolutionary way of encoding and playing back aCD with much greater resolution and
dynamic range than previously possible. As much as 20 bits of musical resolution can be achieved
with HDCDe, rivaling the highest-quality analog master tapes.
Developed by Pacific Microsonics, HDCDe was designed to match the ultimate resolving power of the
human ear, while maintaining compatibility with the existing 16-bit CD format. All HDCDe-equipped
CD players and D-to-A converters will play back both HDCDe and non-HDCDe encoded discs.
Indeed, non-HDCDe discs are played back with astonishing clarity, because the HDCDie hardware
acts as an ultra-high-quality digital filter when anon-HDCDe disc is played—much higher quality than
can be found anywhere else.
Enlightened Audio Designs is proud to be among the first to deliver HDCDe. Our Series fil products
combine HDCIDe with Digital Flywheel rm —the most advanced jitter-reducing circuitry in the industry
Series III extracts the most from your present CD collection and takes full advantage of the growing
library of HDCDe discs. You owe it to yourself to hear the differerce. Call for your nearest EAD dealer.
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5) Why do some amps run hot? And
how hot is too hot?
6) What percentage do cables, amps,
recordings, and speakers play in obtaining
deep, tight bass?
7) Is it adefense to an assault charge that
"my dealer told me Ineed AudioQuest"
after blowing $400 on TARA Labs cables?
8) Continue Greenberg's legacy of testing "Real World" gear.
9) Did you call Martin Colloms? I'm
available Friday so he can help with setup.
10) Number 9couldn't happen—I live
in The Real World!!!!
M ARK D. STANNARD
London, OH
Iappreciate the greeting, Mark. My mission in
writing "Getting Red" will always be to examine affordable equipment, to discuss the problems andjoys of living in the Real World, and,
Ihope, to relay my experience in away that Red
Woriders can relate to. To me, the musical experience will always be ofprimary importance.
Finding the equipment to enhance the pleasure of the experience will come next. -KW

PENT-UP FED-UP-ISM
Editor:
Please indulge an out-gassing of pentup fed-up-ism. Reading many of the
recent artides, letters, and Manufiicturer's
Comments in Stereophile has led to an
irrefutable conclusion: You are all wrong.
The search for validation of single-ended
over push-pull tube amps, of tubes over
solid-state, of SS over SE or PP tubes, is
futile—as futile as the struggle over classA vs class-AB vs class-Ad nauseam.
You audiophiles/reviewers/manufacturers obsessed with one kind of equipment over another need to get alife—
seriously! Idon't ever want to see or hear
your pathetic comments in apublic forum
ever again, anywhere. And I'll be watching! I'll now expose your absurd obsessions so everybody sees them for what
they are. Buckle up for safety.
If you eliminate such possibilities as
being dragged by achain tied to the foot
of adiarrhetic elephant, there really is
no bad way to travel around the world.
Whatever way you choose, you will have
an experience you will never forget. The
route, the length of time of the journey,
the distance traveled will certainly vary.
But every person who has accomplished
the feat has enriched themselves through
the experience.
Why in the audio hobby does everybody get so obsessed with the vehicle that
they forget the journey? The point here
(of Stereophile, of the hobby, of the equipment) is reproducing music in the most
pleasurable way possible in our homes.
This does not mean there is any one best
STEREOPHILE, J
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way to float any given audiophile's boat.
So you reviewers, letter writers, and manufacturers can just cut it out. Present what
you've got, why it sounds good, the
limitations, and let audiophiles in exploration mode decide for themselves.
Of course, you beginners and dilettantes need to pick yourselves up by your
collective bootstraps and quit buying by
the numbers out of various lists of other
people's ideas of the "best" components.
The pleasure in the trip is the journey.
Educate yourselves! Listen to good equipment that is well set-up—which may be
harder than it sounds. Too many dealers
do not get it right often enough. Broaden
your exposure. Join local audio/audiophile clubs. Listen to stuff in other
peoples' homes. Listen to live music ...
puuuhhhhleeezze listen to live music. Do
not fall under the spell of any dealer,
audiophile, or "consultant." Use them
to enrich your own understanding of
what it is you seek, but don't fall for them
or their prejudices. Decide for yourself.
There is no quick fix.
Once you settle into asystem (finally!!,
this can take years) that makes music just
the way you like it, enjoy it, share it, but
don't get obsessed with it. Your system
sucks compared to live, non-amplified
music. On the other hand, most amplified live music almost always sounds better on agood home system than in concerts. This makes agood system for
lovers of amplified music probably more
important than for lovers of acoustic,
non-amplified music. Lovers of amplified music should be allowed some obsession latitude—the kind you offer a
kindly but goofy uncle. But it seems that
the lovers of non-amped music who
should be the least obsessive because of
the superiority and availability of live
non-amplified performances make good
audio equipment nearly oxymoronic.
You can get listenable, probably enjoyable non-amplified music out of carefully
assembled systems, but it isn't good
enough to get obsessive about—yet.
Once you achieve the first level of
musicophile consciousness—a system
that never fails to get you into the music
—the journey is not over. And this is
where alot of you audio adolescents (not
an age—a state of mind) fall off your
skateboards. You found one way to
assemble asystem that makes great music.
Big deal. That's like the first sweater
Grandma crocheted that was an acceptable color, fit the recipient, and didn't look
like it was made by Grandma. Here's a
wakeup call, you audio flat-earthers—
there's more than one way, more than one
system, more than one type of equipment
that will make exceptional music.
WorldRadioHistory

What is today your personal ideal system is just one stop on the journey. You
may be satisfied with it for along time.
Or you may already yearn for something
new over the next horizon. The love of
music over the love of equipment empowers you to go off in acompletely
different hardware direction just for the
heck of it, just to see what you'll learn
from the experience. Maybe you'll like
it, maybe you won't, but you will learn.
This, unfortunately, isn't economically
feasible for all current Stereophile readers.
Don't worry, you have plenty of time.
You can explore what is going on in
other quadrants of the equipment spectrum in your own time and in your own
way.
Keep reading the mags and books.
Keep listening to live music. Keep adding
new-to-you music to your collection.
Keep listening to systems in as many
different places as you can. And stop
bleating about how great one kind of
equipment is over another. Whichever
type/design of equipment you tout as
best, you are wrong. We all know it now,
and we aren't going to take it anymore.
So cut it out.
Now let me tell you about my system.
It's absolutely incredibly musical. Nothing I've been able to assemble in 20 years
has come close to making music the way
this system does. The combination of
components, interconnects, cables, and
room work together to move the overall
sound beyond what is possible in more
normal combinations and rooms. Other
systems I've had sound like toys by comparison. It's all SS. No, Ilied—it's all PP
tubes. Not really—it's hybrid SS and SE
tubes. If you really must know, it's SS
preamp and SE tube amp with homebrew 100dB/W speakers Well, not exactly,
it's atube preamp and class-A SS monoblocks with English electrostatics. Lied
again. Look, just come over and listen to
it—maybe I'm full of crap.
DOUG BLACKBURN
Honeoye Falls, NY

M ISSING IN ACTION?
Editor:
Iwould like to see an update or thorough
article about HDCD "decoder" hardware. You originally predicted availability in June 1993. As ofJuly '94, Reference
Recordings was predicting November
'94.
LEO HENTON
Auburn Hills, MI
For the answers to these and other questions
about HDCD,see Robert Harley's review of
the Pink Triangle DaCapo HDCD D/
Aprocessor elsewhere in this issue. And there'll be
more on HDCD next month.
-JA
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ENTRY-LEVEL TUBE S?

Editor:
Where in the world are the reviews of
entry-level tube amps in Stereophile? With
acouple of exceptions, there's nothing
at all in "Recommended Components"
below 2700 bucks! Many of the manufacturers whose dearer products have
garnered raves in your pages offer more
reasonably priced tube designs which
you have thus far chosen to ignore: the
Cary SLA-70B, Sonic Frontiers SFS-40,
Quicksilver GLA, Audio Innovations
S800, Yakov Aronov SA-30, VTL ST80—all come in under $1700. Surely DO
shouldn't spend all his time listening to
five-figure Jadises (Jadii?).
J
IM BARNARD
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

W RONG RATINGS
Editor:
Iam mystified, shocked, stunned after
finding the Green Mountain Diamante
loudspeaker listed in Class C of "Recommended Components!'
Ifind it remarkable that this so-called
Class C speaker was able to finish number
eight as Best of Show at the '94 Miami
Show against all the other Class A and
B speakers in the top 18.
But is it all that remarkable or surprising? No, not really. The Diamante is
truly aClass B speaker, finishing where
one might expect it to finish: near the top.
Where does that leave the Stereophile
rating? Idon't agree with it. The vote in
Miami doesn't support it. Where did it
come from? Ire-read Steven Stone's
review, and can not find anything noted
that should result in less than aClass B
rating for the Diamantes.
The note in October's "Recommended
Components" described the Diamantes
to be "balanced ...
rather mellow!' Perhaps this is what is perceived by Stereophile to be their flaw? On the other hand,
it is an opportunity to utilize components
and cables to produce anatural and balanced sound that would be otherwise
impossible if the speakers were too
bright to begin with. This is one of the
challenges of high-end that certain
audiophiles like and others do not.
RoYH.LARSON
Mesa, AZ
Our "Recommended Components" ratings are
arrived at taking into consideration all relevant
experience with each component. In the case
of the Diamante, though SS was taken with
their sound, my own auditioning convinced me
that the speaker's balance departedfar enough
from neutrality that Class C was the correct
category. Please remember, Mr. Larson, that
this is still astrong recommendation and does
12

not invalidate your purchase of the Diamantes,

Y
.
that is your concern.

M ISLEADING RATINGS

-JA

Editor:
Ihave observed Stereophile's component
ratings for anumber of years, particularly in the D/A converter area, observing
such things as the travesty of continually praising the Meridian 263 in the
same breath with the Counterpoint DA10 or the Adcom GDA-600. Iown all
three of these units, and the Meridian is
by far the lesser—it does not belong in
Class C in "Recommended Components!' Never was it acontender for anything. It has limited dynamics, limited
lows, and sounds withdrawn when compared with about anything!
RH has been on acrusade for the 263
processor for some time, and the rank
and file out here do not buy it! The 263
has always been average—I know! Itried
to live with one for about four months—
changing digital cables, the whole schmear!
The Adcom is in another class when
compared to the Meridian—dynamics,
timbre, extension, etc. The Counterpoint
with the UltraAnalog card is superior to
both the Adcom and the Meridian It also
has the very intelligent design of allowing the user to install the latest card—a
real boon for those of us who believe the
DAC is the heart and soul of the digital
process, and are aware that it is arapidly
changing technology. The Counterpoint's internal components are also acut
above average.
It is apparent to me that RH develops
agendas at times that have very little to
do with the best sound. If amanufacturer
rakes him over the coals, his ego gets in
the way of his listening and thinking
processes. Counterpoint recently did just
that, and they were right on—they hit
the nail on the head! One comment
Counterpoint made was that a263's
value will be nil in ashort time It already
is! You can't sell aused one. Itried to give
mine to my son—he thought it sounded
flat! So Ibought him an Adcom 600. I
listen to it at times, and Ireally do not feel
I'm missing much.
RH is out of touch with the majority
of us out here, and if he had his way, he
would get the manufacturers headed the
same mule-headed way. We all know
that he prefers hiked-up midbass, ignores
the boxiness of name-brand cone-based
speakers, loves flat, compressed midrange, ad infinitum.
The point of all of this is that RH is
misleading people about components,
and alot of it is contrived and derived
from abruised ego—witness the Theta
debacle. Enough already. To witness this
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happening in amagazine that Ienjoy
is abit sickening at times. Do get a
second opinion on all D/A converters!
There seem to be alternate agendas there
(Counterpoint beware). Sela, may your
future be interesting.
LEONARD WELDON
Douglasville, GA
VVhat Mr. Weldon must realize is that products
within asingle class in the "Recommended
Components" listing will vary in sound quality
and value. Not all Class Bpreamplifiers, for
example, sound equally good. Moreover, afairly
wide range of sonic characteristics can be
represented by components in the same class.
Consequently, the capsule sonic descriptions
in "Recommended Components" are no substitutefor reading thefull reviews and auditioning the products yourself before buying.
As for the merits of the Meridian 263, I
stand behind my recommendation of this
processor. Although Mr. Weldon is correct in
characterizing the 263 as having limited
dynamics, lacking bass extension and power,
and sounding slightly laid-back in the mids,
those things the 263 does wellfor $895 (a sense
ofease and musical nghtness, for example) in
my judgment outweigh those limitations. In
my review of the 263, Ipointed out those
characteristics in great detail, cautioning readers
that the 263 may not suit all systems or tastes.
That's why you should never buy aproduct
solely on the basis of apositive review. Iagree
with Mr. Weldon, however, that the Adcom
GDA-600 is the better-sounding processor, and
explicitly stated that view in my report ("[The
Adcom]. ..
vastly outperformed every converter
under $1500 I've heard. .
My only "agenda" is to provide Stereophile
readers with informed opinions about which
products Ithink are worthy of their consideration. My job is to describe aproduct's sound,
build and parts quality, and technical performance, then offer an opinion about the value
ofthat product relative to its competition. Iam
at aloss to understand Mr. Weldon's oblique
references to "agendas," amanufacturer "raking
me over the coals," the "bruised ego," and the
"Theta debacle" (?).
It's ironic that A4/: Weldon uses the Meridian
263 to support his view that my listening taste
is out of touch with that of Stereophile's
readership. Ofall the products I've reviewed
in the past 65 issues of Stereophile, I've
received more calls from happy readers who
bought the 263 on my recommendation than
I've received about any other product. Even
more ironic, the product about which I've
received the second most enthusiastic reader
feedback is the Thiel CS3.6—perhaps the
loudspeaker he had in mind in the last sentence
of his penultimate paragraph.
Mr. Weldon, you should stop worrying about
my opinion ofthe Meridian 263, andjust enjoy
the music.
- RH
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RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT

Editor:
Robert Harley's review of three anti-jitter
boxes (November '94) was very thorough and enlightening. There seems to
be some confiision about the difference
between resolution enhancement and the
increased precision of oversampling
reconstruction filters. Iwould like to help
clear that up, and to present some information and opinions on resolution enhancement.
Resolution enhancement of adigital
sample stream, as used in this context,
has the goal of "adding the bits.. .
that
would have been there had the signal
been of higher resolution?' In particular, 16-bit words are increased in precision to 18 or more bits.
This is to be distinguished from interpolation, which might be described as
"adding the words that would have been
there had the original sample rate been
higher." While useful for conceptual
understanding, this lay description of
interpolation is, in general, not quite correct in that the original sequence may not
be present in the output. A quick overview of the concepts behind sample-rate
conversion is in order.
A discrete time sequence (sampled in
time, not necessarily quantized in amplitude), x[ri], defines aunique analog sig-

nal, x[t], band-limited to one half the
sample-rate. Interpolation is aspecial case
of sample-rate conversion in which the
band-limited analog waveform (as defined by the input discrete time sequence)
is resampled at anew rate and phase. It is
clear that if the new sample rate is not an
integer multiple of the old sample rate,
or if the phase change is not an integer
number of sample periods, then the original samples will not in general be preserved. Nonetheless, the output sequence
represents exactly the same analog bandlimited signal as the original (to within
asmall time-shift). This all assumes that
the samples are not quantized in amplitude.
If the input discrete time sequence,
x[n], is quantized, producing a new
sequence x' [i], then error is introduced
and the analog waveform, xi[t], now
defined by the (time and amplitude) discrete sequence, is not the same as the
original analog input. If all of the samplerate conversion processing were done
with infinite precision, then the output
sequence with new sample rate would
represent exactly the same analog waveform, ce[t], as defined by the input discrete sequence—ie, will contain the same
quantization error. This is as good as you
can do assuming that the input sequence
was critically sampled (sample rate = 2x
bandwidth).

Quantizing the output discrete time
sequence will introduce additional error,
as will quantization performed during
computation. The result is anew sequence
x"[k] representing anew analog signal
xit]. Thus, by resampling and quantizing, we are now twice removed from the
original analog signal. By increasing the
internal word length and the word length
of the output sequence, the additional
error can be minimized, bringing us
closer to the singly modified x'[t] signal.
This is why oversampling filters often
provide higher output precision. The
increased precision does not, however,
decrease the error present in the original discrete sequence, x' [k]. Oversampling reconstruction filters are used
despite the increased noise so that the
anti-aliasing filter can be implemented
largely in the digital domain. This should
not be confused with oversampling the
original analog signal. There are many
benefits to oversampling analog/digital
converters.
The previous discussion has implications about what we can expect to achieve
through resolution enhancement. A
resolution-enhancement device has as its
input a(very nearly) critical-sampled
digital data sequence with 16-bit precision that describes an analog signal.
Nothing more is known about the
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desired analog signal. As described
above, aunique, band-limited analog signal is defined by the input sequence. This
analog signal, as defined by the sequence,
is the best possible estimate that can be
made of the desired analog signal without making additional assumptions?
What additional assumptions are reasonable? Is it even reasonable to assume
that there is error in the discrete sequence?
While it is highly unlikely that an analog signal could be quantized without
introducing error, some computer music
is described and generated as discrete
amplitudes. In this case, the composer
has explicitly created adigital sequence
that by definition has no quantization
error; any changes made to the sequence
would introduce error. Okay, so when
listening to computer music, definitely
use the unmodified 16-bit output.
What do we assume about digitally
recorded analog signals?
Judging from the information provided in "Manufacturers' Comments,"
the engineers at Audio Alchemy seem to
1lithe analog signal was oversampled, or, equivalently
stated, if the bandwidth of the analog signal is known
to be much less than one half the sample rate, then resolution enhancement is possible. For an interesting discussion of this principle from adeterministic perspective,
see Thao and Vetterli: "Deterministic Analysis of Oversampled A/D Conversion and Decoding Improvement:'
IEEE Trans. on Sig. Proc., Vol.42 No3, 1994.

have decided that in some cases it is best
to assume that high-frequency signals
(above about 10kFlz in Audio Alchemy's
figs.3 and 4on p.243) are the result of
quantization error, and should be attenuated. It is entirely possible that most digital recordings today could stand to have
alittle "intelligent softening!' It should
be noted, however, that this approach
will in some cases remove information
from the signal. The trick is coming up
with an algorithm that can accurately
guess when high-frequency signals are
likely the result of noise, and not part of
the desired signal.
Testing this algorithm using "lower"frequency sinewaves (<10kHz) is not
very revealing. Such atest is bound to
give encouraging results. The top-octave
frequencies are removed, error is reduced.
Simple. A better test would attempt to
reproduce awide-band signal. In particular, what happens when trying to
"enhance" aflute or other sinewave-like
sound that also contains some highfrequency harmonics such as the signal
shown in fig.5 (p.243)? It seems likely
that the flute will be coerced into amore
sinewave-like tone (fig.6). In this case, the
harmonic structure of the flute is lost.
Error has been introduced rather than
removed.
As is often the case in engineering and

audio in particular, performance is constrained by atradeoff: in this case, signal preservation vs noise reduction. Many
audiophiles believe that errors of commission (quantization error) are more
offensive than those of omission (diminished spectral content)? Ithink that one
should be extremely cautious when
assessing aproduct such as this to be sure
that one is not giving up too much in the
pursuit of low noise. Ihave not yet had
the chance to evaluate the DTI Pro—
local dealers have been selling them
before they even get to the shelf. Ilook
forward to auditioning it.
CHARLES Q. ROBINSON
President, Digital Alchemy,
Boulder, CO

SINGLE-ENDED RULES

Editor:
Martin Colloms's latest communiqué
regarding single-ended tube technology
("Letters!' October '94, p.23) raises important technical issues concerning the
interaction of apower amplifier's output impedance with the loudspeaker's
impedance and its impact on frequency
response and power delivery into amismatched load. MC portrays SE tube
amps as being "impedance-challenged"
2Robert Harley, The Complete Guide to High-End Audk..
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in the extreme; unable because of their
"3 ohms of source impedance" of coping
with variations in load impedance, and
as imposing gross sonic colorations of
up to 6dB (peak-to-trough) on the final
frequency response of the loudspeaker.
Of course, such an interaction is real
enough (JA and TJN have documented
it in the pages ofStereophile), but Ibelieve
that MC has overstated its negative consequences. He leaves the lingering implication that the SE aficionados have been
blinded to falling in love with the musicality of such power "cripples" on those
rare occasions when they were by chance
partnering acompatible load. The truth
of the matter is that SE tube amps work
and work well with amuch greater subset of extant electrostatic and dynamic
speakers than Martin would have us
believe. Consider an amplifier with an
output impedance of 2.7 ohms. The drop
in its output voltage when the load drops
from 8ohms to 4ohms can be shown to
be just under 2dB. Note that this result
is independent of the amp's actual output
voltage level. For most of us, this error
represents an almost barely noticeable
difference, but it highlights the need
to keep the partnering loudspeaker's
impedance above 4ohms [or to use aloudspeaker with little change in its impedance
magnitude with frequency—Ed.].

In my review of the Cary Audio
Design CAD-805 (Vol.17 No.1), Idetailed the search for acompatible load.
There is no such thing as auniversal
amplifier. JGH has long preached the
necessity of considering the amp/speaker
on asystems basis. For areviewer to state
that aparticular amplifier (either tube or
solid-state) blew his socks off driving
brand XYZ loudspeaker should not be
construed to mean that the amp in question will perform similarly driving other
speakers. Of course, an SE amp does have
arange of likes and dislikes as far as load
impedance and sensitivity go. But these
are not as strict as MC's criteria of 7-8
ohms minimum and 92dB/2.83V/m
sensitivity. A 4ohm minimum is okay,
provided the amplifier has 4ohm taps
and the loudspeaker sensitivity is 92dB
or higher.
Many users have successfully deployed
87-90dB sensitive speakers—eg, the Spendor SP-1, the Audio Artistry Mozart, the
ProAc Studio IS, and the Swans Baton.
Certainly, as long as such moderately
sensitive speakers are blessed with a
benign impedance magnitude, and you
don't expect rock'n'roll sound-pressure
levels, such apairing will do fine in a
small room. Even more surprising is the
successful pairing of SE amps with some
small electrostatics, such as the Martin-

Logan CLS II and the Audiostatic ES100/SW-100. Iwas startled by the gutsy
performance of the Komuro 300Bbased SE (offered through fi in New
York) on the Audiostatic system. Rated
at 7.5W into 8ohms, its level of microdynamic bloom eclipsed that of many
100W amps. For most dynamic speakers,
however, a92dBPW/m sensitivity specification represents amore sensible pairing for an amplifier limited to 10W.
Ialso disagree with Martin's and
Markus Sauer's contention (July '94,
p.22) that an SE amplifier's high source
impedance perforce spells poor bass performance. High-Q bass alignments will
obviously be exacerbated by the poor
damping afforded by the typical SE amp.
What's required is aloudspeaker with an
overdamped bass alignment (eg, an
extended bass shelf) which, in concert
with apoor damping factor, gives asubjectively full yet controlled bass output.
Under such conditions, Ihave heard
excellent bass definition from SE amps.
Finally, Imust take exception to MC's
concept of order in equipment reviews.
If by "order" he means preserving the
status quo to the detriment of anew star,
holding back praise so as to protect an
existing "politically correct" pecking
order, then Imust counter with afat No!
It is my perception and belief that readers
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expect nothing short of the truth. Called
upon to make avalue judgment, areviewer should wield amighty sword. To
shrink back from an honest and wellreasoned opinion is adisservice to our
readers. Iinvite you all to re-examine the
January 1994 cover of Stereophile. Isuspea that the missionary position assumed
by the Krell relative to the CAD-805
must have alarmed MC's sense of order.
Although this was clearly not about the
Krell vs the CAD-805 (these amps fill
such disparate niches in the marketplace),
Iwonder if MC felt Krell's status threatened by such visual imagery.
At this point in my sonic odyssey, I
will tell you that I'm convinced that
single-ended glory has mainly to do
with how honestly and purely such amps
reproduce that first watt of audio power.
What happens in that first watt is equivalent to the Universe's moment of creation. It defines all of music's microdynamics, and lays the foundation of the
entire soundstage. It's asmall consolation to me to be told that if Ididn't like
that first watt of solid-state drive, there
are 200 more like it in reserve. Despite
MC's swearing over astack of ICrells to
the contrary, it is my opinion that the first
watt belongs to SE amplification. This
technology that time almost forgot is
finally getting the attention it deserves

change some of our terms. Instead of
saying that asystem is "colored," let us
just say that it is "spectrally challenged.")
The practical aspects of properly marrying these amps to aloudspeaker are
SINGLE-ENDED ABSURDITIES
immense. The low wattage figures stated
Editor:
As aloudspeaker designer, Ihave sat on by the manufacturers are bad enough;
the sidelines and watched as the single- but tests done by Stereophile have shown
ended tube-amplifier craze has taken that most SE amplifiers do not even
form. Ihave also noticed how quiet the come close to putting out their stated
loudspeaker community has been. (Why power into aresistor, much less into aloudcan't George Tice make speakers?) After speaker load. Knowing what loads loudSam Tellig's column on SE amps last speakers present to an amplifier, Ican
November, in which he suggested that safely state that if the SE amp is rated at
you try using them with Klipsch La 50W, it will deliver less than 20W of
Scalas (the Realistic speakers sound bet- power before clipping audibly. This
ter), Ican keep the collective conscious- seems to be fine and acceptable, but if a
ness of my area of the market quiet no Krell delivered only 50% of its stated
longer. There simply must be some output, Dan D'Agostino would be held
up for public ridicule.
things said.
There is asevere double standard
The most obvious is the absurdity of
using "good" equipment with horrible occurring, and it should no longer be
loudspeakers. One attribute of ahigh- tolerated by the editorial staff of Stereoquality loudspeaker system is the abil- phile. If you are to truly serve the needs
ity to define and expose differences in of your readers, then you must state unewhat is driving it. If an audio system quivocally that "even though this amplitakes on the same character when loud- fier is stated as being a30W mono design
speakers of many varieties are used with (the Bel Canto Orfeo, for example, that
the same amplifier, then the chances are DO reviewed last July [Vol.17 No.7]),
great that there is an order of magnitude it does not even come close to its stated
output. It is, in fact, a17.5W amplifier
of coloration occurring. (I must also add
that if we are to attract more women and with no tolerance of any impedance
minorities into this world, we must variation, and to achieve even a3dB
in this "New Age" of audio.
DICK OLSHER
Los Alamos, NM
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headroom, you must be happy with
20% distortion." Hooked up to the Thiel
CS3.6, Stereophile's 1993 "Loudspeaker
of the Year," this amplifier clips at 2.7W!
With such amarriage made in hell, are
we to the point of finger-pointing?
Clearly it is time for this industry to
grow up and start offering products that
are more universally acceptable. Toob
Man is right—there is absolutely no reason for aloudspeaker today to have an
impedance curve that drops down to 2
ohms. The only excuse is poor engineering.
Equally strenuous to the amplifier
is impedance variation. When aloudspeaker states 8ohms, it will usually be
all over the map, dropping to 2ohms at
some frequencies, going up to 30 ohms
at others. Unity Audio has dedicated
itself to addressing this problem. Our
new ED editions (Easy Drive) loudspeakers will have less than 3 ohms of
variation (±1.5 ohms) across their range
from 80Hz to 20kHz. Our New Mini
Monitor varies by less than an ohm over this
range This is something that reaps sonic
benefits, but is also aresponsibility we
owe to our customers to ensure that our
speakers will sound good with their
amplifiers. We have found that agreat
deal of the sonic signature negatively
attributed to tube amps (tubby bass,
rolled-off high end ...
)is directly traceable to impedance variations affecting the
power curves of tube amplifiers.
The closer you get aloudspeaker's impedance to being aconstant value, the higher performance you will achieve with their mating.
Iwould like to thank Kevin Hayes of
VAC for working with us on this
research.
The obvious next area is to equate this
real-world problem of dynamic range
and power of the "hi-fi" experience to
that of alive music event. Iroutinely have
musicians come and play for me in my
listening room, positioned between the
loudspeakers. Hearing alive event in a
normal-size room (16' by 22') gives new
meaning to the word "dynamic." Ihave
often experienced levels of 115dB on
acoustic instruments in my room, and over
125dB from drummers. Even asolo
acoustic guitarist has shocking dynamics.
This experience is asobering one to any
designer. (I highly recommend this to
anyone who is interested in areality
check!) For agroup (audiophiles) that
carries the banner of aspiring to attain the
goal of the live music event, one must ask
how we, as agroup, have gotten so far
out of touch with our roots.
Clearly the main problem is the audiophile fascination with the midrange band
of frequencies, forsaking all else for that
STEREOPHILE, jANUARY 1995

little glimpse into heaven on female
voice High frequencies count alittle—as
long as they don't get in the way of the
midrange—but we can forget the bass.
As adesigner, Iwish to dispel the
myth that the almighty midrange is "by
far the hardest to reproduce properly."
Sorry, but it just ain't true. If this were
true, then we would have an entire world
of loudspeakers that have great bass and
high ends, and mediocre mids. (As aselfproclaimed bass freak, Ifreely admit that
by far the most difficult region to reproduce correctly is the bass.) John Atkinson
has even stated that the midrange qualities of the current loudspeakers have
reached a level of neutrality that a
reviewer must look elsewhere for quality
differences. (He was written many nasty
letters about this statement, further proving its merit.) We have become agroup
of single-interest voters, reminding me
of afriend Ihave who is voting for acandidate from the KKK simply because he
is the only candidate who is antiabortion.
This is obviously leading to the direct
problem that high-end audio is on the
decline, and, if not changed, will begin
to disappear as the dinosaurs did. The
perverse aspect of all this is that the
"average customer" who shops at Circuit
City—someone we audiophiles love to
ridicule—has more of aclue than many
of us. When confronted with many
"audiophile" systems, their first response
is, "What does it sound like on real
music?" Billy Joel played back at 74dB—
what aconcept.
"Turn it up:' "Why does it sound so
bad?" "What is clipping?" "But it wasn't
even loud?' "Why is there no bass?"
"What do you mean, `bass doesn't
matter'? My favorite musician is John
Entwistle. Istill have an `I'd trample you
to see the Who' T-shirt" "How much did
this system cost? $24,000!? If you spend
$60,000, do you get the same bass? No?
Listen, Ihave to go now—but, ah, we'll,
ah, talk."
When he leaves, we, as audiophiles,
look at him and say, "Boy, he just doesn't
get it, does he?" For all the problems
Corey Greenberg created, his popularity
must be traced to the fact that he is aportal to the real world, speaking for the 10
friends each of us has who used to be into
audio, and still would be if we got it.
What makes me most angry is being
put into aposition of having to choose
between standing idly by and watching
an industry Ilove commit suicide, or
choosing to jeopardize my company's
future by telling the truth. This is the job
of the Academy for the Advancement of
High End Audio, but so far they have
WorldRadioHistory

chosen to act as if they do not really
understand where the problem lies. Well,
it's simple In the year 2037, when the last
surviving audiophile dies, the point will
be real obvious. Corey was right when
he stated (in the premier issue of Home
Theater Technology magazine) that "in
the future, all high-end systems will be
surround-sound based ..." Bingo! Why?
Because they arefun! Home Theater is
fun! Dynamic hi-fi systems with kick-ass
bass are fun! Buying a$6000 amplifier
that won't drive anything is not fun. Having friends come over for dinner and say,
"God, Ihope he doesn't make us listen
to that Chesky CD again" is not fun. Sitting down and watchingjurassic Park on
laserdisc with surround and bass is fun.
Realizing that J. Gordon Holt—the
oldest person on Stereophile's staff—gets
it the most is fun. Crucifying someone
who is stupid enough to tell the truth
(ME!) is fun. Someone buying aRadio
Shack speaker instead of aUnity, Thiel,
Vandersteen, etc. is crazy. Sam, Iknow
your sense of humor, Ipray to God
you're laughing.
So, is there any way to bring fun to
those souls with single-ended hearts?
Actually, yes. You must begin with a
blank sheet of paper and design for the
single purpose of serving the special
needs of these amplifiers. (Kind of
sounds like an ad for the Special Olympics, doesn't it?) It ain't easy. All you need
is aspeaker that has these properties:
1) High sensitivity-94dB/W/m or
more. This one is easy. All the best drivers
in the world are at least 88dB/W/m.
Maybe 89dB. Dedicated drivers are a
must.
2) Totally flat impedance Tom Norton
has outlined the impact of load impedance on SE tube amplifiers (thank you,
Tom) and outlined the impact it has on
sound. In testing these SE amps, it has
also been discovered that if you want to
get 20W of clean power, you better have
an 8ohm speaker being driven at the 8
ohm tap. If your speaker goes down to
4ohms anywhere, you are looking at a
7W amplifier. The window is minute.
For best sound, you must have an impedance curve that varies less than one ohm
across its entire range. Piece of cake.
3) Self-powered bass. Tube amps hate
to move current. If you make it play bass,
then you have all those electrons moving
for the bass, and the tiny guys running
for the high end get smeared. Just picture the start of the Boston Marathon
with the thousand runners moving off
the line; one guy in the middle of the
confusion is the midrange, another is the
high-end. Everyone else is bass. If you
do not ask the amps to play bass, every23

thing will sound better. If you run solidstate power on the bass, you can turn
it up to match your high-efficiency
speaker. It is the only way to get real bass.
Bass that doesn't have abyline. "Boy, this
is really good bass—for atube amp that
doesn't have any power." Real meaning:
Your neighbor is laughing again.
4) Limited warranties. To get high efficiencies out of your drivers, they must
be light, with very short coils. Meaning—you hook up to Krell and it's
Roman Candle time. Customer must
wear helmet to protect from flying midrange when they borrow aKSA-300S
and play Deos "to see what these babies
can really do." Manufacturer is told, "I
was sipping cappuccino on Sunday
morning listening to solo harp when,for
no reason, my speakers exploded and
caught on fire. This will be covered
under warranty, Itrust." Customer gets
mad when manufacturer states that he
needs the old drivers back; customer tells
manufacturer that he is still looking for
the midrange cones.
If you have aloudspeaker that has all
of these properties and maintains the
sonic traits of the finest audiophile loudspeakers (and doesn't cost an arm and a
leg), then you can have fun. You must
also prove that it is worthwhile for a
manufacturer to produce such abeast.
Unfortunately, only one loudspeaker in
the world meets all of these needs, and
it's sitting in my living room. And it's not
for sale.
Have fun hunting. Maybe stacked Khorns, Bozak Concert Grands—wait,
JBL is making the Paragon again—Altec
Voice of the Theaters, headphones with
horns, speaker wire with gain, SE amp
penile implants ... ROBERT L. GROST
President, Unity Audio, Lansing, MI

SINGLE-ENDED FUN!

Editor:

transformers meant that something else
was in order. (An aside: careful perusal
of the Mac patents reveals that these
transformers are, if anything, cheaper to
wind than conventional-quality transformers. Why won't anyone wind these?)
A chance happening on an advertorial
in asmall-circulation DIY magazine
regarding the unbelievably expensive
Audio Note Ongaku amplifier, with
complete schematic and mention of
available output transformers—although
not silver-wound, as on the real thing—
caused me to think. Ialready had the 211
tubes and sockets in my junk box; the
outputs, at $250 apiece, were expensive
but not prohibitive; Icould get the
roughly 1.2kV B+ needed by using
common power transformers in avoltage-double configuration instead of
bridge or split-phase. About athousand
bucks for 25Wpc sounded steep, but I
figured that if atime ever came that I
could live with 25W, it was now.
Surprisingly, Imanaged to complete
the beast in about amonth—and for less
than $750—and it now has about 100
hours on it. Iwill spare you the constructional details, except that the power
transformer is aSt. Louis Music (schlock
outfit that bought the once-proud Ampeg name) stock item, the small-tube B+
and heaters are powered by another guitar power transformer, and the 211
heaters by old Kenyon filament transformers are from ahamfest. The caps and
resistors are typical audiophile (metalfilm and poly), and the rectifiers are
straight silicon—although Ishould build
some kind of soft-start circuit for it.
My current speakers—Spendor LS3/5as
—are exactly wrong for this amplifier.
But since Irarely listen to symphonic
music and am prohibited from too much
real bass, Iam happy with this unit.
Does it sound as good as a real
Ongaku? Ihope it doesn't. I'd hate to
think that those lucky few who can pay
$50,000 for an amplifier are getting no
benefit from their outlay. Idon't envy
them—I presume they worked hard for
their money, and Isincerely hope that
they are getting their money's worth.
But, for $49,250 difference, I'll settle
for second best: it is the most musical,
smooth, yet absolutely accurate amplifier
Ihave ever heard. The low bass is nonexistent, but that's the speakers' fault. Ilook
forward to listening to areal Ongaku
some day, as well as other single-ended
amps.
KENNETH Gow
Springfield, IL

The recent manufacturer squawk over
single-ended amplifier superiority (or
lack of same) is interesting to me because,
like most audiophiles with an electronics
background, Ihad always regarded a
single-ended tube output stage as something found in old AC/DC table radios
and the small guitar amplifiers chosen for
recording by rock guitarists specifically
for distortion at low volume.
To make along story short: divorce,
apartment, no substantial spis allowed.
To keep myself busy, Idecided to build
an amplifier. My original intention was
to build areplica of aMac 75 pair, or a
275. An absolute inability to find new,
suitable output iron, and an unwillingFUN WITH RUSS
ness to pay the sums asked for 33-yearEditor:
old, organic-insulated, random-wound
Ireally enjoyed Russ Novak's review last
24
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November of the Sonic Frontiers SFL-2
[Vo1.17 No.11]. Now that's the way to
review audio equipment. This guy is
sharp. He reminds me of the good old
days ofJ. Gordon Holt when audio was
fun! It still is, but you sure couldn't tell
it by reading some of the unreal, wayoverpriced, unnecessary stuff you find
in most of the audio magazines today. I
know—it's just business, right?
What Iliked about RN's review was
that he told me just what the SFL-2 was
and was not doing. He talked about
different tastes in sound equipment. He
put things into perspective right off the
bat by asking readers if they're wedded
to that old tube sound. Do you depend
on traditional tube sound to color or correct other things wrong with your system? He's right. Let's face it—most of us
listen to what pleases us, not to what
sounds right or what is accurate. Come
on, be honest—I know Ido. Ilike it
right. But if it don't make me feel good,
and if there's nofun, then they can have
it. Ihave heard alot of high-priced,
right-sounding gear at shows and at
dealers, just to end up walking away and
never looking back. Ilike that old sweet,
warm, laid-bacicish, tube-ish sound with
that lush, killer transparency, you-arethere quality. Man, it sounds so natural
and real. (Read JGH's accuracy vs pleasure review of the Conrad-Johnson PV5
in Vol.7 No.3, p.17.)
The only thing that matters to me is
that Iam havingfun. JGH said to me last
year at the Las Vegas CES, "Bill, as long
as you're enjoy what you're doing and
you're havingfun, that's all that matters!'
Iagree! Ihave had too many clean, mean,
lean-machine preamps in my house, and
for some reason they just did not want
to be apart of my family. Preamps that
just would not disappear—they would
just sit there looking pretty and sounding
good. No love, no emotion, no soul,
leaving me cold and dissatisfied. Idon't
believe in lone-ranger preamps in my
system.
Another thing Ireally liked about
RN's review was that he compared the
SFL-2 to three other top-dog preamps.
We need more comparisons and followups in reviews. Every review should be
commented on by at least one or two
other reviewers. It's been along time
since Iwas completely wrapped up in a
review. RN never wandered off in space.
He never wasted unnecessary ink talking
about nothing that had nothing to do
with the review. No filthy language. No
wisecracks. My focus was so completely
on what RN was talking about. For the
first time, Iwasn't even distracted by the
prices. Don't get me wrong—I don't
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995
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mind paying top dollar for agood preamp, but alot of preamps do not stack
up to their price tags.
However, Ialmost passed out when
Idid not see the Audio Research LS5 in
RN's review. Wain all you LS5 fat cats
hear the LS7—you are going to get sick.
ARC blew it. They made the LS7 too
good. This is the best and cheapest ARC
preamp. And, yes, it sounds better than
the late, great SP-11 Mk.II, and should
outsell it, too. It's about time ARC got
back to their roots. Anyway, nice review,
Russ, and keep up the good work.
Ialso want to say goodbye and thanks
to Debbie Fisher for all of her kind help
and hard work. Also, Iwould like to say
thanks to Corey Greenberg for all of the
fun and wild reviews, though Idon't
mind saying Iam not going to miss all
of that filthy language he spewed all over
me. Good-bye, Corey, and good luck.
BILL GLENN
President, Quick-Mod, Ridgecrest, CA
LOOSE SCREWS
Editor:
In November 1994's "Sam's Space"
[Vol.17 No.11], in connection with a
speaker for atubed 8Wpc single-ended
amplifier, Sam Tellig reports an improvement in tightening loose screws. Life is
neither easy nor predictable. In discussing this tweak, Mr. Tellig opens (in all
likelihood unconsciously) aPandora's
box brimful of loose screws.
No few of which find their way into
Jonathan Scull's tweak-saturated, labyrinthine review of the Gryphon DM100
power amplifier, also in November. It's
interesting, is it not, that both Tellig and
Scull find the M'Bozo Discs useful.
These, of course, require no screw tightening. It doesn't matter—the loose screws
Ihave in mind are entirely metaphorical.
M IKE SILVERTON
Brooklyn, NY
ERRORS?
Editor:
As someone who has listened to the
Gryphon DM100 power amplifier much
more extensively than has Jonathan Scull,
Iwould like to point out acouple of
errors in his November '94 review:
Page 119: Wrong.
Pages 120-124: Wrong.
Isuggest you delete these errors, after
which Scull's may represent an accurate,
albeit somewhat shorter, review of this
fine product.
JOHN GIBBEL
Orange, CA
BLIND TESTING?
Editor:
Icannot recall areview in recent memory
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

that was as trivial as Jonathan Scull's
review of the Gryphon DM100 (Stereophile, November '94, p.119). If Ican
understand what Jonathan said in his
"dissertation" on how not to review a
product, he concluded that the DM100
simply did not sound good despite its
impeccable test results and worldwide
acclaim.
Such aconclusion only reminds me of
aproverb my great-grandmother once
told me:
A blind rabbit and ablind snake met
in afield. The snake asked, "What kind
of animal are you?" The rabbit replied,
"Why don't you touch me and decider
The snake did just that and then said,
"You are very soft, have long ears, and
have fur—you must be arabbit." The
rabbit then felt the snake. The rabbit
stated, "You are very smooth and slippery, and you have no ears—you must
be an audio-equipment reviewer."
EDDIE CHAN
Glen Cove, NY
ATMOSPHERE
Editor:
Careful examination of last October's
"Recommended Components" [Vol.17
No.10] reveals that it is haphazard, contradictory, and therefore defective. The
decision to remove the Atma-Sphere
MP-1 preamplifier is agood example.
Steven Stone complained of switching
inadequacies, but on the cover of the
December'93 issue, the CAT is plainly
visible (as Component of the Year) with
the exact same signal-switching system
(compare to the photo of the MP-1 in the
same issue), onlyfewer inputs! Similarly,
reviews of the CAT and Jadis indicate
that putting in good tubes is not enough
for either preamplifier—in fact, they
must be the right tubes (installed aftermarket). Yet the MP-1 gets docked for
the same characteristic! (The unprofessional style in which SS tore down the
Atma-Sphere was an embarrassment to
the magazine.) If Stereophile admits this
contradiction and corrects it, you will
avoid losing face.
EVAN ROBERTS
Eau Claire, WI
ATMA -SPHERE
Editor:
One of the reasons Iallowed my subscription to lapse earlier this year was
the continued lack of some common
denominator among the reviewing staff,
manifested all too frequently by the
seeming arbitrariness of component
rankings in the semi-annual "Recommended Components" listings. Given
the inherently idiosyncratic nature of the
high-end reviewing process, one can eas-
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ily appreciate the difficulty of establishing asensible reviewing strategy with a
disparate staff, so that, within the bounds
of accepted journalistic behavior, certain
allowances must be made for an individual reviewer's professional style based
on his biases and listening habits.
Occasionally, however, areviewer is
permitted, unintentionally or otherwise,
to stray outside these limits, with potentially negative impact on an undeserving
manufacturer. There is no better example
of this kind of high-end folly than the
reckless treatment accorded the AtmaSphere MP-1 preamplifier in the October
issue by Steven Stone. There are some
important issues connected to this
Follow-Up which Ifeel deserve serious
reflection by both Mr. Stone and the
Editor.
It is an unfortunate circumstance of
this industry that the viability of many
manufacturers who contribute to the
industry's advancement and well-being
is so heavily dependent on the capriciousness oía single reviewer. It therefore
becomes paramount for the reviewer to
ensure that his reporting is exercised to
ahigh professional standard. Furthermore, it is the responsibility of the editor
to scrutinize the reporting of his staff for
exactly the type of pernicious utterings
foisted by Mr. Stone upon the readership.
In Mr. Stone's narrative, we find a
description of the considerable pain and
anxiety of being atubeophile, inappropriately laced with asprinkling of
veiled hostility. The result of this one
reviewer's (has anyone else on your staff
listened to the MP-1?) misgivings and
second thoughts was the deletion of the
MP-1 from "Recommended Components" with nary an explanation from the
editor. One can only assume that it was
based solely on Mr. Stone's predilection
for vast I/O capabilities to support A/V
surround-sound, and his inability to deal
with defective tubes. The absence of adequate rationale behind this action will no
doubt foster bewilderment and, ultimately, a"can't take achance" attitude
in the minds of readers who might have
otherwise given this state-of-the-art
product at least some thoughtful consideration against other candidates.
Alma-Sphere deserves better treatment
than this shabby display.
My experience with the MP-1, which
Ihave owned for two years, does not
mirror Mr. Stone's. Though it did have
some minor teething problems at the
start, these were quickly resolved by
Atma-Sphere, who have continued to
demonstrate their commitment to the
customer and the product by offering
surprisingly cost-effective upgrades to
27

FINALLY, REVENGE FOR
EVERYTHING I
N LIFE BEING O NE
BIG COMPROMISE.
hen we introduced the C.E.C. TL 1, afunny thing happened. Critics —by and large known for their
skepticism —went bonkers. Stereophile said, "The C.E.C. is unquestionably aremarkable transport.
Its smoothness, ease and liquidity set anew standard in digital playback."* It even continues to earn their rare
Class A Recommendation again and again. ?e, The 11 1was the first, and only, CD transport to take advantage
of the stability and smoothness of belt drive. The results, not surprisingly, are remarkably
similar to experiencing the best vinyl recordings on the finest belt-drive analog turntables.
With adepth and richness never before heard from compact discs. és, And now, the TL 1
has company. Introducing the TL 0 and the TL 2. The TL 0 is to the audio world as

The belt-drive

CD transport is so
unique, it's patented.

Michelangelo's David is to the world of art. With aprice tag of $17,500, it should be. On the other hand, the
TL 2is the less expensive alternative designed to open up the wonders of CD belt drive to almost anyone.
But whichever model you choose, rest easy. You can be assured that you'll never, ever feel like you could have
done better. C.E.C. Available only at the finest audio dealers.

PARASOUND
Exclusive North American C.E.C. dotnhutor: Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francise, CA 94111 (415) 397.7100 Fax (415) 397.0144.
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It seems to me that many audiophiles,
dealers, magazines (this one included),
and others involved in the pursuit of "the
absolute sound" (pardon the reference
to the competing journal) get so involved
in the minutiae of audio that they lose
sight of those fundamental elements
which either raise the audio experience
to something approaching heavenly bliss,
or doom it to frustrating mediocrity.
These determinants of sound quality
include: a) the listening room; b) compatibility of components within agiven
system; and c) the quality of the software
(LPs, CDs, or tapes).
With regard to listening rooms, the
great JGH has reminded us that if the
room is "doggie doo," then the world's
finest components will still produce
"doggie doo" at our ears. (What aconcept!) Ihave frequently had the experience of spending thousands of dollars
and untold hours of effort in setting up
asystem in apoor listening environment,
only to find it significantly bettered by
amid-fi system in an excellent room.
Placing megabuck equipment augmented by every cone, dot, belt, and superwire in existence will not repair the
damage done by faulty room acoustics.
Similarly, adding the "Class A Component of the Year" to many systems will
often make things worse if that piece of
equipment is sonically incompatible with
the rest of the chain. The third determinant, the software, may be as troublesome as the room, and is frequently more
frustrating, since many great performances, past and present, are recorded
in execrable sound.
What's to be done about all this?
Ithink the manufacturer/magazine/
Although some of us had misgivings, Igave dealer complex must be willing to educate and honestly advise the consumer.
the Atma-Sphere MP-1 the benefit of the
Many an esteemed "high-end" dealer is
doubt and listed it in the April 1994 "Recomall too willing to sell acustomer a1m
mended Components" on the basis of Steven
interconnect costing in excess of $1000,
Skme's enthusiastic advocacy in Vol.16 No.12.
After SS had lived with the preampleerfor knowing full well that he has participated
in creating the delusion that this purchase
almost ayear, however, the bloom was off the
rose, as explained in his Follow-Up in Vol.17 will lead to instant audio nirvana. Later,
when the bloom is off the rose and reality
No.10. Given SS's change ofheart, to continue
sets in, the dealer reminds the customer
its listing in the October '94 "Recommended
Components" seemed inappropriate. —J
A of his "no-return" policy on cables.
Magazines are equally at fault for perpetuating the myth that the "tweak of
SUPREME PARAMETERS
the month" will, like aspirin, be the drug
Editor:
The venerable J. Gordon Holt, whom I that works wonders.
But perhaps audiophiles themselves
regard as one of the finest and most
are most to blame for failing to recoghonest audio critics ever to grace the
nize what really counts most in building
pages of Stereophile or any other audio
asatisfying system: In the final analysis,
publication, has on several occasions
what truly matters is what you hear in your
made the points Iam about to make.
room, not what is asserted by rhapsodic
Nevertheless, they bear frequent repeatmagazine prose or greed-driven dealer
ing and re-emphasis. Iam referring to the
exuberance.
JAMES L. REES
supreme importance of a few basic
Greenville, NC
parameters in the audio equation.

maintain product currency. Ichallenge
Mr. Stone's claim that premium tubes are
required to make the MP-1 work properly. The MP-1 is the first piece of highend electronics Ihave owned that has
never had asingle hum problem, and the
phono-stage noise he complains of has
been mostly unobtrusive with my
Koetsu Rosewood Signature, and anonissue with my Benz Reference. Ihave had
to deal with errant tubes from time to
time, as Ihave with other manufacturers'
tube equipment. Idon't own any tube
manuals, and Ihave never experienced
acatastrophic failure of aChinese 12AT7.
On one point, however, Mr. Stone is
spot on: the MP-1 is definitely aClass
A performer, and it is also one of the
three most satisfying components that
Ihave owned since Igot into this crazy
world back in 1957. Iconsider it to be in
the same "the last one I'll ever need to
buy" league as my Graham 1St tonearm.
It is asad fact that this highly subjective and, in its own way, perverse industry creates abreeding ground for insecure individuals—audiophile zombies—
unable to think for themselves, who find
it necessary to treat reviewers' opinions
as dogma. These are the people who succumb to the irresponsible musings of
reviewers such as Mr. Stone. Ultimately,
the small manufacturer becomes the
unworthy victim of the whole process.
To these individuals Isay, "Get alife!"
To Stereophile Isay, get your editorial
act together—we want informed opinion, not opinionated information. You
owe Atma-Sphere an explanation.
NEIL A. LEVY
Encinitas, CA
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Dealer and Manufacturer Inquiries:
Please Contact our Director of
Sales and Marketing:
1255 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10029
Tel: (212) 987-1724
Fax: (212) 987-1568

AP.

Products Imported by Fanfare Intl
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Welcome to the real UJ orld.
Increasingly people are turning to a place NHT has

That's why increasingly people are turning to NHT.

always called home, the real world. Where performance

From the legendary SuperZero, with performance totally

is paramount -and so are aesthetics, function and value.

out of proportion for its size, to the breakthrough Model 3.3,

Where our design philosophy addresses the challenges

the ultimate speaker. If great audio is your whole world,

of your daily life, not those of an audio laboratory.

explore NHT's corner of it.

111111111811
DSE Y[IHR HERD
Now Hear This, 535 Getty Court, Bldg. A. Benicia, CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993; (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd.. (514) 631-6448
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US: Kristen Weitz

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars shouldfax me (don't call) the when,
where, and who at (505) 983-6327 at least
eight weeks before the month of the event—ie,
y-you're putting on something in March 1995,
you should get the information to me byJanuary I, 1995. Mark thefax cover sheet "For
the attention ofKristen Weitz—Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of Hi-Fi Shows and
audio societies promoting manufacturer visits
should alsofax me the details as soon as possible
California: Sound Perfection announces
the Grand Opening of their audio/video/
Home Theater store at 700 El Camino
Real, Menlo Park. Tel: (415) 323-1000.
Fax: (415) 323-8228.
Florida: Inner Ear Audio (945 Main St.,
Safety Harbor) will present the work of
Dove Maffeo, internationally acclaimed
artist and furniture designer, in an exhibit
entitled "Vista èSuóno," from Sunday
November 6through Friday December
23. Call (813) 797-1123 for more information.
Georgia: On March 19, The Atlanta
Audio Society will host aloudspeaker
seminar on the Probe Audio Labs product
line, featuring the flagship Martinet.
Time is 2pm at the Hellenic Center in
Atlanta. Call (404) 876-5659 for more
information.
Illinois: On January 22, Dennis Had of
Guy Audio will give apresentation to the
Chicago Audio Society on single-ended
amplification. For details, including
meeting location, call (708) 382-8433 or
(708) 583-3913, or E-mail to sysop@
nybble.com or u24129@uicvm.uic.edu.
Michigan: On Wednesday January 25,
Overture Audio (618 S. Main St., Ann
Arbor) will host KEF Electronics America's
Joel Rosenblatt, who will discuss new
developments in loudspeaker design and
their application in home audio and
Home Theater systems. Mr. Rosenblatt
will also demonstrate new models in
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995
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ICEF's Reference Series. Overture Audio
will provide music, film, and refreshments. Call (313) 662-1812 or fax (313)
662-1928 for more information.
Minnesota: Paragon Acoustics has
moved to 2966 N. Cleveland Ave.,
Roseville. Tel: (800) 224-7599, (612) 6312177. Fax: (612) 631-2192.
New York: Long Island retailer Select
Sound (6314 Northern Blvd., East Norwich) will present aseries of Thursday
seminars throughout the month ofJanuary. The store will also premiere new
audio and Home Theater products introduced at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show. Representatives and designers
will be on hand from B&W, Krell, Meridian, Pioneer Elite, Rotel, and Totem. Call
store owner Rich Martinetti, (516) 6242124, for scheduled dates and times.
Fanfare International—importer of
Jadis Electronics, Siltech Cables, Reference 3A loudspeakers, Hannonix accessories, and lately the Plinius line of solidstate electronics from New Zealand—has
authorized Northstar Leading The Way
to be its exclusive distributor in the US.
Oregon: On Tuesday January 31, Audio
Video Environments, formerly Audio
Adventure (19354 SW Bonnes Ferry Rd.,
Tualatin) will host David Sckolnik of
Green Mountain Audio. Time is
5:30pm-9:30pm. Call (503) 691-6025
for details.
Virginia: In January and February,
Giftal ListenerAudio (5720 Pickwick Rd.,
Centreville) will host three Musical
Evenings: On Wednesday January 18,
William Peugh of Metaphor Acoustic
Design will demonstrate the remarkable
new Metaphor 2loudspeaker; on Wednesday January 25, Linn Hi Fi's Jan
Donaldson will demonstrate the extraordinary possibilities of the Linn ICNEICT
full-house matrix system; and on Thursday February 2, Randy Patton, head of
the Threshold Corporation, will show the
new Threshold electronics and discuss
WorldRadioHistory
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Threshold's future. All events will begin
with areception and light refreshment
at 7pm, followed by the presentation at
8pm. Call (703) 818-8000 for more
information.
Washington: On Thursday February 2,
Seattle's Madison Audio (909 Western
Ave.) will host Green Mountain Audio's
David Sckolnik, who will give aseminar
on their speakers and show new products. Call (206) 292-9262 or fax (206)
343-7455 for more information.

US: Larry Archibald

October 15-18 were the dates, and San
Francisco's Fairmont Hotel the place, for
hi-fi's least-reported industry event: the
Electronic Industries Association Fall
Conference. This lack of attention is not
unintentional—the Fall Conference is a
members-only event, and only manufacturers of electronics and loudspeakers can
be full members of the EIA—no software,
and no magazines (though magazines
can participate through very expensive
associate membership). Don't be too surprised if you see Stereophile come out with
something like asignal-generator kit,
just so we can join the EIA (though it
won't increase reporting of the Fall Conference, since all proceedings would be
off the record).
Nor has there always been much to
report. In the past, the Fall Conference
has concerned trade issues of primary
importance to the large-scale manufacturers who until recently made up the
huge bulk of EIA members. This year
was different. Thiel's Kathy Gornik,
member of the EIA for the past four
years and ahigh-end liaison for many
more, was named the chairperson of the
EIA's influential Audio Division. This
is the first time that someone from the
heart of high-end has enjoyed such
influence at what is probably the world's
largest trade organization for consumer
electronics.
Gornik's predecessor in the two-year
position was Robert Heiblim of Kinergetics Holdings, the company which
31
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Metal Cone Technology.
Magnetic Liquid Coil Suspension.
All American Manufacture.
Unbelievable Sound.

HOME THEATER SYSTEMS
Complete multi component systems with full dynamics, ultra-smooth and,
extended low frequency response for the most demanding soundtracks.
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12 Foss Road, Lewiston, Maine 04240
Tel. 207.795.0609 Fax 207.795.0613
For more information, or your nearest dealer, contact us.

owns KEF and Celestion and is associated with Kinergetics Electronics. These
are all high-end companies, but Heiblim began his tour of duty as head of the
audio division when he worked for
Denon, acompany which does make
high-end gear but most of whose products are considered upper mid-fi.
Gornik has long advocated far greater
participation in the EIA by high-end
companies, and has just as strongly
championed the EIA when speaking to
potential high-end members. She and
Lew Johnson of Conrad-Johnson have
single-handedly revived the Summer
Show, now dubbed the CES Specialty
Audio & Home Theater Show and
scheduled for Father's Day Weekend
(June 16-18, 1995) at Chicago's Palmer
House. (This weekend choice is not the
result of some perverse irony on the
EIA's part. Finding adequate hotel space
at anice time of year at agood hotel at
the last minute is no easy task; very frequently the only available dates are
weekends when other people didn't take
the space for some good reason—
Father's Day, in this case.)
Gornik's and Johnson's instincts with
respect to the Summer Show will stand
them in good stead with the EIA. Within
the last five months the EIA has had to
cancel two major shows (the first Brazil Show, scheduled for August 1994,
and the first interactive media show,
scheduled for Philadelphia in May 1995),
and oversaw its last Summer CES' this
past June.
The CES Specialty Audio Video
Show was given afurther boost by the
other big news from the EIA Fall Conference: The Home Theater Industry
Association (HTIA), of which Stereophile
has been amember, worked out amerger
with the EIA wherein all manufacturer
members were able to join the EIA and
sign up for anew Home Theater Subdivision, of which HTIA former president Peter Tribeman (Atlantic Technologies) is the chairperson. (Unfortunately,
media members of HTIA, such as Audio/
Video Interiors, Hachette, Curtco, and
Stereophile, were offered only the same
associate membership in the EIA that had
already been expensively open to them.)
Consumer Electronics Group head honcho Gary Shapiro made it clear that
1You may wonder why the term "Consumer Electronics" precedes "Show" in the name CES, since consumer attendance is neither solicited nor welcome at the
trade-only show (with the exception of the 1992 and
1993 SCESes, which tried to augment dwindling
Chicago attendance with the consumer kind, to no
avail). It's because the products you and Ilove to listen
to music through (or watch movies on, or tell time by,
or use as video games) are known all over the world as
consumer electronics. For maximum clarity, the show
should be titled "Consumer-Electronics Show!' Would
the acronym be "C-ES"?

Home Theater would receive renewed
promotional attention from the EIA—
even though the promotion of Home
Theater has always been spearheaded by
the EIA, many of whose current members produce Home Theater products.
There are only ten divisions within the
EIA, so Kathy Gornik's position as
Audio Division Chairperson carries significant clout as to disposition of the
EIA's money. Nor is Gornik's tenure
likely to be asolitary foray for high-end
into the trade group: Joyce Fleming of
McCormack takes over Gornik's role as
head of the High-End Audio Subdivision, and Laura Hendershot of Counterpoint was appointed Deputy Chairperson of the Home Theater Subdivision
(a subdivision of both the Audio and
Video Divisions).
Five years ago, high-end companies
used to complain that the EIA paid them
no never mind. Nowadays, with 41% of
the Audio Division's members clearly
from the High End and the chairpersonship in high-end hands, things look
different. Vive la change.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

The recent emergence of Home Theater
as amajor product category has had a
predictable result: manufacturers formed
a support group, the Home Theater
Industry Association. Of course, Home
Theater exhibits have also been asignificant part of the Winter and Summer
CESes. So when the HTIA lost the
leadership of its executive director Ken
Furst last summery other HTIA officials
opened discussions with the Electronic
Industries Association, the organization
that owns and operates the CES. As
Larry Archibald reports above, the
HTIA is being merged into the EIA,
which in turn has established its own
Home Theater division.
This division finally may address some
long-overdue standards issues, such
as the need for an industry-standard
speaker connector that would simplify
hookups, provide areliable high-current
connection, and guarantee correct polarity. (A Home Theater system involves 24
individual speaker-wire connections, and
errors are hard to identify.)
Ordinarily, such organizational matters wouldn't be news. But this story is
significant because of its likely impact
on the Summer CES itself. Last summer,
we thought we had attended our last
CES in Chicago; as we reported last
month (Vol.17 No.12), the Summer CES
became avideogame show and was
moving to Philadelphia. But game corn2He was hired by Curtco Publishing to help them
launch Home Theater Technology magazine.
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panies withdrew, and the entire '95 Show
was canceled. Meanwhile, ahandful of
high-end audio companies, led by Thiel
and Conrad-Johnson, organized anew
CES Specialty Audio & Home Theater
Show that promised to continue in
Chicago where the '94 CES left off.
Initially, it appeared that the new
Show would occupy only afew dozen
rooms in Chicago's Palmer House for the
weekend ofJune 17-19, 1995, and perhaps only afew dealers would bother to
attend. But many video-related companies have been signing up for the new
Show, particularly since the Philly CES
was canceled, and the EIA's expanded
commitment to Home Theater is likely
to accelerate this trend. At the current
rate, the new Show may expand to
hundreds of exhibits, spilling over into
other hotels and reestablishing the original audio/video roots of the Summer
CES. Who knows? By June we may even
be calling the new Show aCES!

US: John Atkinson

Those who preach doom'n'gloom for the
audio industry will be no doubt disappointed to learn that ex-factory audio
component sales rose by 15% in September '94, to an all-time figure of $938
million. According to the EIA, audio
sales in the US totaled $23 billion in the
third quarter of 1994—a 16% increase
compared with the same period in 1993.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

A convention in Los Angeles during
October, called the World Media Expo,
combined several annual broadcastingrelated conferences: the NAB Radio
Show, the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers conference, aSociety of Broadcast Engineers conference,
et al. Not surprisingly, there was much
discussion of the ongoing testing of
digital-radio systems and the evolution
of standards for High-Definition Digital TV.
One report described two comparative listening tests to evaluate perceptual
coders for the discrete five-channel surround-sound of European HDTV. In
this test, the least-publicized contender
achieved the largest number of high ratings. This was MPAC, the multichannel
version of the PAC (Perceptual Audio
Coder) that was developed at AT&T's
Bell Laboratories. The major alternative
candidates were Dolby AC-3 (already
selected for American HDTV) and the
Musicam/Surround system from Philips.
The MPEG standards committee initially chose the Philips proposal as the
principal candidate for European HDTV,
with Dolby AC-3 as abackup. But there
33

were questions about whether the performance of Musicam/Surround had
been compromised in aquest for backward
compatibility with the two-channel
Musicam code used in digital radio. So
the MPEG committee put its final decision on hold for ayear in order to leave
room for possible improvements and
further evaluation.
The listening tests were held at
Deutsche Telecom (DT) in Berlin and at
the BBC in London. While the administrators of such tests try to maintain ahigh
level of academic objectivity, this is also
ahigh-stakes competition among large
corporations. The engineers involved in
the creation of the competing codecs
(code/decode systems) know the limits
of each other's designs. So when they
were invited to propose signals for the
test, each contender proposed known
"codec killers"—signals that each engineer knew would cause acompetitor's
system to fail. While these signals were
known to be exceptionally difficult to
handle, they still were essentially musical
in character—for example, tracks with
harpsichord, drum and glockenspiel, and
so on.
Though most of the ten signals in each
test were known codec killers, one was
asample of "normal" program material
nominated by Lucasfilm's THX guru,
Tomlinson Holman: abrief excerpt from
IndianaJones and the Last Crusade containing orchestral sound and abit of dialog.
A total o145 experienced listeners ranked
the performance of each codec on the
1-5 CCIR rating scale. Interestingly,
according to Tom Holman, the film
soundtrack revealed coding flaws as efficiently as many of the codec killers,
exposing quantizing errors and unstable localization.
AT&T engineers summarized the
results of these tests in the table shown
below, which lists how many signals (out
of 10) were judged to have been "transparently" coded, meaning that they
scored an average of at least 4.5 points
out of 5. The result for the three main
contenders:
Codec
DT
BBC
AT&T
6
5
Dolby
2
1
Philips
1
When Ifirst saw this table, Iwasn't
surprised: In my August 1993 "Industry
Update," Idescribed what Iheard when
Ilistened to two-channel versions of the
Dolby (AC-2) and AT&T (PAC) systems.
Neither was indistinguishable from the
original sound, but PAC's effect on the
music was comparatively subtle Unlike
the other perceptual coders that I've
heard, PAC did not alter musical timbres,
34

add an obvious metallic glare, cause
complex sounds to become more con.
gested, or alter the apparent width or
depth of the soundstage. But the fivechannel codees differ from their twochannel counterparts in important
respects, so there's no reason to assume
that they would exhibit the same differences in sound.
The London and Berlin results indicate that AT&T's MPAC, when handling
difficult signals, is less likely than its
competitors to be provoked into audible misbehavior. Does this mean that the
AT&T system is dramatically superior
overall? Not necessarily. One engineer
who read the fill report (which analyzed
all of the test results in detail) remarked
that, in terms of average performance
scores, the codees were more similar than
different.
Another way to look at the preceding
table is that there's plenty of margin for
improvement. All of the contenders continue to fail many tests, which confirms
the conclusion that emerged from the
Grand Alliance tests the previous year
at Lucasfilrn, in which AC-3 was selected
as the US standard. Even the best codees
failed to provide audibly "transparent"
reproduction of the original sound.
So I've been wondering whether we're
unalterably locked into the choice of AC3. If further tests were to reveal that
AT&T's MPAC really is the best-sounding five-channel codec, is there some way
in which it could become the standard
for American HDTV, and also for a
future post-CD disc format for music
recordings? Two answers seem likely:
1) The HDTV Grand Alliance worked
under urgent pressure to adopt encoding
standards last year, and to select transmission standards several months ago,
in order to be able to submit the entire
set of standards to the FCC this year for
final testing and approval. The goal was
to install HDTV transmitting equipment
in time to broadcast the 1996 Atlanta
Olympics, and to manufacture amillion
HDTV sets in time to meet the anticipated demand from people who will
want to watch this popular event. But
this ambitious schedule proved impossible to meet. Last fall, when developers
were still testing different modulation
schemes for HDTV broadcasting, it
became clear that the new system won't
be ready in time for the Olympics. The
events will be recorded in HDTV for
future sale, but we won't be watching live
high-def broadcasts from Atlanta in our
living rooms.
Meanwhile, broadcasters are becoming increasingly reluctant to rush into
HDTV at all. Optimistically, HDTV
WorldRadioHistory

could be launched as early as the end of
1996. Realistically, it may be delayed two
or three years longer. My guess is that
HDTV probably will be launched first
via cable and satellite, because that won't
require FCC approval. HBO (and each
of its competitors) will show movies in
conventional form on one channel, and
in high-del on another. For viewers
beyond the reach of cable, RCA's Digital
Satellite System will allocate several channels to high-def, while the remaining
channels will provide conventional TV.
In retrospect, it seems clear that the
encoding standards for HDTV needn't
have been selected in such ahurry. Now
that the urgent deadline pressure has
relaxed, observers are exploring the possibility of scheduling another round of
comparative listening tests in which the
latest versions of AC-3, MPAC, and Muaicam Surround could be re-evaluated.
If the final recommendation of the
HDTV Grand Alliance is generally supported by the electronics industry, the
FCC is likely to endorse the standard.
But the FCC has the final say. If one part
of the proposed standard is widely
disputed—the selection of audio codec,
for example—then the FCC could sponsor its own tests and select adifferent
audio codec that employs the same bitrate. (As Iunderstand it, the "packet"
structure of the proposed HDTV signal
would allow adifferent audio codec to
be substituted without affecting the
remainder of the signal.) So, although
Dolby AC-3 was the best-sounding of
the coders in last year's Grand Alliance
tests, and the 384k version of AC-3 is
now the proposed standard, this choice
may not be final.

US: Allen St. John

"There is no better way in this world to
lose something forever than to misfile it
in abig library:' writes Norman Maclean
in Young Men and Fire. And while I'm not
comparing my CD collection to the
Library of Congress, arecent trend in
pop-CD graphics is driving me nuts:
discs without the name of the album
silkscreened on them. While this fashion statement seems to have started with
the indies, recent inductees into the Artsy
but Nameless Disc Club include mainstream artists like Bonnie Raitt, Liz Phair,
Peter Case, They Might Be Giantsjohn
Wesley Harding, R.E.M., and U2.
Iknow that in aperfect world this
wouldn't be an issue—discs would go
straight from the jewelbox to the player
drawer and back again. But if you're like
me, you've always got acouple of empty
jewelboxes and afew stray discs lying
around [Amen!—KW]. And if your
S
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WINNERS!
The new B&W DM -600
and DM -610 monitors
have received the highest
accolades and rave reviews from the demanding British audio press.
Their sound is unmistakably B&W. Your B&W
dealer can show you the
reviews. Better yet, listen
and you'll see.
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B&W Loudspeakers of America, P.O. Box 8, 54 Concord Street, North ReadelA 01864-0008~
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As complementary components, the PS Audio Lambda CD drive and
the UltraLink Two digital processor deliver reference quality CD playback. They incorporate the latest advances in digital signal retrieval and
decoding. Lambda utilizes asilver alloy metal drive mechanism, glass
optics, and reduced moving mass for unprecedented mechanical
performance, as well as sophisticated re-clocking circuitry for low jitter.
UltraLink Two employs the highly regarded UltraAnalog D20400A DIA
converter, the UltraAnalog AES21 low jitter digital receiver, and enhancements in analog circuitry and power supply design to better the
performance of even its predecessor—the industry standard UltraLink.
While Lambda and UltraLink Two set new standards for performance in
their respective categories, together they make incredibly lifelike music.
Whether your preference is classicaf or rhythm and blues, Lambda and
UltraLink Two simply must be heard to be appreciated.

PS Audio, Inc.
7325 Roseville Road, Sacramento, California 95842
Phone (916) 348-0667, Fax (916) 348-0678
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A division of Threshold Corporation.
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I

've just received, directly from
Ringmat Developments in the UK,
the Mk.II version of the Ringmat
330 turntable mat (see Stereophile, Vol.17
No.5, p.137).1
This 91
/"mat that looks like cork and
2
paper (the manufacturer refers to it as
"cotton flock") sure doesn't look like
much for $64.95. Looks can be deceiving.
The original version (Mk.1) was good,
too, but under certain circumstances—
perhaps the climatic variations we experience in North America—the adhesive
that bonds the cork rings to the, ah, cotton flock, would let go, setting the rings
free. Iglued them back on and gave the
mat to my son. (The manufacturer became aware of this, didn't attempt to
deny that aproblem existed, and says the
problem has been solved with adifferent
adhesive used on the Mk.II. Iapplaud
their forthrightness.)
Anyway, the Ringmat is the first mat
that's really mattered on my AR turntable, and may very well work wonders
with your 'table, too—AR or otherwise.
Robert Deutsch liked it with his Linn,
although Icould tell that it caused acrisis
of faith in that longtime follower of the
Linn Church. (Will JA get up the nerve
to try aRingmat on his Linn, or will he
feel Tiefenbullied? What are you waiting for, John? Ivor's permission?) The AR
is just aturntable, not areligion; when
the turntable was in production, the folks
at AR cheerfully admitted that mats were
amatter of personal taste, and asuitable
area for experimentation.
Better than ever is what Ihave to
report about the Mk.II!
The mat now has two cork rings on
top, three on bottom—as opposed to the
earlier version's two. The record rests
only on the rings. The revised Ringmat
results in much tighter bass, amore detailed sound overall—without the overetched quality that certain, usually hard,
1Distributed in the US by Something Worth Hearing,
50 Elmhurst St., Rochester, NY 14607. Tel: (716) 4611295. Fax: (716) 454-3631.
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QIVIDNM Design Ringmat turntable mat

turntable mats often produce with the
AR. There sure ain't no ringing from the
Ringmat!
Now when people listen to the sound
of my AR turntable—fitted with an SME
309 arm and Kiseki Blue Gold cartridge
—their yaws, as Lars likes to say, drop.
Iswear to you that the resolution, tautness, and dynamic quality of my analog
setup are very close to the best I've heard
at any price.

tweak the sound by playing with arm
height, and then varying the arm height
for each record (something which isn't
feasible for me, considering the clumsy
arm-height adjustment capability of the
otherwise excellent SME 309). Idid no
such thing. To tell you the truth, Idon't
dare adjust the arm height, because Icould
never get it exactly back—and the sound
is phenomenal exactly as is.
Buy aRingmat and turn your AR into
akiller 'table. It almost seems too good
to be true. But don't just take my word
for it. As Grandpa (Deduskha) Lenin
said, "Trust, but check." Buy aRingmat
Mk.II with amoney-back guarantee, and
verify the results for yourself. With the
Ringmat available, Ithink it's as dumb
to drop megabucks on atwealcy-twitchy
'table as it is to buy super-expensive digital separates. Put your money where it
matters (lieh-heh): into agreat amp or
speakers.

W HERE IT STANDS

In the May issue (Vol.17 No.5), Irecommended the 19" Merrill Audi& stands
with the RA Labs Mini Reference speaker.
These stands come 19", 24", or 28" high
at suggested retail prices of $250 for the
19" and 24", and $275 for the 28".
What's the big deal, you say? Well, it's
hard to find really solid stands—heavy,
spiked stands you can fill with sand and/
or lead shot—made in America. (Sound
Anchors 3is another US manufacturer of
high-quality stands.) Many of the best
British-made stands are not available in
North America; those that are tend to
The neat thing is that Igot this great have high prices that reflect their transturntable sound simply by removing my atlantic shipping costs, customs duties,
old, thin, felt mat and installing the Ring- brokers, currency conversion, etc.
mat—a ten-second tweak! And Ihave a
non-tweaker's 'table: no air bearing, no NEW GOLDEN DRAGON KT88S
pump, no arm outfitted with only the Previous versions of the Chinese ICT88s
very best dental floss, no massive marble (at least the ones which were widely
stand (just aTarget turntable shelf), no
2 Merrill Audio, 2125 Central Ave, Memphis, TN
clamp—nuttin'. Just play the record and 38104.
Tel: (901) 272-1410. Fax: (901) 726-9616.
smile.
3Sound Anchors, 2835 Kirby Ave, Unit 110, Palm Bay,
Ringmat would have you further FL 32905. Tel./fax: (407) 724-1237.

THE NEAT THING IS
THAT I
GOT THIS GREAT
TURNTABLE SOUND
SIMPLY BY REMOVING MY
OLD, THIN, FELT MAT AND
INSTALLING THE
RINGMAT-A
TEN-SECOND TWEAK!
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Introducing McCormack 's
award-winning musicality recreated
in new compact components.
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Contact us for the name of the nearest dealer where
you can see and hear them yourself.
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McCormack quality. Smaller size
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available in North America) have not
enjoyed the greatest reputation for reliability. I've had two of them self-immolate, after first turning bright cherry red.
The sound quality of these Chinese ICT88s
may not have been top-drawer, either:
typically uncontrolled in the bass (bass
all over the place), and somewhat glary
in the upper midrange.
Now comes anew-or newly available-version of the ICT88, said to be a
Golden Dragon exclusive. It differs from
previous designs in several parameters.
You can distinguish it from other Chinese KT88s by the taller glass (as in the
M-0 Valve Gold Lion) and the single
getter on the top (the older Golden
Dragon ICT88s have two side getters and
one on top). The new KT88s cost $120
amatched pair, or $248 for amatched
quad (there's labor involved in tube
matching)-roughly $60 atube. Not
cheap, but not outrageous-particularly
if the tubes last.
According to Kevin Hayes of Tubes
by Design, distributor of the Golden
Dragons, the new tube "appears to be far
more reliable" than previous ICT88s. We
shall see. But several manufacturers have
been raving to me about how the new
tubes are surviving various torture tests;
maybe we now have the output tube
we've been waiting for.
Itried the tubes in my McIntosh 275
reissue, which was previously tubed with
Golden Dragon's so-called "KT88
Supers." The KT88 Supers produced
quite acceptable sound; the new ICT88s
are even better. Bass is tighter and better defined-not quite so blowsy. The
upper midrange has none of the residual
glare Iheard with the IC'T88 Supers. The
overall sound is smoother and more
delicate-closer to the sound of agood
triode tube amp.
Sonically, Igive them an enthusiastic
thumbs up. These KT88s sound more
delicate, detailed, and controlled than
anything I've heard since ajadis JA 80
tubed with M-0 Valve Gold Lion KT88s.
Unfortunately, it wasn't mine.

gum
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Maestro II.

Virtuoso

Do you have confidence in purchasing premium cable today ? Do you rely on
the input of friends, reviewers, retailers ... the cable manufacturers ?
Straight Wire has gained an enviable reputation and loyal following by
producing cables of extraordinary performance and value coupled with service
and consumer support second to none. The Virtuoso series is unique in
offering two versions for precise system matching. Platinum for most solid state
electronics and dynamic speaker combinations. Gold for tube components
and planar speaker systems. Changing your components soon -don't worry Virtuoso-trade in policy allows you to re-select optimal cables for a minimal fee.
Maestro II series advances the highly regarded original Maestro in many ways.
Contact your local dealer for details and afree in-home audition.
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long with Audio Research, Magnepan, Mark Levinson,
and Threshold, loudspeaker manufacturer Infinity epitomizes the nascent High End that emerged in the early
'70s. Infinity was founded in 1968 by three audio enthusiasts—
Arnie Nudell, Cary Christie, andJohn Ulrich—two of whom were
worleingfor adefense contractor. Infinity was soldfitst to Electro/Audio
Dynamics in the '70s, then to Harman International in the '80s. From
its garage-operation roots, Infinity grew to amulti-million-dollar operation withfeet planted in both the high-end and mass-market camps.
In particular, its expensive IRS series oflowispeakers, combining dipole
arrays of midrange and treble units with servo-controlled woofers, came
to be seen as the highest of the High End. It seemed appropriate to
accompany this issue's reviews ofproducts designed by Cary Christie
and Arnie Nudell with interviews with both men, as well as with
John Ulrich.
—John Atkinson

•

I
NFINITY CO-FOUNDERS ARNIE NUDELL, CARY CHRISTIE, AND JOHN ULRICH
TALK WITH ROBERT HARLEY, THOMAS J. NORTON, AND JOHN ATKINSON
ARNIE NUDELL, BY ROBERT HARLEY

A

mie Nudell is one o
fahandful ofdeugners who couldjuste
ably be calledfounding members ofthe high-end audio industry. Arnie co-founded Infinity in his garage in 1968 and
recently joinedforces with Paul McGowan, the co-founder of PS
Audio, to create Genesis Technologies, the Colorado-based company
formed to build ultra-high-end loudspeaker systems (see my review
of their $22,000 Genesis 115 loudspeaker system elsewhere in this
issue.)
Ivisited the Genesisfactory last September and spent some time
with Arnie and Paull discussing loudspeaker and ampler design,
and high-quality music reproduction. Iasked Arnie how he became
involved in high-end audio.
Arnie Nudell: Iwas trained as anuclear physicist and alaser
physicist, but when Iwas very young—eight or nine years
old—I started experimenting with various aspects of sound.
Imade my own loudspeakers, and even some of my own
drivers. My mother wouldn't come into my bedroom because
Iforbade her to touch any of these monstrosities Iput
together.
Iwas also asemi-amateur musician. Music was amajor
part of my life. After being in the aerospace industry for seven
years, Irealized that, although the aerospace industry was
great and physics was great, my first love was music. Along
with the love for music was my love for audio equipment—
specifically, designing loudspeakers. So it started for me at
avery young age.
1My talk with Paul McGowan will appear in the February Stereophik.
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Robert Harley: Is it true that you started Infinity in your garage?
Nudell: It's definitely atrue story. What was actually occurring in my garage was not the formation ola company—at
least Ididn't think so at the time. Iwas running the laser lab
at Litton Industries and was trying to make every kind of
loudspeaker conceivable, including 4/3 Klipschorns.
One of my dreams was to make some kind of aservo
system for the bass. There had been some past literature on
it, but Ihad never seen anyone do it successfully. So John
Ulrich—who also worked at Litton—and Igot together and
created aservo system for the bass which we actually thought
would work. It was crude in those days compared to what
we have now, but nevertheless it was quite satisfactory.
We decided to mate it with electrostatic drivers, which we
considered state-of-the-art at the time. We bought some of
them, designed the transformers and crossovers, and put it
together with aservo bass system. The first test was against
the best bass I'd previously heard, which was a4/3 Klipschom
Ihad made. It had an 18" woofer in it, and fabulous bass. We
put the Klipsch next to our first servo bass system, which
looked like adwarf next to this enormous 4/3 Klipsch.

system together with the electrostatics, we decided we could
make them in quantity. We could buy the parts and we knew
how to do the servo woofer, so we started acompany. This
was before Infinity. We did it to get the speaker to some of
the local high-end dealers to see what they thought ofit and
what their customers thought of it. A few dealers actually
started selling those things.
The company was called NuTech Enterprises, but the
speaker was called the Servo Statik. We sold so few that we
could make them in the garage where they were designed.
We were approached by an electronics representative firm—
the largest in Southern California at the time—who wanted
to manufacture our product. Within ayear or so, Infinity was
born, and the product was the Servo Statik 1.2
The systems we created were for ourselves, not the basis
of starting acompany. We wanted them for our living rooms
because we didn't like very much what was out there. Ihad
double KLH 9s, matched with Bozak or Klipsch woofers—
my own version of Klipsch woofers—but Ididn't think the
system was very good. That was the motivation to make the
Servo Statik, not to start acompany.

WE
CREATED OUR OWN SYSTEMS BECAUSE
WE DIDN'T LIKE VERY MUCH WHAT WAS OUT THERE.
—ARNIE NUDELL
The minute we compared the systems was when Isaw
religion. Irealized that all the things Ihad been thinking for
so long were absolutely right: that if you could control that
woofer in an exact way, and you could measure the motion
of that woofer instantaneously at any time, then feed that back
to the amplifier, then you really had aterrific bass system.
Better, in fact, than any I'd heard before.
The speaker was all done in my garage because that happened to be convenient at the time. When we put this first

Harley: How did you and Paul McGowan end up together in 1989
toform Genesis Technologies in Minturn, Colorado, of all places?
Nudell: One of the reasons Ileft Infinity was that the time
Igot to spend on design—new materials, drivers, loudspeakers—was so small compared to the rest of my duties.
Iwasn't doing very much with the thing that really drove
me forward, and that was apassion for reproducing music
at its finest level.
Harley: You were aloudspeaker designer who wasn't designing loudspeakers.
Nudell: Iam aloudspeaker designer, and that's what Ido
best. ..
Paul and Iwere introduced [to each other] by Harry Pearson [founder/editor of The Absohefr Sound] 18 years ago. For
some reason, he thought that Paul and Imight have acommon interest and might like each other. Sure enough, we
met—sat next to each other at one of Harry's parties—and
from that day on we became very close friends.
Even when Paul was running PS Audio and Iwas running
Infinity, we got together as often as we possibly could,
although we lived about 300 miles apart. In fact, we had
marathon weekends where all we would do is go out to dinner and talk about audio and how we were going to do this,
and what was wrong with that. That continued for avery
long time.
When I'd finally had enough of Infinity, Icame out here
to Vail because afriend and Ihad aplace in Beaver Creek for
skiing in the winter. Idedded to come out here in the sununer
for two, three, or four weeks, relax, and decide what Ireally
wanted to do. It turned out, oddly enough, that Paul was here
at the same time, and Ididn't know it.
Paul McGowan: My family and Iwere vacationing in
Beaver Creek, and Iknew nothing of the fact that Arnie was
also there. One day, Harry Pearson called out of the blue—
which was unusual, to say the least. Harry said, "Our friend
Arnie has just left Infinity. He's just devastated—you've got

Paul McGowan (left) and Arnie Nudell with their flagship, the Genesis I.

2Reviewed in Stereophde by J. Gordon Holt, Vol.2 No.11, p.19.
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to help." That didn't sound like Arnie, but Iasked where he
was. Harry then told me he was in Beaver Creek. It turned
out he was right across the street from me. Icalled Arnie, told
him where Iwas, and we both looked out our windows and
waved at each other.
Harry had painted this picture of Arnie being at Infinity
all those years and of him being terribly distraught over the
whole thing. But when Imet Arnie for dinner that night,
nothing could have been further from the truth. Arnie was
up—he had all these tweeters lined up on the table, and the
minute Iwalked through the door, he started railing at me
that he's going to start this new company, and the whole basis
of the company is atweeter. He said that if you have awonderful tweeter, the rest of it falls into place.
We spent the whole night talking about it. We had agreat
time. In fact, the tweeter he showed me was the first version
of the tweeter we currently use. Arnie was in agreat mood,
although he looked like he'd been run over by atruck. Running a$70-million-a-year company has its perils.
After that, we talked on the phone on aregular basis. Arnie
asked me to work on abusiness plan for putting acompany
together. Idid that in my spare time, just out of friendship
for Arnie. Later, Arnie asked me if I'd like to start acompany
with him.
Nudell: Understand that, although Idesigned the first
speakers in acondo in Beaver Creek, Ihad actually turned
it into alaboratory. In fact, the living room was hilarious.
Iwish Ihad pictures of it. Ihad acomputer, MLSSii, the dbx
spectrum analyzer, and acustom switching system. Ihad
state-of-the-art equipment for design.
McGowan: And arug that was destroyed by soldering irons.
Harley: You started the new company with affordable speakers, working up to theflagship, $70,000 Genesis L Why did you take this
approach?
Nudell: At Infinity we started with avery expensive speaker,
the Servo Sutilc, and brought some of the technology down
to lower price levels. We've found that some of the most successful companies, be they audio or anything else, start with
the highest technology. After people around the world
acknowledge that this is the highest technology, then you
bring that technology to more affordable prices.
When we started Genesis, we did it in reverse. It certainly worked okay, but our hearts weren't in it. We knew
clearly after acouple of years that it was the incorrect way
of doing it.
Our first inclination, of starting at the top, is the correct
direction—not just because we're doing it now and we did
it at Infinity, but also because it's done by alot of other successful companies.

end, and that at those kind of levels there isn't anything new
that would set people on fire. After hearing that kind of question over and over, Paul and Ilooked at each other and said,
"Why aren't we doing it? That's where our hearts are, and
we're the best in the world at it; we should be doing it."
It's been a
joy for us. As you can imagine, it's been difficult
designing these kinds of speakers when you're looking for
such magnitudes of perfection. Ifind it gratifying. However, the challenge is: Now that we've created these highend loudspeakers, people don't expect the lower models to
be very different from the model above it. That is aformidable
challenge. For example, even though the Genesis V we've
introduced is much smaller, people wouldn't expect it to have
asoundstage that was truncated in any way. They want a
soundstage that's as big as that of the Genesis II or the II5—
which is huge. And if we don't produce that, there's something wrong.
The challenge becomes enormous: how do you do that
in anarrow box that stands 40" high with different kinds
of drivers? The drivers aren't completely different—it still
has aservo bass system and the ribbon tweeter—but many
things are different. We're starting to get feedback that we
successfully did that. Instead of saying, "Why doesn't it do
this or that?," they're saying, "How did you guys do it? It
sounds just about as big, and the imaging is as just about as
deep, as a11.5."
Idon't do it for the çustomer's expectations, but for my
expectations. Hey, the 11.5 above it does all this stuff, now
Ihave to make this little guy do almost that—or exactly that
if Ican. You shoot to make it do everything the 11.5 does. But
if you fall alittle short, and it does, say, 85% to 90% of the
model above it, you've succeeded.
Harley: Nearty all your designs throughout your career have been
based on three technologies not universally adopted by the rest of the
industry: dipolar radiation patterns, servo-driven woofers, and planar
drivers. What are the technical and musical advantages of these design
approaches?
Nudell: The ideal speaker would be aline-source dipole
because of the way it interacts with the room. A line source—
if it's narrow enough—has very wide horizontal dispersion,
which is exactly what you want, but has no vertical dispersion
whatsoever. So it comes out like asheet of sound at every
frequency. And of course there are no floor or ceiling bounces,
which are some of the most severe problems in directradiating loudspeakers. The first floor-bounce kills the midbass, the ceiling kills some of the ambience in the room. And
when you add the first side-wall bounce, all of asudden
you're hearing amuddying combination of the room and
the loudspeaker.

AFTER PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS IS THE HIGHEST
TECHNOLOGY, THEN YOU BRING THAT TECHNOLOGY TO MORE AFFORDABLE PRICES.
—ARNIE NUDELL

The other answer is obvious. Paul's and my interest really
lies in the High End, in the state of the art of the reproduction
of music. That's where our passions are, and so that's where
we're led. While we were making inexpensive loudspeakers,
we were getting messages from all over the world encouraging us to make the best loudspeaker we knew how to make.
They said, "Hey, you are some of the few guys in the world
who could do it. Why don't you go where your interest
lies—at the very high end?"
They told us that there's adearth of product at the high
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

If you take an ideal line source, there are no floor or ceiling
bounces. And because of the cardioid pattern, the radiation
at the edge of the speaker is essentially zero, so there's no wall
bounce at the intersection with the wall. So with aline-source
dipole, you have almost an ideal room match. Reducing the
room's effect gives you the purest look at what's on the CD
or the record. But this isn't true for frequencies below 100
cycles, where you get the same kinds of room interactions.
That's where servo woofers come in. Several woofers that
we and other people have shown over the years have absolute
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Denon's lifelong philosophy of "Design Integrity" has led us to constantly improve audio quality in all phases
of the reproduction chain—including circuitry for Home Theater. As aresult, off-the-shelf IC components like those
used by our competitors, are no longer good enough for Denon's AVR-2500 Audio/Video Receiver. The new Denon
AVR-2500 features Dynamic Discrete Surround Circuitry,
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plus an 18-bit digital converter in the DSP stage. (Most competitors use lower bit converters.)
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Just as discrete components allow an audio system to be optimized for better sound, Denon's DDSC
produces more accurate, more realistic surround sound by reducing Total Harmonic Distortion, by increasing
Signal-to-Noise and minimizing DSP quantization noise.
Naturally, the Denon AVR-2500 also features the latest audio and FM circuitry,
\\ R-1500

such as multi-zone capability for playing different programs in different parts of your home and personal memory
fields for one-button recall of your favorite, custom tailored surround sound stages. The AVR-2500 and AVR-1500
also feature the RDS Smart Radio System, which lets broadcasters offer you additional, invaluable information,
services and conveniences, either on the front panel or via On-Screen Display on the AVR-2500.
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Denon AV Receivers: DSP surround sound, advanced features and uncomprornised High Fidelity.

"SMART RADIO"

Denon Electronics Division of Denon Corporation (USA), 222 New Road, Parsippany, N107054 (201)575-7810
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control over the bass. One of the main problems with the
bass is that every bass driver, no matter how you design it,
is heavy and has alot of mass. According to Newton's Laws,
it takes alot of force to get this mass moving, and once it's
moving, it doesn't like to stop moving. Of course, awoofer
not only has to start moving, it has to stop, and go back and
forth very quickly. This produces aproblem Icall "inertial
distortion." Inertial distortion is aserious problem for woofers
in abox, whether it be areflex box—and Ihave very strong
feelings about reflex boxes [laughs] —or adirect radiating box,
or any other kind of box. There's simply no way the bass will
follow the electrical signal. This isn't speculation. This is
something you can put amicrophone in front of and measure.
You can see that there's no correlation with the signal. Not
only does it ring when it starts, you can see the length of time
before it starts, if you compare the woofer output to the input
signal.
There are so many kinds of distortions in awoofer, and
the only way to fix them is to put some kind of sensing
element on it. We use accelerometers, which allow you to
measure every point in that woofer's motion, and the instantaneous acceleration of that woofer. You then can take that
accelerometer signal, feed it back to the input of the amplifier,
and correct that woofer.
It's like putting feedback around an amplifier. I'm not saying that this is the best thing you can do for an amplifier, but
if you do, you'll get 20dB less distortion—conventional
distortion. The same thing happens when you put 20dB of
feedback around awoofer—you get 20dB less distortion,
which is ahell of alot.
You'll also increase the bandwidth of the woofer such that

you can have flat anechoic response. We know that you could
get flat anechoic response if you used an accelerometer
as your sensing element, and drove the woofer to constant acceleration. Constant acceleration equals constant
sound-pressure level, and constant sound-pressure level is
anechoically flat. So aservo system makes awoofer have low
distortion and flat anechoic frequency response.
There's one more thing, which is probably the most important part of it all. If you design the woofer and servo amplifier
correctly, you know exactly how much current it takes to
make that woofer accelerate at the same rate as the musical
signal. The mass of the woofer is almost zero when you apply
the right kind of servo electronics. So, instead of dealing with
this heavy thing [the woofer cone] that's obeying Newton's
Laws and is way out of sync with everything else—the music
and the rest of the system—you have adevice that will follow
the electrical signal almost perfectly. In fact, with any of our
servo woofers, you can put in a50Hz squarewave and get
a50Hz squarewave out—with the same risetime as the input
signal. Now, conventional open-loop woofers [no servo
drive] can't even come close to the risetime that is defined
by their own bandwidth.
It always seemed logical that the servo woofer was the right
thing to do. The first ones were crude, but as we developed
them over the years—with cone materials, the kind of motor
the system had—they improved tremendously.
One of the problems with servo woofers is that you are
making the assumption that what the accelerometer is doing
is what the cone is doing. And, of course, with the first cones
we used, that wasn't true. The voice-coil would push so hard
against the cone it would bend the cone. That caused some

Arnie and newborn son reading an obscure audiophile journal.
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problems, because if the cone was doing something funny,
the accelerometer didn't know what was happening. If the
woofer started wobbling back and forth, the accelerometer
wouldn't know it because it only senses perpendicular
motion, which you couldn't correct for. So if you try and
create aperfect piston in the band, where the cone doesn't
break up, doesn't wobble, and can handle the power, then
the accelerometer output will reflect exactly what the woofer
itself is doing.

not only in terms of tripleforte, but ofpianissimos. No loudspeaker came close. But much of the emotional impact and
power of large orchestral music is in those dynamic differences—those are the contrasts that convey much of the
emotion of the music. And Ialways felt that if aspeaker
couldn't do it—if the system couldn't do it—then much of
the emotion of the music would be lost. That's why dynamics
are so important to me, and Ithink why they're important
to Paul.

THE ULTIMATE RESOLUTION OF A
LOUDSPEAKER AT THE LOWEST VOLUME
HAS TO BE JUST AS IMPRESSIVE AS THE RESOLUTION AT THE HIGHEST VOLUME.
— ARNIE N UDELL

That's why we designed the three-layer woofer made of
metal, adamping material, and another layer of metal. We
also used special spiders and alignment so there is no wobbling. There is one breakup mode at 6IcHz, but we cut it off
at 80Hz. There are no other aberrations, so the servo system works almost perfectly. That's why, for the first time,
Paul and Iare happy with the fact that the transition between
the woofer and midrange is almost seamless. You can't tell.
For the longest time—more than 20 years—you would say,
"Well, there's alittle difference here." Until now, there was
always areason why the transition wasn't perfect.
It's really happening now. To go back to your question of
why Idid these unusual things when other people were putting cone speakers together, the answer to that is simple. If
you build atwo-way, three-way, or four-way speaker—
it doesn't matter which—those drivers can be made of compressed horseshit so long as they are aperfect piston in the
band in which you use them. You can have amyriad of dissimilar drivers, but so long as they perform as aperfect piston,
and you can design acrossover, you should have aseamless,
non-sounding loudspeaker. That's avery difficult thing to
do, but that's the Holy Grail. People thought the
Grail
was afull-range planar speaker. But planar speakers aren't
perfect pistons—they have their own problems.
With our speakers now, the tweeters are very narrow, have
avery specific radiation pattern, and have excellent dispersion.
And our midrange is the same way. Our midranges aren't
large panels because, at the lowest frequencies, they have perfect dispersion. When they cross over to the tweeter, they
start to narrow in, and we're out of them quickly and we don't
have the dispersion problems.
McGowan: A big problem was that the electronics often
didn't match the woofers. For years, Infinity let [their customers] use [their] own amplifiers Who knew what the right
power amplifier to use was?
Nudell: That's right. Paul and Ireasoned that every system
we build will have aservo amplifier built exactly for the
system—for the accelerometer, for the box, for everything.
McGowan: Once you get the woofer right, get an accelerometer on it, build the electronics right, build the cables
right, and build everything as atuned system, then you can
have aseamless transition to the midrange and bass that
sounds real. There's alot to it. Although people have worked
on servo woofers for many years, we're just now getting to
the point where it's starting to get correct.
Harley: One hallmark ofyour designs has been wide dynamic contrast. How important are dynamics in reproduced music?
Nudell: Critical. It was driven by my taste in music, which
was always oriented toward the large orchestral works—
Mahler, Bruckner, Beethoven. Most speakers failed miserably,
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We decided when we took Genesis in the new direction,
starting with the highest-end loudspeaker—the Genesis I—
that we wouldn't compromise on dynamic contrast. We
wanted to make sure that the speakers—if the ancillary equipment could do it—would reproduce the triplefortes.
Harley: You didn't want the loudspeaker to be the limitingfactor
in the system's dynamic range.
Nudell: Exactly. On the other hand, the other end of the
dynamic spectrum was just as hard. Any loudspeaker can
reproduce piano, but very few in my and Paul's judgment can
reproduce pianissimo and have the same kind of imaging and
the same kind of detail. If there's atriangle off to the left and
it's triple piano, it shouldn't be some diffuse sound, but a
clearly defined image. If amusician hits amusic stand, you
know exactly where it is. The ultimate resolution of aloudspeaker at the lowest volume has to be just as impressive as
the resolution at the highest volume. That was the goal.
Harley: How do you find digital to perform in this area?
Nudell: Just to set the record straight, Paul and Idon't find
digital offensive these days. It's improving at such arate that
certainly we can listen to music with it and design loudspeakers with it. We like its consistency. We've found that
digital will go down topp—not quite to ppp. Theffi% on digital
now are better than theljj on record. I'll argue that with anybody, because Ihave the master tapes of the record. Digital
has come along way, and Ihave alot of hope for it, because
it's the wave of the future.
Harley: What other qualities are important to you in reproduced
music?
Nudell: It's nice to have dynamic contrast, as you brought
up, but there are several other items that are extimnely important. Without them, dynamic contrast would mean nothing. In fact, dynamic contrast would be detrimental.
The first is harmonic structure. Every instrument and voice
has aunique harmonic structure, and if the speaker or the
amplifier doesn't preserve that harmonic structure almost
exactly, many of the other parameters are meaningless.
The distinction between an oboe and an English horn in
aconcert hall isn't very hard to discern. They're both doublereed instruments, but the English horn is slightly bigger and
pitched afifth below the oboe. On most hi-fi systems that
don't preserve harmonic integrity, you find that it's harder
to distinguish between an oboe and an English horn. They're
not distinct enough because the harmonic integrity of the
loudspeaker isn't allowing you to hear the harmonic structure
of each of those instruments correctly. Preserving harmonic
structure is the number-one goal.
Also, this notion of resolving space is extremely important
to us. We all know that on some recordings there's atremendous amount of space between the instruments and tre-
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mendous ambience of the hall. Well, that's great, but how
do you get it out through the loudspeakers? That's not a
simple matter. ..The loudspeaker has to be able to slice time
in very small increments. It has to resolve very small periods
of time without blurring one "delta-T" to the next "delta-T'
Lithe loudspeaker can do that, it will resolve the small spatial
cues such as sound reflecting from the walls and floor to the
microphones.
A clarinet sounds much bigger in aconcert hall than the
instrument is, because aclarinet reacts with the concert hall.
If you don't slice time with fine enough resolution, you're
going to blur all those cues that it takes to re-create the
ambience. That's why for our speakers we chose drivers that
are extremely fast in every frequency range. For the midrange
and tweeter we chose ribbons, and we make them out of very,
very thin Kapton. That challenge is not only how to make
Kapton that thin, but how to put aconductor on it.
Harley: Sofast drivers are essential to soundstaging, notjust transient
response?
Nudell: The whole thing is essential to soundstaging. When
Isay slice time into small increments, I'm talking about the
bass to the top end. If the midbass was smeared from aconfused woofer—as most woofers are—that would tend to
destroy the natural ambience of arecording and the ability
to hear the room the instruments are in. The midbass is critical
in that regard. Every driver has to be extremely fast. We've
found that the tweeter must respond linearly to beyond
32kHz in order to get the proper risetime that will slice time
thin enough in the audible range.
McGowan: Turn off the woofer to your system some time
and hear what happens to your soundstage. It's gone.
Nudell: There's alot of information at low frequencies about
the ambience of the room. We allow our speakers to go down
to 16Hz, and that may seem ridiculous to some. You get all
kinds of noises, but it's those noises that give the feeling of
space, the impression that you're really in the room.

average them together, will the frequency response be smooth
without garbage? That seems to make sense, and relates to
energy as afunction of frequency. The British seem to think
it should fall off at 6dB per octave, but we don't think that.
We think energy should be constant as afunction of frequency
if you can disperse it. Dipoles get around some of that because
they disperse the high frequencies enough around the room,
and average it better.
Getting back to your question, roughing-in aloudspeaker
is alot easier now than it was 25 years ago. The measurement equipment we had then was very crude compared to
what we have now. You try to optimize the measurements,
but with every change, you've got to listen to it. There are
so many things about loudspeaker design we can't measure.
You really need an orchestra in your head to know what's
right.
We can rough things in alot quicker and get aproject moving more quickly. Where ahigh-end speaker once took you
two years, now it may only take eight or nine months,
because you get that big jump initially.
But understanding all the parameters we've talked
about—dynamic range, harmonic integrity, how ambience
is re-created, the consequences of drivers not being in time,
slow woofers—has to come from experience.
We have much better materials to work with because
aerospace always needs new and fancy materials. We can form
all kinds of drivers we could never have formed years ago.
Sure, we made eleatostatics 25 years ago, but could we have
made atitanium/silicon-carbide/aluminum dome? No. Could
never have done that. Were there materials to make aplanar
tweeter that wasn't electrostatic? No, because the magnetic
materials weren't there, the diaphragms weren't thin enough,
you couldn't put the voice-coil on the diaphragm.
I'd say the biggest difference is that we have vastly more
material science than we had 25 years ago.
Harley: But that hasn't taken away the artistic aspects.

THERE ARE SO MANY THINGS ABOUT LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN
WE CAN'T MEASURE. YOU REALLY NEED AN ORCHESTRA
IN YOUR HEAD TO KNOW WHAT'S RIGHT.
—ARNIE NUDELL

Harley: How is loudspeaker design different nowfrom how it was
25 years ago?
Nudell: In acertain sense, there's asameness to it—that's
the art part of it. Throughout the last 25 years, people have
asked me to ascribe ratios to what part is art and what part
is science. When Ifirst answered that question, Isaid it was
50% art and 50% science. As time went on, and we got better
and more accessible measuring equipment such as MLSSA,
Istarted thinking maybe it was 70% science and 30% art.
Now I'm back to the old 50:50 ratio.
Not that we have less equipment now—we have more. We
can measure speakers to within agnat's ass, but the problem we've found is deciding what the hell all these measurements mean. We know what some of them mean, but some
of the subtle things we do to high-end loudspeakers really
don't show up on any measurements. The scale now isn't fine
enough to see some of these very subtle things.
Ialso wonder what the hell on-axis frequency response
means. You don't listen on-axis. What you care about is the
average hemisphere of sound that you're going to get in the
listening position. Are those speakers putting out spiky
ragged crap, or are they smooth from the sides? And if you
STEREOPHILEJANUARY 1995

Nudell: The more sophisticated equipment we get, the faster
and easier it is to get to apoint, but it won't take you beyond
the point.
Personally, Iwish it would be more like 80% science—
things would be much nicer like that. I'm really more the
scientist type. With any piece of electronics, it would be nice
to characterize these things that we all hear. It would be nice
to know why some cables sound better than others—and
there's no question that they do. It would be nice to quantify such things because it would make our lives alot easier.
It would also bring together two dissimilar segments of
our industry. It's acrazy fight we have. We have the logical
positivists who say measurements are the only things that
matter, and if you can hear stuff you can't measure, then it's
abunch of bullshit' The other segment—which is most of
us in the High End—knows things sound differently, and
we all hear the same differences, but we don't understand
why there are those differences. It would be nice to bring the
3An extreme example of this mindset appeared on the Internet afew months back,
where aself-styled "objectivist" stated that, as there was no such measurement
that described astereo image, it was nonsense for audiophiles to discuss the imaging
characteristics of audio systems. If it couldn't be measured, it couldn't exist. —JA
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two camps together. There's no doubt we know more now
than we did then about certain things. But do we know more
about amplifiers? Idon't think we do.
Harley: Do you have amental image you cony with you that you
use as areference when designing? If so, how important is that?
Nudell: To design loudspeakers of reference quality, it's
essential. Ican't emphasize it enough. Ihave the ability to
hear an orchestra—or any instrument—at any time in my
head. Iknow exactly how it sounds. The difficult part is to
translate what Ihear in my head and what Ihear from the
loudspeakers into atechnical reason. Why isn't it closer?
That's the big challenge.
But to answer your question, it's essential for any designer
of audio equipment to know clearly what things sound like.
People ask how you can do that, because Avery Fisher Hall
sounds different from Carnegie Hall, which sounds different
from the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion. There's no question
that all these halls sound different, but instruments have a
certain character to them that makes them true. If you know
what that certain character is, no matter what hall, it's
undeniably that instrument.
A clarinet always has the same character. It may have more
projection in one hall than another, and it may be brighter
in one hall, but you know that clarinet has that character. If
that character doesn't come out of the loudspeaker, then it's
wrong.
Harley: I've watched you set up several systems, and it seems as y.
you know exactly what you want. It's not aquestion ofwhich ampler
or placement or setup sounds "better," but which is closer to some ideal.
Nudell: First it has to sound right to you. Then you have
achance that other people will like it.

CARY CHRISTIE, BY THOMAS J
.
NORTON

Norton: Infinity championed the electrostatic through most of the
'70s. What prompted you to go on to other designs like the "ice-cream
cone" tweeter, then the EMIT [the ElectroMagnetic Induction
Tweeter]? Was it price, complexity, reliability, or were youjust convinced
that you'd gone about as far as you could with electrostatics?
Christie: It was alittle bit of all of the above. For example,
the matching transformers that are used to step up the voltage
from the amplifiers in electrostatics had inconsistencies in
them. When you listened to one transformer, then put another
transformer in, it would sound different. [Electrostatics] were
expensive; you had to buy supplies for the high voltage, the
matching transformers, and the electrostatics themselves.
You could only afford to bring the technology down to acertain price point.
One of the things we discovered early on was that there
aren't tons of people who have tons of money to spend on
hi-fi. We had to make it somewhat more affordable. What
we wanted to do was take the technological education that
we had received from our more expensive products and bring
it down to the less-expensive stuff so that people could afford
to buy it. Electrostatics obviously had alimitation there. There
were also technical, dynamic problems with the product in
terms of breakdown—how far, theoretically, you could go
in terms of dynamic range before the product just wouldn't
work anymore. Those were just limitations to the technology,
no matter what we did to it.
We started fooling around with other ways, to try and see
if we could eliminate some of those objections without
removing the things that electrostatics do very well—low
distortion, high transient speeds. We wanted to get the best
of both worlds, so we were always on the lookout for something new.
Norton: There was a
fiuny ofdesign activity at Infinity in the late

W

hen Cary Christie, Arnie Nudell, and John Ulrich
founded Infinity Systems more than 25 years ago, highend audio as we know it today didn't exist. Hi-fi was
audio, though the reverse wasn't necessarily true.
Through the growth years, Infinity became amajorforce in the
High End. Cary Christie is the only one of the original players
still associated with Infinity, now part of Harman International.
His relationship, however, is now as an independent designer and consultant with Christie Designs, Inc. Icorralled him by phone on aclear
fall day in Santa Fe, and asnowy one at his home near Lake Tahoe,
Nevada, and asked him how Infinity had started.
Cary Christie: Infinity was really the result of ahobby—
Arnie's hobby, John's hobby, and my hobby. All three of us
were making hi-fis in one form or another. We met at ahi-fi
store, and it turned out that Iwas doing some things that were
complementary to what Jolin and Arnie were doing. In 1967,
the three of us started building our first product, the Servo
Statik I, under the name of NuTech Enterprises.
The product was being sold at ahi-fi store when some
funding people came along and said that they would like to
finance the start ola hi-fi company. When we went to incorporate the company, [the name] NuTech was already taken,
so we had to take our second choice [laughs].
Thomas J. Norton: Iremember thefirst time Iheard of the Servo
Statik: $2000for apair of loudspeakers! Unheard oft
Christie: A ton of money! Ithink in those days Ibought my
original, one-year-old Porsche 912—and this was back when
Iwas super poor—for about $3000. You kind oflose perspective on those things. Iguess it's agood thing to look
forward to: "Gee, what's my money really worth today?
What's it going to be worth in 20 years?"
52
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Cary Christie with the Infinity IRS Epsilon.
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'70s and early '80s. In addition to loudspeakers, you came out with
the Black Widow tonearm, apreamp, aclass-A hybrid power amplifier
using tubes and transistors thatf Gordon Holtfelt combined the best
aspects ofboth types ofdevice* You were even working on an air-bearing
turntable, as Irecall. That must have been atime.
Christie: It was afun time, actually. There were needs in a
lot of areas in hi-fi. If you looked at the tonearms in those
days, for example, they were all the big old SME 3009 kind
of thing. The higher-compliance cartridges had come out,
and nobody had done anything to improve on the tonearm
itself so that it would work better with acartridge like that.

recently in high-end development. How did this new burst of high-end
activity, beginning with the IRS Epsilon, come about?
Christie: The Epsilon is amuch more complicated device
than it may appear to be If you take the Epsilon apart, you'll
notice there's an awful lot of new ideas inside. All the Electromagnetic Induction drivers have been improved.
This work actually began anumber of years ago. Before
we could do something like the Epsilon, we actually had to
develop the fundamental driver parts. Even though, on the
surface, there wasn't alot of high-tech activity going on, there
was alot of that activity going on in the basic development

BEFORE YOU DO SOMETHING REALLY REVOLUTIONARY,
TAKE A
LOOK AT YOUR FUNDAMENTAL BUILDING BLOCKS.
— CARY CHRISTIE
There were problems everywhere—perhaps "opportunities" would be abetter word—in need of solutions. The
solutions were very obvious because of the nature of the
problems. We still do it today—not to as great an extent, and
the solutions aren't as obvious, but we still do it.
Norton: One product that you spent agreat deal ofenergy on but
never actually released was aswitch-mode ampleer. What was the
promise about it that intrigued you, and why did you abandon it?
Christie: We left the digital for acouple of reasons. First,
there were some technical problems with it—it was drawing
on alot of our resources. Also, the company itself was growing so quickly in the speaker area that we really couldn't
continue to spread ourselves out as thin as we were. We concentrated on speakers because that was what the company
was founded on, and that's where we had the biggest opportunities.
Norton: The IRS, introduced in the early '80s, is definitely one
of the classic loudspeaker designs. How was it developed?
Christie: The IRS was really aServo Statik Iin more contemporary terms. By that Imean not the product itself, but
the idea, which was: Let's look at everything that can be done
with the technology that's available. Forget the associated
costs, charge what we have to in order to break even on the
product, and make the best loudspeaker we know how to
make [The IRS] incorporated things that we already had in
our "developmental warehouser if you will, in the areas of
Electromagnetic Induction drivers, servo-control mechanisms, polypropylene cones, etc. So the Servo Statik Iand
the IRS have more in common than it at first may appear.
Norton: Over the years, where have your primary responsibilities
and interests been concentrated in Infinity's operations?
Christie: Mostly in product development and internal
operations—taking care of manufacturing and the internal
affairs of the company. Arnie focused mainly on the outside
activities. John, of course, left very early in the company's
history, in 1978. Arnie and Ibasically ran the company
through divided efforts. Iparticularly enjoyed the productdevelopment area; Arnie was more of an outside kind of guy.
He really liked people and doing the interviews and interfacing with the magazines. After Arnie left the company, of
course, Ihad to assume more of the marketing and P&L
responsibilities.
Norton: Exceptfor the continued production of the IRS and one
or two other designs, Infinity has been perceived as being less active
4In Gordon's words, "'this. .. is the amplifier for other designers to emulate, with
the hope that someone may be able to equal its performance at arather more affordable price." Vol.4 No.5, p.20. (The Infinity HCA amplifier cost amassive $4000
back in 1979.)
—JA
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of parts, in order to make something like the Epsilon.
We were also going through arecession during those
years—I would say during the last four or five years. There
was atremendous growth requirement in what Icall the
"bread-and-butter" product—like the Infinitesimal 4, the
Infinitesimal Micro, acouple of international reference
lines—just awhole lot of product development. We were also
trying to express ourselves in automotive; we did this with
the digital amplifier again, because that's where we felt adigital amplifier would be most effective—in acar, where you
need the efficiency. So there was an awful lot of high-tech
development as well as just atremendous amount of product
development going on.
The Renaissance loudspeakers—our first attempt at
monopolar planar radiators—came out four or five years ago,
and were the first products to actually use the same driver
technology that we have in the Epsilon. The midrange and
the EMIT are the same drivers that we used in the Renaissance, [although] we've learned something since then as to
how to use them. So there's activity going on.
There's [still] an IRS, but Ithink people today are more
interested in smaller, more room-friendly types of products.
We wanted to see if we could improve on the IRS, not just
duplicate it, so what we wanted to do was develop the drivers
first, then see if we could incorporate those in the Epsilontype design, which would give IRS-type performance at a
much more friendly price, and in amuch more friendly size.
Norton: The last similarly priced design to the Epsilon, the Beta,
used the earlier drivers?
Christie: Yes, the Beta and the IRS and all the products we
built in those years used the original EMIT and EMIM technology. Of course, before you do something really revolutionary, you want to take alook at your fundamental building
blocks. That's what had to be done. There was agreat deal
of room for improvement there, and that's where the development came in. Look at the technology of the EMIM and the
EMIT, as described in the technical White Paper on the Epsilon,
and you'll see the sophisticated development that had to occur.
We had alit to learn before we put those things together.
Norton: So you workfrom the design of the drive-unitsfirst, then
conceptualize the whole system, rather than starting with the system and developing the drive-units that you needfor it?
Christie: No, that's not quite right. The system itself is conceptualized from the standpoint of the objective The objective
is not aproduct per se, but acertain number of things that
the product can achieve—a good, wide, flat polar response,
better power handling and dynamic capabilities, lower distortion, etc.
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THE DIVIDING LINE BETWEEN HIGH-END AUDIO AND HOME THEATER IS
SOMETHING THAT'S MORE MADE UP BY THE MARKETING PEOPLE. I
DON'T SEE IT.
— CARY CHRISTIE

One fruit of the collaboration between Cary Christie and Arnie
Nude11—the Infinity IRS Beta of 1988.

The drive components themselves are another objective.
You define the acoustic objectives you want to achieve, which
in turn define the product itself. That defines the requirements for the things which go into the product. Then you
start to work on those building blocks. The monopole planar
radiator has always been adesign objective of ours. Once you
have the building blocks, it's very easy to conceptualize what
an improvement upon the Epsilon might be, and easy to conceptualize what alower-cost version of the Epsilon might
be. All of those would incorporate many of the same components that were developed for the Epsilon. If we didn't have
those, the Epsilon wouldn't be possible, nor would any of
the rest of it.
Norton: How do you see Home Theater as impacting the highend loudspeaker business in general, and Infinity in particular?
Christie: Ihave aphilosophy that says that accurate sound
reproduction should be [just that], irrespective of the types
of software that are used to generate the sound—whether
you have acannon that's going off, and whether that cannon
happens to be in amovie or whether it happens to be [in] the
1812 Overture, whether it's Also Sprach Zarathustra or 2001.
56

These things all require accurate sound-reproduction capability. The dynamics of loud music place the same requirements on the system that amovie does. Ibelieve that, ultimately, what we're going to have is multichannel sound.
Remember in the early days, how we tried to get quad[raphonic] to happen, and we couldn't because, as an industry,
we managed to confuse the public, and they decided to go
out and buy golf balls? What happened is that we spent alot
of time as an industry fighting with each other and not
enough time trying to sell what we do really well to the
public.
With everybody going down to their local video store and
renting atape to play on their television, then finding out,
"Gee, if! add more than the little 3" speaker in the bottom
of my TV to this thing, it actually makes watching my movies
better:' then we've excited interest in the hardware development of multichannel receivers. The multichannel receiver
requires more than two speakers in the house. When you put
more than two speakers in the house, you have ahardware
setup that allows for more than two channels of stereo. So
it's kind of adifferent way to approach quad, if you will.
Now that you have more speakers and more amplification, and awillingness to put them in your home, you can
start looking at the evolution of that into better and better
multichannel sound. Ultimately, Ithink, we're going to benefit in apure audio form from the Home Theater part of the
business. Idon't think everybody's going to have—in fact,
I'm positive that only avery microscopic number of people
are going to have—a real high-end, separate, dedicated
[Home] Theater, with loge seats and all that stuff. Most people are going to have their living room, in which there's going
to be their television and their audio system. They're going
to watch movies, listen to music, entertain their friends, and
they're going to have agood time. Home Theater and highend audio will ultimately become one and the same.
Norton: Do you see dedicated Home Theater loudspeaker packages, like THX, penetrating the High End, or do you see acontinued
development ofhigh-end loudspeakers which will also be used in Home
Theater applications?
Christie: Some of the best sound I've ever heard from a
movie has come out of my living room listening to The Abyss
with the Epsilons in the front channels and some [Infinity]
Moduluses in the rears.
Norton: Both speakers initially designedfor high-end audio applications.
Christie: Designed for high-end applications, but it's exactly
the same system that Ilisten to my audio on. It's the best audio
I've ever heard. Idon't see the dividing line. The dividing
line is something that's more made up by the marketing
people and by the way that we're selling this to consumers—
what the consumer is able to digest in terms ofbuying afivechannel receiver and some small speakers. But in reality, I
believe that we're going to be recording in multichannels,
that all multichannel sound is going to be digital, and that
HDTV, if it ever comes to pass, is going to have 5.1-channel
[sound] along with the video. What people are going to have
is atelevision set with more than two speakers. There's just
alot more vested hardware in place today than there was
when we went from mono to stereo.
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OHN ULRICH, BY JOHN ATKINSON
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iut by chance, Imet with the thirdfounder of Infinity,John
Ulrich, in Los Angeles in late 1987, when he was doing some
design consultancy on aswitch-mode power amplifier to be used
with the Sumo Samson subwoofer. As Ihad my Walkman Pro
with me, Itook the opportunity to tape some backgroundfrom John
about the birth of the company and about switching/pulse-widthmodulatedklass-D amplifiers—boy, can this man talk about switching
amplifien! Inever thought at the time that the interview would appear
in print, but the opportunity in this issue to accompany Bob Harley's
and Tom Norton's interviews with Arnie Nudell and Cary Christie
was too good to pass up. The natural kickoff question was, How did
Infinity get going?

The hi-tech Infinity Modulus of 1990.

Norton: Then you see the interest in multichannel and/or Home
Theater applications as ultimately enhancing rather than detracting from interest in classic, two-channel audio?
Christie: Absolutely. Ithink that ultimately it's going to give
us more ability as audio designers to improve the musical
experience. Ithink that some of the best pure-audio
experiences I've had have been with agood stereo system
in the front and left-minus-right ambience recovery for the
rear channels—just enough so that it's barely there. It becomes
amore involving experience As we learn to fool around with
these recording techniques with more than two channels
available, Ithink you're going to find some very interesting discoveries. Ithink that's fun. We're adding some dimension to this thing we call "stereo."
Norton: Besides the IRS Epsilon, what new high-end designs are
corningfrom Infinity?
Christie: The Epsilon allows for an awful lot of possibilities. The basic drive-units are there. The things that we talked
about with regard to multichannel are a1
airly dear indication
of what Ithink needs to be. Yon can let your imagination
roam from there. Idon't believe that the old way of looking at the IRS—a couple of big speaker columns and acouple
of screens—is going to be in Infinity's future. But certainly
variations on the Epsilon, and applications toward a
multichannel version of ahigh-end system, Ithink, are
possible.
Ithink the Epsilon is aremarkable product, and it really
has nothing to do with ego. Ithink it does things that none
of our products in the past have done, and it does things more
accurately than anything else in the market today. And the
reason it does so is gratifying, because we had theorized that
it would, and we really didn't know that it would until we
got rid of the back wave off of the planar drivers. Now that
we've done that, and are able to hear the nuances that are actually in the recording, it's exciting thinking about what we're
going to be able to do with that.
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

John Ulrich: In the mid-'60s, Arnie Nudell and Iwere
working in the laser laboratory at Litton Industries, developing asystem to be used for ranging for bombing systems,
where you point a4.5-million-watt laser at atarget with a
mirror. Iwas the electronic engineer in the group, Arnie was
the physicist, and there was another guy who was doing systems engineering. Arnie and the other guy were off working
on making the laser switch work, which they were successful
at—at that time it was very state-of-the-art to make these
things really high-power—and my part was to design the
electronics: the amplifiers that amplified the pulses, the power
supplies, and the servo systems.
In an aircraft, you can't use linear [conventional] amplifiers
because they're very inefficient; we were doing some of the
very first servos and switching amplifiers. Iwas testing asystem, just running the pointing mirror at 20Hz, and Arnie
walks in. "God, that's great!" he says. "Couldn't we use that
switching amp to drive awoofer?" "Well, of course," Isaid.
Both of us had an interest in hi-fi. Ihad designed the amplifiers Ihad at home, and Arnie had been playing around with
horns and things, so we both went off the library and got
acopy of Acoustical Engineering, by Harry Olson. We started
working on it, [not just to] make something for ourselves,
but Ihad an interest in starting abusiness. ..We went to Gene
Czerwinski [of Cerwin Vega] to get awoofer. We had him
wind asecond voice-coil on it, so we actually got the woofer
and an amplifier working. It was very crude, but we got it
working.
About the same time, Imet two guys who worked at
Atomics International who were going to build electrostatic
panels. So we bought the panels from them, designed acrossover with acommon bass unit, and put together the Servo
Statik system. And that's how we actually started Infinity.
During the next year [while we were looking for people to
invest in the company], we developed the Servo Statik 1, and
sold afew systems that were so crude you wouldn't believe
it. But we did sell them. And we developed the 2000, which
was a12" woofer with electrostatic tweeters; then we developed another speaker, the 1000. We already had aproduct
line in our minds. So we got abuilding out in Chatsworth,
and Iquit Litton in August of'68. Ihave to tell you, the first
day Iwas there I
just sat at my desk—I didn't know what the
hell to do. Iwas an engineer, so Istarted designing more circuits! Finally, Arnie went nuts, and aweek later he also quit
Litton.
We started going out and calling on dealers, and from that
point built the business up. That's how it got going, using
the Servo Statik technology to build the company.
John Atkinson: Was the woofer amplifier in the Servo Statik 1
aswitching design, then?
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Ulrich: No, not at all. We used linear amplifiers, about 150
watts per channel, in the servo bass. We started out to do it
with switching amplifiers, but it was just too much new technology to pump in all at once.
We showed the first full-range Infinity switching amplifiers, as far as Ican remember, in 1974 at the CES. They were
very rudimentary amplifiers—I think they were like 125 watts
per channel—but they worked. Bill Johnsons [of Audio
Research] had his first vacuum-tube amps out, and they
sounded different from the Phase Linear 400s and the other
amplifiers that were out then. We didn't say our amplifiers
were better; we just said, "Look, transistor amps sound one
way, vacuum-tube amps sound another, and our amps sound
different from either of those other amps, because they're
working on adifferent principle!'
Atkinson: A PWM amplifier can be avery efficient amplifier.
Ulrich: Yes, it is. It's the right way to build an amplifier. If
you had perfect components, it would be aperfect amplifier. If the FET switches were perfect, without any onresistance, and the integrating inductors didn't have any loss
in them, it would be 100% efficient ...
Atkinson: All the powerfrom the AC line goes into the load.
Ulrich: Exactly. It's the only way you could do 100% efficiency. Ultimately, in the future, it's the way amplifiers will
be built; but it's very, very difficult to do. And they're not
cheap.

And [a PWM amplifier] with 160V rails can put 125-135V
into aspeaker on real high transients—the snap of adrum,
for example. So [a switching amplifier] can put apretty clean,
very-high-power transient into aspeaker without alot of
screwy things going on.
Atkinson: You still need the power in the sense that the amplyier
has to be able to supply the instantaneous current to maintain that
voltage.
Ulrich: Yes, and that's another thing that's important. A
switching amplifier is stupid about where it's delivering current. If the output signal is down at -100V, following abass
note, for example, it can happen right at that moment that
the drummer strikes the snare drum, asking for apositive
pulse. In those circumstances, alinear amplifier would probably cnrrent-limit to protect its output devices, or just run
out of gas. A switching amplifier doesn't mind going from
-100V all the way up to +100V, to deliver that kind of apulse.
So it sounds different in transient response.
Atkinson: Why is it you feel that PWM amps have really never
been commercially successful?
Ulrich: Technically, it's real hard to do. ..
nobody else is
doing it.6I
just talked to [a patent attorney] and asked him
if anybody else was working on audio switching amplifiers.
He said no, but some guys over at Infinity were building them
about five or six years ago. Isaid, "That's me!"
Atkinson: Sony marketed aPWM amphfier, the TA-N88, in 197&

WE
BUILT THINGS AT INFINITY THE WAY WE WANTED
TO BUILD THINGS FOR OURSELVES.
—JOHN ULRICH

What you can do [to make them less expensive] is to rectify
the 60Hz AC line. With acouple of diodes, acouple of capacitors, you get ±160V DC rails. You make aswitch by having
two field-effect transistors, one connected to the +160 and
one connected to the -160, and [modulate the width of the
FETs' output switching pulses with the audio signal]. We're
switching these days at 500kHz! The junction between those
two FETs goes to avery small inductor, like 100 microhenries,
that performs the integrating and smoothing [of the output pulses to give an audio-bandwidth analog output signal].
But driving the FET switches is harder than you imagine.
You have to switch the FETs on with 15 amp pulses. And off.
And that's not easy to do. FETs [with their high gate capacitance] are much harder to drive than bipolar transistors.
As well as efficiency, PWM amplifiers have other advantages. In apractical linear amplifier, the delay time through
the amplifier is pushing at least ahalf amicrosecond-500
nanoseconds—to about 200Ons. Okay. In aPWM amp, the
delay time though the loop is about 20Ons! Now, as apractical
matter, what that means is that the negative feedback loop
is responsive to changes in the music several times faster than
alinear amp typically is. Now, most people get around that
by not having much loop feedback in the first place. But loop
feedback, if you could use it, is very desirable; it's just that
you really can't use it in linear amplifiers. So most designers
who design amplifiers to sound good try to use as little negative feedback as they can.
Now, another thing is that if you watch music on an oscilloscope, power is not what's important in an amplifier. What's
important is how much voltage you can put into aspeaker.

Ulrich: Yeah, they used aFET switch. It was rather crude;
they took atriangle into acomparator. It was clever, but it
was low power-100 watts—and didn't sound very good ...
The Infinity switching amplifiers had very mixed reviews
—some people loved the sound while others hated it. The
amplifiers were very controversial. They were also not the
most reliable in the world. It wasn't horrible, but they had
problems—they were real sticky, and we'd have some amplifiers that would go out and come back and play ping-pong
with us.
We sold quite afew of the Infinity switching amplifiers,
then we came up with apreamplifier that we sold with it.
Our success was that we really built things at Infinity the
way we wanted to build things for ourselves.
Atkinson: When did you finish the relationship with Infinity?
Ulrich: 1979. We all sold our stock in '74 to Eastern Air
Devices, who then became Electro/Audio Dynamics. ..The
guys at EAD were building motors—it was more of an industrial kind of acompany—and wanted to get into the audio
business. It turned out they really weren't that good at
it ...
but they helped us credit-wise, and they helped us with
amanagement structure. In those early days, we had alot
of problems with the company. See, Arnie and Icouldn't
decide who was going to be president, so we flipped acoin.
Iwon the coin toss, so the first year Iwas president, then he
was president. Every year we alternated. Well, that's no way
to run acompany; finally, EAD said, you guys figure out
who's going to be president. Idecided that I'd rather work
on my amps, so Arnie became the permanent president. At
the end of my contract, Iwent out to do other things. S

5Bill Johnson richly deserves his success. ..
he builds beautiful equipment. He
sticks with the old-world vacuum tubes and does amagnificent job with them.
But those days are probably numbered.
—John Ulrich

6This may have been true in 1987, but there have been afew in-car PWM amplifiers
sent to market in the last few years, including one from Infinity.
—JA
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All tube,
All affordable
All yours.
If you appreciate the naturalsounding reproduction of music
made possible by vacuum-tube
technology—but were afraid of
the hassles and the prohibitive
price—have we got news for
you. Audio Research, the 25year leader in vacuum-tube technology dedicated to music
reproduction, has made a
vacuum-tube music system more
affordable than ever. It's the
New L37 stereo lime preamplifier
and VT60 stereo power amplifier,
both featuring new. all-tube
circuits that deliver rich, satisfying sound and world-renowned
Audio Research construction.
Two down-to-earh audio components that are capable of liruly
out-of-this-world performance.
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sI've said before, writing for a
monthly magazine is like living
in atime warp. A "lead time" of
about two months elapses from the time
we scribblers must deliver our articles to
Santa Fe to the day the magazine arrives
in your mailbox. Stereophile's lead time
is actually relatively short; at many
magazines, it can be three or even four
months. Every month our hard-working
editors read, edit, correct, and organize
the often nearly 200,000 words of each
issue (the equivalent of abook!); the text
is typeset; layout people arrange text,
photos, and ads on an average of about
250 pages; the printer prints about 25
million pages, weighing about 60 tons,
and binds them into magazines; and the
post office delivers them to your door.
As Iwrite these words, the November issue has just arrived in my mailbox.
Iparticularly enjoyed Kristen Weitz's
"Getting Real" feature. Discovering
inexpensive components that produce
satisfying sound is the second-most fun
Iknow in hi-fi (after enjoying the music,
of course), and I'm delighted that Stereophile has anew writer who can focus on
the important entry-level market. But
as Iread Kristen's November column
(and Sam Tellig's, too), Icouldn't resist
the temptation to add some footnotes.
Iapplaud the selection of the $230/pair
NHT SuperZeros with subwoofer as the
core of Kristen's $2000 reference system,
though Iprefer to combine the SuperZeros with acylindrical Hsu Research
subwoofer rather than NHT's sub. With
either sub, the SuperZ,ero is abest-buy,
delivering amazingly uncolored sound
and awonderfully spacious soundstage
at abargain price. It's not surprising that
the RA Labs Mini Reference didn't sound
as impressive as the SuperZero/sub
combination—there's a5:1 difference in
price. And the RA wasn't designed to
match the NHT sub.
Kristen's comment that the $69 Grado
SR60 headphones are "unbelievably unSTEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

comfortable" deserves afootnote. I
just
returned from recording aconcert in
Boston, where an old friend recently
bought the SR60s. Icompared the Grados
with the superbly accurate $330 Etymotic Research ER-4S ear-canal 'phones.
While the sound of the $69 Grados is
less refined, both designs share the same
essential midrange accuracy—a rare
quality in headphones. The SR6Os also
have abuilt-in bass boost that flatters
many recordings. The Grados, like the
SuperZeros, are one of the great bargains
in audio today; but the discomfort problem is real.

THE GRADO SRÓOS ARE
ONE OF THE GREAT
BARGAINS IN AUDIO TODAY.
My piano-tuning friend dealt with the
comfort issue in two ways. The earpieces
clamped onto the sides of his wide skull
with too much pressure, so he bent back
the "bail" (the curved metal piece that
goes over the top of the head), straightening it slightly to reduce its clamping
pressure. Then, following asales clerk's
advice, he replaced the original black
Grado earpads with the large yellow
foam pads that are sold as replacement
pads for Sennheiser 'phones. The Sennheiser pads are agood fit on the Grado
earpieces. Now his SR6Os are quite comfortable, with light pressure distributed
over the entire outer ear.
Finally, Kristen wondered about some
of the sonic details that she hears in headphones. Why aren't they equally audible through loudspeakers? Is this alimitation in the CD player? The amplifier?
The speakers? Probably none of these.
It has always been true that certain aspects
of arecording are heard much more
vividly through headphones than through
speakers. In part this is because each ear
WorldRadioHistory

hears the output from both speakers, and
in part it's because the sound in an
acoustically "live" room becomes somewhat blended as it's reflected around
within the space.
To improve the clarity of the presentation through speakers located 10' away
from you, try sitting closer to them (or
move the speakers closer to your chair).
That way you'll hear more of their direct
sound and less of the blended reflected
energy that's bouncing around in the
room. As JA says, "Placement, placement, and placement are the three most
important things in speaker setup!"
Placement is also important for absorbing materials. To reduce strong
reflections, treat the room's boundary
surfaces at the primary mirror-image
locations. To find these locations, sit in
your normal stereo seat and have afriend
slide aflat mirror along each wall and
ceiling surface until you see the speaker's
image in the mirror. At each mirror location, install something that will obstruct,
scatter, or absorb sound.
Another suggestion: try asurround
hookup. Some of the subtle details that
seem obscure in loudspeakers probably
were recorded with aphase difference
between the stereo channels. An ambientsurround decoder may pull such details
out of the mix and locate them somewhere else in the soundfield. Take care:
when ambient-surround channels are
turned up too loud, they cloud the entire
presentation. At the correct (nearly subliminal) volume level, you hear nothing
at all coming from the surround speakers,
but the extracted ambience adds an
impression of depth and three-dimensionality to the stereo soundstage. It's a
psychoacoustic trick—you don't hear a
hall surrounding you, just an impression
that the front stereo image has become
more realistic and spacious.
Surround processing need not be
expensive. Radio Shack's $200 surround
decoder (15-1964, $149 during occa61

A DISCRETE PROPOSITION
Ten years ago the CD promised "perfect sound...forever."
But something vital was missing for those with an ear for the discreet.
Call it sonic character. Or audio integrity. But the embedded nuances that breathe
brilliance and vividness into arecording were lost simply because data could not be
accurately decoded and played back.
Until now.
Introducing the DS Pro Generation V digital processor from Theta Digital.
The Generation V is the progeny of years of Theta research and evolution,
surpassing not only our proprietary standards for high-quality digital playback, but also
those of competitors which sell for thousands of dollars more.
FeaturLng an all-new, fully-disx.rete, analog section with its large open-loop
bandwidth, current feedback configuration the Gen V has ultra-fast slew rates and
extremely low peak error and settling times. And the class-A design produces the
,nioothest waveform ranshions possible, eliminating subtle crossover distortion.
All of which means digital playback has finally come of age.
We propose that you spend aquiet moment with aDS Pro Generation V.
lou'ic in for t-Flc most fulfilling CD listening experience to be heard anywhe7e.
THETA D IGITAI. D IGITAL DONE RIGHT.
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first and last of which are well-known miniature loudspeakers are damped onto
the sides of the head, or even inserted into
to everyone.
the ear canals. There's no room interacA note for language purists: these
tion. Neither is there bass feel—a comterms are incorrect. Strictly speaking,
plete lack of tactile bass waves strik"nearfield" and "farfield" have meaning the skin. To make up for this, many
ing only in areflection-free environment;
headphones have exaggerated midbass
their definitions involve the size of the
output. On the positive side, since each
driver, the wavelength of the sound
ear hears only its respective channel,
being generated, and the distance. Even
there's no cross-channel blending. Clarengineers confuse near- and farfields
with the direct and reverberant fields of ity is absolute, with spacious highs and
vivid left/right separation.
sound in anormally reflective listening
But earphone listening deprives the
room. Adding further to the confusion,
ear/brain system of most of its normal
loudspeaker reviewers from JA to Julian
directional cues, so the stereo image tends
Hirsch use atechnique called "nearfield
measurement:' which was invented a to reside mainly in the cranium, often
wrapping around the back of the skull.
decade ago by Don Keele, long before he
This occurs because our ability to resolve
became asenior reviewer at Audio. By
front/back uncertainty depends on small
placing amicrophone nearly in contact
movements of the head, which alter the
with the woofer cone, you avoid room
cancellations caused by reflections in the
interaction, and actually obtain ameapinnae (outer ears). Without those pinna
sure of the woofer's farfield anechoic
effects, the soundstage goes with you
response. For this discussion, and in the
when you turn your head, counter to
spirit of Alice, words will mean just what
EXPLORING THE NEARFIELD
real life. This impairs the realism of the
When Iread Sam Tellig's November col- we pay them to, and no more.
imaging, even with those dummy-head
umn about single-ended tube amplifiers,
binaural recordings that do contain some
Ifelt like Marlon Brando in Streetcar:
pinna cues. So, while headphone listenalone in the street and screaming "Stella!"
ing is vividly clear, it's also ultimately
Iwanted to shout, "Sam! You didn't finunnatural.
ish the story!" The usual difficulty with
"Nearphone" is amade-up word, not
a7W amp is the need to seek out ahighoriginal with me, for asetup that comefficiency speaker, such as ahorn design,
bines the benefits of nearfield listening
in order to minimize amplifier clipping
with the vivid left-right separation of
and dynamic compression. With atypiearphones. Small speakers are located just
cally insensitive (85dB) British miniafoot or two away on each side of the
monitor, dynamics would be severely
head, usually mounted on the frame of
limited.
achair, so that the listener sits between
As Sam noted, you can assist a7W
them. This is basically away of getting
amp by using it in asmall bedroom
the spatial qualities of earphones with
instead of alarge living room with a
much greater physical comfort for long"Farfield" listening is the conventional
vaulted ceiling. But to really solve the
term listening. Idon't like headphone
problem of dynamics, let's take this pro- arrangement for loudspeakers—in the
imaging, so Idon't recommend nearcess to its logical conclusion: "nearfield" opposite half of the room, eight or ten
phones either; but give it atry and decide
listening. Conventional speakers need feet away from the listener. At low and
for yourself.
dozens (or hundreds) of watts, because middle frequencies, both speakers fill the
Ido enthmiastically recommend nearroom
with
their
sound,
and
the
listener
they're located eight or ten feet away
field listening. Nearphone and nearfrom you, and their acoustic output must is in the reverberant field where the
field setups are similar: the speakers are
fill all 4000 cubic feet of your room. With intensity of the sound remains approxmounted at ear level, about two feet
nearfield listening, on the other hand, the imately constant as you move about.
away, but with one essential difference:
speaker doesn't need to fill the room— Standing waves dominate the low-frenearfield speakers are in front, and each
in fact, you don't want it to. Nearfield quency response. At high frequencies, the
ear
hears both speakers. And normal
speaker's
radiation
pattern
may
become
speakers are located quite close to you—
pinna cues function, even when you turn
sufficiently directional that the listener
literally within arm's length—so you
your head, so stereo imaging is convenis in the direct field. Even so, each ear
hear their direct output with little or no
tional.
hears both speakers, and reflections conroom interaction.
Actually, nearfield speaker imaging is
tribute to what we hear. Result: Although
Since Kristen Weitz wondered about
even better than normal speaker imaging.
the recording may have captured the
adifference in clarity between loudAt alistening distance of only two or
entire hemispherical soundfield in front
speaker sound and headphone presenthree feet, you are entirely in the speaker's
of the microphones, this soundfield coltation, perhaps this is an appropriate time
direct field. At most frequencies, imagelapses into the 60° angle between the
to remind ourselves that relationships
smearing room reflections are 10-20dB
speakers. And, as Kristen observed in her
between transducers and listeners actulower in level than the direct sound. Since
November column, many details become
ally can be classified into four distinct sityou don't hear the blending of both
obscured.
uations, two of which are familiar and
channels in the room's reverberant field,
That's one extreme. The opposite
two of which are seldom discussed but
the stereo image produced by the direct
extreme is provided by earphone (or
deserve further exploration: farfield,
field of each speaker is vividly clear, pre"headphone") listening. In this case,
nearfield, nearphone, and earphone, the

sional sales) employs the same SSM2126
chip, made by the Precision Monolithics
division of Analog Devices, that $600
processors use. But if you use the Radio
Shack decoder's built-in 20W amplifiers,
the steering in the Pro Logic mode is
somewhat unstable. Isuspect that this is
because the chip is sensitive to powersupply fluctuations caused by the amplifiers. For better results, use the line-level
outputs to feed an external amplifier for
the center and surround channels. If you
have no interest in Home Theater, the
unit's Music mode does an effective
job of extracting ambience from stereo
recordings—as long as you use the
ambience only to add depth to the stereo
image, not to wrap an audible hall around
the back of your room. The latter type
of vivid surround effect would require
amuch more expensive processor, such
as aYamaha DSP unit.

EVEN ENGINEERS
CONFUSE NEAR- AND
FARFIELDS WITH
THE DIRECT AND
REVERBERANT FIELDS
OF SOUND IN A
NORMALLY REFLECTIVE
LISTENING ROOM.
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W HEN DOES
16

19_6?

Ten years ago Meridian gave music
lovers the first high end CD Player.
Since then, professional recordists and
audiophiles have enjoyed the benefits of
Meridian's digital technologies.

Meridian 618 Digital Mastering Processors
with High Resolution Analog to Digital
Converters allow 19.6 bit resolution
information to be stored in the 16 bit
format.

Hundreds of recordings are now

available using these technologies.

Only high resolution playback systems
can enjoy this wealth of new musical
information. Meridian High Definition
CD Systems realize this with:

High Definition Dual-differential Delta Sigma DIA converters
Sophisticated 5th order nose shaping
Super low jitter double phase lock loop reclocking
Precision high output digital amplifiers
Carbon and glass fiber non-magnetic disc clamping
Low acoustic and mechanical feedback disc loading system
Four layer surface mount technology printed circuit boards

There is more music in your collection
than you are hearing. Visit this musical
experience at your Meridian dealer.

BCDCDTHROYD STLJAP

/MERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc.
3800 Camp Creek Parkway,
Building 2400, Suite 112,
Atlanta GA 30331
Tel (404) 344 71
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cisely focused, layered in depth, and surrounded by stage-area reflections. These
qualities of soundstage imaging, which
audiophiles struggle to achieve at aconventional listening distance, are very easy
to hear in anearfield setup.
Vividly clear imaging is what first
attracted me to nearfield monitoring
about 15 years ago, when Iwas recording
concerts nearly every week. Using a
spaced pair of mikes to capture an orchestra plus acenter mike to focus on a
vocal or instrumental solo, Ifound it difficult to judge the relative mixing level
of the accent mike via headphones. Fullsize speakers were apain to carry around,
and were affected by control-room
acoustics. A nearfield setup (a 10W
Heathkit amp and two small speakers at
arm's length in front of me) solved the
problem, providing splendid imaging
with virtually no room contribution.
Many other engineers discovered the
same solution, but they often call it
"closefield" monitoring to avoid arguments about definitions. In most recording studios, it has has become standard
practice to have large monitor speakers
on the front wall plus apair of small
speakers sitting on the mixing console.
Actually, this is apoor location, because
reflections off the console surface produce strong colorations.
The speakers that Iused, remarkably,
were 5" full-range drivers in white plastic enclosures, sold as the speaker half of
the classic Advent table radio. As with
most car-radio speakers, the 5" driver
had abroad peak around 1.51(Hz, which
Henry Kloss compensated for with a
passive built-in notch filter, yielding
nearly flat on-axis response from about
100Hz-10kHz. It's amazing how easy
it is to get good sound from acheap
speaker if power-handling and off-axis
response don't matter.
At aconventional listening distance,
this speaker had arather mellow tonal
balance, which is what you should look
for when selecting speakers for nearfield
use. Most speakers, including the SuperZeros, are much too bright when heard
up-close. Studio engineers who use the
Yamaha NS-10 as anearfield monitor
often add aKleenex tissue in front of the
tweeter to tame its excess brightness. But
the tissue both reflects and absorbs
energy, and the reflections produce ragged treble. If you can't find acompact
speaker that sounds neutral when heard
from aclose distance, eqoalintion or tone
controls might help.
I've been emphasizing only two benefits of nearfield listening: wonderfully
spacious and detailed stereo imaging, and
the ability to achieve satisfying dynamics
S
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with asmall amplifier (such as the singleended tube designs that Sam Tellig
praised). Other benefits also deserve
mention:
1) Even at high perceived sound levels,
nearfield speakers don't produce the congestion and distortion that many speakers
generate when they strain to fill alarge
room with aloud climax.
2) The direct sound from a good
driver is remarkably uncolored. Normally, you don't get to hear such accurate
sound because of the muddying effect
of room reflections.
3) With no need to fill the room with
sound, you can enjoy subjectively high
sound levels without disturbing your
neighbors.
4) Without the large peaks and valleys
that standing waves add to normal speaker
sound, nearfield bass has anatural, effortless quality that you may not have
experienced before.
Of course, nearfield bass also tends to
be limited by the need to use asmall
speaker. In alarge speaker system, the
output from widely spaced drivers may
not integrate into acoherent waveform
until several feet away. Nearfield speakers
usually are single-driver systems, coaxials (such as the KEF and Tammy designs,
whose tweeter is nestled within the
woofer's voice-coil), or compact twoway systems.
Incidentally, if you want to add roomshaking deep bass to either anearfield
setup or aconventional speaker system,
consider the new HRSW12V powered
subwoofer from Hsu Research ($800
including 150W amp and 24dB/octave
electronic crossover). Most subwoofers
are designed to be placed near your main
speakers, but Hsu's instructions specify
installation near (or behind) your chair,
putting you in the woofer's nearfield.
Thus located, this woofer achieves a
combination of extremely quick speed
and gut-massaging bass impact that I
have seldom experienced from any subwoofer.
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MEET THE STARS. BE ASTAR

AT HUI '95

DOUBLETREE HOTEL/LOS ANGELES AIRP
APRIL 28-30, 1995
Every L.A. show has been BIGGER and
BETTER than the last!
Order tickets now and SAVE $7!
Maybe you won't mix and mingle with
Hollywood's rich and famous at HI-FI
'95 this Spring in Los Angeles. But you
will rub shoulders with the stars of
high-end hi-fi for three exciting days.
They're all coming: The top designers
and manufacturers. The editors of
Stereophile. And other audiophiles from
all over the world. The Stereophile
High-End Show is amajor international event!
You can play astarring role!
HI-FI '95 will take place the last weekend
of April at the glamorous Doubletree
Hotel, on Century Boulevard, close to
Los Angeles International Airport with
afree shuttle between. This is the same
great hotel (new name) where we held
the last LA. show!
For EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
contact: Ken Nelson
Nelson and Associates, Inc.
62 Wendover Road
Yonkers, NY 10705
Phone (914) 476-3157
Fax (914) 969-2746

Olshe4 Bob Deutsch, Jack English,
Jonathan Scull, Guy Lemeoe, Peter
Mitchell, Kristen Weitz, and all the
stars of Stereophile.
Order now.
Save $7 per ticket.
And book yourself a
terrific hotel deal!
One ticket admits you all three days of
the Show, April 28 through April 30.
For your room at the Doubletree,
phone them on the double at
(310) 216-5858
The Doubletree Hotel welcomes you
with aspecial Show rate of just $90 per
night, plus tax, double or single
occupancy—subject to availability.
The most FUN you'll have all year.
For awhole weekend—Friday, Saturday, Sunday—you can see hear talk,
live, and breathe hi-fi. Here's apartial
list of the brands you'll find at the
Show: Apogee, B&W, Cary Audio,

Fone, Toni Federici, Matthew Bond,
John Dunlavy—The Top Stars of the
High End!

Denon, Dunlavy, Energy, Infinity, Jeff
Rowland Design, Krell, Manley, MartinLogan, McIntosh, Mirage, Precision
Power, Ratel, Thiel, Westlake, Wilson,
and XL0. (There'll be many more
brands—we just ran out of space!)
You'll hear equipment so new that it
won't be reviewed for another three to
six months. You'll marvel at the newest
in Home Theater including widescreen
monitors, projection TVs, and the

You'll meet John Atkinson, J. Gordon
Holt, Bob Harley, Tom Norton, Dick

world's best surround-sound. You'll
test-drive the best car stereo, too.

We've lined up agreat cast!
You'll see stars like David Wilson, Jeff
Rowland, David Manley, William Z.
Johnson, Dan D'Agostino, Kevin Hayes,
Steve McCormack, Dennis Had, Ron
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FREE Concerts!
FREE Special Events!
You pay nothing extra for the free concerts. Free continuous live music performed by world-class musicians like
Nathaniel Rosen, Robert Silverman,
Michael Garson, and Sara K., to name a
few. On Friday and Saturday evenings,
this show will have two major concerts
you won't want to miss. Panel discussions, including "Ask the Editors" and
"Meet the Designers"—all so popular
people clamor for more. All the so-called
"fringe events"- are free. (Tickets are distributed at no charge the day of each event.)
Thousands of CDs and LPs on sale!
HI -Fi '95 is two Shows in one—a HighEnd Hi -Fi Show and aCD and LP Show.
Top record labels and dealers come
to the Show loaded with THOUSANDS
of CDs and LPs, many at special Show
prices—plus thousands of rare
collectors' items.
Our ONLY 1995 Show!
This will be our only 1995 Show People
will be talking about it for months! Buy
tickets now and save $7 off the price
at the door Reserve a$90 room at the
Doubletree before they're fully booked.
Be among the stars of Hl-FI '95!
PEW!
Trade-Only Hoofs
Contact: Maura Rieland
(505) 982-2366

ORDER TICKETS
FOR LOS ANGELES NOW
AND SAVE $7

eI
WANT TO SAVE $7 ON EACH TICKET*

Send me

advance tickets to HI-FI '95 at $18 each.

Ticket good for all 3days.
*Tickets at the door will be $25.

Name

Address

Apt.

City/State/Zip
Home Phone

Work Phone

D Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile,HI-FI '95)
D Charge my
D VISA
111 MasterCard

AMEX

Card Number

Expiration Date

Signature

qw$

For special-rate hotel accommodations, phone The Doubletree Hotel/ à
Los Angeles Airport at (310) 216-5858.
Mail to: HI-FI '95, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. (505) 982-2366.
Or fax your credit-card order now to: (505) 989-8791.
Mail card to Stereophile as shown on other side.
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Address your envelope to:

HI-Fl '95
THE STEREOPHILE
HIGH- END SHOW
P.O. Box 5529
iSanta Fe, NM 87502
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ORDER HI-FI '95 TICKETS HERE AND SAVE $7.

e

Send me

advance tickets to HI-F1'95 at $18 each. Ticket good for all 3days.

NAME
ADDRESS

API

CITY/STATE/ZIP
HOME PHONE
WORK PHONE
ECheck enclosed (Payable to Stereophile, III -FI 95)

CARD NUMBER

CHARGE MY: DVISA D MasterCard D AmEx

EXP. DATE

SIGNATURE
WorldRadioHistory
For rooms at the
Doubletree call (310) 216-5858. Hotel reservations tax is (310) 670-1948. Mail in postpaid
envelope to: HI-F1 '95, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. (505) 982-1366. Or fax your credit-card ticket order
NOW to: (505)989-8791.

BUILDING
THE HI FIHOUSE
THOMAS j NORTON

A

nyone who's ever looked for it knows how rare
audio-friendly living space is. Perhaps someday an
enterprising developer will build Audiophile ALICS
—a whole subdivision of audio houses or soundproofed condos
that'll meet these needs—then stand by while hordes of longsuffering audiophiles stampede the sales office, frantically
waving down-payments in their sweaty hands.
Ican see the salivating now over those extra-large, soundproofed dens or, spouses permitting, optimally dimensioned
living rooms with separate, sonically isolated family rooms
where the kids can watch Looney Tunes to their hearts' content without derailing an eagerly anticipated listening session.
Barbecue discussions, instead of revolving around the great
plays in last week's televised showdown between the Snail
Darters and the Spotted Owls, would be replaced by endless
arguments about last weekend's listening sessions or, in a
remote, esoteric corner of the development, discussions of
the musical merits of the latest recordings. The community
center would host presentations by visiting audio manufacturers and local and touring music groups.
There would, of course, be the inevitable snags. The audiophile developer would probably enact strange neighborhood
covenants: "Only tube electronics permitted" (the DO
Clause); or "Digital playback must be specifically approved
on acase-by-case basis, so as not to create anuisance" (the
TAS Exclusion); or "Surround-Sound and Home Theaters
not authorized" (the two-channels-forever sub-paragraph).
There would also be the old problem of keeping up with
the Joneses. "Honey, Bill and Clara next door just bought
new Studio Grands. We'll never be able to show our face in
this neighborhood again!' Or the ever-popular "My dad's
system can blow away your dad's system!' The subdivision
would become surrounded by retail establishments; the local
mall, the J. Gordon Holt Galleria, would be anchored by
high-end superstores. Inevitably, of course, would come the
megaplex record retailers and consumer electronics chains—
the beginnings of suburban blight.
Until such acommunity is developed, however, most
audiophiles must settle for acompromised listening situation—most home designers and builders know nothing about
room modes, and just enough about acoustics to be dangerous. The typical audiophile usually has to settle, however
reluctantly, for aless than optimum listening space.
When Ifinally sold my previous home in California's slug-

gish real-estate market (a year after moving to Santa Fe) and
could at last begin looking seriously for anew house, Iknew
precisely what Iwanted, and wasn't prepared to accept less.
Ineeded aseparate, generously sized, properly proportioned
listening room to which Icould retreat in privacy—a place
away from household traffic flow, and, preferably, one that
was sonically well-isolated from the rest of the house. JA has
such aplace. RH built one—though he's just moved out of
the hills and into Albuquerque proper. JE and LL are both
able to retreat to their basement lairs. DO, for crying out loud,
has awhole listening house in addition to the one he lives in.
Iwas willing to settle for amere dedicated, isolated room.
When Iresearched the Santa Fe real-estate market for a
new abode, however, Icouldn't find what Iwas looking for.
No suitable houses were available, and Ihad no desire to wait
months or years for one to turn up at aprice mere humans
could afford.
Building ahouse from the ground up had never been my
first choice But it appeared do-able, so Itook the plunge and
invested in an appropriate piece of land. It wasn't cheap, but
neither was it in the more expensive part of town, where
comparable lots were selling for two to three times as much.
At just over an acre, my parcel offered reasonable isolation
from neighbors while still being dose to town and only about
five miles from the Stereophile offices. Equally important, a
lot of this size allowed for flexibility in the floor plan, especially since subdivision restrictions limited construction to
single-storey dwellings. A one-storey house does, however,
have advantages when an isolated listening room is required—
you don't have to worry about annoying the people upstairs
—but disadvantages in cost, as any builder will tell you.
The rest of the house was designed around the listening
room, which Iwanted large enough to accommodate aloudspeaker setup on either along or short wall. The long-wall
setup, in particular, required sufficient room width to allow
both listener and loudspeakers to be placed well out from
both the front and back walls while still providing areasonable listening distance.

A MATTER OF MODES

Chapter 11 of F. Alton Everest's The Master Handbook ofAcoustics (Tab Books) proved quite useful in determining optimal
room dimensions. Isettled on a1.0:1.6:233 (H:W:D) room

M OST HOME DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS KNOW JUST ENOUGH
ABOUT ACOUSTICS TO BE DANGEROUS.
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Fig.2 Density of calculated axial room modes in TM's room, grouped
into one-third-octave bands (up to 'kHz). Note the relative
sparseness of room modes at low frequencies.

Scale in Feet
Fig. ITIN 's dedicated listening room.

ratio. A 10' ceiling would mean a16'-wide room—good,
but alittle less than what Iwanted. An 11' ceiling resulted
in a17.6'-wide by 25.6'-long room. Icheated abit and
rounded the last two dimensions up to the nearest foot, for
overall room dimensions of 11' high by 18' wide by 26' long
(fig. 1).
Room modes result from abuildup of sound pressure
within aroom at the frequencies that are functions of the
room's dimensions. Modes cause problems primarily in the
bass—below about 250Hz. They also exist at higher frequencies, but only in the bass are they isolated enough to cause
significant audible aberrations. There are three main types
of room modes: axial, tangential, and radial. Of the three,
the axial modes—those occurring between opposite walls—
are the strongest and most potentially troublesome.
Calculating the axial modes for agiven rectangular room
is simple, though alittle tedious: simply divide 565 2by the
room length, then repeat for the width and height. Next, list
all of the possible whole-integer multiples of these frequencies, up to about 250Hz. Put all of these frequencies in ascending order, and voila!, you have alist of your room's axial
modes. Ideally, they should be more or less evenly distributed
by frequency. This has never happened in my experience, with
any real listening room of less than baronial size.
But it's best to avoid apileup of modes at aspecific frequency, or two very closely spaced frequencies. For the room
dimensions Ichose, there were no pileups up to 250Hz (fig.2),
though two modes in the midbass are spaced by 2Hz (64Hz
and 66Hz). There are other close modal spacings around
150Hz, 200Hz, and 205Hz. Calculating the modes for a
number of other suitable room dimensions, however, revealed
that no combinations were noticeably better than this, and
many were far worse. There are no perfect dimensional ratios
for asmall room—and even fairly large domestic rooms such
as this one are "small" relative to bass wavelengths; there's
only good, bad, and worse. The dimensions Ipicked held
promise of being among the good ones.
Long after my house dimensions were in, ah, concrete, an
interesting three-part article appeared in Speaker Bulkier magazine on building alistening room: "What Makes Your Room
Hi-Fi:' by Joseph Saluzzi, in issues Six/'92, One/'93, and
Two/'93. In the first of these, Saluzzi also tries to determine
optimal dimensions for alistening room.
1Your homework is to figure out where this number came from. The velocity of
sound equals frequency times wavelength; the velocity of sound at sea level is about
1130ft/second. Standing waves build up where ahalf cycle of sound at agiven frequency, or multiples of it, fits into agiven space Got it now? If you don't, don't
worry. You don't need to understand the derivation to do the math.
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His nephew developed afar more efficient method than
Ihad available—a computer program which calculates the
modes and the standard deviation between them, recalculates
the modes for every 1" increment of dimensional change,
and rejects dimensions with mode pileups. A less elaborate
program, "Modes for your Abodes:' which prompts the user
to input room dimensions and calculates and sorts the modes
by frequency or mode type, is available through Old Colony
Sound Laboratory.2Ihaven't tried it—my building days are
over for now, thank you very much, but it could save you considerable work and tedium when trying to zero-in on desirable room dimensions. You could also use it to analyze your
existing room.

CATHEDRAL CEILINGS

All of the methods I'm aware of for analyzing the modes of
aprospective or existing room assume aclosed, rectangular
space with rigid walls. A sloped ceiling complicates the calculations; you'll still be able to calculate the modes for the
room's length and width, but what do you do about the
height? Ihave never seen this addressed in the references available to me, but it would seem intuitive that, instead of discrete
modes related to aspecific ceiling height and multiples of
this mode, you'll have an infinite number of much smaller,
probably negligible modes distributed according to the variation of ceiling height, running from the minimum to the
maximum height.
One disadvantage here is that there will now be no strong,
distinct "height" modes to help fill in and smooth out the
width and length modes. Since modes can't be eliminated,
the only other alternative is to spread them out as evenly as
possible. "Gaps" in the modal coverage cause the remaining
modes to stick out more. With acathedral ceiling, the width
and length modes could result in the room having aspottier bass response than it would have with aflat ceiling. A
sloped ceiling will, however, improve the diffusion characteristics of the listening room, "opening up" the sound. I've
enjoyed music in rooms that have one-way sloped ceilings
that work quite well, but Iavoided this design for my room
because of its essentially unpredictable results. By the way,
when you get to the popular "open plan" living space, there's
no reliable way to predict the result.
The result of all these philosophical and mathematical
thoughts was plain: the dedicated listening room at Casa
2P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458-0243. Tel: (603) 924-6371.
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Norton would be rectangular with ahigh, flat ceiling.

I
SOLATION
Next, Ineeded to consider acoustic isolation—keeping noise
from the rest of the house out of the listening room, and keeping music in it. Perfect isolation within an integral, one-piece
structure is nearly impossible, of course, at least not without
resorting to drastic measures. But there are afew almost
sensible possibilities.
One of the listening room's long walls is shared with the
garage. That, plus the outside walls which occupy perhaps
one-quarter of the room's perimeter, take care of more than
half the problem. For the two walls adjoining other living
spaces, Iused an insulated, double-stud construction consisting of two 2" by 4" stud walls, each with its own separate footing, separated by asmall air space to keep them from
touching each other.3
When wallboarded on both room sides and insulated, the
result is abreak in the structural continuity between the listening room's walls and the walls of adjoining rooms which
dramatically reduces sound transmission. And while, contrary
to popular belief, insulation within the wall space does very
little to minimize transmission of sound, it does limit wallcavity resonances, which can reduce the effective isolation
at those resonant frequencies. Such insulation should be
loosely packed, as dense packing would have the effect of
coupling the two sides of the wall—the very thing we're trying to avoid.
Unfortunately, construction practices required that my
3Another technique, simpler, less expensive, and nearly as effective, is to use staggered 2x4 studs on a2x6 or larger footer, so that no one stud makes contact with
both wall surfaces—though the footers do. Iopted for the more elaborate construction; had Ichosen the other and been disappointed, there'd have been no going back.

isolating double walls be attached at the top. Idid request
that the builder extend the double walls all the way to the
roof line (with typical Santa Fe flat-roof construction, that's
about 18" above the ceiling) to prevent the sound from
bypassing the walls through the attic space. Unfortunately,
he failed to understand or follow this specification.
To minimize sound transmission through the attic, Iasked
that a1"-thick barrier consisting of two thicknesses of
Sheetrock be glued and screwed into the trusses in the attic
space which separated the listening room from the adjoining
rooms. The builder, who by now was sure Iwas crazy,
complied—at least for one of the walls. On the other, the attic
structure was complex enough that Iwanted to do it myself
to ensure that it was done right. Ispent many achilly March
afternoon cutting Sheetrock into small enough spaces to fit
the gaps, gluing it into place in adouble layer, then using silicone caulk to fill in any gaps. Ialso used silicone caulking
to fill problematic-looking gaps in the pre-Sheetrocked walls,
and used expandable aerosol foam (nasty stuff) to fill larger
gaps.
The house was to have in-floor heating, so noise isolation
here wasn't aproblem. However, aroof-mounted swamp
cooler feeding the rooms via air ducts threatened to be. The
ducts couldn't be lined—the cooler would cause moisture
absorption in any insulated lining. Iran acompletely separate duct from the listening room to the cooler—a distance
of about 25'—so that any sound traveling from another room
would have to go all the way back to the cooler through its
own duct, then another 25' to get to the listening room.
A room's door often defeats attempts at sound isolation.
Fortunately, the layout of my house allowed for two doors
between the listening room and the other common areas of
the house—one in the room itself, another in an adjoining

EltUffll.Mea. Malt W.,
HIGH FIDELITY MEETS HOME THEATER
umum The new Marantz AV-600
IHX combines a first class
surround sound decoder
with the latest processing refinements
and versatile AN pre-amplifier with
integral AM/FM stereo tuner. With
special attention paid to
signal fidelity, the AV600 features high grade
Dolby Pro•Logic decoding along with Home
THX Cinema processing, with an all analog
front channels signal
path for optimum sound
quality with cinema and
music sources. A full
assortment of audio and
-.11111113”
video inputs, outputs,
and signal routing
options provide system control
and flexibility far beyond that of
ordinary outboard surround decoders.
PURE

HIGH

Finally, the performance of afirst
class surround processor and the total
system control of asophisticated AN
pre-amplifier/tuner combined—at a
most affordable price. Marantz offers a
full range of high performance audio

and home theater components, available at better specialty retailers.
FIDELITY

Marantz America, Inc. 440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL 60172-2330 Tel: 708-307-3100
TI-IX Is areg/stered trademark of Lucashlm Lid. Dolby, Pro•Logm and the double•D symbol are trademarks of
Dolby Laboratones Licensing CorporatIon.
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Go to
the Opera
in Your
Underwear.
Audile's Audio Correction Technology - brings the total listening experience home.
So you've got the best seats in the house.
Like being there.
Only better.
Because you have the power.
Audile's ACT I/SB loudspeaker system gives you sound that grabs you in the gut,
hits you in the face and tweaks other anatomical places we'd better not mention.

WCES January 6-9, 1995
The Sahara Hotel
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hallway. For the hallway, Ichose adouble-glass door intended
for outdoor use, with full, weather-stripped frame and
threshold. The door to the listening room is anormal interior
door with agap at the bottom. So far, it's been more than
adequate; but it could be changed to aheavy, solid-core door
with aseal at the bottom if further isolation is ever needed.
The large windows in the room are of double-paned, insulated glass. Because of the relatively isolated nature of the
house, Ithought more elaborate window treatment would
be unnecessary; so far, this judgment has proven correct.

M ECHANICS

The house was designed to be constructed of normal wood
frame and drywall on aslab foundation—no concrete block,
plaster, adobe, or basement. For the walls of the house Ispecified 16" stud centers throughout, 2x4s for the inside walls,
2x6s for the outside. The added cost here is trivial as apercentage of the total. If you don't specify this, your builder
may be tempted to use 24" centers if local codes allow it—for
builders of entire subdevelopments, the savings quickly
escalate for every stud saved. Every time Icut loose with a
bass-laden recording or listen to the dinosaurs inJurassic Park
boogie through my living room cum Home Theater (discussed in Vol.17 No.5, pp.98-99), I'm thankful demanded
the more solid construction.

tiled, and doubles as an open hallway to the garage. Since
it's raised one step, it has an overall ceiling height that's about
6" lower than the rest of the room.
Ah, yes—ceiling height. Ivisited my construction site after
the stud walls had been put up, but (mercifully) before the
roof was in place, and had the uncomfortable feeling that the
walls in the listening room were too high. They were. The
builder had misread the plans (he argued that they were
ambiguous) and built the walls 9" too high in three of the
rooms, including the listening room!
The good news is that Igot taller ceilings in my living/Home Theater room and master bedroom; the bad news
is that lowering the listening-room ceiling cost me bucks.
But it worked out okay. The builder had actually shortened
the room width and length by afew inches than planned
(among other things, he apparently didn't allow for the thickness of the Sheetrock, as Ihad requested). When Irecalculated
the modes for the new width, Ifound that an 11' 4"-high
ceiling was actually better than the originally planned 11',
so Ihad it adjusted accordingly—which cost me nothing
extra.
It might appear as if the builder made some royal foul-ups,
but he actually did avery fine job, overall, and Iwould use
him again. A glitch-free build is probably unheard of. Construction tolerances are something you'll have to live with.

FIREPLACES SEVERELY LIMIT YOUR FLEXIBILITY IN SYSTEM SETUP.
Although Iwasn't able to afford adobe and hand-troweled
plaster (both less common even in Santa Fe than they used
to be; they're expensive), Istill wanted solid walls in the listening room—not too rigid, because that can also cause problems,
but more solid than the typical 1
/ "Sheetrock. Itherefore
2
specified double Sheetrock (1" thick total) for the listening
room, glued and screwed to the studs. But the builder misread
my plans, and only double-Sheetrocked those walls adjoining
other interior spaces; the windowed, short, front wall and
long wall adjoining the garage were of 1/2" Sheetrock. The
already-in-place window framing precluded adding to this.
But at least these exterior walls were on 2x6 studs. I'd also
specified several crosspieces to be placed between the studs,
to spread out the inevitable resonant characteristics of the
wall cavities.
A few additional features were included: Two separate 30A
electrical circuits were run for powering the equipment, with
more outlets than are usually furnished in aroom of this size.
Ialso ran several empty plastic 4"-diameter conduits under
the slab floor for unobtrusive cable runs; so far Ihaven't used
these much, but I'm glad they're there (except for the nut
driver Irecently dropped into one of the holes).
While Idon't anticipate using surround-sound in this room
any time soon, Ialso ran some leftover cable from my livingroom/Home Theater in the walls of the listening room from
the most likely equipment-rack location to the most likely
locations for surround speakers.
Santa Fe is afireplace-builder's heaven, but Inever even
considered putting one in the listening room, as fireplaces
severely limit your flexibility in system setup. Ido have afireplace in my living-room/Home Theater, but it was carefully
situated to allow at least one decent audio/video arrangement.
My listening room has alarge window on one of the short
walls, two smaller ones near the corners of the adjoining long
walls, and several skylights to lighten the back of the room.
The back of the room—about 5' of the room's length—is
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

Moral: Insisting on tolerances to asmall fraction of an inch
isn't practical. Half an inch won't likely be that important
acoustically, but will run up the cost considerably and cause
friction with your builder. Be precise in the planning stages,
however—accounting for wall thicknesses, etc.—to avoid
misunderstandings or compounded errors.
And when you draw up your plans, don't use terms like
"Dedicated Listening Room" or "Home Theater!' "Media
Room" is probably okay; "Recreation Room" (my term) or
"Bonus Room" are probably even better. "Listening Room"
or "Home Theater" are liable to raise flags with the bank
or city planning commission—they might wonder if you're
planning to have people pay to see concerts or movies in your
home. Really.

A WORD ABOUT ARCHITECTS ...
Iwas fortunate to find an architect who could work with me
in satisfying my requirements, though Igave him little latitude
on the floor plan. Your architect will undoubtedly come up
with some interesting ideas—it's your job to keep them from
messing up your plans for agood listening room. Remember,
few builders or architects know much about sound transmission or acoustics. Nor have many acousticians designed small
spaces—the requirements oía concert hall, arena, or even
arecording studio are different from those oía listening room.
The best way to get what you want is to educate yourself.
Also remember that one of the architect's goals in designing
ahouse is outside symmetry and "curb appeal" (he or she
will later want to drive by with other prospective clients).
This will certainly be important to you as well, but remember
that an outside symmetry of windows may result in an asymmetrical or awkward window arrangement or other layout
quirk in the listening room. Don't let this happen; it's almost
always possible to satisfy both of these requirements with
alittle planning—even if you have to put the listening room
in the back of the house.
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...
AND CUSTOM INSTALLERS

Two other specialists can give you the sort of hands-on help
that you can't get from abuilder or architect. First is your
local retailer, who may be quite knowledgeable about the
subject. But use caution here—some will know little or nothing about it, but will willingly sell you acoustic panels and
other devices only useful after the room is built. Building it

are of fairly heavy cloth. Several acoustic panels from Acoustic
Sciences Corporation (the Tube Trap folks) are placed high
on the side walls to cut down on flutter echoes, and three
additional panels of adifferent design (one of them homemade) are hung afew feet out from the short, windowed wall.
Several Tube Traps and similar devices from Acoustic Solutions are strategically placed around the room, along with

THE MORE YOU KNOW ABOUT DESIGNING ALISTENING ROOM,

THE EASIER IT'LL BE TO SCREEN THOSE WHO'LL ASSIST YOU WITH IT.
right is always better than applying Band-Aids.
The second source is CEDIA (1-800-CEDIA30), a
national organization whose members specialize in custom
installations and can recommend local contractor/members
to you. These specialize in home audio/video and multi-room
systems, but the same acoustic principles apply to audio-only
rooms. You'll have to be firm about your needs if you deal
with these contractors, however, as Isuspect that many of
them will also try to sell you equipment you don't need.
(Many are retailers.) If you only want design consultancy,
they'll charge accordingly, as they're not making any money
on selling you hardware.
Isuggest that you check the references of such contractors carefully. Isuspect that some CEDIA members know
more about room design than does the typical retailer. Check
with former clients to see if the contractor you're considering
put any emphasis on room dimensions—especially in the
case of new construction, where this can be controlled—and
acoustical treatment, or if his primary emphasis was on selling
and installing equipment.
Nevertheless, the more you know about all of this, the easier
it'll be to screen those who'll assist you with it. If you don't
know what your car's thingamawhatsis does, you can expect
to be sold anew one regularly.

THE LAST MILE

Listening room and house were finally finished and ready
for the last step—acoustical treatment. Ididn't acoustically
treat this room according to any scientific "calculation" or
cookbook recommendations. The only way to really optimize
alistening space is to experiment, and address the known,
treatable problems common to all rooms. The only way to
control room modes, for example, is through proper room
dimensions and, to amuch lesser degree, loudspeaker placement. Flutter echo—that zingy quality you hear when you
clap your hands—can be easily controlled with distributed
absorption and diffusion, as can the overall liveliness of the
room.
Iwanted the room treatments Iused to be as placementflexible as possible. Books, records, and furniture make fine
absorbers and diffusers of sound, but what do you do if you
want to place those new loudspeakers against the wall with
the heavy desk, books, and Aunt Hortense's antique sideboard? This is aone-time headache for the typical audiophile,
but amajor handicap for areviewer. Iopted for three easily moveable listening chairs, the equipment racks, and three
smaller, wooden storage cabinets. Still pending are LP and
CD shelves, which will be built into corners unlikely to be
used for equipment or loudspeakers.
The wall-to-wall carpet in my listening room is currently
amedium-weight Berber style with araised pattern of
squares small enough to be of some assistance in moving
things afew inches here or there The windows' vertical blinds
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

apair of ASC Shadow Casters—selectively absorbing and
diffusing panels designed to control side-wall reflections but
which can also be put to anumber of other good acoustical uses—which can be moved about depending on the loudspeaker setup.
Two three-paneled room-divider-style absorptive panels
manufactured by MSB can also be easily moved into or out
of the room, as needed. Several large artificial plants provide some diffusion, though an array of RPG Diffusors and
Abffusors do the bulk of this job on one otherwise rather
live short wall. The ceiling is done Santa Fe style: shaved log
beams, called vigas, with wood planking above for the bulk
of the room (the area over the tiled, open hallway is Sheetrocked). This is more dispersive than asmooth ceiling.
I've used anumber of loudspeaker setups in this room,
and the one Icurrently favor is with the loudspeakers placed
out from the walls flanking one comer, firing almost across
adiagonal. This is remarkably effective in minimizing modal
problems (remember, even well-designed rooms have some
modes).
The "feel" of the room now seems almost ideal—neither
too alive nor too dead. The space sounds remarkably open;
the music seems able to "breathe" there—the very opposite
of aclaustrophobic, cramped sound. I'll continue experimenting with the acoustics—who ever heard of asatisfied audiophile?—but this is asolid baseline from which to work.
Should you consider such aproject? If you can afford it,
by all means, yes—the rewards are definitely worth it. You
don't necessarily have to build awhole house to get the listening room of your dreams—add aroom or modify an existing
space. But go into it with your eyes open.

OTHER REFERENCES
In addition to this article, Irecommend that you read two
other articles about the listening room recently published
in Stereophile: J. Gordon Holt's "In Search of the Hi-Fi
House" (April 1990, Vol.13 No.4), and my own "Room
Enough" (October 1991, Vol.14 No.10). Robert Harley's
recently released book, The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio—published by Acapella Press, (800) 848-5099—
also contains agood chapter on acoustics, which goes into
considerably more detail on room problems and their
treatment than is possible here.
If you want to delve more deeply into the subject, F.
Alton Everest's interesting and relatively easy to understand The Master Handbook ofAcoustics is an indispensable reference Published by Tab Books, The Master Handbook may be abit difficult to find locally, but it's available
through mail order from Old Colony Sound Laboratory
or the Audio Advisor.
—Thomas J. Norton
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Russ Novak
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The Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 Linestage
Preamplifier does not share much in common with other preamplifiers. The SEL-2 is
the culmination of intensive research and
development and represents atruly reference product -the cornerstone of asuperior
sound system.
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Starting at the detachable power cord -the
exceptional quality of the SFL-2 begins to be
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value of the Sonic Frontiers SEL-2.
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BARBARA J
AHN TALKS WITH CONDUCTOR RAYMOND LEPPARD

p

nglish conductor Raymond Leppardfirst came to musical
prominence as achoral scholar at Trinity College, Cam.4 bridge, in 1945. He soon succeeded Boris Ord as conductor
of the University Madrigal Society. He composed, played, and directed
musicfor Footlight Productions, appeared as piano soloist, principal
viola, and occasional conductor of the University Musical Society,
and became Principal Conductor of the Cambridge Philharmonic
Society.
In 1952, Leppard was elected Research Scholar with aspecial
interest in early 17th-century Italian opera. Thefollowing year he
formed the Leppard Chamber Orchestra, making hisfirst appearance
at Glyndebourne in 1954 as assistant conductor and harpsichord player:
Four years later, Leppard became alecturer at Trinity College, and
was appointed Music Director of the English Chamber Orchestra—a
position he heldfor 11 years. He then spent several years as musical director of the BBC Northern Symphony Orchestra.
Raymond Leppard has made scores of recordings over the years,
for Sony, Angel/EMI, Erato, London, Argo, and Philips, among
many others. (J. Gordon Holt named Leppard's recent recording of
Vaughan Williams's Sinfonia antartica,forKoss Classics, a"Record
To Die For" in the February 1994 Stereophile)
Recently, in taking on the Musical Directorship of the Indianapolis
Symphony, Leppard decided to divide his time more evenly between
England and the States. Iasked him about this.
Barbara Jahn: You left England in 1976 Why did you decide to
do so when you were such aluminary in thefield of early music?
Raymond Leppard: One never does anything for one reason.
My parents had died recently, so Icould do something. Ihad
been several times to America and liked it very much, and
although Iwas doing alot of early music with the English
Chamber Orchestra and at Glyndebourne, I'd already
become old-fashioned in that area; the authentic movement
was really underway and very successful, and Ibadly needed
achange. I'd been to Santa Fe [to conduct at the Santa Fe
Opera] almost every summer for several years and enjoyed
it enormously. I'd gone down and worked with the New
Orleans, St. Louis, and Houston orchestras regularly. I'd
already gotten asense that Icould very easily slip into anonearly-music world, and it just seemed the right thing to do.
Ireally didn't think much more about it.
Jahn: And you had no specific position to go to?
Leppard: Ihad nothing but avery, very good agent who
Idiscussed it with, and she was very enthusiastic. It worked
straight away. Iwas working hard from the very beginning;
from the economic point of view it was aperfectly sound
decision. Iwas enjoying the music in England, but Iwas so
typecast. And it still comes up all the time—I can't quite
escape from it; Isuppose Inever will.
Jahn: Iwas at University when your recording of Cavalli's La
Calisto came out on LP. Iremember hearing the opening ofAct II
on the radio, and being absolutely stunned; Isaved upfor weeks to
buy it. You really were an inspiration, introducing music that nobody
had ever heard before.
Leppard: They were wonderful times. Iwouldn't have
missed that world for anything, because working on those

operas was one of the most rewarding things you could
imagine.
Jahn: It was certainly alandmark in my musical development, and
must have beenfor thousands of others, too. How did youfeel when
others took up the authentic movement?
Leppard: Well, the critics, having been very enthusiastic
about the Monteverdi and Cavalli revivals, got awhiff of
Harnoncourt and those musicians in France, Germany, and
Austria, and it was abit discouraging to be seen as out-ofdate But Ididn't need or want to do battle over all that; there
is no one way to play any sort of music, and so Iwas very
much for it. But that didn't matter as much as the fact that
Ireally needed achange and couldn't escape from it. My seven
years [on non-Baroque repertoire] with the BBC Northern and 20th-century opera at Glyndebourne didn't do a
damn thing to change this typecasting.
Jahn: Do you think people wanted to see this change? Or did they
want you to continue in early music but change your approach?
Leppard: Iwonder. The ECO simply wasn't the right instrument for that, nor is it now. [The English Chamber Orchestra
uses 20th-century instruments.—BJ]
Jahn: Musicians are specially trained on authentic instruments now.
Leppard: Absolutely, and they're doing wonderful work.
But in those early days, there was some perfectly appalling
playing—so out-of-tune and scratchy. There were certain
aspects, certain sorts of style, that Ithought dreadful. There
was asort of wah-wah style—every note had acrescendo
and adecrescendo on it.
Jahn: Like Frans Brüggen's recorder playing.
Leppard: It was absolutely extraordinary, but it infected quite
alot of people. They wanted to try it out.
Jahn: Iagree. It had agreat influence on me, although Iwas never
quite sure that Iliked it.
Leppard: It was fascinating to listen to—like being musically
seasick. But by and large, nowadays, these modern players
have become so expert and play so well-in-tune I've listened
to them over the years and learned an awful lot about articulation, phrasing, dynamics, and so forth. There's no question
that they've contributed agreat deal to one's understanding. For me, it's been most revealing about Haydn, Mozart,
and Beethoven—that period—because the question of articulation is crucial. But you still heard Klemperer and people of that generation—and, indeed, the unthinking people
of my generation—phrasing and articulating Beethoven as
if it were Brahms.
Jahn: Ibelieve you do alarge amount of classical repertoire with the
Indianapolis Orchestra Iimagine you put thesefindings into practice.
Leppard: That's exactly what's happened. And the nice thing
is that the Orchestra itself has got caught up in it. They are
interested in how it affects the early Romantics, too. It's a
striking thought, if you let it permeate right in, that the people
who played for Beethoven actually played for Haydn, and
they didn't play for Brahms. You have to think of how those
Viennese players were when Beethoven heard them; he
couldn't have changed astyle of playing.
Jahn: But hearing this music on authentic instruments has brought

THERE IS NO ONE WAY TO PLAY ANY SORT OF MUSIC.
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home to me how it extended the boundaries of almost everything, not
least the instruments. It sounds as if it's trying to burst out of its skin,
and the instruments are only just coping. I
find that very exciting.
Leppard: Ithink that's absolutely true.
Jahn: Iwonder whether we are living in atime when we lack imagination, or if we are just more inquisitive. Museums in England have
become much more intent on explaining everything to us—helping
us to return to aparticular time with the aid of commentaries, videos,
smells, and sounds, rather than merely showing us artifacts. Isn't that
what the authentic-instrument movement is doing—attempting to
establish the period by reproducing as closely as possible the conditions ofperfonnance? It helps us to understand what was heard, even
though we'll never be able to listen with 18th-century ears.
Leppard: Ithink it's been tremendously valuable, but Idon't
think it means it's the only way to do it. It's evidence oía current philosophy. When Igrew up, people didn't go to museums in the thousands and millions that go now. So you ask
yourself; "Why?" Ithink we can't get over the thought that
bombs or germ warfare could destroy us in two seconds, and
that's undermined an awful lot of the old philosophies and
has made the past much more valuable. Because if you can
respond to something of the past, then it means that that value
has persisted, and that's asense of confirmation that we are
going to go on—we are not going to destroy ourselves.
That's why people are crazy to go and find things now,
and museums have responded by making themselves much
more seductive. But they are also lowering standards, because
they are appealing to the lowest common denominator all
the time. There was atime, as you say, when you'd go into
amuseum and you'd see acostume of 1820 and you'd then
have to reconstruct the setting; without that, you wouldn't
get much out ofit. Now they are spoonfeeding us all. There
are pros and cons, it seems to me.
But Ithink Iknow about the content of Bach without having to go through the authentic-instrument rigmarole. If I
were to perform aB-minor Mass now, Iwould use all the
accumulated knowledge that I've gained from listening to
earlier-instrument performance, but Iwould prefer to translate that, as far as Icould, into 20th-century terms of playing.
Because finally the whole process of authenticity aspires to
asort of purity that can't actually be obtained. Everything
conspires against it, and I'm aprofound believer in compromise—it is something never to be turned away from, but is
something to be embraced and profited by. Idon't believe
you can pursue purity in life or music or anything else. We
really can't aspire to the condition of the Virgin Mary—it
doesn't work. [laughs]
Jahn: Of course, the wonderful thing about music is that it doesn't
exist as amuseum piece. It exists as ascore that only comes to life—
Leppard: —when you sound it.
Jahn: And composers must inevitably hate adapted their performances
to accommodate theforces available to them at the time.

written for seven or eight players and five singers. That's all
that's actually come down to us in manuscript, so it's aterrible
problem when you start performing.
Jahn: So, in America, you too must make the most ofwhat is available
to you and sell your own orchestra, the Indianapolis, in the most attractive package possible.
Leppard: You might just as well pack up if you don't! It's
amajor business supporting an Orchestra—there's virtually no State money.
Jahn: Inventive programming, to draw your audience in, sounds a
really good idea.
Leppard: Good gosh—terribly! The American system is
very salutory, and it's given rise to arace of young composers
who are being made to write music that can be performed
within the schedule of asymphony; and what they write must
be extremely practical, and must communicate. It may be
difficult, but the good ones will say something that will grab
an audience who'll want to come back and hear it again.
Whereas in England ...
Jahn: ...
there is alot of self-indulgence.
Leppard: Ithink so. And Ithink it's awaste of some major
talents that we have. Ifind that true of Max Davies, Birtwistle—they are living in acloud-cuckooland, whereas the
young American composer has to toe the line to make it
work. He has to say what he can in that limited amount of
time, and if he doesn't communicate, he doesn't get another
commission.
Jahn: Your composer-in-residence is David Ott.
Leppard: He's very bright, and his is avery particular style
—you can recognize it. It's rather simple—not unlike, in its
own time, Berlioz's music. It's avery strange gift, but he certainly communicates. We did three Beethoven concerts
recently, and in each one of them Iput some music written
about Beethoven from another period. We had Liszt's orchestration of the slow movement of the "Archduke" Trio, and
we did Corigliano's Fantasy on the slow movement of
Beethoven 7, and then we commissioned the third piece from
David about the Clara songs in Egmont; we did Egmont with
narration in the first half, then David's pieces, which only
lasted ten minutes, but they were terribly successful.
Jahn: We could do with that kind of thing in England.
Leppard: Surely. We also give eight "Studio" concerts ayear,
we open by taking, say, Shostakovides First Violin Concerto,
and Itake amovement apart. With Beethoven's Fifth, Iscored
out alot of the sketches—a lot of work, but it amused and
very much intrigued people. We play awork to finish the
first half; and in the second we play the work we've analyzed.
We find this tremendously popular—the response is astonishing. People want that sort of education, and Ithink it's very
importara we neglect it in England. It is our business to teach
and make insight deeper. Ican't see areason for not doing
it. It's not profound, but it gives the listener so much more.

AUTHENTICITY ASPIRES TO A
PURITY THAT CAN'T BE OBTAINED.
IT DOESN'T WORK TO ASPIRE TO THE CONDITION OF THE VIRGIN MARY.
Leppard: Sure, any composer would. But I'm not advocating
that you play the B-minor Mass with an orchestra of 100.
Yet Handel himself used huge forces on occasions. Just afew
years after his lifetime, in acommemoration, Burney describes. ..
how many thousands of people? An absolutely
huge chorus. The history of Acts and Galatea is exactly acase
in point: He describes ahuge number, yet it was originally
STEREOPHILE, jANUARY 1995

Jahn: It's encouraging that people still want to learn.
Leppard: Isn't it? [laughs] Isometimes do aballet in the first
half—Daphnis, or Act 1of Romeo andJuliet, or Sleeping Beauty
—and Irecord anarration so that people know where they
are. We even use lighting on stage.
Jahn: For Daphnis?
Leppard: Yes, it really was wonderful. Dawn actually was
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dawn! And we also did that as an analysis: Itook away the
layers of dawn, and showed how Ravel built up the picture—
intriguing!
Jahn: Isuppose you could do that with colors in Messaien.
Leppard: Yes, absolutely; there are endless possibilities. But
Ihave afeeling that London would be snooty about it.
Jahn: What is your Indianapolis audience like?
Leppard: It was an older audience. Our marketing people
went into it; youngsters at school would come, and then,
when they got married and had families, they would drop
out—they probably couldn't afford it. Then, in their midto late 40s, they'd start coming again and stay with us. Now
the "Studio" concerts are bringing the young marrieds in—it
isn't the most expensive of nights, so it doesn't cost them
so much.
Jahn: Can you give chamber-music concerts too?
Leppard: Oh, yes. Within the Orchestra we have three
groups who have atremendous following. We encourage
them by advertising in our programs; obviously, the more
there is, the better.
Jahn: What is your hall?
Leppard: The Circle Theatre. It's an old cinema that originally had stage shows, too—it's about 70 years old, Ithink.
They put boarding over all the seats in the stalls, and it's really
astunningly good sound for recording. The orchestra is comfortable because it's where they normally play.
Jahn: What are yourfuture recording plans?
Leppard: We don't have any. We shall have to leave Koss
[Classics] if distribution doesn't improve.

Jahn: Is the orchestra of like mind?
Leppard: Yes, they are very keen to get moving. The orchestral situation is such that you just can't stay still—if you do,
you sink.
Jahn: Does your audience buy your recordings?
Leppard: Yes, we sell an awful lot. Just to give you an idea
of how loyal they are: We have an annual fund which largely
comes from firms, but also from individuals; we raise
$4,500,000 each year. We have an endowment of sixtysomething million that's all invested—locked away, nobody
can touch it. We use the income. But some orchestras are
badly in debt and are folding, like New Orleans. I'm giving them aweek in September; they're trying to raise their
heads again, but unless you've got backing, it's avery shortterm life.
Jahn: So the ISO is safe?
Leppard: It's never safe, but it's certainly comfortable—
it's one of the few that is actually playing in the black. But
we're lucky because we're smaller—only 87 or 88 in number.
Jahn: Are you happy in Indianapolis? Will you stay?
Leppard: [laughs] Idon't know. I'm enjoying Indianapolis
because there's such alot of work still to be done. The excitement in watching its development is similar to what Ifelt
with the ECO. And they're excited, which is good. There
is agreat sense of endeavor. They are wonderfully good about
doing things—they are very giving people. Even our local
critic gives us money!
Jahn: He must be happy!
Leppard: That's Americans—they're great givers.
S

RAYMOND LEPPARD: A SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
J.S. BACH: Brandenburg Concertos 1-6
English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 426 345 (1-3), 426 346 (4-6)
J.S. BACH: Harpsichord Concertos
Harpsichord Concertos 1& 5, Double Concerto 1, Triple Concerto 2, Quadruple
Concerto in a
A. Davis, Ledger, Verlet, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 422 497
Harpsichord Concertos 2 & 4, Double
Concerto 2, Triple Concerto 1
A. Davis, Ledger, English Chamber
Orchestra
Philips 426 084
Harpsichord Concertos 3, 6, 7, Double
Concerto 3
Ledger, English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 426 448
J.S. BACH: Orchestral Suites 1, 3, 4
English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 420 888
J.S. BACH: Orchestral Suite 2, Violin
Concertos 1& 2, Triple Concerto for
Flute, Violin, Harpsichord
Grumiaux, Garcia, Adeney, English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 420 889
DVORÁK: Serenade for Strings
TCHAEKOVSKY: Serenade for Strings
English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 420 883
ELGAR: Orchestral Music
The Wand of Youth, Suites 18c 2; Dream Children; Nursery Suite; Starlet Express
Indianapolis Symphony
Koss Classics 1014
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GRIEG: Par Gynt Suites I&2, Four Norwegian Dances
English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 412 922
HANDEL: Concerti Grossi, Op3 Nos.1-6
English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 422 487
HANDEL: Concerti Grossi, Op6 Nos.1-12
English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 426 465
HANDEL: Messiah
Palmer, Watts, Davis, Shirley-Quirk, English
Chamber Orchestra
Erato 45447
HANDEL: Musicfor the Royal Fireworks,
Water Music: Extended Suite
English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 420 354
MOZAKE Flute Concertos 1& 2
With: Andante in C, K315; Concert Rondo
in D, K.382
Wilson, LSO
EMI 49099
MOZART: Mass inc
Cortrubas, Te Kanawa, 1Crenn, Sotin, Aldis
Choir, New Philharmonia
EMI 47385
MOZAKE Violin Concertos I& 4; Rondo
in B-flat, K.269
Cho-Liang Lin, English Chamber Orchestra
Sony Classics 44503
MOZART! Violin Concertos 3& 5; Adagio in E, K.261
Cho-Liang Lin, English Chamber Orchestra
Sony Classics 42364
PURCELL: Dido and Aeneas
Troyanos, Stilwell, Palmer, EC Choir, En-
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lish Chamber Orchestra
Erato 45263
Norman, Allen, English Chamber Orchestra
Philips 416 299
TRUMPET CONCERTOS
Works by Haydn, Hummel, L. Mozart
Marsalis, National Philharmonic
Sony Classics 37846
SCHUBEKE Symphony 1
With: Genoveva Overture; Overture, Scherzo,
and Finale
Indianapolis Symphony
Koss Classics 2213
SCHUBERE Symphony 3
With: "Italian" Overture, Grand ,Duo
Indianapolis Symphony
Koss Classics 2221
THOMSON: The Mother of Us All
Santa Fe Opera
New World 288/289
TRUMPET MUSIC
Works by Fasch, Handel, Molter, Mozart,
Purcell, Torelli
Marsalis, Gruberova, English Chamber
Orchestra
Sony Classics 39061
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Sinfonía
artka
With: Fantasia on aTheme by Thomas Tallis
Indianapolis Symphony
Koss Classics 2214
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons
PURCELL: llumpet Sonatas, Theater
Music
Zukerman, St. Paul Orchestra, English
Chamber Orchestra
Sony Classics 44644
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NOW PLAYING

AT A NEWSSTAND NEAR YOU!
Stereophile's
Guide to Home Theater

Newsstand
sale date:
December 10.

The best guide
to Home Theater
ever written!
Edited by Lawrence B. Johnson.
Articles &reviews by J. Gordon Holt,
Tom Norton, and Peter W. Mitchell.

Wouldn't it be great if Gordon, Tom, and Peter—the guys from Stereophile—helped you
get it all together with Home Theater? Now they have!
Home Theater is hot! From fabulous widescreen monitors to the latest surround-sound
equipment, from laserdisc players with superior performance to the ideal speaker for Home
Theater, the equipment you want is available NOW! The articles, reviews, and recommendations in Guide to Home Theater will help you home in on the equipment, and the system, that's right for YOU!
If you can't find Stereophile's Guide to Home Theater on your newsstand, call toll-free and
order your copy today, $6.95 + shipping &handling.
1-800-334-8152 9am to 4pm Mountain Time. Have your credit-card number ready!
From outside the U.S., Fax your credit-card number, name, and address
to Stereophile GTHT at (505) 989-8791.
Your credit card will be charged $13.50, which includes
shipping for Air Printed
Matter, and handling.
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GENESIS 11.5 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
Robert Harley
Three-way floorstanding loudspeaker with woofer amplifier. Driver complement: Two
servo-driw‘n 12" woofers, one 4' ribbon midrange, four I" planar tweeters. Impedance:
4ohms. Sensitivity: 90(113/1W/1m. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±3d8. Finish:
Brazilian rusewood. Dimensions: 28X" W by 6' H by 22X" D. Weight: 1250 1b6/pair
shipping, 1000 lbs/pair net. Serial numbers of speakers reviewed: 251006/7. Woofer

amplifier power output: 400W RMS/channel (into 2ohm load presented by the
11.5 woofers). Amplifier dimensions: 19" W by
H by 17" D. Amplifier weight:
40 lbs. Serial number of amplifier reviewed: 251008A. Total system price: $21,950.

4r

Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer Genesis Technologies, P.O.
Box 669, Mintum, CO 81645. Tel: (303) 827-9515. Fax: (303) 827-9519.
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henever anyone marvels at
the enormous Genesis 11.5
loudspeakers in my house,
I'm quick to tell them that the 11.5 is
the smallest, least expensive loudspeaker
made by Genesis Technologies. In fact,
the company makes two larger speaker
systems, the $33,000 Genesis II and the
$70,000 Genesis I.'
Building such ambitious loudspeakers
as the Genesis products is arisky proposition. Big loudspeakers often fail miserably—any flaw seems to be magnified
by the loudspeaker's lofty aspirations—
the bigger they are, the harder they fall.
Moreover, the criteria for what constitutes good performance rises proportionally with the loudspeaker's price. For
several tens of thousands of dollars, the
loudspeaker had better deliver the musical goods.
Ithus took delivery of the $22,000,
half-ton Genesis 11.5 system with acombination of excitement and trepidation.
The excitement was over the prospect of
having aworld-class loudspeaker in my
home; the trepidation was the very real
possibility that the 115 would have some
Genesis 11.5 loudspeaker system
unacceptable shortcoming. Because a
loudspeaker of this ambition requires
out of my room as soon as possible, or
several months to fully evaluate (and
aproduct that would become an essential
because they're so hard to move), Iknew
part of my musical life. There would
the Genesis II.5s would dominate my
likely be no middle ground.
system for some time.
The question was whether the 11.5
DESCRIPTION
would become amonstrosity Iwanted
For your 22 grand you get two 6'-tall,
28"-wide panels with integral twin dy1At the time of this writing. Genesis is just starting to
namic bass drivers and awoofer power
ship the much smaller $12,950 Genesis V. See my interview in this issue with Genesis founders Arnie Nudell
amplifier. The 115 is atall, thin panel in
and Paul McGowan.
which three 1" round planar tweeters are
84
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mounted to the inside edge of a4' ribbon
midrange unit. This panel is flanked on
either side by curved rosewood-finished
"wings" that define the II5's shape and
size. A sealed box attached to the bottom rear of this assembly holds two 12"
woofers—one front-firing, one rearfiring. The entire system rests on aflat,
triangular-shaped platform. A narrow
black grille covers the drivers, with a
separate grille covering the rear-firing
woofer.
The system has two controls on the
rear of the woofer enclosure: one adjusts
the midrange crossover frequency to the
tweeters, the other controls the level of
the single rear-firing tweeter. Input is via
apair of high-quality binding posts.
The II.5's woofer enclosure also has
aNeutrik input jack for connecting the
woofers to the Genesis servo amplifier,
which is included with the system.
(Servo-driven woofers are explained
below.) Note that the Genesis woofer
amplifier doesn't include the crossover
for the midrange and tweeters. Instead,
you connect the woofer amplifier to the
11.5 via the dedicated cable, and drive the
midrange and tweeters directly with an
amplifier of your choosing. Your preamp, however, must have two stereo
outputs: one pair to drive the woofer
amplifier, one pair to drive the midrange/tweeter amplifier.
The Genesis is atrue dipolar design,
radiating energy to the front and rear
of the loudspeaker. There is asingle
rear-firing tweeter to complement the
ribbon midrange's inherent dipolar
nature. Dipoles radiate sound in acardiSTEREOPHILE, JANuARY 1995

oid (heart-shaped) pattern both to the
front and rear of the panel, producing a
null at the sides.
Because the ribbon midrange is aline
source, it has avery narrow vertical dispersion; je, it radiates very little energy
above and below it. .The result is less
reflected energy from the floor and ceiling. Dipoles are also different in that they
require space behind them to work their
best—the II.5s need to be placed well out
into the room for optimum performance.
Moreover, compared with apoint-source
box loudspeaker, the rear wall's acoustic
properties have agreater influence on
how adipole will sound in the room.
As with Arnie Nudell's first loudspeaker design—the Servo Statik Iof 25
years ago—the 11.5 uses servo-driven
woofers. A woofer servo operates by
comparing the drive signal sent to the
woofer with the woofer's actual motion.
An aerPlerometer attached to the woofer's
voice-coil sends asignal back to the servo
amplifier via acustom cable supplied
with the 11.5. Differences between the
drive signal and woofer motion are a
form of distortion, and can be corrected
electrically by modifying the drive signal. In essence, the servo system forces
the woofer to behave in apredetermined
way. In the 11.5, only one woofer carries
an accelerometer, with the amplifier
assuming both woofers are behaving
identically?
A servo system can also extend a
woofer's low-frequency cutoff point,
regardless of the enclosure size. Indeed,
the II.5's woofer enclosure seems far too
srnall for apair of 12" drivers. In fact, the
Genesis woofer in its enclosure has aresonance frequency of 70Hz. Without a
servo system, the low-frequency extension would be severely compromised (a
sealed enclosure produces arolloff of
12dB/octave below resonance). As the
woofer begins to roll off naturally, however, the servo system simply drives the
woofer harder and harder to increase the
system's extension. This is how the 11.5
can achieve a-3dB point of 16Hz from
such asmall box.
This technique places extraordinary
demands on the woofer and the power
amplifier driving it, particularly at very
low frequencies—the lower the frequency,
the more current the servo amplifier
must force through the woofer's voicecoil to produce an equivalent soundpressure level. The II5's woofers, designed
by Arnie Nudell specifically for these
rigorous conditions, are made of two
aluminum cones bonded together with
2The $70,000 Genesis Iuses six 12' servo-driven
woofers per channel, each with its own accelerometer.
Yeow!
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woofers and ribbon midrange is useradamping compound. This "tri-lamiselectable from 70Hz to 125Hz via the
nate" design is reportedly so stiff that the
remote control (the nominal setting is
cone is virtually impervious to flexing?
85Hz). Note that this adjustment doesn't
With awhopping 2"-diameter voicechange the ribbon's low-frequency point,
coil and a30-lb magnet, the driver can
but only how far up the woofer goes. No
produce excursions of afull inch. To furmatter what the crossover frequency, the
ther increase bass output, the 11.5 system
woofers roll off at 12dB/octave to the
uses atotal of four of these servo-driven
midrange. The midrange cuts off at
woofers.
4.2kHz with asecond-order slope.
The midrange is a4'-tall ribbon driver
As you'd expect from aloudspeaker
made from a0.001"-thick layer of Kapwith this sophisticated adriver completon. The term "ribbon" as applied to the
ment, the II5's crossover is first-rate The
Genesis midrange is actually amiscapacitors are custom-made foil-onnomer; in atrue ribbon, current flows
plastic film types (they weigh about ten
through the diaphragm itself. The more
times what asimilarly sized conventional
correct term for the Genesis midrange
metallized film-type cap weighs), and use
is "planar magnetic," adesign in which
copper leads. The inductors are aunique
aconductor is bonded to the diaphragm.
copper foil type with multiple taps.
Despite the semantic distinction, the
These multiple taps provide ameans of
Genesis ribbon has all the advantages
contouring the midrange's high-frequency
conferred by such low moving mass—
rolloff to match the listening room's
primarily excellent transient ability.
Although the II.5's tweeter looks at
acoustic character. The II.5's rear-panel
switch simply selects adifferent tap off
first glance like aconventional dome
the inductor—no additional components
tweeter, the driver is acustom flat-ribbon
type designed by Arnie Nudell. This
in the signal path.
The wings of the enclosure, which are
tweeter, used throughout the Genesis
made of 1.5" MDF and laminated with
line, has a0.0001"-thick diaphragm on
plantation-grown Brazilian rosewood,
which aconductor has been etched. As
reinforce the midrange driver's acouswith the midrange, the Genesis tweeter
tic output between 100Hz and 500Hz.
is more properly called aplanar magnetic
The baffle on which the drivers are
driver.
mounted is also 1.5" MDF, and the
Three tweeters are used in avertical
woofer enclosure is braced 1" MDF.
array to approximate the midrange ribbon's line-source radiation pattern. The
Although you may be tempted to move
the II.5s by grabbing their wings, you
top two tweeters roll off at 8kHz, with
should push instead on the woofer
the bottom tweeter run out past 20kHz.
The rear tweeter is wired out of phase (as
enclosure.
you'd expect in adipole), and thus helps
The II.5's finish quality is absolutely
gorgeous. The rosewood wings are
propel more high-frequency energy into
beautifully made, and put the 115 among
the room. The rear-firing tweeter has an
the best-finished loudspeakers I've seen.
acoustical output equal to that of the
In addition, the veneers on the four rosethree front-firing tweeters combined.
wood panels are cut from the same piece
The bigger Genesis II uses 12 tweeters
on the front, the Genesis Iuses 20. In
of wood to ensure that the grain matches
—an expensive touch. However, the 115
addition to approximating the ribbon's
looks better from the front than the rear,
line-source radiation pattern, using mulwhich holds the black-painted MDF
tiple tweeters increases the system's
woofer enclosure.
dynamic range, clarity during loud pasPaul McGowan designed the servo
sages, and sense of ease on musical cliamplifier. It has balanced and singlemaxes. With the treble energy distributed
over so many tweeters, the excursion of ended inputs, and apair of custom jacks
for connecting the 30' woofer cable to
each of them is minuscule—they simply
the II.5s. This cable, made by Audiodon't have to work as hard. Using more
Quest and terminated with Swiss-made
than one but less than many tweeters
will, however, produce astrong lobing
Neutrik connectors, delivers power to
the woofers and returns the acceleromeffect which will radically change the
eter output to the amplifier. The servo
tonal balance at different listening heights.
system was designed around this cable,
The crossover frequency between the
which is essentially removed from the
equation by the servo action.
3A woofer cone tends to flex as avoice-coil pushes it
forward, because it's being driven from asmall point
A front-panel LED display shows the
at the cone center where the voice-coil is attached. This
amplifier's
operating conditions. You can
tendency is exacerbated in aservo-driven woofer
because of the high excursion required. Moreover, an
change the woofer drive level, system
accelerometer placed on the voice-coil doesn't know
low-frequency extension, woofer highwhat the rest of the cone is doing. This is why the II.5's
woofers were specially designed for this application.
pass frequency, and woofer phase (in 5°
WorldRadioHistory
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increments)—all from the remote—and
fixed the problem. This was apparently
receive visual feedback from the ampliadelicate aspect of the design, because
fier's front-panel display. The woofer
the resistor was socketed for easy replacehigh-pass control adjusts the system for
ment. This woofer servo instability and
the room, taste, and associated electhe amplifier's tendency to shut down
tronics. For example, raising the woofers'
were particularly annoying, occasioncutoff frequency increases the amount
ing Musicus interruptus at the most inopof midbass. Between the rear-panel midportune moments.
range contour, rear-tweeter level conThese bugs have reportedly been cortrol (2.5dB adjustment), and the servo
rected in later production (I got one of
amplifier's many adjustments, the 11.5
the first pairs made)—the servo amplifier
system has sufficient variability that it
now has larger heatsinks located outside
will match most rooms—or drive the
the chassis, and the servo loop has been
owner crazy trying to figure out which
stabilized. Nonetheless, Iwould not have
settings sound best.
been happy had Ispent $22,000 and
The all-discrete amplifier uses atotal
experienced these problems.
of six pairs of 30A bipolar transistors to
achieve apower output of 400W RIvIS/
SYSTEM
channel. The power transformer is a At the time of writing, I've been using
large, 1.2kVA toroidal type. A unique
113s for the past five months, auditioning
limiter circuit senses when the powerthem with avariety of equipment. Withsupply rails begin to droop, then begins
out question, the best amplifiers for the
limiting the signal so the amplifier isn't
II.5s were the superb Audio Research
overdriven. This is an innovative alterVT150 tubed monoblocks (reviewed in
native to protection circuits in series with
Vol.17 No.8). When relieved of driving
the audio signal.
the woofers, the VT150s could really
Overall, the Genesis 11.5 is aserious
sing. It was almost as if these products
engineering effort. The custom ribbon
were made for each other: the II.5s were
drive-units, servo-driven woofers, powerparticularly adept at resolving things the
ful servo amplifier, and gorgeous woodVT150s do so well—eg, depth, space,
work all reflect acommitment to making
truth in timbre, and layering. After trying
aworld-class loudspeaker. The Genesolid-state amplifiers, Irecommend tubes
sis 11.5 is the antithesis of crank-'em-out
for the 11.5.
cones in boxes.
Preamplifiers included the Sonic
Frontiers SFL-2, Audio Research LS5
PROBLEMS
and LS5 Mk.II, and the Mark Levinson
Despite this impressive build quality, I No38. The analog front-end consisted
experienced several problems with the
of aWell Tempered turntable and Lary
review samples. First, an output transisPederson's highly modified WTA, fitted
tor in the servo amplifier wasn't bolted
with an AudioQuest AQ700Onsx carto the heatsink, causing the amplifier to
tridge. The turntable sits on aMarigo
shut down after the first hour of use.
Turntable Isolation System and Motor
When the transistor burned, it took out
Terminator Kit, then on the sand-andthe rest of the output transistors for that
lead-shot-filled Merrill Stable Table The
channel. The second servo amplifier ran
turntable is further improved by the
very hot, and shut down after playing for
Black Damped Platter, aMango turnlong periods at high playback levels.
table mat, and aMango Well-Damped
However, this happened only on hot
Arm Clamp. The turntable output feeds
days; Ikept afan handy for cooling
the superb Vendetta Research SCP2B
down the amplifier during breaks in the
phono stage.
listening.4
Digital sources included the Adcom
Next, the left loudspeaker suddenly
GDA-600, Mark Levinson No.30 and
developed less treble energy than that of
No30.5, Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, and the
the right loudspeaker. The problem was
HDCD-fitted Pink Triangle DaCapo
abad solder joint on acapacitor, which
(reviewed elsewhere in this issue). The
Ifixed. Finally, about two months into
transport was primarily aMark Levinson
the auditioning, an intermittent oscillaNo31, connected via an Audio Alchemy
tion developed in the woofer's servo
MT Pro and/or Sonic Frontiers Ultrajitcircuitry, making the woofers go crazy.
terBug. Digital interconnects included
Under Paul McGowan's instructions, I AudioQuest Diamond x3 (balanced),
changed aresistor in the servo circuit
NBS, WonderLink balanced, Ensemble
(from 68k ohms to 75k ohms), which
DigiFlux, and generic ST-type optical
cables. At the request of Genesis, Trans4The problem of the servo amplifier shutting down disparent Audio sent me apair of their Ultra
appeared when the ambient temperature was lower than
cables for the II.5s, along with two pairs
70°F, and should be solved altogether by the revised
amplifier's external heatsinks.
of balanced interconnects. Other inter86
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connects included AudioQuest Diamond and the newest iteration of TARA
Labs RSC (both balanced). Unbalanced
interconnects were Magnan Type V and
Monster Cable's Sigma.
Because Irecently moved, Ihad the
opportunity to hear the II.5s in two
rooms. My old room was 14.5' by 21',
with ahigh, sloped ceiling. The new
room is 21' long, 17' wide, with one side
open to the rest of the house. The ceiling isn't vaulted, but has two recesses that
give it three slightly different heights.
The new room is much more live acoustically, which I've found to improve
soundstaging. In addition, the larger size
allowed the II.5s to develop deeper bass.
On the down side, the new room's
bass isn't as smooth or articulate as that
of my previous room, which was built
from scratch with optimum dimensional
ratios for room-mode distribution. Loudspeaker placement is more critical for
bass coupling in the new room, but the
soundstage is wider and deeper, particularly with clipoles.5Adding absorptive
material behind the 113s greatly improved
their soundstaging, and ASC's Tower
Traps in the corners and behind the loudspeakers smoothed the bass and increased
soundstage width and depth.

M USIC
With the II.5s properly tweaked in, their
sound was absolutely stunning. This
loudspeaker does things only hinted at
by conventional designs—even those
costing several tens of thousands of dollars. In every listening session, Iheard
things in my favorite music that went
unresolved by lesser loudspeakers.
The dynamics of the II.5s are unlike
any I've heard from other loudspeakers.
The II.5s were able to handle huge
dynamic contrasts, with asense of effortlessness on musical peaks. It's not just
that the II.5s played loudly, but they were
able to resolve the smallest of musical
details and present the crescendos of a
symphony orchestra at full tilt with lifelike levels. Moreover, the 11.5s presented
asense of immediacy, slam, and sheer
physical force that made listening to
music avisceral experience—just like you
get from the live event.
What's more, the II.5s didn't sound
strained, congealed, or flat when pushed
hard. Rather, they reproduced the most
demanding passages with such ease
that it seemed they weren't even being
stretched. At no time did the II.5s show
any sign of reaching their dynamic
5Jason Bloom of Apogee recently set up apair of his
$1995 Slant 6loudspeakers in the new room. Watch for
afull review of this promising dipolar dynamidribbon
hybrid.
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extension from 16Hz to 32Hz; it's poslimits—even with such very challengsible to roll off the extreme bottom end
ing recordings as Pomp and Pipes (Referto match the bass and midbass. The optience RR-58CD) played back at high
mum settings can only be determined by
levels. These loudspeakers were made for
experimentation: be prepared to spend
full-scale orchestral music played loudly.
lots of time getting the bass of the 11.5
The wide dynamic window in which
the music could express itself was greatly just right.
One criticism of the Infinity IRS [deenhanced by the II.5's bass performance.
signed by Arnie Nude!! with Cary Christie—
Until you've heard four 12" servoEd.] was that it made every instrument
driven woofers with 800W behind them,
sound big. Yes, the IRS conveyed the size
you don't know what you're missing.
and scale of an orchestra better than any
The bass had unbelievable extension,
other loudspeaker, but it also exaggerated
power, authority, and, importantly, conthe apparent sizes of voices and acoustrol. It's not that difficult to achieve high
tic guitars, flutes, and other small instrusound-pressure levels in the bass, but
ments. Fortunately, the I15s have amuch
making that bass tight, controlled, and
wider range of image size. The acid test
articulate is another story. The II.5s not
for me is Sheffield's stunning direct-toonly produced very high output at the
disc Michael Newman, Classical Guitarist
lowest frequencies, but were punchy,
LP (Sheffield Lab 10). When reproduced
quick, and had an excellent sense of pitch.
correctly, this recording has an uncanny
Listen, for example, to the organ-pedal
ability to make you think aguitar is actutones on Requiem (Reference RR-57CD)
ally in the listening room. The instruor Pomp and Pipes to hear how the II.5s
ment should be acompact image exactly
don't just generate low frequencies, but
between the loudspeakers, surrounded
musical notes.
by agentle acoustic. The II.5s were reThe II.5s also excelled on music in
markable in their ability to throw aperwhich the kickdrum and bass guitar
fectly focused, pinpoint image between
work together to drive the rhythm. So
the loudspeakers.
often, the kickdrum's dynamic envelope
Another recording that reveals bloated
gets lost in the mush at the bottom end.
images is Michael Newman's and Laura
Through the II.5s, the drum's transient
Oltman's Tango Suite! Musicfor Two Guiattack cut through the bass line, greatly
tars (MusicMasters 7071-1-C). Through
adding to the music's rhythmic intensity.
the II.5s, the two guitars were perfectly
Icould feel the impact of bass drum
proportioned, appearing as tight images
through the listening seat and in my gut.
between the loudspeakers. Al DiMeola's,
The II.5s weren't as quick and articulate
as other loudspeakers that have aslightly John McLaughlin's, and Paco DeLucia's
Friday Night in San Francisco (Columbia
underdamped alignment, but their sense
CK 37152)—another great, but very
of weight and authority made up for this
different, acoustic guitar recording—has
shortcoming.
much more space and ambience than the
Fortunately, the user has considerother records, and the images tend to be
able control over the II.5's bass via the
bigger. The II.5s beautifully portrayed
woofer amplifier's remote control. By
the spatial differences between these
adjusting the woofer level, how far up
recordings. The guitars on Friday Night
in frequency the woofer is driven, and
bloomed within the recorded acoustic,
the bottom-end extension, you can dial
with ahuge sense of the ambient halo
in awide variety ofbass presentations to
surrounding the images.
match your room, tastes, and musical
Overall, Iwas impressed by the Genpreferences. Raising the crossover freesis's ability to present awide range of
quency adds midbass fullness, but sounds
image size—from the compact image of
bloated if set too high; with the crossacoustic guitar to the vast space captured
over frequency set too low, the midbass
on Keith Johnson's superb Reference
is lean, the low bass disproportionately
recordings of performances made in the
strong. This crossover-frequency adjustMeyerson Symphony Center in Dallas.
ment is critical to achieving good inteThe soundstage was always well-focused
gration between the dynamic woofers
and coherent, and consistently contained
and midrange ribbon.
awealth of information about arecordThe woofer-level control has fine
ing's spatial characteristics.
enough gradations to match the bass
The 11.5 provided the most realistic
level with the rest of the spectrum. These
reproduction of acoustic guitar I've heard
three controls interact with each other
to date. It's so difficult for dynamic
and with the room and loudspeaker
drivers to reproduce the steep leadingpositions to produce alarge variability
edge transient of this instrument. The
in the system's low-frequency reproducusual result is aremoval of the edge one
tion. Moreover, the woofer high-pass
hears from the live instrument. Concontrol allows one to adjust the bass
STEREOPHILEjANUARY 1995
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versely, the II.5's ribbon drivers not only
correctly conveyed the suddenness of the
transients, but didn't hang over to interfere with the sound produced by the
body of the guitar.
Similarly, Latin-flavored music was
more exciting and upbeat when the percussion was reproduced without the
transient slowness inherent in many
loudspeakers. What was most remarkable, however, was that this transient
speed, zip, and detail never sounded
etched or analytical. Some loudspeakers
achieve aquick and detailed sound by
hyping transients—a quick recipe for a
headache and listener fatigue. The 11.5
was anything but forward, hyped, etched,
or analytical. Instead, transient detail was
presented in anatural and unfatiguing
way—like you hear from live music. The
II.5's sense of vividness without etch was
unprecedented in my experience.
These qualities helped to produce a
sense of realism of instrumental timbre.
The fine inner detail that contains so
much information about the instrument's sound was beautifully resolved
by the 115. This palpability of timbre was
best expressed by my brother Steve after
listening to Frank Zappa's The Yellow
Shark (Barking Pumpkin R2 71600): "It
sounds like the bass clarinets are in the
living room." (Steve has adegree in music
composition.)
The II5's remarkable transient ability
combined with its explosive dynamics
to fully realize the impact of adrum kit.
Listen to the terrific snare-drum sound
on Michael Ruff's Speaking in Melodies
(Sheffield Lab CD-35), particularly on
track 11. The instrument's huge sense of
snap and punch on the 11.5 sounded
more like the live instrument than I've
previously heard from any other loudspeaker system. Also, the drums on John
McLaughlin's "Belo Horizonte," from
his Qué Alegría LP (Verve 837 280-1),
started and stopped so suddenly, and had
such wide dynamics, that Ialmost forgot
Iwas listening to loudspeakers.
The soundstage of the 11.5 system
was absolutely spectacular—wide, deep,
layered, and transparent. In fact, when
the II.5s were tweaked just right, and fed
by topnotch source components and
amplification, they produced the most
spectacular soundstaging I've heard from
ahi-fi system. The sense of ahuge acoustic existing in space before me was so real
that Ifound myself instantly accepting
this artificial reality. Some loudspeakers
make you work alittle to believe their
illusion of soundstaging; the II.5s compelled me to believe Ihad been transported to the original acoustic event. For
example, the voices on Requiem floated
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in air within the acoustic space, totally
detached from the two electromechanical
contrivances that reproduced them.
Moreover, the II.5s resolved space to
an extremely fine degree. The spatial
relationships between instruments, discrete reflections, and reverberation were
portrayed with razor-sharp resolution.
Every aspect of the sound was laid out
before me with clarity and precision.
Some of the credit for the wonderful
sound Iwas getting goes to the source
and amplification components, particularly the Audio Research VT150 monoblocks and Mark Levinson No30.5/31
DAC/transport combination.

my new listening room—a much easier
proposition, given the system's weight,
than trucking it to the test lab in Santa
Fe—and was therefore only able to perform alimited set of measurements. The
II.5's impedance magnitude and phase
angle are shown in fig. 1. Note that this
plot is of the midrange and tweeter section only—not the woofers. The minimum impedance is 3ohms through the
top octave, with aslightly higher 3.8
ohms or greater through the rest of the
band. The combination of the phaseangle and the impedance magnitude in
the crossover region to the woofer is
fairly demanding but should not cause
high-quality amplifiers any problems.
CAVEATS
Below 100Hz, we can see the impedance
As much as Iliked the II.5s, Imust list rise as aresult of the high-pass crossover
afew caveats for potential purchasers. elements. Overall, the 11.5 presents a
First, the II.5's tonal balance changed moderately easy load for the amplifier
considerably with listening height. A because the power amplifier is relieved
normal listening axis 36" from the floor of the burden of driving the woofers.
resulted in atreble rolloff and lack of
Fig.2 shows the nearfield responses of
air and extension. You need afairly high the woofer and midrange. The effect of
seat to get the best from these speakers. the woofer amplifier's low-pass adjustYou can compensate for this treble rolloff ment can be seen as the two divergent
with aslight toe-in (or by tipping the traces in the woofer response. This is a
loudspeakers forward slightly), but the fairly wide range of adjustment, changresult isn't as good as no toe-in and a ing the woofers' output by afull 6dB at
listening height of at least 40".
100Hz. This is exactly what I'd expect
Second, the II.5's ability to reproduce from the listening: increasing the woofers'
frequencies down to 16Hz reveals any
high-pass frequency added midbass, but
spurious low-frequency noises in a if set too high produced less good interecording. Thumps, door closings, and
gration between the point-source woofer
air conditioners not even heard on other
and hemispherical midrange. Measured
in the nearfield, the ribbon midrange
loudspeakers suddenly become distractingly audible through the II.5s. A good
appears to peak at the lower end of its
example occurs at 1:49 into "Dog Breath
passband, exhibiting a 5dB rise just
Variations," from Zappa's The Yellow before it rolls off. This could well be a
Shark. Raising the II.5's low-frequency
measurement artifact. Note, however, the
limit (from the remote control) to 25Hz woofer's astonishing bass extension,
still produced deep bass, but ameliorated
with sub-20Hz response.
some of the distracting noise. InterestThe II.5's response measured at adisingly, the outer edge of the soundstage
tance of 45", aheight of 46", and 10° off
space contracted slightly when the botthe ribbon axis on the tweeter side, is
shown in fig.3. (The II.5's response on
tom half-octave was removed.
the central tweeter axis, not shown, feaAnother difficulty that arose from the
II.5's tremendous ability to deliver lots
tures anull at the crossover between the
of very low bass was that the room could
midrange and tweeters. The outputs of
become overloaded. Resonances became
the ribbon and tweeter array actually addmore pronounced, making loudspeaker
in phase to the side, the normal listening
positioning much more critical. The
position with no toe-in, with asmooth
smaller the room, the greater the probtransition between them.) The excess
lem. In my moderate-sized room, the treble will be less evident at anormal
II.5s had some lumpiness that Icouldn't
listening axis of 42"-44"—the 115 sounds
get rid of. ASC's Tower Traps helped
as though it has too much treble if you
considerably, but Inever got as smooth
sit too high (which is difficult to do).
abass reproduction in my new room
Moreover, the apparent depression
as Iused to in my old room. Extensive
through the entire midrange is afuncexperimentation with loudspeaker placetion of the necessarily close measurement
ment is essential to getting the smoothest
distance Although the woofer and tweeter
bass from the 11.5.
obey the inverse square law (a reduction
in sound-pressure level of 6dB for each
M EASUREMENTS
doubling of distance away from the
John Atkinson measured the II.5s in
source), the line-source ribbon mid88
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range's cylindrical radiation pattern
causes an output drop of only 3dB with
each doubling of distance. Consequently,
the II.5's midrange balance will be distance-dependent. Note that this measurement was taken at adistance of only
45"—far closer than any practical listening distance—due to the need to suppress
the contribution of the room as much as
possible.
The I15's significant variation in tonal
balance with listening height is confirmed
by fig.4, the II.5's response change up
and down the vertical axis. The response
on the 46"-high axis (the center tweeter)
has been subtracted from all the curves,
thus appearing to be aflat line; the other
plots are therefore the deviation from the
46" response. The traces are, from top
to bottom, measured at 54", 50", 46",
42", and 38". As you move below 44",
the mid-treble drops, giving adull balance. Isat on pillows to get the correct
treble balance, which brought my ears
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Fig.1 Genes's11.5, m'd/treble array electrical
impedance (sol d) and phase (dashed) (2
ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Genesis 11.5, nearfield woofer and
midrange ribbon responses showing effect
of woofer crossover control set to its
maximum and minimum positions
(5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Genesis 11.5, anechoic response at 45"
level with central tweeter, 46" from floor,
on axis 10° to the tweeter side of the
ribbon, corrected for microphone
response, with complex sum of nearfield
woofer and ribbon responses below
3I2Hz.
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Fig.4 Genesis11.5, vertical response family, normalized to response on central tweeter axis (from top
to bottom): difference in response 54" from floor; 50" from floor; reference response;
difference 42" from floor; and 38" from floor.

controls set at their normal listening
positions. The average of the two curves
is shown in fig.5. (The in-room balance
of the pair was very closely matched
throughout the midrange and treble.)
The response is smooth and flat, but with
an overall tendency toward an uptilted
bass and adowntilted treble. Loudspeakers that measure flat tend to be too
bright, in my experience. The curve
could be summed up as "flat, with lots
of base which corresponds to my overall impression of the 11.5.
Fig.6 is the II.5's impulse response
measured on the center tweeter axis at
adistance of 1m. The II.5's non-timecoherent nature is confirmed by fig.7, the
111
111
1
1
111
111
1
1
Ill
I11
1
1
1
11
step response The tweeter's output (the
first spike) leads that of the midrange (the
Fig.5 Genesis 11.5, average of left and right insecond hump), which is also significantly
room speaker responses at RH listening

up to about 44". Two inches here make
abig difference. Interestingly, listening
height affects the mid-treble not the top
octaves as you'd expect.
What is most important is how the
speaker measures at my listening seat. JA
took the in-room response for each 11.5
at my listening position with the speaker
11I
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Fig.6 Genesis 11.5 impulse response on central
HF axis at 1m (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

Fig.7 Genesis 11.5, step response on central HF
axis at Im (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

Fig.8 Genesis 11.5, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 45" (0.15ms risetime).
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ahead of the woofer.
The cumulative spectral-decay, or
waterfall, plot (fig.8) is excellent. The
loudspeaker decays very quickly and
cleanly. A slight resonance can be seen
at 1500Hz, but this is inconsequential.
This is one of the better waterfall plots
I've seen.
Finally, Icaution you about reading
too much into the shapes of the curves
presented here. The 11.5 is very different
from conventional loudspeakers, and its
measured performance will change radically with the test setup. Of all the measurements presented, fig.5 comes the
closest to representing the loudspeaker's
perceived balance.

CONCLUSION

The Genesis 11.5 loudspeaker system
restored to reproduced music many elements missing from the presentations of
other loudspeakers. Specifically, the II.5's
dynamics, bass power, extension, and
ability to play loudly without strain were
simply astounding. Quite apart from
these qualities, the 11.5 excelled at presenting natural timbres, fine musical
detail, and portraying transients with lifelike speed and zip. The 11.5 was remarkable in that the sound was vivid and
highly detailed without being etched—a
rare balance Finally, the II.5's soundstaging was spectacular.
On the down side, the II.5's prodigious bass output can overload many
rooms. The bass had atendency to be
weighty and lumpy rather than lean and
tight. Careful placement—and optimum
tuning of the woofer amplifier controls
—is essential to minimizing the II.5's
potential bass liabilities. A high listening position is also amust: the typical
36" listening height is just too low for
the 11.5 unless you sit along way away.
Nonetheless, the Genesis 11.5's unique
musical abilities put it at the top of my
list of under-$30,000 loudspeakers. In
my opinion, these speakers are significandy better in many respects than some
highly regarded products in the
$15,000-$20,000 price range. If you're
shopping for $15,000 loudspeakers, you
must audition the 113 and consider revising your budget. Considering what they
do musically, the II.5s are abargain.
The Genesis II.5s have been amusical revelation for me. This loudspeaker
will keep you riveted to the listening seat,
playing record after record, CD after
CD. If you can afford them (along with
the level of source components and
amplification needed to realize their full
potential), you may come to regard the
Genesis 11.5 as Idid: as an essential part
of your musical life.
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I
NFINITY IRS EPSILON LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Four-way, floorstanding loudspeaker system. Drivers: 12", servo-controlled cone woofer
in sealed enclosure, planar-magnetic lower midrange (L-EMIM'), midrange (EMIM1,
and two planar-magnetic tweeters (EMITs'). Also includes Servo Control Unit and
crossover unit with bass level, low bass, and midbass contour controls. Crossover
frequencies: 150Hz, 500Hz, 3kHz. Frequency response: 25Hz-35kHz ±1.5dfl. Sensitivity.

86dB/W/m. Nominal mpedance: 4ohms. Amplifier requirements: 150W minimum.
Dimensions: 59" Hby 18" W by 15" D. Weight: 150 lbs each. Serial numbers of units
tested: loudspeakers, 011AIB; Servo Control Unit, NIA. Price: S14,000/pair inc. Servo
Control Unit. Approximate number of dealers: 23. Manufacturer Infinity Systems,
Inc., 20630 Nordhoff Sc., Chatsworth, CA 91311. Tel: (818) 407-0228. Fax: (818) 993-7614.

L

ike all companies that have been
in business long enough to become fixtures in the marketplace,
Infinity has seen its share of changes. It
has long been that audio rarity—a company with one foot in the High End and
one in the mass market. For the past few
years, however, and despite continuing
production of the now-classic IRS in its
Series V incarnation, Infinity's massmarket foot has been the more firmly
planted. Infinity, now alarge company,
is part oían even larger conglomerate,
Harman International.
Cary Christie, one of Infinity's cofounders and the only one still working
with the company (though now as a
consultant heading his own, independent
Christie Designs), has been quietly
building the foundation for awhole new
generation of Infinity high-end designs
(see my interview with Christie elsewhere in this issue). Some of his work—
new electromagnetic induction driveunits used in amonopolar arrangement
with the back wave absorbed—was incorporated into the Infinity Renaissance.
Now, with the new IRS Epsilon, we can
take abetter look at what Christie and
Infinity have been working on for the
past several years.
The Epsilon is amassive yet sleek onebox loudspeaker which makes use of
updated drive-units that echo longstanding Infinity design concepts: planar drivers
and servo-controlled woofers. Its 150 lbs
per side seemed like more as we unboxed
and wrestled it into my listening room.
The Epsilon doesn't take up much floor
space, and looked reasonably svelte once
in its ready-to-crank position, but it definitely doesn't take easily to being moved
once it's set up—and this has as much to
do with sound as with size.

DESIGN
The Epsilon's bass chores are handled by
aheavy-duty 12" driver with a3-lb
ceramic magnet, over-large (8") spider,
1.5"-long voice-coil, and greater-than1" peak-to-peak excursion capability.
The cone is composed of Injection
Molded Graphite—a combination of
90

Infinity IRS Epsilon loudspeaker

oriented graphite fibers and polypropylene which, according to Infinity, provides an optimum blend of strength,
rigidity, mass, and damping.
This driver is mounted in arelatively

small sealed enclosure. To get the desired
extension and low-bass distortion, a
servo feedback network is used. But
while an amplifier is an integral part of
most servo subwoofer designs (as in
Velodyne, Genesis, Mirage, and earlier
Infinity designs), the Epsilon requires
separate woofer amplification. This is a
mixed blessing, as we shall see.
The Epsilon system includes both a
Servo Control Unit (SCU) and cables to
link the SCU to aspecial input on the
back of the speaker cabinet. This in turn
is connected to an internal servo network
which is linked to an accelerometer
mounted at the apex of the woofer's cone.
The accelerometer senses the motion of
the cone, which is then compared with
the amplifier output. If the two disagree,
acorrection signal is generated by the
servo, which not only lowers bass distortion, but boosts the bass output to
correct for the typical low-bass rolloff
found in any real-world loudspeaker/
cabinet configuration.
The system preamplifier's outputs are
connected to the SCU inputs; outputs
from the latter feed the amplifiers for the
woofer and the top-end sections of each
loudspeaker (fig.1). The Epsilons must be
bi-amped, therefore. The signal destined
for the woofer amplifier is low-passfiltered and modified within the SCU,
as called for by the Servo Control system. The flail-range and unmodified topend amplifier also passes through the
SCU, but only as ahookup convenience.
The crossovers for the upper-range
drivers are passive, and located within the
Epsilon's enclosure.
The upper-range drivers that take over
from this Servo-Controlled woofer at
150Hz are similar in design to the EMITs
(ElectroMagnetic Induction Tweeter)
and EMIMs (ElectroMagnetic Induction
Midrange) of past Infinity high-end
designs. But both the drivers and their
applications have undergone considerable refinement and modification. Their
diaphragms are made of laminates of
polyimide film, pressure-sensitive adhesive (with damping properties), and
an etched, aluminum voice-coil.' The
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SETUP

Connecting all the pieces of the Epsilon
system—SCU, amplifiers, and loudspeakers—while abit complex, is fairly
straightforward. Nevertheless, you must
know with absolute certainty the polarity of the amplifiers driving the subwoofers—whether or not they invert
phase or, in the case of the balanced
hookup, which pin is referenced as positive. A switch on the back of the SCU
is set by the user or installer to correspond to the non-inverting or inverting nature of the woofer amplifiers. If set
incorrectly, the feedback loop won't
operate properly, possibly resulting in
damage to the loudspeaker, the amplifier, or both.
Needless to say, the gains of the left
and right upper-range amplifiers must
be closely matched; the same is true for
the woofer amps? But it's also important that the gains of the woofer and
upper-range amplifiers be within 6dB
Ftg.I Infinity Epsilon, system block diagram showing servo connection (one channel shown).
of each other, or adjustable to within that
range. Controls on the SCU can comEMIM and L-EMIM drivers are about the remaining mid- and upper-range
pensate for up to 6dB of gain difference
drivers. This sub-baffle is moderately
1
2 times the thickness of ahuman hair;
/
1
between these amps, but no more. In
sculpted and covered with acoustic felt
those of the EMIT are less than half that.
addition, the voltage gain of the woofer
The EMIT also incorporates aspecially to minimize diffraction. The front baffle
amplifiers must also be within the 21developed fabric acoustic filter for is framed in an attractive Santos Pala39dB range for proper setup—which
sander wood finish resembling rosewood.
smooth horizontal-dispersion characincludes almost all available power amps.
The grillecloth isn't readily removable.
teristics.
Iencountered four problems in my
According to Infinity, premium-quality
Though many audiophiles are fans of
efforts to get all of this right. First, the
dipole-radiating loudspeakers, this type parts and high-quality internal cabling
manual states that you can use any comof design has its problems: placement are used in the crossover network. Each
bination of balanced and unbalanced
sensitivity, dipolar cancellation of low driver has its own isolated, glass-epoxy
cables. Specifically, it should be possifrequencies, and frequency-response crossover circuit board. A unique aspect
ble to run balanced cables from the preof the Epsilon's design is the use of two
anomalies resulting from the rear radiamp to the SCU and unbalanced cables
ation as it bounces off the front wall, then 9V batteries per loudspeaker to bias the
combines in atime-delayed fashion with joining point of aseries/parallel set of from the SCU to the amplifiers (or vice
versa). Not so. When Ifirst set up the
the output from the front. Infinity avoids capacitors in the tweeter network; this
Epsilons, Iused exactly that configuraor minimizes these problems by absorb- is said to noticeably improve the top end.
ing the rear radiation of the naturally The battery bias is applied through a tion, and the bass was oppressively domhigh (5 megohm) resistor, limiting the inant. What was probably happening
dipolar EMITs and EMIMs—a technique they first used in the Renaissance demand on the batteries. As aresult, the was that the internally bypassed connection for the top-end amplifiers was linkloudspeakers. The entire top half of the batteries' active life expectancy is equivaing only one leg of the SCU's balanced
cabinet, above the sealed-subwoofer lent to their shelf life—about two years.
input to its unbalanced output, negatThe Epsilon's rear panel has two pairs
enclosure, is an open baffle filled with
ing any balanced-link gain advantage
absorbing material designed both to of top-quality WBT input jacks, and
there. At the same time, the SCU's lowcontrol
switches
to
adjust
the
relative
damp the rear radiation and prevent it
pass, active woofer circuitry was making
from reflecting through the thin, low- balance of the EMITs (three positions)
full use of the potential 6dB-greater gain
mass laminate diaphragms. The sole and EMIMs (two positions each). The
available with abalanced input. Icured
exception to the monopolar, front- audible effect of these controls—specithe problem by using an all-balanced
radiating design is in the mid- and upper fied as no more than ldB—is subtle but
setup.
treble; asecond EMIT is mounted at the significant. Less subtle but no less imIoriginally intended to use two KSAtop and rear of the enclosure to enhance portant are the three controls provided
300Ses to drive the Epsilons, but the
the speaker's power response in the on the SCU for overall woofer level, bass
second problem resulted from my
contour, and midbass contour.
upper two octaves.
attempt to use aKrell KSA-300S to drive
The Epsilons' large, adjustable feet
The Epsilon's cabinet is substantial.
the woofers. In the Krell, the output
The woofer enclosure is made of high- cover equally heavy-duty spikes, which
stage's bias current is adjusted to progresdensity fiberboard: 1" thick, except for should be used except where there's risk
sively higher plateaus, depending on the
its 3"-thick (!) front baffle, athinner, ver- of damage to tile or wood floors. Large
tical extension of which is used to mount locking rings, which secure the feet or
2While the woofer amplifiers will likely be different
spikes after the loudspeaker is leveled, are
from the upper-range amplifiers, Ican't imagine anyone
1The current running through this flat, etched voicethe best-thought-out such devices I've
paying $14,000 for these loudspeakers and then using
coil interacts with magnets placed on both sides of the
different amplifiers on the left and right channels.
ever seen.
film to cause the diaphragm to vibrate.
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demands of the program material. Circuitry within the amplifier "anticipates:'
almost instantaneously, the need to raise
the bias. The woofer servo feedback
loop, however, was immediately forcing
the bias level on the Krell bass amp up
to its maximum level, accompanied by
alarming excursions of the woofer cones.
It's possible that the action of the servo
circuitry was hyperactively triggering
the sensing circuits in the Krell that adjust
its bias upward. Iunderstand that Infinity
is working with Krell to fix this incompatibility.
For most of my listening, therefore, I
used apair of Classé M-700 monoblocics
to drive the Epsilons' woofers—and here
encountered the third problem. After
setting up the SCU for the appropriate
gain using the rear-panel control, as
described in the owner's manual, Ifired
up the system, only to be greeted by a
crescendoing squeal from the woofers.
Ikilled the power to the amps before any
damage was done. The problem was
cured by backing off the SCU's rearpanel control by several decibels below
the recommended value.
A fourth problem—the source of
which Ihadn't yet determined at the time
of writing—involved externally triggered transient spikes in the woofer circuitry, which Idiscovered when Iturned
on the fluorescent lights in the kitchen and
heard apop from the Epsilons' woofers
in the listening room-15' away, and
on adifferent electrical circuit. Idashed
into the listening room and found the
woofers pumping back and forth in large
(but fortunately progressively damped)
excursions. Inoted the same phenomenon when Iturned on the overhead fan
or plugged in alamp in the listening
room irself; and, to alesser degree, when
Itouched the equipment rack and dissipated asmall static charge. In the year
that I've been using this listening room
I've never encountered any such power
or static-related problems.
All of this means that you should be
prepared to lean abit more heavily than
usual on your dealer in choosing appropriate associated components for use
with the Epsilons, and in setting the
whole thing up. In fact, my most serious reservations about the speakers are
about this very complexity of setup.
None of these "problems" would likely
exist had the system been designed and
furnished with adedicated bass amplifier.
This would, of course, result in an
increase in price, and the amplifiers
would have to be designed to handle
high sound levels in alarge room. While
Infinity's decision to allow the user to
provide the bass amplifiers is defendable,
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there's no denying that it puts significant
demands on users and dealers if the system is to perform as designed.

usually too-crisp, etched quality. The latter is not aquality ofthe Epsilons. In fact,
when Iheard the prototypes at last year's
Winter CES, Iwas underwhelmed. If
SYSTEM
anything, they were too closed-in and
Ilistened to the Epsilons with the Krell
lacking in openness. I'm happy to report
KPS-20i CD transport feeding aMark
that this is also not evident in the producLevinson No35 DIA converter through
tion version.
Kimber AGDL digital coaxial cable.
From the upper bass to the top treble,
TARA Labs Master RSC (unbalanced)
the Epsilon's balance was just about spotconnected the Levinson converter to a on. Instrumental textures and timbres
Rowland Consummate preamp. Ampliflowed naturally and easily. For examfiers were a Krell KSA-300S stereo
ple, the dynamics on David Buechner's
amplifier for the midrange and top end,
superb recording of Gershwin solo piano
and apair of Classé M-700 monoblocks
works (Connoisseur Society CD 4191)
for the bass. Ibriefly used an NAD 208
were first-rate, the balance had just the
and Krell KSA-300S for the bass, and a right degree of warmth, and the whole
pair of Pass Laboratories Aleph 0monowas wrapped in the natural acoustic
blocks for the mids and highs—when I of the recording. The top-end balance
was able to pry them away from DO,
was close to perfect, with arealistic but
whose review of them will appear in an
not overdone sparkle From the natural
upcoming issue Interconnects and speaker
woodwinds and brass on Stravinsky's
cables included balanced Monster MEbony Concerto (Reference RR-55CD)
1500 from preamp to SCU, balanced
and the metallic, crisp percussion and
Cardas Heslink from SCU to top-end
more gutsy brass of the Eastman Wind
amp, balanced Aural Symphonics from
Ensemble on the Mercury Living PresSCU to bass amps, and Monster M1.5
ence Hands Across the Sea album to the
from amps to loudspeakers. The M1.5
clean, thrilling buzz and snap of guitar
alternated on the top end with apair of strings on David Wilcox's Home Again
Monster Sigma loudspeaker cables.
(A&M 75021 5357 2), the Epsilons
presented awealth of natural, unhyped
SOUND
detail.
The hardest loudspeaker to review is the
Voice was also extremely well-served
one that's difficult to criticize The Epsiby the Epsilon's natural, uncolored midlon is, for the most part, hard to review.
range. From Mary Black to Cyndee
Compared with the Energy Ventas
Peters, Gordon Lightfoot to the King's
v2.8, the Infinity sounded less airy, open,
Singers, the presentation was realistic and
and spacious. The Energy sounds more
convincing. Not that all such recordings
majestic, with greater "bloom"—cerare beyond criticism over the Infinitys.
tainly due at least in part to its moreThe Epsilons didn't exaggerate excessive
than-generous bottom end—and every
sibilance, but neither did they hide it. For
bit as dynamic as the Epsilon; perhaps
example, for all its well-deserved audioeven more so. The NHT 3.3 has, subjecphile popularity, Ifind that Holly Cole's
tively, the deepest, most potent, extreme
voice on Don't Smoke in Bed (Manhattan
bass of the speakers that have spent time
B21Z-81198) hews too closely to the
in my listening room. The Epsilon does
well-worn "eat the microphone" synhave some dynamic limitations at the
drome; though far from the worst I've
very bottom end on the most demanding
heard, the sibilants are just too hot. The
program material, apoint upon which
Epsilons brought this out, but without
Iwill shortly expand.
adding any apparent editorial comment
Yet it's the Epsilons to which Iwould
of their own. Nor were all male vocals
turn, without question, if! wanted to
free of chestiness. Again, on the best
know what's going on in arecording—
recordings, where the miking has been
and if Iwanted the most accurate, uncoldone with some intelligence, the balance
ored bass and midrange, and the deanest,
of the Epsilons was excellent.
most pristine, least "electronic"-soundThe Epsilons' soundstage was wide
ing treble. Thanks to its wide range of and reasonably deep. I've heard more
available adjustments (particularly for the
precise soundstaging from small, narrowbass), the Epsilon is the most likely of the
baffled boxes, but the spatial perspective
three speakers to sound its best in avariof the Epsilons, if not absolutely pinety of rooms.
point, was nevertheless realistic. When
Ihaven't always been afan of Infinity
Ibegan my listening, Iaimed the Epsiusing planar midranges and tweeters in
lons almost straight ahead, with only a
their loudspeakers. I've always liked the
small toe-in. The soundstage was wide
generally open, exciting, punchy sound,
enough, but lacked the sort of specificity
but hadn't particularly cared for the
Iprefer. Iended up toeing them in conWorldRadioHistory
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The Epsilon's very clean-sounding
siderably, despite Infinity's claim that the
Epsilons are less likely than other loud- bottom region may appeal to listeners
speakers to need this. As usual, this toe-in who have avoided large loudspeakers in
increased the center-stage focus at some the past because of their perceived "big:'
sacrifice to soundstage size—a tradeoff exaggerated bass. Properly set up, the
that Idon't mind. In this context, how- Epsilon didn't suffer from this. It did have
atouch of warmth on much material, but
ever, image width and depth were fine—
especially on recordings recorded with just enough to keep the sound from
an ear toward abelievably layered, dimen- becoming lean and antiseptic.
Though the Epsilon's bass extension
sional sound (eg, the Connoisseur Gershwas plenty deep, it wasn't quite the equal
win disc, and the Sneakers soundtrack,
of the NHT 3.3's, which is otherwise
Columbia CK 53146).
unable to match the Epsilon's lowThe Epsilons driven by the Pass Aleph
frequency definition. Though the NHTs
0single-ended, solid-state monoblocks
continued to sound remarkable. While were no longer available to me for direct
comparison, Ido recall their bottom end
my auditioning with the Alephs was too
brief for me to state definitively whether being somewhat more potent in Jean
Guillou's organ adaptation of MusIpreferred them to the Krell KSA-300S
sorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian
in this application—the Krell certainly
left little to be desired—the former did DOR-90117). The Epsilon had plenty
of power from 30Hz up, but that gutappear to be incredibly fine amplifiers.
They do run very hot, however—one tural growl Irecall from the NHT—at
shut down twice after several hours of least on organ—was slightly subdued.
Nevertheless, the Epsilon's bass was
use—but were easily reset by merely
being turned off, then on again. Perhaps undoubtedly extended: my chair—sitsetting them up side-by-side resulted in ting on aslab floor—was vibrating. On
abit too much heat buildup, though they the stunningly recorded Rutter Requiem
(Reference RR-57CD), the bottom organ
otherwise had plenty of ventilation.
pedals, while subtle, nevertheless made
The overall performance of the Epsilons, from the upper bass to the top of amore potent, dramatic statement through
the Epsilons than through the Energy
the treble, was nothing less than superb.
If! could criticize anything, it might be v2.8s.
The bass controls on the Servo Conthat slight lack of spaciousness at the very
trol Unit contributed significantly to the
top of the treble range. But the Energy
effectiveness of the Epsilon's bass. Used
Veritas v2.8s produce enough space to
in concert, they helped establish aproper
let the Starship Enterprise reach warp
system balance. Itweaked them over a
speed; had Inot been listening to them
wide range of material, then pretty much
extensively just prior to the Epsilons, it's
left them alone. Iturned back the midunlikely that I'd have thought this quality
bass contour afew decibels, and the lowworthy of comment.
bass contour control up by about the
same amount. This gave me the best
BASS, THE BASS
combination of tight mid- and upper
At its best, the bass performance of the
bass and low-end extension.
Epsilon was absolutely stunning. With
In another room, or at adifferent posithe best material, it combined tightness
tion within the same room, Iwould
with extension in an extremely rare manexpect the optimum settings to be differner. Ifound no better example of this
ent. The same goes for the overall bass
than the Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA
level, which for me worked best at OdB
66051-2), on which the Epsilons sounded
(despite adifference in gain between the
wondrous—I don't know any other
Krell and Classé amplifiers). Proper setword to describe them. As before, the top
ting of overall bass balance is critical
end was clean and detailed without any
to one's total perception of asystem's
artificiality not present in the recording,
sound; it's difficult with most loudand the midrange was open, transparspeakers to adequately control this. (While
ent, and uncolored.
changing the placement helps, it's rarely
I've heard this recording numerous
enough.) Such controls as those on the
times—occasionally with more deepInfinity—Okay, it's equalization. So
bass extension to below, say, 30Hz—
what?—helped tremendously in getting
but never have Iheard it with this much
things right.
tightness and sheer punch. The first
There was adrawback to the Epsilon's
drum whacks in "Attack on Ryan's
bass: It needed all of the power Icould
House" set me back in my chair. The
Epsilon simply excelled at this sort of feed it. Remember, the servo network
functions, for all intents and purposes,
percussive impact. Bass drum on the best
as abass equalizer. According to afigrecordings had an all-too-rare darity that
ure in Infinity's own White Paper on the
was adelight to hear.
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Epsilon project, this results in abass
boost of 8dB at 30Hz, and 17dB at 201-1z.
In the latter case, all else being equal, a
200W demand in an unequalized system
would translate to 10,000W in asystem
with this much bass boost! Fortunately,
there's little program material with flat
response to 20Hz. At amore reasonable
30Hz, the Epsilon's required 8dB boost
still translated to nearly 1300W to satisfy
the equivalent of a normal system's
200W demand.
Before settling on the Classé M-700
amplifiers, but after the bass episode with
the Krell, Itried driving the bottom end
of the Epsilons with an NAD 208, which
puts out aspecified short-term power of
750Wpc into 4ohms. It worked fine until
serious demands were made of it, after
which it gave up, turning the opening
drum strokes on theJurassic Park soundtrack (MCA MCAD-10859), for example, into aflatulent T-Rex. And while the
Classé sailed through this passage with
nary aproblem, it still ran out of steam
on some material—even with its rated
1400W capability (into 4ohms). In the
climax to Weinberger's Polka and Fugue
from Schwanda the Bagpiper, on Pomp &
Pipes (Reference RR-58CD), the bass in
the left channel abruptly fell apart on the
most challenging passage. To be fair, the
Energy Ventas v2.8 had also had difficulty traversing this track, but the
breakup there had been a little less
obvious.
For those looking to use the Epsilons
in an audio/video system, the sustained
bass thud from the falling boulder in
Aladdin's "Cave of Wonders" scene (if
you've seen it, you know what I'm referring to) caused abreakup that made me
lunge for the volume control—again, in
the left channel. Though the Epsilons
survived to fight another day, Ican't say
the same for my nerves. This exceptionally difficult test was traversed without
incident at the same or higher level (in
alarger space) by the B&W THX subwoofers. The B&Ws (evaluated in a
different room, it must be emphasized)
can't match the tightness or punch of the
Epsilons' woofers (though they're nonetheless commendable in these qualities),
but do appear to be less susceptible to
dynamic-range limitations on killer
video sound-effects and very challenging
music passages.
Remember how aservo system operates? As the driver/enclosure system tries
to give up producing sound below the
system resonance (in the case of the Epsilon's sealed-cabinet system, dropping off
at arate of 12dB/octave), the servo says
DON'T sioP! and increases the drive level
to the woofer to compensate—thus the
93

heavy low-frequency boost typical ola
servo design in anormal-size enclosure.
Clearly, if nothing is done and the program material continues to demand
high levels of low frequencies, aservo
system will either run out of available
amplifier power, or the driver will destroy
itself trying to respond to the servo's
demands.
Obviously, aservo system must incorporate low-frequency limits to keep this
from happening; below acertain frequency, it simply ceases asking for more.
If not carefully chosen, these limits can
get you into trouble. Ionce heard even
the IRS—an early version—overload on
the cannon shots from Telarc's version
of the Overture 1812 at an admittedly high
level in alarge CES demo room. And
that design has how many low-frequency
drive-units. ..?
The Epsilon has ahigh-pass filter in
the SCU's bass channel to provide the
necessary limiting, but the above observations tell me that the limits chosen may
be insufficient. An outboard subwoofer
would solve the problem, and, again, the
Epsilon will handle with ease 99% of the
material fed into it. But we expect that
last 1% from $14,000/pair speakers—
especially when less expensive systems
will deliver it.
The Epsilons did have excellent bass
qualities, but when they ran out of
headroom, they did so abruptly and jarringly. All of this reinforces the case for
using adedicated amplifier with abass
servo system. With acareful balancing
act, the designer can then trade off bass
extension, (known) amplifier power,
cone excursion, system sensitivity, and
limiting to obtain the desired results
within the capabilities of the chosen system design. Requiring the user to provide the bass amplifier puts an important aspect of the design beyond the
designer's control.
Nevertheless, used within its still
generous limits, the quality of the Epsilon's bass was outstanding.

M EASUREMENTS
JA measured the Infinity Epsilon and
provided me with the results after my
auditioning was complete.
The sensitivity of the Infinity Epsilon
measured effectively to specification at
acalculated 85.5dB/W/m (B-weighted).
The impedance of its woofer section
(fig.2) indicates acabinet tuned to about
38Hz. The load is relatively benign,
never dropping below 4ohms. However,
the inevitable rise in impedance at resonance requires me to modify slightly
acouple of statements Imade in the main
text of the review. Note that, between
94

20Hz and 30Hz, the impedance varies
between just over 5ohms and 9ohms.
This means that the power available from
an amplifier will be less than the latter's
4 ohm rating—which may partially
explain the amplifier/Epsilon combination's unfulfilled demand for more power
in the low-bass region on particularly
demanding material. Note also the small
ripples in the response above 100Hz—
these are usually indicative of cabinet resonances.
The impedance of the upper-range
drivers (fig3), however, does drop below
4ohms. In particular, the dip to 2.8 ohms
just above 200Hz, combined with asignificantly capacitive phase angle in this
region, makes the Epsilon achallenging
load for its upper-range amplifier. Lowpowered tube amplifiers, or any amplifier
uncomfortable with aload dropping
below 4ohms, should not apply.
Fig.4 shows the FFI nearfield responses
of the woofer (left) and L-EMIM (right).
The curve also shows the action of the
woofer and rnidbass controls. The action
of the former is quite subtle (though
more significant as you get on the steep
slope of the curve below about 30Hz),
giving -6dB points ranging from 24Hz
to 26Hz with aslight change in the
amount of energy prior to the rolloff.
The midbass contour control gives a
boost or cut of up to 3dB but covers
quite anarrow frequency range. This,
though, is in aregion where room resonant problems are common. The acoustic crossover to the L-EMIM, at 150Hz,
is as specified.
The overall combined frequency
response of the Infinity Epsilon, averaged across a30° horizontal window, is
shown in fig5. Here, the response below
312Hz is the complex sum of the nearfield outputs of the woofer and the LEMIM; the response above 312Hz was
taken at 45" at aheight of37", my seated
ear height. The response holds up remarkably well to below 30Hz, and is
extremely smooth across the full frequency range. The shallow depression
centered at about 5-6kHz, combined
with the rolloff above 10kHz, may
explain my comments about the slight
lack of "air" in the Epsilon's subjective
performance. Otherwise, there is little
here to criticize. As JA said, this is an
impressively engineered speaker.
The action of the L-EMIM, EMIM,
and EMIT level switches with the Epsilon's on-axis response subtracted, shown
in fig.6, is very subtle—consistent with
Infinity's specifications. The effects of
the controls were, however, audible.
The horizontal and vertical response
families are not shown here. The horiWorldRadioHistory
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Fig.2 Infinity Epsilon, woofer eectrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed) (2
ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Infinity Epsilon, nearfield woofer and LEMIM responses showing effect of
Woofer control set to "0" and "±5" and
Mid-Bass Contour control set to "0" and
"±3" (5dB/vertical div.).
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and corrected for microphone response,
with complex sum of nearfield woofer and
L-EMIM responses below 31 2Hz.
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Fig.7 Infinity Epsilon, impulse response on LEMIM axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

Infinity Epsilon, step response on L-EMIM
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

CONCLUSION
The Epsilons were difficult to criticize.
Certainly, Iwould stack them up against
any of the other Class A contenders,
though, because of the deep-bass limits
on their bass dynamic-range capabilities,
they'd have to go in the "Restricted-LF"
category. Whether or not that limitation
is due to available amplifier power or
system limits becomes amoot point
when 1400W doesn't seem to be quite
enough power.
Nevertheless, the Epsilon can't be
ignored—it definitely belongs in Class
A. And for those unable to afford them,
less expensive siblings using much of the
same technology will certainly follow.
In the meantime, Disneyland may no
longer have E-ticket rides, but Infinity
sure does: the Epsilon.

Fig.9 Infinity Epsilon, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 45" (0.15ms risetime).

zontal response was noncritical within
a±10° window. The off-axis vertical
responses, relative to the response on the
37" axis, were very smooth. Sitting considerably lower resulted in adip at about
3.5kHz (the crossover region between
the H-EMIM and the L-EMIM); sitting
higher brought up the treble region
somewhat. This only became evident at
heights above 45" —an impractically
high listening height (unless you listen
on abar stool).
The impulse response on the LEMIM axis is shown in fig.7. Ringing is
notably absent here, though it's evident
that the system is not time-aligned. The
latter is clearer in fig.8 (the step response
taken at the same location). There's a
slight delay between the arrival times of
the EMIT and the EMIM, followed in
another millisecond or so by the LEMIM, and another 3ms later by the
woofer. All the drive-units appear to
be connected with the same (positive)
acoustic polarity.
Finally, the cumulative spectral-decay,
or waterfall, plot is shown in fig.9. The
behavior here is excellent, particularly
at the top of the range, where there's
almost no visible hash. (Ignore the ridge
just below 16kHz, which is due to our
measurement computer's screen.) A bit
of resonant behavior is evident in the low
and mid-treble, but this is relatively
innocuous, being very low in level.
This is afirst-rate set of measureSTEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

ments—certainly among the best we've
measured, and consistent with the Epsilon's superb listening quality.
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I
N M Y 'Room
Wes Phillips auditions the Home HeadRoom headphone amplifier/preamplifier
Power rating: 0.5W. Current capacity: not specified. Frequency response: 20Hz201cHz, +0c11$ -1d13. Measured input impedance: 873k ohms at 'kHz. Measured output
impedance: 0.25 ohms at lkHz. THD: 0.0029%. IMD: 0.0021%. Crosstalk: -62.9dB.

Serial number of unit reviewed: 94010101. Price: $599. Approximate number of dealers:
direct only. Manufacturer: HeadRoom Corp., RO. Box 6549, Bozeman, MT 59715.
Tel: (800) 828-8184 (domestic), (406) 587-9466 fintermtional). Fax: (406) 587-9484.

S/N ratio: 89.7dB at lkHz. Dimensions: 6.7" W by 2.4" Hby 12" D. Weight: 4lbs.

(‘
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h, I really hate those
things," Deirdre, my buddy at the bookstore, declared passionately when she learned I'd
been listening to headphones alot lately.
Eager to hear anon-audiophile's rationale, Iasked why. "Because the sound all
comes from here," she explained, pointing at her head. "I mean, deep inside
your head. Ifind it creepy!' I'd dropped
by the shop looking for books on the
auditory system, because Iwas trying to
understand that very phenomenon. Ileft
without any books, but with the realization that we audio nerds aren't the only
observant folks listening out there.

SUMMER IN THE CITY
It had originally seemed so simple. Summer was coming, which in New York
means heat, humidity, and their accompanying demon: air-conditioner noise.
Flailing wildly about for products to
audition that wouldn't raise the ambient
room temperature (no big tube amps,
please) and that would be able to compete with fan and compressor noises,
Ithought headphones. But everybody,
audiophile or not, recognizes the inherent problem with 'phones—Deirdre
nailed it right smack on the head. In
terms of presenting arealistic acoustic
environment, not only do they leave alot
to be desired, they're unnatural.
This led me to my next idea: why not
look at aproduct designed to ameliorate
the problem? Something like the HeadRoom stuff that's always being advertised in the various audio magazines. It
turns out HeadRoom offers avariety of
HeadRoom components—and raw parts
for DIYers—all based on the same circuit. They offer Little HeadRooms for
the budget-minded, portable models for
on-the-go listening, and ano-holdsbarred Home HeadRoom unit. Well, my
mama didn't raise no fools (actually she
did, but Ivote for the other guy)—I
asked for the top-of-the-line Home
HeadRoom.
The Home HeadRoom's extruded
aluminum box is 12" long, 6.7" wide,
and stands 2.4" tall on its rubber feet.
Front-panel layout is straightforward:
96

Home HeadRoom

Headphone Amplifier &
Image Pro,,sor

Home HeadRoom headphone amplifier/preamplifier

avolume knob, two 1/
4" headphone
jacks, and two switches: ProdBypass,
which engages the Image Processor, and
Filter/Off, which activates ahigh-pass
filter. The rear sports an on/off power
switch, IEC power-cord socket, and two
pairs ofhigh-quality female RCA jacks—
one for source input, the other (controlled by the volume pot) taking signal
out. This last feature means that the
Home HeadRoom can be used as a
single-source preamp—a feature sure to
interest budget-minded system-builders
with aheadphone jones.
Slipping the unit out of its case reveals
an unusually bare circuit board, but don't
interpret this as an example ofa manufacturer deceiving consumers with atoobig box. The circuit paths are well-spaced
to avoid interference, and individual
components are sited to minimize
unwanted interactions. Parts quality on
the Home HeadRoom is high—amazingly so, in light of its price. The Home
HeadRoom also has ahigh-quality Avel
Lindberg toroidal transformer, ICimber
'Cable PBJ internal wiring, power filtration at the AC power-entry module
providing transient suppression, and
the signal conductors are pseudo-Litz
stranded. Pretty impressive.
While we're on the subject of high
quality, Ishould mention that the documentation for the HeadRoom products
is exceptional. A White Paper clearly
explains the problems inherent in headphone listening, as well as HeadRoom's
approach to solving them; the owner's
manual is detailed, clear, and amusing.
WorldRadioHistory

As awriter, Iknow of no higher compliment than aheartfelt "Damn, Iwish
I'd said that!" And Ido.
Auditions were performed with avariety of headphones: Sennheiser HD580s
(reviewed last month), Etymotic ER-4s,
Grado SR80s, and Beyerdynamic DT
911s. Associated equipment included
Arcam Delta 250/Black Box 50 and
Micromega Drive2/DAC transport/DAC
combos, my Linn Sondek LP12/Ittolc/
Audio-Tedinica ML-170 rig played through
the phono section of the Conrad-Johnson
EV2OSE, Transparent Audio Music Link
Reference interconnects, and Transparent
Audio Digital Link and MIT Terminator
3coax digital cables. And yes, since you
ask, it did seem pretty weird to connect
the Home HeadRoom to an interconnect
that costs nearly four times as much as
the amp does.

W ITHIN YOU WITHOUT YOU
But why do we need HeadRoom, if all that
imaging information exists on the recording?
When listening to astereo recording
through headphones, any part of the
signal which is contained only in one
channel is perceived by the brain as
originating in that ear (and in headphone
listening, the brain is only off by about
an inch). At the same time, any information contained in both channels is
summed and appears to come from
between the earspealcers. The result is that
left-ear/center-of-head/right-ear sound
pattern which Deirdre, and the rest of us,
know and hate. What happened to all the
spatial information contained in the
STEREOPHILE, J
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recording?
At the risk of reading like aTom
Clancy novel, Ineed to interrupt the
narrative for abrief technical description
of the human auditory system? Not all
of it—that would be the purview of a
much longer article. No, what we need
to look at, to determine why headphones
don't image well, are the outside parts
of the hearing system—the ears and the
spacing device that separates them: the
head.
Our arrangement of ears as sensors in
aspaced array has developed as ameans
of localizing sounds—or, more properly,
their sources. When something on your
far left makes asound, you hear that
sound with both ears. However, the left
ear, being closer, receives that signal
incrementally earlier than the right ear,
and the brain interprets this difference
(known as Inter-Aural Time Difference,
or ITD) to establish the location of the
sound, primarily in the left-to-right continuum. The sound in the near ear is also
somewhat louder, since it's doser and the
off-ear is in the head's acoustic shadow
—an effect known as Inter-Ear Amplitude Difference (IAD). [ITD dominates our
perception of direction below about 700Hz;
IAD dominates direction perception above
about 2kHz.—Ed.]
The folds and ridges of the outer ear,
known as the pinna, also have an effect.
Just as we hear each sound twice (left ear
+ right ear) on agross body level, we
hear each sound twice (at least) within
each ear. The pinna acts as afunnel,
catching and directing sounds toward the
ear canal. But the funnel isn't smooth,
and the interaction between the contours
of the pinna and the frequency component of asound creates yet another location cue that the brain relies upon—as
up/down information. In fact, the part
of the pinna called the concha, the large
curved ridge nearest the ear canal, could
be seen as an organic notch filter whose
dropout center varies in frequency based
on the elevation of the sound source?
Another crucial component in the
localization system is head movement.
The brain relies upon triangulation for
fine placement of acoustic events. This
1Hearing is aremarkably complex sensory system that
translates airborne vibration into mechanical motion
in order to agitate aliquid medium that moves hair-like
sensors that send neural impulses to the brain. k's aprocess that involves equalization, some tricky impedance
matching, and mechanical amplification, in asystem that
Diane Ackerman, in A Natural History of the Senses, likens
to "a contraption some ingenious plumber has put
together from spare parts."
2To see just how finely attuned we are to the shapes of
our own concha, try affixing asmall wad of Blu-Tack—
or similar material—to yours, thus altering its unique
profile. Then take awalk in the park, trying to guess the
location of the sounds you encounter. The results will
amaze you.
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the Proc/Bypass switch, the difference
is why we cock our heads toward noises
will be frustratingly difficult to ascertain.
—it's not just an attempt to place our
stronger ear closer. Lock your head in a Remove one channel's input from the
unit, however, and listen: now the changes
vise and spatial cues become more difare audible. Bypassing the module, the
fuse; front and back may even reverse
sound is clearly coming from the ear
locations on your mental map.
So it's easy to see why strapping on a itself—subjectively coming from aposition analogous to the ear canal. Through
pair of headphones—which removes
the processor, the subjective position
IAD, ITD, concha reflections, and head
shifts forward—and up!—seeming to
movement from the equation—totally
come from in front of the head and above
destroys the illusion of imaging. We have
eye level.
lost essential components of our spatial
But the HeadRoom module does
recovery system. Do the HeadRoom promore than just blend the channels. In an
ducts solve these problems and restore
attempt to re-create the ITD that natuall the missing spatial information? No,
rally occurs from the spacing of the ears,
not completely. But neither does the
it adds time-delay to the blended inforConvolvatron, NASA's attempt at simumation:i This gets tricky because, while
lating localization cues through headsets
sound travels at a constant velocity
—and it costs exponentially more than
through air, its reaction to obstacles in
$599?
its path is based on frequency. LowTo their credit, the folks at HeadRoom
frequency sounds striking the head create
don't pretend to have achieved acomstanding waves, just as surely as they do
plete fix. Rather, they daim to "lateralize"
when they reach room boundaries and—
headphone sound, to give amore realistic
traveling along those wave paths—take
sense of lateral spread and thus avoid that
longer to reach the off-ear than do the
annoying left-ear/center-of-head/righthigh-frequency components of the
ear signature. The HeadRoom Image
sound. The head is such asmall obstrucProcessor adds asense of depth as well.
tion (even my special "swelled reviewer's"
The result is more coherent, subtly truer
to the reality of listening to music withmodel) that the time differences we're
talking about are expressed in microout 'phones.
seconds. The LTD of atypical stereo system (with speakers angled 30° from center)
W HAT'S GOIN' ON
averages about 300p.s, but that's an averBefore we tackle the whys and whereage reached by combining the arrival
fores of the HeadRoom's performance,
time of all frequencies; 20Hz takes apIneed to apologize for the shocking lanproximately 400e—nearly twice as long
guage that Imust, of necessity, employ:
as 20kHz, which takes less than 200µs.
phrases like time-delay, equalization, and
The HeadRoom Image Processor mimics
notch-filtration. The very idea of installthis by generating time-delay that varies
ing adevice that utilizes such signalas an expression of frequency.
mangling is enough to make an audio
Of course, the off-ear will hear sounds
purist shudder with revulsion. Well, get
from the opposite side as softer. But the
over it, Buckle, because there's nothing
level of amplitude difference is frequencynatural or unadulterated about stereodependent as well. Say what? Low frephonic sound in the first place. Stereo
ain't the real thing—it's agimmick. We
quencies, as we've already established,
wrap themselves around the noggin—as
like it because it works well. Ithink that's
the result of standing waves interacting
the basis on which to judge the Home
with the head itself—and while they
HeadRoom: How well does it do what
arrive more slowly, they get there fairly
it does?
intact.
First, in an attempt to cure the hardHigher-frequency sound, as we've all
left/hard-right image location caused
experienced with our stereos, travels in
when each ear is isolated from signals
amore linear fashion. By around lkHz,
contained in the other channel, ajudidous amount of signal is "bled" into the
frequencies are no longer traveling
around the head, which results in greater
opposite side. So left-channel info is
mixed into the right, and vice versa. If attenuation—at least until they reach
5kHz. At around that point, acoustic
you attempt to monitor this by throwing
energy wants to travel along surfaces,
3The Convolvatron synthesizes out-of-head imaging
even irregular ones, as apacket. This
so that flight simulators create atrue VR (Virtual Reality)
is—in this case, all too literally—known
environment for pilot training. The system is hideously
expensive (maybe not all that ridiculous by high-end
as the Skin Effect. In other words, natstandards, although we're talking governmental budgets
urally occurring LAD has an effective dip
here), requires specialized parallel processors, needs to
be calibrated for each user in an anechoic chamber, and
is effectively not for sale—although rumor has it that
Disney looked at it and found it either not effective
enough or impractical for use at their theme parks.
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4If you're the sort who requires numbers to comprehend this process, the time delay is approximately 300iis
and the attenuation is 14dB.
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in the response curve that manifests itself
at around 2kHz.
HeadRoom's crossfeed circuit produces asimilar dip in an ingeniously
simple way: the delayed signal, when
mixed back into itself, creates anotch at
afrequency equal to half the cycle time
of the delay. By choosing the delay time
judiciously, HeadRoom has managed to
simulate the naturally generated notch
in LAD. Elegant.

CH-CH-CH-CHANGES
Effective, too. The Home HeadRoom
spreads the sound out—instead of using
tiny portions of your head to re-create
the music, the sound seems to come from
ahuge, wide space within and in front
of your head. No, it ain't the real thing—
hell, it ain't even stereo. But it ain't bad.
It turns amessy and unnatural necessity
—headphone listening, for privacy or out
of consideration—into adistinctly pleasant experience.
One of the most thrilling CDs that
I've heard recently is the Dave Grisman/Tony Rice Tone Poems (Acoustic Disc
ACDS-10, reviewed in this issue), acollection of 17 songs played on 17 different
pairs of vintage instruments. This album
celebrates the minute differences in tone
and projection that these unique guitars
and mandolins bring to the performances. Played without the HeadRoom,
but through ahigh-quality headphone
amp, the performers were jammed into
the middle of my skull, on top of each
other. Reverberation surrounded the
image, being part of the sound but not
organic to it. Through the Home HeadRoom, Grisman and Rice were no longer
standing on top of one another, but near
each other. The room acoustic was better
integrated with the instrumental tone,
although close listening still revealed
how closely miked the instruments were.
The duets sounded more immediate, less
artificial.
Sam Pilafian, tuba player for the
Empire Brass, also leads ajazz group,
Travelin' Light. Specializing in Dixieland-tinged music redolent of the '20s
and '30s, the sextet performs an exuberantly silly "Jingle Bells" on Christmas with
Travelin' Light (Telarc CD-83330). The
song opens with guitarist Frank Vignola
vamping aBo Diddley riff on banjo over
averitable battery of percussion instruments that fill the stage. Pilafian blasts
in on tuba, carrying the melodic line,
swinging into asyncopated stop-time
romp through the no-longer-hokey
carol. Ican't listen to the piece without
grinning—and I'm aChristmas grump.
Normally through headsets, the banjo
player sits in my right ear, the cowbells
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etc. come from both sides, and the tuba
fills asmall space in the center of my
head. Switching on the Image Processor spread the sound out very satisfactorily from one side to the other. The
players didn't just form astraight line
from one earspeaker to the other through
the center of my brainpan; they moved
forward in asemicircle, facing me, while
still inside my skull—if that makes any
sense. The Processor restored information sufficiently to allow my brain to perform its localization equations and to
synthesize spatial locations in away
that—while not totally convincing—
felt right.
Iperceived this time after time, running comparisons between the HeadRoom unit and unprocessed inputs.
Moreover, the better and more natural
the recording in the first place, the more
noticeable the difference. While this startled me, it makes sense. Some recordings
have so much pan-potted and multimiked information on them that they're
effectively multi-channel mono. While
Istill ptcf rc::1 these when played through
the HeadRoom, there was no way for the
unit to make them sound realistic. Ungimmicked recordings, like many of the
Cheskys, classic RCAs, Blue Notes, and
those on various other smaller labels,
showed phenomenal improvement
through HeadRoom processing.
From disc to disc Ialways found the
processed sound an improvement, even
where the effect on imaging was vanishingly slight. But the true worth of the
HeadRoom circuit will be revealed with
extended listening—I don't want to
underestimate its importance by stressing
the subtle nature of the change. It's a
cumulative benefit, reducing listening
fatigue by asubstantial margin. In fact,
Isuspect that subtlety is one of the most
reliable indicators of the correctness of
the processing—your brain isn't screaming "Something's happening here!" at
you. That's why Icould listen hour after
hour, with noticeably less effort.
The HeadRoom sports aswitchable
filter, boosting the mid-treble by just
under 3dB, to compensate for one final
by-product of the imaging process:
mono information, when fed back onto
itself in the delay process, suffers from
acomb-filter effect—a series of notches
in the frequency response that are the
result of the circuit's inability to replicate the ear's sophistication in sorting out
the near-ear/off-ear differential. Because
the comb-filter changes its notch points
as adirect result of the ratio of mono to
summed information, there's no constant
value to adjust for. We hear this as a
softening, or darkening, of the sound.
WorldRadioHistory

HeadRoom includes the Filter switch to
give you some control over this situation;
but to tell you the truth, it drove me nuts.
With the sound changing from disc to
disc and, in some cases, from track to
track, Ifound myself obsessing over
what were rather small differences. For
my peace of mind, Ifinally determined
to just set the damn thing and then pretend that it didn't exist. You can decide
for yourself how essential it is. Most CDs
are too bright anyway. Yeah, that's the
ticket.. .

CHEAP THRILLS

Iput off trying the Home HeadRoom as
asingle-source preamplifier until late in
the auditioning process. Ihad fallen into
the trap of thinking of it as aheadphone
amp/processor; and while Icould see that
it filled amarketing niche as apreamplifier, Ididn't take its potential seriously.
Wrong again, honey. It blew me away with
its power, accuracy, and finesse.
Iplugged the Home HeadRoom into
my reference system, replacing the $6000
Conrad-Johnson Evolution 20 SE, driving aC-J Premier Eleven A and MartinLogan Aeriuses. No, it didn't embarrass
the megabuck preamp—but, even in
direct comparisons, the Home HeadRoom sounded pretty damn good. The
overall sound was less precisely focused,
the top end was abit coarser, and imaging was less holographic; but instrumental placement was specific, depth was
good, and the image was unwavering.
Bass response was impressive, and there
were gobs and gobs of gain. Wow.
Again, further reflection rubbed my
nose in my preconceptions. Like the
exemplary Melos SHA-1, the Home
HeadRoom was designed to control
moving-coil transducers with impedances varying from 32 ohms to 600
ohms and with sensitivities that vary by
up to 27dB. High-sensitivity headphones reveal circuit noises, and lowsensitivity 'phones demand high current
and voltage delivery. Compared to all
that, how hard is it to drive aline-level
output?
Jimmie Vaughan's marvelous Strange
Pleasure (Epic EK 57202), testament to
his artistic rebirth and redemption in the
wake of his brother Stevie Ray's tragic
death, is filled with textures: vocal harmonies, aHammond B-3 organ, and
every variety of Stratocaster tonal color.
The Home HeadRoom gave me adirect
connection to Vaughan's sanctified
down-home spirituality on "(Everybody's Got) Sweet Soul Vibe," as the
gospel chorus set the groove with deep
"Hmm-hmm-hmms" underpinning
Jimmie's mellow crooning solo on his
S
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as is the response shown with the filter
circuit engaged. Note that if the Home
HeadRoom is used as asingle-input line
stage, the high-frequency rolloff will certainly be audible as aslight softening or
sweetening of the response—a mild HF
PM SO GLAD
equalization, if you will—the desirability
As ahigh-quality headphone amp, an
of which will depend upon the system.
ambience-restoration device, and ahighquality minimalist preamp, the Home The 10kHz squarewave in fig.2 shows
the rounded leading edge consistent with
HeadRoom performs on an unusually
elevated level. Iwould consider $599 a a high-frequency rolloff; the lkHz
squarewave (not shown) had only the
fair price for any unit that performed one
slightest rounding at the front edge.
of those functions as well as this one
The bypass-mode crosstalk shown in
does. But this triple-threat assault gives
fig.3 indicates almost identical perforawhole new meaning to affordable statemance between channels. While we've
of-the-art, and makes the decision avirmeasured lower levels of crosstalk in
tual no-brainer (totally leaving aside the
cushion of HeadRoom's satisfactionguaranteed refund policy).
•uuii 111•11111111•111111111111111K1
All Iwanted was to stay cool this
•11111111•111111!!!M1111111M1111
summer—but I'm not relinquishing this
M11111111111111111111M11111111M141!
unit. If you're looking for versatility and
11111111111•111111111111•111111111H0
good sound—either on 'phones or as a
MIIIIIIIIIM1111111111311111111•111
building block toward an affordable
IN11111111111111111111M11111111M1111
system—you'll probably hold on tight,
IMM1111111•111111111IN1111111•1111
11M1111111M11111111111111111111Mall
too.
—Wes Phillips
M11111111111311111111111111111111131111

Strat/Leslie combo. Throughout the record, the unit allowed subtle textural
differences and tonal voicings to sound
forth definitively.
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other products, the levels obtained here,
even at their worst—the increased crosstalk at high frequencies resulting from
the usual capacitive coupling between
channels—should be of no audible concern.
The THD +noise vs frequency results,
for 3V output into aload of 40 ohms, is
plotted in fig.4. The level here is moderate and, as an analysis of the distortion
waveform (fig.5) indicates, is dominated
by low-level noise In fact, to get the distortion waveform shown in fig.6, Ihad
to push the Home HeadRoom to the 1%
THD+N point (4V output into a40
ohm load)—the onset of clipping. At
output levels merely tenths of avolt
lower, the distortion waveform shows
only noise. The output spectrum of the
Home HeadRoom reproducing 50Hz at
3V into 40 ohms (fig.7) is very low in
distortion artifacts. The highest, the sixth
harmonic at 300Hz, lies at -90dB, or
below 0.003%. Harmonics of the power-
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M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
All of the measurements on the Home
HeadRoom were made from its rearpanel outputs. Except for slightly longer
internal leads connecting these to the
output circuits of the amplifier, the rear
outputs duplicate the front headphone
outputs. The measurements were made
only in the bypass mode; JA thoroughly
investigated the action of HeadRoom's
crossfeed circuitry in his review of the
portable HeadRoom amplifiers in January '94 (Vol.17 No.1, p.163), so Ididn't
repeat it here. In any event, the response
of this circuitry will vary depending on
the specific headphones for which the
user's Home HeadRoom is optimized.
The Home HeadRoom's input impedance measured avery high—and excellent-873k ohms. Its output impedance
was 0.25 ohms at lkHz and 20kHz,
decreasing slightly to 0.22 ohms at 20Hz.
Its maximum gain into 100k ohms measured 15.7dB. DC offset was 1.3mV in
the left channel, unmeasurable in the
right. We normally make our Signal/
Noise measurement with shorted inputs,
though using that procedure with the
HeadRoom actually degraded the S/N
by almost 23dB compared with the
84.5dB reading obtained with open
inputs (unweighted 22Hz-22kHz, ref.
1V). The Home HeadRoom is noninverting from its inputs to its outputs.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the Home HeadRoom driven from its
balanced inputs at 1V output into a100k
ohm load. The response is similar to that
measured for the portable HeadRoom,
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995
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Fig.I Home HeadRoom, frequency response
(from bottom to top): in bypass mode;
with Filter in-circuit (right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 Home HeadRoom, I
kHz waveform at 3V
into 40 ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale). Result is dominated
by noise.
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Fig.2 Home HeadRoom, 10kHz squarewave.
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Fig.6 Home HeadRoom, I
kHz waveform at 4V
into 40 ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale). (THD level of I%.)

Fig.3 Home HeadRoom, crosstalk 10dB/vertica
div.).
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Fig.4 Home HeadRoom, THD+noise %) vs
frequency. Result is dominated by noise
below 13kHz.
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Fig.7 Home HeadRoom, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at 3V into 40 ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
sixth harmonic at 300Hz is the highest in
level at —90dB (0.003%).
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Fig.8 Home HeadRoom, HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
2.65V into 40 ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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Fig.9 Home HeadRoom, distortion (%) vs
output voltage into (from bottom to top):
ISO ohms, 40 ohms.
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line frequency are also clearly visible, but
these all remain more than 90dB down.
Fig.8 shows the spectrum of the HeadRoom reproducing acombined 19+
20kHz signal—the intermodulation
products resulting from an input signal
consisting of an equal combination of
these two frequencies—at an output of
2.65V into 40 ohms (the highest level
attainable at this combination of frequencies prior to clipping). The most significant artifacts here are at 18kHz and
21kHz (about -66dB, or about 0.05%);
the &Hz difference tone is at -79dB, or
about 0.11%. A 40 ohm load is astringent test for aheadphone amplifier; both
of these spectrum-analysis results are
excellent.
The lkHz, THD+N vs output curves
shown in fig.9 were measured into both
40 ohm and 150 ohm loads. Note that
the 40 ohm load considerably reduces
the available voltage swing from the
amplifier. (This curve, the first measurement taken, explains why a3V output
into a40 ohm load was used for many
of the other tests.) Nevertheless, the available output at this load is more than
enough to push any set of headphones
to levels at which you don't want to
listen—if you value your hearing.
The test-bench results of the Home
HeadRoom are very good, though it's
only fair to point out that the tests of the
portable HeadRoom Supreme (Vol.17
No.1) were better, due to its lower noise
levels. Adding an AC power supply to
an already fine product is no trivial matter. Nevertheless, Isee nothing here
which should detract from WP's strong
recommendation.—Thomas J. Norton $
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ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGNS
T-8000 UNIVERSAL DISC TRANSPORT &
DSP-7000 SERIES 2DIA PROCESSOR
J. Gordon Holt
T-8000: Laser-optical player for all disc formats. Controls: pushbuttons for AC Power,
Display mode, drawer Open, Stop, Play/Pause, (Digital) Memory, Forward shuttle,
Reverse shuttle. Outputs: Composite video, one pair analog audio, one each AT&T
AES/EBU, TosLink digital. Power consumption: 40W. Dimensions: 17" W by 6" H
by 17" D. Weight: 30 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: 180042. Remote control
(supplied) has jog/shuttle dial and buttons for AC power, side Repeat, Eject, Display, Audio (Stereo, L, R), Audio mode (Digital, Analog, Analog CX), Memory (Clear,
Program, Edit, Chapter/Time), Multi-Speed functions, Highlight/Intro, Pause, Step,
Play, Forward and Reverse Scan, Jog on/off, Disc Side (A, B), Skip. Remote dimensions: 7" Lby 2" W by 1
1
4" D. Price: $3950 in black or silver finish, $4250 in
24kt gold.

DSP-7000 Series 2: Outboard DIA converter. Digital specifications: Frequency
response: ±0.IdB, 4Hz-20kHz. SIN ratio: II3dB minimum. Amplitude linearity:
96dB minimum. Stopband attenuation: 110dB. Passband ripple: <0.00005dB.
Phase linearity: ±0.1°. Group delay (4Hz-20kHz): < I6ns. Maximum HE jitter
<100 picoseconds RMS. Output at OdBFS: 4V unbalanced, 8V balanced. Output
impedance: 50 ohms unbalanced, 300+300 ohms balanced. Power consumption:
SOW. Dimensions: 17" W by 2'4" H by 11" D. Weight: 21 lbs. Serial number of
unit reviewed: D2BGI-1019. Price: $1999 in black or silver finish.
Common to both: Approximate number of dealers: 70. Manufacturer Enlightened
Audio Designs, 300 West Lowe, Fairfield, IA 52556. Tel: (515) 472-4312. Fax: (515)
472-3566.

I

have never found CD sound to be
as terrible as some critics claim.
But, then, this may have something to do with my priorities. CD has
been accused of trashing soundstaging,
of damaging spaciousness, depth, and
low-level detail; and poor CD sound
does do all of these things. But none of
them has ever been near the top of my
personal list of Things to Judge Sound
By. More important to me are spectral
balance, tonal (timbral) accuracy, extension at the frequency extremes, and
detail—all of which CD usually does
better than LP. But that doesn't mean I
don't hear what the critics are complaining about. The thing that bothers me
most about CD sound is what it does to
the high end.
The days when the best CD sound
was coarse, strident, and gritty are (thankfully) behind us. But CD sound still
suffers from varying degrees of treble
roughness, the audibility of which depends on the resolution of the reproduring system, the treble smoothness of
the loudspeakers, and the person listening to it. Ihear it from all digital sources,
but it doesn't drive me batty the way it
does some listeners—perhaps because
I've always favored speakers with arather
soft high end over those that put the
sound under amicroscope. Yet, even
with aforgiving speaker system, I'm
continually aware that the sound of CD
(and, more recently, of DAT) lacks the
liquid transparency and case of even
run-of-the-mill LPs. The few outboard
decoders I've heard in my home reduced
this dryness significantly, but Ihave yet
to hear any digital reproduction that has
the exquisite, ethereal sweetness and
delicacy Ihear from some LPs—notably
S
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Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-7000 Series 2DIA processor
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Enlightened Audio Designs T-8000 Universal Disc Transport

the incredible classical re-releases from
Wilson Audiophile and Classic Records.
But is the LP's richness really what we
want from CD? I'm not so sure.
Between my winter recording activities and summer season tickets to orchestra concerts, Iget to hear alot of live
acoustical music. Ican assure those who
don't hear it often that it does not always
sound rich, sweet, or sumptuous. Depending on what's being played and how, real
acoustical music is often brash, edgy, and
strident—all of which arc things that CD
does better than analog. Consequently,
I'm far more forgiving of these qualities from reproduced sound than those
audiophiles who seek only sonic beauty
—even while Irecognize that CD tends
to change the nature of those qualities
from extraordinarily detailed and liquidly
textureless to something rather more
blurred, mechanical, and grainy.
WorldRadioHistory

But Idon't expect that CD—or any
digital medium—should sound as "sweet"
as analog, because, to my cars, analog
distorts truth in the opposite direction.
It softens the sound, and Ifind that softening almost as obnoxious as others find
CD's sometimes-excruciating detail. I
believe that real sonic truth—assuming that's what we're looking for—lies
somewhere in between the edginess of
CD and the sweetness of LP. A good
outboard converter can do alot to narrow this gap.
In comparison with our Robert Harley
("Mr. Jitter"), I've heard very few outboard converters under familiar enough
conditions to tell much about them; but
those Ihave heard have been consistently
better than the D/A sections in the CD
players and DAT recorders Icompared
them with—not always by ahuge margin, but by enough to justify their ad101

ditional cost. The Enlightened Audio
Design DSP-7000 is only the third D/A
outboard I've heard in my system. The
others—the Micromega T-DAC and the
Bel Canto Aida—were compared with
the built-in converters of Sony's CDP799ES CD player and DTC-200ES DAT
recorder. The outboards clearly sounded
better, although neither was without its
flaws. Each gave asomewhat deeper
soundstage than either Sony deck, and
the Micromega had asweetly detailed
high end reminiscent of (but not the
same as) that of analog, but with asomewhat overripe midbass.
The Bel Canto, positively reviewed by
Dick Olsher last November,' erred in the
other direction, with aslightly lean but
very punchy midbass sound. Both were
still abit grainy at the high end in comparison with good analog, although a
little less so than either of the Sony units
(and the Micromega was ashade less so
than the Bel Canto). Previously, Ihad
lived happily with the sound of Sony's
built-ins; but after the Micromega came
along, Istarted using it instead, and never
looked back. (I could put up with its
rather rich midbass.) Would the EAD
cause me to switch again? Read on.

maining time, etc.) appropriate to each
disc format. For example, frame/time
shows frame numbers when playing a
CAV laserdisc, and time in minutes and
seconds when playing aCLV.
2) Highlight/Intro allows you to sample each track on aCD or CDV. It starts
play one minute (or any other time value
you choose) into the track, plays eight
seconds of the program, then advances
to the next track.
3) One-Shot Memory grabs whatever
image is on the screen when you press
it, and displays it after the side stops
playing.
4)Audio selects stereo or plays only the
Lor R signal through both speakers.
5) D/A/CX selects digital sound, analog without noise reduction, or analog
with CX noise reduction.
6) Lighting. This large button, located
on the left side of the remote, backlights
the main function controls for three
seconds so you can select the right one
when the room is dark.
7) Program is used with the number
keys to select individual chapters (LV) or
tracks (CD, CDV) for programmed play.
8) Edit is used for making cassettes
from CDs. Pressing Edit invites you to
enter the duration of the tape, and plays
the maximum number of tracks that will
fit, either in random order (one press) or
sequentially starting with track 1(two
presses).
9)Jog/Scan. This 2" wheel allows you
to shuttle backward or forward through
avideo recording, or move frame by
frame.

or 48kHz. Two front-panel LEDs light
up to show uncorrected (interpolated)
read errors and problems due to unacceptably mediocre data interconnects.
The latter is the more informative, because you can do something about it (ie,
use abetter interconnect).
As reviewed, the DSP-7000 has singleended analog outputs via two RCA
jacks. There are also knockout holes for
XLR balanced output receptacles, but
my sample was not so equipped. There's
no through circuits for the LD player's
analog outputs, which means that if you
ever want to listen to the running commentary that many Special Collector's
Edition laserdiscs have on their analog
tracks, you must have the player's analog
outputs connected to its own inputs on
your control unit, or be prepared to
unplug one set of outputs and plug in the
other.

SYSTEM

Other equipment used in connection
with this review included a Fosgate
THX Home Theater loudspeaker/amplifier system, aSony X-779ES CD player,
aSony DTC-2000ES DAT recorder, a
SOTA Cosmos turntable with vacuum
holddown, The Well Tempered Arm, an
T-8000 UNIVERSAL DISC
Ortofon MC-3000 cartridge and its
TRANSPORT
mating step-up transformer, aVidikron
The T-8000 transport, which appears to
DPF4OHD front projector and LD40
have been manufactured by Pioneer, is
line-doubler, and aStewart 6'-diagonal
auniversal disc transport capable ofplayprojection screen (for the video tests).
ing every known variety of optical disc.
Audio interconnects were Monster MIt also changes LD sides automatically,
1000s, and front-loudspeaker cables
allowing viewers to watch an entire twowere AudioQuest Emeralds All listening
hour film without hoisting their lazy
was done in stereo rather than in surbutts from the sofa. The front panel has
DSP-7000 SERIES 2
round mode, using only the front left and
the minimum number of buttons needed
D/A CONVERTER
right speaker pair plus the subwoofers.
to operate the player during times when
Though the DSP-7000 Series 2 D/A
Software included recent laserdisc
the remote is in hiding, and includes a converter uses the popular Burr-Brown
releases, several RCA Shaded Dog Living
"Cinema Mode" button that blacks out
DF1700 digital filter chip, it is unusual
Stereo LPs and their RCA CD counterthe eye-searingly bright green characters,
in that it offers user selection of 4x- or
parts, and live-performance DAT recordthe on-screen displays, and the between8x-oversampling via asmall switch on
ings (symphonic and chamber works)
sides blue screen when you want to view
the main printed circuit board. You use
made locally by Steven Stone and myself
amovie in adarkened room. A nice
what sounds best to you. (Frankly, I Microphones used for our recordings
feature.
couldn't hear any difference; Istuck with
were by Sennheiser (MKH-30 and -40)
The T-8000 has outputs for every
4x-oversampling because Iwas born in
and AKG (Blue-Line bodies with CKdigital interface: TosLink, AES/EBU, ST
April.)
91 capsules), and the mike preamplifier
glass (AT&T), and coaxial, plus apair of
On the front panel is abutton for
was an Audio Engineering Associates
phono receptacles for analog outputs.
Absolute Phase. Theoretically, original
MS380TX. Also used was my modest
But there's acatch: The analog outputs
air-pressure compression waves should
collection ofbumrner LDs—ones which,
are for the laserdisc's analog tracks only.
be reproduced as compressions rather
for various reasons, have challenged the
If you want to hear the digital tracks, you
than rarefactions. Many people don't
tracking capabilities of other players.
need an outboard D/A converter, such
hear the difference. I'm one of them.
as the DSP-7000 Series 2.
Another front-panel button provides
SOUND &VISION
Most of the player's functions are
for Input select. The 7000 Series 2accepts
First Ichecked the T-8000's ability to
accessed from the remote control, which
three digital inputs through back-panel
handle disc surface blemishes, using the
includes buttons for:
receptacles: coaxial, TosLink, and STsingle- and double-dropout tracks on
1) Display allows you to select any of Glass (AT&T); aLock LED illuminates
the Pierre Verany Digital Test CD set
several modes (frame/elapsed time, rewhen the converter sees digital signal.
(PV788031/2) and the bummer LD colThe 7000 will accept any of the three
lection. Here's what Ifound, compared
1Vol.17 No.11, p.163.
—JA
standard sampling rates: 32kHz, 44.1kHz,
to the performance of the Sony X102
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799ES—a tracking champion.
The T-8000 played up to track 29 of
single dropouts and track 46 of the double dropouts before producing audible
clicks. The Sony played up to track 32
of single dropouts and track 47 of the
doubles. Both results from the EAD
were impressive, and indicated ahigh
level of immunity to disc blemishes. (Performance with LDs should be equally
impressive.) All the problem LDs played
fine, including the badly rotted one,
which was at least viewable if not enjoyable to watch. (Many players won't even
lock onto it.)
Access times were also respectable.
Starting with the drawer open, aCD
loaded, and the front-panel CD button
actuated, it took 11 seconds for adisc to
start playing. With the drawer closed, it
took 4seconds. (The Sony took 5and 2,
respectively.) With the CD function off,
starting times were 16 and 5seconds,
respectively.
Picture quality from laserdisc was outstanding in color fidelity and freedom
from noise, but looked unusually soft for
aplayer in this price range. Resolution
from the SMPTE pattern on Reference
Recordings' A Video Standard test disc
was less than 400 lines, which is very
good, but not up to what Iwould have
expected. The slightly soft resolution
was aliability when the player was used
with some line-doublers (the Vidikron
LD-40, for example), which require a
certain speed of luminance change in
order for the edge-sharpening to take
hold. Much of the line-doubled image
from the T-8000 looked softer than the
unprocessed picture There was also evidence of somewhat overzealous sharpening in the player: overshoot outlines were
visible at the monitor's middle sharpness
setting.
Iused three primary signal sources for
my audio tests: DAT tapes, CDs, and
laserdiscs. Comparing the 7000 Series
2with the converters in my Sony decks,
there was in both instances asubstantial
increase in front-to-back depth and a
marked sweetening of treble quality.
By no stretch of the imagination,
however, could the DSP-7000's sound
be described as analog-like. There was
still aslight but unmistakable roughening and blurring of the extreme high end,
and not so much of the airy openness I
hear from even mediocre LPs. When I
tried copying from one of the Classic
Records Royal Ballet LPs to DAT, the
gorgeous openness and delicacy that
gave me goosebumps from the LP was
trashed when Ilistened through the Sony
DAT deck's own D/A section. It was
merely badly damaged when Ilistened
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

through the DSP-7000 Series 2.

EQUIVOCATION

Now that I've launched what looks like
atorpedo at the EAD converter, Ineed
to explain where that missile came from.
Comparing a2000ES DAT copy with
one of those discs was unfair, because the
A/D converter in it—Super Bit Mapped
or not—was obviously not acost-noobject design, and undoubtedly contributed to the signal degradation Iheard.
It's also very possible that the extended
high end of my phono cartridge—manufacturer-rated to 90kHz!—was causing
more-severe aliasing in the 2000ES's
A/D converter than would amore bandwidth-limited source signal. (There may
not be any significant signal above
15kHz on an LP, but the slightest bit of
mistracking produces strong out-ofband treble HF energy—and there's
always some mistracking.) So if Iseem to
be coming down harder on the EAD
converter than Ihave on any recent digital product, it's not because it's any
worse aperformer; it's better. I'm just
more demanding these days. My recent
exposure to some of the most beautifulsounding LPs ever to cross my doorstep
have only served to make me more
unhappy with digital.
But asad truth seems to be emerging
from all this: The cost of state-of-theart digital reproduction seems to be
getting much higher than anyone had
expected. Stereophile has reported that the
sound of some $15,000 D/A converters
may "approach" that of state-of-the-art
analog, but they still don't quite make the
grade. Along with this, there seems to be
agrowing inclination to seek our digital answers elsewhere, with the recent
critical acclaim of new 20-bit systems,
which are astronomically priced. And it
seems that the disillusionment with 16bit digital long held by some recording
engineers is surfacing among the recordbuying public at large. A recent CBS
news report about the resurgence of LPs
had ahandful of consumers and producers saying they prefer LPs because
they sound better than CDs—warmer,
more musical, more involving.

M EASUREMENTS FROM RH

The EAD's maximum output level when
decoding afull-scale, lkHz sinewave was
2.36V-1.4dB above the standard 2V
output level. Channel balance was excellent, with less than 0.01dB amplitude
deviation between channels. The processor had alow output impedance of 50
ohms [the output drivers appear to be highquality Analog Devices integrated-circuit opamps—Ed.] and DC levels were alow
WorldRadioHistory

lmV (left channel) and 1.9mV (right).
The highish output level and low output impedance suggest that the DSP7000 should have no trouble driving a
power amplifier directly through apassive attenuator.
The DSP-7000 had no trouble locking
to any of the three sampling frequencies,
and doesn't invert absolute polarity
unless the front-panel polarity switch is
engaged.
Fig.1 is the 7000's frequency response
and de-emphasis error. Note that the deemphasis curve is not the unit's frequency response when decoding apreemphasized CD, but only the deviation
from flat de-emphasis tracking. The very
slight rolloff in the top octave is negligible. In fact, this is one of the better
de-emphasis tracking curves I've seen.
Looking next at the interchannel crosstalk graph (fig.2), we see excellent, but
not superlative, channel separation.
Although better than 100dB through
much of the band, the 6dB/octave increase
in crosstalk with frequency in the treble
is indicative of capacitive coupling between channels.
A spectral analysis of the DSP-7000's
output when decoding alkHz, -90dBFS
dithered sinewave is shown in fig3. The
noise level is quite low, and the BurrBrown PCM-63P DACs appear very
well-behaved (the trace peaks exactly at
the -90dB horizontal division, and the
traces perfectly overlap, indicating that
both DACs are performing nearly identically). Extending the measurement
bandwidth to 200kHz and driving the
DSP-7000 with adigital signal of all
zeros produced the spectrum analysis
1.0).
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Fig. IEAD DSP-7000 Ser es 2, frequency
response (top) and de-emphasis error
(bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 EAD DSP-7000 Series 2, crosstalk R—L
(L—R dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).
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plot of fig.4. Again, the unit has alow
noise level, and no spurious artifacts in
or above the audioband.
The good DAC linearity hinted at in

fig3 is confirmed by the linearity plot of
fig.5. The DACs are good to below
-100dBFS, where noise dominates
the measurement. This is excellent performance.
The DSP-7000's reproduction of a
lIcHz, -90dBFS undithered sinewave is
shown in fig.6. Note the symmetrical
nature of the waveshape, low audioband
noise overlaying the waveform, and the
clearly identifiable digital steps (+1, -1,
Moyne Mena. loy*youy

1.4
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Fig.3 EAD DSP-7000 Series 2, spectrum of
dithered 'kHz tone at -90.31dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (
/
1
3-octave analysis, right
channel dashed .
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intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
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0). This isn't the best reproduction of this
signal I've seen, but it comes very close
to it.
Fig.7 shows how the DSP-7000's
noise floor changes as afunction of input
level. The processor was driven by a
41Hz sinewave at -60dB, -70dB, -80dB,
-90dB, and -100dB, and the output
plotted spectrally. The five spectral analyses were combined on one trace to
show any change in the noise floor's level
or spectral balance as the input level
changes. The DSP-7000 performed well
on this test, with tight trace groupings,
even below lkHz.
Looking next at the DSP-7000's intermodulation spectrum when decoding a
full-scale mix of 19kHz and 20kHz
(fig.8), we see avery low level of intermodulation products. The lIcElz difference tone (20kHz minus 19kHz) is below
-100dB, and the processor produces very
few intermodulation products. Again,
this is excellent performance.
In common with many other D/A
units, the DSP-7000 uses the Crystal
CS8412 data receiver, in conjunction
with additional jitter-reduction circuitry.
Its jitter performance was excellent. I
measured the 4x-oversampling clock on
the PCM-63's word-clock input using
the Meitner LIM Detector, and drove the
DSP-7000 with aPS Audio Lambda
transport playing signals from the CBS
Test Disc. Fig.9 is the word-clock jitter
spectrum when the DSP-7000 was fed
alkHz, full-scale sinewave. Note the
absence ola lkHz jitter component in
the spectrum, the overall low jitter level,
and, particularly, the smoothness of the
curve. A smooth curve (very few spikes)
indicates that the jitter is the more benign
white jitter, rather than periodic jitter.
A few periodic jitter components at
4kHz, 6kHz, 8kHz, and 12kHz can be
seen, however. These are produced by
the input signal (the frequency and
amplitude of these jitter components
changed when the input signal was varied). The jitter spike at 7.35kHz is the
7.35kHz subcode data buried in the
S/PDIF datastream. When we change the
input signal to a-90c1BFS, lkHz sinewave (fig.10), we see the now-dassic jitter spike at the test-signal frequency.
Remarkably, however, the rest of the
spectrum stays very clean.
Finally, Idrove the DSP-7000 with a
10kHz, full-scale sinewave and plotted
the processor's jitter spectrum (fig.11).
Note the jitter spike at 10kHz, but also
the nearly complete absence of other
periodic jitter components other than the
subcode clock. The RIVIS jitter levels,
measured over a400Hz-22kHz bandwidth, were between 85ps and 90ps.
STEREOPHILE., JANUARY 1995

These low levels challenge the measurement capabilities of the LIM Detector
(the LIM Detector's noise floor rises as
the word-dock frequency drops). Moreover, the very close range of measured
jitter levels over awide selection of input
signals indicates that the DDS-7000 has
good rejection of incoming jitter.
Overall, the DSP-7000 had excellent
—almost textbook—measured performance. The low noise level, good linearity, excellent reconstruction of low-level
signals, and superb jitter performance all
suggest that the DSP-7000 is very wellengineered.
—Robert Harley

CONCLUSIONS FROM J
GH

The T-8000 provides better audio than
video performance. Pioneer's CLD-97
LD player has almost 420 lines of resolution—a small numeric difference that
makes for abig detail difference—its own
built-in DIA converter (no slouch either),
and costs almost $1500 less than the T8000. But EAD's claim for jitter is extraordinarily good, while Pioneer publishes
no jitter spec at all—the Pioneer may not
deliver as clean adigital output as the
EAD. Nonetheless, as acloset videophile,
Ithink I'd opt for the Pioneer.
Because the EAD system gave me
nothing I'd describe as LP-like sound
from any digital source, I'd have to rate
it below the state of the art. However,
because it seemed to minimize differences in high-end roughness between
different CDs, I'd hazard aguess that its
jitter is probably very low. And because
it made all my digital sources sound substantially better than the converters in my
Sony decks, I'd have to rate it as avery
worthwhile addition to any high-end
audio system.
But where would Irank it ultimately?
The other two converters to which I
compared it—the Micromega T-DAC
and Bel Canto Aida—are similar in price
to the Series 2 7000, and all three
sounded about equally clean at the top.
But, after listening to alarge selection of
made-for-audiophile CDs, Iconcluded
that the EAD had the most nearly neutral
low end of the three, being neither lean
nor rich.
Not surprisingly, the digital sound
from laserdiscs was superb—about as
good as I've heard in my home. There
were, in fact, times when the music in a
film got to me more than the same music
from the soundtrack CD—even with the
picture turned off.
Would Ibuy this combo? If! wasn't
able to borrow these kinds of products,
I'd almost certainly buy the DSP-7000
Series 2, because Ican't afford aMark
Levinson No305. I'd be much more cirSTEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

cumspect about investing almost $4000
in the T-8000. M $5000, the Runco LJRII LD player's picture is ahair better than
the LDS-97's, but is much better than the
EAD's. Still, Ihaven't had achance to listen as rigorously to the Bunco as Idid to
the EAD. Runco also makes an impressive claim for low jitter, and their top
audio-option model includes what is
daimed to be avery good DIA section—
comparable to amid-priced outboard.
Iwould consider that too as apossible
option to both of the EAD units.
In short, though Ihave reservations
about the T-8000 Universal Disc Transport, Ithink the EAD DSP-7000 Series
2DIA processor is an outstanding buy?
Class B in Stereaphiles "Recommended
Components."
—J. Gordon Holt S
2EAD is an HDCD licensee and is offering aSeries 3
upgrade to owners of existing EAD processors. The
upgrade costs $495 and includes the HDCD decoder
and EAD's "Digital Flywheel" jitter-reduction circuitry.
—RH
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The Dvorak Sedes

Your
Hoorn
Is Our
Canvas.
The new Dvorak Series

loudspeaker from Audio
Artistry will paint your
room with vivid, realistic
imagery. Experience the
master strokes of acoustic
energy, rhythm, tonality
and timbre. Let Audio
Artistry show you the full
aesthetic power of realistic
expressionism. Call (919)
319-1375 for the Dvorak
Series dealer nearest you.
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Painting Your World With Sound '

Main speaker pair—the THIEL model CS3.6. Rear and center channel speakers—the THIEL model SCS.

The best speakers for music are also the best speakers for video sound

T

IIiE EXCITEMENT OF MOVIES IS MORE THAN VISUAL.

It lies in the emotion of involving musical

spatial information is accurately reproduced. Sounds
come from specific points and move realistically around

soundtracks and in the sonic impact of spectacular

athree-dimensional soundstage. THIEL's exceptionally

special effects that transport you from your living

uniform tonal balance allows voices to sound natural

room and immerse you in the action.

and authentic, not nasal or constricted. Subtle details of a

THIEL speakers are an excellent choice for delivering

rainshower or ashoe striking the pavement are easily

all there is to hear and feel in home theater. Because

heard because of THLEL speakers' unusually high degree

they are designed to accurately and completely

of clarity. From the impact of explosions to the quiet

reproduce the incoming signal, THIEL speakers deliver

rustling of aleaf, THIEL speakers' wide dynamic range

all the realism, dynamics, and spatial dimensions of a

fills the senses with extraordinary realism.

movie soundtrack in the same way they accurately and
naturally reproduce music-only recordings.

THIEL offers seven sonically matched speaker models
priced from $1,350 to $12,300 per pair—all suitable for

THIEL's Coherent Source® designs preserve the time
and phase information in the movie soundtrack, so

home theater applications. Visit your nearest THIEL
dealer for just the right fit.
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Call or write for literature, review reprints, and the name of your nearest 1111EL dealer.
1HIEL • 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 • Fax: 606-254-0075

PINK TRIANGLE DACAPO HDCD IA PROCESSOR
Robert Harley
D/A processor with user-switchabie filter modules. Inputs: one BNC standard, additional
input cards $203 each (BNC or AES/EBU), or $125 for Toslink input card. Outputs:
unbalanced on RCA jacks. Digital/Analog conversion: 1-bit. Dimensions: 17'" W
by hHby 14" D. Serial number of unit reviewed: 50713. Price: $2895 (includes
I8-bit or 20-bit filter module and BNC input card). Digital filter prices: $375

po

(Yamaha I8-bit or NPC 20-bit); $500 (Yamaha 22-bit); $600 (Phi14:6 1307 or HDCD).
Approximate number of dealers: 8. Manufacturer Pink Triangle Projects, Ltd.,
B43-48 SkiIlion Business Center, Lomond Grove, Camberwell SE5 7HN, London,
England, UK. US distributor Pro Audio Ltd., Ill South Dr, Barrington, IL 60010.
Tel: (708) 526-1660. Fax: (708) 526-1669.

I

've always wondered how much a
digital processor's filter affects its
sound. Apart from processors using
custom digital filters run on DSP chips
(Meitner, Theta, Krell, Wadia), nearly all
Pink Triangle DaCapo HDCD D/A processor
good digital processors use the NPC filter chips or their Burr-Brown equivaimpressions.
The rear panel has four slots for
lents. Consequently, it's been impossible
Configuring the DaCapo for AC or
accepting digital input cards. You can
to evaluate the filter's sonic contribution
DC operation, installing the input cards,
thus tailor the DaCapo's number and
in isolation.
switching filters, and setting the tiny
type of inputs for your needs. Adding an
The only processor in the world in
input is simply amatter of removing two jumpers on the main pcb requires more
which you can hear the effects of differtechnical participation than that asked
screws and pushing in the input card.
ent filters is the Pink Triangle DaCapo
by most other digital processors. MoreThe DaCapo is supplied with one input;
processor reviewed here. Unlike the
over, you have to be careful about the
additional cards are $200 each. Output
Counterpoint DA-10, which provides
order in which the DaCapo and DC are
is via apair of RCA jacks. An LEC AC
interchangeable DACs but the same filpowered up and down, and you have to
ter, the DaCapo uses afixed 1-bit DAC jack finishes off the rear panel.
know when it's safe to disconnect the
...Except for one more slot: for conand interchangeable filters, the latter
DC supply or change filters. If you disnecting the DaCapo to an optional batallowing the user to select from avariconnect the DC too soon, arcing between
tery power supply, called the DC. With
ety of choices.
the plug and jack could damage the conthe DC card installed, the DaCapo's
Although the DaCapo has been on the
tact pins. To further complicate matters,
power transformers and filter caps are
market for afew years, Iwas prompted
the owner's manuals are poorly written
replaced by apanel that accepts DC voltto review this British processor for two
and organized, and filled with unclear
ages from the optional supply. This supreasons: 1) the DaCapo is the first prolanguage.
ply contains rechargeable batteries which
cessor on the market to offer the longallow the DaCapo to run off pure DC
awaited High Definition Compatible
PROBLEMS
(indicated by afront-panel LED) rather
Digital (HDCD'") decoder chip from
Ioriginally intended to review the
than that from the mains supply. Note,
Pacific Microsonics; and 2) the DaCapo's
however, that the DaCapo still must be DaCapo with the DC. The DC is the
unique ability to switch filters allowed
plugged in to an AC source, and that it same size and shape as the DaCapo,
me to compare the HDCD decoder and
derives some of its operating voltages which is meant to sit on top of the DC.
filter to avariety of standard filters.
Unfortunately, the DaCapo wouldn't
from the wall supply.
This review will therefore not only
The DaCapo's modular approach is work properly with the DC sample unit
consider the DaCapo processor, but offer
evident from alook at the inside. The sent, producing high levels of white noise
afirst look at what could be arevolution
main printed circuit board has arow of through the loudspeakers. The DC apin digital sound quality: HDCD.
edge connectors for accepting the digital parently was damaged during shipping,
input cards, and for plugging in either as its wooden exterior was cracked.
DESCRIPTION
Pro Audio, Pink Triangle's US distribthe AC power supply or the DC input
The DaCapo is unusual inside and out.
card. The D/A converter is housed in a utor, sent anew DC and DaCapo. When
Part of what distinguishes it is the blackconnected, the new duo also produced
metal module soldered to the board.
painted wooden shell covering the chasNext to the DAC, two rows of pins stick white noise at the output. Iwent through
sis. The wooden front panel has acutout
up to accept the plug-in filter modules. every aspect of the setup over the phone
for the input selector controls and statusThe input receiver is covered by ametal with Pro Audio, and concluded that I'd
indicating LEDs. Four pushbuttons, each
shield. Nearly all the circuitry, includ- done everything right. Idecided to review
accompanied by an LED, select between
ing the analog output stages, is imple- only the DaCapo, and save the DC for
inputs; afifth puts the unit into standby
aFollow-Up in the next issue. But when
mented with surface-mount components.
mode. A row of four additional LEDs
Pink Triangle makes five different filter Itried to audition the second DaCapo
indicates when the DaCapo is in standby,
modules for the DaCapo, ranging in sample by itself it wouldn't work (white
when it's locked to an incoming signal,
price from $375 each for the Yamaha or noise again). Iwent back to the first
if it's decoding an HDCD-encoded
NPC to $600 each for the Philips 1307 DaCapo, which I'd been listening to
source, and whether it's running on its
or HDCD modules. The DaCapo's abil- before the second set arrived. All my
own AC supply or from Pink Triangle's
ity to switch filters may, however, be a auditioning was thus with the first samoptional DC power supply (more on this
moot point after you read my listening ple run off the wall AC, without benefit
later).
S
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of the optional DC supply. As you can
imagine, this whole episode was an exercise in frustration.
Finally, on the last day of auditioning,
the first DaCapo quit working. After
changing filters, the unit produced no
output. Though the front-panel "signal"
LED wouldn't illuminate, the unit could
still detect when the input data stream
was HDCD-encoded, indicated by the
front-panel LED illuminating. Consequently, I
could perform no measurements for this review.
Normally, this report would have been
held back for amonth until the manufacturer could send aworking sample. But
because the DaCapo provided the first
glimpse of the long-awaited HDCD
decoder, we decided to publish the review,
and report on the DaCapo's measured
performance, along with its sound quality powered by the battery supply, in the
next issue.

SYSTEM

Iauditioned the DaCapo in my reference
system, listening to the processor on its
own and in comparison with the Mark
Levinson No30.5 (as an absolute reference), the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 ($4695),
Meridian 563 ($1350), and the Adcom
GDA-600 ($750). (At $2895, the DaCapo
falls in the middle of the range of these
processors' prices.) The transport for all
the auditioning was the Mark Levinson
No31, connected via an AudioQuest
digital link with an RCA jack on one end
and aBNC on the other (the DaCapo
review sample had only BNC input).
The DaCapo's output fed an Audio
Research LS5 Mk.II preamp, which in
turn drove apair of Audio Research
VT150 tubed monoblocks. Loudspeakers
were Genesis II.5s (see my review elsewhere in this issue), connected with 3'
runs of AudioQuest Dragon. The Genesis amplifier drove the II.5's woofers.
Interconnects were Magnan Type V,
Transparent, and AudioQuest Lapis.

SOUND
To get ahandle on the DaCapo's intrinsic
sound quality without benefit of HDCD,
Ifirst listened to it with several of the
other filter modules. My first impressions were that the DaCapo was competent, but not outstanding. The bass
was the processor's biggest liability: low
frequencies lacked extension, weight,
depth, or power. For example, the lowest
organ notes on Requiem (Reference RR56CD) were suppressed when compared
to the sounds of the No305, SFD-2, and
the Adcom GDA-600. Bass drum lacked
power and impact, instead only hinting
at the instrument's sound, and bass guitar
108

HDCD :W HO ARE THE PLAYERS?

Now that the HDCD decoder has
HDCD technology, offering the dearrived, we can expect manufacturers
coder on all their new products.
of high-end processors to include the
Owners of existing EAD processors
decoder and digital filter in their
can upgrade to "Series 3" level, which
newest products. As this issue goes
includes the HDCD decoder and
to press, some manufacturers have
EAD's "Digital Flywheel" jitterput the HDCD chip in their protoreduction circuitry. The upgrade cost
type processors, and the response has
is $495.
been enthusiastic. Here's asneak preBen Gosvig, EAD's General Manview of HDCD products we'll see in
ager, had this to say about HDCDthe next few months:
encoded discs played through the
Sonic Frontiers has announced
HDCD decoder: "What we heard
their SFD-2 Mk.11, an HDCD-based
was truly astonishing. The increase
revision of their acclaimed SFD-2
in texture, detail, depth, and imaging
(named "Digital Source of the Year"
once HDCD was activated was rein the December'94 Stereophile). The
markable. This is asignificant techSFD-2 Midi has other improvements,
nology. It was adelight to see the
including: athicker front panel; a long-awaited promise of HDCD fildifferent analog stage layout that
filled to this degree"
reportedly reduces THD, IMD, and
Adcom is entering the HDCD
crosstalk; Teflon bypass caps around
arena with the GDA-700 processor.
the output coupling caps; some Vishay
The $1000 unit will use an Ultraresistors (instead of Holco); additional
Analog AES21 input receiver, HDCD
digital inputs; an UltraAnalog AES21
filter, and dual Burr-Brown 20-bit
input receiver selected for low jitter;
DACs. Dual power transformers,
and a customized version of the
balanced and single-ended outputs,
UltraAnalog DAC module.
and AES/EBU digital input are also
The Mk.II will sell for $5295, a included. The GDA-700 is scheduled
$600 price increase over the original
to be introduced at the Winter ConSFD-2. Owners of the SFD-2 can
sumer Electronic Show in Las Vegas
upgrade the digital section of the proin January.
cessor (getting HDCD) for $1200.
So far, 14 manufacturers have
Note that the analog improvements
become HDCD licensees. Expect to
are not available as part of the upgrade
see HDCD-fitted processors from
Sonic Frontiers President Chris
these companies in the coming
Johnson reports that, with HDCDmonths: Appropriate Technology,
encoded discs, ". ..
everything was
Audio Alchemy, Classé Audio, Counmore natural. Soundstage width,
terpoint, Kinergetics Research, Madridepth, and height exploded. Instrugal Audio Labs, Parasound Products,
ment focus was pinpoint. The soundPS Audio, Resolution Audio, Specstage seemed 'blacker,' allowing the
tral, and Theta Digital.
listener to be pulled into the experiIexpect that we'll see awide array
ence. ..
CDs now equaled or surof HDCD-based processors at this
passed the bestvinyl." (I'll report on
month's CES in Las Vegas. Watch for
the SFD-2 MLR next month.)
afull report in our April issue.
EAD is also at the forefront of
—Robert Harley

was thin rather than weighty and full.
Similarly, the DaCapo's dynamics
were constrained—even compared to the
much less expensive Adcom. The Meridian 563, which was the least dynamic
of the three other comparison processors
on hand, was more dynamic and had
deeper bass extension than the DaCapo.
When compared to the SFD-2 or GDA600, the DaCapo sounded uninvolving.
The DaCapo's overall perspective was
midway between the GDA-600's rather
set-back presentation and the SFD-2's
forwardness. Ipreferred the DaCapo's
perspective, which was alittle more
immediate and incisive than that of the
WorldRadioHistory

Adcom. Moreover, the DaCapo had a
smoother, more liquid presentation of
midrange timbre than the Adcom.
In terms of detail resolution, the
DaCapo fell short of the 563 and GDA600. Iheard less musical information
with the DaCapo, and spatial cues were
less well-defined. The 563 had amore
open, transparent soundstage, with
greater depth and bloom.
Overall, Ipreferred both the Adcom
and the Meridian to the DaCapo. These
impressions were consistent with avariety of filter modules, of which Hiked the
NPC less than either of the Yamahas.
Then Iinstalled the HDCD decoder.
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

The integral filter within the HDCD
decoder chip—without any HDCD decoding—was so much better than Ihad
heard that it rendered pointless any further consideration of the other filter
modules. The filter had more space,
depth, and sense of bloom around instrumental images. Resolution of lowlevel signals improved, as though Iwas
hearing more music The treble grain and
glare I'd heard with the other filters were
reduced, and timbres were more liquid.
Overall, the sound had agreater sense of
ease with the HDCD filter on nonencoded discs.
When playing HDCD-encoded CDs,
however, the DaCapo was transformed.
The sense of space increased enormously,
both in terms of hall size and the air
between instruments. The presentation
was anything but flat and sterile. Iwas
astonished by the resolution of individual
threads within the musical fabric. Every
nuance was distinct and an entity to itself;
not merely another sound fused into the
whole. The HDCD decoder also produced terrific dynamics, in sharp contrast to the DaCapo's rather compressed
sound with the standard filters.
JA and Ilistened to the HDCDencoded Requiem through the Mark
Levinson No.30.5, then through the
DaCapo with the HDCD decoder mod-

tile. Although we could clearly hear
things through the DaCapo that we
didn't hear through the No30.5, JA
summed it up best when he said, "I want
to hear HDCD decoding in the No303."

CONCLUSION

Although the Pink Triangle DaCapo
fitted with the HDCD decoder produced agood sound in my system, Ican't
recommend this processor in its current
form. With astandard digital filter, the
DaCapo offered performance that wasn't
much better than mediocre for its $2895
asking price Not considering the HDCD
option, Ipreferred both the $750 Adcom
GDA-600 and $1350 Meridian 563 converters to the DaCapo. With the HDCD
decoder, the DaCapo was amuch bettersounding processor, even on nonHDCD discs, but still not acontender
taking its price into consideration. With
other manufacturers about to introduce
HDCD-based processors, it may be prudent to hear what those products have
to offer before buying.
Finally, the lack of reliability of the
review samples was the coup de grace. Four
out of four review-sample failures (two
DaCapos, two DCs) doesn't inspire confidence, even though the US distributor
assures me that my experience was
unusual.
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FLATLINE BLUE HEAVEN CABLE
is designed to be incredibly
transparent and detailed. It
is so revealing that its price
and sound quality make it
the ideal choice for any
well-balanced high end
system. If you want to get
closer to the music, Blue
Heaven will take you there.
In fact, Audiophile had
the following to say in its
June 1994 issue: "With
Blue Heaven massed violins
sounded deliciously mellow,
yet also sharp, with asweet
woody quality Ijudged to be
highly realistic. More than
that, there was adegree of
extra cohesiveness, afeeling
of greater integration. Blue
Heaven brought out the
rhythmic qualities of the
playing far more tellingly.
adding richness and warmth
in the process."
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Life is stressful. You could spend afew thousand dollars rushing to aweekend getaway at a
rejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage your home for one of those "quiet as arecording
studio" motor cars you've seen on television. Or you can keep the family fortune and
relax in the sanctity of your own home with apair of Sennheiser headphones.
Discover the ultimate in surround sound...at abudget you can easily afford.
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CLASSÉAUDIO M-700
MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
Solid-state amplifier using differential circuitry from input to output. Poweroutput:
700Wpc into 8ohms (28.45dBW), 1400Wpc into 4ohms (28.45dBVV). Frequency
msponse: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.1cla Sensitivity: 2.6V input for rated output Input impedance:
70k ohms. SIN ratio: >100dB. Dimensions: 19" W by 7Y,," H by 173
/
4
"D. Weight:

68 lbs. Serial numbers of units tested: M7211222/23. Prices: $69901pair, $3495
for S-700 stereo version. Approximate number of dealers: 50. Manufacturer.
Classé Audio, Inc., 9414 Côte de Liesse Rd., Monuial, Québec HU IAL Canada.
Tel: (514) 636-6384. Fax: (514) 636-1428.
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ith amassive fascia finished
in "soft shadow" silver and
finely sculpted greek-like
features, the Classé M-700 monoblock
power amplifier strikes acommanding
yet elegant pose. It's difficult for any
high-powered amp to win abeauty contest, and the muscle-bound M-700 is
no exception. But move over, Arnold
Schwarzenegger—the M-700's classic
physique makes aserious contender for
the title of Mr. Universe.
But the Talmud teaches us to examine
the contents rather than the bottle. I
removed the M-700's top plate to discover that it easily meets Dick's First
Dictum of Power Amplification: Judge
an amplifier by the size of its power supply. The internal volume in the M-700
is dominated by the power supply, in
particular by ahuge toroidal power
transformer—a beast of burden that's a
beauty to behold.
The capacitor filter reservoir, which
totals an impressive 100,000µF, features
Classé's proprietary ultrasonic filtering
of both the transistor output stage and
the local supply to the low-level differential stages. Construction and parts quality were nothing short of superb—the
M-700 was clearly crafted to the highest
high-end standards.

•

us
Classé M-700 monoblock power amplifier

consist of substituting various combinations of passive and active parts (eg,
transistors, capacitors, wiring, and
printed circuit board*. and varying the
operating point of the amplifier by
adjusting specific operating voltages
within allowed engineering ranges. The
goal is to produce an overall sonic recipe that yields the most natural and
realistic harmonic textures—that is, the
most convincing illusion of the real
thing: live music. One basic circuit, tailored to aspecific power output, is used
for the entire line of Classé power amplifiers. In my opinion, this combination
of art and science exemplifies the best
that high-end audio has to offer.
THE FIG OF EPITECTUS
The M-700 is fully differential from
About 1900 years ago, Epitectus said,
input to output. Hence, both balanced
"No great thing is created suddenly, any
more than abunch of grapes or afig. If (XLR) and single-ended (RCA) inputs
are accommodated, selectable via atogyou tell me that you desire afig, Ianswer
gle switch on the back panel. Of course,
you that there must be time. Let it first
the use of balanced inputs requires
blossom, then bear fruit, then ripen."
balanced interconnects with XLR conApparently, Classé Audio's Glen Grue
nectors (pin 2hot), and apreamp with
knows Epitectus well. As Glen explained
abalanced main output. Since none of
to me, Classé's design philosophy is centered on an evolutionary rather than a my mainstay preanaps are balanced, I
used the M-700 strictly in its singlerevolutionary approach to circuit design.
ended mode.
You become familiar with aparticular
Speaker-cable connections are accomcircuit topology and, over many years,
plished using what Classé describes as
evolve its full potential through the prooutput bolts. Either spade lugs or bare
cess of fine-tuning and upgrading the
wire may be used by placing the lug or
sound via numerous iterations, followed
wire between awasher and alarge chassis
by critical listening sessions.
nut and tightening the bolt. The nice
The nuts and bolts of this approach
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995
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thing about these connectors is that they
can be torqued down with anut driver
as tight as even an audio gorilla might
like. Classé is even classy enough to provide anut driver with each amp. Please
look carefully at this cool tool—it's
embossed with the Classé moniker. Such
attention to detail endeared this amp to
me right out of the box. But it's what it
sounded like that's important.

SOUND

The popular conception is that the evaluation of apower amp is apiece of cake.
Not so. It's well known that the gods
placed the amp before the loudspeaker
for areason: For the common person to
enjoy their speakers to the fullest, a
power-amplifier match made in heaven
is required. Each speaker load presents
an amp with certain problems—challenges, if you will—which the amp must
solve. Then there's synergy—the blending of flavors and sonic characteristics to
produce asound which transcends that
of the sum of the parts. The challenge
from the reviewer's standpoint is to
examine the amp in enough contexts to
discover its full potential.
You, dear reader, are precisely the reason why it's taken me practically forever
to conclude the M-700's review process.
During that time Imated the amp with
numerous dynamic loads: two electrostatics (Sound-Lab A-1, Audiostatic
111
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international standard for time
measurement is the Cesium-Beam

Oscillator, an atomic clock.
Nothing is more consistently accurate. When Resolution Audio
began design of a CD transport,
we sought to develop the most
accurate, low-jitter output possible.
The Cesium CD Transport is the
culmination of our extensive R&D
efforts.
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sources. In addition, the Cesium
transmitter chip
designed to remove jitter inherent
in tne S/PDIF data stream. Jitter
car be further reduced through a
Lnique approach to balanced
operation. The proprietary transmitter allows the option of operatiectures a cus'om

Based on the Teac Vibration-Free
Rigid
Disc-Clamping
System
(V.R.D.S.) drive mechanism, the Cesium offers precise tracking

ing our processors as balanced
mono units by splitting the conventional left/right data stream into
two digitally balanced signals. The
left and right balanced streams are
then fied to apair of Reference 20
or Quant.Jm processors, one dedicated to each channel. By

performance. An overhead turntable clamps and supports the
disc, significantly reducing tracking errors.

transmitting phase-canceling data, signal-induced jitter is
eliminated at the transmitter.

While we couldn't use an atomic clock, we did isolate a lowjitter crystal oscillator at the outputs, negating up-stream jitter

To learn more about our products call, fax, or e-mail. Then
go listen and hear for yourself the potential of digital audio.

18805 Cox Avenue, Suite 200, Saratoga,
CA 95070 (408) 866-7994 Fax: (408) 866-7995.
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e-mail: resaudio@netcom.com

ES-100) and one hybrid (Martin-Logan
Quest Z). To my surprise, the Classé
worked well with all of these loads.
That's not to say that it necessarily
represented the ideal complement for
every load Itried, but at no time did it fail
to acquit itself at least honorably. Keep
in mind that the field of play included
some highly reactive loads that have
impedance dips well below 3ohms—
impedance prima donnas that only a
handful of amps can safely navigate. It
would be safe to conclude, then, that the
M-700 came closer than any other power
amp I've heard to date to personifying
the mythical universal amplifier.
The M-700's sonic hallmark was consistent neutrality. It refused to editorialize upon either the tonal balance or the
textural fabric of the music. With the
JadisJP-80MC preamp at the front end,
no artificial color was added to the reproduction of harmonic textures. Textures
were neither thickened nor brightened,
remaining smooth, sweet, and convincingly liquid. With lesser preamps—as
with changes in phono cartridges and
digital components—the character of the
sound changed in concert with the colorations of the particular front-end component under audition.
To use such adjectives as dark, veiled,
or grainy in conjunction with the Classé
would require pointing afinger at the
front-end offender. Don't be tempted to
metaphorically kill this potential messenger ofbad tidings. The Classé's purity
of expression simply gave me aclear
indication of problems upstream.
Especially noteworthy was the M700's ability to readily resolve the sonic
origins—tubes or solid.-state?—of aparticular recording. UB40's Rat in the
Kitchen CD (A&M 75021-5137), which
is devoid of any tubes in the recording
signal path, sounded hopelessly clinical
and cold through the Classé. On the
other hand, with Lesley Olsher's Lesley
& the Santa Fe Sound Machine (Vital Music
VF003), arecording with which I'm
intimately familiar, the Classé dearly disclosed use of tubes in the recording
chain—the warmth of Manley's tube
mikes shone right through.
The M-700 is a wide-bandwidth
amplifier that actually sounds fast. Transient attack and decay were facilitated in
exemplary fashion—fast attack followed
by taut, clean propagation into the noise
floor of the recording. Transient resolution was derived from an inherently pure
and natural treble range—not from the
etched or overly bright high ends which
many solid-state amps possess, and
which subjectively emphasize treble
detail.
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

Caution should, however, be exercised
if you're considering a heavy-metal
speaker as amatching load. While metaldiaphragm drivers are quite detailed, they
often ring (especially the tweeter, which
is operated over the range where its
breakup modes occur). This can produce
ametallic flavor which I've grown tired
of. While the Classé didn't exaggerate
this problem, the zip of metal domes had
no place to hide.
This may actually be ablessing to
some. I've found to my dismay that asignificant sector of the high-end market
prefers abright sound—probably shades
of lifelong over-exposure to tinny TV
and automobile speakers. If (praise the
Muses) live music is still your reference,
then asofter-sounding solid-state amplifier, such as the Coda 2.5, may be what
the doctor ordered. Better yet, consider
atube design. By virtue of their limited
frequency bandwidths, tube amps tend
to soften the treble range and liquefy the
midrange, thus nicely complementing
metal drivers. Iwonder how many Avalon loudspeaker owners, for example,
discover the joy of tubes after having a
fling with solid-state.
While the M-700 failed to erect the
spatial perspective of aJadis JA 200 or
aFourier Sans Pareil OTL, it nevertheless
came very close to conjuring up aspatial illusion that even Toob Man could
live with. Source material permitting,
the Classé painted apanoramic, highly
transparent soundstage that had excellent
depth perspective. Image outlines were
tightly focused, so massed voices were
concisely resolved.
While it lacked the imaging vividness
of some of the finest tube amps around,
the M-700 outdistanced the average tube
amp in that it didn't smear outlines as the
harmonic envelope moved toward the
upper registers. Image outlines were
rock-solid from the bottom to the top of
the spectrum. The acoustic signatures of
various halls were readily discernible—a
tribute to the Classé's inherent clarity.
A case in point is Cecelia Bartoli's If You
Love Me (London 436 267-2), acollection of 18th-century Italian songs, with
Gyórgy Fischer on piano. Recording
engineer Jonathan Stokes superbly
captured the ambience of Vienna's
Konzerthaus Mozart Hall; through the
M-700, Iwas easily able to step into the
soundstage.
Female voice is an excellent tool for
separating any amplifier's wheat from its
chaff, the criteria being truth of timbre,
smoothness of texture without any
attendant harshness, grain, or gratuitous
brightness, and arealistic dynamic bloom.
The M-700 performed extremely well.
WorldRadioHistory

Although the amp failed to euphonically
camouflage the soundstage and the
midrange had no romantic tendencies,
the music's microdynamics ebbed and
flowed with great conviction, and harmonic textures were supple and liquid
with apreamp of the stature of the Air
Tight ATC-2 in the chain. For better or
for worse, Ibasically heard the sound of
the front end.
High-powered orchestral music was
effortlessly facilitated—even into such
inefficient and insensitive loads as the
Sound-Lab A-1. The M-700 was only
the second amplifier to come my way
(the first was the Fourier Sans Pareil) that
didn't clip on the A-ls at realistic playback levels. Dynamic contrasts from
loud to very loud appeared to be rocketlaunched into the sonic stratosphere
without ahint of compression or congestion. Iguess it's nice to have the power
reserve of an M-700—even into the gates
of impedance hell.
Orchestral bass foundations were
fleshed out with remarkable extension
and definition. Kickdrum and the lowest
registers of double-bass were tightly
defined; upper bass was exceptionally
tuneful. Julius Berger's cello on Max
Bruch's Adagio on aCeltic Themefor Cello
and Orchestra (ebs 6060) sounded tightly
focused and gloriously sweet. The M700 also was able to commandingly convey the punch and crunch of the bottom
octaves. The impact and power of
"Tsunami," as performed by the San
Francisco Tailco Dojo (Rising Sun soundtrack, Arista 07822-11003-2), almost
knocked me out of my listening seat—
bass power at its wildest-dream best.

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
Afull set of measurements of the Classé

M-700 was made in the unbalanced
mode, which DO used for most of his
listening. Input impedance, gain, Signal/Noise, and frequency response were,
however, also checked in the balanced
mode. Following the 1/
3-power, onehour preconditioning test, the M-700's
heatsinlcs were too hot to touch comfortably for more than asecond or two.
The M-700's input impedance measured 76.1k ohms unbalanced, 162k
ohms balanced. Its output impedance
was very low at under 0.03 ohms at either
lIcHz or 20Hz, increasing to amaximum
ofjust under 0.08 ohms at 201c1-1z. Voltage gain into 8ohms measured 28.9dB
unbalanced, 23dB balanced. As with the
Classé Fifteen Imeasured for Larry
Greenhill's November'94 review (Vol.17
No.11, p.157), this is just the opposite of
the expected result, in which the balanced gain is normally 6dB greater than
113
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Benz Micro Lukaschek PP-I phono preamplifier
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the unbalanced. DC offset was alow
3.9mV. SIN (unweighted at 1W into 8
ohms) measured 102dB unbalanced, a
slightly better 1033dB balanced.
The M-700 is non-inverting in its
unbalanced mode; in the balanced, pin
2is configured as the positive leg.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the M-700 at 1W into 8ohms, unbalanced. The balanced response, as well as
the response at 2W into 4ohms, was virtually identical, and is not shown. The
M-700's 10kHz squarewave (fig.2)
shows the gently rounded leading edge
consistent with the mild HF rolloff seen
in fig.l.
The THD+ noise vs frequency curves
are shown in fig3. As is often seen, the
distortion increases noticeably, but not
alarmingly, at higher frequencies, particularly as the load impedance drops.
This is similar to the performance seen
in the Classé Fifteen. The lkHz distortion waveform (fig.4) shows primarily
athird-harmonic component, combined
with some higher-order harmonics.
The M-700, though it will put out
large amounts of power briefly into 4
ohms, would not sustain very high
power levels into that impedance for
more than two or three seconds before
its main power-supply fuse overheated
and blew. Therefore, Iran the spectrum
analyses shown in figs.5 and 6 at 2/3_
power (or as close to it as possible) only
into 8ohm loads. The output spectrum
of 50Hz at a469W output into 8ohms
(
2
/
3 the rated power of 700W) is shown
in fig.5. All of the distortion artifacts are
extremely low, the largest being the fifth
at -913dB, or about 0.0025%.
Fig.6 shows the spectrum of acombined 19 +20kHz signal—the intermodulation products resulting from an
input signal consisting of an equal combination of these two frequencies—at
406W into 8ohms. Clipping was visible with this signal just above this power
level. The largest artifacts here are at
18kHz and 21kHz (about -66dB, or
about 0.05%).
The lkHz, THD +N vs output curves
are shown in fig.7. The distortion remains
very low up to very high power levels,
above which the normal rapid increase
in distortion occurs at the onset of clipping. Note the abrupt end of the 2ohm
curve—the power-supply fuse blew at
this point. From the trend of the curve,
however, Ihave little doubt that the M700 could approach or exceed an output
of 2kW into 2ohms at lkHz—at least
briefly. The sweep signal required to
produce fig.7 lasts for several seconds,
during which the power-supply fuse has
time to heat up, then fail. This would be
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

unlikely on normal musical transients.
Because of the M-700's susceptibility to blowing fuses at high power with
low impedance loads, Itook the discrete
clipping level (at 1% THD+N) only into
8ohms. The result: 859W (29.3dBW)
output with an AC-line voltage of 113V.
The test-bench results of the Classé
M-700 leave little room for criticism,
except perhaps for its tendency to pop
its power-supply fuses (albeit with no
subsequent ill effects) into low impedance loads with sustained high outputs.
—Thomas J. Norton

FINAL THOUGHTS FROM DO

Should you purchase the Classé M-700?
Ill_MaPlooPION•ImemoMPIPP.MOMOPm.
MOM

A.

12110

PO

That depends what sonic role you think
apower amplifier ought to play. This is
areference tool, plain and simple, that
unmasks what comes before it with
refreshing lucidity; it's no NBC peacock
strutting a fan of colorations across
the soundstage. The Classé refuses to
euphonize reproduced sound, touching
squarely on the issue of musicality. I
believe that, with the right front end (ie,
tubes), the M-700 could please the most
sensitive musical soul.
Of all the solid-state gear I've heard
to date, including Krells and Levinsons,
the Classé's voicing, in tandem with that
of the top-of-the-line Symphonic Line
gear, strikes me as the most musically
convincing of all. Combining mastery
over the finesse aspects of music with
kick-ass dynamics and bass mentality,
the Classé should satisfy on Nirvana or
Mozart.' Highly recommended.
—Dick Olsher

Mae

1As we went to press, we learned from Classé that the
M-700 is to be discontinued this month and replaced
by an entirely new model. Dealers should still have
stocks of the M-700, however.
—JA
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Fig IClassé M-700, frequency response into 8
ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Classé M-700, 10kHz squarewave.
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Fig.5 Classé M-700, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-IkHz, at 469W into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the fifth
harmonic at 250Hz is the highest in level at
-9I.3dB (0.0025%).
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Fig.3 Classé M-700, THD+noise %) vs
frequency at (from bottom to top): IW
into 8ohms; 2W into 4ohms; 4W into 2
ohms.
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Fig.6 Classé M-700, HF intermodu ation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
406W into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Classé M-700, IkHz waveform at 15W
into 4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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PI

Fig.7 Classé M-700, distortion %) vs output
power into (from bottom to top): 8ohms,
4ohms, and 2ohms.
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TRANSPARENT CABLE
CLOSEST TO THE MUSIC

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY

TRANSPARENT AUDIO, INC.
RT. 202, BOX 117 •HOLLIS, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553 •FAX (207) 929-4271
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BRIT-BOXES
John Atkinson auditions two-way loudspeakers from Epos & Harbeth
Epos ES 14: Two-way, stand-mounted, reflex-loaded box loudspeaker. Drive-units:

woofer with 3" (75mm) voice-coil and diecast chassis. Measured crossover frequency:

6.5" thennoplastic-cone bass/midrange, 1" aluminum-dome tweeter. Measured crossover
frequency: 3.3kHz. Frequency response: 36Hz-20kHz ±3dB. Sensitivity: 86dB/W/m.

2.4kHz. Electrical crossover slopes: not specified. Frequency response: 80Hz-20kHz
±3c1B at 2m with grille on. Variation from reference: ±0.3dB. Sensitivity: 81.0dB/W/m

Nominal impedance: 8ohms (7 ohms minimum). Amplifier requirements: 35W recom-

(2.83V). Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Power handling: not specified. Amplifier require-

mended minimum. Dimensions: 20" (508mm) Hby 9" (229mm)

ments: 50-150W. Dimensions: 11.6" (295mm) Hby 7.25" (I84mm) W by 8.4" (213mm)

wby 12" (305mm)

D. Weight: 24 lbs (10.9kg) each. Serial numbers of units tested: 008592 (both). Finishes

D. Weight 15.4 lbs (7kg) each. Serial numbers of units tested: 0146A/B. Finishes available:

available: black ash, walnut. Price: $1395/pair (matching stands are $250/pair). Approx-

various real wood veneers. Price: $2200/pair, not including stands, in teak, walnut,
black ash; $2500/pair in ebony or rosewood. Approximate number of dealers: 20.

imate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer Epos Acoustics, England. US Distributor:
Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great Neck, NY 11023. Tel: (516) 487-3663. Fax: (516)

Harteth BBC L55/12A: Two-way, stand-mounted, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1" (28mm), ferrofluid-cooled doped fabric-dome tweeter; 4.5" (II5mm) plastic-cone

/

nthe ice-cream world, chocolate is
the universal end of the line Vanilla
experiments that taste great but look
foul, maple syrup flavors that are more
maple than syrup, tutti-frutti that's too
tutti—all are recycled as chocolate flavor, their visual sins permanently hidden from view. In the world of wood,
the equivalent of chocolate ice cream is
the ubiquitous "black ash" veneer. The
original color and character of the wood
are irrelevant: it all ends up stained black.
Iwas reminded of chocolate ice cream
when Iunpacked the loudspeakers I'm
reviewing this month. While very different from one another in many ways, both
are finished in chocolate—I mean, black
ash veneer. Both are two-way ported designs from designers who learned their
speaker engineering at the British Broadcasting Corporation. The Epos ES 14
was designed by Robin Marshall' after
he'd left the government-controlled
broadcasting organization; Robin had
played asmall role in the development
of the BBC's classic LS3/5A design. The
Harbeth BBC LS5/12A was developed
by Graham Whitehead at the BBC's
Design & Development Department.
Both speakers are also typically British
in that they are not time-coherent. In the
December 1994 Stereophile, Ireviewed
two small two-way speakers from American designers—the Spica TC-60 and the
Durdavy Audio Labs SC-I—for which
time coherency had been amajor design
goal. The fact that both speakers had
superbly flat, uncolored midranges also
revealed their designers' not forgetting the importance of the traditional
frequency-response measurement. In
the UK, however, while flat frequency
response has always been aprime goal,
for aspeaker to be time coherent has
1Robin now designs loudspeakers for Monitor Audio.
See my interview with him in the February 1989 Stereophile (Vol.12 No.2, p.54).
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Manufacturer Hatted) Acoustics, Unit 1, Bridge Road, Hanvards Heath, West Sussex,
England. Tel: (44) 444-440955. Fax: (44) 444-440688. US distributor: Musical Sur-

773-3891.
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roundings, 5856 College Avenue, Suite 146, Oakland, CA 94618. Tel: (510) 420-0379.
Fax: (510) 420-0392.

never been considered anecessary indicator of goodness.

M EASUREMENT PROGRAM

Almost all the measurements accompanying this review were made with the
DR Labs MLSSA system, afull-length
card that fits into aPC. This generates
apseudo-random noise signal which is
picked up by aB&K 4006 microphone,
calibrated to be flat on-axis at the approximate measuring distance Iuse. The
host computer then compares the microphone's output with the drive signal it
sent out to the loudspeaker and, by performing across-correlation operation,
calculates the speaker's impulse response.
By windowing out reflections of the
speaker's output from room boundaries,
agood estimate ofits anechoic amplitude
in the midrange and above can be made
by performing aFast Fourier Transform
operation on that impulse response. To
assess low-frequency performance, I
repeat the procedure with the microphone almost touching the woofer and
port opening; this, too, allows the room
to be almost entirely removed from the
equation. To look at the speaker's horizontal and vertical dispersion, Itake a
series of measurements, rotating the
speaker apredetermined angle between
each reading using the Italian Outline
computer-controlled speaker stand/
turntable.
The impedance magnitude and phase
were measured using the Audio Precision System 1, while for the in-room
spectral analyses, Iaverage six measurements at each of 10 separate microphone
positions for left and right speakers individually, giving atotal of 120 original
spectra. These are then averaged to give
acurve which in my room has proved to
give agood correlation with aloudspeaker's perceived balance. Iuse an
Audio Control Industrial SA-3050A
WorldRadioHistory

spectrum analyzer with its own microphone, which acts as acheck on the
MLSSA measurements made with the
B&K mike Ialso used the Goldline DSP30 automated spectrum analyzer, which
is currently under review.
Finally, Iexamine the vibrational behavior of aloudspeaker's cabinet by taping asimple PVDF-film accelerometer
to the panels and driving the loudspeaker
with the MLSSA signal at ahigh level
(around 7.6V RIvIS). The computer can
then calculate the impulse response of the
panel from the output of the accelerometer, which is amplified/buffered by a
small battery-powered preamplifier.

SYSTEM CONTEXT

Power amplifiers used to drive these
speakers were apair of Mark Levinson
No.20.6 monoblocks; the preamplifier
was the remote-controlled Mark Levinson No38S. A Mod Squad Phono Drive
EPS amplified LP signals from aLinn
Sondek/Cirkus/Trampolin/Lingo/Ekos/
Arkiv setup sitting on an ArdilDee table.
Digital source was aMark Levinson
No30 driven by aMark Levinson No31
transport via Madrigal AES/EBU cable
and an Audio Alchemy DTI Pro or a
Sonic Frontiers UltrajitterBug.
Interconnects used were AudioQuest's
AudioTruth Lapis x3; speaker cable was
abi-wired set of AudioTruth Sterling. All
source components and preamps were
plugged into aPower Wedge 116, itself
plugged into one of my listening room's
two specially installed dedicated AC
circuits and fitted with the Power
Enhancer option. The speakers sat on
24" lead-shot-filled Celestion Si stands,
interfaced to the stand top-plates with
small pads of Blu-Tack. The stands were
spiked to the tile-on-concrete floor
beneath the carpet and pad.
My dedicated room measures approximately 19' by 16.5', with a9' ceiling. The
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Breeding
Tells
the heritage of the new
Sonographe products is
readily apparent. Consider
these characteristic traits:

Exceptional
Musicality
Sonographe components
are engineered and
manufactured by
conrad-johnson design, a
company consistently
acclaimed for the most
musically satisfying audio
components made.

Timeless
Styling
Accented by elegant
champagne gold finished
panels, these Sonographe
products are readily
distinguished from
ordinary hi-fi components.

Outstanding
Value
Built to conrad-johnson's
unmatched standards in
parts quality, yet
surprisingly affordable just $795 for the SC25
line-stage preamplifier
(phono-stage optional for
$200), and $995 for the
SA250 power amplifier.

For further
information,
contact:

conrad-johnson
design, inc.
2733 Merrilee Dr.
Fairfax, VA 22031
phone: 703-698-858 I
fax: 703-560-5360
WorldRadioHistory

mal by using gentle-slope crossover
filters, you can achieve acontrolled offaxis dispersion across the band. However, this means that the bass driver has
to be designed to have anatural roll-out
slope to complement the tweeter's firstorder high-pass action. And that's not
something speaker designers who buy
off-the-shelf parts have the luxury of
doing.
Internal wiring is good-quality multistrand, and the drive-unit joints are soldered. Electrical connection is via two
pairs of 4rnm sockets that take banana
plugs—optimally, the British springloaded ones. All in all, the ES 14 is very
well engineered for what is arelatively
affordable loudspeaker.

wall behind the speakers is faced with
books and LPs, while further book- and
CD shelves occupy the positions on the
sidewalls where the first reflection from
each speaker would occur. The room is
carpeted, and there are patches of Sonex
foam on the ceiling to damp the first
reflections of the sound. The other wall
has RPG Abffusors and ASC Tube Traps
behind the listening seat to absorb and
diffuse what would otherwise be early
rear-wall reflections of the sound that
might blur the stereo imaging precision.
More Tube Traps are used in the room
corners to even out the room's bass resonances, the result being arelatively
uniform reverberation time of around
200ms from the upper bass to the midtreble, falling to 150ms above 10kHz.
The room sounds relatively dry, without
alot of bass bloom, but is extremely
articulate.

Sound: Istarted off using the foam
inserts in the ES 14s' ports, but in my
room, which is rather bass-shy, the balance was too lean. The acid test for a
loudspeaker's bass alignment—pace all
EPOS ES 14.: $1395/PAIR
those who diss those of us who find
The Epos ES 14 was last reviewed in
nonclassical music useful for reaching
Stereophile by Thomas J. Norton in 1988
accurate value judgments—is to play a
and Sam Tellig in 1990, both of whom
Epos ES 14 loudspeaker
rock or fusion track with heavy four-inenthusiastically recommended it? As it
the-bar bass guitar and kick drum. It
was upgraded acouple of years back to which acoil perhaps 12-14mm long
might seem obvious, but, as demonallow for bi-wiring, Ithought it worth works in a6mm gap. This gives superior
strated in apaper presented at the 1994
linearity/lower distortion because the coil
taking athird listen and look.
AES Convention by Sean Olive and
The ES 14 is areasonably large stand- is always driven by amore nearly conFloyd Toole, you can't judge aloudmounted loudspeaker with ahandsome stant magnetic field. In addition, the fact
speaker's performance at the frequency
aspect ratio. Though the top two-thirds that the coil is totally enclosed by alarge
extremes with program material that
amount of steel endows the drive-unit
of its front baffle is made from 1
2 "MDF,
/
doesn't have any content in these regions
the front plates of the drive-units are with good thermal stability, leading to
—even if it is the sound of acoustic insquare/rectangular castings that occupy good power handling and dynamic
struments in real space. Forget high-end
the full baffle width. When each is fixed range capability.
political correctness; what's important
The downside—there's always adownin position with four Allen-head bolts,
is to choose music that exposes what's
which screw into captive T-nuts, the side—is that it makes for an expensive
right and what's wrong with acompowoofer. The magnet has to be physically
result is astrong metal/wood sandwich.
nent's behavior.
In addition, because the driver front much larger and heavier than normal for
For quite awhile now, my favorite torplates are rabbeted, the result is aflush the same amount of drive, which is
proportional to the magnetic flux multure track to test bass performance has
acoustic environment for the drive-units,
been Stanley Clarke's East River Drive
optimizing their dispersion. The rest of tiplied by the length of the coil. The
album (Epic EK 47489), particularly
woofer uses an inverted half-roll surthe cabinet appears to be made from 3/4"
track 5, "Africa I'm Homer With the
MDF, veneered on the inside surfaces as round and is reflex-loaded via alarge
foam in the ports, the OdBFS kick drum
well as the outer ones, while bracing is port on the speaker's rear, 2.7" (70mm)
on this track jumped out of the speakers,
provided by ahorizontal aluminum rod in diameter and about 8" long. The port
but lacked alittle body weight. Iended
can be filled with acylinder of polythat holds the sidewalls under tension.
up doing almost all my auditioning with
Urethane foam partly fills the inner urethane foam to convert the ES 14's bass
the speakers in reflex mode. Though this
alignment to an overdamped sealed-box,
cavity.
gave the most extended and satisfying
Both of the 14's drive-units are if room acoustics or personal taste make
midbass performance, with good, weighty
manufactured by Epos. Prominent on that adesirable choice.
low frequencies audible down to the
There isn't agrille. The crossover is
the front baffle is a1" aluminum-dome
35Hz region, the speaker did sound alittweeter, protected from prying two- also unusual in that there almost isn't
de slower in the lows. This, Ifelt, was
year-old fingers by awire mesh and one! The woofer is connected directly to
mounted vertically in-line above a the input terminals; the tweeter has a an acceptable tradeoff, given that the
"Africa" kick drum was now viscerally
series capacitor—a 2.4µF non-polarized
plastic-cone woofer. Rather than adustexciting, the leading-edge sound of the
electrolytic type—stuck to its magnet,
cap, the latter features astationary "phase
drumskin being supported by agenerous
and that's it. Robin Marshall believes in
plug" attached to the magnet pole-piece.
amount of body. In absolute terms, this
using aminimal crossover to maximize
The woofer is also unusual in that it uses
was alittle too much, but it wasn't too
dynamic range and retrieval of detail. He
a17mm-long magnet gap and a5mm
turgid in the manner of the BBC LS5/
also states that if you can spread the trancoil, as opposedto the normal system in
12Ns upper-bass balance. The adrenalinesition between the two drive-units over
2Stetrophile, Vol.11 No.6, p.117, and Vol.13 No.!, p.73,
laced title track of Stanley Clarke's 1976
alarger part of the bandwidth than norrespectively.
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The remarkable value and performance of VANDERSTEEN
multiple-enclosure, minimum-baffle loudspeakers are legendary.
One listen to the astonishing clarity and realism of our full-range
phase-correct models will show you why "boxless"
is definitely better
Our innovative boxless
design reduces cabinet
reflections and diffraction.
The Model 3's proprietary
patented midrange

!
j

•

eliminates internal driver
reflections and the
resulting distortions.

lr'f!
With their drivers connected in phase through
transient-perfect, first-order

"Awesome on both
film and music"

crossovers, our speakers
preserve the important
phase characteristics
of the music.
"What ahigh-fidelity
speaker should be"

Model 3
Ultra high-resolution, four driver loudspeaker

odel 2Ce
High-resolution, four driver loudspeaker

Our high-performance components
insure outstanding
quality, reliability

"Amazing
definition,
rocks the
foundation! -

and consistency.
"Sets the standard
for affordable
speakers"

2W

Ultimate
realism! "

VCC- 1
Phase correct center speaker

Three driver,
300 watt amplified subwoofer

tmmusavissime

Discover Boxless Theater!

In asurround system, VANDERSTEEN phase-correct speakers create acoherent

Model 1B
Full-range two-way loudspeaker

and expansive soundfield with exceptional detail and superior dialog intelligibility. Their incredible realism heightens your involvement in your films.

For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers
true to both science and music. If you're looking for speakers that accurately
reproduce the entire frequency range of music and recreate the full dimensions of the original performance, we can direct you to your nearest carefully
selected VANDERSTEEN dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230
(209) 582-0324

DIV \SIO \A
R1TY®
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Please write or call for abrochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

School Days album (Epic EK 36975), for
example, boogied like agood'un, my
feets a-tappin' nonstop in response to the
Clarkemeister's powerfully percussive
picldng'n'popping. "Musique non-stop!"
agreed Kraftwerk on their Electric Cafe
CD (Warner Bros. 25525-2), the next up
at bat on the '31, the Epos's low-frequency extension making me desirous
for some synthesized and sampled
sub-lows.
Listening to this deconstructionist
Teutonic mélange at high levels, Irealized that what Iwasn't hearing was the
usual scrunching-up of dynamics and
grainy grunging-up of the midrange that
Iassociate with affordable two-way
speakers. Whatever the soundsource
playing (and on this album, they range
from thunderous drum synths through
sampled voices to telephone tones, all
washed down with avariety of reverberation and gated echoes), they seemed
much clearer, and freer from overlap
with each other, than I'm used to.
This freedom from grain, or accurate
reproduction of music's microdynarnics,
however you want to term it, was as easily apparent on classical recordings. The
contrast between different instrumental tone colors seemed enhanced. The
excellent Cheslcy "Gold Series" reissue
CD of the Barbirolli Sibelius Symphony
2(CG903), for example, more effectively
conjured up visions of Finnish fastnesses
fighting off the icy attack of Winter.
Perhaps because of this aspect of its
performance, the ES 14 was asoundstaging champ. The pizzicato strings punctuating the Sibelius's first movement
could be heard to light up the acoustic
of Walthamstow's Town Hall via the
Eposes. (I performed in this cavernous
hall afew times in my musician days and
never could conquer the acoustic. But
with an engineer of genius at the console, like the legendary Kenneth (Wilkie)
Wilkinson on this 1962 Sibelius recording, the auditorium's ambience is forced
to perform in the service of the music.)
And on my Robert Silverman Concert
recording (Stereophile STPH005-2), the
piano image, while diffuse as aresult of
the spaced-omni mike technique Iused,
was palpably present in spades.
There was one aspect of the Epos's
highs that did bother me, however. A treble spitchiness was occasionally noticeable This sometimes accentuated modulation noise on analog tape recordings
and lent ashrieky quality to recordings
that were already overcooked in the
highs. And when Iwas experimenting
with the noise-shaping curves provided
by the Meridian 618 digital processor to
prepare our recent Concert CD, the more

extreme DSP algorithms, which heavily
boost the noise above 10kHz, could be
heard to add astrange whispering quality
on climaxes via the Epos ES 14s which
was not noticeable on, for example, the
Harbeth LS5/12As. Don't get me wrong
—I'm not saying that this was the fault
of the Eposes, nor did it happen very
often. Rather, they were changing the
program material's high treble balance
so that digital errors—either in the original ADC or in the subsequent DSP—
that should have remained safely tucked
out of harm's way became unmasked. I
can't see that this idiosyncrasy should be
amajor problem with the ES 14s.
Oh, and of midrange colorations? The
ES 14's upper mids are alittle forward.
That's it. No vowel vocalizations, no
identifiable character.
To sum up, Iwas sorry to see the Epos
ES 14s leave my listening room. At
$1395/pair ($1645 with stands), Iwas very
sorry.
Measurements: The ES 14 has areasonably high sensitivity, 2.83V of Bweighted pink noise raising an estimated
87dB/W/m. Coupled with this highish
sensitivity, it is very easy to drive, as
shown by the plots of impedance magnitude and phase (figs.1 and 2). It drops
below 8 ohms only in the very top
octave, and then to just 7.2 ohms. Iwould
have said that this combination of sensitivity and easy impedance characteristic
would make the ES 14 aprime candidate
for being driven by aclassic tube amplifier. Note, however, the large swing in
impedance value, particularly in the bass
and upper midrange This will mean that
the speaker's sound will become exaggerated in these frequency regions when
used with atube amplifier with ahigh
output impedance. The resultant tonal
balance may depart too far from strict
neutrality to be acceptable, given that the
ES 14 is already alittle forward-balanced
in the upper midrange.
Fig.1 shows the impedance measured
with the ES 14's reflex port in operation.
The saddle at 43Hz reveals the port's
tuning. For comparison, the impedance
traces in fig.2 were taken with the foam
plug in the port. The single peak in the
bass indicates that this effectively transforms the ES 14 into atraditional sealedbox design, tuned to 52Hz.
I'm not sure what the wriggles in the
trace at 200Hz signify. They don't look
like aresonance—the blip at 25kHz is
due to the metal-dome tweeter's "oilcan" resonance, for example. Perhaps
there's some sort of mechanical equalization present in the woofer's construction. Although you won't be able to see
WorldRadioHistory
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it at the scale these graphs are reproduced
in the magazine, there is avery slight
wrinkle around 350Hz which does
correlate with acabinet resonance at this
frequency (see later).
Fig3 shows the individual responses
of the port, woofer, and tweeter. The
port's output is the bandpass centered on
45Hz, this frequency the same as the
minimum-motion point of the woofer.
Though there is asignificant port resonant mode apparent at 870Hz, this is
about 15dB from the speaker's nominal
output at that frequency. This, in conjunction with the fact that the port is on
the speaker's rear panel, facing away
from the listener, should minimize this
resonant mode's audibility. The woofer's
output rises alittle toward the top of its
passband before rolling out steeply above
31cHz. This is the natural response of the
drive-unit, there not being any low-pass
filter present; but note the series of cone
breakup modes visible between 4kHz
and 22kHz. The tweeter comes in relatively slowly, but suffers from aseries of
peaks and dips before its output zooms
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Ever wonder why
VcIntosh components retain
more of their original value
than any other brand?
In an industry inundated with countless brands, fancy

IlIghest standards of American craftsmanship and engineering.

features and "Models of the Month," one manufacturer's

If the concept of lasting value means more to

equipment frequently sells for more used than when

you than fads and gimmicks, write today for a

new. How can this be? Because, for more

free full-line McIntosh catalog. You'll discover

than 40 years, every McIntosh component

why McIntosh components stand up to atest

and loudspeaker has been built to the

few others can pass. The test of time.

McIntosh
McIntosh Laboratory Inc ,
2Chambers St., Binghamton, NY, USA 13903-2699
160717213512 Fax (607) 724-0549 Distributed in Mexico by Sistemas de Sonido de Mexico, S.A. WorldRadioHistory
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Components of Excellence.

up by 20dB at its ultrasonic resonant frequency.
How these responses sum on the
tweeter axis can be seen in fig.4. Both
sealed-box and reflex low-frequency
responses are shown in the bass. The
former is over-damped, gently sloping
down below 100Hz, while the reflex
alignment is pretty much maximally flat
down to 50Hz, rolling off steeply below
that frequency. The upper midrange is
alittle forward, while the lower midrange is alittle recessed; which is perceived by the listener will depend largely
on the program material. Apart from the
ultrasonic and therefore inaudible peak,
the tweeter has asignificant response

1 I111111
100

1 111111
1000

lopp

0000A00,

Fig.4 Epos ES 14, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 45" averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with complex sum of nearfield
woofer and port responses below 300Hz
(top) and nearfield response of woofer
with port blocked by foam plug (bottom).

spike apparent at 9.5kHz. This almost
certainly is responsible for the occasionally "sniffy" quality Iheard.
A peak of energy appears to the
speaker's sides (fig.5) just above 5kHz,
filling in the on-axis notch in fig.4. The
tonal balance doesn't change significandy, however, until the listener is more
than 15° off-axis. Vertically (fig.6), the
ES 14 needs to be used on tall stands—a
significant suckout in the crossover
region appears if the listener can see the
top of the enclosure. However, considering the use of afirst-order crossover with
its significant degree of overlap between
the drive-units, the vertical dispersion
is much better controlled than Iwould
have expected. In my listening room, the
spatially averaged response (fig.7) is
impressively flat through the high midrange and treble, with useful bass power
available down to the 32Hz band, the
room reinforcing the speaker's bass
response for half an octave below its
nominal 50Hz cutoff.
In the time domain, the Epos's impulse
response (fig.8) is dominated by the
ultrasonic tweeter ringing. This can also
be seen on the associated step response
(fig.9), which reveals both that the
tweeter and woofer are connected with
the same acoustic polarity, and that the
former leads the latter alittle in time, as

is always the case with speakers with flat
vertical baffles. Simple crossovers do not
in themselves confer time coherency on
aspeaker; the drive-unit acoustic centers
must also be the same distance from the
listener/microphone.
Fig.10 shows the cumulative spectraldecay, or waterfall, plot calculated from
the impulse response data. This is relatively clean, though resonant modes can
be seen just under 2kHz and at 3kHz,
these presumably due to the woofer cone
misbehaving. The big peak at 25kHz is
our old friend, the tweeter's "oil-can"
dome resonance—it won't be audible
unless it's so intense that intermodulation
products fold down into the audioband.
As Inoted, Iwas occasionally disturbed
by what sounded like high-frequency
modulation noise on transient-rich analog program without much psychoacoustic masking—piano recordings, as
the lay person would call it. Perhaps this
could be laid at the feet of the tweeter.
Imentioned earlier that the impedance
traces hinted at acabinet resonance in
the 350Hz region. Calculating waterfall
plots from the output of asimple plasticfilm accelerometer taped to the cabinet
10
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Fig.7 Epos ES 14, spatially averaged 'A-octave
response in JA's listening room.
05

Fig.5 Epos ES 14, horizontal response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 50-90° off-axis.

Fig.8 Epos ES 14, impulse response on tweeter
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.6 Epos ES 14, vertical response family at 45", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 15 0-5° above tweeter axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-15° below tweeter axis.

Fig.9 Epos ES 14, step response on tweeter axis
at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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eace of mind can make all the difference when it
comes to enjoying your home entertainment investment.
"The main advantage of this unit is that it is very effective in filtering out noise that can get into your system
from the A. C. power line.
The MAXo1000 will also protect your valuable audio
and video components from damage that can be caused
by line surges or even lightning."
Edward ELong, Audio Magazine, June 1993
MAX®1000 is covered by the Panamax Lifetime Product
and Connected Equipment Warranty. See warranty for
conditions, limitations and claim procedures.

MAX®1000 FEATURES INCLUDE:
Master On/Off switch controls power to the "Switched
"& Deiayed Turn On" outlets.
8AC outlets provide continuously monitored, filtered
and protected power: 2unswitched "Always On" outlets,
4switched outlets provide AC power for the system
accessories, and 2"Delayed Turn-On" AC outlets with 10
to 15 second delayed start-up/shut-down prevents
amplifier "thump".
AC master control power-sensing cable connects
tne MAX®1000 to the system.
Call Pana max today for more information!
S

MADE IN USA

PANAre4X
150 MITCHELL BLVD. SAN RAFAEL CA 94903 415-499-3900 EXT. 3983
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Fig.I0 Epos ES 14, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 45" (0.15ms risetime
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Fig.I IEpos ES 14, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
enclosure side panel halfway up from the base. (MU driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)

panels reveals there to be just one identifiable resonance at 360Hz, this fairly
strong on the side panels (fig.11) but
much less so on the top and back panels.
This is quite ahigh frequency for a
speaker the size of the ES 14, implying
that the speaker's internal bracing/tensioning rod is doing its job.
Conclusion: Iwas pleasantly surprised
by the Epos ES 14, this eight-year-old
design still proving more than competitive at its relatively affordable price. My
few quibbles were minor ones; Ican confidently recommend the ES 14 to those
without afortune to spend on loudspeakers but who want good bass extension, excellent soundstaging, apretty
clean treble, and good dynamics.

HARBETH LS5/12A: $2200/PAIR
This tiny monitor was developed by
Graham Whitehead of the BBC's Engineering Department, ateam famed for
its work on monitors in the '70s, and
which designed the dassic LS3/5a, among
other loudspeakers. Sadly, to save money
the BBC has axed the staff in this department, meaning that the LS5/12A might
be the last loudspeaker design to come
from the BBC. As with all BBC designs,
however, actual manufacture is licensed
to outside companies; the LS5/12A is
being produced by Harbeth Acoustics,
the company founded by ex-BBC
STFREOPHILE, JANuARY 1995

engineer Dudley Harwood and now run
by LS3/5A enthusiast Alan Shaw (see
"Manufacturers' Comments,' January
1994, p.235).
The design brief for the LS5/12A was
to make amonitor loudspeaker around
the same size as the LS3/5A, with atonal
balance similar to existing larger monitors, but to have amuch greater dynamic
range and amore extended bass than its
predecessor. The result is an elegant little
loudspeaker, with the front baffle almost
entirely occupied by two high-quality
Dynaudio drive-units compared with
the '3/5A's KEF units. The 1" soft-dome
tweeter is an expensive Esotec unit, the
D-260, which has avented pole-piece,
while the woofer, aDynaudio 15W7508, features aplastic cone with aradiating diameter of 4", alarge voice-coil,
and the big dustcap typical of this company's driver designs. The woofer is
reflex-loaded by alarge port on the cabinet rear, this about 5.5" deep and 2" in
diameter. The port opening to the outside world is flared to minimize wind
noise at high levels.
There are two pairs of metal binding
posts on the cabinet rear to allow for biwiring. The LS5/12A can also be specialordered with Neutrik Speakon connectors. Internal wiring is good-quality
multistrand, and all the joints are soldered. The crossover appears to be fourthorder, and is constructed on aglass-fiber
WorldRadioHistory

printed circuit board attached to the terminal posts. It is said to be relatively simple, due to the Dynaudio drive-units
having naturally smooth responses, but
still features alarge number of parts—six
inductors, eight capacitors, and seven
resistors. These appear to be of high
quality; for example, plastic film capacitors are used (with one exception in the
woofer circuit) rather than electrolytics.
However, although air-cored inductors
are specified in the promotional literature, all the coils in the review samples
featured ferrite cores. (This is an approved production change.)
Iwas interested to note in the LS5/
12A's publicity material that "the final
balance of the system was optimized after
extended listening trials in BBC studios,
comparing the output of the loudspeakers
with that of live program. Thus the balance has been set to re-create reality in
aroom, not atheoretical anechoic measurement ideal." This sounds like a
praiseworthy goal, but it does throw the
responsibility for the speaker sounding
neutral on the methodology used for the
listening tests. The very different directivities of loudspeakers and "live program" can add asignificant disturbing
variable into alistening test which, if not
accounted for, can lead to apreference for
adecidedly non-flat balance, in my experience.
One QA aspect of the speaker should
be noted. After six months, the black ash
veneer on one cabinet split vertically and
started peeling away from the carcase.
This is probably just asample fault, but
Harbeth should look into it.
Sound: All during the review period, I

Harbeth BBC LS5/12A loudspeaker
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kept flip-flopping over the merits of the
Harbeth LS5/12A. When it was good,
it was very, very good. When it was
bad ...well, it was never really bad, it just
failed to light my fire.
First the good news: Harbeth's LS5/
12A has asimply stunning midrange—
significantly more neutral than the
LS3/5A, which always had abit of anasal
honk at the top of the woofer's passband.
Voices, while appearing to be alittle
more forward than I'm used to, sounded
very natural. Midrange colorations there
were none! And on rather complicated
recordings, such as the superb new Dave
Matthews Band CD (Under the Table and
Dreaming, RCA 66449-2), sonic soup
was never in evidence, every little detail
in the mix easily apparent.
The '5.12As' imaging was also precisely focused and very stable with both
frequency and lateral position, if not
sounding quite as palpable as the Spica
TC-60 and Dunlavy SC-I, both champs
in this respect. There's that lack of time
alignment, Iguess.
The LS5/12A also sounds considerably
more dynamic than the LS3/5A. An
astonishing amount of sound comes
from these two tiny boxes. While its
sounds clogs up early compared, for
example, with the much larger Epos ES
14, in this respect this is aloudspeaker
to confound critics of "rninimonitor
sound."
Naturally recorded classical piano
came over with aconsiderable amount
of lower-frequency authority—perhaps
too much, as recordings that Iknew to
be flat in the bass tended to sound too
rich. I'll give you an example: For the
next Stereophile Robert Silverman release
—a tumultuous performance of the Liszt
Piano Sonata in b—we used two pairs of
microphones and recorded with 20-bit
resolution on the four channels of a
Nagra D open-reel digital recorder. The
first pair were spaced omnidirectional
B&K 4006s, the mikes used for our
recent Concert release, while the second
pair of mikes was actually asingle stereo
model, the Schoeps KFM-6U "Sphere."
The B&Ks have terrific low-frequency
extension but rather hazy imaging; the
Schoeps Sphere has much more solid
imaging but lacks low-frequency weight.
Except when Iplayed 16-bit DAT backups of the Nagra tapes over the Harbeths,
the Schoeps sounded perfect, the B&Ks
too fat. The naïve listener might well
conclude that the LS5/12A has "great
bass"—me, I started worrying that
the speaker's low-frequency alignment
might be alittle too good to be true.
Naturally, I reached for Stanley
Clarke's East River Drive album (Epic EK
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

47489), particularly track 5, "Africa I'm
Home." Oh yes! These little speakers can
play loud, reaching spls of 100dB at my
listening position before wind noise from
the port and distress signals from the
woofers caused me to take pity on the little beasts. But the mondo bass riffs on
this track were both absent any real lowbass content and tended to blur into a
roar, the spaces between the notes filling in. Some would call this behavior
"slow," others would refer to ashortfall
in the pace'n'rhythm department. I
just
felt that the music passed me by. The
same could be heard on acoustic double
bass, which lost its "tunefulness," if
you will.
This bass quality was annoying, but
Icould minimize its effect by careful
experimentation with the speaker positions. What Icould not live with was the
'5/12A's treble balance. A consistent feature of its presentation was aprominent
mid-treble, aboost in just the right
region to make everything sound bright.
At first, this added aquite impressive
degree of verve, but it rapidly outstayed
its welcome.
Iasked Tom Norton over, primarily
to share Thanksgiving dinner, but also
to take alisten to the Harbeths. He sat for
while. "They're alittle, er... bright,
aren't they."
Indeed they are, Major Tom! In fact,
after my listening was done and Iwas
writing up my notes, Itook agander at
areview of the LS5/12A by one Eric
Braithwaite in aBritish magazine, Hi-Fi
News & Record Review.
3 "[The LS5/12A]
is markedly bright-sounding. ..
A slight
but perceptible emphasis in the treble
produces the studio monitor hallmark
of extreme crispness and clarity. .." he
wrote.
Indeed it does, Eric. Ilooked up Ken
Kessler's "Industry Update" report on
the launch of the LS5/12A at the 1993
Heathrow Penta Show,4 in which he
reported the LS5/12A's designer, Graham
Whitehead, as saying that whereas the
LS3/5A makes everything sound nice in
the midband, the new one was a"merciless bitch." Well, perhaps Iwouldn't go
that far, Graham, but your speaker is certainly on the way to the mercilessness
'hood.
As suits amonitor, which is intended to
help mixing and balance engineers hear
what's wrong with recordings and microphone feeds. But in the home, you need
to hear an emphasis on what's tight with
your CDs and LPs if you want lasting
musical pleasure from aloudspeaker.
3Hi-Fi News &Record Review, September 1994, Vo139
No.9, p.46.
4Stereophile, November 1993, Vol.16 No.11, p.39.
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And in that area the LS5/12A falls down
—perhaps only slightly for some, and
not as much as I'd expected from its other
reviews, but enough to rule it out of contention for me.
Measurements: Though it drops to 6.4
ohms in the upper bass, the LS5/12A's
impedance plot (fig.12) reveals the
speaker to be relatively easy to drive. This
is agood thing, as its estimated sensitivity, though basically to specification at
815B/Whn (B-weighted), is very low, ldB
below even the LS3/5A. The port is tuned
to ahighish 72Hz, as revealed by the saddle in the magnitude trace at that frequency. As expected from the small, rigid
cabinet construction, no wrinkles due
to panel resonances can be seen in fig.12.
The Harbeth's individual drive-unit
and port responses are shown in fig.13.
The port's output peaks at 80Hz rather
than the expected 72Hz, the minimummotion point of the woofer cone. Higher
in frequency, the woofer peaks up at
2.4kHz before rolling out sharply. The
tweeter actually seems to come in alittle
early, though it doesn't actually plateau
until 4kHz.
The sum of these responses can be
seen in fig.14, which shows the response
averaged across a30° horizontal window
on the tweeter axis spliced to the complex sum—magnitude and phase—of the
woofer and port outputs. The bass peaks
up sharply at 100Hz before rolling out
at asteep 24dB/octave. Higher in frequency, the general response trend is
pretty flat, but, as implied in fig.13, the
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Fig. 2Harbeth LS5/ 2A, electrica mpedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.I 3Harbeth LS5/I 2A, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50" corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
31 2Hz and 500Hz, respectively.
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crossover from the woofer to the tweeter
is suboptimal in that the response peaks
up where the drive-units overlap.
As might be expected from the
woofer's small radiating diameter and the
narrow baffle, the LS5/12A's lateral dispersion behavior (fig.15) is excellent. The
manner in which the high frequencies
roll off to the speaker's side is even and
well-controlled, though the top octave
rolls off alittle prematurely. Vertically
(fig.16), the response is maintained to 5°
above the tweeter and 10° below, with
crossover notches developing at more
extreme angles. Given the on-axis peak
at 2.4kHz, it would probably be best to
listen with this Harbeth on stands high
enough that you end up sitting on the
1111111
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10000

Fig.I4 Harbeth LS5/12A, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of nearfield woofer and port responses
below 300Hz.

woofer axis. Alternatively, if you placed
it on astand low enough that, when
seated, you could sec the top of the
enclosure, this would pull down the
direct energy in the crossover region to
give amore neutral mid-treble balance.
In my listening room, however, the
Harbeths proved relentlessly bright,
which can be seen in the spatially averaged room response (fig.17) as the energy
excess between 2kHz and 6kHz. Also as
expected from my auditioning, the low
frequencies in this graph arc also peaked
up. Early reports on the LS5/12A were
that it was bright, but some modifications had been performed to alleviate
this.5So why did Istill find it aproblem?
Note that, probably duc to the tweeter's
limited directivity in the top octave, this
graph is alittle rolled-off in this region.
This will have the subjective effect of
accentuating any mid-treble boost. Ialso
wonder if the BBC's modification had
involved adjusting the tweeter's level
when the real culprits are aproblem at
the top of the woofer's response and the
overlap in the drive-unit passbands, as
shown in figs.13 and 14.
In fact, there is aclear correlation
between the Harbeth's perceived tonal
balance and the trace in fig.17. Ihave to
5Trevor Butler, in Hi-Fi News & Record Review, December '93, Vol.38 No.12, p.39.

say to any loudspeaker designer that this
kind of in-room response is almost
guaranteed to mark aspeaker down in
my listening tests. Yes, it does bring detail
forward in the mix, but gets too fatiguing too quickly, in my experience, for any
kind of long-term listening pleasure. As
to why the BBC's "Golden Ears" preferred this type of balance. ..
In the time domain, the impulse
response (fig.18) is typical of adesign
using high-order crossover filters, while
the associated step response (fig.19) indicates that the two drivers are connected
in the same, positive acoustic polarity,
with the tweeter's output slightly leading
that of the woofer. The waterfall, or
cumulative spectral-decay, plot (fig.20)
calculated from the impulse response is
very clean overall, but is marred by asignificant resonant ridge at 2.4kHz, this
associated with the peak in the woofer's
response at this frequency. A second resonant ridge can also be seen an octave
higher. These resonant modes will both
contribute to the speaker sounding
bright and make its balance rather
"hard," overall.
10
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Fig.I7 Harbeth L55/12A, spatially averaged V
3octave response in JA's listening room.
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Fig.I9 Harbeth LS5/12A, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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The results are in...independent metallurgical testing shows the conductivity of Consonant A1loyTM to be substantially greater than "six nines"
copper'.
Consonant Alloy is the breakthrough conductor material developed
by and for TARA Labs. Aspecial annealing process maintains along,
unbroken crystal structure that is not subject to the internal oxidation
that causes audible defects in other conductor materials.
After annealing, Consonant Alloy is buffed and polished in-line to
produce amirrorlike surface that prohibits surface oxidation.
Not only is Consonant Alloy more conductive, in conjunction with our
exclusive Rectangular Solid Core design, it delivers the most frequency
linear, phase-correct signal possible.
The use of Consonant Alloy in RSC Master Generation 2TM cables only
improves what was already the most transparent, accurate audio cable
in the world. That's nothing short of revolutionary. Ask your dealer for
details.

TARA
LABS
Space &Time Audio Products

Call (503) 488-6465 for the dealer nearest you.
'For test results, call your local dealer or TARA Labs and request the Consonant Alloy White Paper.
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and RSC Master Generation 2are trademarks of TARA Tabs, Inc.

were smooth, the Harbeth's cabinet does
have one panel resonance detectable, just
under 400Hz. This can be seen in fig.21.

Fig.20 Harbeth LS5/12A, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Fig.2I Harbeth LS5/12A, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center
of enclosure side panel halfway up from the base. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)

(Incidentally, ignore the ridge just
below 16kHz in this graph, which is due

to the computer's monitor's screen.)
Finally, though the impedance traces

Conclusion: Being along-term BBC
LS3/5A owner, Ireally wanted to like the
Harbeth BBC LS5/12A. As aprofessional nearfield studio monitor, where
its balance will be revealing of poor
tape splices and disturbing background
noises, and its increased dynamic range
compared with the LS3/5A will be an
advantage, I'm sure it has asuccessful
career ahead of it. But as adomestic
loudspeaker, I'm less impressed. Yes, the
new speaker will play louder than its
BBC predecessor, and it has asuperbly
neutral midrange balance. But Homo
audiophdus doesn't live by the midrange
alone. Ultimately, the LS5/12A's bass and
treble balance irritated me, particularly
on rock music, to the point where Iwas
happy to stop listening to my music.
When you consider that Harbeth's own
superb little HL-P3, which Ireviewed
in December 1993 (Vol.16 No.12, p.189),
is both more neutrally balanced in the
treble and has aparticularly well-tuned
bass, and that it costs only half as much
as the LS5/12A, you'll see why Idon't
think arecommendation for this final
design to come from the BBC's Engineering Department is appropriate.
Sorry, Auntie Beeb!

digital
signal
processed
loudspeaker
systems

unprecedented
depth-of-field
extraordinary
resolution
spectacular
smoothness
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The clear winner.
The clear winner in terms of
overall performance is the
wonderfully satisfying Epos ES]].
It stands apart from the other
loudspeakers auditioned blind,...
—

Jack English, Stereophile
Vol. 16, No. 1Jan. '93
in a ranked summary
of 23 loudspeakers.

EPOS. WE JUST SOUND BEUER.
I IMPORTED EXCLUSIVELY BY MUSIC HALL 108 STATION ROAD GREAT NECK, NY 11023
IN CANADA: ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD. 514.631.6448

516.487.3663 FAX 516.773.3891

[ven if you don't know
what a
soft dome tweeter is,
it's important to know
that we invented it.
Our Patent
3,328,537 is now
the industry
standard
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Critically-acclaimed performance and value in premier loudspeaker systems.
For more information call or write -6400 Youngerman Circle •Jacksonville, FL 32244 •904-777-0700 •Fax 904-771-7793
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M ANLEY 175 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher
All-tube amplifier with dass-AB, push-pull output stage Output power (at 1.5% THD):

480W full-power. Dimensions: 19" W by

I45Wpc into 8ohms (2I.6dBVV), 180Wpc into 5ohms (20.5dBW), I69Wpc into 4

of units tested: MANEMI75007/08. °rice: $4800/pair. Approximate number of dealers:

ohms (19.3dBVV). Frequency response: 10Hz-40kHz ±0.5dB. Input sensitivity: I.4V

factory-direct only. Manufacturer Manley Laboratories, Inc., 13880 Magnolia Ave.,
Chino, CA 91710. Tel: (909) 627-4526. Fax: (909) 628-2482.

for full output. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Output transformer tap: 5ohms (factory-

Hby 13" D. VVeight: 48 lbs. Serial numbers

set). S/N ratio: 80dB ref. 180W into 5ohms. Power consumption: 240W quiescent,

N

either its rather pedestrian
name nor Manley Labs' own
literature gives much of aclue
as to the 175 monoblock's special pedigree. Where are the bands, the fanfare?!
After all, the rolling-out of a6L6-based
high-power audiophile-grade tube amplifier definitely qualifies in my book as a
momentous occasion. Deplorably, such
happenings are rare indeed; the 6L6 has
been unjustly neglected in high-end
circles.
The 6L6 was the first-ever beam power
tube to be designed, and acertifiable
American classic. Thousands upon thousands of guitar amplifiers, from Fenders
to Mesa Boogies, have used the 6L6
family of tubes over the years. This is no
accident or fad, but the direct result of
the 6L6's essential musicality. Understand that guitar amps are routinely
driven hard, much of the time into clipping—even amoderate twang on an
electric guitar string is almost sufficient
to drive an amp into overload.
Iasked Randall Smith of Mesa Engineering (home of Mesa/Boogie) why
he thinks the 6L6 is so appealing for
musical-instrument use. His answer, not
surprisingly, related to the manner in
which it clips. Unlike an EL34, which
clips with ablaze of raspy odd-order
distortion products, the 6L6 yields a
distortion spectrum rich in even-order
harmonic products—a benign and musically attractive tinting of tonal color that
gives arounder, more liquid tone. A million guitar players can't be wrong—
they've esteemed the 6L6 as asonic talisman because of its ability to perform
passionately under pressure.
Ibelieve that adomestic power amp,
too, must be able to perform under pressure; 100-watters are often called upon
to drive loudspeakers that barely scrape
asensitivity spec of 84dB. An amp in
such an application will red-line more
often than you might think.
The 6L6 also happens to be arugged
tube—as it has to be for musical-instrument use. Guitar amps are designed to
withstand being knocked over during
bar fights, tripped up by lounge lizards,
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

Manley 175 rnonobiock power amplifier

and dropped off the backs of band vans.
In the '50s and '60s, the British, bless
their hearts, routinely used KT66s—
close cousins of the 6L6. In this country,
the 6L6 has been snubbed by high-end
designers—at least until just recently.
What acollective blind spot! The Manley
175 should change all that.

IICHNICAL DETAILS

The input signal of the 175 is directcoupled to the grids of a12AT7WA dualtriode, both halves of which are connected
in parallel. Following the input stage, the
signal is RC-coupled I
X) a6350 dualtriode connected as acathode-coupled
phase splitter. Note that the 6350 is
the American military version of the
12BH7A, but with adifferent pin-out.
Be warned: there is no substitute.
The output stage is dominated by an
octet of Russian (Sovtek) 5881/6L6WGC
beam power tubes operating at aB+
voltage of 525V. According to David
Manley, the "W" in the tube designation
denotes highest mil-spec to Russian protocols. These tubes are said to be rated
by the factory at amaximum plate voltage of 600V—considerably higher than
the ratings of ordinary 6L6 types.
The power supply is of conventional
design, using solid-state rectification and
capacitor-based filter networks. The output transformer is factory-wired for a5
ohm load—a reasonable guesstimate for
most dynamic speakers. But this proWorldRadioHistory

hibits the 175 from being used with loads
that dip below 3ohms in the bass. However, these type of "short-circuit," juicehungry speaker loads aren't really tube
territory anyway—they'd force any tube
amp into cardiac arrest.
Individual bias pots are provided for
the output tubes. The trim pots and test
points are conveniently and logically laid
out on top of the chassis. A multimeter
with aDC voltage function is required
for the bias adjustments. The trimpot is
adjusted so that the DC voltage across
each 10 ohm cathode resistor measures
260-275mV, which, by Ohm's law, corresponds to abias current of 26-27.5rnA.
The corresponding plate dissipation is
aconservative 13W. Manley Labs recommends that the bias be checked every few
months. They estimate an output tube
life of three to four years with average
usage.

SOUND

My first listen to the Manley 175s was
with the Audiostatic ES100/SW100
speaker system; Iimmediately felt as
though the good Lord had plucked me
out of my listening seat and slam-dunked
me into an ocean of liquid harmonic tortures. The music, quite fittingly, was
good ol' Bach's Violin Concertos 1and
2(Itzhak Perlman, Daniel Barenboim,
English Chamber Orchestra, EMI/Angel
CDC 747856 2). Violin phrases were
silky-smooth, the mids heavenly suave.
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CD-63

SPECIAL

The Marantz CD-63 Special Edition
Compact Disc player adds a host of
technical refinements and parts
upgrades to the already highly regarded CD-63. The CD drive section features the CDM-12 holographic laser
mechanism and digital
servo control. The critical analog output stage
features Marantz High
Definition Amplifier
Modules, discrete Class
A circuits with fast slew
rate, wide bandwidth
and lower distortion,
compared to conven!Mr
tional op-amp analog
output circuits. The CD63 Special Edition upgrades make an
already excellent player even better,
including improved chassis construction and shielding along with OFC

PURE

HIGH

EDITION

power transformer wiring and a number of other refinements. And, the CD63SE performs superbly as a digital
transport when connected to your
favorite outboard processor. A
remarkable CD player at a most

NORM.

"is g.e f'

3
affordable price. Audition the Marantz
CD-63 Special Edition, available at
better audio retailers.

FIDELITY

Marantz America, I
nc. 440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL 60172-2330 Tel: 708-307-3100

THE LEADER IN HIGH END CONNECTOLOGY MANUFACTURING
SINCE 1977
We make the best
Interconnect and digital cables

We make the best
Loudspeaker cables

We make the best
Connectors
Hear All The Music From Your System Only With Genuine

ESOTERIC AUDIO USA CONNECTOLOGY

ESOTERIC AUDIO USA

CALL YOUR DEALER FOR
DETAILS ON OUR
30 DAY NO-RISK IN-HONIE

44 PEARL PENTECOST ROAD /WINDER GEORGIA 30680
(404)867-6300

AUDITION PROGRAM
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CONNECTOLOGY
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Imagine biting into the soft, juicy flesh
of aGeorgia peach, the nectar dripping
down your chin. That's what the 175s
sounded like. On ascale of 1to 10, my
first impressions of the Manley's mids
rated astunning 10. My first coherent
thought was, "Holy triodes! These have
got to be the world's best tube amps!"
Then Isobered up enough to form a
more objective picture of the 175's performance with the Audiostatics. Stage
lighting was darker than with either the
Music Reference RM-9 Mk.II or the Pass
Labs Aleph Null amplifiers. The presence and lower-treble regions were abit
subdued, such that violin overtones
lacked afull measure of sweetness. Specifically, while the extreme treble sounded
open and reasonably airy for atube amp,
the 5-10kHz octave seemed deficient in
brilliance. Bass lines weren't fleshed out
with convincing definition, sounding a
bit full and bloated. More seriously, bassline punch and pace were diminished. I
was left wishing for more rhythmic drive
and lower-midrange transparency. The
net result was that the Manleys were
squeezing out some of the music's fire
and drama.
These same impressions were reinforced when Iswitched to Magnepan's
Magneplanar MG-20 loudspeakers (review forthcoming). Ilike to listen to Judy
Collins's rendition of "Pretty Polly"
(Wind Beneath My Wings, LaserLight 15
451) at loud volumes. This track, which
is blessed with amean guitar solo, rocks'n'rolls along. The mids sounded glorious as usual, with billowing depth and
palpably focused image outlines. The
problem, however, was that "Pretty
Polly" sounded pretty all right, but not
nasty enough. Bass lines didn't boogie,
and the feel for the recording venue was
somewhat veiled, blunting the music's
impact and pace.
Ihad asimilar reaction to Tracy Byrd's
No Ordinary Man (MCA Nashville
MCAD-10991). Try to imagine country music without the infectious drive—
there's little left to write home about. My
favorite cut, "Lifestyles of the Not So
Rich and Famous," lacked adequate
punch and steam; the music was less
compelling and involving.

A BIT OF HISTORY
In the July 1936 RCA Review, R.S.
Burnap recounted the development
of the 6L6 at RCA's Radiotron Division. The power triode operating in
class-A was recognized as the ideal
output configuration—at least where
its low efficiency (about 25%) and
moderate power output were not
practical obstacles. The power pentode, already around for several years
at this time, was capable of class-A
operation with nearly twice the plate
efficiency ola triode, while requiring less than athird of the drive
signal. The pentode's inherent fly in
the ointment was rather large levels
of third-harmonic distortion under
large signal conditions, which unfortunately didn't cancel out in pushpull operation.
Radiotron's Otto Schade developed
anew power-tube design combining
the low-distortion characteristics of
atriode with power sensitivity and
efficiency exceeding those of aconventional pentode. Mr. Schade realized that the root cause oía pentode's
third-order harmonic distortion was
the suppressor grid. While this grid
was quite effective in suppressing
secondary emission from the plate,
at low plate voltages (ie, large drive
signals), an increasing number of
primary electrons were driven back
to the screen grid, causing arapid
drop in plate current (and attendant
odd-order distortion of the waveform). It was also apparent that no
practical change in the structure of the
suppressor grid would eliminate this
problem.
Mr. Schade's solution was to dispense with the suppressor grid and
instead control secondary emission
using the space-charge effect. He
formed the electron flow from the

of the 175 monoblocks very much hangs
on the choice of output tube.
The sonic fate of any tube product
strongly depends on the final choice of
tubes, as differing brands of agiven
type—even different production runs
within asingle factory—exhibit unique
TUBE-ROLLING
harmonic signatures. Tube aficionados
It was about this time that Istarted
routinely audition several tube brands in
experimenting with tube substitutions.
acomponent in an effort to optimize its
My sincere thanks go to Gold Aero's
voicing in the context of aparticular
Frank Morris, who generously provided
system.
me with avariety of 6L6 tubes to experBecause the whole tube scene is prediiment with. Iquickly discovered that the
cated on tube-rolling, Iunabashedly
stock input and driver tubes were sonically about as good as anything else I advise tubeophiles to experiment. In my
experience, at least 50% of tube prodcould muster. However, the performance

screen grid to the plate into ahighdensity beam using beam-forming
plates. At low plate potentials, this
beam produces aspace charge that
drives secondary electrons back to the
plate. The homogeneity of the spacecharge region was maintained by
suitably designing the contours of the
cathode, grids, and plate. The proper
positioning of the space charge was
achieved through adjustment of the
screen-plate spacing and the beam
angle.
A further innovation was to use
screen and control grids of constant
pitch, these so assembled that the
screen grid is hidden from the cathode by the control grid. This feature
makes possible the uniform formation of electron-beam sheets between
successive turns of the grid wires. It
also reduces screen current and makes
possible higher power output. This
is abit tricky to achieve in practice;
often, final alignment of the grids is
accomplished by viewing the grid
structure under amicroscope and
sliding the grids manually until
perfect alignment is obtained. Fig.1
shows an artist's conception of the
structure of the new tube. Thus was
born the world's first beam power
tube.
—Dick Olsher

Fig. IStructure of beam power tube and
formation by grid wires of beam sheets
(from RCA Review, July 1936).

ucts I've reviewed would have gotten a
thumbs-down or been seriously downgraded had they been evaluated with
their stock tube complements. Isee no
indication that tube-gear manufacturers
are particularly adept at tube selection.
Most of the tubes Isubstitute are either
in current production (eg, of Russian or
Chinese origin), or are New Old Stock
(N.O.S.); ie, available in quantity, and in
tested and graded format from such
companies as Gold Aero. Occasionally
I'll report on hard-to-find tubes such as
Telefunken 12AX7s or Sylvania Gold
Brand 5751s, which are worth looking
for in particular applications.
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Do you really hear the unique character of your music? The personality?
The soul? To experience the essence of music, some audiophiles build systems based
on impressive technical specs. Others rely on their highly developed perception
Exposure Electronics creates amplification systems which satisfy both
inclinations. Extraordinary technology, capable of extraordinary performance. All built
with an ingenuity which disproves the myth that stunning sound quality is achievable
only at extreme prices. The right system enables you to hear the true ciaracter
of your music. To Exposure character is everything.

Serious Amplification Systems

EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS N.A. INC.
P.O. BOX 26736 AUSTIN TX 78755-0736
512-338-1315 512-338-1343 FAX
EXPOSURE ELECTRoNLG u E THE WORKS 59 NORTH ST
PORTSLADE ESUSSEX BN4 1DH 0273-423827 0273-430619 FAX
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of the 6L6. Harmonic colors were more
sensuous, sounding sweeter and warmer
than with the stock tubes. Layering
of depth perspective was also better.
But, above all else, this tube evinced the
drive and energy of the 6L6. The music's
tnicrodynarnics bloomed without reticence. Loreena McKennitt's "The Lady
of Shalom," from The Visit (Warner Bros.
26880-2), ebbed and flowed within a
believable dynamic scale so that every
dynamic nuance was fully resolvable, and
with just the right harmonic palette.
Amazingly, the 175 was transformed
from aheap ofjelly into afinely tuned
musical instrument.
Out of the 16 KT66s Manley sent,I I
could only properly bias 11 of them.
With the KT66's higher transconductance, there wasn't enough range in the
bias pots to set the bias current at 27mA.
That number of ICT66s sufficed only for
about achannel and ahalf-I filled in the
rest with Russian 5881s. Even so, soundstage transparency advanced several
notches over the stock tube complement,
while harmonic textures took on adistinctly romantic hue, sounding sweet and
tropical-forest lush. Neither was the
elemental drive exhibited by the 6L6
shortchanged. The KT66 in this application had classic tube sound in spades,
but without sacrificing lower-octave
resolution and definition.

order, with ahigher-order component
ohm and 4ohm responses, within the
also present.
audible range, is insignificant. The 175's
The spectrum of the 175's output
10kHz squarewave (fig.2) indicates one
reproducing 50Hz into 4ohms at alevel
cyde of damped, ultrasonic ringing (posof 113W is shown in fig.6; the largest
sibly due to the mild, 30kHz rise visible
artifact is the third harmonic at 150Hz
in fig.1), also visible as avery narrow
at -37dB, or about 1.5%, with the second
overshoot spike in the lIcHz squarewave
and fifth harmonics not far behind. Fig.7
(not shown), which is otherwise atextshows the output spectrum with the 175
book squarewave.
amplifying acombined 19 +20kFlz sigThe THD +noise vs frequency curves
nal (the graph shows the intermodulaare shown in fig3, suitably low other
tion products resulting from an input
than into the punishing 2 ohm load.
signal consisting of an equal combination
The 11d-lz distortion waveform in fig.4,
for 2W output into 4ohms, indicates a of these two frequencies). The level was
mainly second-order component. The
result for 1W into 4ohms (not shown)
was similar, but for 4W into 2ohms
(fig.5), the distortion becomes third11.1.11..11

IbUlune

Fig.5 Manley 175, IkHz waveform at 4W into 2
ohms (top); distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).

la

1118

•111.2MA

Fig.I Manley 75, frequency response from
bottom to top): into 8ohms and 4ohms
(0.5dB/vertical div.).

1ldid consider using the Chinese KT66, which is very
much in production and available as apremium-grade,
fully tested Golden Dragon product Tubes By Design's
Kevin Hayes was kind enough to provide me with the
requisite complement of these However, the Chinese
KT66 looks like aslimmed-down version of the original. Gone is the "fat" glass bottle, and the generous
electrode structure with its massive plate Iwas uneasy
about pressing the Chinese KT66 into service, so
decided not to chance it with the Manleys.
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Following its 1
2 -power, one-hour pre/
conditioning test, the Manley 175 was
no warmer than normal for atube amplifier. Its input impedance at Ild-lz measured
146k ohms; its output impedance was
1.6-1.7 ohms at low and middle frequencies, decreasing slightly to just under 13
ohms at 20kHz into 4ohms. These are
middle-of-the-road values for atube
amplifier, in my experience. The Manley's
performance-particularly its overall
in-system frequency response-will be
somewhat dependent on the partnering
loudspeaker.
The 175's voltage gain into 8ohms
measured 28.1dB; DC offset was alow
0.7mV; signal/noise (unweighted ref 1W
into 8 ohms) measured 95.7dB. The
amplifier was non-inverting in its unbalanced mode.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the 175. The differences between its 8
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Fig.2 Manley 175, 10kHz squarewave.
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Fig.6 Manley 175, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-IkHz, at 113W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that the third
harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in level at
-37dB (1.5%).
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Fig.3 Man ey 175, THD+noise (% vs frequency
at (from bottom to top): IW into 8ohms;
2W into 4ohms; 4W into 2ohms.
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Fig.7 Manley 175, HF intermodulafon
spectrum. DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 52W
into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Manley 175, I
kHz Za'Ve.form at 2W into 4
ohms (top); distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Fig.8 Manley 175, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top): 8.ohms,
4ohms, and 2ohms.
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Adifferent shape. Adifferent technolog
At WCES 95, don't miss the best (in room 7133)!
Merlin VSM speakers driven by the Celeste
W-4070...one of the highest resolution systems that
Iheard at the show.
Steven Stone
Stereophile, vol. 17, Issue 9, Sept. 94

One of the very best sounds at the show...SimAudio
Celeste (70 watts x2).
Wing Cheung
Audio Technique Magazine, Sept. 94

Critical acclaim for Celeste amplifiers!
Victor Sima puts designers and manufacturers of
other power amps to shame: a S1500 amp which
rivals that of our reference. In many cases Iprefer
the Celeste.
UHF Magazine No. 37, Jan. 94
Built by
L../ 1111/

Celeste is definitely among the very best that Ihave
heard.
Andrew Marshall's Audio Ideas Guide
Summer/Fall 93
The new Celeste, by its musicality, will take more
than one by surprise.
Son Hi-Fi, March/April 93
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3285 — 1st Street, #4, St. Hubert, Que., Canada
J3Y 8Y6 Tel. (514) 445-0032 FAX: (514) 445-6626

Dealer inquiries invited

Table I Maximum Output Power
Load 1% THD+ N 1.5% THD+N 3% THD+N
ohms W (dBW)
W (dBW)
W (dBW)

8
4
2

126.1 (21.0)
48 (13.8)
17
(6.3)

127.5 (21.0) 132.6 (21.2)
87.5(16.4)* 160 (19)
26.8 (8.3)
78.4 (1 2.9)

All line voltages 115V, except •at I
I4V

52W into 8ohms, with clipping visible
just above this power level. The highest
artifacts here are at lkHz (-45.6dB, or
about 0.5%) and 21kHz (-44.4dB, or
about 0.6%). The artifacts of this input
signal at 53W into 4ohms (not shown)
were 5-8dB higher: about 1% at lkHz,
and 1.2% at 21kHz. Both the 50Hz and
the 19 +20kHz spectral responses are
acceptable performance for ahigh-power
tube amplifier, though not at all exceptional compared with the best we've
measured from amplifiers in general.
The lkHz THD+N vs output power
curves are shown in fig.8. The distortion
characteristic here is quite different from
that of most solid-state amplifiers. The
distortion increases unmistakably up
to the break-point, or knee. The overall levels of distortion are moderately
high—though acceptable—and the amplifier doesn't quite make its power specs.
The clipping levels are shown in Table
1 for three levels of THD +N. (The

manufacturer's power rating is obtained
at the 1.5% distortion level.)
Overall, the measurement results for
the 175 are good for ahigh-powered
tube amplifier. The 175's distortion at
lower impedances restrains its power
output for agiven level of distortion, but
it will put out significant power into 4
ohms if you allow for a3% THD +N
level (1kHz).
As delivered from DO, the bias levels
of the 175's output tubes had been set
about 20% below the recommended
values. Irebiased the tubes according to
the manufacturer's directions; the above
results reflect this. However, before doing
this, Imade several measurements at the
lower bias setting; the differences, while
favoring the recommended bias, were
not particularly significant. Imeasured
about 10W more output into 8ohms,
and only marginally lower distortion
with the correct bias. Apparently, this
adjustment isn't overly critical in the 175.
—Thomas J. Norton
FINAL THOUGHTS FROM DO

Iclosed my eyes, Iwas beamed into a
palpable, living, breathing soundstage,
where Icould swim laps in an ocean of
liquid harmonic textures.
Unfortunately, the 175 is handicapped
by alaid-back, languid upper midrange
and an overly ripe, somewhat veiled bass
reproduction, with the effect of robbing
the music of drive and dramatic spark.
A refined Dynaco Mk.III on steroids is
what the stock 175 ultimately reminded
me of.
Configured with either Gold Aero's
N.O.S. GE 6L6GC or genuine KT66s,
the 175s gained sufficient bass-line precision, lower-midrange transparency,
and timbrai accuracy to challenge any
high-power tube amp I've heard to date.
The sonic gains vault the 175 to the head
of the Manley line—the 175 was, in
essence, the most musically incisive
Manley or VTL amp I've ever heard.
The sonic potential of the Manley 175
clearly rests on its output-tube complement. The choice is yours, but be sure to
check with the factory before you roll-in
any tube alternatives. —Dick Olsher S

Undeniably, the stock Manley 175 monoblocks possess aspecial gift that, upon
first listen, is bound to dazzle and impress
even the most hardened transistorphile.
The bravura with which it caressed
midrange textures was awesome. When

THE GREATEST TECHNOLOGICAL
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE METAPHOR 2
LIES IN THE CAREFUL CRAFTING OF
THE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG ITS DESIGN
PARAMETERS.

NOT THE RESULT OF ANY

ONE FACET, THE METAPHOR 2 IS THE TECHNICAL AND INTUITIVE SYNTHESIS OF THEM ALL.

TECHNOLOGY IS THE MEANS; MUSIC THE END.

LISTEN TO THE COMPLEAT LOUDSPEAKER AND
HEAR HOW A METAPHOR BECOMES YOUR MUSIC.

METAPHOR ACOUSTIC DESIGNS, LTD. • 15390 TWIN CREEKS COURT • CENTREVILLE, VA22020 USA
PHONE (703) 815-0082 FAX (703) 815-2939
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The 'New Wave' Of High End Audio
from Bel Canto Design

oicJa
digital to analog
converter
Aida Review •"... Ican confidently recommend it ... it's a must-audition at the $1,700 price point."
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, November 1994, Vol. 17 No. 11

bel canto

•0 0_ 0

bel conto

•

tosca
balanced
single-ended
line preamplifier

ficJelio
balanced
single-ended
phono preamplifier

celio
balanced
single-ended
audio power amplifier

orfeo
single-ended
845 triode
audio
power amplifier
(mono-blocks)

erfee

to.• *Ape MS
1,043

WM

Orfeo Review •"Highly Recommended' •Dick Olsher, Stereophile, July 1994, Vol. 17 No. 7
Orfeo •Recommended Components (Tube Amps), 'Class A' • Stereophile, October 1994, Vol. 17 No. 10

Fine Audio Components By

bel canto
D•E

• S.

I•G

-N

Please call today for details.
Larry Harvey • 1-800-474-3718 (US)
Tel 612-474-3718 • Fax 612-474-1846

PO Box 396
Excelsior, MN 55331 JSA

dedicated to technical virtuosity and beauty of sound
..sr Winter CES •Sahara Bi-Lerel •Las Vegas, NV •January 6-9 1995
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VPI

TNT JR. TURNTABLE
Steven Stone

Belt-drive turntable with Navcom suspension, upgradeable in stages to full VPI TNT
Ill Plus configuration. Speeds: 33.33rpm &45rpm; 78rpm available at extra cost. Wow
and flutter-.0.02%. Rumble: -88dB. Speed accuracy: 0.01%. Dimensions: 24" W by

(East Coast), $2900 (West Coast). Approximate number of dealers: 150. Manufacturer VPI Industries, 77 Cliffwood Ave. 1313, Cliffwood, NJ 07721. Phone: (908) 9468606. Fax: (908) 946-8578.

7" Hby 19" D. Weight: 86 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: 1010. Prices: $2800

F

,or some unfortunate folks, vinyl
is dead. Not me—I've got over
3600 reasons' to consider analog
anything but moribund. Luckily, such
companies as VPI, Graham, Wheaton,
Clearaudio, Denon, Benz, and Dynavector—to name just afew—continue to
raise the dead, expanding the limits of
what's available in cost-effective, ergonomically elegant, sonically exceptional
analog-reproduction gear. Today's analog equipment is decidedly more neutral than that of days past, but equipment
mismatches and inappropriate pairings
are just as prevalent and sonically degrading as they've always been.

VPI TNT Jr. turntable

PATHS TO HAPPINESS
JA, an admitted "Lirmie' has owned various incarnations of the Linn Sondek
LP12 turntable over the past 17 years. I
guess I'm aVPI guy—I bought my first
HW-19 Mk.I in 1982. Since then, I've
gone through four motor upgrades, and
three upgrades each of platter, spindle
bearing, and suspension—all to the same
chassis and base, and all done with nothing more than aPhillips and/or flathead
screwdriver, aspirit level, awood chisel,
and an occasional call to VPI designer
Harry Weisfeld to make sure I'd done the
right thing to the right thing. Ilike that
the HW-19 is easily set up, even by those
with limited technical abilities—in fact,
one could dub the VPI HW-19 "the people's turntable" If you've ever changed
acar tire, you'll be able to tune your VPI
to afare-thee-well. Even the ambitious
"final upgrades" to an HW-19 Mk.IV
—installing an SAMA (Stand-Alone
Motor Assembly) and PLC (Power Line
Conditioner)—are simple, straightforward, and non-threatening.
When Iasked Harry Weisfeld at the
1994 Winter CES about the differences
between afully loaded VPI HW-19
Mk.IV and the new VPI TNT Jr., he
diplomatically answered, "The HW-19
1And my record collection continues to grow, thanks
to new releases from Wilson Audio, Classic Records,
Clarity Records, Super Analog Decca re-releases,
Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs, and British and German
pressings from Geffen and other mor labels. Vinyl is
anything but dead for those willing to go alittle farther
than to their corner disc emporium to find it.
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thick pieces of acrylic bonded together.
The plinth is rigid and relatively inert.
The 20-lb platter is made of aluminum,
acrylic, and four pieces of laminated lead.
On close examination, it's difficult to
find the aluminum—the entire top and
side surfaces of the platter are acrylic, and
the underside's cork-like substance
covers the laminated lead rings. Three
hex-bolt screws allow for minute leveling
adjustments of the platter—a nice touch.
The motor assembly, which is housed in
afree-standing stainless-steel casing to
minimize vibration and hum, is, like all
VPI motors, asynchronous rather than
aDC design. Harry Weisfeld feels strongly
that motors which synchronize with the
60 cycles of the AC line are intrinsically
more stable than DC designs.
The most important physical difference between the TNT Jr. and the TNT
III is that the Jr. doesn't have the sidepulley system and the PLC. In addition
to reducing the side load on the platter,
DESIGN
The VPI TNT Jr. is ahigh-mass turn- the three side-pulleys more effectively
isolate the platter from motor vibrations;
table made of sonically benign materials.
While no material is sonically inert— the PLC smooths out any power-line
everything resonates—some materials, glitches, and makes switching from
such as acrylics, are said to resonate in 33rpm to 45rpm more convenient. The
ways that are consonant to music. Other III uses astainless-steel spring system,
materials—aluminum, for instance— the Jr. compliant Navcom isolation; if
resonate in ways that are claimed to be you use the Jr. with aBright Star Big
fundamentally musical. The Jr.'s main Rock TNT base and VPI stand on asolid
chassis, or plinth, is made of two 1" - floor, the sonic benefits of the spring sys-

with SAMA and PLC is the end oían
upgrade path, while the TNT Jr. is the
beginning of an upgrade path"—an
answer worthy of aCongressperson.
The TNT Jr. offers VPI folk who've
run out of upgrade options on their HW19s the opportunity to relive all the
delights of incremental improvements;
and, at the end of the Yellow Brick Road,
they'll have aTNT III Plus. The first Jr.
option is the $800 "cost-effective upgrade," which substitutes the TNT III's
drive belt, triangular pulley system, and
PLC power and speed-control unit for
theft.% own. Next is the $800 stainlesssteel spring assembly system, and the
final upgrade is the $500 acrylidaluminum platter. Those who want more can
get the $1000, 28-lb flywheel and outboard motor-mounting platform, which
is even an upgnide to the TNT III, raising
the Jr.'s price to $6000.
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Movie Theatre Performance with Flexibility
The Bryston 8B THX ® Amplifier

Bryston is pleased to announce our new

813 THX SPECIFICATIONS

8B-THX four channel audio power amplifier. With today's interest in quality
home theatre the 8B-THX amplifier provides state-of-the-art performance with

cower @8 ohms_ Four channels at 120 wat

the unquestioned quality, value and reliability for which Bryston has gained an

Two channels at 120 watt

international reputation. All Lucasfilm Home THX certification parameters are

one channel at 400 watts

easily met for its' intended use within amuki-channel audio/video installation.
The 8B-THX is an extremely versatile and flexible amplifier

Two channels at 400 wat
'Distortion

Less than 0.01% from 20
to 20kHz @ 120 watts or
400 watts, 1M or THD

designed for all THX theatre installations. The amplifier can be instantly connected to provide 2channel, (400 watt output), 3channel, (two @ 120W plus 1@
400W), or 4channels at 120 watts output. This provides extreme ease in integrating the power requirements for any THX Home Theatre system. The THX
stipulation for separate center channel, left and right main speakers, decorrelated
dipole surround channels and one or two subwoofers, is provided in asimple ele
gant package.

-

.
Crosstalk _..._ Below noise, 20Hz to
20kHz at 120 watts
Slewing rate

Among the 8B's notable features is the use of four independent
power supplies, one for each channel, to prevent any signal interaction among the
tion with an almost holographic effect. Other features include both balanced
variety of installations. All connectors throughout the amplifier are gold plated to
provide freedom from corrosion, assuring perfect signal integrity for many years to
come. Tri-colored LEDs glow green for power-on, yellow for short-term transient

'Power bandwidth_.5Hz to ,over 100kHz
Damping factor

Over 500 at 20Hz/8 ohms

Input sensitivity
and impedance

1.0V in for full output,
50K unbalanced, 40K
balanced

clipping and red to indicate continuous overload or any departure from linearity,
including shortened-output or strong out-of-band information like RF or DC.
Obviously, the goal of all this technology is to transport you to
the scene of the movie. Experiencing all the drama, excitement and emotions as if
you were right there in the show. We feel we have accomplished this with all the
new Bryston THX amplifiers. Experience the movie as intended and audition the
Bryston 8B-THX today.

Greater than 60 volts
per microsecond in
4 channel mode
Greater than 120 volts
per microsecond in
2 channel mode

individual channels. This provides asonic soundstage with images locked in posiXLR, 1/4" and unbalanced RCA input connectors to allow for flexibility in awide

107 dB below full outpu
unweighted, (-86dEindi w)
or >114 dBA below full
output, 1-93 dBr A-VVtd@l

•iFeatures

Two independent
stereo/mono switches
Regulated power supplies
to all voltage gain stages
Over 6400 cm 2 of heatsinking, over 9600 cm 2
with chassis
Gold plated input and ,
output connectors

All THX amplifiers are available in 17" versions with or without handles.

Switchable balanced
XLR -1/4 inch and RCA
unbalanced inputs

20 Year Warranty - A Generation of Music

E3n7Kiti °

For more information contact:
Bryston Limited, P.O. Box 2170, 677 Neal Drive,
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada K9J 7Y4
Tel: (705) 742-5325 Fax: (705) 742-0882
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Warranty: 20 years parts an
labour, shipping one way
19 x 5.25 x 15.5 inches,
48.25 x 13 33 x 39.4 cm,
wt. 42 lbs, 18kg

7base fitted with aspecial SAMA topplate will mitigate some of the SAMA's
vibrations, but great care must be taken
during setup to make sure that the
SAMA doesn't touch the main platform,
or its vibrations will be passed directly
into the chassis of the HW-19. The result
SYSTEM
will be avery-low-level hum that sounds
Idid all of my listening in my large room.
like "vinyl noise."
Tonearms used for this review included
OUT OF THE BOX
Even with its Sorbothane suspension
the Graham Model 1.5 T, Wheaton TriThe TNT Jr. is absurdly simple to set up,
systems? the TNT Jr. has far less sensibut takes up a18" D by 24" W space. I planar IV Ultimate, and Clearaudio/
Souther; cartridges included the Benz
tivity to airborne vibration than does
used aBright Star Big Rock TNT base
the HW-19. The lower resonance of the
L0.4, Clearaudio Veritas-S, Denon S-1,
($275-$299, depending on finish) speTNT Jr. is due primarily to its chassis
Dynavector XX-1L, and van den Hul
cially made for the TNT Jr. This heavy,
construction. Not only is the Jes acrylic
MC-1 Super. (I will review all of these
sand-filled, 21 3/
4"D by 27 3
4 "W by 4
/
4 "
/
3
plinth less resonant than the HW-19's,
H base requires avery sturdy stand. I components individually in the near
but what resonant characteristic it does
future.)
used the VP! TNT stand ($800 with
have appears to be more benign. The
Digital sources included an EAD 7000
acrylic top, $500 without) without its
leveling scheme of the TNT Jr. is also
Mk.II DIA fed by either aPS Audio
top. The primary advantage of the acrylic
more sophisticated than that of the HWLambda CD transport or Sony D-7
top is that it can be leveled; the Bright
19. The HW-19 has four rubber feet on
DAT. Preamps in-house were the DenStar base can't. (Those with especially
screw threads that wobble if used for
crooked floors take note.) The "shelf" of nesen JC-80 Mk.II Gold, Boulder L5AE, and Michael Yee Audio PFE-1 and
leveling purposes; 4the TNT Jr. has hexthe four-legged TNT stand is acrossbar.
nut adjustments on each support tower
Vendetta SCP-2C phono preamps. Power
Don't even think about the TNT stand
that allow for very accurate leveling
and Bright Star base unless you have a amps included two Parasound HCA2200 Ils, two Boulder 250-AEs, and two
without wobble or loss of stability.
very sturdy floor. Also, make sure you
The major sonic difference between
Boulder 500-AEs. Speakers were Apohave the stand in the right place before
the TNT Jr. and the HW-19 is that the
gee Full-Ranges. Interconnects were
you fill its legs; readjustment may require
Straight Wire Virtuoso and WireWorld Jr. was more silent than the HW-19. Not
several very strong folks.
only was there less bass-level noise, there
Eclipse, both balanced and single-ended.
After the TNT stand and Bright Star
seemed to be less vinyl noise as well. A
Speaker cables were Dunlavy Labs DLZbase are set up in the desired location,
"blacker soundstage" is the audio-critic
8; digital cables were Mod Squad Wonplacé the TNT Jr.'s motor on the circular
derlink and Parasound fiberoptic. Other chestnut that comes to mind. The TNT
cutout on the Bright Star base. This isoaccessories included RoornTunes Echo- Jr. had more silence (an oxymoron right
lates motor vibrations from the rest of
Tunes and Ceiling Clouds, Acoustic up there with "more unique" and "milithe Big Rock surface. Then put the TNT
Sciences Tube Traps and Wall Panels,
tary intelligence"), resulting in more
Jr.'s four corner columns with their Sorapparent low-level information. SubtleArcid Levitation Stand, The Original
bothane suspension inserts and Delrin
top covers in the approximate corners of Cable Jackets, Music and Sound ferrite ties deep in amix were more easily discernible with the TNT Jr. For example,
beads, AudioQuest ferrite clamps, Noisethe Big Rock's top surface. Now adjust
Trapper power strip, AuclioQuest record listen to the low-bass decay way back in
the columns so that the Delrin top coven
the mix of the first chorus of "Pretty
slide into the Delrin cups on the chassis.
brush, Gryphon Exorcist system deGood Year" on the German LP of Tori
magnetizer, Surniko FB-1 Fluxbuster
Next, place the platter on the spindle,
Amos's Under the Pink .
5 With the TNT
cartridge demagnetizer, Nitty Gritty
and level the turntable by adjusting the
record-cleaning machine, Radio Shack Jr., subtle low-bass phenomena were less
hex-nuts on each corner column. Then
sound-pressure-level meter, Kleenmaster obscured by non-musical phenomena.
place the drive belt, which is coated with
Speaking of low bass, I've noticed an
Brillianize CD cleaner, and Trial Run, by
white powder that will get all over the
interesting effect on many turntables that
Dick Francis.
top of your nice new black-acrylic turnI've dubbed "bass creep": 6 Low-bass
table, around the platter and motor drive
energy appears to ascend further up the
shaft. Next, mount your tonearm on the
SOUND
frequency spectrum, being perceived as
Both the TNT Jr. and the older, less
TNT Jr. tonearm board, which comes
midbass energy instead of remaining
expensive HW-19 Mk.IV share the same
pre-drilled for whichever arm you specify.
where it should in the low bass. Early
platter, bearing, and motor, but there are
Finally, place your armboard/tonearm
still substantial sonic and material difassembly on the chassis and screw in the
3The HW-19 normally comes with steel springs, but
ferences between the two units. Their
six bolts that hold it in place. Voilà! The
Iprefer the optional and less expensive Sorbothane suspension. Sorbothane suspension pucks limit sideways
TNT Jr. is filly assembled. Now all you
motors may be identical, but the TNT
motion due to belt tension better than springs. If you
have to do is adjust the tonearm, install Jr.'s center-mounted motor is housed in
have anything other than an extremely solid floor, Isugand align the cartridge, and hook the
astainless-steel case, while the HW-19's
gest you use springs to isolate the 'table from floorborne vibrations. High-end is often about choosing the
offset-mounted Stand-Alone Motor
whole thing up to the phono preamp.
most sonically benign option; eg, the sonic advantages
Assembly is housed in asmaller, lighter
Total assembly time: about 55 minutes
of better side-thrust correction would be negated by
footfall-induced subsonic pulses wiping out your
(not counting sand-loading time).
case? Due to its lighter case and offset
woofers.
position, the HW-19's SAMA has more
Audiophiles who regularly change
4Iput card stock beneath the rubber feet to level the
noise and vibration than the Jr.'s motor.
tonearms will find the TNT Jr. tonearm
HW-19 and eliminate screw-thread wobble.
5Unless your speakers go down to at least 25Hz, you
Placing the HW-19 on aBright Star Jplatform-attachment system an absolute
won't even begin to hear how it decays into truly subjoy. Iwas able to change toneanns in less
sonic frequencies.
2The HW-19's SAMA had to be offset so that it could
than five minutes—and Idon't mean
6This shouldn't be confused with alowlife who plays
fit in the space under the chassis occupied by the original
bass.
merely attaching anew tonearm; Imean
motor.

tern will be negligible. The platter of the
TNT III has more metal and less acrylic,
which allows VPI to machine it to tighter
tolerances. Some people may actually
prefer the Jr.'s platter, with its greater
amount of acrylic, which, according to
Harry Weisfeld, has asofter character.
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listening to one optimally adjusted
tonearm, and then changing to another
infive minutes! The Basis turntables are
the only other ones Iknow of that have
this quick-change ability.
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Linns, known for their overly rich midbass, were prime purveyors of bass creep.
The Thorens/Chadwick turntable Iused
for several years also had this problem.
Even the HW-19 had abit of bass creep
compared to the WI TNT Jr. Low bass
on the Jr. had greater bottom extension,
less midbass warmth, and better bass
definition than the HW-19. This was
consistent with the additive nature of
bass creep—the extra midbass energy
obscures bass detail.
Both the TNT Jr. and the HW-19,
when using the same tonearm/cartridge
combination, had identical soundstage
size, depth, and height. This isn't abad
thing, since the HW-19 doesn't seem to
editorialize dimensional information.
Dimensional characteristics can be easily
altered by installing different toneartns
and cartridges. The dimensional neutrality of the TNT Jr. has proven afascinating benchmark for discovering the
different dimensional presentations of
various toneartns and cartridges Iwill be
discussing in forthcoming reviews.
When Imentioned to an audiophile
friend that Ihad the TNT Jr. in-house,
he told me that he found it to have avery
"romantic" sound. Ifound his comment
puzzling, since Ididn't find this to be the
case. Depending on which arm/cartridge
combo Iused, Iwas able to change the
overall harmonic character of my analog system from fast and lean to dark and
lush. Ifound that the TNT Jr. had very
little sonic character of its own, but was
very much at the mercy of the character
of the other links in the analog chain.
Since neutrality is the ultimate goal of
any piece of gear, the chameleon-like
nature of the TNT Jr.'s basic harmonic
character is apositive attribute. It's like
ablank canvas, waiting to be painted by
the colors of the arm and cartridge of
your choice.
As alongstanding HW-19 Mk.IV
owner, Iwouldn't encourage fellow
owners to junk their HW-19s in favor
of the TNT Jr. without some serious
thought. In most systems, awell-set-up
HW-19 Mk.IV with SAMA will supply
almost 95% of the performance of a
TNT Jr. Only systems extending to at
least the 25I-h region, or those set up in
small rooms with no way of getting the
turntables away from their transducers,
will garner substantial sonic benefits
from switching to the TNT Jr.

COST-EFFECTIVE UPGRADES
After about three months with astock
Jr., Ireceived from VP! the "cost-effective" upgrade Sonic differences between
the stock TNT Jr. and its first upgrade
were of about the same magnitude as
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

those between the Jr. and the HW-19.
Just as the TNT Jr. was quieter than the
HW-19, so the addition of the threepulley system further isolated the platter
from motor vibration, smoothed out the
belt movement, and minimized sidethrust activity.
The result of this extra hardware was
an even quieter background, less vinyl
noise, and ever-so-slightly-better inner
detail. Listen to any of the scrumptious
Living Stereo re-releases from Classic
Records, and you'll hear the differences.
On the "Gnomos" movement from
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition
(LSC 2201), the cellos and string basses
create a palpable three-dimensional
cushion of air. With the upgraded TNT
Jr., each instrument seemed to exist independently in space, while still joining the
others for the ensemble sound.
The PLC is an absolute necessity once
you add the three-pulley base system; the
pulleys not only increase the drag on the
motor, but also slightly reduce the gear
ratio. Ifound that Ihad to turn up the
SAIVIA's vernier speed control about
30% to compensate for the pulley system. The PLC also makes changing from
33rpm to 45rpm much easier—you'll
never again have to touch arubber belt.
The only disadvantage of the PLC is that
it does produce some mechanical hum.
In aquiet room, you may want to put it
into one of Bright Star Audio's "Padded
Cells"—soundproofed isolation boxes
designed for power supplies with hum
problems. Unfortunately, aPLC in a
Padded Cell is difficult to adjust or turn
on and off. Seems every solution to a
problem brings its own new set of
problems.

through the hall.
On the LP and CD of Rickie Lee
Jones's Traffic from Paradise (Geffen
24602), the subtle but superior resolving
properties of the TNT Jr. coupled with
afirst-class tonearm were readily apparent. Listen to Brian Setzer's guitar on
"Rebel Rebel" —the LP has better separation between the guitar and the rest of
the mix. Also, the guitar is more threedimensional, with agreater sense of
depth behind it and—dare Isay it—
"bloom:'
Analog is also more involving. Ifind
it very easy to just listen through an
entire LP, while it often doesn't take more
than afew minutes of listening to aCD
before Ibegin to wonder what I'll be
cooking for dinner.
SUMMARY

I've spent more than afew minutes during my time as an audio reviewer wondering what makes aperson buy one
particular piece of audio gear over
another. Ithink it comes down to three
factors: personal sonic taste, ergonomic
compatibility, and price The more successful you are in finding equipment that
satisfies in the first two areas, the longer
you'll keep that component in your system, and the more pleasure you'll derive
from it. I've been using the WI HW-19
turntable for quite afew years. That fact
alone speaks volumes about my feelings
for WI products. I've been delighted by
the HW-19's ease of setup, long-term
performance, reliability, and value Remarkably, WI's TNT Jr. is an even better
product for only slightly more money.
For audiophiles like me who demand
reliability, simple setup, and sonic consistency from their turntables, the TNT
Jr. would be an unregrettable choice.
ANALOG VS. DIGITAL
The TNT Jr., with its cost-effective up- Coupled with afirst-class tonearm and
grade mounted with the Graham, Whea- cartridge, the TNT Jr. is asuperlative
analog transcription system for under
ton, or Clearaudio/Souther arms and any
$3000 ($6000 if you count all the
of the cartridges mentioned at the beginupgrades). I'm buying my review samning of this review, still sounded better
than my current digital system. The latter
ple Unless you have adeep psychologdoesn't sound bad, but still suffers in ical need to own aturntable that requires
comparison to the analog rig. There's a constant tweaking, Isuspect that the
point when the digital rig's resolution TNT Jr. will turn you into aVPI guy or
gal for good.
hits abrick wall while the TNT Jr.-based
analog system keeps dredging up information. For example, on Olympia's
Lament—music for voice and chitarrone
with Emma Kirkby and Anthony Rooley
(Elektra 79125-1)—the analog system
had much better low-level detail and a
greater degree of three-dimensional palpability. Microdynatnics, especially the
varying intensity of Kirkby's vibrato on
individual notes, were more pronounced.
Also, the decay of Rooley's chitarrone
was far more discernible as it moved
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the new improved Arcam Alpha5 system
Close your eyes and see the difference between Arcam's new Alpha 5
system of hi-fi components and anything else in its price range.

Recommendation in the 1994 What Hi-Fi? Awards.
Finally, feast your ears on the new Alpha 5 Plus CD player -quite

Ignore the fact that the Alpha 5 amplifier is our best 'budget

simply, the best value high performance CD player ever produced by a

audiophile' amplifier ever, outselling all others in the UK for the past

UK manufacturer. Over the past year the critics have heaped praise on

year. Don't be tempted by its attractive styling or a price tag which

its predecessor, the Alpha 5 CD player, calling it "the player to beat"

looks too good to be true. Just listen, and discover for yourself aquality

(What Hi -Fi?) and "standing head and shoulders above the rest"

of sound that can only be described as exceptional.

(Hi-Fi News). Now, thanks to new master clock circuitry, the 5 Plus

Next, try the Alpha 5 FM tuner. Again, don't let its surprising
affordability seduce you. Instead, listen to broadcast sound that is natural,
clear and dynamic - qualities which gained it a class leading

Just listen. Close your eyes, open your mind, and see the light.

agnal

ARCAM
-4'-

sounds even better and once again sets the standards for other CD
players to match_

Ontbal- COrPONa tgan
IMPORTERS OF AUDIOPHILE F'RODUC IS

For more information about Arcam products and the naine of your nearest dealer, please complete and return the coupon to us.
In addition, fyou would like independent reviews of any of our
equipment, pleae stare whieh products and we'll be happy to send you the relevant material.
Audio Influx Corporation PO Box 381, Highland Lakes, NL1P Jersey 07422. Or telephone (201)764-8958 Fax: (201)764-8479
Iam interested in reviews on

Arcam CO players D

First Name(s)

Arcam tuners 3
Last

Arcam amplifiers ES

Arcam's cassette deck

Name

Address

Zip Code

in United Kingdom and the rest of the wend. Arcam, Pembroke Anemic, Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS 9PB.WorldRadioHistory
England. Tek I44) 01223 440964 (24 hours) Fax :(44) 0:223 863384.
In Canada.

.911140 Audio Ltd, 101 Haulm Rd., Woodbridge, Ontario L4L 3F5 Telii(90li) 850 25hI

"Arcam"is aregistered trade mark of A&R Cambridge Ltd.

REQUIEM FOR ANALOG?
PART I
Jack English &Jonathan Scull run four of today's
cutting-edge phono cartridges through the grooves.
Clearaudio Signature: Medium-output (0.6mV) moving-coil cartridge with TRYGON
P-2 stylus (tip radius 5X40iim), boron tube cantilever, lead-alloy, rhodium-plated
tempered body. Compliance horizontal/vertical: 15/15/im/mN. Minimum tracking
force: I.6gm. Maximum tracking force: 2.8gm. Recommended tracking force: 2.2gm.
Channel separation: >35da Channel balance: <0.5dB. Internal impedance: 60 ohms
at Mt Weight lOgn Serial number of unit reviewed: None. Price: $2100. Approximate
number of dealers: 17. Manufacturer: Clearaudio Electronic GmbH, Weberackerweg
10, Erlangen, German/ D-8520. Tel: (49) 9131-57702. Fax: (49) 9131-51683. North American distributor Discovery Cable Co., 28 Bearthlee Rd., Millstone, NJ 08876. Tel:
(908) 359-0950. Fax: (908) 359-2170.
Blue Oasis: Medium-output (0.4mV) moving-coil cartridge with MicroRidge stylus,
boron cantilever, samarium-cobalt magnet, aluminum body. Recommended tracking force: 2gm. Channel separation: 30dBlIkHz. Channel balance: 0.5dB/IkHz. Frequency
range: I5Hz-40kHz. Tracking ability: 70iim at 2gm downforce. Internal impedance:
50 ohms. Weight: 8.2gm. Serial number of unit reviewed: none. Price: $2250. Approximate number of dealers: IS. Manufacturer Bertrand Audio Imports, 49 Fairview Ave.,

Benz-Micro Ruby: Low-output (0.2mV) moving-coil cartridge with MicroEdge stylus, vented Bruyere wood body. Frequency response: 5Hz-60kHz ±5dB. Channel
separation: >40d11 Recorrvnended tracking force: 2.2gm. Weight 8.5gm. Serial number
of unit reviewed: 1807. Price: $3000; $2000 with qualifying trade-in; retipping
costs $500. Approximate number of dealers: 50. Manufacturer Lukaschek Hi Fi Electronik, Rheingoldstrasse 50, Neuhausen-am-Rheinfall CH8218, Switzerland. Tel: (41)
5322-4545. Fax: (41) 5322-4650. US distributor Musical Surroundings, 5856 College
Ave., Suite 146, Oakland, CA 94618. Tel: (510) 420-0379. Fax: (510) 420-0392.
Oracle Reference: low-output (0.2mV) moving-coil cartridge. Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz ±IdEl. Channel separation: > 30dR Channel balance: <0.5da Tracking
force: I.8gm. Compliance: I5x10(-6)cm/dyne horizontal; 12x10(-6)cm/dyne vertical.
Internal impedance: 4ohms. Recommended loading: >1k ohm. Weight 4.5gm. Serial
number of unit reviewed: none. Price: $1995. Approximate number of dealers: IS.
Manufacturer Oracle Audio Corp., P.O. Box 394, Edmundton, New Brunswick E3V
311, Canada. Tel: (506) 735-1080. Fax: (506) 735-5810.

Nashua, NH 03060. Tel: (603) 883-1982. Fax: (603) 880-4533.
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ACK ENGLISH SETS THE STAGE

N

omatter how groundbreaking
the last (or next) digital breakthrough, we still have our
LPs. If not asingle vinyl disc were ever
pressed again, our existing collections
would still provide us with countless
hours of musical ecstasy. Though many
listeners have abandoned vinyl, their
decision to do so has made even more
records available to those of us who continue to cherish them. Used records are
plentiful, and can often be found at a
fraction of the price of new CDs. These
reasons alone should be more than enough
for dedicated vinyl-lovers to nurture
their analog passions.
But new vinyl is still available. Carl
Baugher, in last October's Stereophile
(Vol.17 No.10, p.71), described Classic
Records' ambitious RCA Living Stereo
reissue program. In addition, other
audiophile-oriented companies such
as Acoustic Sounds,' Mobile Fidelity,
Chesky, Reference Recordings, Clarity,
AudioQuest, Sheffield Labs, Wilson
Audio (EMI), Decca, Blue Note, Mosaic,
and Super Analogue have been producing albums, and there are still afew
popular recordings that have at least
limited vinyl runs-often available here
only as imports.
As predicted by Dick Olsher two
years ago in his own phono-cartridge
survey (Vol.16 No.2), all those analog
1Acoustic Sounds has recently begun offering new
recordings in addition to their reissues. Jimmy Rogers'
Blue Bird is their first, on LP and CD.
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obituaries were premature. His chiding
of the "purveyors of doom and gloom"
was right on the money. The pessimists
saw the half-empty glass and the eminent death of analog. My condolences.
Ardent vinyl-lovers have valiantly
held on, and now we're reaping the
rewards of our persistence. With little
fanfare, analog reproduction has experienced amarvelous renaissance. Cartridge
manufacturers have led the way, quietly
developing stunning new products at
near breakneck speeds. In fact, I'm amazed
at the number of great new cartridges
that are available, and which have been
virtually ignored. Where are the reviews?
With ahandful of calls, Jonathan and
Igathered the following seven state-ofthe-art cartridges: the Benz-Micro Ruby,
Oracle Reference, Sumiko Transfiguration AF-1, Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold,
Lyra Parnassus, Blue Oasis, and Clearaudio Signature. If this lineup doesn't set
your heart aflutter, stick with digital.
Analog lives!

To give each cartridge its best shot (in
terms of loading, gain, and/or sonic compatibility), Iused anumber of other preamps and phono stages, including a
Melos 333 Gold, MFA MC Reference,
Benz-Micro Lukaschek PP1, and 'Clyne
7PX25. Output from the preamp/phono
stage went through additional lengths
of NBS Signature cable, which ultimately ran into my Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eight power amplifiers. Bi-wired
runs ofNBS Signature loudspeaker cable
were connected to ProAc Response 4
speakers. Key accessories in the system
included The Original Cable Jackets,
Microscan Anti-Resonance Devices,
Harmonix and Shun Mook feet, API and
Tice power conditioners, Solidsteel 410
equipment stands, and room treatments
from RPG, ASC, and Soundwalls.
During my 40-year obsession with
vinyl I've developed aritual for setting
up cartridges. Ibegin with acareful review of all manufacturer-supplied literature, which in most cases doesn't take
long. Given the value and vulnerability
of the products, this lack of documenAN ENGLISH REFERENCE
tation is abhorrent-an owner's manual
SYSTEM
can give vital information on cartridge
For anumber of years my analog frontweight, compliance, output, tracking
end has consisted of aVersa Dynamics
1.2 record player typically fitted with a weight, loading, VTA, and wiring conKoetsu Pro IV cartridge. Output is fed
ventions. For example, the Oracle Reference weighs alight 45grn; the Symphonic
through a1m length of NBS Signature
Line RG-8 Gold reviewed next month
cable into aCAT SL-1 Signature preamp.
tips the scales at ahefty 18gm. Both carFor most reviews Idon't change comtridges would have compatibility probponents in my reference system unless
lems with different tonearms.
there's aspecific reason to do so, as was
Once I've digested the manufacturer's
the case with this cartridge survey.
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THIS
SPEAKER
CAN KEEP
YOU UP ALL
NIGHT
Afew notes of music will tell you there's something
quite unique about the new Centaurus Slant 6speaker.
It's ribbon hybrid design offers performance that
defies its modest $1995 price.
As the Centaurus weaves its magic, time seems to
suspend itself. An evening's listening session can pass into
morning, leaving you with asmile.
The technology that makes this level of performance
possible was pioneered on our $85,000 state-of-the-art
Grand System. Your nearest Apogee dealer will be happy
to demonstrate the Centaurus speakers. But bring your
pajamas, just in case.

-A-POGEE

r
-lcoUSTICS,

INC.

35 York Ave. Randolph, MA 02368 Tel. (617) 963-0124 Fax (617) 963-8567
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information, Icheck out the provided
hardware, such as interfacing plates,
headshell leads, tracking-force gauges,
leveling bubbles, tools, mounting hardware, etc. Then Igo over the voluminous
instructions that came with my turntable
Icheck my turntable stand, platter, and
linear tonearm with acarpenter's level,
then use my personal supply of aluminum
(for low mass and magnetic properties)
mounting hardware to put the cartridge
into the headshell, which is disconnected
from the tonearm. Iconnect the leads to
the cartridge with needle-nose pliers,
then connect the headshell/cartridgeflead
assembly to the turntable/tonearm.
Crude VTA is set using the turntable's
tools and procedures (typically with the
top of the cartridge body set parallel to
arecord sitting on the platter, with the
stylus tip resting in the record's lead-in
grooves), as is overhang; zero tracking
force (ie, seesaw balancing of the tonearm) is set—with either aTechnics SH50P1 stylus-pressure gauge or aSwissmade Correx gram scale (depending on
the construction of the cartridge)—to the
middle of the manufacturer's suggested
range Azimuth is adjusted with the help
of an Audio-Technica AT6020 phonocartridge analyzer, and anti-skate is dialed
in with the grooveless track from Nautilus's Audio System Test Record.
VTA is fine-tuned using aseries of settings first identified by Adam Rosenberg
of LOCI tonearm fame, and anumber
of records that Ihave found that prefer
high, low, and average VTA settings.
When I'm done, I've established an effective VTA range Ibegin my listening with
the VTA set at the middle of this range
Throughout the bulk of my listening
Ispecifically use no treatments on any
part of the cartridge, nor do Iuse any
demagnetization. Ido, however, regularly clean the stylus with asoft brush,
ahard brush, and apowered Signet
SIC305 cleaner. Ialso rely heavily upon
my VPI HW-17 record cleaner and Hunt
EDA record brush to ensure the cleanliness of my albums.
At the beginning of the review period,
Ilisten to whatever strikes my fancy. As
Igrow accustomed to the character of the
cartridge, Icarefully listen to recordings
that Iknow will present specific challenges to it.
—Jack English

J
ONATHAN SCULL
BEGINS THE BEGUINE

There are ten million stories in the Naked
City. Ihad an affair with aGold Grasshopper. My wife knew about these turgid
goings-on, but aside from informing me
that gold is alittle vulgar, she said nothing. Ah, the French—very understandSTEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

ing about matters of the heart! She loved
the sound of this van den Hul cartridge,
too: fast, open, exciting, airy, transparent,
and capable of remarkably palpable
imaging.
It was apain, though. If you were the
least bit heavy-handed, you might bend
the stylus in ablink of an eye You don't
actually see the damage—it occurs up in
the generator after the fragile, insect-like
stylus is bent beyond its tolerance; soon
afterward, the suspension collapses.
Concentration is required with most cartridge setups; with the 'Hopper, you'd
best be calm and collected.
Ilunched mine awhile back and had
to ship it off to van den Hul Cartridge
Hospital. When Igot it back, the pole
piece (the cartridge's front "face"—or
codpiece, so to speak) was loose Gaaak!
Inearly swallowed my tongue. Icalled
vdH GHQ, and A.J. instructed me to
simply glue it back on with "one-second
adhesive" He surmised that the rigors
of shipping were the culprit.
At the risk of making myself sound an
ass, I'll tell you that Ibaffled around to
several hardware stores looking for "onesecond adhesive" When Kathleen came
home and heard about my inability to
find this magic sticking elixir, she nearly
died laughing. "Crazy Glue, mon cheri!"
Of course
A system is asystem is asystem...
but for how long? The preamps used
for this survey were my CAT SL-1 Signature and the Jadis JP-80MC. The Jadis
Analog Experience was conducted mostly
with the Clearaudio Signature in attendance on the Forsell Air Force One
turntable. (A synergistic and charming
couple, by the way. Germany and France
—go figure.) Rack-wise, continued
investigations have proven that the CAT,
despite its heavy build and internal
damping, focuses more precisely when
nestled in the Michael Green Designs
ClampRack. Small adjustments of the
locking nuts effect small changes in the
upper-midrange and treble regions, and
slight transformations of the bass and
overall sense of air.
Amps were my reference Jadis JA
200s. Before Istarted listening critically
to the first set of cartridges, Ireplaced the
200s' GE 6550s with aset of Gold Aero
KT99As. Iwas immediately attracted to
the KT99As' refinement, sweet, airy
highs, and suave, liquid midrange, and
found it easy to forgive their slight lack
of transparency and softer bass.
I subsequently spoke with Jadis
importer Victor Goldstein, who grew
troubled when he understood that Iwas
running the KT99As. Unbeknownst to
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this reporter, Jadis designers Jean-Paul
Caffi and André Calmettes never intended
the 200s to be used with these tubes—
they may saturate the transformers and
blow out the line fuses. But in the interest
of continuity (and as I'd had no difficulty
to that point), Iresolved to continue with
them.
As Audiophile Lady Luck would have
it, the right channel went down the very
next day. As Iwas kneeling to replace
the KT99As with the somewhat crude
Ruff'n'Ready Oshkosh B'Gosh High
Americana GE 6550s, Monsieur Goldstein appeared with aset of Sovtek 6550
power tubes which had been closely
matched at the factory.
Well, Itried to keep my system stable
during this cartridge survey, but, as with
most best-laid plans, the audio variety,
too, gae oft awry. This Jadis tube incident actually occurred before I'd turned
over my first set of cartridges to JE, so
Ireset my expectations, listened to all the
review cartridges yet again, and registered
the changes. Wotta life
All cartridges benefited from the
Russian 6550 treatment. The bass had
greater pace, slam, and expressiveness,
and extension was tighter and more defined. Midrange liquidity, texturing, harmonics, and soundstaging were largely
on apar with the KT99As. The Sovteks
were certainly more transparent, but a
touch dark in the upper-midrange/treble
region.
The GEs sounded thin in the critical
midrange, where the Sovteks flourished,
retaining many of the GEs' positive
characteristics: asense of real power
across the entire audio band, terrific
punch in the bass, and extended and
detailed highs. As abonus, the Russian
tubes were as detailed as the GEs, but
sounded smoother and less analytic in
the treble. In our system, the Russians
sound vastly more refined. Let me put
it this way: I'd prefer to walk down a
dark alley with the American tubes at my
side, but I'd attend aconcert and alate
supper with the Russians. The amusing
irony of Tractors-R-Us Mother Russia
(my ancestral homeland) producing such
arefined tube isn't lost on me—they're
very well-made and seem industrialstrength robust in every way.
It was the Russian tubes' greater transparency that set the soundstage farther
back than the KT99As on the Avalon
Ascents. The Sovteks certainly had
greater authority and clarity, and the
soundstage quieted down and grew
appreciably in all dimensions. But the
6550s aren't perfect. Life is full of compromise, no? The Sovteks weren't as
liquid, lush, rounded, or ineffably musi151
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cal as the KT99As. You don't get everything you want in life, but sometimes
you get close.

OSTRACIZED

BY

MADDENED

LOGICAL

POSITIVISTS!

To further refine each cartridge's presentation, Iused either the Shun Mook
Record Weight or the Combak HarmoStep right up! Ifirst auditioned all carnix TU-812 Tuning Record Clamp. In
tridges unloaded straight into the CAT
phono stage. If required, Imade use of spite of its air-everything topology, the
Forsell does not sport avacuum holdthe Expressive Technology SU-1 MC
down. To do so would be completely
step-up transformer (reviewed by Robert
anti-Forsellian. In general, the Shun
Harley in July 1992, Vol.15 No.7, p.142),
Mook produced asound that was very
also lightly squeezed between two Clamphuman, slightly soft, bloomy, and rich.
Rack shelves, its rubber feet removed,
The Harmonix Clamp, aheavier metal
and Audio Points "floating" the unit top
device that has ebony wood around its
and bottom. The other phono amplifier
bottom (for the best of both worlds),
in play was the jewel-like FM Acoustics
produced acrisper, tighter, more focused
FM 222.
presentation that brought forward the
upper mids and lower treble.
Setup: Imounted each cartridge on an
Finally, there's amini Original Cable
appropriate arm and slider, and initially
dialed in for azimuth with the Audio- Jacket on the armwire at the RCA junction plate, and three normal Jackets on
Technica AT6020 cartridge analyzer.
the connection between the power supUnfortunately, this unit (and its companply and the flywheel. Will this craziness
ion test record) is no longer manufactured. Fortunately, Bob Graham of ever end?
Nope. Get this: The three small pumps
audiophile tonearm fame markets a
for the 'table (and the one for the Forsell
simple yet effective little device that
CD transport) are mounted in two small
inverts phase in one channel and allows
you to adjust azimuth for the greatest custom-made ClampRacks that have
wooden dowels below and above the
null, thus accomplishing the same task:
finding the point of lowest intercharmel pumps. Before you die laughing, lemme
crosstalk. However you set acartridge tell ya—the stands cut the vibration and
up, you still have to tweak it by ear; buzzing, and they're cute.
Speaker cable was Siltech LS4-240,
there's some wobble in the Signet's measurements, and you still might be off by and all analog connections were made
ahair. In the stylus microworld, ahair using Siltech type FTM4 Si.
—Jonathan Scull
is alot.
Each time Iswapped arm/slider/carCLEARAUDIO SIGNATURE
tridge assemblies Iswiped the arm bearing with acetone to keep its surface tidy. MOVING-COIL CARTRIDGE
New York air, you know. Idaubed and Pass the bratwurst! I'd already installed
lightly scrubbed connecting pins with the $2100 Clearaudio Signature on athin
SuperContact during installation, doing Forsell arm/slider with the thinnest
the same with the interconnects each Teflon spacer by the time my heavytime Ichanged acartridge. Iused the weight 'Hopper arrived back from the
Netherlands. The fairly substantial Clearsame LP (Carmen McRae Sings Monk,
Novus 3086-1-N) to zero-in on the audio weighs in at 10gm, and its body
proper VTA of each cartridge, adjusting is fabricated ofa special lead alloy treated
VTF with little dabs of Mortite at stra- to remain free of any trapped air. The
tegic points fore and aft on the arm, thus total surface is hand-polished, rhodiumsnapping in the focus and adjusting the plated, and tempered in accordance with
Clearaudio's "Resonance Free Technolamount of "body" in the sound.
Ialso tweaked each cartridge for bass ogy" design criteria, with manufacturing
and overall soundstage size and transparency by playing with the airflow to
the arm bearing. Iknow, Iknow—the
Forsell makes audio fascists wild with
rage: it doesn't tell you what music should
sound like, it lets you call the shots. I
know what Iwant from this 'table, and
by now can achieve it with some fadlity.
There's one Shun Mook Mpingo on
the Forsell's VTA adjuster knob, three
triangulated about the platter and pointing in the direction of rotation, and one
on the rear platform of the flywheel. I
Clearaudio Signature phono cartridge
can see the headline now: AUDIO WRITER
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995
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tolerances said to be less than 0.001mm.
The lower "hammerhead shark" housing flanking the stylus contains the output pins. This wide lower section looks
like aturn-of-the-century handlebar
moustache (thus earning my sobriquet,
"Der Kaiser"), and bumps alarmingly
against the wide-footprint Shun Mook
Record Weight when arecord is finished.
The Harmonix TU-812 Tuning Record
Clamp is less broad in the fanny, thus
causing me to jump less rapidly out of
my listening chair at the end of aside.
Fortunately, the hollow boron cantilever
is stiff and durable, and takes these Asianinduced ignominities in stride.
Clearaudio supplies with the Signature agraphic which illustrates their
unusual approach to generator design.
In athree-quarters view from above
front, you can see that there is aset of
four magnets (two pairs abreast oriented
NS and SN), both pairs 180° from each
other on either side of the right-channel
windings. Farther up the cantilever, and
at right angles to the right channel, is a
brace of four magnets in the same orientation for the left channel. Looking at it
head-on, you can see what amounts to
astaggered X surrounding the cantilever.
According to the manual, this arrangement offers unique "anti-reflection moving coils" that have electrically matched
impedances of 60 ohms. If used in combination with matched 50 ohm cables,
distortions caused by cable nonlinearity and reflections from cables and connectors are said to be eliminated. They
also claim low distortion and superb
linearity in phase response because of the
patented location of the coils within the
magnets. The vibrating elements are
always inside "homogeneous magnetic
fields!' (I certainly Ifelt homogeneous
when Iplayed the Signature.)
You may have read about acertain
manufacturer who slices up LPs with a
laser and examines the groove walls
under an Elektronen-RastermikroskopAufnahme. Well, these are the guys, of
course. The groove photos are fascinating
for any Analogue devoté, and illustrate the
rationale behind their nadelform. The
resultant stylus shape, dubbed TRYGON P-2 (twice-polished TRYGON
diamond), is said to better match actual
record-groove geometry, avoiding mistracking and poor signal-to-noise ratio.
Designed by Dr. E. Weinz, "designer of
the well-known PAROC-shape stylus"
('sense me?), and aMr. Peter Suchy, the
diamond tip measures 0.005mm by
0.035nun (0.0002" by 0.0014").
Do Irecall aStar Trek episode in which
Kirk has arun-in with villainous Trygon layabouts? Maybe not ...
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Introducing The Parts Connection's first complete DIY kit:
the Assemblage DAC-1 Digital Processor.
It comes in asmall package (9.5"x 2"x 7" chassis), but packs abig
punch and avery musical sound. Designed for the rookie or first time
kit builder, the only tools required are apencil tip soldering iron, a
screw driver, awrench, apair of electronics pliers, and awire stripper
or hobby knife. With only 21 solder joints and ahandful of nuts and
bolts, this kit goes together in one evening (typically about an hour).
It's as easy as connecting the dots.
The parts quality is top notch. The board comes assembled and tested,
implementing the Burr Brown 1702 DAC, aCrystal 8412 input
receiver, an NPC 5813 digital filter, Analog Device's AD844 and 847
op amps and acustom potted toroidal power transformer.
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At $449 US, the Assemblage DAC-1 offers an outstanding value in digital conversion and comes with aSatisfaction Guarantee (return it within
30 days of purchase for afull refund) and an Assembly Guarantee (if
you can't get it running, we will!).We challenge you to find aDAC
anywhere near this price with better measured performance, component quality, and most importantly, sound quality. Please write us or
ere us acall if you would like more specific information on the performance or construction features of this kit. To ordet the DAC-1 kit,
simply call the Toll Free Order Line and have your VISA, Mastercard
or American Express on hand.
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Setup, schatzie: Setup with the Clearaudio was alittle quirky. The front and
sides have registration marks which are
used for alignment. Iused the AudioTechnica analyzer to set azimuth (pretty
close to vertical), and initially set the Signature for VTA with the side marks perpendicular to the record surface.
With every other cartridge in this survey, the diamond usually appears to
be sitting in the groove in a"normal"
(straight in) fashion after the suspension
takes its "set" on adisc. When unloaded,
it may appear canted back, but during
play it assumes the position.
Not the Signature. With proper VTF
and VTA zeroed-in, the diamond looks
way down at the front and up in the rear.
It's alittle scary. When Iset the Signature down with close-to-maximum
recommended VTF on atrash record, it
actually began slicing out tiny strands of
vinyl! Normal range for VTF is listed
between 1.6gm and 2.8gm (!), and ablob
of Mortite at the rear of the arm to give
adownforce ofjust under 2gm did the
trick. Iignored the way it looked when
it settled into the grooves, and just enjoyed the music.
Sound: The Signature's highish 6mV
output allowed it to be used straight into
the CAT with no additional step-up
required. It threw avery big, naturalsounding, well-formed soundstage that
extended well out to either side of the
Avalon Ascents and as deep as whatever
was encoded in the grooves. There was
no compression or narrowing whatsoever in the rear corners. Iset about
dialing in VTA with Carmen Sings Monk,
which was asnap with the Signature.
The soundstage moved up and down as
Ifocused in on the magic spot: anatural soundstage height coinciding with the
best tonal balance.
The perspective was immediate, vibrant,
and clearly set within the first few rows
—in aword, compelling. How compelling? It conveyed with utmost ease the
qualities of musicality, involvement,
expressiveness, and especially neutrality—
its most endearing gift. The Signature
never got in the way of the music.
Cyndee Peters' "House of the Rising
Sun" (Test Record 4, Opus 39200) showed
up tight, well-controlled bongos padded in their own air and sounding fast
and impactful, the background triangle
shinunery and natural. The cymbals perfectly conveyed the unique sound of
wood on brass, without atrace of unruly
sibilance from atweaked presence region
or arising top end. Peters' voice was well
back and natural in the airy, open soundstage. Tweaking her voice with very
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

small adjustments in VTA was child's
play: up alittle from Carmen (perhaps
an eighth of aturn) and her voice became
atad more open, defined, and expressive.
(This is aknockout demo cut, by the
way.)
Branford Marsalis's tenor sax on "The
Nearness of Yoe from TtioJeepy (Columbia CX2 44199), was urgently palpable,
with what might be described as acertain
"darkness" over the upper-midrange/
lower-treble region when loaded at 100
or 300 ohms. This easy-to-distinguish
anomaly disappeared when Iunloaded
back to 47k ohms. There was atad more
silence between the performers at 100
ohms, and the already top-drawer imaging became slightly more palpable, but
its neutrality was compromised ever so
lightly.
The acoustic bass was exquisitely and
powerfully separated from the left
speaker and the other performers, somewhat forward in space (where it should
be), and with scads of air around it. The
drum kit was high and to the right, doser
to me in what I've come to expect from
this recording: awell-defined, U-shaped
soundstage. The delicate cymbal work
was perfectly rendered.
Branford's instrument—expressive,
soaring, emotional, and tightly focused
—was abreeze to "see' The several riffs
he fires off to the rear were clearly
reproduced as just such events. There was
no simple volume change to indicate that
his back was toward me (as Iheard with
one of the other cartridges); rather, I
heard his horn coming from the rear, as
both reflected and direct sound coming
around his body to my ears. It was
uncanny. This recording sounded musical and emotive through the Signature,
the pace and rhythm drawing me right
into the mix.
Iauditioned all cartridges with the
aged but well-buffed Howard Rummy's
Lighthouse All-Stars, Vol.4--an early mono
Contemporary (C3520) with acolorfully present piano, textured acoustic
bass, and oboe/flute midrange magic. I
also spun ared-vinyl Brubeck àla Mode
(early mono Fantasy 3301), just to see
how each cartridge handled the essence
of the music.
With the Signature, the All-Stars' rendition of "Albatross" (no jokes, please)
was vivid, clear, and spacious, with enormous air and separation between the
players. The piano sounded dynamic,
tonally rich, full, and unclouded, the bass
tuneful and powerful. The initial snap of
bass transients existed as an all-important
adjunct to the full harmonic envelope
developed in the decay. Ialmost couldn't
believe Iwas listening to mono, despite
WorldRadioHistory

the fact that everything's in the center.
Makes me wonder why we even bother
with stereo, much less 5.1 channels.
The Signature captured the Art of
Noise's quintessential "Paranoimia" (/n
Visible Silence, Chrysalis BFV41528) in
all its glory, sounding surprising, rhythmically driving, and trippy in an enormous artificial soundstage with sounds
coming from everywhere imaginable.
The electric bass—tuneful, deep, and
controlled—had apowerful foundation
and moved the beat along with zippy
transients. The Art of Noise's "Yebo"
(Below the Waste, China Polydor 839 4041) is aknockout; "Spit" (very àpropos)
sounded incredibly wide, deep, ambient,
and liquid. Individual female voices on
the backup were completely differentiated from one another, and the male
vocals were layered and more forward.
Ithen played Stravinsky's "The Sacrifice," from The Rite ofSpring, with Solti
and the Chicago Symphony (UK London CS6885). In the lyrical opening
you can hear someone (probably Sold)
moaning softly—excellent detail that
helps breathe life into the performance.
After about five minutes, the timpani
come in with agut-wrenching, visceral
explosion of deep bass that could almost
knock you out of your seat. The Signature was completely unruffled by this
sonic landscape, never changing its presentation under duress. It delivered abig,
musical, dynamic, and detailed soundstage that just didn't quit.
Staying with the high decibels, Duke
Ellington'sJazz Party in Stereo (Columbia
Special Products JCS 8127) sounded
wonderfully ambient. "Tymperturbably
Blue" was very present and alive, everybody nicely placed in the wide, airy, Ushaped stage. The piano was strong and
powerful to the left, if alittle chesty
(that's the recording), the vibes shimmery and forward in the soundstage,
proffering another example of the detail
provided by the Signature sans etch or
brightness. Jimmy Rushing's voice in
"Hello Little Girl" was beautifully
rendered, his way-down-in-the-mix
finger-snapping coming through distinctly. The horns and trombones were
spotlighted, blatty, and powerful. I
became subtly aware that Iwas hearing
not only the performers in the soundstage, but also the bounce off the walls
of the recording studio!
You viii come to attention for zee
summary! I've told less about what the
Signature sounded like than what the
music sounded like through this cartridge.
Agood sign. The Signature was, without
adoubt, the most perfectly neutral in
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leads were unable to reach the pins. The
cartridge didn't fit. Ioffer this only as a
caution; neither JS nor Ihad any difficulties mounting the Signature.
It often didn't matter if the Clearaudios
fit or not—though they've been imported into the US for over 17 years,
they've often been impossible to find. As
it turns out, Joe DePhillips of Discovery Cable and some of his friends are
long-time Clearaudio fans. Failing to
find asource for replacement or retipping of their cartridges, Joe contacted
manufacturer Peter Suchy and his son
Robert in West Germany. One Vegas
CES later, Discovery became the US
distributor for the full line of movingcoil cartridges, ranging from the $760
Gamma-S to the $7320 Insider.3
Discovery imports the revised Souther
tonearm,4afull line of moving-magnet
cartridges, various connectors, clamps,
CDs, and records, and is considering
bringing in phono preamps as well.
And yes, the Veritas-S dedicated to
the Souther arm is once again available.
With currently at least 15 dealers, you'll
finally be able to get one of these cartridges.
In the past, one of the consistent
strong suits of all Clearaudio cartridges
has been their soundstaging, in part
attributable to impressive channel separation. With amidband rating in excess
of 35dB, the Signature is no exception.
Iexpected great soundstaging, so wasn't
surprised when JS led off extolling the
Signature's soundstaging prowess. Even
on the Rolling Stones' non-audiophileapproved Exile on Main Street (Rolling
Stones CG 40489), the stage was unusually wide and precisely defined.
While Iagree with JS that the perspective was closer than average, Iwouldn't
describe it as being in the first few rows.
Some cartridges push the performers
into the room; the Signature clearly
didn't have that type of immediacy.
As JS noted, the Signature did an
excellent job of re-creating air and space
On Ella Fitzgerald's playful "A-Tiskit ATasket" (Live at Carnegie Hall, Columbia G 32557), the Signature, in contrast
JE Comments: Whenever Ithink of a to the Blue Oasis, conveyed arealistic
Clearaudio cartridge, Iquickly say to sensation of Camegie's size, and rendered
myself, "it might not fit," "people won't my fellow audience members more real.
be able to get it," and "it'll have great The Clearaudio was one of the few carsoundstaging." Clearaudios often come, tridges in this survey that powerfully
as did this Signature, with the connec- communicated Ella's mood. An even
tion pins closer to the stylus tip than more impressive feat was the reproducmost other cartridges A traditional body
2The Accurate, priced at $3920, is the next step up from
is replaced by things akin to wings the Signature
toward the front, where the pins are 3Be careful regarding the cost of these cartridges.
located. Iremembered this quirk from According to DePhillips, at least one prominent equipment directory contains prices from 1987!
an earlier experience mounting an Accur- 4Steven Stone is currently running the latest version
ate2 in an SME V, when the tonearm through its paces.

character of thefirst group of cartridges
Kathleen and Iauditioned in our system.
It tracked like an Olympic athlete and
snapped the transients at us throughout
the entire frequency range without etch,
tizz, or leanness. It was clean and linear,
harmonically complete (if not especially
rich) and accurate, with no specific range
of the audio band leaping out at us.
In this regard, it was agood match for
the superbly neutral CAT. Its strong, controlled bass remained expressive and
harmonic, its midrange neutral and without artifact. The highs were extended,
fast, open, airy, and natural, with no
nooks or crannies in the frequency
response. It was unflappable, unchanging
in character from the quietest passage to
the loudest crescendo. Micro- and macrodynarnics with the Signature were
such that Ifelt the crashing of timpani in
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring, yet the cartridge was also able to hang on to the
subtle nuance ofJaime Laredo's violin in
Beethoven's Triple Concerto (Columbia "360 Sound" Two-Eye MS 6564)
with Rudolf Serkin and Leslie Parnas.
The Clearaudio Signature is ahighresolution device, delivering detail without
the hash, spit, and grit of lesser cartridges
that masquerade detail as brightness.
If you're looking for euphonic mids
and warm, luscious highs, look elsewhere. If you want something analytical and lean, keep looking. At aprice of
"only" $2100, the Clearaudio Signature
is asteal for its consistent performance
and high level of neutrality. Install it in
asystem that's up to its standards—one
without gross colorations—and you may
find cartridge happiness. You'll hear
what's recorded, without embellishment. You may think this afault in some
mysterious way—after all, life is tough
enough without having to escape into
the sweet, nurturing world of music. But
Ididn't find this to be the case with the
Clearaudio—just give it to me straight.
Definitely acontender for Best of the
First Bunch on absolute terms; given its
price:performance ratio, it's something
else again.
—Jonathan scull
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tion of Sir Adrian Boult's and the London Philharmonic's quadraphonically (!)
recorded performance of Elgar's Symphony 2(EMI ASD 3266, SQ-encoded).
With the Signature, this recording had
awarm, natural ambience as well as
excellent soundstaging.
The Elgar also provided ample evidence of the Signature's impressive
dynamic capabilities—from subtle shadings to massive transitions, as JS found.
The cartridge didn't have to play loudly
to come alive, but it did so with no ill
effects. At virtually any level, the Signature was consistently quick, clean,
and very revealing. The word "tight"
appeared frequently in my listening
notes. Throughout the range, but especially in the mid-/upper bass, the Signature was fast and well-defined, making
it agreat match for dance music. Bass
lines, synthesizer work, kickdrums,
toms-toms, and timpani were all excitingly real, their rhythms conveyed with
conviction.
Through the ever-critical midrange,
JS and Ireached different conclusions.
Iagree entirely with his description of
sonic performance through this range as
detailed and clean, even neutral. However, Ididn't find it as harmonically rich
as the Sumiko Transfiguration or aproperly amplified Benz-Micro Ruby or Blue
Oasis, and it clearly didn't equal live
music. Neutral, yes, but harmonically
incomplete. Voices were clear, and it was
exceptionally easy to separate artists, but
something was missing from the overtones—which may have actually been a
problem in the lower treble. Iprefer a
fuller, lusher midrange (as evidenced by
my long love affair with the Koetsu cartridges).
Isearched for ways to deal with the
problems Ifound in this cartridge's treble
range. It was wonderfully extended,
open, and airy, which may in part have
contributed to the prominence of surface
noise—ticks, clicks, and pops. Loading
down helped some, but at unacceptable
costs. After much experimenting, Iended
up preferring the Signature unloaded (as
did JS). VTA was critical.
My ultimate frustration was in the
lower treble, where something seemed
amiss. For example, Jon Hassell's Dream
Theory in Malaya Fourth World, Vol.2 (Editions EG EGM114) usually hypnotizes
me It didn't with the Signature Something was abit distracting, and tended
to become most obvious on voices and
cymbals—especially those with sibilance
There wasn't any added hardness or percussiveness, therejust seemed to be too
much of something. Sibilance on The
Sugarcubes' Life's Too Good (Elektra
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AS IS FAMOUS for sneak previews and
mini-reviews that never turn into full reviews, and Ihate to break agreat tradition. Ido feel, however, that Ishould follow
up on my initial comments on the Wireworld
Eclipse interconnects [Issue 83/84] and
speaker cables to the point of confirming
my original praise.
Ihave now worked extensively with the

Wireworld

Eclipse phono interconnect,

RCA interconnects, balanced interconnects, Starlight digital interconnects, and
speaker cables.
The net result confirms my initial impressions. The Wireworld Eclipse cables
have proved to be reference quality products that have integrated smoothly in connecting up both an entire reference system
and in connecting all of the 30-odd components Ihave had in for review since Istarted
using them. Ihave found them to be fully
compatible with every component Ihave
tried, and Ihave found them to be extremely revealing without exaggerating any aspect of sonic performance, or producing

"THE ONLY
WAY IKNOW
TO PASS ON
INFORMÂT! ON
IS PURE,
UNFILTERED
AND UNALTERED?'
DAVID SALZ

the kind of false insights into the music
which later turn out to be coloration.
The Wireworld Eclipse interconnects
and speaker cables not only reveal the
music that is on the recording, they reveal
the full capabilities of all types of equipment.
They have proved to be of great value in
making detailed equipment comparisons.
They have not always been the best interconnects or speaker cables in connecting
specific electronics or speakers, but they
have been competitive, and they have usually been superior.
Anthony H. Cordesman
For the entire review, see
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A record weight is arecord weight...
or is it? The Harmonix TU-812 Record
Clamp really did the trick with this cartridge, bringing that gently sweetened
upper-midrange/lower-treble region
more forward and detailing in amore
interesting fashion. The Record Clamp
tightened things up, got the pace moving, and let the spaciousness out of the
box. Some bloom was sacrificed, but it
was worth it.
The Blue Oasis with the Shun Mook
Blue Oasis phono cartridge
Record Weight caused Cyndee Peters to
sound more bloomy in "House of the
lacked. It had midrange bloom coupled
Rising Sun," but atouch recessed and illwith an upper-midrange/lower-treble
defined; with the Harmonix, she sounded
sweetness—an ineffable gentleness—that
vital and palpable, those striking triangles
made for amore forgiving sound. Its
more vividly shimmering, with adelisound was "prettier" and more laid-back
BLUE OASIS
cate, nuanced decay. No information was
than that of the Clearaudio, and was cerMOVING-COIL CARTRIDGE
lost in the noise floor, and the details
Was that acamel I
just saw? The Blue
tainly easier to live with. Don't get me
wrong, the Blue Oasis isn't some rolled- came through. Did Isay "noise floor"?
Oasis arrived with no fanfare or literature
Keep these important words in mind—
off piece of caca—we're talking true highof any kind, other than asingle spec sheet
we'll consider them later. The record
end subtlety, musicality, and refinement.
delivered by aguy named Joe Camel
weight you choose to use with the
As good as Ifound it (which was
smoking aLucky.
Clearaudio Signature will be more
mighty good), the Blue Oasis didn't have
The Blue Oasis looks completely
dependent on your mood, the piece, or
the attack, speed, snap, excitement, transinnocuous in blue aluminum. Installathe recording; with the Blue Oasis, the
parency (and for me, therefore, involvetion in the Forsell was asnap—just athin
Harmonix is the one to light your way.
ment) of the Signature. But this light
arm/slider with anext-to-thinnest Teflon
With the Blue Oasis, Art of Noise's
sweetening of musical textures was so
spacer. Ithought it sounded fine at exactly
"Spit" came at me with tremendous
well integrated into the overall presen1.8gm VTF, with no loading, direct into
separation between the performers. The
the CAT. Average volume setting was a tation that it didn't call attention to itself.
song also had the Blue Oasis's appealreasonable 12-1 o'clock, with plenty of With practically state-of-the-art everying, sweet, slightly removed upper midthing else, abit ofall right on top—if not
gain to play with.
range/lower treble, excellent midbass
overdone—is no bad thing.
First impressions of the Blue Oasis
definition, and fine deep bass—but it
Iheard this sweetening on Duke
were quite positive. It sounded lovely,
and is sure to bring smiles to any vinyl- Ellington'sJazz Party in Stereo, where I didn't sound hot and sibilant, as I've
heard it before, and which was how it
still got the bite (from aslightly hot
lover's face The Blue Oasis didn't develop
was recorded. So, appealing though it
recording) and clatter from aroom full
quite as enormous asoundstage as that
was, the Blue Oasis lacked some of the
of the Clearaudio Signature, but there
of musicians, but also found an engaging
raw, nervy, exciting quality the Clearhint of warmth in the upper regions.
was noticeably more depth. Its soundaudio let through.
Though the more neutral Clearaudio still
stage perspective was afew rows farther
A curious anomaly occurred with
back than the Signature's, but by no means
gets my vote for doing the right thing,
Blue Oasis on the monophonic Howard
Ican see why many would go for the
mid-hall-diffuse. And even though it
Runuey's Lighthouse All-Stars, Vol.4. While
Blue Oasis—you can't help but enjoy
was somewhat less transparent and airy,
the loveliness factor was naturally very
it was still wonderfully ambient.
music through it.Jazz Party is an outstandstrong, it sounded like 'just" mono
The Blue Oasis didn't have the Clear- ing recording, but I've always longed for
rather than spectacular, as it did with the
it to sound ...just as it does with the Blue
audio's sense of pace. The bass was imClearaudio. The Clearaudio exploited
Oasis! So what's the problem? There is
mediately noticeable—lighter and less
the already warm and wonderful recordnone, unless. ..
aye, poor Audiophilus,
powerful than the Clearaudio, but
ing; the Blue Oasis sounded perhaps too
there's the rub.
quicker, better defined, and more lithe,
consonant with the album. In interesting
Everything has its price. In its ineffawith delicate overtones and harmonics.
contrast, the mono Brubeck, with its
bility, the Blue Oasis is atouch less
The midrange and highs were to die for,
outrageous musicality and vitality shinimmediate than the Clearaudio. It's like
dahling.
ing through the noise, sounded droplooking at abeautiful model on CNN's
dead gorgeous with the Blue Oasis.
Style with Elsa !Clench on Saturday mornTempts Fie As the hours accumulated,
Don't let the digital badge scare you
Inoted that the Blue Oasis didn't posing: Iappreciate her drop-dead looks,
on Musique de Nuit (Audita Schallplatten
sneak apeek at the wife to make sure she
sess the Clearaudio's quality of air. In
68.409), aseductively involving recordhasn't seen my eyes pop out of my head,
direct comparison it certainly wasn't dry,
ing of gorgeous and ravishingly elegant
and just admire her as Icatch sight of my
but had aslight loss of transparency and
music. The short Fauré pieces following
stomach and the unused NordicTrack in
was atad darkish. Its more distant perthe Koechlin are transcendental—ethereal,
the corner. The Blue Oasis's slightly
spective was quite pleasing, but somemore distant soundstage perspective is
sweet, lovely sounding, romantic period
what less involving and immediate.
so beautiful you don't give adamn if it
instruments on aspacious (if the least bit
Nevertheless, this cartridge had great
doesn't always take place inside of you.
digitally dry) soundstage. My copy is
charm.
warped, so the Satie on side B is abit of
The Blue Oasis had amellowness that
You may see this as aquestion of taste.
Isurely do.
an up-and-down affair. "Hey, budd-eh!"
the fast-paced Clearaudio Signature

60801) sounded pumped up and dragged
out. On Lou Rawls' Soulin' (Capitol ST
2566), everything sounded hotter—as
if the entire lower treble had been
elevated.
Iadmired the many strengths of the
Clearaudio Signature, but was less
enthused about it than was JS. While it
was avery good performer, this group
of cartridges is the cream of the crop—
world-class performance at every turn.
For me, the Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold
outdid the Clearaudio Signature in those
areas where the Signature was at its best.
In the midrange, Ipreferred anumber of
other cartridges.
—Jack English
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The synergism of Shun Mook and Kable Jacket is so
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high fidelity to anew standard which cannot be achieved
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Please visit us at the
Sahara, Room 7248 during '95 CES
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Adinimilmfummeribilait

Chad Kassem exclaimed when I'd called
Clearaudio Signature he'd heard during his
to complain, "your cartridge tracks it, don't
last visit. Is the $2100 Clearaudio as good
as the $2250 Blue Oasis plus the $3500
it?" Well. ..yes. But from the side, the Blue
Expressive? Or as fine as the Symphonic
Oasis on the warp looks like amirage
Line at $5000? We shall see—that's what
glimmering in the distance.
The soundstage on Thelonious Monk's
conclusions are for.
The Expressive is simple to set up—
Criss-Cross is beautifully populated. With
just read the manual. You must ground the
the Blue Oasis, the recording sounded
delightful, sonorous, and lovely, if abit
unit to the target preamp; otherwise, bedlam and endless loud humming will ensue.
removed and less visceral than via the
Clearaudio. Nevertheless, it was so enjoyIn the interest of remaining constant, Iused
another set of Siltech cable rather than
able that Icouldn't complain. The midExpressives own fine-sounding cable. The
bass was superb. The piano didn't sound
result of all this fiddling was [echo on]
terribly powerful, but was wonderfully
REFERENCE SOUND [echo oft]: dynamic,
integrated into the overall sound, woven
powerful, ultra-detailed, extended, linear,
through the music in painterly ways. This
and, most important, musical. The wonold two-eye Columbia (less desirable than
those yummy six-eyes) usually sounds a derfully synergistic match of the Oasis and
little threadbare on top. The Blue Oasis
the Expressive brought me the best ofboth
offered akinder, gentler presentation.
worlds, with little in the way of compromise. Bravo.
The sound of the Oasis had arichness
that can be illustrated with another twoSo why didn't Ijust write about the
eye: Beethoven's Triple Concerto. My
cursed Oasis with the Expressive from the
notes said "seductive and liquid." Say no
beginning? Iwas informed by the distributor
more! Although I'm turned on by immethat, thanks to its adequate output of
cki
iy and excitement, great beauty can also
0.4mV, most Blue Oasis cartridges are
be astrong audiodisiac. Serkin's piano
being run direct to preamp. If asked to
sounded rich, harmonically fleshed out,
choose between the turbocharged Oasis
and lush; the strings, while having abit of and some other dream machines, I'd have
bite (not as much, Ifear, as is encoded on
ahard time doing so.
the disc), with plenty of stage presence and
The Sun Sets on the Great Pyramids:
air, wasn't quite as fast, transparent, or
visceral as the Clearaudio. So sue me. ..
the
It can often be fun with anew cartridge
Oasis was adelight.
to dig out the vinyl you haven't heard in
awhile. The Blue Oasis excelled at this
The Clue, the CAT, and His Consort:
happy musical task—everything sounded
so good. The Blue Oasis was designed to
My review up to this point has been of the
Blue Oasis straight into the CAT. As JE
work in any number of analog front ends
points out later, the Benz-Micro Ruby is
with little insecurity, handwringing, or
oft misunderstood because it's auditioned
gnashing of teeth. This attractive cartridge
with insufficient gain. This is where we
made listening fun and enjoyable—isn't
take the noise-floor due Inoted earlier and
that what it's all about?
run with it. Itried the Blue Oasis with the
The Blue Oasis is acreature of the conFM Acoustics FM 222 phono stage, and
sumer market, while the Clearaudio is
while this combo was quieter (the FM 222
more of areviewer's tool, more enthusis si-lent), it just didn't make anice sandiastically uncovering flaws in recordings.
wich. The FM Acoustics did work wonIenvision the distributor and the OEMers
of the Blue Oasis huddling in adark,
drously well with one cartridge, which I'll
smoky room: "Let's design acartridge
discuss in Part Deux next month. But, me
that'll sound great in alot of systems with
maties, the Blue Oasis run through the
very little tweaking. A cartridge that
Expressive Technologies SU-1 step-up
sounds beautiful and is state-of-the-art—
transformer sounded KILLER!
something you can drop into most systems
No sheep-dip. This combo is amazing.
an' knock their socks off!" They succeeded.
It also ups the price by $3500, putting it
The Blue Oasis wants to please you, the
in Symphonic Line territory. Running the
Blue Oasis through this US-made 25x
Clearaudio Signature just dishes out what's
transformer is like stepping out of aLocus
there.
—Jonathan Scull
into aperfect Lamborghini Miura SV,
Gandini's transverse 12-cylinder master- JE Comments: With an output of 0.4mV
(twice that of the Benz-Micro Ruby), I
piece. (Surprised you, right?) The Expresexpected the Blue Oasis to work well
sive eliminates the audio quibbles and
cavils Iwarned you of in the previous secstraight into the CAT, so was surprised
that JS needed the Expressive Technolotion of this audio epistle.
A tale: An audiophile manufacturer who
gies SU-1 to extract the cartridge's opticame over listened to the Blue Oasis/
mum performance. Iwas even more surExpressive combo and thought it was the
prised when he described its performance
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995
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through the transformer as being more
extended and linear. Ireally wanted to get
at this one—who wouldn't look forward
to listening to acartridge that wasn't "caca"
but "sweet"?
Preliminary fiddling with the Oasis
revealed that the optimum tracking force
for my tastes was 2gm, with no loading,
directly into the CAT This gave me low
noise, very good tracking, and more than
enough gain. A discussion with JS regarding our different experiences with the Blue
Oasis led me to believe that his RFI-rich
Manhattan flat and my suburban central
New Jersey home presented these cartridges with very different electromagnetic
environments. Neither of us could run
very-low-output moving-coils (tg, BenzMicro Ruby) direct, while both of us were
able to run highish-output models (eg,
Clearaudio Signature) straight into our
(nearly) identical preamps. Our reactions
differed with middle-level low-output
models such as the Blue Oasis. The higher
levels of RFI apparently raised the noise
floor across the board for JS, so he needed
ahigher gain to reduce it to an acceptable
level.
In my system, the Blue Oasis worked
fine without astep-up transformer In fact,
background noise was among the lowest
of the cartridges surveyed here. In addition, suffice noises (ticks, pops, dicks, and
hiss) were softened almost to the point of
inaudibility VTA adjustments did make
adifference, but weren't as critical as they
were with some other cartridges (Orade
Reference, Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold).
I've often found these traits—soft surface
noise and robust VTA tolerance—to be
associated with soft top ends and/or less
than stellar resolution of detail.
Iagree completely with JS's description
of the Blue Oasis straight into the CAT as
sounding darkish with alack of air. The
tonal balance had anoticeable upper-treble
softening. The contrast with the unloaded
Clearaudio Signature was dramatic, as it
sounded brighter, lighter, and more exciting. As aresult of the Blue Oasis's attenuated top end, cymbals, triangles, and upper
harmonics were slightly softened and
quiet. On the up side, there was no sibilance, texture, or dryness in the lower treble
range. As JS found, there was aloss of
spaciousness and ambience. For example,
Ella Fitzgerald's Live at Carnegie Hall
sounded fill and smooth, but also dark
and not particularly transparent. Even the
sensation of being part of alive audience
was diminished.
The midrange was where the Blue
Oasis came into its own. My listening
notes were replete with such terms as
"full," "rich," "lush!' "smooth!' and
"liquid!' In short, the Blue Oasis's mid161
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range was eminently musical, immensely
enjoyable, and consistently involving—
especially with vocals. For example, with
the Clearaudio Signature, Byirk's singing
on the Sugarcubes' "Blue Eyed Pop,"
from 1.4fe's Too Good, was somewhere between edgy and irritating; with the Blue,
it was smoother and fuller, thus sounding
much more human and far less eletrionic.
Iwondered what the Signature and
the Blue would do with/to an inherently
smoother-sounding voice. On Lou Rawls'
"A Whole Lona Woman:' from Sou/in; the
Blue was more lifelike, with asofter, more
natural sibilance, offering asilky-smooth,
throat-you-can-almost-touch re-creation
of his spectacularly unique voice. While
Fitzgerald's voice was harmonically richer
with the Blue, it was much more detailed
with the Clearaudio—I was almost able
to see her moving to and fro, turning her
head from side to side and singing louder
or softer in minuscule gradations.
On the rhythmically precise Sugarcubes
album, both cartridges had acompelling
sense of pace and drive. However, the pace
was less well-defined with the Blue on the
Rolling Stones' "Rocks Off," from Exile
on Main Street—there was more rollin' than
rockin'. In contrast, the more revealing Signature had more insistent drive and energy.
If the music was very busy, the Clearaudio's detail resolution made the difference.
JS found improved resolution by running the Blue Oasis through the Expressive; Ifound the same to be true using
either the Benz-Micro PP1 or the Klyne
7PX2.5 phono preamps. Unfortunately,
the PP1 took away too much midrange
magic to justify the improved information retrieval. Like the Expressive transformer, the Klyne proved awonderful
match with the Blue—detail resolution
and pace were both improved.
Iran the Blue with and without the
Klyne, various combinations of ConradJohnson Premier Eights and Classé One
Thousands driving apair of Apogee Studio Grands (review upcoming). Michael
Newman's interpretation of Bach's Chatonne (Sheffield Lab 10) was sharper,
quicker, and more alive and dynamic
through the Klyne, and slightly richer
directly into the CAT In either case, the
performance was involving and musically
satisfying.
On Dead Can Dance's Into the Labyrinth
(4AD 45384-1), there was plenty of space
with the Oasis fed directly into the CAT
With the Klyne, "plenty" became gobs,
and detail resolution was stunning. While
Icouldn't tell just what was in the maracas,
Ithought Icould count 'em! My experience with the Klyne closely mirrored that
ofJS's with the Expressive. The only difSTEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

ferences in our opinions concerned the
evaluation of the Blue Oasis directly into
the CAT With less of an RFI/noise problem, Iwas able to achieve ahigher level of
performance with the Blue Oasis directly
into the CAT—the differences with atopquality step-up weren't as great, and the
tradeoffs were clear.
The bass was the most difficult area of
performance to evaluate While the treble
was soft, the bass was neither exaggerated
nor attenuated—I didn't find the Blue
Oasis to have adownward-tilted tonal balance. Iwas initially puzzled by the very
different levels of bass performance JS
achieved, depending on the use or not of
astep-up, the specific choice of step-up,
and the choice of record clamp. In my
auditioning, bass performance was consistent and unspectacular. Idon't mean this
as acriticism—the bass was always there,
but never in away that distracted me from
the music.
A favorite bass test has been the pervasive and tonally shifting synthesizer line
from Heart's "Magic Man" (Drearnboat
Annie, Mushroom MRS-5005). The Blue
Oasis got all of it with every configuration, never jumping out or disappearing,
which would have indicated peaks or
sudcouts. The bass was consistently tight,
clean, and simply part of the music. In
contrast, my Koetsu gets softer as this bass
line digs deeper, the Transfiguration made
it more powerful overall.
The bass performance with the Klyne
(which replaced the CAT's phono stage
and was fed into aline-level input) was
tighter, stronger, and more extended. This
is more of acomment on the cartridge
than acomparison between tube and solidstate phono stages.
The Klyne was able to show the truly
superlative bass performance of the Blue
Oasis—it was extended, powerful, controlled, and articulate, with the requisite
surrounding air. Rock had asomewhat
more forceful presentation, symphonic
works aslightly more impressive foundation. While JS ran the Blue through the
Expressive into the CAT's phono stage,
Ibypassed the phono stage, running the
Klyne into the CAT's line stage Nonetheless, both of us found that the ultimate key
to bass performance was tied to the choice
of phono stage.
As JS said, the Blue Oasis "made listening to music fun and eqjoyabler Icouldn't
agree more While the Blue Oasis had abit
of top-end softening and not the last word
in detail resolution, this cartridge's midrange splendor and otherwise excellent
performance made it awonderful choice.
With price factored in, the Blue Oasis
stood out among these splendid cartridges.
—Jack English
WorldRadioHistory
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Benz-Micro Ruby
phono cartridge

BENZ-MICRO RUBY
MOVING-COIL CARTRIDGE
JE Enters the Cottage of the Three
Bears: The oft-misunderstood BenzMicro Ruby was the inspiration for this
survey. It has an unusually low output,
even by moving-coil standards. Consequently, the Ruby has often been auditioned with phono stages and/or preamps that lack gain enough to allow it
to strut its stuff Unlike most of the other
cartridges in this survey, the Ruby typically requires an external phono stage
and an additional set of interconnects; or
apreamp, such as the Melos 333 Gold
or MFA MC Reference, with atypically
high gain. These unusual requirements
must thus be factored into the overall cost
of the cartridge.
The Benz-Micro Ruby is unusual in
other ways as well. Like all the cartridges
in Benz's "Micro" line, the Ruby's proprietary "Micro-Edge" stylus-tip geometry is designed to closely mimic the
cutting stylus. The intent of such geometry
is to retrieve the maximum information
from LP grooves. Like the Benz-Micro
MC Reference (reviewed by Dick Olsher
in Vol.16 No.2), the Ruby uses asophisticated generator assembly similar to the
one found in the Benz MC-3 (an earlier
version of the Ruby reviewed by Tom
Norton in Vol.13 No3 and Vol.14 No.8).
One of the most unusual features of
the Ruby is its body, which is made of
Bruyere (pronounced "bru-air") wood.
For some time, audiophiles have been
praising wooden cartridge bodies—
especially those from Koetsu. Speculation
abounds concerning the nonmagnetic,
non-conductive, resonant nature of
wood. Wooden bodies have colorations
of their own, but many designers and
audiophiles have found these to be very
musical—much like the second-orderharmonic behavior of tubes.
A fashionable yet controversial trend,
at least in the US, has been to dispense
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with cartridge bodies altogether—to run
the cartridges "nude!' Various sonic
benefits, notably the elimination ofbody
resonances, have been attributed to this
particular tweak (included in the design
of the Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold).
Many audiophiles believe that nude cartridges simultaneously exhibit enhanced
upper-midrange speed and greater transparency while suffering shifted tonal
balances—often at the expense of the
midbass.
Benz attempted to capture the positives of the "nude" tweak by eliminating
the bottom of the body (the surface area
just above the LP), all the while capitalizing on the virtues of wood. I'd like to
note that the value of any body is the
simple mechanical protection it offers the
cartridge—especially expensive ones like
the Ruby.
Benz refers to their semi-nude body
as "vented!' This open-bodied design
should result in fewer resonances while
still protecting the cartridge's delicate
innards. In addition, the vented body
provides the necessary mass for improved
bass performance and allows for better
cartridge-to-tonearm coupling.
Primarily as aresult of the success of
Dynavector, many of us tend to associate
the use of rubies with cantilevers. Not
so with the Benz-Micro Ruby, in which,
as in all Benz cartridges, the cantilever
is solid boron. A synthetic ruby is used
in place of iron in the core or generator,
which reduces the mass of the moving
coil and eliminates still another source
of potential magnetic interaction.
In addition to its low output, the Ruby
has arelatively high suggested tracking
force of 2.2-2.5gm. This is important;
effective tracking was one of the major
design goals for this cartridge. Benz's
consideration of this in stylus-tip geometry, generator weight, and overall cartridge mass would all be for naught
without the correct tracking force (ie,
higher than typical). Properly set up, the
Ruby, like all other recent Benz cartridges
I've auditioned, was an excellent tracker.
The Ruby is Benz-Micro's most expensive cartridge, which means it should be
the best. But what, exactly, does that
mean? In some cases, such as with the
Mark Levinson No30.5 DAC, it means
setting new standards across the board.
The Koetsu Pro IV pushed the envelope
in the midrange. At $3000, Iexpected the
Ruby to achieve similar results.
The Proofofthe Pudding: Fed directly
into my new CAT SL-1 Signature, the
Ruby suffered from poor dynamic performance, high levels of noise, obscured
low-level detail, and tonal aberrations—
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especially weak bass.
The Ruby's very low output, roughly
half that of aKoetsu or the Benz-Micro
Reference, was causing it to perform less
than optimally with anumber of preamps. It was marginally acceptable with
the CAT SL Signature, but was afar better match with the Melos 333 Gold
using the optional 333 phono stage
which offers acombined 82dB of gain,
the excellent IClyne 7PX2.5 phono stage
with any preamp, the extremely highgain MFA MC _R_P_L.-Icnce preamp, or the
Benz-Micro Lukaschek PP1 phono
stage. With anumber of other preamps,
the Ruby simply sounded dynamically
lifeless and harmonically emasculated.
Even Athena's splendidly dynamic reissue of Rachmaninoff's Symphonic Dances
(ALSW-10001) lacked any appreciable
dynamic wallop or harmonic splendor
with the Ruby fed directly into the CAT
With lower-gain preamps, all sorts of
noises, including all surface noises, tube
rush, RFI, and low-level system hums,
were unusually prominent. Because of
the cartridge's low output, Ialways had
to set the volume higher than with most
other cartridges Iuse (including the
Benz-Micro MC-3), which magnified
every noise in the system. The surface
noise on my much-abused copy (purchased from alibrary) of Aaron Copland
conducting his Appalachian Spring (RCA
LSC-2401) was intolerable. And if the
preamp didn't have tremendous gain, the
Ruby sounded horrible even before it
touched the record's surface.
I'd guess that most of the audiophiles
who have heard this cartridge have heard
it mated to an inappropriate (ie, low-gain)
preamp and/or phono/line stage, in which
case they've never really heard what the
cartridge is capable of. Take this as astern
warning: if you don't have the right preamp, or are unwilling to buy anew one
with adequate gain, you shouldn't
consider this cartridge—it'll just sound
mediocre.
Once mated with an appropriate preamp, however, the Ruby took on an
entirely different character. Given its
sophisticated tip geometry, Iexpected
something between surgically analytical
and ruthlessly revealing. Iheard nothing of the kind. The Ruby's revelation of
detail was very good, but the cartridge
had neither the richly musical midrange
resolving power of some, nor the false
sense of detail provided by others via
exaggerated trebles. Eliot Fisk's acousticguitar performance of Scarlatti's Sonatas
(Mark Levinson MLAR C 45 000 006)
was arich combination of vibrating
strings, body resonances, and top-surface
reflections coupled with the sound of
WorldRadioHistory

Fisk's hands playing the instrument. This
excellent recording sounded believably
lifelike with the Ruby.
The Ruby was quick and dean, though
not necessarily fast. Sounds began, sustained, and stopped, as musical sounds
do. My attention was never drawn to the
speed of transients, nor was Iever aware
of sounds decaying too rapidly, or of any
other odd attack/decay relationships. The
character of the sound was more musical,
and less what many might call "accurate."
For example, the plucked, struck, and
bowed strings of the double-basses on
Ray Brown's Super Bass (Capri ACPR74018) were always musical and identifiable. As with Fisk's guitar, from the
double-basses came asatisfying mixture
of sound from strings, body cavities, and
reflecting surfaces—the music was
always tuneful and rhythmically coherent. The Ruby captured the drive and
energy of "Righteous Boogie Bass"
without drawing attention to transient
edges.
The tunefulness of the Ruby on Super
Bass revealed more information about the
cartridge's character. The Ruby had extended bass response—most obvious
with my reference ProAc Response 4s—
as well as apowerful, articulate, wellcontrolled mid-/upper bass. In fact, when
mated with proper ancillary equipment,
the Ruby's most spectacular characteristic
was the overall extension, clarity, and
power of its bass.
The Ruby extended to the powerful
low frequencies of Richard Schónherz's
and Peter Scott's demo-quality One Night
in Vienna LP (Windham Hill WH-1060).
The wonderful tremolo'd bass line of
Kraftwerk's "Autobahn" (Autobahn, Vertigo VEL 2003) was clear, tight, and
punchy. The Ruby's overall bass capability was equally satisfying with large
orchestral works, small jazz ensembles,
or virtually any rock recording Itried.
Harmonically, fast cartridges typically
sound thin, slow cartridges overripe. The
Ruby didn't fall into either camp: it
wasn't fast, but it was too clean and
rhythmically solid to be called "slow!'
These same balanced-on-the-tightrope comments are true of the Ruby's
harmonic richness. The cartridge was
neither thin nor lush. Mark Knopfler's
voice on Dire Straits' "You and Your
Friend" (On Every Street, Warner Bros.
26680-1), while sounding breathy,
dynamic, and emotive, also had enough
body to sound realistic. Some cartridges
provide greater detail, some give more
chest/nasal character (ie, more fullness).
The Ruby offered apleasing blend.
David Hykes and the Harmonic
Choir's Harmonic Meetings (Celestial Har165
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monies 2-14013-1) wonderfully demonstrated just what the Ruby did and didn't
do to harmonics. This unusual recording
features Western thematic material heavily influenced by. Eastern singing using
complex harmonies. With the Ruby,
every odd enunciation and lyrical phrasing was evident; simultaneously occurring notes, often from the same singer,
were clearly distinguishable. Nonetheless, with some cartridges I've heard even
finer resolution of the details of vocal
tapestries; with others, I've heard fuller,
richer harmonic structures. The Ruby
gave me the detail without highlighting
it, and the tonalities without enriching
or fattening them. Or Icould say that the
Ruby gave me neither the ultimate level
of detail resolution nor the complete
vocal richness of this recording's enchanting voices. What it did give me was
very good detail with very good harmonics, though neither at the expense
of the other.
The Ruby continued its balancing act
in the trebles. Triangles from the Rachmaninoff were clear, standing out in the
mix as they should without drawing
undue attention to themselves. Cymbals
on the Dire Straits recording were metallic without being excessively splashy.
The trebles were neither attenuated,
exaggerated, hard, or bright. There was
no false treble detail or obvious treble
speed; the sounds were musical, with an
effective balance of detail and body.
What should be clear by now is that
the Ruby's character is one of carefully
crafted tradeoffs and compromises. The
Ruby's tonal character was ablend of
detail resolution and harmonic richness.
Frequency performance, while extended,
was neither exaggerated nor attenuated.
Not surprisingly, the Ruby's soundstaging balanced on asimilar tightrope:
The stage was generally wide (neither
too narrow nor too wide) and deep
(neither foreshortened nor elongated).
Placement of performers was stable, but
not pinpoint. Maybe Ishould call this the
"Goldilocks" cartridge.
With the right source material, the
presentation was open and spacious, but
never as open and spacious as I've heard
with some other cartridges. However,
it was never closed down. In every
instance, the Ruby's performance was
most impressive with the high-gain
Melos 333 phono-Aine-stage combination or the MFA MC Reference. With
different preamps, various degrees of
performance were lost across the board,
but especially in the areas of dynamic
contrasts and harmonic richness.
Chesky's wonderful reissue compilation, The Power of
Orchestra (RC30),
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

fit the Goldilocics' soundstaging pattern
to aT The reproduced stage was wide
and deep, with layers in each direction.
Performers were clearly located in specific areas of the stage, and the overall
presentation was open and realistic, with
my listening seat located mid-hall. Filling
out the illusion were majestic dynamics
(not explosive, but close), rich, full (but
not lush) timbres, clean and tight (but not
fast) percussive snares, and clear (but not
bell-pure) triangles and cymbals—all
built on avery strong bass foundation.
Other orchestral performances, such as
the Copland and Rachmaninog yielded
very similar results.
JE Concludes: The Benz-Micro Ruby
is an unusual cartridge. Its very low output mandates careful matching to apreamp with high gain within asystem of
low noise. This isn't asuggestion—it's
astern warning. Putting the Ruby in a
system that fails to meet these criteria will
lead to mediocre and unsatisfying performance.
Sonically, the Ruby sets no new standards. At its high price, most listeners
would expect something spectacular.
The Ruby wasn't spectacular. However,
it did offer up athoughtful combination
of sonic compromises. It didn't typify
any particular approach, school of
thought, or set of colorations. In the right
system, the excellent-tracking Ruby was
avery good performer in all regards.
—Jack English

JS Takes aWhack at the Ruby, or The
Name of the Gain. .. :As JE pointed
out, the Ruby requires meticulous care
and feeding. It's certainly asophisticated
member of the top-o'-the-line brigade.
As mentioned, it's an easily misunderstood cartridge, cast aside as inadequate
for the job when all it needs is (bags of)
clean gain. Pump up this Bruyere-wood
coconut and it'll deliver the goods. Enfeebled gain results in strangled sopranos.
One must be demanding, dahling.
Despite the CAT's newfound crankability, aquick listen to the Ruby direct
into its phono inputs confirmed my
doubts about this setup—ill-advised at
best. The Ruby worked very well partnered with the high-gain, 25x Expressive
SU-1 step-up transformer, but sounded
most compelling with the Swiss-made
FM Acoustics FM 222 phono stage,
especially given that unit's adjustability.
Izeroed-in the VTA with Carmen Sings
Monk.
While Ihad great success with aset of
Discovery Cable balanced-to-singleended cables, Iused FM's own interconnect for review purposes. If you own an
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FM 222, be sure to get the grounding
right; if you don't, the unit will sound
ho-hum.
The FM 222 offers myriad adjustments. The (perforce well-heeled) analogine can tailor the cartridge's response
via dip switches and selecting varying
capacitive and resistive loads. Ifavored
160 ohms, despite the manufacturer's
recommendation of 500 ohms to 47k
ohms. Front-panel-accessible chips are
available for the FM 222 which cover
most loading ranges. The owner of this
cost-no-object phono stage can also
press agold Chiclet-like button to boost
the output by 10dB, thus choosing either
the phono stage or the CAT for the punting. In general, the Ruby sounds best with
the 10dB gain setting, which results in
awarm, harmonically rich presentation
with adequate jump and dynamics, staging, and overall tonal neutrality.
What do You Sound Like When
You're Loaded? Ichecked this kick-butt
10dB theory with the Art of Noise's
"Spit!' Even with 10dB additional gain,
the CAT's volume was open to 12 o'dodc,
and the resulting wavefront was truly
magnificent. The Ruby rendered the
most natural, musical, and open top-end
I've heard on this disc with any of the
cartridges. (I usually apologize for this LP's
hot top-end.)
Ifound the lower gain setting more
consonant with the Ruby's mellifluous
sound on smaller-scaled works. Branford Marsalis's TrioJeepy sounded better with the cartridge opened up to 47k
ohms and the 10dB gain cut, allowing
the CAT to handle things. These settings
sounded faster, better at nailing at least
afew of those leading edges; more alive,
yet alittle less smooth (though some may
welcome this). The bass, alittle more out
of control at 47k ohms, was tighter and
more extended when loaded. When wide
open, the bass lost atouch of refinement,
but was more athletic, hormoned, and
ready to rearrange yourfacel However, a
touch more grain between the performers needed to be reckoned with.
Ultimately, for most materiall preferred
the Ruby loaded to 160 ohms, and adjusted
the FM Acoustic's gain as required.
At a hair under 2gm, the Ruby's
soundstage was somewhat less distinct
and controlled than those of the Blue
Oasis or the Clearauclio Signature;
nonetheless, it could be wonderfully palpable and musical, surprising me with
its immediate-sounding, soundstageforward presentation. Irecalled amore
distant perspective before adequate gain
was applied; the overall soundstage
dimensions were somewhat smaller than
167
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those of other cartridges in the survey.
Ellington'sJazz Party in Stereo occurred
on aslightly more diminutive soundstage, for example, but sounded no less
real.
While the Benz-Micro Ruby wasn't
quite as fast as the Clearaudio or the Blue
Oasis (especially with the Expressive),
neither was it aslowpoke. Trio Jeepy
sounded mellow, attractive, alittle slow
around the edges of the sonic picture, but
nonetheless aching and expressive. The
Ruby didn't bloat and fall apart when
high gain was applied; rather, it just started
to breathe. At moderate volume, the
applause just before the Jinuny Rushing
number onJazz Party in Stereo sounded
slightly soft, the piano somewhat veiled
(as Ibelieve it was recorded); but, as I
cranked it, the Ruby became more vivid
and colorful.
Ifound the Benz-Micro Ruby subtle,
nuanced, and expressive. Cyndee Peters'
"House of the Rising Sun" was a[expletive deleted] trip. Her mysterious, compelling voice emanated from extreme stage
rear. She sounded alittle dark, but only
because she chose to sound dark singing
about this old cathouse. Small upward
tweaks ofV'TA resulted in agreater luminosity to the top end, drawing Peters
slightly out of the liquid ambience. The
song is plaintive and cautionary, and
Peters sounded that way.
Marsalis's horn solo on TrioJeepy was
musical, inviting, and warm as polished
brass—add "expressive" to the Ruby's
list of good qualities. However, this
expressiveness came at the cost of a
somewhat easy pace. Nevertheless, the
master-of-the-compromise Ruby still
rafted plenty of detail at me. Jimmy
Rushing's fmgerpops during the intro to
"Hello Little Girl" were easily audible
low down in the mix. Rumsey's Light
House All-Stars, VoL4 was musical, gorgeous, and amazingly layered for amono
recording. The Ruby treated this great
disc right.
Monk's Criss-Cross sounded swell, the
piano sounding life-size and ambient,
resonating away in the nearfield front
right. Charlie Rouse's horn was mellow
(perhaps alittle more so than as recorded),
but very appealing nonetheless. The
drum kit sounded okay, but not state-ofthe-art—a bit blunted, but even that's an
overstatement. It's more as if the gestalt
of the cartridge's presentation came
through. The Ruby was polite—not just
"Have anice day" surface polite, but profoundly polite, doing what it could to
make everything passed through it
sound really good by revealing its own
fine character.
Well-heeled audiophiles with gunboat
S
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bility, Oracle found themselves in a
better position to seek an increased share
of the shrinking analog market, which
they aggressively pursued with newer
turntables and tonearms (the latter
sourced from SME). Oracle also teamed
up with an unnamed Japanese manufacturer to introduce two moving-coil
cartridges. The higher-priced of the two,
the $1995 Reference, is the (barely) leastexpensive cartridge in this survey.
The bodies of many high-end cartridges are cut, removable, or nonexistent. The Reference, unusually, has a
double-walled body intended to provide
better control of vibrations (as well as
much-needed protection for its delicate
innards). The outer, dark-gray cartridge
wall, made of amixture of plastic and
aluminum powder and weighing amodFinis: The Benz Ruby is the basic Aston
est 4.5gm, sports aMicroRidge stylusMartin of cartridges: "Double-oh-seven,
tip geometry and aboron cantilever. The
please try not to break it this time, there's
suggested tracking force is 1.8gm.
agood chap." Clubby, unhurried, refined,
In spite of its low specified output of
Jeeves at your sleeve with amartini, very
0.2mV, the Reference was one of the
dry (shaken, not stirred), served with
loudest, if not the loudest, cartridges in
your tush ensconced in abutton leather
this survey, working well with every
chair. Isay, what?
The Benz-Micro Ruby offered alovely
preamp and phono stage Itried. This
high gain was related to some of the carthereness to images that's at least $3000
tridge's greatest strengths. Played loudly,
attractive. Yet, although Iacknowledge
it didn't become harsh or congested.
its place among the other top performers
Rather, it had that rare ability to allow the
in this survey, there was nothing about
music to fill the listening room by enerit that really grabbed me. Ihonor the
gizing it with sound.
Clearaudio Signature for its complete
(but never brutal) honesty and neutrality,
The dynamic Reference matched up
saluting it as Iwhisper, "I'll take it." I well with rock, since it was effective at
re-creating the big shifts in volume typiadmire the Blue Oasis on its own, lusting
cally found in popular music. For examfor it while whispering, "I'll take it when
ple, unlike many audiophile components,
powered by the 25x-`oversampling'
the Reference re-created the unbridled
Expressive Technologies SU-1 step-up
power and raw energy of Led Zeppelin H
transformer" [badaBOOM!, take my
(Atlantic SD-19127).
cartridge, please!]
On the other hand, the Reference
The Ruby never involved me enough
lacked the ability to fully re-create the
to make me whisper, "I'll take it."
Although Iadmire the effort, it didn't
low-level dynamic contrasts more typical of classical performances. For examturn me on. Too safe. However, not coming out on top compared to these other ple, subtle volume shifts in Rimskycartridge gods is no condemnation; the
Korsakov's Scheherazade (Chesky RC4)
Ruby also lives on Mt. Parnassus—just
were obscured. With more dynamically
diverse recordings, the Oracle effectively
not at the pinnacle.
—Jonathan Scull
conveyed the power and authority of the
ORACLE REFERENCE CARTRIDGE: music without fully re-creating the emotional messages contained in these subtle
TURNTABLES, TONEARMS, &
variations in volume. In large part, this
CARTRIDGES
inability was tied to some of the more
JE Looks at aStrategic Decision: As
negative aspects of the cartridge's perdigital home-audio gained popularity,
formance, which gave it an unusually
analog was obviously in serious jeopardy.
high noise-floor.
As amanufacturer of drop-dead gorgeous
In addition to its gain and wide-range
turntables, Oracle Audio Corporation
dynamic strengths, the Reference had an
quickly recognized their vulnerability
extended, powerful bass range upon
and chose to diversify, becoming an
which impressive music foundations
effective producer of loudspeakers (see
could be built. For example, the cartridge
my review of their Mentor Studio in
splendidly reproduced the live exciteVol.17 No.9), and thus ensuring their
ment of ICitaro's "Japanese Drums"
viability in the field of home audio.
(Asia, Geffen GHS 24087). However, the
Having protected their corporate via-

gain who purchase the Ruby absolutely
must use the Harmonix TU-812 Tuning
Record Clamp, no matter the tune or
platter. A certain tendency to lusherthan-life imagery, coupled with the
Ruby's forgiving nature, require the precision of the Harmonix. The Shun Mook
Record Weight offered too much of a
good thing, especially in the bass, to give
you that state-of-the-art performance JE
was talking about. Harmonix'd, the majesty and flatten-you-to-the-wall-andcompress-your-chest drums in Stravinksy's Rite of-Spring were as visceral as
I'd care to hear coming at me from the
hall's far rear. It wasn't perhaps the tightest I've ever heard, but powerful, fulsome, and hair-raising!
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Rattle your crib!

Cello
Baby.

"...the Premieres were nevertheless the only
loudspeakers Iheard at the show which raised
goosebumps."

-Tom Norton, Stereophile July '92, Vol. 15, No. 7

r———

.

Send me information about Cello's Palette Preamplifier,
Duet 350 Power Amplifier, Stradivari Premiere Speakers arid associated

components which comprise the Cello Baby system. I
IName:

ICity:

Address:
State

Zip:

Phone:

Joseph Cali, Director
9080 Shoreham Drive, Suite 5
ILos Angeles, CA 90069
Tel: (310) 273-2203
WorldRadioHistory
IFax: (310) 275-2279
Cello Music
& Film Systems

e
o
C

Fax:

Mark Levinson, Director I
112 East 71st Street
New York, NY 10021 I
Tel: (212) 472-5016
Fax: (212) 879-1434 I

Reference had aslight lack of deep-bass
control. A good illustration of the power,
extension, yet modest lack of bass articulation was the third movement of Scheherazade, in which plucked bass notes, in
particular, became abit boomy.
Another of the Reference's strengths
was its expansive soundstage, which had
discernible layers of width and depth
clearly audible on such well-recorded
music as the Rimsky-Korsalcov. Placement of performers within the stage was
precise, with no wander or vagueness,
typified by the third-movement snare at
the rear left. In general, the Reference
placed me in amid-hall seat, with good
distance between me and the performers,
who were located well behind and
around my speakers. This kind of staging, which Iprefer, was abit of asurprise
I've often found that cartridges which
play loudly and energize my listening
room also become quickly fatiguing, as
they tend to push the performers in front
of the speakers.
Oddly, the Oracle didn't offer up
strong sensations of spaciousness. Nevertheless, it had astrong, dear treble range.
With no loading, the top end tended to
sound hot and crisp on some material.
Recordings that were hot to begin with
(eg, Manhattan Transfer Live, Atlantic
81723) became nearly unbearable While
VTA adjustments tamed the top end abit
from recording to recording, the Onde benefited far more from cartridge
loading—more so than any other cartridge in this survey. Although Icould
reasonably alter the top end, aslight
sibilance region remained further down
in the treble range
While both frequency extremes were
obvious and dominant, the midrange
was slightly thin and mildly obscured.
Everything was clear—in fact, detail
resolution was surprisingly effective
given the less-than-optimal noise floor—
but harmonic structures were never full,
lush, or rich. Ialways heard every sound
Iexpected to hear, but they were often
something less than Iexpected (especially
after hearing the very same sounds
through some of the other cartridges in
this survey). This thinness was strikingly
obvious in comparison to my ICoetsu Pro
IV, which has asuperlative midrange Of
all the preamp/phono-stage combinations Itried, the Reference worked best
with the complete Melos 333 Gold, which
offered asomewhat rich midrange
While the harmonic thinness disappointed me, the Reference had anumber
of other characteristics that gave me
more trouble. For example, it produced
high levels of surface noise on all recordings. While this made its ability to resolve
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

detail that much more impressive, it most
severely impacted borderline vinyl, making it nearly unlistenable. For example,
the surface noise on my used copy of
Shostakovich's Symphony 5on British
EMI (Melodiya ASD 2668) was very
distracting—like someone with apersistent cough. Clicks, ticks, and pops
were also unusually prominent, so wellplayed recordings sounded older and
more abused. (Admittedly, I've grown
less tolerant of surface noise as digital
steadify improves.)
Iexperienced some, albeit infrequent,
mistracking along the entire prescribed
range of tracking weights. With Led
Zeppelin wailing "Whole Lotta Love"
at +90dB, mistracking drew my attention from the music. Finally, tape hiss
was more obvious with this cartridge
than with any of the others, as evidenced
on the softer passages that highlight the
Everly Brothers' wonderful vocal harmonies (The Golden Hits Of The Everly
Brothers, Warner Bros. 1471). Tape hiss—
one of the many continuous reminders
that the Oracle was reproducing music—
was somewhat mitigated when the
Reference was loaded down from 47k
ohms, but was never made sufficiently
unobtrusive.

Because Ihave avery understanding
audiophile wife, and obviously have no
life outside of mounting and remounting
cartridges, Ichanged the next-to-thickest
to the next-to-thinnest Teflon spacer in
the same arm, and reset azimuth with the
cartridge analyzer. This cartridge registered greater than 40dB channel separation at lkHz—one of the best measurements of all the cartridges tested. But
measurements are not everything; Ikept
an open mind. The Golds (van den Hul
Gold and Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold)
and the Transfiguration were no great
shakes in this department, but they all
sounded ...
well, you'll see.

I'm not shouting! Ijust have an
unusually high output! Interestingly,
while the Parnassus and the Benz-Micro
don't have the output to run straight into
the CAT, at apublished 0.2mV (a tad
modest, methinks), the Oracle has much
more punch and dynamics this way,
sounding much more powerful than any
other 0.2mV cartridge I've ever heard in
our system. Arm-optimized and straight
into the CAT, the Oracle sounded okay,
atighter bass complementing aseemingly attractive midrange.
The highs, however, were enigmatic.
The upper midrange to lower treble
Conclusion: Despite afew impressive
sounded veiled—not aheavy muslin or
strengths—eg, its reasonable sensitivity
burlap coloration, but alight skein that
recessed this important region; the treble
and low mass—the Oracle Reference was
clearly outclassed here. It didn't live up
and above, on the other hand, sounded
to the reputation of Oracle's gorgeous
clean, quick, and snappy. The slightly
line of turntables or its SME-sourced
recessed presence region endowed the
tonearms. However, since neither JS nor
cartridge with asweetish tinge, while the
Ilistened to afull Oracle system, it's poscrispy-chicken upper treble kept the
sible that some synergy might exist in a sound aligned and moving in the right
complete Oracle front end—just as there
direction. There was aslight but noticeis with afull Linn setup. —Jack English
able lack of dynamics with the Oracle
Reference running straight in to the CAT.
JS Comments on the Oracle ReferAn Expressive Experience: The
ence: The Orade Reference is an enigma.
Expressive Technology SU-1 step-up
Run straight into the CAT, it had some
things going for it. There was acertain
transformer changed the Reference's prenoteworthy charm and loveliness in the
sentation quite abit, adding to its mystery. Although the Parnassus, for exammidrange that bordered on the captivating without ever fully blooming, but it
ple, was enhanced when high gain was
was never an overriding consideration.
applied, it remained aParnassus, with
recognizable traits and qualities. The
Of course, in asense, that's how it should
step-up transformer rendered the Referbe. The bass was powerful and someence, on the other hand, acompletely differwhat plummy, but at least it was there
ent cartridge, tightening up the plummy
to set the foundation.
bass while also leaning it out (less harI'd heard that the Oracle sounded
monics and bloom).
"crisp," so mounted it on athick-walled
The midrange, while remaining essenForsell arm. At first Iused anext-tothickest Teflon spacer to tame what I tially recognizable, could easily be accused
of having even less bloom and harmonic
thought might be an etched upper trefullness. Highs at times were more forble. Although the resultant midrange was
ward, atouch hard, and quite etched.
attractive in an older-Koetsu-like way,
Macrodynamics were enhanced, but
the bass was way out of control, and the
don't even mention rnicrodynamics—
highs were obviously rolled off. I'd sort
there were none. Also dishearteningly
of expected this to be the case.
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NEW 2- CD SET FROM Stereophile!
ENJOY A FULL-LENGTH RECITAL IN YOUR LISTENING ROOM—
CAPTURED IN RICH, NATURALLY REVERBERANT SOUND!

Robert Silverman
Works by Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, and Bach

I

PROGRAM

es stunning—the new 2-CD set from Stereophile
featuring farned Canadian pianist Robert
Silverman. Enjoy afull-length recital, including
Schurnann's seldom-recorded Sonata No. 3in £
Op. 14—the so-called "Concerto without
Orchestra."
Piano recordings are among the hardest
to get right—but thrilling when they are!
Produced, engineered, and edited by
Stereophilès John Atkinson, with Robert
Harley, this recording captures these
magical performances in stunningly
lifelike sound—rich, warm, natural
timbres and plenty of ambience.
The release includes aBonus
Track— "Mapping the Soundstage" —
to help you cheek your system's
soundstaging and ability to reproduce image depth. Best of all, the
price is just $15.95 for two CDs.

Schumann: Sonata No. 3in fOp. 14
JS. Bach: from The E4$11-Tempered Clavier,
Book One
Prelude in E-flat Minor
Fugue in D-sharp Minor
Prelude in E-flat Major
Fugue in E-flat Major
Schubert Six Moments Musicaux, D. 780
Chopin: Barcarolle, Op.60

Ci Yes! Iwant Robert Silverman to play in my listening room!
(The recording is THAT good—guaranteed!)
Please send me

copy(ies) of Concert

$15.95 each = $

Shipping 8, Handling ($3 per order, U.S. and Canada; $8 per order foreign airmail)

s/h = $
Total: $

Check payable to Stereophile in U.S. dollars.
Charge my:

iJ Visa

CI MasterCard

Li AmEx

Credit Card #

Exp. Date

Signature

Name
(Please Print)

Name
Address

City
State
Zip
Mail this coupon to: Silverman Concert, Stereophile, P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502
Please allow up to 6weeks for shipment—we'll try to ship sooner!
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missing was whatever small sense of
refinement there was to enjoy with this
cartridge. "With the Expressive, acartridge can't hide from itself," Jonathan
intoned meaningfully.
The bass, while giving the impression
of having power, was somehow flat and
incomplete, lacking important harmonic
shadings and expressiveness.
Speaking of flat, the Oracle also had
some unusual imaging characteristics, to
say the least. Its soundstage was flatter
than that of all the other cartridges in this
review. While it managed to put Jimmy
Rushing and Branford Marsalis back a
bit, it had less layering and less of an
overall sense of depth than any of the
other cartridges. The soundstage was
wide, yes; layered, no. Iwas able to achieve
greater image focus and body using
Mortite, but the Oracle was more
obscured here than the rest of the mob,
as JE discovered. Then there's that pesky
grayishness in the upper midrange,
though this was less in evidence than
when run straight into the CAT.
You tallcin' to me? Inoticed something
very particular when listening to Branford Marsalis's "The Nearness of You":
With the Oracle, the two memorable
passages when Branford turns around
and sails some mighty fine riffs toward
the rear of the studio sounded like simple
volume changes. Less verisimilitude.
Sir, the Swiss embassy is on the phone
—something about aphoo-new stage?
The Oracle Reference undoubtedly
sounded better with the FM Acoustics
FM 222 phono stage. Although not bad
loaded at lk ohm, Iliked the Oracle best
when playing small works wide open at
47k ohms. There wasn't as much depth
or silence between performers this way,
but it did sound more immediate, if abit
sibilant.
Similar to the sound when run straight
into the CAT, the Oracle's midrange had
an appealing smoothness through the
FM Acoustics; but there was still adarkish, recessed quality in the presence
region that continued to disturb me. The
FM 222 helped the Oracle to sound
wider and more dynamic, and as transparent (finally) and ambient as it ever
managed in our system. We got power
and jump coupled with some subtlety and
refinement. Nevertheless, Milt Hinton's
acoustic bass on the Marsalis LP sounded
more like an electric bass.
JE was more positive regarding the
Oracle's imaging—I would never use
such words as "precise" to describe this
aspect of its sound. Listening to the
ambientJazz Party disc made me realize.
S
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that, with certain recordings, the Oracle must be loaded to coax whatever
soundstage depth you can from the
thing. At lk ohm, Igot some space and
retained the crisp highs, as heard on the
cymbal work on either the Ellington disc
or the Cyndee Peters cut. This crisp
quality helped re-create the air that was
generally missing from this cartridge.
Detail retrieval was reasonable—Jimmy
Rushing was well back, his fingersnapping easily heard in the mix.
Curiously, the Oracle Reference notready-for-prime-time cartridge mistracked like the dickens, as it did for JE,
annoyingly emphasizing pops'n'ticks.
None of the other cartridges in this survey behaved so churlishly.
My kingdom for ahorse! Mounting
the Oracle was equally apain in the pancreas. Despite its high-tech composite
body, it still managed to feel lightweight
and plastic-cheap. Incredibly, this cartridge is the only unit in this survey
not tapped for screws, requiring nuts to
hold it in place—not abig deal for this
nimble-fingered cartridge meister, but
apain for the inexperienced.
JE has written afair enough assessment of the Oracle's strengths and weaknesses. It didn't image as well for me as
he managed in his setup—perhaps I
needed to spend more time tweaking it.
But, although Igave the Oracle Reference the same attention Igave the others,
Inever found myself sufficiently moved
by its sound to squeeze out that last
smidgen of performance it just might
possess. You win some, you lose some.
Next. ..?
—Jonathan Scull

NEXT MONTH:

Jack'nlon round up their roundup with
reviews of the Lyra Parnassus, Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold, and Sumiko
Transfiguration AF-1 cartridges. S

PHONE (608) 7M -4570
FAX (608) 784-6367
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SONY TCD-D7 PORTABLE DAT RECORDER
Steven Stone
Sampling frequencies: 48kHz, 44.1kHz, 32kHz. Frequency responses: 48kHz: 201-1z32kHz ±1.0dil; 44.1kHz: 20Hz-20kHz ±1dB; 321cHr. 20Hz-I4kHz ±1.0da SIN ratio:
>87d13. Dynamic range: >87dB. THD at 'kHz: standard play, <0.008%; long play,
<0.09%. Input levels: line, 80-500mV; mike, 0.04mV minimum. Output levels: line,
500mV; headphone, 5mW. Headphone output impedance: 32 ohms. Power requirements: 6V DC, 1.2W. Approximate battery life: with monitor, 3'h hours playback,
3hours recording; without monitor, 4hours playback, 3'h hours recording.

Optional accessories: AC-E60AM AC power adapter AC-E6OL worldwide AC
power adapter DCC-E160L or-battery adapter cord; CPA-3, CPA-4 car connecting
packs; RMT-D7 wired remote commander, POC-DA12 optical digital cable; RK-DA10
ccexial dgmi mtle; RK-G129 au& connectit (melt ECM-959A, ECM-737 sow microphones. Dimensions: 5h'" W by 1" H by 3)h" D. Weight: 1lb 1oz, inc. batteries.
Price: $699.95 with case. Approximate number of dealers: 1000. Manufacturer Sony
Electronics, 1Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930-1000.

B

udda budda budda budda budda
budda budda budda. ..DATMAN!
A morphed rendition of the
ultra-cheesy TV show's musical theme
ricocheted inside my cranial cavity when
Ifirst caught aglimpse of Sony's minuscule TCD-D7, a second-generation
portable DAT recorder roughly half the
size and weight of my trusty, worldtraveled Sony Walkman Pro WMD-6C
cassette recorder. Visions of recording
Balinese Gamelan orchestras in inaccessible island villages danced in my head
as Iheld this diminutive unit in my palm.
Lemme at 'em—with aTCD-D7, I'm
ready to record the world!
On-location recording and playback
are the TCD-D7's primary functions,
but during the last six months I've discovered several other roles for the little
critter. The TCD-D7 is superb as aplayback DAT deck piped through ahighquality D/A. Iseriously doubt you'll hear
any differences between the TCD-D7
and Sony's ES series DTC-2000 playing
the same tapes through the same D/A.
Too bad the TCD-D7's AID isn't the
DTC-2000's equal, but more on that
later. The TCD-D7 is also quite handy
for direct-copying DAT tapes. Unfortunately, Serial Copy Management System (SCMS, pronounced "scams" for
good reason) anti-copy protection is
built-in.

SYSTEM
The system in my large room consists of
aVPI TNT Jr. turntable on aBright Star
base and TNT stand, mounted alternately
with Graham 1.5, Wheaton Triplanar V,
or Souther-Clearaudio Tri-Quartz tonearms fitted with van den Hul MC-1
Super, Dynavector XX-11 low-output
moving-coil, Benz 0.04 MC, Clearaudio
Veritas-S, or Denon DL-SI cartridges.
Digital sources include the EAD 7000
Mk.II D/A processor and PS Audio
Lambda CD transport. Preamps are the
Dennesen JC-80 Mk.II gold, Boulder
L5-AE, Michael Yee Audio PFE-1 phono
preamp, and Vendetta SCP-2C phono
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

Sony TCD D7portable DAT recorder

preamp. Power amps include two Parasound HCA-2200 Ils, two Boulder 250AEs, and two Boulder 500-AEs. Speakers
are Apogee Full-Ranges.
Interconnects are Straight Wire Virtuoso and Wire World Eclipse (both
balanced and single-ended), and speaker
cables are Dtmlavy Labs DLZ-8. Digital
cables include Mod Squad Wonderlink
and CAL fiberoptic. Other accessories
include RoomTunes EchoTunes and Ceiling Clouds, Acoustic Sciences Tube Traps
and wall panels, Arcici Levitation stand,
Sumiko Fluxbuster, The Original Cable
Jackets, Music and Sound ferrite beads,
AudioQuest ferrite clamps and record
brush, NoiseTrapper power strip, Gryphon Exorcist system demagnetizer,
Nitty Gritty record-cleaning machine,
Radio Shack sound-pressure-level meter,
ICleenmaster Brillianize CD cleaner, and
Cellist, by Gregor Piatigorsky.
My small-room system is the same as
that listed in my Paradigm Atom/Energy
Excel speaker reviews (Vol.17 No.9,
p.131), with the addition of Avalon
Eclipse speakers driven by Pass Aleph
Zeros. Ialso listened to the TCD-D7
through my Stax Pro Lambda headWorldRadioHistory

phone system as well as with Grado
SR60 and SR100 headphones.

ERGONOMICS

The TCD-D7's top-panel controls
include (counterclockwise from left):
Fast Forward, Stop, Play, Fast Rewind,
Record/ID Write, Pause, Light, Reset,
Counter, and Clock. Side-panel controls
include (from left to right): SP/LP speed
selector, Volume, AVLS (Automatic Volume Limiter System), On/Off, Hold/
Open switch, Record Level, Record
Mode, and Mike sensitivity. Also included are Line and Phones outputs, and
aRemote/Digital I/O connector.
Several of the control buttons serve
multiple, but not exactly intuitive, flancdons; the instruction book is necessary
at first. Although the TCD-D7 records
at 48kHz, 44.1kHz, or 32kHz sampling
rates, it selects which rate will be used:
when recording in Standard Play mode
from analog or digital sources, the TCDD7 defaults to 48kHz; when recording
digitally from aCD, MD, or another
DAT, it chooses 44.1kHz; and when
recording in Long Play mode, it runs at
32kHz sampling.
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THE RAVE OF AUDIO INSIDERS,
NOW AT "INSIDER" PRICING.
"Considering their price and

Yes, the audio industry is raving

fine all-around performance,

about DIGITAL P
HASE. And for good

the Digital Phase AP- 1
s

reason.

would be agood addition to
any audiophile's system."
D.B. Keele, jr.
AUDIO Magazine

"The best performance and

Thanks to the new, patented
koustaRœ dTM technology, DIGITAL
P
HASE brings bass depth and definition

your order, or just to find out more.
DIGITAL PHASE. The rave of audio
insiders, now at "insider" pricing.

4pigital Phase ACOUSTA REED TECHNOLOGY

to alevel never before realized.
Thanks to the special one-piece

value in the marketplace

tweeter of spun titanium, DIGITAL

today, period."

P
HASE delivers uncommon freshness

Maurice Paulsen
Crown International

and sweetness to high frequencies.

"They have incredibly

pricing, DIGITAL P
HASE makes true

accurate response with no

audiophile-quality sound affordable to

coloration.., the closest thing

virtually everyone. The DIGITAL P
HASE

to actually being in the

AP.5, for example, is just $449 a

session itself. Digital Phase

pair in genuine oak cabinetry.

is my reference monitor. "

This is not aclose-out of old

Jim King
Chief Mastering Engineer

no reason to wait. Call us today with

And now, thanks to factory-direct

technology. This is afactory-direct offer
on the latest, patented technology. And
with our 30-day return policy, you
simply can't lose. So there's absolutely

Call 1-800-554-7325 Factory-Direct
Or Visit One Of Our Factory Outlet Showrooms
College HiFi in Chattanooga TN •Audio Home in Dallas TX •Deetes Sound Room in Carmichael CA
Prices per pair: AP.5 (bookshelf), $449 •SM-1, $649 •AP-1 (pictured), $899 •AP-2, $1199 •AP -4, $2199
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The TCD-D7 also has abuilt-in clock
function, which may make it one of the
world's most expensive digital clocks.
Unfortunately, you have to reset the
clock, which lacks alarm functions,
whenever you replace the batteries. The
TCD-D7 also has Sony's Automatic Volume Limiter System (AVLS). According
to Sony, this "automatically limits the
sound pressure so that it will not exceed
acertain level without degrading the
sound quality, even ifyou attempt to turn
the volume higher" Say what? Does this
mean that it'll automatically crud-up the
sound if you try to play back through
'phones above acertain volume level?
Yup, sounded like my headphones were
full of Rice Crispies. Do consumers
(presumably adult consumers) really
need avolume governor in their DAT
recorders? Luckily, you can turn AVLS
off. For cleanest headphone output,
select line/headphone—unfortunately,
with this you lose the ability to adjust the
output volume. Life is hard (and sometimes loud).
Another "feature" that consumers
may find less than ideal is the built-in
bass rolloff on the microphone input.
This non-defeatable bass attenuation
renders the direct mike input useless for
full-frequency music recording. Most
good mikes already have built-in bassrolloff switches; the person who dreamed
up this redundant, pernicious feature
should be locked in aroom and forced
to listen twice to the complete works of
Frank Zappa through asystem that has
this very same bass contour built-in.
Then they might realize that this was a
wicked, stupid idea.
Back to the slightly more useful features. Record Mode selects among three
modes: "Manual:' which allows the user
to select the recording level via the Record Level knob; "Music:' which is automatic gain-riding; and "Speech," which
also automatically sets the recording
levels. Iusually set my own levels—even
when making verbal diary field-recordings—so found this feature of limited
value. This Speech function might be
useful for nontechnical types who record
lectures; but who does DAT?
One of the delightful features of DAT
recorders are the IDs, which can place
markers anywhere you want in arecording; the TCD-D7 can even automatically
write IDs to all moments of silence.
Unfortunately, if you want to move,
erase, add, or renumber existing IDs, you
need Sony's RM-D3K "system adapter
kit"—mandatory for serious TCD-D7
users. The RM-D3K also permits digital interface via coaxial or TosLink, and
allows for full remote-control operation
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

of the TCD-D7. Unfortunately, not only
does the RM-D3K run only on AC
power, the TCD-D7 must also be ACpowered to properly operate with the
RM-D3K. If you plan to do any field
recording that requires changes in ID
markers, you'll have to wait till you get
back to civilization.
Battery life is amajor problem with
the TCD-D7. If you use the built-in
control-panel light, you'll be lucky to get
11/2 hours of life per battery set—barely
enough to record aclassical concert, and
certainly not enough for an entire Grateful Dead show. If you're planning to do
serious field recordings, you'll need to
carry apassel of penlight batteries (and
be very deft at rapid changes), find an AC
outlet (good luck in the middle of
Mexico or in an outdoor amphitheater),
or some alternative power source.
Luckily, acompany called Eco-Chargel
makes an elegant external battery pack,
the Sigma ($119.95), which includes a
charger, two sealed, lead-cell batteries
good for at least 12 hours each per
charge, and adedicated adapter that
allows you to use the batteries with the
TCD-D7. The advantage of lead-cell
batteries over NiCads is that you can
recharge them at any time in their discharge cycle without the dreaded NiCad
"memory effect" shortening their operating longevity. Eco-Charge batteries are
good for 300-600 charge/recharge
cycles. The only disadvantage of lead
cells is that they're heavy—each cell
weighs slightly more than the TCD-D7,
and the whole shebang adds almost 4lbs
to your travel pack.

SCANIS

All consumer DAT machines share
SCMS digital-copy protection. I'm not
pro-piracy, but SCMS is stupid. The
pirate recordings I've heard prove that
most pirates don't care about sound
quality—they make analog copies, bypassing SCMS completely. SCMS is
only amajor problem for home and
semiprofessional recordists who need to
make multiple masters of live performances. JGH and Ihave found that the
Sony LITC-2000 DAT has the best A/D
we've heard; it also has SCMS protection. When we record concerts, we'd like
to hook the TCD-D7 up to the digital
output of the DTC-2000 to make asecond master tape using the DTC-2000's
A/D converirr. Unfortunately, the SCMS
system makes the TCD-D7 tape an
SCMS-protected copy. If the DTC-2000
master gets damaged, the 'TCD-D7 copy
1P.O. Bcoc 956, Boulder, CO 80306. Tel/fax: (303) 4495761. Ask for James Young—tell him Steven sentcha.
Eco-Charge also makes systems for portable mixers.
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can't be used to make duplicates. If you
need two original DAT tapes and use
consumer DAT machines, you have to
use the A/Ds on each machine, which
means that, unless you have two identical DAT machines, you'll get slightly
different-sounding tapes, depending on
the quality of each machine's A/D converter. Ihate that.
There's asolution to this SCMS copy
conundrum, but it's unfortunately illegal.
After talking with John Buttrick, Stereophile's chief counsel, who told me that
if Itell you how to circumvent SCMS I
could be prosecuted by the RIAA, I've
decided to chicken out. Makes me feel
so bad Iwant to go on abender. But then
I'd probably wind up at an AA meeting,
watching the ceiling moldings with my
beady eyes. Being law-abiding can be a
big drag.

SOUND

In The Complete Guide to High-End Audio,
Robert Harley makes the analogy that
listening to live music is like looking
directly at the Grand Canyon (p.3). He
also equates the components in asoundreproduction system to layers of glass
between the viewer and the original
scene. I'd like to expand and refine this
analogy. The actual musical event is certainly like the Grand Canyon. A recording of the event is more like atransparency or slide of the original scene than
the actual scene itself. If arecording is
very good, it's like alarge-format transparency, with excellent clarity and color
accuracy that can almost fool the viewer.
Unfortunately, as with any photograph,
it's aview from one particular point
chosen by the photographer. If the camera (or microphone) is moved in any
direction, the final result will be different.
Because of the limited perspective aphotograph (or recording) offers its audience,
it can never be as vivid or as real as the
actual event.
The level of fidelity and acuity of a
recording or photograph can vary from
extremely fine to very coarse. A master
tape is analogous to an original largeformat transparency; unfortunately, most
commercial musical releases are more
like third- or fourth-generation 35mm
duplicate slides than large-format originals, and introduce about the same
amounts of additive and subtractive distortion.
The quality of recording devices varies
as much as that of cameras. Some recording devices, such as the Nagra D digital
recorder, are like 11" by 14" Deardorf
view cameras fitted with Goerz Golden
Dagor lenses; others, such as cheap, portable cassette recorders with built-in
177
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microphones, are akin to Kodak Brownie
Hawkeyes. Continuing down the line
from the Nagra D/Deardorf, the Sony
DTC-2000 ES (reviewed by JGH in
Vol.17 No.11) would be the equivalent
of a4x5 Sinar view camera; the Revox
A-700 at 30ips would be the equivalent
of aHasselblad 21
/ "reflex camera; the
4
Sony PCM F-1 system would be equal
to aRolleiflex 21/
4"camera; the Arcam
Delta 100 Dolby S cassette machine
(reviewed by JGH and JA in Vol.17
No.10) would be like aNikon F-4 35mm
SLR; and the Sony Walkman Pro
WMD-6C would be the equivalent of
an old Pentax Spotmatic 35mm SLR.
So where does the Sony TCD-D7 fit
in? I'd say it's about equal to the Arcam
Delta 100 Dolby S. On the Arcam, tape
hiss filled in the silent gaps between
music; on the TCD-D7, this space was
filled with slight digital grain. The TCDD7 had more top-end extension than the
Arcam, but the Arcam was slightly
smoother overall than the TCD-D7. As
JGH stated in his Arcam review, the
TCD-D7 "had asubtle but consistent
roughness. ..
that Iactually found more
irritating in the long run than the more
benign high-level congestion of the
Amain." To put things in economic perspective, you can buy three TCD-D7
machines for the price of one Arcam
deck.
Comparing the TCD-D7 to the Sony
Walkman Pro WMD-6C is almost
unfair—without Dolby S, no cassette
machine can hope to compete with a
DAT machine. In all sonic parameters—
background noise, top and bottom frequency extension, dynamic weight,
range—the ICD-D7 deaned the WMD6C's clock. Only in non-sonic areas such
as battery life and ergonomic ease was
the WMD-6C superior.
If you forget to put the TCD-D7 in
"hold" mode before you put it in your
bag, it'll invariably have dead batteries
when you decide to use it. This can't
happen with the WMD-6C, which has
piano-key buttons. I've owned the
WMD-6C for five years, during which
time it's received afair amount of abuse,
and it's proved extremely rugged. I'm
not sure whether or not the TCD-D7
will absorb as much rough use—but give
me time.
I've used the Sony TCD-D7, the
$3500 Sony D-10 H, and the $2500 Sony
DTC-2000 ES DAT machines for a
number of live classical recordings, and
the TCD-D7 produced clearly inferior
tapes. Surprised? Unfortunately for the
budget-minded hobbyist recorder, you'll
get what you pay for, sonically speaking. When Iused the TCD-D7 as aplaySTEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1995

back deck into ahigh-quality D/A, Iwas
unable to hear any differences between
it and either of the other two machines
playing back the same tapes. Conversely,
Icould easily hear the differences between tapes recorded on the UPC-2000
ES and the TCD-D7 when played back
by those machines through the same D/A
converter. The DTC-2000 ES master
tape had less overall grain, more real
depth, more three-dimensional body,
and was amore accurate picture of the
musical event. Iwouldn't say that tapes
from the TCD-D7 sounded bad, they
just lacked the refinement of the DTC2000 ES recordings. Bear in mind that
the DTC-2000 ES is almost four times
as expensive as the TCD-D7.
Recording CDs onto the TCD-D7
revealed its internal A/D to be the weak
link. Digital recordings—made by taking
the digital output of an outboard D/A
and running it straight into the digital
inputs of the TCD-D7, thus bypassing
its AID—sounded identical to the original CDs when played back through the
same outboard D/A. Copies of CDs
made via the analog inputs of the TCDD7 had a pervasive graininess and
roughness that the original CDs didn't
have when played back through the same
AID. Moral: If your CD player or D/A
has digital outputs, DAT tapes made with
them will be of much higher quality.
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SUMMARY

The Sony TCD-D7 portable DAT recorder is aremarkable little machine. Its
worst flaws—SCMS, limited battery life,
and afair A/D—can, in most situations,
be overcome with outboard devices and
abit of guile. If you already own aconsumer DAT machine, the ICD-D7 would
be an excellent, versatile second unit, useful for making copies and backups. For
world travelers, the TCD-D7 would be
ideal for making high-quality field
recordings with aminimum of fuss and
added weight. For hard-core Walkman
Pro WMD-6C users, aTCD-D7 will
not only increase the quality of location
tapes, but reduce the bulk and weight of
your travel kits.
I'm going to Mexico next month,
where Ihope to find and record the
world's worst mariachi band. The Sony
TCD-D7 is coming with me.

Class Arecommended
component.
Stereophile

YBA 2HC
S3750

... The best solid
state amp. I've heard
so for.
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JPW Mini Monitor
JPW Sonata
JPW P1

K lei

Hyperlitz construction is the ultimate solution.
"Hyper" means to go "over, above and beyond".
"Litz" cable construction was invented long ago to
cope with the problem of skin-effect.

PBJ
KCAG

$62 m. pr.
$350 m. pr.

KCTG

$650 m. pr.

L(

A AO Double D'rect-Gold Banana

$35/2pc set

B AO Single Direct-Gold Banana
C AO #P-814 OFHC Spade
D KimberKable Post Master

$16/4pc set
$15/4 pc set
$14/2 pc set

E Phoenix Flexi-Connect Pins
F Phoenix Crimp on Banana

$9/4pc set
$7/4pc set

G Raskin Deluxe Banana
H Raskin Silver Satin R.C.A.

$7/2pc set
$3 ea

I Phoenix Crimp on Pins
J Phoenix Gold Dual Banana

$4/4pc Set
$7 ea

K AU Direct Gold Spade
L A0 Turquoise R.C.A.

60s ea
$20/4pC Se

oudioquest
t
Quartz /Video Z

Ruby /Video X
Topaz

$160 m pr. /$75 m.

$95 m. pr /$35 m.
$50 meter pair

KIM3ERKABLE TC SERIES
Kimber's legendary 4TC and 8TC loudspeaker
cables continually receive rave reviews and recommendation, ranking as one of the best "high end
audio" values of all time. TC cables deliver correct
harmonic and spectral content of recordings with
breathtaking, pinpoint accuracy. The basic building
block of each TC and LPC model is the Teflon"
jacketed VariStrandTM conductor. The conductor
strands are formed from our advanced alloy,
primarily consisting of ultra-high purity copper.
8AG

$180/foot

4AG

$100/foot

8TC
4TC

$8.60/foot
$4.60/foot

4VS
4PR

$2.20/foot
$1.00/foot

PHOENIX GOLD SPEAKER CABLE
18awg /16awg
Turquoise

180

$30 meter pair

150 /356

12awg /9awg

600 /$2.25
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KIM3ERKABLE PBJ
Kimber's entry level interconnect exhibits simple, elegant
construction.
This product
really
demonstrates
the
adage, "less is more". A lean,
mean, stripped-down interconnect that offers hotrod performance at Mo-ped prices. PBJ
uses the same braid geometry
as the esteemed KCAG but
with VariStrand" copper conductors. The connectors are in
fact identical to those found on
our most expensive interconnects.. PBJ-real world performance in a"no frills" package.
And like the other PBJ (Peanut
Butter & Jelly) Mom says "Just
eat it (and shush up,) its good
for you!"

Audio0uest Crystal" uses twelve solid conductors, spiraled together in Hyperlitz array ender a
slate blue satin
jacket. Six conductors are 19
awg OFHC copper and six are
20 awg FPC
copper. In normal use Crystal
is a 12 awg
Round Hyperlltz
cable. The FPC
copper acts like abypass, allowing most of the high
frequency benefits of this superior material. The
less expensive OFHC cooper provides bulk so
Crystal can provide a powerful full range sound.
Together the OFHC and FPC allow Crystal to have
extraordinary performance at a reasonable price.
Crystal is also an extremely effective single biwire
cable. The six OFHC conductors can be uued for
the bass while the six superb FPC conductors are
used for the treble.
CRYSTAL /INDIGO
TYPE 4/TYPE 2

JIle

$175 pr.
$295 pr.
$395 pr.

$6.owft. $3-50/ft.
$2 25/ft. /$1.25/ft.

AudioCuest F-14" is flat! F-14 is 3/8" wide and
only 1/12" thick. The
most important attribute
of this cable is not the
shape, not the incredible easy preparation,
not even the very low
Flat Hyperlltz
price -it is the sound
quality. F-14 uses four solid strands of 20 awg
OFHC, two for positive and two for negative. making 17 awg. All strands are spaced apart, making
his aflat Hyperlitz cable. Available in blue or white.
85c/ft.
AudloOuest F-18" is also aflat Hyperlitz, still only
1/12" thick and 5/8' wide. F-18 uses with solid
strands of 20 awg OFHC, four for positive and four
for negative, making 14 awg. F-18 is available in
white.
$1.70/ft.
INSTALLATION SPEAKER CABLES
Installation speaker caoles are specially designed
to be extremely flexible. The outer jacket is avery
slippery smooth PVC which is flexible, easy to pull,
and installer friendly.
The outer jacket is especially abrasion and heat
resistant. It can be used
in a variety of harsh
environments.
UL CL-3 Rated
AudioQuest Ri-1604"
uses four 26 strand OFHC conductors coded with 4
colors. When used with 2 conductors .
for positive
and 2for negative, the superior 4conductor geometry greatly improves sound quality. In this configuration Ri-1604 is a 13 awg cable.
RI-1604 /RI-1602
$1.25/ft. /75e/ft.
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DENON

Sattelite Ire AO PT-6 tonearm &dustcover
Comet Iv/ ADC Senes 4
Moonbeam w/ ADC Senes 4

S1150
S500

DP-47F

ADC Senes 4

DP-23F r.

ADC Senes 4

DP-7F

S379

$550
$375
$280

w,ADC PSX-40

PRO-JECT 1

$350

wi surruko Oyster

AUDIO SYSTEMS

w

11."----"----"Ill
t1 1
61

orrofon
X5-MC
MC-3 Turbo
MC-1 Turbo
X3-MC/X1-MC

audicytechnica

S175
S150
S125
S145/590

DEEMA CLAMP
$20
THE PIG GRIP
$10
EMPIRE STABIUZER
$35
SOTA REFLEX RECORD
CLAMP
$150
A.R.T LIMITED EDITION
0-DAMPER DISC STABILIZER
S330

0C-9
5399
Trade/Re-Tip ... .$285/5250
ART 1
51300
Trade/Re-Tip . .$1000/5900

Gl ider/Trade
Gold or Silver
Trade-in

$125

MOBILE FIDELITY

0-DAMPER DISC-MAT

$330

Vinyl

SOTA SUPERMAT

$100

Muddy Waters

AUDIOOUEST SORBOTHAN

Manhatten Transfer

RECORD MAT

Pink Floyd

BENZ

$14

•
, .
auclioquest.

$30
$16

ROSICIrl

Alan Parson's Project

ANTI-STATIC MAT

Emerson, Lake & Palmer

TONEARMS

Paper Tool

55

$125

.
$10

MICRO

Mirror Guage

DISCWASHER OR STANTON
$10

eit

SHURE

V15 Type V-MR

Ortolon Stylus Force Guage

MOBILE FIDELITY
GEO-DISC

$130

sum

SHURE Stylus Force Guage

CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT TOOLS

$25

DENON
DL-160
DL-110

BluePoint Special. .$295
Trade/Re-Tip
..$225/S195
Blue Point/Trade .$150/S 95
Oyster
S30

.5750/S600
$325
$200

MC 20E11

A.R.T LIMITED EDITION

$50

/wallas

BENZ 1311D MICRO

PT-6
PT-7
PT-8

TONEARM CABLES
$95
$175
$250

$395
$495
$595

EMERALD
LAPIS

RASKIN Tonearm-wrap

$20

04

discwasher audioquest
D411 25 oz )
D4 6oz)
D4 16 oz)
D4Brush System
SC-2 Stylus Brush
SC-2 Stylus Fluid
Zero Slat Gun

$2.50
$7.50
514.50
$17
57.50
$2.50
$60

dkcivasher•v.R.P.

RECORD SLEEVES

Hunt
Sheffield/XL°

SORBOTHANE
BIG FEET

$50

Demagnetize, test and burn-

CD FEET

$30

in

Self Stick Sheet

$15

required for cartridge demag-

Record Mat

$50

i
na ti zing.)
ng.)

your

system.

(Adapter
$30

Q.E.D. MCA.1 Moving Coil Pre-amplifier

A.G. carbon fiber brush ..$10

Q.E.D. Discsaver Moving Magnet Pre-amplifier

Nitty Gritty cleaning brush .$12

Moving Magnet Pre-amplifier

LAST scrub brush

S2

Creek OBH-8 M.M. Phono Cartridge Amplifier

$199

Discwasher D4 brush system $17

Creek OBH-9 M.C. Phono Cartridge Amplifier

$249

POWER CLEANER (1/2 oz)

(once eguanines of 50)
12 Fitted poly outer

Hunt EDA record brush .. $20

.524

$10

(2oz.).. $24

12 Paper/poly inner

$15

43 RECORD CLEANER

$15

Whde paper outer

$4

(14 STYLUS (1/4 oz.)

513

Paper /poly outer.

$7

MS STYLAST (1/4 oz.)

$21

Poly outer

53

SCRUB BRUSH

52

VRP Record Sleeves (10)

57

STYLUS BRUSH

$2

RICE SLEEVES (10)

$8

ARCHIVIST 78

24

7
.
7.

JERRy
mum

(16 oz

$89
$30

MODEL 1.0 Manual application
of fluid, manual brushing & rotating duhng vacuuming
$180

02 RECORD PRESERVATIVE

$5

12 Fitted out reuseable

$150

5145

MODEL 1.5 Fi Auto fluid application, auto scrub, auto rotation.
Vinyl Woodgrain
$360

NrrIT GRITTY"
RECORD CAME PROCUCTS

RECORD MASTER Cleans 46s,
78's &L.P.'s manually with built-in
adaptor which allows cleaning of
all size records.
$195

419 14th Ave. S.E.
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Caus........61
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DISCOVER THE BREAKTHROUGH S
PEAKERS
THAT EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT!
"
MORE THAN I
MPRESSIVE..."
"The name Joseph Audio may not be the most well known in audio,
but if the sound they were getting at the show is an indication, then
their profile is bound to grow. Using aunique and patented crossover
pattern (something like a120 dB per octave!) the two Joseph Audio
speakers being demonstrated were more than impressive."

—The Audio Observatory
30339 Abelia Rd. Canyon Countre,CA 91331

JosephAudio
EFFORTLESS MUSICALITY sEXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGe

2Pineridge Road White Plains New York 10603
Can 1(800) 474 HIFI for afree White Paper and adealer near you

Dealer &Export Inquiries: R&G Audio (914) 783-6674

Produced under license trom Modafieri Acoustical Labs US Patent ;4771466
The

Introducing...

ReteR me Stdndard

e
sse9,0co"i , ec„,ca„,

iege, nitb-coneonent

audio and video systeie

Even if you've spent thousands on your audio and video system, it can't
give you its best performance using raw, untreated AC power. By reducing
power line contamination and unwanted component interaction, the Power Wedge 1118
will enable your system to achieve its full potential while protecting your valuable components.
Visit your dealer now; the difference will amaze you!

AUDIO

powEr

INDUSTRIES

2624 South Rousselle St. Santa Ana, CA 92707
Telephone 714-545-9495 Fax 714-545-4607
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STEPHEN FRANCIS VASTA

T

he young, upwardly mobile
Gustav Mahler, appearing as
conductor with the Budapest
Opera, was invited by the Budapest Philharmonic to conduct awork of his own
during the 1889-90 season; this spurred
him to complete his First Symphony—
his first large-scale orchestral work. After
the symphony's poorly received Budapest premiere in November 1889, the
composer undertook extensive revisions,
dropping the second of the original five
movements (subtitled "Blumine—a movement of flowers"), revising and expanding the orchestration of the remaining
four movements, and supplying the
symphony with adetailed program as
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

well as the subtitle "Titan:' after apopular novel of the time. Mahler conducted
this revised version in Hamburg in October 1893 to agreater success, but later
repudiated both the subtitle and the program (the composer's distaste for programs in general is evident fiom his letters).
The symphony begins with the primeval stirrings of nature. Over asustained A in six octaves of strings, fragments of themes appear: adescending
fourth in woodwinds, which will evolve
into the symphony's unifying motif;
spectral, muted fanfares; cuckoo calls;
and singing horn phrases. Over adisquieting rising chromatic line, the horns
introduce acanon on the descending
WorldRadioHistory

fourth; as it fades, the fresh, vernal textures of the exposition break in. Mahler's "Ging heut' Morgen übers Feld,"
from his 1883 Songs ofaWayfarer, which
conveniently begins with the descending
fourth, provides much of the material for
this exposition, which reaches afestive
climax.
After the exposition, the stilled hush
of the strings' A again descends: what
now? Flute and cello take up fragments
of the exposition, while the clarinet repeats its cuckoo call. Foreboding brass
chords unexpectedly swing into D sunlight as the horns introduce aquiet fanfare, returning us to the exposition's vernal mood. Ominous shadows of minor
183
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It's because your head is so pointed ...
...that your Grado headphones are pinching your head like apair of vicegrips.
The internal metal headband in apair of Grados is circular in shape; this is not the shape of the top of your head.
Right out of the box, Grados will smash your ears, and rest on only one point at the top of your head. In order to make
your Grados fit properly, you must re-shape the headband so that it more closely conforms to your skull. Once you do
this, you will find your headphones much more comfortable.

Now...if your want them to sound better too, give us acall and ask for our headphone amp product information. We'll
send you, for FREE, our HeadRoom color brochure, price list, 32-page manual, and 16-page white paper on headphone
psychoacoustics. And, just in case you don't have apair or Grados yet, we sell them too. Ring us up at 1-800-828-8184.

1

eyou've already got apair of HP2s, check out the Home
HeadRoom for $599. Or, may we suggest, the Home and
Sennheiser 580s together for $799. Just Awesome!

y
Head Room

HeadRoom is located at 521 Eas9 Peach St. in Bozeman MT 59715. But send mail to FOB 6549. Bozeman MT 59771. Outside USA and CANADA, call us at 406-W4466, ar FAX us at 406-587-9484
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harmony briefly cloud the horizon, but
with exuberant trumpet calls and trills,
the music tumbles headlong into aforte
return of the horn fanfare. The thematic
fragments variously recombine in asort
of recapitulation as the movement hurtles
to arousing close.
As he was often to do, Mahler based
the second movement on the Liindler, the
Austrian folk dance which was the precursor of the waltz. As the low strings
stomp out the descending fourth in a
bumptious triple meter, the peasant-like,
triadic main theme is introduced over it,
undergoing some development before
its brilliant climax. The lyrically effusive
'Rio section has asmoother, more waltzlike flow; as it fades into nostalgic
cadences, the horn tentatively interjects
areminder of the opening motif, which
the basses abruptly seize to begin atelescoped recapitulation of the Liindler.
An eerie solo double-bass intones the
main theme of the third-movement
funeral march, aminor-key version of
"Frère Jacques," which develops into a
full-textured canon over steadily pulsing
fourths in the timpani. Contrasting with
this are ajfewish folk-like melody introduced by the oboes, as well as some banal
klezmer music A lyrical interlude drawn
from the fourth Wayfarer song, "Die zwei
blauen Augen," represents happier memories; its unexpectedly desolate cadence
effectively sets up the return of the funeral march, which ultimately fades away
in pizzicatos and soft gong strokes.
A cymbal crash heralds the immediate
arrival of the tempestuous Finale; originally subtitled "Dall'Inferno al Paracliso,"
it retains the quality ola pictorial free
fantasy. The introduction, which the
composer described as "the cry of a
wounded heart," is marked by shrieking reeds, desperate running strings, and
brass motifs (including that ominous bit
from the first-movement development).
A long, jagged theme in winds, springing from the ominous motif and propelled by vigorous string figures, builds
to aviolent climax before spending itself
in spasmodic outbursts, giving way to
alyrical string theme.
The storm returns, interrupted by a
soft, optimistic brass statement, and culminating in atutti version of this statement—but in the "wrong" key: C! The
music wrenches itself into the home key
of D, but, despite the assertive "coda"
which follows, the victory is not to be
so easily won. There follows aseries of
reminiscences of themes, which builds
to asurging, impassioned climax. The
strings take up the jagged opening theme,
softly; finally, the first movement's exuberant fanfares and trills return to reSTEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

strings, gulpy horns, and waywardly
tuned reeds, could hardly have been
familiar with the music in 1952, but their
playing is uniformly concentrated and
committed. Horenstein's interpretation
has aKlemperer-like ruggedness and
integrity, warmed by sensitivity to the
ebb and flow of alyric phrase. The gracious Trio is serenely flowing, while
tricky tempo transitions in the Finale
flow with the utmost naturalness. On
CD, the dose-up mono sound is surprisingly clear, if unflattering to the orchestra. (Roughly contemporaneous with
Horenstein's mono is Scherchen's, its
polar opposite—fast, wild, and woolly;
exciting, if unrefined.)
Horenstein's stereo remake benefits
from the services of the London Symphony, which bring ahigher level of
technical polish to the task, if less personality than the quirky Viennese. By
1970, his response to the score had deepened—listen to the wistful suspended
cadences in the Trio, or the arresting
color change in the Finale at the transition to the second theme (No.15). The
Its standard Romantic-symphony length tempos are again resolutely steady, somegives it an added advantage over some times eschewing even indicated adjustof its longer, more involved successors. ments. This is worth seeking out as an
However, as often happens with pop- import; its intensity and cumulative
ular repertory pieces, the music can be impact make everyone else seem neurotic
taken for granted. This is reflected in the by comparison.
Certainly Leonard Bernstein, the
surprising number of performance mistakes which can be heard on the current Apostle of Mahler, didn't do nearly as
recordings, including solos which are well by his two outings. The New York
missed (Slatkin) or inaccurate (Nanut, recording clarifies some detail well—
Urbanek, Muti), and entrances which are especially in the well-organized openmissed (Casadesus), premature (Abbado, ing movement, with its atmospheric introduction and rhythmically alert funeral
Walter), or late (Neumann). These are,
of course, momentary lapses rather than march. But the conductor's mannered
"expressive" distentions render the Ficrippling flaws; but there's no reason to
accept them except as passing blemishes nale's opening disjointed and reach a
nadir in the Scherzo's Trio, where no
on an otherwise first-rate performance.
With so many recordings available, we three bars seem to be played in the same
tempo. His Amsterdam remake, at slower
can afford to be choosy.
We have no documents of Mahler's tempos, is less manipulated, but by this
conducting of this music; but Bruno time Bernstein's manner had become
Walter and Jascha Horenstein, among his heavyhanded: the unmarked glissandi at
disciples, are represented. For three the start of the first-movement development are in questionable taste, the last
movements, Walter draws predictably
stylish, sweet-toned playing from his ldezmer episode in the march is rushed,
West Coast pickup group. The first and the Pesante coda is soggy. The Conmovement has apleasant exposition certgebouw players are attentive to
(though minus its important repeat), a dynamics, but DG's close in-concert
nice rhythmic lift in the soft horn fan- recording produces athick, overbearing,
fare, and ablazing recapitulation; the somewhat congested tutti sound.
Sir Georg Solti is more successful—his
gravely lyrical Wayfarer episode is the
highlight of the funeral march. But his London Symphony account, in fact, was
Finale, after an incisive, dramatic open- widely recommended before the appearance of Horenstein's stereo version. Soling, too often succumbs to restrained,
ti's straightforward, dramatic reading
enervated tempos.
Horenstein's unique feel for Mahler stresses line and detail, downplaying
emerges clearly even on his mono re- coloristic variety. Textures are uniformly
cording. The technically substandard clear, and London's sound has plenty of
Vienna orchestra, with straggly high impact; on two midpriced CDs with

introduce the brass statement—in the
correct key this time—as atriumphant
peroration crowns the work.
The First Symphony has become
especially popular among Mahler's output by virtue of its appealing, folk-like
melodies, its orchestral variety—Mahler's expanded orchestra providing a
wide selection of distinctive, unmixed
colors—its use of cyclic elements (reappearing in the various movements),
and its apparently straightforward structures (although neither of the outer movements adheres to astrict sonata pattern).

KURT MASUR'S RECENT
TELDEC RECORDING
PERHAPS STRIKES THE
BEST BALANCE BETWEEN
THE QUALITIES OF
PERFORMANCE AND
OF RECORDING.
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Solti's fine performance of Mahler's
Symphony 2 ("Resurrection"), this
remains the best all-around buy. His digital remake is more relaxed and easygoing
—the first-movement introduction and
development are gratifyingly spacious,
though the Finale's reminiscences have
become static. The Chicago Symphony
woodwinds play colorfully, but their
sectional tuning in the Landier is dubious. Too bad some smudged ensemble
gets through; and too bad that the early
digital sound—clean and pleasant without obvious spotlighting, the reeds in
proper perspective—lacks midrange
presence.
Bernard Haitink's Amsterdam recording is an intelligent and musical interpretation, authoritatively and persuasively
projected. He infuses his basically conservative tempos with ample momentum, while obtaining excellent clarity (in
the Finale's rushing string figures, for
example); and his precise observance of
Mahler's hairpin dynamics and accents
paradoxically helps maintain the music's
long line. The engineering, capturing a
measure of Concertgebouw hall resonance, produces athick string sound; but
detail is always clear, and the Finale's
chorales have astrong impact. Haitink's
remake, like Solti's, is less successful. In
places, he draws more magical effects—
such as the rapt stillness of the firstmovement development—and the breathtaking color change in the Finale at the
transition to the second theme; but the
attention to detail is less consistent, and
the performance doesn't cohere as well.
The fresh Berlin string sonority is lighter
than the Concertgebouw's, but the
detailed, colorful recording is comparatively artificial.
Kurt Masur's recent Teldec recording
perhaps strikes the best balance between
the qualities of performance and of
recording. His solidly traditional interpretation, at conservative tempos, features afirm grasp of the outer-movement
structures and afine sense of character.
He draws beautifully translucent textures
from the New York Philharmonic, which
has not lost character in the process of
improving discipline. Teldec's recording
has excellent impact and exceptional
depth, so that Mahler's frequent layering
of reeds over strings emerges vividly as
atexture—not just acolor. Hans-Peter
Frank comes from asimilar tradition, but
his imported concert recording comparatively lacks warmth, though the
sound is admirably natural.
Klaus Termstedes first major recording
was aMahler First which displayed a
deep understanding of the composer's
style. The first-movement opening is
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

ethereally hushed, while its climax brings
triumphantly whooping horns; the slow
movement's Wayfarer episode sings
utterly naturally; the complex tempo
relationships of the Finale are well-judged.
The playing is not ideal: the strings can
be scruffy in running passages, and the
forward surges are imperfectly controlled, not together. His Chicago remake, recorded in concert, is even more
evocative of dreamy sununerscapes in the
first movement, and Ilike the broad,
firmly sustained tempo for the Finale's
perorations. Elsewhere it seems fussy or
simply too slow, and in general Tennstedt's attempt to stress mass and weight
here is at odds with his basically linear
conducting style. The Chicago reeds
again disagree on tuning in the Landier.
Diehard audiophiles may gravitate
toward the Eliahu Inbal or Leonard Slatkin recordings. Inbal's Denon account
features exceptionally lucid, airy, realistic
sound, neither clinical nor overresonant.
It's an engaging performance as well,
with accurate balances and mostly wellchosen tempos (the accelerandos in the

Landier are overdone). The orchestra is
mostly excellent, though the horns struggle with matters of legato and tone in the
first two movements, and one of the timpanists gets lost in the triumphant coda,
so the long roll briefly stops. Slatkin
makes some interesting musical points—
the first-movement development has a
uniquely restless undercurrent—but the
Finale as recorded sounds disappointingly small-scaled.
I'm fond ofJames Levine's youthful,
ardent reading, with its exceptional feeling for orchestral color. He tends to rush
impetuously, however, even where Mahler has marked ritards, resulting in mild
coordination problems; and energetic
string attacks can be raspy. The sound is
dear and vivid, though the Finale's opening sounds restricted. Seiji Ozawa is
unexpectedly energetic and involved,
with afirm pulse, aggressive attacks, and
handsomely limned textures; but minor
flaws have been permitted to remain—a
few horn burps, and (again) iffy reed
intonation in the Laneller—precluding an
unqualified recommendation.

M AHLER'S SYMPHONY I(" TITAN") ON CD
Conductor/
Orchestra

Label &
Number

Abbado/BPO
Abravanel/Utah SO
Bernstein/NYP
Bernstein/RCO
Butt/LSO
Casadesus/Lille Natl O.
C. Davis/BRSO
Dohnányi/CO
I. Fischer/Hungarian
State Orch.
Frank/Weimar
Staatskapelle
Haitink/RCO
Haitink/BPO
Horenstein/Vienna SO
Horenstein/LSO
lnbal/Frankfurt RSO

DG 431 769
Vanguard 4003
Sony 47573
DG 427 303
IMP PCD 941
Forlane 16643

Judd/Florida PO
Kaspszyk/LSO
Kosler/Slovak PO
Kubelik/BRSO
Leinsdorf/BSO
Leinsdorf/RPO
Levine/LSO
Litton/RPO
Maazel/VPO

Sym. I
TT

CD
TT

Rec.
Date

SPARS
Code

Novalis 150 033
London 425 718

54:43
49:08
53:00
56:05
51:59
54:14
56:44
54:40

54:43
49:08
2:22:20
56:05
51:59
54:14
56:44
54:40

1989
1974
1966
1987
1990
1991
1988
1989

DDD
ADD
ADD
DDD
DDD
DDD
DDD
DDD

White Label 077

58:30

65:10

1977

ADD

POOL 75083
Philips 434 728
Philips 420 936
Vox CDX2-5508
Unicorn 2012
Denon C37-7537
Harmonia Mundi
907118
Collins 3005
Naxos 8.550120
DG 429 157
Victrola 4983
London 430 135
RCA 0894
Virgin 90703

53:30
56:29
57:02
57:38
56:08
54:54

59:59
56:29
57:02
110:06

1993
1972
1987
1952
1970
1985

DDD
ADD
DDD
AAD
ADD
DDD

55:50
54:42
53:09
49:54

64:13
62:24
53:09
67:10
52:52
71:07
54:18
70:59
62:29

1993
1989
1988
1968
1962
1971
1975
1987

DDD

F

Blumine

DOD
DDD
ADD
AAA
AAD
AAD
DDD
DOD

M
B
B
B
B

Blumine

F
M

69:46
50:15
74:28
56:16
55:42
73:56
54:03
64:48
66:51

1992
1974
1980
1984
1988
1979
1987
1991
1993
1953
1989
1981
1964

DDD
AAD
DDD
DDD
ODD
AAD
DDD
DDD
DDD
AAD
DDD
DDD
ADD
DDD
ADD
DDD
DDD
ADD

F
B
B
F
B
M
F
F
F
B
F
M
M
F
M
F
B
M

Sony 44907

Masur/NYP
Mehta/Israel PO
Mehta/NYP
Muti/Philadelphia
Nanut/Ljubljana SO
Neumann/Czech PO
Ozawa/BSO
Rattle/CBSO
Segerstam/DNRSO
Scherchen/Phil SO
Sinopoli/Philharmonia
L. Slatkin/St. Louis SO
Solti/LSO
Solti/CSO
Tennstedt/LPO
Tennstedt/CSO
Urbanek/Prague Pest.
Walter, Columbia SO

Teldec 74868
IMP 9005
Sony 53259
EMI 64287
Stradivari 6011
Supraphon II 0721
Philips 422 329
EMI 54647
Chandos 9242
MCA 99833
DG 429 228
Telarc 82004
London 425 005
London 411 731
EMI 64471
EMI 54217
LaserLight 15 529
CBS 37235
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52:52
53:22
54:18
53:23
57:52
52:46
50:15
51:57
56:16
55:42
51:03
54:03
57:19
60:18
50:04
57:08
50:11
54:20
55:41
53:50
60:55
53:46
52:03

56:08
54:54

2:23:35
57:08
50:11
2:15:23
55:41
4:55:28
60:55
53:46
52:03

1985

1983
1976
1990
1988
1961

Price
Range

Coupling

Sympho
- ny 2

B

Blumine
Blumine

Bruckner 9

Wayfarer Songs
—
Wayfarer Songs
Wayfarer Songs
Sym.5:
Adagietto
Wayfarer Songs
Sym.10: Adagio

Sym.10:-Adagio
Blumine
Blumine
Symphony 2

Symph
-ony 2
Syms. 2,3,4
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After an unpromising introduction
which exposes his orchestra's technical
weaknesses, Colin Davis's performance
improves as it proceeds, culminating in
aparticularly dramatic Finale. This rugged and weighty reading, marked by
well-judged balances and careful articulation, is also delicate where required
(try No.18 in the first movement). The
sound is abit "canned."
Lorin Maazel's well-executed reading
is more admirable than enjoyable; he frequently strikes the ideal balance between
weight and propulsion, with meticulous
attention to detail; but too often he overly
restrains the music's flow. Christoph von
Dohnányi is at his best in the livelier passages, where the Clevelanders' focused
tone contributes detailed textures, but the
atmospheric pages are too cool and
detached. Giuseppe Sinopoli is frustratingly inconsistent—at times magically
evocative (the Liindler's sultry Trio, the
implacable march), other times tasteless
(the inappropriately "goosed" brass
chords in the first movement) and torpid; the string playing is slurry, the recording (the notorious All Saints'
Church, Tooting) is close and harsh.
Among younger conductors, partisans
of Simon Rattle's soft-edged attacks and
darkish orchestral sonority will enjoy his
plausible, well-recorded performance.

James Judd's exceptionally cogent Finale
boasts strong textural detail and structural command, but distracting, superfluous tempo adjustments undercut his
perceptive, detailed work elsewhere.
Despite some interesting details, Andrew
Litton's artless account is insufficiently
sturdy, his brisk tempos feeling marginally rushed and glib.

J
AMES JUDD'SCOGENT
EXCEPTIONALLY
FINALE
BOASTS
STRONG
TEXTURAL
DETAIL
AND
STRUCTURAL COMMAND.

At the bottom of the heap are Abbado,
overrefined for three movements and
coarse in the Finale, like acompendium
of Karajan's worst mannerisms; Segerstam, with his fitful rubatos, fussy
commas, and apparent disdain for largescale coherence; and Kaspszyk, with his
random balances, approximate, slapdash
ensemble, infirm line, and general technical incompetence.
At the super-budget level, once beyond the historical recordings, the
choices are unalluring. Leinsdorf's genial
Weekend Classics account is unfor-
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Hungarians are better, but they, too,
seem restrained and underpowered.
The discarded "Blurnine" movement,
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as afiller for the symphony. Judd's is the
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hough the fourth collaboration
of W.S. Gilbert and Arthur
Sullivan, H.M.S. Pinafore was
the first to be an international hit, and
was unquestionably the work that forever established "G&S" as atrademark of quality and delight. This third
Mackerras/Telarc G&S operetta is the
best yet of acycle that should prove
definitive for years to come.
In its lampooning of Victorian melodrama, Pinafore is perhaps the silliest of
all G&S operettas. It's also the freshest,
the most sprightly, the most irrepressibly melodic. (And, as it's the shortest full-length G&S work, Telarc has
for the first time in this series been able
to include every note—including the
overture—on asingle CD.)
Sir Charles Mackerras has brought
unprecedented stylishness to the task:
never has this score been infused with
such wit, grace, buoyancy, or sheer
musicality. Mackerras conducts Sullivan's music with all the attention to
dancing detail that he brought to the
symphonies of Mozart afew years back
(also for Telarc), with arguably greater
success: everywhere are nuances of
tempo and dynamics, and pointings-up
of syncopation, that make even this lifelong G&S fanatic delight in heretofore
unsuspected treasures in what Sullivan
himself considered disposable pop
music. Ifound it impossible to listen
without laughing aloud—not that I
tried.
I'd recommend this recording for
Mackerras alone, but luckily the singing is almost as good. Like the previous Mackerras/Telarc G&S recordings
(The Mikado, The Pirates of Penzance),

BACH: Three Sonatas for Viola da Gamba and
Harpsichord, BWV 1027-29
Kim Kashkashian, viola; Keith Jarrett, harpsichord
ECM New Series 78118-21501-2 (CD only).
Manfred Eicher, prod.; Peter Laenger, eng. DDD.
TT 38:38
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GILBERT & SULLIVAN: H.M.S. Pinafore
Richard Suart, The Rt. Hon. Sir Joseph Porter,
K.C.B.; Thomas Allen, Captain Corcoran;
Michael Schade, Ralph Rackstraw; Rebecca
Evans, Josephine; Felicity Palmer, Little
Buttercup; Donald Adams, Dick Deadeye;
Richard Van Allan, Bill Bobstay; Welsh
National Opera Orchestra & Chorus, Sir
Charles Mackerras
Telarc CD-80374 (CD only). James Mallinson,
prod.; Jack Renner, eng. DDD. TT: 73:42

Pinafore is sung straight, with aminimum of comic affectation:Ms approach
works superbly, as Mackerras and
singers let the music and words provide the humor, rather than forcing the
issue. The result is irresistibly tuneful
music beautifully performed—and
funny as hell to boot.
Michael Schade is awonder as Ralph
Rackstraw—by far the most sensitive
and diffident sailor ever to join Her
Majesty's fleet. Richard Suart continues
to lengthen his stride in the G&S comic
baritone roles, here singing Sir Joseph
Porter with just the right blend of

CLASSICAL
Ifthere remains any question as to whether
WorldRadioHistory

pomp, patter, and palpitations. Thomas
Allen (a real baritone!) is likely the finest
Captain Corcoran on record, and the
seemingly immortal Donald Adams
here enters his fifth decade of singing
G&S as Dick Deadeye—and sounds
almost as good as he ever did.
As in previous Welsh National Opera
G&S recordings, the women are weaker.
Felicity Palmer's Little Buttercup is the
best of them, though she tends toward
obsessiveness in dotting her rhythmic
i's. Rebecca Evans as Josephine has the
same small, not-quite-in-control voice
that made her Mabel in Pirates less than
that fully operatic role deserved, and
Valerie Seymour makes all too great an
impression—a poor one—in the tiny
role of Sir Joseph's Cousin Hebe: shrill
and squally, with poor wandering tone.
All of the singers, however, are excellent actors (not hams, as is all too common in G&S), and the WNO Chorus
is ideally energetic. The sound is as
good as I've ever heard from Telarc, and
that's very good: the illusion of orchestra, chorus, and soloists singing in the
WNO's Brangwyn Hall, Swansea,
Wales is totally convincing. Whether
or not due to Telarc's 20-bit recording
and their use of the Apogee LJV-22
redithering box, the highs are smooth,
the midrange sumptuous, the ambience
stunningly detailed.
The best G&S productions, whether
on disc or stage, are those that make one
feel as clever and witty as W.S. Gilbert
himself. By the time this Pinafore had
ended, Ifelt no less than agenius.
—Richard Lehnert

Keith Jarrett is a"serious" classical performer, this disc will certainly put it to rest.
Kim Kashkashian and Jarrett comprise an
ideal partnership for this music, and they
give it ajoyous and moving performance.
If you know someone who loves Bach, or
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traversal of the Nine on period instruments
differs from all such others in avariety of
ways.
Purely on technical grounds, this set
outshines its predecessors. Its engineering is superb—remarkably natural in
timbre, with none of the harsh nasality of
strings, squeaky rasp of winds, bleating
brass, or unpleasant, overly prominent
timpani that, in varying degrees, has infected many period-instrument productions. Although recorded in five different
halls and including three in-concert performances, the sound remains remarkably
uniform throughout: close, with arelatively flat perspective that exposes the
occasional noise of fingers hitting the keys
of winds. Even the notoriously reverberant
Kim Kashkashian teams up with Keith Jarrett on
All Saints Church, Tooting of London
Bach's Viola da Gamba Sonatas.
(where 6and 9were recorded) has awellfocused acoustic here. And throughout, a
someone who might if they heard him, this
tight, solid bass adds harmonic definition
is the disc to get.
without causing the roughly 60-piece
It's true that Kashkashian's viola doesn't
orchestra to sound weighty.
sound like agamba—which was apopular
And it is certainly afine orchestra. Virinstrument for Baroque-era amateurs
tuosic and disciplined, it plays with acrisp
because it has frets—but her playing is
precision that matches world-class stansplendidly idiomatic, and her interplay
dards. In this regard, it exemplifies the great
with Jarrett simply must be heard. Iwas
forward leap period-instrument execution
especially impressed with the strong and
effective contrasts in tempo; the Adagio of has made in the last decade. And, obviously, it bespeaks Gardiner's skill as acon1029, for example, being played very
ductor.
slowly indeed, but sustained beautifully
This should surprise no one who has
by Kashkashian's gorgeous tone and subtle
followed his work. In addition to knowing
dynamic shadings.
how to make an ensemble cohere, he has
This CD has excellent liner notes—notes
proven one of the more tasteful of periodof any kind are rare enough with ECM—
instrument directors, his approach to familiar
which provide aworthwhile introduction
repertory suggesting he is more interested
to the music at hand. The sound is also the
in music qua music than in historical
best ECM has produced at Keith Jarrett's
rectitude for its own sake. As aresult, his
home studio, although Ithought that at
plunge into Beethoven generates considertimes the bass line from the harpsichord
able interest. Whether or not it will have
might have been atouch overemphasized.
broad appeal remains open to question.
Iexpect there are also those who will not
So much about this set is unvaried from
buy this because of the short timing. Shame
one performance to the next that broad
on them.
—Les Berkley
generalizations are appropriate. In the
BEETHOVEN: The Nine Symphonies
main, Gardiner secures richly colored,
John Eliot Gardiner, Orchestra Révolutionnaire et
sharply focused textures and favors relaRomantique; Luba Orgonasovo, soprano; Anne
tively fast tempos in outer movements.
Sofie von Otter, mezzo; Anthony Rolfe Johnson,
Indeed, some of them—the first movetenor, Gilles Cachomaille, bass; The Monteverdi
ments of 2, 3, 4, and 5, and the finales of
Choir
DG Archiv 439 900-2 (5 CDs plus bonus CD for
4and 8—are pushed as hard as one is ever
the price of 4). Ulrich Vette, eng.; Dr. Andreas
likely to hear. Even in slow movements,
Holschneider, Charlotte 1Criesch, prods. DDD.
there is little lingering.
TP. 5:28:38
Given the proficiency of the orchestra,
some of these tempos are made to sound
Time was when the notion of aperiodconvincing; the finale of 4, for example, has
instrument Beethoven cycle seemed as
aclarity one would ordinarily think immuch of an oxymoron as "pretty ugly"
or "jumbo shrimp." Things changed, of possible at Gardiner's speed. What makes
such pacing seem all the more fleet is a
course, and the past decade has seen three
rather unbending rhythm. Little variation
such cycles—Goodman's, Norrington's,
of pulse is applied: only where Beethoven
and Hogwood's—as well as one from
calls for aritardando (as in the beginning of
Brüggen that is now shy only of aNinth.
8) are things allowed to slacken.
As each of these sets appeared, areality
Such an approach works against the
that should have been self-evident beopening movement of3 and all of 5, which
came increasingly clear: A single "correct"
become trivialized and two-dimensional.
authentic-performance style is both imOne of the great moments in 5, for example
possible and undesirable. The reason for
—and one that must have shocked Beethothis is obvious: Interpretive approaches
ven's audience—is the sudden modulation
will always differ simply because of the
in the slow movement from A-flat to C,
inevitable variety of responses that the
with trumpet fanfares foreshadowing the
ambiguity of all great art inspires. It is thus
eruption of the finale. Gardiner underplays
not surprising that this new Gardiner
STEREOPIIILE, JANUARY 1995

John Eliot Gardiner's Beethoven Symphonies
cycle is by far the best on period instruments.

this moment, making it sound almost
casual—something it most decidedly is
not. Similarly, the rapid clip of the finale
of 8causes its intentionally crude explosions to lose their brusqueness, and its
hilarious doodling arpeggios at the movement's close to be drained of their humor.
The most convincing performances in
this set are those of 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7. The first
two symphonies are magnificent in their
color, liveliness, and sharply etched detail.
So, too, 4, where—as in 1and 2—the lack
of rhythmic inflection is no great drawback. In terms of pacing, Gardiner's "Pastoral" is perhaps the most traditional
account in the set. The first movement
moves rather quickly, but no more so than
with Toscanini, Kleiber, and Weingartner
among the older generations of conductors, or than with Kegel and Karajan among
more recent ones. The finale unfolds with
an expansive, devotional simplicity made
all the more expressive by Gardiner's careful shaping of the movement's grand
architecture. Then, too, important countermelodies in the second movement that
are often veiled in modern-instrument
accounts are clearly audible in this one. And
the "Storm" has adrenching piquancy.
The outstanding traits of 7are the aptly
piercing color of the horns, especially in
their highest range, and Gardiner's control of the finale, which is paced more
slowly than in many accounts and tightly
reined through its conclusion, thereby
heightening the dialectic of the movement's
restrained abandon. Many may feel that the
first movement could have abit more give
and take, but the precision of articulation
and the clarity of the reiterated dactylic pattern that defines the music's shape carry
the day.
Gardiner's performance of 9may be the
most controversial in the set. The first
movement is surely one of the fastest on
disc. It has certain virtues in its clarity—the
timpani in the recapitulation, for example,
cutting through with atelling bite that
heightens the drama. But the prevailing
quickness and lack of inflection work against
the movement's innovative grandeur. The
second movement is more conventional,
the third—typical of period-instrument
195
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sounds and its complete contrast to the
preceding movement and the following
one, "God will wipe every tear from their
eyes." There is great tenderness here, the
woodwind chords marked "like acaress"
in the score.
The eighth movement is alittle longer
than the fifth in Wit's performance, alittle
shorter in Chung's, but, by contrast, dazzles with the brilliance of "The Stars and
the Glory." It resonates with birdsong, as
does the next, "Birds from the Tree of Life,"
although here only 18 woodwinds sing the
25 different songs, each in its own specific
time-span. The penultimate movement,
"The Way of the Invisible is turbulent and
searching; there is no rest, the movement
ending where it began, on alow C. Only
in the final movement, "Christ, Light of
Paradise:' is there repose.
This wonderful work is given excellent
performances by both forces; but while
Chung's has the benefit of superior sonic
control, Wit's live performance has all the
attendant sparkle and spontaneity. Both
have detailed notes, Wit's induding musical
quotations, which certainly give the listener plenty of help and guidance. There
is very little to choose between them, but
I'd go for Wit ...
and urge you to try at
least one of them!
—Barbara Jahn
MOZARE The Unfinished Mozart
Nederlands Solistenensemble
Emergo Classics 3993 (2 CDs only). J. StellingwerC
eng.; J. Bril, J. Bogart, prods. DDD. TT: 107:42

This release fascinates and frustrates: on
the one hand for the sheer beauty of some
of the music it offers, on the other for the
incompleteness of those offerings. In all,
28 selections are featured, comprising fragments of instrumental and chamber works
for various combinations. Kfichel numbers
suggest that nearly all date from the last
decade of Mozart's life, when he was at the
height of his artistic maturity.
There is some music here having as
much promise as anything Mozart composed. Particularly noteworthy are fragments of works for two pianos and four
hands. One is remarkable for its motoric
drive and motivic terseness; another consists of acomplete sonata-form exposition
and afew measures of an ensuing development that breaks off with cliff-hanging
suddenness. There are fragments for violin
and piano, one of which lasts ten minutes,
rambling rather aimlessly for the first seven
of those minutes and then meandering into
arather formulaic fugue. Clearly, Mozart
was not always capable of imaginative
invention.
Interesting, too, are fragments of string
quintets and clarinet quintets produced at
about the same time as were the composer's great works for those instrumental
combinations. Some of these fragments
break off gradually, one voice at atime
dropping out in a fashion that recalls
Haydn's "Farewell" Symphony. As already
suggested, not everything here comes anywhere near top-drawer, but there are sufficient examples of first-class ideas to make
S
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Claudio Abbado's recording of Mussorgsky's
Boris Godunov—a stunning achievement.

this a riveting what-might-have-been
smorgasbord of morsels.
Not everything here is (at least technically) aphonographic first. Many, though
not all, of these items are available on
Philips's Complete Mozart Edition. There,
however, they have been "finished" by a
modern editor; furthermore, they are
spread among several volumes and thus not
readily accessible as agroup. This Emergo
release is, so far as Iknow, the first to bring
them all together in asingle release and in
their original torso state. The performances
are stylish, and the sound is intimate without being excessively close, its only (very
minor) shortcoming being aslight edginess
to the string tone For Mozarteans, arelease
that certainly should be heard.
—Mortimer H. Frank
MUSSORGSKY: Boris Godunov
Anately Kotcherga. Boris; Samuel Ramey, Pimen;
Philip Langridge, Shuisky; Sergei Larin, Grigor/
Dmitri; Sergei Leik'rkus,Rangoni; Macjana Lipovsek, Marina; Gleb Nikolsky, Varlaam; others;
Slovak Philharmonic Choir (Bratislava), Rundfunkchor Berlin, Ted= Knabenchor, Berlin Philharmonic, Claudio Abbado
Sony S3K 58977 (3 CDs only). Michael Haas, prod.
DDD. TT: 3:20:42

This note-complete (with the exception of
some of the Simpleton's music, which
otherwise would be heard in both the St.
Basil and Kromy Forest scenes) Boris, in
Mussorgsky's own orchestration, is, hands
down, the most beautiful recording available Ididn't say "best" or "most moving,"
Isaid "beautiful." Producer Michael Haas,
having left Decca/London, makes what I
believe is his Sony debut here, and Idon't
think I've ever heard aBoris more honestly
or clearly recorded. The huge, massed
choruses are perfectly captured, and the
solo voices are balanced within the orchestral and choral framework with honesty
and just the right amount of space. The
whole affair is lush without being overblown—a stunning achievement.
The other point of beauty is the singing.
Recordings of this opera invariably have
at least one voice ugly enough to sink a
ship. Not this one Abbado, always abeautymonger, almost knocks us out with sheer
WorldRadioHistory

exquisite sound, miscalculating only once
People will disagree, but here goes: Samuel
Ramey's Pimen, divinely sung, is so divinely
sung as to be undercharacterized. This
Pimen is neither old nor, in the opera's
penultimate scene, frighteningly humbled
yet ecstatic; he's merely agreat singer. (His
Russian diction, by the way, sticks out like
a sore thumb.) For some this may be
enough; for me it's not—but, frankly, he
doesn't spoil anything.
The others sound great and convince
utterly. Anatoly Kotcherga is an imperious
Boris—a troubled Tsar but aTsar nonetheless, acaring father, aman with the
necessary hold on his emotions to reign
even for afew years in an atmosphere as
heavy with intrigue as that period was. He
doesn't overwhelm with his feelings (like
Christoff), isn't on the verge of abreakdown (like Talvela), and doesn't swallow
everything whole with his brawn (like
Ghiaurov). He's dignified even in the
Clock and Death Scenes, but with deep
disturbance evident throughout. And the
voice is big and opulent. True majesty.
Similarly, in Serge Latin we get, for the
first time on disc, a romantic Dmitri/
Grigory, one capable of seducing anation
and making love to aprincess. And with
Lipovsek as Marina, we hear the cunning
and scheming. Md to them the sexy, dangerous Rangoni of Leiferkus, and you get
the finest Polish Act available The rest of
the cast listed above, and the smaller roles
as well, are all taken by pros with healthy
sounds; there's not alemon in the case.
III was reserved up top about calling this
set the "best" or "most moving:' it's
because Abbado, in eschewing melodrama
and going for aquite breathtaking Italianate legato, has sacrificed some audiencegrabbing which some have always found
comfortable and convincing. Perhaps I'm
used to the gimmicks—Boris grunting and
yelling and resorting to Sprechgesang—and
have been programmed to react to them.
Equally, I'm comfortable with more
extraverted behavior from Varlaam and the
rowdy chorus. This is not so much acriticism as an observation. Low emotional
level or not—and I'm not inferring for a
moment that this carries the chill Karajan
could bring to ascore—I've returned to
this recording now, complete, three times,
and have highlighted parts for others.
There's no other available Boris about
which Ican make that statement.
—Robert Levine
RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 2, Vocalise,
Scherzo
Mariss Jansons, St. Petersburg Philharmonic
EMI CDC 555140-2 (CD only). Michael Sheady,
eng.; John Fraser, prod. DDD. Tr: 67:13
RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 2, Vocalise
Yuri Temirkanov, St. Petersburg Philharmonic
RCA 09026-61281-2 (CD only). Tony Faulkner,
eng.; Jay David Saks, prod. DDD. TE 69:24
RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 2
Valery Gergiev, Kirov Orchestra, St. Petersburg
Philips 438 864-2 (CD only). Jaap de Jong, Erwin
de Ceusterjaen-Marie Geijsen, Erclo Groot, engs.;
Anna Barry, prod. DDD. TE 59:04
RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 2, The Rock
Mikhail Pletnev, Russian National Orchestra
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this rather indulgently subjective interpretation continues, the structure of the second movement dissolving into shapelessness, and the third, with its loose, relaxed
rhythms, losing focus. What registers
above all else, though, is how different a
performance with very little dynamic contrast can be. Although only coupled with
Vocalise (with the strings sounding in much
finer fettle for Kurt Sanderling's string
orchestra arrangement), this disc appears
better value for money as aresult ofTernirkanov's exposition repeat in the first movement and his generally slower speeds. The
production also boasts "20-bit technology," but the sound is overblown and congested.
Gergiev may recently have been voted
Conductor of the Year in the UK, but he
Mariss Jansons conducts one of four recent
still hasn't managed to convince me. The
versions of Rachmaninoff's popular Second
first movement loses direction and purpose
Symphony.
completely thanks to the extremely slow
tempo—a pity when the Kirov Orchestra
DG 439 888-2 (CD only). Rainer Maillard, Reinhard
plays and sustains tone so well. The Scherzo
Lagernarm, engs.; Christian Gansch, prod. DDD.
is lively enough and scurries about busTE 64:26
ily, but, again, it lacks real focus. The
Adagio is simply thrown away; it has neither
It was something of asurprise to receive
drama nor romance, and the Finale would
four new, all-Russian recordings of this
have to work miracles to save the day. Premagnificent work; until now, it has been
primarily the darling of Western conducdictably, it doesn't.
tors and orchestras. But what's far more
A relief, then, to move to Pleniev and the
astonishing is that BMG and EMI should
Russian National, who give agritty, fiery
run the risk of releasing simultaneously this
performance that highlights the dour
already over-represented work by the same
colors of this work by rendering down the
orchestra: the St. Petersburg Philharmonic.
fat emotionalism that has come to be
However, it does make for interesting
expected into an altogether leaner, more
comparison, as Temirkanov and Jansons
excitable reading. The rnanically driven and
steer very different courses through the
white-hot mood of the Scherzo pervades
the Adagio, where alusty searching ensures
work.
Jansons has set an enviable precedent in
no moment of peace. The Finale reaches
his Rachmaninoff series with fine perforajoyous apotheosis; the helter-skelter
momentum of the constant quest is evenmances of Symphony 3(CDC 54877) and,
even more to my taste, Piano Concerto 3 tually rewarded with noble pride Ilove this
and Paganini Variations with Mikhail Rudy
totally new angle on awork that can so easily sink into amire of sentimentality; it is
(CDC 54880). Ivery much like this perrefreshing by its very difference and the
formance of the Second too, complementsurprises it has in store Sonically, wind and
ing as it does my favorite ultra-Romantic
versions by Previn, Bychkov, and Zinman.
brass balance could have been improved,
Jansons is afine orchestral trainer; his
the acoustic of the Moscow Conservatory
musicians always sound well-rehearsed,
over-blending timbre and often confusing
playing with aClassical poise and finesse
Pletnev's compulsively clean articulation.
warmed by the more flamboyant dynamic But with an unusual and little-known
range that he favors so well. Although I coupling, The Rock, this disc has so much
take exception to the huge ritenuto at the
to offer that Iurge you to try it, particularly if you already know the Symphony
beginning of the Allegro moderato following
well.
—Barbara Jahn
the Largo opening of the Symphony, there
is little else here to criticize The climax to
ROSSINI: Semiramide
the third movement's initial statement by
Cheryl Snider, Serniramide; Samuel Ramey, Assur;
the clarinet is exquisite, ushering in by conJennifer Larmore, Arsace; Frank Lopardo, Idreno;
trast an almost sotto voce recapitulation and
Jen-Hendrik Rootering, Oroe; others; Ambroproving Janson's immense skill in handling
sian Opera Chorus, London Symphony Orchesdynamics. The work ends with great gusto;
ua, Ion Marin
DG
437 797-2 (3 CDs only). Arend Prohmann,
it says little new but is entirely convincprod. DDD. TT 3:27:22
ing nonetheless. The "Mendelssohnian"
Scherzo and the beautifully straightHere is Rossini's epic opera seria, his last
forward Vocalise are worthy fillers.
opera for Italy, first performed in 1823. It's
Temirkanov's St. Petersburg Philharmonic is a very different animal. The
ahuge work (check out the timing), with
arias and ensembles occasionally lasting
players sustain well the rather slower speed
aquarter oían hour, requiring great virhe commands for the first movement, pulltuosity and commitment from all involved.
ing back after the wonderful climax with
The edition used here is apparently absoafine display of innate understanding
lutely complete; the old London recording,
despite the oddity of this request. And thus
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995
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Cheryl Studer sings the title role in anew
recording of Rossini's immense Semiramide.

under Richard Bonynge and with the magnificent Sutherland and Home in their
primes, was somewhat cut (though long
enough for most). Ifind Semiramide somewhat oía chore in the opera house; on discs
it's apleasure—easy to analyze and enjoy,
easy to wander during. This may sound
like heresy, but it's true—it's agreat work,
but its longueurs demand patience.
This fabulous new set makes agood case
for the opera. Conductor Ion Marin's approach is thrilling, if abit breakneck—he
leans on the music rather than letting it
float. The overture is like ahouse afire, and
lots of the recitative whizzes by as if the
characters are hysterical, but Ididn't mind
—it's exciting, if lacking abit of class. If
the idea was to take the opera out of the
museum and make flesh and blood out of
the characters, it worked. Studer, in the
Sutherland role, is not as sheerly virtuosic;
the grain of her voice implies more intensity than Dame Joan's, and it's most welcome. This is not to say that Studer is not
up to the part's pyrotechnics—she is. She
zooms around the little notes, articulating
each, and if her embellishments are not as
purely Rossinian as Sutherland's, well, she
didn't write them. (I believe Philip Gossett did.)
Samuel Ramey is the villain, Assur. The
harder the music, the easier Ramey sings
it; only later on, when real declamation and
drama are needed, does Ramey pale abit.
Tenor Frank Lopardo is not afraid of
Idreno's fast, high-flying music, but no one
can bring this character to life. Jan Hendrik-Rootering is awoolly Oroe, but fills
out the bass line well.
Best is Jennifer Larmore's Arsace—a role
Marilyn Home has all but owned for 20
years. Larmore is less masculine and aggressive than Home was in this trouser
part, concentrating instead on the character's royal stature. Her voice is beautiful,
her technique amazing—she alone is worth
the set. Her duets with Studer—the opera's
high points—are cast in an entirely different mold than were Sutherland's and
Home's: the older pair went for absolute
sound matches, while Larmore and Studer
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infuse more drama into their readings.
There were moments in the London
recording when it sounded as if the two
women were about to swoon. No such
worries here.
Should you buy this? If you don't own
the London, then yes, of course; but even
if you do, this presents adifferent side to
Semiramide which you'll find enlightening
and exciting. Bonynge may have had a
greater understanding of this opera's particular idiom, but Marin makes it breathe
better. Try it.
—Robert Levine
SCHUBERT Mass No.5 in A-Flat, D.678; German Mass, D.872
Stefan Preyer, boy soprano; Thomas Weinhappel,
boy alto; JOrg Hering, tenor, Harry van der Kamp,
bass (D.678); Weiner Sángerknaben (1).678), Chorus Viennensis (D.872); Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment, Bruno Weil
Sony Classical CK 53984 (CD only). Stephan
Schellmann, Peter Laenger, engs.; Wolf Erichson,
prod. DDD. T1 59:58

Anyone unfamiliar with the last two of
Schubert's six settings of the Mass is missing some of the most glorious achievements in Western music. This A-Flat Mass
astonishes in its melodic and harmonic
originality. Often anticipating Bruckner,
Schubert continually surprises with unusual chord progressions and melodies that
do not bend in expected directions. If you
don't know this music, try on first hearing to anticipate where passages may be
moving. My guess is you'll be wrong on
each attempt. Yet, as do all great artists,
Schubert makes every one of his bold
strokes seem absolutely right aesthetically.
Interestingly, too, he omits some of the
standard Mass text, contributing to the
ways in which this work is more suited to
the concert hall than to the church.
In contrast, the German Mass is not based
on atraditional Mass at all, but is rather a
group of eight liturgical texts in the vernacular set for chorus and an orchestra
consisting of winds, timpani, double bass,
and organ. Each of these settings, of itself,
exemplifies prime Schubert, though none
boasts the harmonic originality of the AFlat Mass. Heard in succession, however,
they become abit repetitive in their lack
of emotional contrast.
Weil and his period-instrument forces
offer superb performances. The A-Flat
Mass (here presented in Schubert's 1825
revision of his 1822 original) is vibrant and
richly colored with piercing brass, the
growling trombones proving especially
expressive. Tempos are bracing, textures
well-defined, the chorus having awelcome
sharpness of focus, the timbre of boy sopranos and altos contributing to the
music's ethereal ethos. My only reservation
about the performance concerns the use
of aboy soprano and alto as soloists. Their
tonal purity is attractive, but the music has
an implicit emotional range that they are
incapable of projecting. Let it be added that
the "20-bit technology" recording is superb: free of harshness, wide in dynamic
S
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WAGNER: Parsed
Placido Domingo, Parsifal; Jessye Norman, Kundry; Kurt Moll, Gurnemanz; James Morris,
Amfortas; Ekkehard Wlaschiha, Klingsor; JanHendrik Rootering, Titurel; others; Metropolitan
Opera Orchestra & Chorus, James Levine
DG 437 501-2 (4 CDs only). Hans Weber, prod.;
Wolfgang Midehner, balance rug.; Wolf-Dieter !Carwatky, Jobst Eberhardt, engs. DDD. TE 4:30:04

What James Levine's first recorded Parsjfal
(from the 1985 Bayreuth Festival, Philips
434 616-2) lacked in world-class voices
it made up for in cohesive drama, grippingly natural sound, and asense of true
occasion. The voice of Hans Sotin (Gurnemanz) was that of aclassic Bayreuth
baritone: not entirely pleasant, but good
for you. Sotin had astrong sense of Gurnemanz as agruff but devout old campaigner living out his last days as amonk.
Waltraud Meier, certainly our finest Kundry, lacks aparticularly large or rich voice,
but she's one of the best operatic actresses
working today, and possesses unerring
Plácido Domingo: with Kurt Moll and James
precision of intonation and consistency of
Morris, one of several glorious voices miscast in
tone throughout her range. Peter Hofmann
James Levine's new recording of Wagner's
gargled and warbled his way through the
Porsifed—Levine's third recording of this massive
role of Parsifal, struggling to keep his head
opera in less than ten years, and his worst.
above the orchestral seas, but, despite or
because of such inadequacies, was still
believable as apure innocent thrust into
matters he couldn't hope to understand.
range, and having aperspective that sugLevine himself conducted with apassion
gests considerable depth. A most welcome
for the moment and acontrol of architecrelease.
—Mortimer H. Frank
tonics that remain impressive today, even
if surpassed by Barenboim's serenely profound Parsifal of two years ago.
R. STRAUSS: Piano Quartet in c, Op.13
WIDOR: Piano Quartet in a, Op.66
The laserdisdVHS version of the MetroAmes Piano Quartet
politan Opera's dull-as-dirt stage producDonan DOR-90167 (CD only). Craig C. Dory,
tion of Parsifal also boasted Meier (on
Brian C. Peters, David H. Walters, engs; Brian C.
whose astonishingly expressive face the
Peters, prod. DDD. TE 68:51
director wisely kept the camera riveted
throughout). Siegfried Jerusalem sang his
Strauss wrote the Piano Quartet when he
butt off as Parsifal, evidently warming up
was only 20 years old, but already the work
contains marks ofhis more popular, mature
for his true heldentenor turn in the same
role for Barenboim. But Kurt Moll revived
style: The tone poems, in particular, spring
every cliché about what acolossal bore
to mind, thanks to an already formulated
Gurnemanz can be, his big, smooth, rich,
scheme of leaping, breezy melodies that
but hollow voice crooning for 41
/ hours
2
alternate with passages of intensely detailed
with no edge or bite. In the pit, Levine lov(but here contrapuntal) drama. This, as yet,
ingly spread out every one of Wagner's
is not Strauss at his best, but it certainly
suspended chords as if for aTiffany's disshows areal empathy for the combining
play, each note spotlit against blue velvet.
of instruments in achamber-music idiom.
Very beautiful, but more sentiment than
Widor's Quartet, although written
substance.
around the same time, was awork of the
This new set is Levine's third recorded
composer's maturity—written when he
was in his 40s—and is only one of anum- Parsifal in less than adecade, and by now
ber of chamber works. It shows aLisztian
it's clear that he loves Wagner's music not
influence in its piano writing, but has a wisely but too well. Levine has honed and
refined his vision of this most mysterious
unique voice in the moving lyricism of the
of Wagner's works until all that's left is
second movement and the modern, whimsical nature of the third. By contrast, the beautiful playing and singing—ie, not
nearly enough. In Wagner, at least, Levine
Finale is sadly dull, with alittle too much
unison string writing. However, it is an has become opera's reigning aesthete,
unwilling to sacrifice asingle drop of sonic
interesting and mostly pleasing work perbeauty in the name of an ugliness necesformed with awonderful ear to inner balsary to the greater, darker truths of which
ance and tonal color by the Ames Piano
this work is full.
Quartet. They are exemplary in both works,
Nowhere is this more evident than in his
and reveal an ardent advocacy of these
casting—in addition to Moll again—of
unjustly neglected works. In afine recordthree high-ticket singers new to their roles:
ing, of equal warmth and buoyancy, this
Plácido Domingo as Parsifal, Jessye Nordisc can be recommended to those with
man as Kundry, and James Morris as
inquiring minds.
—Barbara Jahn
WorldRadioHistory
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Amfortas. Each shares Levine's weakness
for gorgeous sound above all. But there are
other reasons why Domingo is wrong for
this role. The voice is just too lush, too rich,
too mature—Domingo sounds like a
Pinkerton shanghaied on his way to aButterfly rehearsal. His pronunciation is awful,
and he swoops up under notes floridly—
even in Parsifal's final line, "Ceffnet den
Schrein!"—the last place anyone should
grandstand (as Wagner made clear by not
leaping up amajor fourth on "Schrein").
A singer can get away with this sort of
generically gulping passion in Lohengrin—
as Domingo did for Solti. Lohengrin is
much more asinger's opera than is Parsifal,
which requires amore deeply rooted passion from its principals than the sort worn
on the sleeve.
As Kundry, Norman fares better. The
voice is fuller, richer than Meier's, but Norman shows surprising lack of control in her
high register. Still, she does well in the
long, crucial Act II scene with Parsifal; she's
emotionally present, taxed by the role's
complex emotional demands but rising to
them more often than not.
James Morris as Amfortas is big and
grand in the George London tradition, but
never surrenders to the part: Ialways hear
the singer, never Amfortas. And compared
to the great and near-great Gurnemanzes
of the past—Hotter, Tomlinson, Sotin—
Moll, asbefore, makes of Wagner's expositor little more than amellifluous blockhead.
The playing of the Met Orchestra is
flawlessly smooth and blended to afault.
The Bayreuth band played no less seamlessly in '85, but had heft and athick, dark
texture that the Met, for all its newfound
polish, entirely lacks. The very artificialsounding recording is partly to blame, the
sound homogenized until the orchestra
sounds more like avast organ or synthesizer. It's smooth, clean, Olympianly
spacious. ..
but body and soul are never
engaged. (However, this set boasts the
most persuasive Grail Bells I've ever heard.)
Levine's third Parsifal is eight minutes
shorter than his first, but feels an hour
longer. Levine has refined, soft-pedaled,
and dynamically micromanaged this performance to within an inch of its life. That
aconductor and orchestra can slice diamonds so precisely is impressive until one
realizes that the result is aperfectly faceted
rhinestone. The result is enervated, soulless,
dull.
In the hands of Knappertsbusch, Krauss,
Goodall, Solti, and Barenboim, Parsifal
embodies, and can engender in the sympathetic listener, aprofound mystery—and
not aparticularly comforting or Christian
one. At best, Levine's new set is amonument to the tyranny of atowering technique. At worst, it constitutes aserious
failure of nerve.
—Richard Lehnert

SHOW Music
MARGIE GIBSON: Say It With Music
Music and lyrics by Irving Berlin
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about to be absorbed into the emerging
American musical. I've always had great
fondness for operetta—a fondness that my
"serious" music-lover friends regard with
an attitude similar to that of ahealth-food
The CD booklet tells us that Margie Gibnut viewing someone who lists candy floss
son is asinger who has performed in clubs,
as afavorite food. Idon't care. Operetta
studios, and concerts, in styles encompassplots often leave something to be desired,
ing musical comedy, jazz, folk, pop, countheir lyrics may now strike us as dated, and
try, and big band. She's been an opening they're far from being politically correct,
but what sentiment! What music!
act for Danny Thomas, Mel Tormé, and
Jerry Hadley has taken up the mantle of
Bob Hope, who is quoted as saying that
she's "as good, if not better, than any singer Mario Lanza as an interpreter of these
I've ever worked with." This is her first solo songs, and the legacy of Romberg, Friml,
Herbert, and, yes, Lanza, couldn't be in
album.
Gibson sounds like athorough profes- better hands. Like Lanza, Hadley is Italsional, with adistinctive style and good ian American, and, also like Lanza, he's the
rhythmic sense, and is at her best with the
possessor oía beautiful tenor voice. Hadnumbers from Annie Get Your Gun; in fact,
ley's sound is not as distinctive as Lanza's,
she sounds alot like Suzi Quatro on the but he makes up for it with alively musical
most recent London Revival Cast record- intelligence. When Iinterviewed him in
ing. (My guess is that she's done the role
spring 1994 (published in the Winter
on stage.)
1994/95 Schwann Opus), he told me that
I'm sure that if! heard Gibson in aclub,
Golden Days was areal labor oflove for him,
I'd be quite satisfied with what Iheard.
the music close to his heart.
However, arecord is something you expect
This delightful album is unlikely to disto want to listen to repeatedly; having appoint anyone with alove of this sort of
listened to the CD once, Ihad no partic- music. (If you hate this stuff, go back to
ular desire to hear it again. Gibson's voice John Cage.) He does most of the expected
is pleasant enough in its country-tinged
songs ("The Desert Song:' "Serenade,"
way, and Lincoln Mayorga's arrangements
"Marianne:' "Every Day is Ladies' Day
are sympathetic; but compared to Sylvia
with Me," "Softly, As in aMorning SunMcNair and André Previn's recent album
rise:' etc), plus afew unexpected ones, like
ofJerome Kern songs (Sure Thing, Philips
"I Love to Go Svvimmin' with Winunin"
442 129-2), Say It With Music is routine.
—a duet with Tony Randall.
"Golden Days" itself is aduet overdubThis being aSheffield release, sound qualbing the voice of Mario Lanza. Hadley told
ity can be presumed to be among its attracme that Steve Vining, the record's protions; in this area, Say It With Music does
ducer, suggested he do this, and that he
not disappoint. Smooth, clear, and with
agreed to do so only if the final mix came
areal sense of "aliveness' the sound is
across as homage rather than self-aggranevery bit as good as one would expect
dizement. Ithink Lanza himself would
from one of the premier audiophile rechave been pleased with the result (I'm told
ord companies. The piano used in this
that Lanza's daughter is very pleased): the
recording was aMason & Hamlin, which
two voices go very well together, and the
has adarker, more "woody" sound than
listener is left with abittersweet feeling.
aSteinway. The same piano was used in
The orchestrations are by William D.
Sheffield's recent Strauss/Dvorák release
Brolm, and they're generally excellent—I
(reviewed in the November 1994 Stereolove the varied styles he uses to represent
phile, p.213). Apparently, some audiophiles
"The Streets of New York." Ihave one
have found the sound of the piano on that
complaint: The CD's first track has Hadley
recording to be too dull and dark, to the
making aheroic sound with the verse of
point that they've even questioned whether
"Song of the Vagabonds"; but rather than
the piano had been correctly rniked. A letlaunching into the song's stirring chorus,
ter from Sheffield confirms that the sound
he segues into the chorus of"Stouthearted
of the piano on both recordings accurately
represents the instrument in the hall. I Men"—a good tune in its own right, but
agreat disappointment if you're waiting,
haven't heard the Strauss/Dvorák recordas Iwas, for "Sons of Toil and Danger. .."
ing, but I'd describe the sound of the piano
(he picks up the "Vagabonds" chorus later).
in Say It With Music as perhaps abit melI've listened to it repeatedly, and still find
low, but not lacking in focus or dynamics.
it wrongheaded.
—Robert Deutsch
Sonically, the recording is adisappointJERRY HADLEY: Golden Days
ment—not up to the standard Iexpect from
Jerry Hadley; Paul Gemignani, American Theatre
BMG. Hadley's voice is often too sibilant
Orchestra
("Golden Days" is the worst), the orchestra
RCA Victor 62681-2 (CD only). Sandy Palmer
has acanned, recorded-in-a-booth amGrassi, Dominick Barbera, Steve Vining, engs.;
bience, and the Harvard Glee Club sounds
Steve Vining, prod. ??D. TE 62:35
as if they phoned in their contribution.
Stout-hearted men falling in love under a These sonic deficiencies aren't bad enough
beaming moon. Golden days, indeed. Sigto preclude recommendation, but Hadley's
mund Romberg, Rudolf Friml, and Victor
first two crossover albums (Standing Room
Only and /n the Real World) are much better
Herbert were holdovers from the European operetta tradition—a genre that was
in this respect.
—Robert Deutsch
Margie Gibson, vocals; Lincoln Mayorga, piano;
Chuck Domanico, bass; Gloria Strassner, cello
Sheffield Lab CD-36 (CD only). Dan Wallin, eng.;
Doug Sax, mastering eng.; Lincoln Mayorga,
prod. ??D. TE 57:46
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ICEI AICAGI: Mirror Puzzle
Kei Akagi, piano; Rick Margitza, saxes; Charles
Fambrough, bass; Williejones Ill, drums
AudioQuest Music AQ 1028 (LP/CD*). Michael
Ross, eng.; Joe Harley, prod. AAMAAEM,TTs:
46:20, 65:30*

For audiophiles, the place to start on Mirror
Puzzle is Charles Fambrough's bass solo
at the beginning of Kei Akagi's composition "Too Much Remembered." Particularly on the LP, it is as clean and precise,
as woody and present asound as I've heard
on recordings. It makes one wish that
AudioQuest might record Dave Holland,
Ray Brown, and Charlie Haden as well as
Fambrough.
Then there's the sound of Akagi's piano.
His neat style, never over-pedaled, is perfect for an audiophile recording, and the
big, rich, percussive sound he gets is captured beautifully here. We hear that sound
immediately on Akagi's innovative arrangement of Wayne Shorter's "Lester Left
Town." Shorter's piece was a casualsounding tribute to Lester Young, who had
just died. Akagi makes it atribute to friends
of his whose fate seems less harsh, even to
determined city-dwellers: they've left Los
Angeles. He introduces the piece cleverly,
with grandiose and then more modest
statements by the solo piano alternating
with more intense, rushed passages by the
whole quartet. It's akind of conversation
between interior and exterior selves—
when the theme comes in, it's asurprise.
Some of Akagi's titles, such as "Splinter
Unity" (found only on the CD), elucidate
the music. "Splinter Unity" begins with
adrum explosion and soon has Willie Jones
keeping afast beat on the ride cymbal and
tapping out rhythms on the snare that suggest aseparate beat. Saxophone and bass
enter in similarly fragmented style.
But there's little trickery on Mirror Puzzle. Akagi, atalented mainstream player
who has appeared with Miles Davis and
Art Pepper, was disturbed by Davis's latterday reliance on pop tunes. His own pieces
are more challenging, and his band rises
to those challenges in this bright, wellplayed recording. As is usual on my system, the LP sounds more live, but the CD
has exemplary digital sound. In either case,
Isoon found myself listening intently to
the music and ignoring the format.
—Michael Ullman
CAREY BELL: Heartaches and Pain
Delmark DD-666 (CD). Ralph Bass, prod. AMI
TE 37:47
JIMMIE LEE ROBINSON & THE ICE
CREAM MEN: Lonely 'Bawler
Delmark DE-665 (CD). Steve Cushing, Scott Dirks,
prod.; Paul Serrano, eng. ADD. TT: 59:49
HENRY QUALLS: Bluesfrom Elmo, Toms
Dallas Blues Society DBS-8901 (CD). Chuck
Nevin, prod.; Bob Sullivan, eng. AAD. TE 57:57
LUTHER ALLISON: Soul Fixin' Man
Alligator ALCD 4820 (CD). Jim Gaines, prod.;
Niko Lyras, Jeff Powell, engs. TE 53:59
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Challenging jazz from Kei Akagi on AudioQuest
(yes, the LP sounds better).

sensitivity, allowing every one of Qualls's
many years of emotion and experience to
shine through.
In Henry's hands, the Newbeats '60s
pop hit, "Bread and Butter:' shows its
field-holler roots, and Blind Willie Johnson's "Motherless Children" regains the
plaintiveness lost in Clapton's peppier
version.
With tunes like "Death is Movin"Cross
the Land" and "Death Valley Blues:' Blues
from Elmo is for those 3am dark nights of
the soul, and is recorded in amanner that
befits the mood.
At the opposite end of the spectrum,
Luther Allison's Soul Fixin' Man gets the
full-production treatment. Fortunately,
the man at the helm is Jim Gaines, who
couches Luther's playing and singing
in Memphis funk much as Booker T. did
for Albert King. Unlike the MG's, this
rhythm section sits on top of the beat—
edgy rhythms for edgy times. Allison floats
above with afat, singing tone distorted
enough to appeal to the rock crowd without having all its personality compressed
out of it.
Soul Fixin' Man abounds in good tracks
("Bad Love," anod to Little Milton; and
"She Was Born That Way"), but two stand
out: Allison's voice paralleling Ernest Williamson's gospel organ breathes new life
into the Guitar Slim warhorse "The Things
IUsed to Do"; and the final cut, "Freedom:' with its adventurous use of Kpe
Lyee's African percussion and afull gospel
choir (not daring in rock circles, perhaps,
but revolutionary in the reactionary world
of blues) combine with liberal use of space
and asolid groove and still remain as true
to the form as any barroom shuffle.
Like Jimmie Lee, Carey, and Henry,
Luther is one of the decreasing number of
older bluesmen still working. With Alberts
Collins and King recently gone, and
Buddy Guy grandstanding to the cheap
seats, B.B. must be getting pretty lonely
out there.
—Michael Ross

mark. From the legendary Junior Wells's
Hoodoo Man Blues to the two here, Delmark
captures all the sweat and grease without
sacrificing clarity or intimacy.
Carey Bell & Co. sound like they're tearing up your living room with the opening
bars of "Carey Bell Rocks:' aharmonica
instrumental in the Little Walter style.
Energetic but never frenetic, CB whoops
and hollers all through Heartaches and Pain.
This 1977 recording has all the attributes
of the classic Chicago style: ajazz-like,
interactive approach, and tons of swing.
Bell is amaster of the old school, but what
makes this, or any blues record, rise or fall
is the rhythm section: Aron (sic) Burton's
funky, fatback bass (especially on "Black
Eyed Peas"), and the late Sam Lay (of Paul
Rutterfield's early band) on drums.
Unfortunately, son Lurrie Bell's guitar
is merely adequate, but this record's spirit
and sound more than make up for it.
If you like your blues raw, Delmark
offers Jimmie Lee Robinson. Also from the
Windy City, Robinson's blues owe more
to the tin-roofed honky-tonks of the South
than to the bars of the Southside. Backed
by the Ice Cream Men on second guitar,
drums, and harp (no bass), Jimmie Lee
plays an eclectic kind of rent-party music
DAVE BRUBECK: Jun You,Just Me
that has been all but lost.
From the "Hit the Road Jack" vamp of Dave Brubeck, piano
Telarc Jazz CD-83363 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.;
the title tune to the Hooker-style "Leave
Russell Gloyd, John Snyder, prods. ODD. TE
My Woman Alone" (where the echo58:28
drenched harp of Scott Dirks shows that
Before Just You, Just Me, Dave Brubeck
effects are fine if they serve the music), to
"Robinson's Rang Tangle," featuring quotes
hadn't made asolo record since 1957; but
from "Steel Guitar Rag" and "She'll Be
he's hardly inexperienced. At virtually
every performance, he plays one or two
Comin"Round the Mountain," JI,'s music
solo numbers. He has also previously
covers the waterfront.
recorded many of the numbers onJust You,
Recorded in '92 and '93, Lonely Traveler
shows that Delmark is still bringing us Just Me: his own "Salute to Stephen Fosblues that are vital and alive without being
ter" and "Strange Meadowlark:' the rather
wan depression ditty "Brother, Can You
gussied-up and slick.
Spare aDime," and several of the ballads.
Nevertheless, compared to Henry Qualls,
What distinguishes this new recording is
Bell and Robinson sound like Michael
the relaxation with which he plays, and the
Jackson. Recorded live to two-track, this
lyricism he allows himself. He's not experi60-year-old Texan's recording debut has
menting here with polyrhythms, and not
the back-porch feeling of Muddy Waters's
classic acoustic Folk Singer album. Though
indulging himself in the thickening textures of his more excited productions. He
Qualls plays electric here, the feeling is no
does work on polytonality of agentle sort
less starkly intimate Once again, aterrific
on "Tribute to Stephen Foster," but mostly
rhythm section (Ron Green, upright bass;
this is Brubeck "alone and very exposed,"
Marc Wilson, drums) affords strength and
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ACOUSTIC DISC

David Grisman's and Tony Rices Tone Poems: an
audiophile bluegrass album and much more. Wes
waxes silly.

and willing to let his songfulness carry
the day.
All of the pieces except "I Understand"
were recorded in single takes—they're
shapely improvisations. Brubeck plays a
little stride on "Just You, Just Me," enters
into amock-fugue in aBach-like passage that forms one of the variations on
"Brother, Can You Spare aDime?:' and
virtually sings his "Lullaby." He revives
songs forgotten (by me at least), such as "I
Married an Angel" and "Music, Maestro,
Please?" He plays awarm-sounding, wellrecorded piano that minimizes the clatter
of his touch.
Just Youjust Me will please Brubeck fans,
but that's agiven. It will also engage anyone who wants to hear an excellently
recorded, commandingly played set ofjazz
piano.
—Michael Ulhuan
DAVID GRISMAN/TONY RICE: Time Poems
Acoustic Disc ACD-10 (CD). David Grisman, prod.;
David Dennison, eng. AAD. TT: 55:38

I've been pretty silly about this disc ever
since Ifirst heard it. Irecommend it right
and left as great musically and sonically.
Simultaneously, 1carp about how /would
have done it differently—a sure sign that
it's gotten under my skin in abig way. True
love is like that.
It's been almost 20 years since David
Grisman and Tony Rice changed the way
that we hear bluegrass music when—as
members of the original David Grisman
Quintet—they made it contemporary and
vital, wedding modern jazz sensibilities to
staggering instrumental virtuosity. Iwas
working in arecord store when their first
album came out, and remember fights
breaking out among the staff as to whether
it should be filed under country or jazz. (In
case you're wondering, we filed it under
country, because, as Iexplained to my
co-workers, Bill Monroe had originally
incorporated jazz into the mix of his "high
lonesome sound:' and all Grisman was
doing was using the post-bop jazz of his
era. Besides, Iwas bigger.) Through the
years, both Grisman and Rice have led their
own bands, honing their chops and refining their acoustic artistry.
S
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Thus, it seems appropriate that this is a
disc of duets-17 traditional American
songs, standards, and original compositions—full of intelligent interplay, neartelepathic communication, and simple
beauty. That would be enough to ask of
any recording. But Tone Poems is more
ambitious; it's arecord of the handcrafted
musical instruments that have shaped the
music of the last century, inspiring players
and seducing listeners. The recording
celebrates the diversity of the American
luthier's art: on each track, Grisman and
Rice play adifferent pair of vintage instruments.
Both players collect instruments and
contribute examples from their personal
collections; they've also scoured the country for appropriate candidates, ranging
from an 1891 Martin 1-21—small-sounding to ears conditioned by the modern taste
for dreadnoughts—to the ur-country duo
of Martin D28 and Gibson "Lloyd Loar"
F5, instruments that forged the sound of
post-war popular music; from mass-produced, affordable, Depression-era Stewarts
and Ftegals to examples from such extraordinary contemporary craftsmen as Richard
Hoover and Stephen Gilchrist.
The high prices of instrumental collectibles actually gave extra impetus to their
project: Instruments have increased so
steadily in value that they have begun to
attract non-playing investors; so the disc
can also be seen as alament for "dead"
instruments—guitars and mandolins that
are no longer making music. The CD is
accompanied by a40-page book that features informative historical essays and color
photos of the rare instruments. Definitely
aclassy package.
The sound is good, clean, detailed. Care
was taken to keep the recording chain relatively pure by recording in analog at 30ips
—with no noise reduction, EQ, or compression. Purist microphones were employed, namely Neumann's KM-85 and
U-90 (on the guitars) and KM-84s (on the
mandolins). The microphone placement
remained constant throughout the sessions: extremely near-field, in an attempt—I
think—to capture the tone right off the
string and top-plate of the instrument,
portraying the sound in away analogous
to what the players themselves might hear.
Unfortunately, this is an impossible trick
to pull off, because the players themselves
become part of the sound,feeling the tone
even as they produce it. Segovia put it best:
"Lean your body forward slightly to support the guitar against your chest, for the
poetry of the music should resound in your
heart?' As listeners, we necessarily lack that
tactile element.
Now I'd pull the microphones away
from the players, out in to the room, and
record the instruments—and their environment—looking for the bloom and richness that Ilove. Grisman chose not to do
it that way; he was aware of the tradeoffs,
and made his decision with his eyes open.
As much as Irespect him, Iwish that I
agreed with him. Inotice that Grisman and
WorldRadioHistory

Joe Henderson: two boxes, twelve CDs, all Joe.
Dennison resorted to using Lexicon processing for spatial enhancement; Isuspect
this was done in an attempt to mitigate the
dryness that resulted from their microphone technique.
Nevertheless, this remains the finest
acoustic-music disc I've heard all year. The
tonal differences and projection characteristics of the individual guitars and
mandolins come through convincingly.
Grisman and Rice have distinctive instrumental voices that remain personal, even
as they range from instrument to instrument. In fact, one of my favorite tracks is
"Vintage Gintage Blues," where they play
aRegal "Le Domino" and aStewart "Snow
Queen" on inexpensive, mass-produced,
Depression-era instruments, showing us
that it's the player, not the box, that makes
the music.
The disc should also lay to rest that tired
audiophile rap about "the sound of the
acoustic guitar." The point of this disc is
that acoustic guitars manifest many sounds,
just as other instruments vary widely in
tonal color. Actually, I'd love to hear aproject similar to this one implemented with
Fender Stratocasters of various vintages.
But even if no one picks up on that idea,
I'll have Tone Poems.
This disc rarely leaves my CD player. I
listen to it because Ienjoy the high level of
music-making, the unusually clear sound,
and because it's an entertaining primer on
instrumental differences. Besides, when
you're infatuated, minor differences of
opinion don't matter.
—Wes Phillips
JOE HENDERSON: The Blue Note Years
Blue Note CDP 89287 2(4 CDs only). Alfred Lion,
Duke Pearson, Sonny Lester, Michael Cuscuna,
Stanley Crouch, Renee Rosnes, Kazunori Sugiyama, prods. ADD. TE 4:38:17
JOE HENDERSON: The Mikstone Years
Milestone MCD 4413-2 (8 CDs only). Orrin Keepnews, Joe Henderson, prods.; Elvin Campbell,
George Sawtelle, Bernie Grundman, Norio
Yoshizawa, Jim Stern, Rick Heenan, Kerry
McNabb, engs. ADD. TE 8:0700

It's likely that neither of these packages
would exist had it not been for Joe Henderson's success with athird label, Verve,
for which he has created two Grammywinning discs. Since the 1992 Lush bfr, the
tenor saxophonist has become abona fide
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star. It could have happened at any time.
In the late '60s, Henderson told me, afriend
kept saying, "You're next!'
"Next" hardly came soon enough. The
earliest recording in these anthologies captures him in 1964 playing "In'n Out" with
trumpeter Kenny Dorham—one of the
first recordings to make jazz fans notice
Henderson. Soon he was the favored
sideman and bandmember of the likes of
Grant Green, Horace Silver, Duke Pearson,
Andrew Hill, Lee Morgan, and Freddie
Hubbard—all of whose mid-'60s Blue
Note recordings are sampled on The Blue
Note Years. In his mid-20s, Henderson was
part of anew generation of accomplished
players who had absorbed bebop, reveled
in soul, and dabbled in free jazz. They
played funk, ballads, and modal tunes in
front of powerhouse rhythm sections.
Players like Bobby Hutcherson and Herbie
Hancock energized each other and spurred
Henderson on. No wonder he, like the
others, became known for his flexibility,
for his wondrous ability to sound like himself, with his tart tone and richly nuanced
style, in any situation.
We can hear much of the best of the mid'60s Henderson on The Blue Note Years,
which turns out, incidentally, to be an
excellent anthology of that company's
catalog of the period. Many listeners will
remember Horace Silver's "Cape Verdean
Blues" and Lee Morgan's "The Rumproller"; they'll be just as pleased to hear
organist Larry Young's "Unity" and Henderson's own "Inner Urge." Those-were
glorious years for Blue Note, and for the
young Henderson.
He left at the end of the '60s to join Milestone, where, according to producer Orrin
Keepnews' admission, he made every kind
of record except ahit. Maybe they tried too
hard. The first sessions on The Milestone
Years produced the fine hard-bop album
The Kicker, which presented Henderson
performing with aband that sounded similar to aHorace Silver quintet. Other fine
sessions followed, such as the live At the
Lighthouse and InJapan, with its brilliant
solo introduction to "Round Midnight."
Evidently, producer Keepnews wasn't
satisfied.
As the collection progresses, we see
Henderson and Keepnews fumbling with
the fads of the '70s. The acoustic piano is
replaced by the electric, and, in the last
discs, we encounter arrangements that
include stolid overdubs by ahorn section
that might have been playing in its collective sleep, and find Henderson cavorting
before abig band assembled unhappily to
play endless riffi on numbers such as "Soulution." What's lost is not merely the brisk,
expressive sound of Henderson's saxophone, but the sense of his musical personality. "Soulution" could have been made
by anybody.
Luckily, there's alot more here. Fans will
want The Milestone Years as well as the
indispensable The Blue Note Years for its
many gems, beginning with the duet with
Lee Konitz on "You Don't Know What
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

his slow chords in order to share in the
emptiness.) "In Your Own Sweet Way" is
an extended bass meditation in which the
affirmation of the Brubeck theme emerges
from the continuum of throbbings, only
to vanish and then reappear.
James Carter announces himself from
the rooftops on the opening title track of
JC on the Set. He screeches and growls and
snorts gutbucket blues for eight bars, then
sets off fusillades of sixteenth notes. He
pauses to stomp and shimmy before ascending in wild trills which go on for so long
you worry when he'll breathe again.
It's quite an entrance, and it instantly tells
you why people are talking about Carter.
He's just 25, but already sounds like no one
but himself on all three of his instruments
(tenor, baritone, and alto saxophones, in
ROBERT HURSII Onefor Namesake
that order). His playing is an adrenalin
Robert Hurst, acoustic bass; Kenny Kirkland, piano;
rush, startling and exhilarating in its violent
Elvin Jones, drums
contrasts: whispers to shrieks, deep squawks
DIW/Columbia CK 66236 (CD). Robert Hurst,
to keenings, basic funk motifs to streamKazunori Sugiyama, prods.; Patrick Smith, eng.
of-consciousness torrents.
DDD? TE 66:10
JAMES C.ARTER:JC on the Set
But there's more to Carter than raw
James Carter, alto, tenor, baritone sax; Craig Tabom,
energy. He's interested in the music's hispiano; Jaribu Shahid, bass; Tani Tabbal, drums
tory, and even plays ballads (though they
DIW/Columbia CK 66149 (CD). ICazunori Sugialways feel on the verge of bursting their
yama, prod.Jim Anderson, rug. DDD? TT 65:27
self-imposed fetters). "Worried and Bluer
by Don Byas, references both the comSince it appeared on the scene as ahardposer and Ben Webster in Carter's gritty
to-find Japanese import label in the late
1980s, the D1W imprint promised the vibrato and grand, sweeping brush strokes.
leading edge of acoustic jazz, played by Two Duke Ellington compositions are
taken on baritone. "Caravan" starts with
some of the music's most adventurous
young warriors, digitally recorded with ascattering of fragments—bowed bass,
drum rattles, breathy fingerings—which
astrong sonic signature. Now that an allisuddenly cohere and slam into the theme
ance has been formed with Columbia,
DIW's "hard-to-find" problem has gone with guttural expletives. "Sophisticated
Lady" also comes up from the bottom of
away. These two releases verify that the
the horn in slow, shuddering eruptions—a
label's musical values remain intact.
Robert Hurst and James Carter are both bold approach to Ellington's delicate erotic
from Detroit. Hurst is best known as sentiments.
This early in his development, Carter's
Branford Marsalis's bass player. Carter is
brand new, but astrong buzz about him exaggerated gestures and abrasive tone can
has been heard on the street, started (as is exhaust the listener. When he learns that
usually the case) by other musicians. Wyn- he doesn't have to show us every lick
ton Marsalis has called him "a tremendous he's got in every solo, he'll be lethal. He's
player," and Lester Bowie has already already dangerous.
These two albums were recorded at
anointed him "the tenor of the future."
Onefor Namesake is apiano trio album opposite ends of the US (Carter in New
in which the bass player is the genuine York, Hurst in Burbank), and are asonic
leader. Hurst composed all but one of the continent apart as well. The Carter is classic
11 tunes, and his solos inform the album's
DIW digital: squeaky-clean edges and inpensive atmosphere. Pianist Kenny Kirk- your-face dynamics. When the baritone
land is tasteful, intelligent, and picks sax blasts on "Sophisticated Lady," it's
his spots beautifully, and the drummer is crunch time for your amplifier and woofers.
Elvin Jones himself. Elvin, playing mostly The glare can be harsh—and can exacerwith brushes, spatters telling accents and bate the fatiguing aspects of Carter's style
snatches polyrhythms from thin air. But But this reviewer prefers thrills—even
Hurst's solos are the reason for every song.
cheap ones—to the soft focus of the Hurst
He commands imagination, speed, and a disc. Engineer Patrick Smith has gone for
amore "traditional" jazz mix, blending
gigantic tone. (He is, after all, half the
rhythm section and the chordal accominstruments closely. Kirkland's gauzy
panist in the Branford Marsalis Trio.)
piano could have been recorded by Rudy
Van Gelder (that's not acompliment).
Though the acoustic bass is one of the
Sonic caveats notwithstanding, if you
least expressive of solo instruments, in the
very struggle to sing aloud through its
want to stay up-to-the-minute injazz, One
thick deep voice it can touch you where for Namesake andJC on the Set are important to hear.
—Thomas Conrad
melody instruments can't go. The title
piece, aeulogy for Hurst's father, returns
again and again to a two-note refrain JOSHUA REDMAN: MoodSwing
which he hangs in the air like knells of Joshua Redman, tenor sax; Brad Mehldau, piano;
finality. (Kirkland leaves silences between
Christian McBride, bass; Brian Blade, drums
Love Is," and including Henderson's live
solo in Japan on "Blue Bossa!'
The Henderson revival came not when
he started rehearsing with Blood, Sweat
and Tears, but when he re-signed with Blue
Note and made in 1985 two illuminating
trio albums, both entitled The State of the
Tenor. The path had been cleared—Dexter
Gordon had passed on, Sonny Rollins
seemed less imposing, and the young
generation of beboppers spurred by the
Marsalises had prepared young audiences
to hear what Henderson could do in an
exposed setting. The jazz world was looking for anew grand master. Henderson
may well be it. He's been close for so long
that no one will begrudge his fame, or need
envy his position.
—Michael Ullman
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AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS

STEREOPH1LE, jANUARY 1995

The highly articulate Joshua Redman releases
MoodSwing, his second album in less than ayear.
Warner Bros. 45643-2 (CD). James Farber, eng.;
Matt Pierson, prod. DDD. TT: 70:01

Joshua Redman may have graduated summa
cum laude from Harvard, but he wants his
music to evoke moods rather than erudite
discussions: "Jazz is for your heart," he tells
us in his highly articulate notes to MoodSwing. Or hearts. His compositions, with
titles such as "Alone in the Morning,"
"Chill," and "Rejoice' suggest to Redman
his varying emotional states. They remind
me of his fluidity and quicksilver expressiveness, as well as his lack of what late
Victorians called "side": swagger or
pretentiousness. Saxophonists of an earlier
generation—Dexter Gordon, John Coltrane, Booker Ervin—sounded planted,
combining assurance with impressive
stolidity. No wonder they were called
giants.
Redman is more elusive, less declamatory. "Past in the Present" begins with a
Trane-ish declaration, but then Redman
seems to sidle away, preparing agentle
path far pianist Brad Mehldau. If Redman
reminds listeners of an older player, it's
likely to be Joe Henderson rather than Coltrane or Redman's father, Dewey Redman.
More important than his stylistic genealogy is the beauty of Redman's playing: the
insinuating slides up to the melody notes
of "Sweet Sorrow," the imposing walk of
"Chill" (there should have been amovie
for this one), and the harder, squarer sound
of "Obsession." Redman would prefer not
to talk about technique, but it's his instrumental prowess, of course, that allows him
to play the angular leaps, the sustained
pianissimo sections, the powerful initial
statements of his best solos.
His compositions—such as "Obsession," with its Latin beat on the bridge—
open up well to his band. "Obsession"
becomes adrum solo. Bassist Christian
McBride is featured on electric bass on the
funky last number, "Headin' Home." By
then, the quartet must have felt they had
something to celebrate.
The recording clusters the band together
toward the center of the stage, and reproduces their playing in respectable digital
sound, if one excepts the spread-out piano
STEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1995

Jimmy Rogers' Blue Bird—the first original
release from those masters of the audiophile
reissue, Analog Productions.

image. At times, the piano seems to have
the band surrounded. —Michael Ullman
JIMMY ROGERS: Blue Bin!
Jimmy Rogers, vocals, guitar, Carey Bell, harmonica;
Joluinie Johnson, piano; Jimmy D. Lane, lead guitar; Dave Myers, bass; Ted Harvey, drums
Analogue Productions APO 2001 (LP/CD*). Mark
Ettel, eng.; Chad Kassem, prod. AAA/AAD* TB:
49:36, 57:51*

Fans of Chicago blues aren't going to get
any new recordings better than Jimmy
Rogers' Blue Bird. Rogers was there at the
beginning—he took Muddy Waters to a
guitar shop on 18th and Halstead to buy
apickup. At atime when more urbane
blues players were singing titillating ditties
in the tradition of "Tight Like That:' or
imitating the horn-backed rhythm and
blues of Louis Jordan, Waters helped initiate anew, electric form of Mississippi
blues. Jimmy Rogers was frequently his
lead guitarist, and worked with Sonny Boy
Williamson and Howlin' Wolf as well.
Rogers also made some of his own
recordings for Chess but never had ahit,
despite having written intriguing titles
such as "Money, Marbles and Chalk." On
Blue Bird, he revisits several of his older
songs, such as "Wallcin' by Myself;" which
he first recorded in 1956, and sings gently
rocking versions of the hits of other bluesmen: Howlin' Wolf's "Howlin' for My
Darling" and "Smokestack Lightning:'
and Jimmy Reed's "Big Boss Man," which
Rogers takes at amuch faster pace.
Rogers seems to be agenerous man: he
gives ample space to the vigorous harmonica playing of Carey Bell, who may be the
instrumental star of the show, and to pianist
Johnnie Johnson, best known for his
decades of work with Chuck Berry. The
bonus track on the CD is ajam-session
medley of an unnamed boogie-woogie and
aboogie-woogie "St. Louis Blues," whose
source is the 1940 recording by Earl Hines.
Both feature Johnson.
Still, Rogers, his gruff voice, and gently
rocking style are the focus on Blue Bird.
Generally he sounds upbeat, whether
pleading "Let me be your lemon squeezer
or intoning traditional Delta lines, with
their pleasing non-sequiturs, such as "The
WorldRadioHistory

train Iride, 16 coaches long /Sitting here
wondering [if it'll] bring my baby home."
He learned "Smokestack Lightning" from
asource prior to Howlin' Wolf—perhaps
from the Mississippi Sheiks, as we can tell
from his reference to the refrain "Now
don't you hear me cry!' He gives each song
his own stamp.
One of the reasons for the startling
impact of this recording is the clear, resonant sound provided on both the LP and
CD by Analogue Productions (Blue Bird
is AP's first non-reissue release), which
shows its values by including the recording
engineer in the group picture on the inside
cover. To my ears, the LP has greater presence; the CD has an extra track. The choice
is yours.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK
ARRESTED DEVELOPMF-N'E Zingalamaduni
Chrysalis 29274 2(CD). Speech, prod.; David Norman, Seth Cohen, engs. AAD. TE 54:24

This is not so much areview as awarning
label. To paraphrase awriter who once
slummed in the back of this magazine, this
album SUUUUUUUCKS!
How much? Zingalamaduni is just as bad
as Arrested Development's first record 3
Years, 5Months, 2Days in the 1.4e of. ..was
wonderful. This is the kind of sloppy,
pretentious mess of an album that's the
result of aband spending all their time
reading their press clippings and not asecond looking at the world around them.
If only the whole album were as bad as
"Achin' for Acres," which begins with these
words to live by "All of you coffee drinkers
/Iwant you all to know that Idon't drink
coffee /Coffee makes you go to the bathroom?' But it gets worse, much worse.
"Warm Sentiment," which oozes with the
kind of sexist, patronizing crap that gives
black manhood abad name, is as offensive
asong as anything agansta rapper ever
committed to tape. Our hero, Speech, "forgives" his girlfriend for having an abortion
("After Iscold U, Ihope Ican mold U"),
after referring to the birthing process in this
sensitive line: "I wish you had let it drop?'
Three guesses as to who would handle the
3am feeding. I'd pay to see Alice Walker
walk right up and clock him upside the
head.
This is aprohibitive favorite for Worst
Album of the Year, so save your money and
send it to the United Negro College fund.
We can only hope that, before releasing
another fraud like this one, Arrested
Development changes its name to Autism.
—Allen St. John
BBM: Around the Nett Dream
Virgin 39728 2(CD). BBM, Ian Taylor, prods.; Ian
Taylor, eng. TE 51:54
GINGER BAKER TRIO: Going Back Home
Atlantic 82652-2 (CD). Chip Stern, prod.; Malcolm
Cecil, eng. rn 45:10

No one familiar with supergroup assemblages—particularly those named by an
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zation. But, then, wasn't that what Cream
was all about?
—Michael Ross
BLACK CROWES: America
American 43000-2 (CD). Jack Joseph Puig, The
Black Crowes, prods.; Jack Joseph Puig, rec./mix.
TE 54:13

BBM—aka (right to left) Baker. Bruce, and Moore—get Creamed.

acronym of its members' initials—will
be surprised that BBM's debut is aless
than adventurous work. Like abig-budget
movie featuring megastars, Around the Next
Dream exists, first and foremost, to make
money. Any artistic rewards are secondary.
So it shouldn't shock that the first two
tunes sound like re-hashings of "White
Room" and "Crossroads," respectively.
Then comes apop ballad so bland and
formulaic as to preclude Ginger Baker's
drums (too much personality). Also present, to pander to Cream fans, are the prerequisite blues.
What is odd is the idea that this project
could truly appeal to real Cream fans.
Missing in action are Pete Brown's quirky
lyrics, the extended jams, and, oh yes, that
Clapton fellow. In fact, there's little here
to distinguish BBM from Bruce's previous
attempts to re-enter the rock arena: the
memorable Bruce, West, and Laing (Mountain with Bruce replacing the late Felix
Pappalardi), and the equally unforgettable BLT (Bruce, Robin Trower, and, uh, I
forget).
Cream nostalgia aside, BBM is not
without merits. Baker's drumming is
irrepressible, giving new twists to the most
hackneyed material. Bruce sings and plays
with his usual passion and invention, and
adds touches of harmonic interest to the
bombast. The sound is arena-big, and
commercial without totally sacrificing the
players' personalities.
What's so disappointing is that BBM
could have been contenders. Gary Moore's
history with John Hiseman's Coliseum
indicates ajazz background which, combined with an energy level to match his
cohorts, makes him afine collaborator. He
provides the only surprise on the record,
penning asophisticated torch ballad that
would have been perfect for Billie Holliday.
"Wrong Side ofTown" is served nearly as
well by Jack Bruce This tune indicates the
road not taken—one of exploration, collaboration, and risk-taking that, in the end,
would have been truer to the Cream legacy
than the shadow play that is After the Next
Dream.
Those seeking the spirit, if not the style,
of Cream need go no further than Ginger
STEREOPHILE, J
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Baker's other project. Though Going Back
Home is touted as areturn to Baker's jazz
roots, it bears no resemblance to Charlie
Watts's nostalgia trip. Baker's drumming
may be more reminiscent of "Philly" Joe
than Elvin Jones; still, he sounds right
at home with the other members of his
trio: modernist Charlie Haden and postmodernist Bill Frisell. Yes, you read right:
unlikely as it seems on paper, the sound is
pure delight.
Frisell and Haden often play together in
Paul Motian's group, and Baker's loose,
rolling style offers asimilar underpinning
without sounding at all the same. Baker
also shares with Motian an instantly recognizable sound, as well as underrated skill
as acomposer.
"I Lu Kron" and "Ain Temmouchant"
base improvisations on simple, folk-like
melodies—a style that Frisell and Haden
know well. Each supplies offerings of his
own, in keeping with the lyrical nature of
Baker's work. Frisell's "Rambler" and
"Where We Go," Haden's "Spiritual:'
Ornette's "Ramblin" and Monk's "Straight
No Chaser" combine in the hands of these
masters to make music that resonates
beyond jazz or rock, back to the primal
sound that is a large part of Baker's
drumming.
Going Home is also ablowing session,
serving as arare showcase for Frisell the
guitarist. With no composing chores, or
cellos or horns fighting for space, Mr. Bill
gets to develop ideas at length in his
influential, inimitable style. Space is an
integral part of that style; Baker gets plenty
of room to shine.
The final tune, "East Timor;' features
Baker intoning aKipling-esque poem
about arecent massacre—ignored by the
media—brought on by the insanity of
international politics. Underneath, the trio
begins with adirge over which Frisell
layers parts in real time, building into an
open blues more akin to Cream than anything on the BBM disc.
Kudos to critic Chip Stern for producing
this live to two-track with the warmth,
balance, and intimacy of aclassic foreign
film. And to Atlantic for having the nerve
to release music that transcends categoriWorldRadioHistory

Nothing is as sure as change. Except in
rock'n'roll, of course, which contributes
to acertain comfort factor in those of us
who find acertain calming mantra, acertain assurance of the continuity of universal
truth, in adirty four/four beat and lyrics
and visuals about babes with tattooed tits.
On nights we revisit those glory days
with acoupla Buds, there'll always be room
for one more talented band which thinks
about 14 years old, and male. Once it was
the Rolling Stones, who thought the height
of wit was an album cover designed by
Andy Warhol. (In either an homage to
himself or an effusion of exploded neural
pathways, Warhol's design for Sticky Finges
—featuring azippable Levi's fly—reprised
his debut outing for The Velvet Underground: abanana that peeled.) Now it's the
Black Crowes, who thankfully sound like
The Rolling Stones in their blues-andbooze-soaked formative years and plaster acrotch of indeterminate sex decked in
scanty panties cut from an American flag
on the cover of—Their Satanic Majesties
Request? No, Amorica.
Ho ho. Very teenage. Very Allman
Brothers and Georgia Satellites and Lynyrd
Slcynyrd and one in the eye for Jesse Helms,
but that's exactly what the Black Crowes
are all about—very, very good dirty
Southern boogie ("She Gave Good Sunflower"). "High Head Blues:' handily
played and delivered with the vocal skill
of Edgar Winter on areal good day, by a
buncha Southern crackers just barely outta
high school.
That's the sum total attraction of The
Black Crowes. They're nothing new, but
they're recorded good, and they're for real.
—Beth Jacques
GREG BROWN: The Poet Game
Red House FtHR CD 68 (CD). Greg Brown, Bo
Ramsey, Bob Feldman, prods.; Tom Tucker, eng.
ADD. TE 53:05

Somehow, listening to him all those years
on Garrison Keillor's Prairie Home Companion, Inever took Greg Brown as seriously as Ishould have. Brown always
sounded so relaxed, made it sound so easy,
that Ifigured his loose, slightly off-kilter
songs—which sounded as if he'd scribbled
them on his cuff afew minutes before the
ON AIR light went on—really wee that easy
to write, and just as neighborly and unremarkable as his big, foggy, friendly,
rambling, nasal honk of ajust-gettingover-a-Minnesota-head-cold voice.
Boy, was Iwrong.
Red House Records (which Brown
co-founded) recently sent me Brown's
previous nine albums, recorded over the
last dozen years; they ended up being some
of the most enjoyable background research
I've ever done They start out down-home/
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back-porch comfy but grow increasingly
dark, introspective, even bitter as they
approach the present. But even the best of
them—the remarkable Dream Cafe of two
years ago, which collected much critical
praise at the time—pales in the face of The
Poet Game. This new album contains the
best new songs—by anyone—I've heard in
years: lived-in, dark, scary, and intelligent
as hell.
And Ido mean hell. Half of these songs
aren't just glimpses into the lower circles
of bleak despair, but long, leisurely tours
that don't miss asingle scenic overlook.
This sort of unblinking stare into the black
hole of ones own soul can't be faked. "Ballingall Hotel" is aslow, lurching blues
darker and more frightening than anything
Greg Brown's The Poet Game—his tenth, and a
John Lee Hooker ever sang, though Brown's
stone masterpiece.
shuddering, stuttering vocal owes adebt
to the Hook. The Ballingall is an "ugly old
got short red hair and blue eyes /and her
hotel," akind of Desolation Row whose
every closet contains the rotting corpse of swimsuit's also blue /and her little brother
is retarded /but Jesus loves him too. /And
an old regret, an unrightable wrong, or
sheer, gibbering existential fear: "One Jesus loves our President /even though he
is aCatholic. /There's alot for aboy to
night Iknocked on the wrong door /One
think about Ias he walks along the railroad
night Iknocked on the wrong door/and
tracks." This is aperfect verse—almost as
myself as an old man answered, so drunk,
rare as aperfect song. You find alot ofboth
so poor. ..
so poor. .." Yup—been there,
on Poet Game.
done that. Remember: No matter how bad
And them's jes' on'y the words, min'.
things are, they can always get worse.
Brown's singing has just gotten braver and
Which they definitely do afew tracks
more expressive over the years, his tunelater. "Sadness" comes to stay forever,
smithing more timeless and more varied
Brown sounding increasingly terrifed as
at once The arrangements here are straighthe quavers, "Go away, leave me alone."
forward—no one could ever call this album
"She lay down on my bed /she opened her
overproduced—but deeply rooted in acenthin legs /she raised up her arms and said
tury of American music. The core band of
/'Honey, Iain't too proud to beg: // She
two guitars, Hammond B-3, bass, and
said, 'Don't you remember what you did
drums provides perfectly balanced supto that one /and to the other one too? /I
just
port, with plenty going on if you listen
come to do exactly the very same thing to
for it. Guitarist Bo Ramsey plays electric,
you.' "Brown threatens to "kill her within
acoustic, and lap steel with unerring econan inch of her life," but it's clear that this
omy and style, smooth or raunchy as
Whore of Karma is as unkillable as remorse
required. And as if all that weren't enough,
itself.
the sound is rich, honest, full-bodied, and
Bad as things get, Brown's not even sure
he wants God's help, as he explains in a deeply spacious, Brown's big voice front
and center and warmly natural.
country waltz called "Lord, IHave Made
Bob Dylan says enough great songs have
You aPlace in My Heart": "Oh Lord, why
already been written that he may as well
does the Fall get colder each year? /Lord,
just reinterpret them and take abreak from
why can't Ilearn to love? /Lord, if you
composing. With asongwriter like Greg
made me, it's easy to see /that you all make
Brown around, Idon't expect to miss
mistakes up above /But if Iopen the door,
Dylan at all.
—Richard Lehnert
you will know that I'm poor /and my
secrets are all that Iown. /0 Lord, Ihave
SHAWN COLVIN: Corer Girl
made you aplace in my heart /and Ihope
Columbia CK 57875 (CD). Shawn Colvin, Stewart
that you leave it alone" Do country lyrics
Smith, David Kahne, prods.; Julie Last, Steve
get any better than this? Not that I've
Addabbo, Ray Martin, Mark Enckrt, David Kahne,
heard.
Chris Shaw, engs. AAD. TT 44:33
BEAT THE RETREAT. A Ilibitte to Richard
It's hard to believe that anyone these days
Thompson
could still write agood song about Elvis,
Featuring: Beausoleil, Shawn Colvin, Evan Dando,
but then there's "Jesus and Elvis": `Jesus
The Five Blind Boys from Alabama, Los Lobos,
had some water, said 'Wine'd be better yet'
J. Macis, Bob Mould, Graham Parker, REM., Syd
/Elvis picked up agit-tar and made all the
Straw, Loudon Wainwright Ill
Capitol CDP 795929 2(CD). John Chelew, prod.;
women wet /Elvis he died young—Jesus
Joe Schiff, eng. AAD. TE 66:53
he died younger /Elvis died from too
much—Jesus died of hunger."
But maybe "Brand New '64 Dodge"
Ithink Iwas there the night Shawn Colvin
best illustrates Brown's ability to tackle the
got the idea for Cover Girl. It was at the
Bottom Line, and headliner Richard
Big Subjects while remaining firmly
Thompson had atypically Thompsonian
rooted in the particular. He begins to tell
of the girlfriend he had when he was
generous/cruel idea: there'd be no opening act. Instead, he and Colvin would take
15. .
but look where he ends up: "She's
S
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the stage together and alternate songs. Ican
only assume that Colvin was so flattered
that she lost sight of the fact that there is
no one on the face of the Earth with whom
you'd less like to swap songs than Richard
Thompson.
Sure enough, midway through the set,
Thompson followed Colvin's very nice
cover ofThe Band's "It Makes No Difference" with aversion of "1952 Vincent
Black Lightning" that summoned angels
and Ariels to West Fourth Street, leather,
chrome and all. Colvin moved to the mike,
trying to decide which one of her songs
would be next led to the slaughter. "Isn't
he the greatest?" she stalled. Thompson
pounced: "Oh, yes! I'm the greatest! You're
the greatest! We're all the greatest!" Colvin
stood there for along second before beginning "Twilight:' her second Robbie Robertson song in arow.
So Cover Girl did not have an easy birth,
and some forceps marks still show. On the
one hand, the record reveals that Colvin
would be one heckuva DJ. Her all-butunerring song selection ranges from halfforgotten classics like "Twilight," Tom
Waits's "Heart of Saturday Night:' and
Steve Earle's "Someday," to lovely obscurities like Greg Brown's "One Cool
Remove," and the entirely forgotten Judee
Sill's "There's aRugged Road:' to true surprises like Sting's "Every Little Thing [He]
Does Is Magic" and the Talking Heads'
"This Must Be the Placer
What keeps this from being a great
album is the brittleness of Colvin's presentation. I've never been partial to her thin,
breathy voice, but even her fans will admit
that her range is, at best, limited. To make
matters worse, instead of playing it straight,
Colvin and her production team compenstate by layering on the reverb. Even on the
live cuts, she sounds like she's singing in
an elevator shaft-aft-aft-aft. Singing and
sonics added up to acover album that sent
me in search of my Tom Waits records.
Beat the Retreat, the latest Richard
Thompson tribute, shows in no uncertain
terms why Colvin was smart to fly the
white flag. This is mostly Thompson's Bmaterial—the tuneful, popsy numbers that
lend themselves more easily to interpretation—but, cut for cut, the writing is as
strong as on any album you'll hear this
year. And unlike aprevious RT tribute
attempt, The World is.a Wonderful Place, there
are some wacky and inspired matches
made here. The easy-listening highlights
include Bob Mould's transcendent thrash
cover of "Turning of the Tide," in which
he matches Thompson riff for cathartic
riff,' R.E.M.'s lovely country-tinged version of "Wall of Death:' and Graham Parker's power-pop take on the previously
unreleased "Madness of Lover
On the darker side, there's astunning
electric gospel reading of "Dimming of the
Day" by the Five Blind Boys from Alabama, and Los Lobos' aching version of
1Minimonitor owners be warned—it's 100dB or bust
on this one.
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"Down Where the Drunkards Roll." And,
bearing no ill will, Shawn Colvin even
teams up with Loudon Wainwright III for
awarm and cozy "A Heart Needs aHome." 2
On the other hand, Evan Dando ("For
the Shame of Doing Wrong," with Syd
Straw) hasn't gone back to working at
Burger King yet, and ditto for J. Macis of
Dinosaur, Jr. ("I Misunderstood"). And,
strangely, Beausoleil's version of "Valerie"
never quite takes off.
The sound is downright exceptional.
The slightly laid-back persepective is consistent from cut to cut, the instrumental
tracks are wet without being sloppy, and
everything is detailed without being pushy.
My only complaint with Beat the Retreat
is that the song selection was played too
close to the vest, leaving dark and deep
Thompson masterpieces like "Devonside,"
"End of the Rainbow," and "Love in a
Faithless Country" uncovered. Bet that
Frentel's Marvin the Album—more acoustic
wouldn't have happened had Stereophile's
rock from Down Under.
DJ of the Month, Shawn Colvin, been on
the case. It's ashame when you miss your
calling.
—Allen St. John
small but not insignificant gems. The Frente!
album—his friends call him Marvin—is, I
think, even better than the EP. Angie Hart's
FRENTE! Marvin the Album
Down-Under vocals are downright infecMammoth 92390-2 (CD). Michael Koppelman,
Frente!, prods.; Michael Koppelman, eng. AAD.
tious, and the anything-goes orchestration
TE 41:16
is in keeping with the playful tone of the
WILD COLONIALS: Fruit ofLee
music.
DGC DGCD-24625 (CD). Tchad Blake, prod.;
"Accidentally Kelly Street" is just about
Tchad Blake, eng. AAD. TE 56:14
the best song about simple pleasures since
"The 59th St. Bridge Song," by Mr. Edie
Ihave this recurring dream. It's 1972, and
Brickell (oh, no—flashbaaaaack). And it
I'm sitting in the lotus position in my
takes acertain youthful chutzpah to release
electric-blue bean-bag chair with abig
"Lonely," which degenerates into aknockglass ofTang in my hand. The phone rings.
"What's happening, man?" It's RL.
off of Barry White's "Can't Get Enough
of Your Love, Baby." The sound isn't refer"Far out," Ireply, as Iturn off Love,
ence quality, but the thin, almost disemAmerican Style.
bodied treatment given to Hart's vocals,
"Not to be abummer on your scene, bro,
but what about those eight-tracks Ilaid on
and the rounded-off quality of the acoustic
guitar strum and snare drum attacks, are
you?"
"Just groovy, Richie Stardust. That
completely appropriate to the album's light
and breezy feel. And, to my knowledge,
new Santana, it's like so with it. And that
this is the first album in rock history to
Melanie, she's apoet, man."
"What about that Springsteen album,
include an android—Star Trek: The Next
Generation's Commander Data—on the
Greetingsfrom Perth Amboy? The dude over
at Columbia laid it on me that he's the new
album acknowlegements.
Dylan."
Getting my colors analyzed recently
"Bummed me out, man. 'Blinded by the
(careful draping revealed me to be aWinter)
Light? Wrecked up like adouche?' Ijust
has changed not only my life, but my
approach to reviewing. So while Idub
don't see where that cat's coming from.
Marvin a Summer album—compatible
Like, no waaaaaaaay."
with bright colors, bare feet, and drinks
And then Iwake up. It's the reviewer's
with umbrellas in them—the Wild Colonials
worst nightmare: that buried somewhere
record is definitely an Autumn. Its tones
in the pile of unlistenable dreck that shows
up on the doorstep every month is atrue
are alittle darker, atad more melancholy—
anice Merlot, if you will. This Angela—
gem. You put on the first cut, decide it's
Angela McCluskey—has amore mature
crap, and move on to the new Megadeth
voice, with atinge of abrogue, and not a
live set. Like that Frente! EP RL liked so
little power behind it. The arrangements
much. If I'd cued up "Labour of Love" and
nothing more, Imight have dismissed them
are also eclectic, but here the tin whistle,
cello, and tablas are used to more somber
as an Edie Brickell tribute band. And if the
effect. And no android influences here.
Wild Colonials' debut disc wasn't also
"Philadelphia Stoty" pays homage to Cary
Tchad Blake's production debut, it too
might not have gotten asecond listen. And
Grant.
Tchad Blake's production is distinctive.
that woulda been ashame.
Building on his best engineering work
These two albums, different though they
are, both feature eclectic acoustic rock,
with Mitchell Froom (most notably Los
Lobos' Kiko), he shows an ability to introCommonwealth-accented singers named
Angela, and are both, in their own ways,
duce sounds into the mix and make them
STEREOPHILE, J
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work like music without smothering the
song. Soundwise, there's alittle congestion
during some of the busier passages, but the
instruments are beautifully recorded, and
there's aformidable amount of low-bass
information and awell-focused soundstage
with agood sense of depth. Well worth
hearing.
So my worst nightmare has been averted
for at least another month. Summer's turning to fall, and I've got albums for both
seasons. The lava lamp's packed safely away
with my chartreuse bell bottoms, and
I'm only hearing FtL's voice during my
waking hours. Now, about that Melanie
box set ...
—Allen St. John
BRIAN FERRY: Mamouna
Virgin America 39838 2(CD). Brian Ferry, Robin
Trower, prods.; Sven Taita, eng. TT: 45:37

Like J.J. Cale, with whom he now shares
alabel, Brian Ferry keeps making the same
record over and over—not necessarily abad
thing when you're as good as these two are.
The work of many great artists is but the
continuation of one theme, but Mamouna
may be pushing it even for Ferry fans.
His last record, Taxi, took alot of heat
for being aholding action of cover songs
while we awaited the next opus. Ifound
it awelcome breather from the sameness
stretching from Bête Noire back through
Boys and Girls to Avalon. Don't misunderstand—I love every one of those records.
But Taxi, Brian's first collaboration with
Robin Trower, offered a refreshingly
stripped-down version of the Ferry sound.
Also, the cover tunes were actually tunes,
a respite from his usual atmospheric
skeletons—a style that's pushed to the limit
on Mamouna.
The return of Brian Eno to the fold
merely means that the atmospheres are a
little different from those on Bête Noire—a
little edgier, more dissonant. The grooves
remain the same: '70s funk. The lyrics tout
the same romanticism: "Too fast to live /
too young to die"; "Where do we go from
here /your place or mine"; "Can't control
my feelings"; "Mad desire." You get the
picture.
But Ihave the sneaking suspicion that
I'm hearing actual riffs and melodic lines
stolen from previous Ferry songs. A common enough practice, he should have hid
them alittle better.
Phil Manzanera and Andy McKay also
make guest appearances—not that you'd
notice. What Ferry needs is not areturn to
Roxy Music, but to move ahead, to reinvent himself—a strong producer (Trower,
an outspoken voice on Taxi, is all but silent
here), some new grooves, awriting partner,
areligious experience, something. Bob
Clearmountain is amixing genius, but Bête
Noire derived much of its distinctiveness
from his rare absence.
Like J.J. Cale's, Ferry's records have
differed subtly but significantly over the
years. Mamouna, too subtle for even this
Ferry fan, needs alittle more significance.
—Michael Ross
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for musical ability, acting talent, fashion
sense—what to add to what Sandra Bernhardt has so adequately summed up as
"unimaginative"?
In fact, she has to be. Like anyone aiming
for volume turnover, Madonna is the ultimate follower of fashion who can't ever
afford to be anywhere but one season
behind, where Claude Montana's coneshaped underwear-as-outerwear, for instance, has ceased to be the toast of Tout
Paris and is now available in K-mart polyester. (The runways, like the fine art world,
are littered with the wrecks of genuine
pioneers—the ones with arrows in their
backs.)
Madonna, firmly one step behind as always, gets
Yep, the masses are where the money is.
comfy for Bedtime Stories.
Even David Mamet, no slouch with the
four-letter word himself, who sought to
JOHN GORKA: Out of the Valley
stock his Broadway play Speed the Plow
High Street 72902 (CD). Jolm Jennings, prod.; Eric
with "masses of asses in the seats," cast her
Paul, eng. TT: 49:48
against Ron Silver and Joe Mantegna, to
the enormous detriment of the production
John Gorka is an old favorite around
but abuoyant bottom line. The difference
Philadelphia, from his many appearances
is that Mamet writes his own one-liners;
at the Cherry Tree and other local clubs.
Madonna, having learned something about
Isuspect we like him for the same reasons
overreaching, calls for ascript and make-up.
we liked the late Stan Rogers, whom he
But it was ever thus: Marlene Dietrich,
resembles vocally agreat deal: warmth,
Dom Perignon in the world of the blonde
humanity, and agreat sense of humor. All
bombshell, spawns California cuvee ("Mariof these qualities are present on this new
lyn"), and, inevitably, cheap and bloody
High Street disc, along with an occasional
Italian sparkly. It's afact, however, that
touch of overproduction that doesn't really
every Christmas Moet White Star outsells
get in the way of the music unless you
Cordon Rouge; if this derivative CD of
let it. And there are acouple of true claswarmed-over, R&B-tinged tease (this year,
sic Gorka songs here: the oddly moving
the woman got soul) and heavily sampled
"Carnival Knowledge," about acircus
"street credibility" (The Gap Band?) from
clown who's never been; the strange
mythology of "Flying Red Horse"; and
ababe who, by rights, should be doing
Mae West instead of Heather Locklear's
"That's Why' the only song about Elvis
older sister is any indication, this year,
Ican stand more than once. ("Lick his back
thank God, Madonna's carriage turns back
and press him down /Mail him to another
into the pumpkin. The first six months
town ...
He's left this life, he's left this stage
she played sex kitten it was cute, but
/He's left the building but not the age.")
Most of this is accompanied by just a Madonna's never been anything musically
more than the sum of her producers, and
couple of guitars and bass, with Kathy
these days Ru Paul looks more like the real
Mattea and Mary Chapin Carpenter along
for some vocal support sounds fine, even
deal. Pray Ms. Maverick reads the writing on the wall and turns from recording
ifJohn Gorka never really needs help).
to alicensed line of schlocky clothing,
The sound is every bit as warm as
cheap perfume, and aseries of guest-host
Gorka's voice, and almost as plain and
slots on HSN. Asti Spumante can make
unaffected as his writing. If you don't
you really sick.
—Beth Jacques
know this guy, you should.
High Street is asubsidiary of Windham
KATE MacKENZIE: Let Them Talk
Hill, which goes to show you that even
Red House CD 66 (CD). Nick Forster, Bob Feldsensitive New Age guys can have taste.
man, prods.; Bill Vorndick, Hank Tilbury, Ed
With luck, it also means that John Gorka
Kaufman, engs. ADD. TE 33:41
doesn't have to lug cases of CDs to all his
Now that Enunylou Harris fills the evergigs in order to get decent distribution.
longer stretches between her new records
—Les Berkley
with Best-Ofs and recompilations, along
MADONNA: Bedtime Stories
comes Kate MacKenzie's first solo album:
Maverick 45767-2 (CD). Madonna, Nelles Hooper,
the closest thing to the sort of stylish,
Babyface, Dallas Austin, Dave "Jam" Hall, prods.
impeccably tasteful roots-country songbag
TE 51:58
Harris and ex-husband/producer Brian
I've always found the "Material Girl" more Ahern used to turn out like clockwork
interesting as amarketing phenom than as
once ayear from the mid-'70s through the
mid-'80s. In fact, with Harris giving Macany sort of performing artist. A truly gifted
Kenzie her double blessing by singing
businesswoman artfully developing, creating, and merchandising aproduct, she's
harmony on MacKenzie's "Waitin' Out the
Storm" and allowing her own "Heartbreak
deeply admired by more than one smitten
Hill" to be covered as the album's opener,
investment banker of my acquaintance—
but for her head for business, and her abilLet Them Talk almost is an Emmylou Harris
album.
ity to pump iron to fill out that bustier. As
STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995
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Joni Mitchell's Turbulent Indigo—the paintings are
better than the songs.

And isn't. MacKenzie's taste in songs and
sidefolk is her own, and every bit as good
as Harris's, and her deeper, richer voice can
carry off acountry blues awhole lot more
convincingly and knowingly than Enunylou ever could. Here are songs by Los
Lobos, Greg Brown, and the Delmore
Brothers, plus judicious selections from
contemporary country (Kieran ICane's
oughta-be-a-clagsic "Forgive and Forget")
and the public domain. The overall bent
is acoustic Appalachian, with adash of
honky-tonk and plenty of bluegrass.
There are plenty of high-class Nashville/Newgrass players—Sam Bush, Stuart
Duncan, Alison Kraus, Bela Fleck, Russ
Barenberg—plus septuagenarian gospel
quartet The Fairfield Four on "He Knows
How Much We Can Bear." Sound is
living-room natural—something I'm
beginning to expect from Minneapolisbased Red House Records, the label all
Prairie Home Companion regulars—MacKenzie, Greg Brown, the Chenille Sisters,
Pat Donohue, Prudence Johnson, Peter
Ostroushko, Bill Staines, and Stoney Lonesome, among others—seem to sign with
when they graduate from the show.
All in all, aclass act and asure bet. No
one who likes country music—as opposed
to Nashville, or the clean-boy/-girl country
rock that's rapidly taking over American
pop music—will dislike this album.
—Richard Lehnert

JONI MITCHELL: Thrbulent Indigo
Reprise 45786-2 (CD only). Joni Mitchell, Larry
Klein, prods.; Dan Mamien, eng. DDD?TE 43:07

Iyield to no one in my admiration for Joni
Mitchell. Ialso think that no musician,
except maybe Dylan, has had as much
influence on serious popular music as
Mitchell has. Ithus truly regret what Ihave
to say about Turbulent Indigo.
First of all, Joni's voice, which has spent
along time deteriorating from the effects
of chain-smoking, is now totally gone. As
aresult, she can no longer write the kind
of melodies that first astonished us 25 years
ago—there are no longer any high notes.
Sad to say, it gets worse. The material on
this CD is possibly the worst Joni Mitchell
has ever produced. Do we really need tab221
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realize that Bowie wasn't just the UK's this
year's Dylan, and I've always loved it—
especially the suite comprising side two
of the record. Mobile Fidelity released an
LP reinix in the early '80s that actually
sounded more bloated than the original (I
know because Ibought it and gave away
my RCA LP, figuring the MoFi had to be
better). Ryko hasn't made asilk purse out
of this pig's ear, but it betters both the original and any subsequent reissue that I've
heard—including their own earlier CD,
which Ifound bright unto nastiness. Plus,
it has some cool filler. Not the unreleased
mixes and B sides, but Bowie's demo recordings of two of the songs from Ziggy.
They're very different, sounding more vulnerable than the album tracks. I'd gladly
buy the whole album's worth of demos—if
Ryko would only release them.
Ryko's Shoot Out the Lights definitely
betters the original LP's superb sound—
although analog purists even more fanatical
than Imay disagree. Bass lines are atad
leaner, which Ihear as tighter and betterdefined, but you could argue that they're
warmer on the LP. Sounds like Rotosounds
on that Fender to me, so Isay leaner is more
accurate. Highs are both sweet and biting,
as appropriate. Soundstaging is good, as
is the pace and swing. This disc couldn't
be better served. Now, how about something really depressing, like IWant to See
the Bright Lights Tonight?
It takes guts to reissue an audiophile
touchstone such as Diifos. Ryko just has to
know that there are fanatics out there who
DAVID BOWIE: The Rise and Fall ofZiggy Stardust
want them to blow it. Too bad, fanboys,
and the Spidersfrom Mars
Rykodisc RCD 80134 (CD). David Bowie, Ken
they dood the job good. Now, maybe I've
Scott, prods.; Toby Mountain, Jonathan Wyner,
just smoothed out those teeny-tiny HF
digital engs. AAD. TE 56:10
grooves on my much-played 45rpm origRICHARD a: LINDA THOMPSON: Shoot Out
inal, but Ihear alot more detail on the overthe Lights
tone structures of the Gamelan and other
Rykodisc FINCD 81303 (CD). Joe Boyd, prod;
Brian Gill, eng Toby Mountain, digital eng. AAD.
chimes. The decay on those overtones is
TE 38:18
sustained and gradual, with no tendency
MICKEY HARTIAIRTO/FLORA PURIM:
toward heavy digital brick-wall cessation.
Ddfos
And the Beast falls to the floor with an
Rykodisc RCD 80108 (CD). Mickey Hart, Airto
incredibly authoritative, subwoofer-strainMoreira, prods.; Keith O. -Johnson, eng; John
Stubblebine, digital eng. AAD. Tr: 38:12
ing kee-rash!
MICKEY HART: Planet Drum
Yeah, there's adifference in spectral
Rykodisc RCD 80206 (CD). Mickey Hart, prod;
balance between the LP and CD, but
Tom Flye, Jeff Sterling, engs.; John Stubblebine,
which one is truer? Can't say, don't care.
digital eng. AAD. 'VE 50:01
Neither is particularly "purist," and Ienjoy
With these four discs Ryko launches their
the moody atmospheric music on both;
AU20 series, selections of "sonic bests"
but there's extra music on the CD, and the
from the Rykodisc and Hannibal catalogs.
songs are sequenced differently—musically
This marque applies to audiophile-quality
better, Ithink. Plus, Idon't have to get up
editions transfered to 20-bit digital masters
in the middle. A winner.
and Super Bit Mapped to 16-bit, the CDs
Planet Drum sounds great on paper—it's
plated in 24k gold. Ryko proudly pro- acelebration of world drumming that
daims that all analog-to-20-bit-conversion
brings together master drummers from
is done from the original analog masters;
various traditions: Brazil's Airto Moreira,
each release includes technical data on the
Nigeria's Babatunde Olatunji and Sikiru
mastering process. The big question is: Is
Adepoju, North India's Zakir Hussain,
it worth it?
Madras's TH. Vinayakram, all coordinated
Absolutely, based on the initial release;
by Mickey Hart. It sounds great on the
and, given the depth of the Ryko catalog,
disc, too—at least sonically. It has gobs of
we have some real pleasures awaiting us.
detail, good atmosphere, and is articulate
Ziggy Stardust is the hard one to justify
as all get-out.
The only problem is that it doesn't so
sonically, as this recording has never sounded
much celebrate diversity as homogenize
realistic Leaden, reduced HF, unfocused—
the traditions into anon-specific drumit screams early-'70s multitrack. But Ziggy
fest. It reminds me of Chesterton's assessStardust was the record that made all of us

bid tales about Jackson Browne punching out Darryl Hannah ("Not to Blame")?
Imean, it'll probably be amade-for-TV
movie anyway. Then there's yet another
song about Vincent Van Gogh ("Turbulent
Indigo"): not only has it been done before,
but this version is nothing more than a
rehash of things Joni said alot better in
"Judgement of the Moon and Stars" (about
Beethoven). It may be that the best things
about Indigo are Join's nifty paintings
adorning the threefold cardboard CD
package.
To be fair, Ihave to say that when she hits
agood theme, Mitchell still writes popmusic poetry (a worthy genre in itself) with
the best of them. "The Magdalene Laundries" is as neat astatement on convent
education as you're likely to find, and "Sire
of Sorrow" might have been set to music
by Gesualdo in another age; but these are
the only such examples here, and "Sire" has
the distinction of being the only tune on
the disc that isn't destroyed by the hideously sterile production that Joni and Larry
affect of late. This deadly similarity of
sound only emphasizes the fact that the
melodies themselves are just as distressingly similar.
Idon't like writing pieces such as this.
Ialso recognize the presumption inherent
in trashing an artist whose guitar I'm not
fit to tune. It comes with the territory. I
know that—Joni Mitchell told me so along
time ago.
—Les Berkley
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ment of his own work: "I have spoilt a
number ofjolly good ideas in my time."
It is agreat idea that, unfortunately, falls
short of its avowed goal. Sounds great, less
filling.
Ryko's first AU20 release is uniformly
superb sonically, and shows great promise
for future reissues. Definitely amajor addition to the audiophile soundscape.
—Wes Phillips
LENA WILLEMARIUALE MÓLLER: Nordan
Lena Willemark, vocals, fiddle; Ale Moller, mandola, flutes, harp, shawrn, cows-horn, hammered
dulcimer, accordion; Palle Danielsson, acoustic
bass; Mats Edén, drone fiddle, lcantele; Per Gudmundson, fiddle, Swedish bagpipes; Jonas Knutsson, saxophones, percussion; Tina Johansson,
Bjorn Tollin, percussion
ECM 78118-21536-2 (CD only). Manfred Eicher,
prod.Jan Erik ICongshaug, eng. DDD. TE 65:01

World Music: a) ablend of different musical
traditions from around the world; or b)
music that plumbs its own tradition so
deeply that it transcends cultural boundaries to become auniversal language.
Nordan satisfies both definitions. Vocalist
Lena Willemark and multi-instrumentalist
Ale Miiller have chosen 16 of the oldest
surviving Swedish folk songs, some of
which date back to the Middle Ages: bleak,
tragic love songs and ballads, and fiddle and
bagpipe tunes. Producer Manfred Eicher
has surrounded them with tablas, saxophones, jazz bassist Palle Danielsson (of
Keith Jarrett's "Belonging" quartet), and
ECM's spacious, deep-focus sound. It's
astonishing how well Danielsson's bass and
the soprano and alto saxes of the icily lyrical Jonas Knuttson blend with the traditional instruments.
Nordan is stark, spare, darkly moving,
tough and tender by turns, and unremittingly musical. Willemark, asensitive,
gutsy singer, effortlessly negotiates this
music's hairpin transitions: from belting
field voice ("Trilo") to whispered intimacies to asudden Hup! pushed from the gut
to eerie, high-pitched keening ("Vallsvit").
Her lack of vibrato is reminiscent of early
music, her ornaments and gracenotes
invoke the Middle East, and she sings in
Swedish; although the booklet offers only
the barest synopses, Ifound myself convinced that Iknew exactly what she was
singing about.
The accompaniment of Moller, et al is
equally supra-cultural: the orientale of
"Kom Helge Ande," the haunting guartertones of "Knut Hauling," the Bulgarianstyle bagpipes and shawms, and the Appalachian-sounding fiddle tunes. (The
sprung rhythms, bent notes, and devil's
trills of the brieflemsken" will turn your
sense of time inside-out.)
This is music meant to be sung in the
fields and across the waters, and the
meticulously detailed sound is as big as all
outdoors and twice as resonant. If you like
the Le Mystère des Voix Bulgares, you'll
love Nordan: Ican't imagine arecording
more atmospheric, or one which more
irresistibly demands to be met on its own
terms.
—Richard Lehnert
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olume XVII of Stereophile was published in 1994. Volume XVI covered 1993; XV, 1992;
XIV, 1991; XIII, 1990; XII, 1989; XI, 1988; X, 1987; lX, 1986; VIII, 1985; VII, 1984;
VI, 1983; V, 1982; IV, 1977-81; III, 1971-1977; II, 1967-71; and I, 1962-67. Except
for Vols.I and II, all issues listed are available from our back-issue department (bound reprints
of Vols.I & II are planned). If out of print, they can be supplied in photocopied form except
for Vol.9 No.7 (which is available as ablack-and-white reprint), Vol.10 No.3, Vol.12 No.10,
Vol.13 No.10, and Vol.15 No.4, which are out of print. See the advertisement in this issue for
ordering details.
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International Jensen closes Day-Sequerra (Greenhill)
3-37
International Jensen relocates Day-Sequerra, AR Ltd. (Atkinson). . 7-31
Japanese manufacturers set up production in US (Mitchell)
9-39
Jitter-reduction boxes due from Audio Alchemy, Digital Domain, Sonic
Frontiers, & Theta (Harley)
1-37
KEF launches new range, to manufacture LS3/5a (Phillips)
10-36
Paul Klipsch celebrates 90th birthday (Atkinson)
4-43
Count Alexander Numa Labinsky, 1924-1994 (Atkinson)
4-43
Laserdiscs to incorporate Dolby AC-3 5.1-channel system (Mitchell)
3-45,12-37
Linn Products has state-of-the-art factory (Harley)
2-43
Linn Products opens own stores in Harrod's, London (Kessler) ... 3-37
Live '93 attracts audiophiles (Kessler)
2-33
Bart Locanthi, 1920-1994 (Harley)
4-43
Low frequencies in small rooms: facts & fallacies (Mitchell)
8-35
Lucasfilm demonstrates 5.1-channel domestic film sound at the '94 WCES
(Mitchell)
4-49
Luxman bought by Samsung (Atkinson)
8-31
Madrigal signs technical assistance agreement with Samsung (Atkinson). 10-33
Magnepan launches MG2.7/QR three-way loudspeaker (Atkinson) .6-43
Manley sells Vital Records (Atkinson)
3-49
Marantz America sets up own US distribution (Atkinson)
4-49
Meitner introduces low-cost DAC with C-Lock & IDAT filter (Harley) .1-35
Mercury issues lost Byron Janis performance (Tellig)
11-35
Metaxas moves (Atkinson)
6-35
Jonas Miller (Baskin)
11-35
Mirage bipolar speakers used in Home Theater system (Norton). .5-101,6-35
Mobile Fidelity uses Mike Moffat-designed ADC (Greenberg). ...2-27
Monitor Audio introduces high-volume, high-quality loudspeakers (Collorns)
5-33
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer remastered by Mobile Fidelity (Greenberg). 2-27
Musical Surroundings to distribute Basis turntables in US (Atkinson) .3-37
New York loses commercial classical station WNCN (Greenhill) . 3-39
Orbis publishes show-music partworks (Kessler)
3-37
Pacific Microsonics HDCD chip on track for July production (Harley) .5-27
Passive stereo enhancement "shuffling" from Chuck McShane (Mitchell)
5-31
Philips to push CD Video hard (Kessler)
5-35
Parasound purchases Spica (Atkinson)
2-33
Perceptual measurements (Harley,Mitchell)
1-49
Perreaux available in the US again (Atkinson)
2-33
The Philadelphia Audio Society's Single-Ended Symposium (Scull). 6-31
Philips disappointed in first-year DCC sales (Kessler,Adcinson) .. 3-36
Pioneer double-speed DAT recorder sounds good (Mitchell)
2-35
Polydax speaker catalog (Atkinson)
6-43
ProAc uses ATC soft-dome midrange unit (Mitchell)
5-37
Probe Audio Labs has new address (Atkinson)
9-37
Arthur Radford, 1914-1993 (Kessler)
3-43
Radio Shack to move big-time into repair business (Willis)
5-28
Remote digital recording via ISDN telephone line (Mitchell)
2-39
RIAA releases 1994 LP, CD, & cassette sales statistics (Atkinson) ..11-35
Rockford to cease domestic Haller amplifier manufacture (Atkinson). .7-31
Sahara Hotel to remain the site of the WCES's High End (Archibald) ..10-33
Sennheiser HD414 & HD580 headphones (Gold)
1-41
Sentec components available in the US (Mitchell)
6-43
Sheffield Labs uses Apogee UV22 to increase CD resolution (Mitchell) .7-27
Sonic Boom magazine (Kessler)
3-37
Sonogy has new address (Atkinson)
5-28
Sony Classical uses true 20-bit recording & editing (Harley)
1-55
Sony Dynamic Digital Sound (SDDS) installed in AMC theaters (Norton)
10-33
Sony introduces DAT recorder with SBM (Mitchell)
1-35
Sony MiniDisc gets low rating in German magazine (Norton)
4-37
Sony MiniDisc has low profile in mass-market stores (Archibald). .10-35
Sony MiniDisc second-generation models given big boost at WCES (Harley,
Kessler)
4-39,5-35
Sony MiniDisc-Data launched (Mitchell)
3-47
Soundstream Technologies hires Tom Cumberland (Atkinson) ... 2-33
Surround-sound system enhances stereo playback (Mitchell)
5-37
Surround-sound is the future of audio reproduction (Mitchell) ... 3-46
TDK proposes short-wavelength HDCD-R (Atkinson)
12-37
Thiel loses woodworking expert Tom Thiel (Atkinson)
2-31
Threshold loses amplifier designer Michael Bladelius (Atkinson) .. 2-31
Threshold purchased by PS Audio principals (Atkinson)
3-37
Threshold purchases PS Audio (Atkinson)
12-35
THX-certified laserdisc players (Norton)
12-39
UK Campaign for Real Hi-Fi (Kessler)
8-35
UK manufacturers design components for the Far Eastern market (Kessler)
9-37
U-matic videotapes not suitable for digital-audio archiving (Atkinson) .7-28
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US auto industry shows low profitability (Atkinson)
7-28
Weak dollar/strong yen good for US exports (Mitchell)
9-39
West Valley Audio Society (Atkinson)
9-41
Wharfedale appoints new Managing Director (Kessler)
3-36
Wildcat Records (Mitchell)
6-43
Woolworth's to stop stocking LPs in the UK (Kessler)
8-31
Worldwide CD sales almost equal cassettes in 1993 (Atkinson) ... 7-28

SAM'S SPACE (Si TELLIG)
Adcom GDA-600 DIA processor
Alerna Audion Silver Night power amplifier
Altis Audio DSP-5t DIA processor
Audio Alchemy Data Stream Transceiver digital datalink
Audio Alchemy Digital Transmission Interface
Audio Electronics Supply SE-1 power amplifier
Cary CAD-300-SSE power amplifier
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven power amplifier
Grado SR60 headphones
Maranta CD-63 CD player
Maranta CD-63 Special Edition CD player
Meridian 508 CD player
Quad 67 CD player
Purest Sound Systems Dual Mono 500 passive preamplifier
Purist Audio Design System Enhancer CD-R
Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400 portable CD player
Radio Shack Optimus 990 loudspeaker
RA Labs Black Gold Mini Reference loudspeaker
Sequerra Power Station for the Optimus CD-3400
Shun Monk Mpingo resonance-control devices
Sonic Frontiers SFS-80 power amplifier
Thiel CS1.5 loudspeaker

7-43
2-45,6-49
1-63
7-43
7-40
11-49
2-51
2-49
10-53
1-59,8-45
12-65
12-61
12-59
8-45
3-55
6-45,7-39
11-49
5-41
10-51
11-49
2-50
8-39

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
Accessories & Headphones
Arcici CLS loudspeaker stand (English)
6-150
Arcici Levitation LDS-1 & LDS-2 component stands (Stone) ....12-197
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112 (Olsher)
12-185
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 116 (Olsher)
12-185
Audio Power Industries Power Enhancer (Olsher)
12-185
Billy Bags 1823 amplifier stand (Stone)
12-197
Billy Bags 1824 amplifier stand (Stone)
12-197
Billy Bags 4800 component stand (Stone)
12-197
Bob Young Audio Bylux isolation transformer (Olsher) ...3-119,12-185
Compact Dynamics CD Clean! (English)
11-183
Compact Dynamics CD Magic (English)
11-183
George Kaye Audio Labs Small Signal Tube Checker (Scull)
6-103
Grado SR60 headphones (Greenberg,Tellig)
6-92,10-53
Gryphon Exorcist system demagnetizer (Scull,Deutsch) ... 6-139,9-100
HeadRoom Standard, Premium, & Supreme headphone amplifiers (Atkinson,
Norton)
1-163,2-114,7-96,9-25
Koss ESP/950 headphones (Norton)
2-113
LAST Power LP Cleaner (English)
5-135
Music Interface Technologies Z-1 Impedance Stabilizer (Olsher). .12-185
Music Interface Technologies Z-2 Isolator (Olsher)
12-185
Music Interface Technologies Z-Strip (Olsher)
12-185
Music Interface Technologies Z-Cord (Olsher)
12-185
Nitty Gritty 1.5Fi Mk.II record-cleaning machine (Greenberg) . ..5-84
The Postman Binding-Post Wrench (Atkinson)
11-107
Purist Audio Design System Enhancer CD-R (Tellig,Scull,English,Deutsch)
3-55,6-139,9-100
QR/DNM Design Ringmat turntable mat (Deutsch)
5-137
Seakay Line Rover LR-1000/LR-1200 line conditioners (Olsher). .12-185
Sennheiser HD580 Precision headphones (Phillips)
12-128
Sennheiser Orpheus HE 90 headphones (Norton)
2-111
Sequerra Power Station for the Optimus CD-3400 (Tellig)
10-51
Sheffield Lab/XLO Test & Burn-in CD (Scull)
6-139
Shun Mook Spatial Control Quartet (Scull)
12-194
Stax Lambda Pro Classic headphones (Norton)
2-111
Stax SR-Lambda Pro Signature headphones (Norton)
2-115
Shun Mock Mpingo resonance-control devices (Scull:kllig). .2-119,11-49
Solidsteel 410 component stand (English)
2-117
Vibraplane Model 2212 self-leveling air table (Scull)
5-89
VPI HW-16.5 record-cleaning machine (Greenberg)
5-84
Well Tempered Fountainhead turntable base (Lemcoe)
10-195
Amplifiers (integrated)
Arcam Alpha 5(Phillips)
Arcam Delta 290 (Greenberg)
Audiolab 8000A (Greenberg)
Creek 4240 (Greenberg)
NAD 304 (Greenberg)
Rotel RA-935BX (Greenberg)
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12-169
7-111
7-Ill
7-111
4-148
7-111
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HIGH-END
meets the MIDWEST

PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO

r.

10 Listening rooms dedicated to sound and a
staff dedicated to you.

Amplifiers:

Krell Audio Standard •Spectral •
Audio Research •McCormack •Aragon

Analog:

Basis •Graham •SME •Benz •VPI •Sota

Digital:

Krell Digital •Theta Digital •Spectral •
Audio Research •McCormack

lltners:

Day Sequerra •Magnum Dynalab

Cables:

MIT •AudioQuest •0.C.O.S. •Cardas

Speakers:

Wilson Grand SLAMM •Thiel CS5i •
B&W 800 •Wilson WATT5/Puppy5 WHOW •
Vandersteen •Sonus Faber
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1764 N. Niel Street
Columbus, Ohio 43201
(614) 199-0565

Amplifiers (power)
Alema Audion Silver Night (Tellig)
2-45,6-49
Audio Electronics Supply SE-1 (TeBig)
11-49
Audio Research VT150 monoblock (Harley)
8-91
Bel Canto Design Orfeo SE2 monoblock (Olsher)
7-131
Cary Audio Design CAD-300-SSE (Tellig)
2-51
Cary Audio Design CAD-805 monoblock (0Isher,Colloms) .. ..1-104,
2-139,5-145
Classé Fifteen (Greenhill)
11-157
Coda 2.5 (Olsher)
5-119
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight (English)
12-163
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven (Tellig,Phillips)
2-49,10-143
Fosgate/Audionics 4125 4-channel (Holt)
4-155
Gryphon DM100 (Scull)
11-119
Jadis JA 200 monoblock (Scull)
3-129,4-184
Krell KSA-100S (Deutsch)
9-98
Krell KSA-200S (Colloms)
6-113
Krell KSA-250 (Norton)
1-96
Krell KSA-300S (Norton)
1-92
McIntosh MC7106 THX 6-channel (Norton)
5-91
Music Reference R/v1-9 Mk.II (Olsher)
10-209
NHT MA-1 stereo electronic crossover/monoblock (Greenberg) .1-139
Parasound HCA-2200 II (Stone)
3-125
Sonic Frontiers SFS-80 (Tellig)
2-50
Sonic Frontiers SFM-160 monoblock (Olsher)
6-107
Valve Amplification Company Renaissance Seventy/Seventy (English). 12-179
Woodside MASO monoblock (Greenhill)
6-131
YBA 2HC (Atkinson)
1-113
Amplifiers (preamps)
Air Tight Alt-2 (Olsher)
10-187
Air Tight ATE-1 phono preamplifier (Olsher)
10-187
Anna-Sphere MP-1 (Stone)
10-211
Audio Research LS5 Mk.I (Harley)
8-91,11-135
Audio Research LS5 Mk.II (Harley)
12-202
Audio Research BL2 (Harley)
8-91
Classé Six Mk.II (Greenhill)
2-107
Conrad-Johnson PF2 (Colloms)
11-139
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Signature (English,Scull,Novak,English)
1-102,9-141,11-133 & 151
Exposure XVII (Harley)
4-144
Ikeda Sound Labs ST-100 MC Step-Up Transformer (Olsher) ... 10-187
JadisJP-80MC (01sher,Scull)
9-103 & 141
Jadis JPL (Novak)
11-133
Jeff Rowland Design Group Consummate (Norton)
1-97
ICrell KRC (Norton)
1-92,3-114
Krell ICRC-2 (Colloms)
6-113
Krell KPE phono preamplifier (Colloms)
6-113
Mark Levinson No38 (Harley)
8-98
McCormack Line Drive TLC-1 (Atkinson)
7-97
Melos SHA-1 (Atkinson)
7-107
Melos MA-333 Gold (English,Novak)
11-133 & 147
MFA MC Reference (English)
1-100
Proceed PAV audio/video preamplifier (Norton)
9-93
Purest Sound Systems Dual Mono 500 passive preamplifier (Tellig). 8-45
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 (Novak,Harley)
11-129
Vendetta Research SCP-2B phono preamplifier (Norton)
3-114
YBA 2(Atkinson)
7-97
Loudspeakers & Subwoofers
Apogee Stage (Norton)
3-101
Apogee Mini-Grand (Norton)
3-101
Apogee Mini-Grand Stereo Subwoofer (Norton)
3-101
Audio Artistry Mozart (01sher,Atkinson,Deutsch,English,Harley,Holt,
Norton,Novak,Phillips,Scull,Stone)
1-107,8-103
Audio Note 3/SPX-SE (Olsher)
1-106
Audio Physic Step (English)
10-163
Audio Physic Tempo (Arkinsori,Deutsch,English,Harley,Holt,Norton,Novak,
Phillips,Scull,Stone)
8-103,11-169
Audiostatic ES-100 (Olsher)
3-117,10-213
Audiostatic SW-100 subwoofer (Olsher)
10-213
B&W John Bowers Silver Signature (Atkinson)
6-75
B&W FCM-8 Front Cinema THX (Norton)
10-175
B&W SCM-8 Surround Cinema THX (Norton)
10-175
B&W PCS-8 Cinema THX Subwoofer (Norton)
10-175
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-I (Atkinson)
12-137
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IV (Deutsch)
4-138
Duntech PCL25 (Atkinson,Deutsch,English,Harley,Holt,Norton,Novak,
Phillips,Scull,Stone)
8-103
Energy Excel (Stone)
9-131
Energy Ventas v2.8 (Norton)
6-96
Flatline Design Model 175 (Novak)
12-131
Fosgate/Audionics MC-220 THX LCR (Holt)
4-155
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Fosgate/Audionics SD-180 THX surround (Holt)
4-155
Fosgate/Audionics FS-400 THX subwoofer (Holt)
4-155
Gradient SW-57 woofer (Stone)
1-157
Green Mountain Audio Diamante (Stone)
6-87
Harbeth BBC LS3/5a (Greenberg)
1-147
Joseph Audio RM-20ti (Atkinson,Deutsch,English,Harley,Holt,Norton,
Novak,Phillips,Scull,Stone)
8-103
JPW Ruby 4(AtIcinson,Deutsch,English,Harley,Holt,Norton,Novak,Phillips,
Scull,Stone)
8-103
MACH 1Acoustics DM-I0 Signature (01sher,Colloms)
1-131,4-9
Martin-Logan CLS IIZ (English)
6-150
McIntosh HT-1 THX LCR (Norton)
5-91
McIntosh HT-2 THX subwoofer (Norton)
5-91
McIntosh HT-3W THX surround (Norton)
5-91
Monitor Audio Studio 6(Atkinson)
2-98
Nestorovic Type Sas Mk.IV Signature (Olsher)
5-139
NHT 33 (Greenberg)
3-133
NHT SuperZero (Greenberg,Stone)
1-139,9-139
NHT SW2 subwoofer (Greenberg)
1-139
Oracle Mentor Monitor (English)
9-107
Oracle Mentor Studio (English)
9-107
Paradigm Atom (Stone)
9-131
ProAc Response IS (Phillips)
9-87
ProAc Response 3Signature (English)
4-193
ProAc Response 4(English,Atkinson,English)
3-98,5-141,6-150
ProAc Studio 100 (Greenberg)
10-157
PSB Alpha (Greenberg)
1-147
PSB Stratus Silver (Norton)
7-139
RA Labs Black Gold Mini Reference (raig)
5-41
Radio Shack Optimus 990 (Tellig)
11-49
Reel-to-Real Legacy Protege (Olsher)
1-106
Ruark Crusader II (AtIcinson,Deutsch,English,Harley,Holt,Norton,Novak,
Phillips,Scull,Stone)
8-103
Snell Type B minor (Greenhill,Norton)
4-166,6-100
Snell Type C/V (Greenberg)
11-106
7-139
Snell Type D (Norton)
Snell 500 THX loudspeaker system (Atkinson)
4-193
4-193
Snell MC LCR-500 THX LCR (Atkinson)
4-193
Snell MC SUR-500 THX surround (Atkinson)
4-193
Snell SUB-750 THX subwoofer (Atkinson)
1-107
Solo Electronics H500 (Olsher)
7-81
Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage (Colloms)
10-169
Sonus Faber Minuetto (Greenberg)
12-137
Spica TC-60 (Atkinson)
7-87
Swans Cygnus (English)
Thiel CS1.5 (Tellig)
8-39
Thiel CS3.6 (Greenberg,Harley)
3-136,5-139
Whatmough Monitors 202 Leadline (Atkinson,Deutsch,English,Harley,
Holt,Norton,Novak,Phillips,Scull,Stone)
8-103
Wilson Audio Specialties XI/Grand SLAMM (Colloms)
12-115
Vision Acoustics Soloist (AtIcinson,Deutsch,English,Harley,Holt,Norton,
Novak,Phillips,Scull,Stone)
8-103
Velodyne DF-661 (Atkinson)
6-75
CD ik MD Players, DIA processors, & CD transports
Accuphase DP-65 (Norton)
10-148
Adcom GDA-600 D/A processor (Harley,Tellig)
3-109,7-43
Altis Audio DSP-5t D/A processor (Tellig)
1-63
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box D/A processor (Harley)
3-95
Audio Alchemy Digital Transmission Interface (Tellig)
7-40
Audio Alchemy DTI Pro (Harley)
11-111
Bel Canto Design Aida D/A processor (Olsher)
11-163
California Audio Labs Alpha D/A processor (Olsher)
12-155
California Audio Labs Delta CD transport (Olsher)
12-155
C.E.C. TL 1CD transport (Scull)
5-86
Counterpoint DA-10 D/A processor (Harley)
2-127
Denon DP-S1 CD transport (Norton)
5-77
Denon DA-S1 D/A processor (Norton)
5-77
Digital Domain VSP Digital Audio Control Center (Harley) .... 11-111
Esoteric/TEAC P-2S CD transport (Scull)
5-86
Forsell Air Bearing CD transport (Scull)
5-86
Krell DT-10 CD transport (Harley)
1-117
Krell Reference 64 D/A processor (Harley)
1-120
Linn Karik CD transport/player (Harley)
10-215
Linn Numerik D/A processor (Harley)
10-215
Marantz CD-63 (Tellig)
1-59,8-45
Marantz CD-63 Special Edition (Tellig)
12-65
Mark Levinson No30 D/A processor (Harley)
1-118
Mark Levinson No30.5 D/A processor (Harley)
10-205
Mark Levinson No31 CD transport (Harley)
1-118
Meridian 263 D/A processor (Harley)
2-131
Meridian 500 CD transport (Harley)
4-175
Meridian 508 CD player (Tellig)
12-61
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Utilizing the advanced technology
of the Genesis Ils the remarkable,
compact Genesis 5is ready to
take you on ajourney into
accoustical space that you will
never forget.
Powerful, dynamic and
musically rewarding, the new
Genesis 5redefines the level
of performance that can be
achieved from acompact
speaker system.
The Listening Room
invites you to blast-off
in our studio three.
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YOU'LL
GO INTO
ORBIT WITH
THE NEW
GENESIS 5
SPEAKER.
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High end without the attitude.
590 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, NY 10583. (914) 472-4558 Fax (914) 472-4578
AMC •AR •Adcom •Audible Illusions •Audio Alchemy •Basis •B.E.L. •Beyer Dynamics •CWD •Cal Audio Labs •Chang Lightspeed
Classé Audio •Conrad-Johnson •Day-Sequerra •Definitive Technology •Draper •Eminent Technology •Forsell •Fosgate •Genesis •Grado
Graham Eng. •hrunedia •JVC Video •Jadis •Janis •ICoetsu •Krell •Krell Digital •Lexicon •Magnum-Dynalab •Marantz •Mango
McIntosh •Nalcamichi •NEAR •Niles •Nitty Gritty •Original Cable Jacket •PS Audio •Pioneer Elite •Power Wedge •ProAc •ProScan
Proton •Rock Solid •Room-Tunes •Rotel •Sharpvision •Shun Mook •Signet •Snell •Sonance •Sonus Faber •Sota •Spica •Stax
Stewart Fihnscreen •Sumiko •Target •Theta •Thiel •Transparent Audio •V.P.I. •Velodyne •Wilson Audio •Wireworld •XL0 •and more.
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Meridian 563 D/A processor (Harley)
4-175
NAD 502 CD player (Greenberg)
4-148
PS Audio Lambda CD transport (Harley)
3-123
PS Audio UltraLink D/A processor (Harley)
2-131
Quad 67 CD player (Stone,Tellig)
11-175,12-59
Radio Shack Optirnus CD-3400 portable CD player (Tellig,Greenberg,English,
Harley,Atkinson,Willis,Tellig)
6-45,7-39 & 91,9-141,10-51
Sonic Frontiers SED-2 D/A processor (Harley,Scull,Harley). .1-123,4-187
Sonic Frontiers UltrajitterBug (Harley)
11-111
Sony CDP-X779ES CD player (Stone)
2-103
Sony MZ-2E portable MiniDisc player (Harley)
9-115
Sony MDS-501 MiniDisc recorder (Harley)
9-115
sarA Vanguard Il CD player (Stone)
2-102
TEAC Esoteric VRDS-10 (Stone)
11-175
Theta Data Basic CD transport (Harley)
3-122
Timbre Technology TT-1 D/A processor (Scull,Harley)
4-183

Recording Equipment
Arcam Delta 100 Dolby Scassette deck (Holt)
Marantz DD-92 DCC recorder (Holt)
Sony MDS-501 MiniDisc recorder (Harley)
Sony DTC-2000ES SBM DAT recorder (Holt)

llarntables
Forsell Air Reference (Scull)
Forsell Air Force One Mk.II (Scull)
Linn Sondek LP12 with Cirkus modification (Deutsch)
Well Tempered Fountainhead turntable base (Lemcoe)

1-82
1-82
5-137
10-195

Complete Systems
Fosgate/Audionics 7AT THX Home Theater system (Holt)
McIntosh THX Home Theater system (Norton)

Interconnects, Datalinks, az Speaker Cable
Audio Alchemy Data Stream Transceiver digital datalink (Tellig)

.. 7-43

10-152
2-137
9-115
11-101

Miners tk Antennae
Accuphase T-109 (Stone)
Arcam Alpha 5(Scott)
Audiolab 8000T (Greenhill)
Fanfare FT-1 (Stone)
Magnum Dynalab FT-101A (Scott)
Meridian 504 (Greenhill)
Quad FM-66 (Greenhill)
Rotel RHT-10 (Greenhill)
Rotel RI'-990BX (Greenhill)

11-192
12-177
5-125,11-195
6-147
10-213
10-199
1-88
11-185
11-185

4-155
5-91

Signal Processors
Audio Alchemy Digital Transmission Interface (Tellig)
7-40
Audio Alchemy DTI Pro (Harley)
11-111
Audio Physic DSP digital equalizer (Deutsch)
11-169
Bryston 10B electronic crossover (Stone)
5-130
Digital Domain VSP Digital Audio Control Center (Harley) . 11-111
Fosgate/Audionics Three A THX surround-sound processor (Holt). 4-155
McIntosh C39 THX surround-sound audio/video control center (Norton)
5-91,8-161
NHT MA-1 stereo electronic crossover/monoblock (Greenberg) ..1-139
Proceed PAV audio/video preamplifier (Norton)
9-93
Sonic Frontiers UltrajitterBug (Harley)
11-111

Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
Premium tubes developed specifically for audio by British audiophiles and engineers.
'Judging by the quality and sonic superiority of the Golden Dragon 12AX7 and EL34, this venture is the best thing to have happened to tubes since the
heyday of the likes of M-0 Valve and Mullard ...the Golden Dragon goal of premium tubes rivaling the best ever made appears
- Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 14,
Low Noise
TWIN TRIODES Each
Low Noise
Match Pair
& Matched
Pairs
Quads
14.00
•ELC85/6A08
24.00
38.00
62.00
6550A
90.00
188.00
12AT7A
16.00
42.00
26.00
66.00
KT66
54.00
116.00
12AU7A
16.00
26.00
42.00
66.00
•KT88
120.00
248.00
12AX7A
16.00
42.00
26.00
66.00
KT885
142.00
292.00
60,18
22.00
37.00
66.00
96.00
'807
64.00
136.00
12AT7A Gold Pin
22.00
32.00
54.00
78.00
•
EL509/6KG6A
42.00
92.00
12AU7A Gold Pin
22.00
32.00
54.00
78.00
•
50CA10
176.00
360.00
12AX7A Gold Pin
22.00
32.00
54.00
78.00
POWER TRIODES
6DJ8 Gold Pin
29.00
44.00
80.00
110.00
2A3
110.00
228.00
*6SL7GT
22.00
54.00
2A3 Octal
110.00
228.00
20.00
50.00
•
6SN7GT
211
148.00
304.00
22.00
54.00
•EF86 Gold
300B
716.00
354.00
Quads
POWER TUBES Pairs
Sextet
Octet
'805
184.00
376.00
EL84/6805
22.00
52.00
80.00
108.00
811A
60.00
128.00
E84L/7189
29.00
66.00
101.00
136.00
845
184.00
376.00
'6V6GT
42.00
92.00
140.00
188.00
RECTIFIERS
Each
EL34
52.00
112.00
170.00
228.00
•
5AR4
23.00 '5U4G
•E34L
64.00
136.00
206.00
276.00
•GZ34
23.00 '85A2
42.00
92.00
140.00
188.00
6L6GC
19.00
"GZ37
116.00
176.00
236.00
5881
54.00

P.O. BOX 48865 •SARASOTA, FL 34230 •813-925-1220 FAX
Distributed in the
US exclusively
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to have been realized:'
No. 11, November 1991
Sextet
284.00
176.00
374.00
440.00
206.00
140.00
542.00

Octet
380.00
236.00
500.00
588.00
276.00
188.00
724.00

344.00
344.00
458.00
1076.00
566.00
194.00
566.00

460.00
460.00
612.00
1436.00
756.00
260.00
756.00
Each
19.00
14.00
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INFINITY EPSILON
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Tom Norton for the
very positive review that he gave the Epsilon. It's gratifying, from my perspective,
to be able to focus my efforts toward the
advancement of high-end audio again. An
acknowledgement of that effort from a
magazine as well respected as Stereophile is
very much appreciated.
Ihave anumber of comments about the
review that will help to clarify some of our
thoughts in the development of Epsilon.
Iwill address them in the order in which
they appear in the review.
•In the construction comments, Ithink it's
important to note that the grille is not
removable, and in fact the grille structure
was very carefully designed to integrate the
planar drivers and the cabinet. It is an
essential part of the Epsilon's low-diffraction design.
•The SCU (Servo Control Unit) that controls the woofer provides for both balanced
XLR and single-ended RCA types of
hookups. Both work well; however, whichever method the customer chooses, all connections must be of the same type. Mixing
inputs or outputs will result in abnormal
bass gain and will distort the performance
of the system for the reasons Tom pointed
out in his review. The manual is being corrected to indicate that fact.
•We are currently working with Krell to
determine the cause of the apparent incompatibility between Epsilon and the KSA300S when used in the woofer system.
•An addendum to the owner's manual
indicates that when the system is used in
the balanced mode, the rear servo-loop
gain pot must be reduced by 6dB. When
properly adjusted, the amount of feedback
around the woofer is 27dB. The squeal
Tom encountered when he first set up the
Classé M-700 was aresult of too much
gain in the feedback loop. We have found
that asimple and very effective way of
making this setup adjustment is to turn on
the system with the servo-loop gain pot
turned all the way down. Then turn up the
pot until the woofers begin to squeal, and
back off about 3dB. This will properly
adjust this part of the circuit to within ldB
of the optimum setting. We've learned
these little tricks as we've gained experience
setting up anumber of systems with different amplifiers. Tom's system setup was correct, even if he got there without our help.
•The fourth setup problem—transient
STEREOPHILE, J
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spikes triggered by external sources—is
by Stereophile. Even though the measurenew to us. We have not encountered this
ments achieved in the review were quite
elsewhere. We will work with Tom to
respectable, the actual response at anordetermine the cause.
mal listening position would be better. This
•A comment is in order about the use of
is due to the vertical directivity of each of
dedicated woofer amplifiers. As Tom corthe drivers. For example, the front tweeter
rectly pointed out, the additional expense
of the Epsilon is located at aheight of 52";
of this feature would have raised the price
therefore, ameasurement of the system
of the Epsilon. It also would have made the
taken at adistance of 45" and aheight of
design of the woofer section much easier.
37" would be the equivalent of ameasureHowever, our market research indicated
ment of that driver taken at aheight of 20"
that our dealers and distributors wanted
at the recommended listening position.
their customers to be able to choose the
The Polar response at ear level at the proper
amplification for the system, even the
listening position is flat, with almost
woofer section. In this case, Engineering
no tilt.
CARY CHRISTIE
lost out to Marketing in the design process.
Christie Designs
•We find the soundstage of the Epsilon to
be not only realistic, but actually one of the
HOME HEADROOM
more remarkable features of the monopole
Editor:
planar design. Unlike many systems, whose
My first thought, as Iread the Home
exaggerated sowidstages are the result of HeadRoom review preprint, was, "Oh,
numerous phase distortions, the Epsilon
thank you, God. It's agood review." But
presents each instrument where it was
within the first few pages, that thought was
recorded, and separate from the others—as
rapidly replaced with the growing realiit would be in alive performance.
zation that Wes Phillips was doing abetter
•Designers are often faced with the neces- job of explaining HadRoom products than
Iever had—I was amazed. All this headsity to make tradeoffs in order to accomphone psychoacoustic gibberish is concepplish their overall objectives. For example,
the Epsilon needed speed as well as power
tually quite complicated. "Time differences
in its bass region to properly match that
at these frequencies give this impression
of up or down but overwhelmed by ampliof the planars that were designed for the
rest of the system. A 12" IMG woofer was
tude variations in this way:' blah, blah,
chosen for that task, not only because it
blah. Psychoacoustics, as usually described,
possessed exceptional dynamic capabilgoes on and on and on and on. But Wes
ities, but also because of the package size
manages to succinctly synopsize psychorequirements that were needed for the sysacoustics simply and elegantly. Bravo!
tem. A single 12" woofer can put out asigPsychoacoustics is agreat study subject for
nificant amount of bass; however, you can
audiophiles It helps us judiciously mediate
only take it down to around 30Hz and still
between science and art as we struggle to
expect the system to play at live perforunderstand and reproduce audio. I'm glad
mance levels. Iam using aMark Levinson
there are talented writers out there like Wes
No.23.5 for the bass region of my Epsilon
who can bridge the gap. I'm also glad Stereophile is the kind and caliber of magazine
System, and Imust say that Ihave never
wanted for more, even when used in a that can attract such writers.
Home Theater application. The left chanOkay, on to the review itself: First, at the
nel seems to be the one running out of risk of repeating what I
just said, the review
steam at Tom's house; Ican only assume
is astonishingly accurate. Ican't tell you
that there may be aproblem with his syshow many times I've read reviews and felt
tem in that area. We will investigate.
that the reviewer didn't quite get it. Not
When measuring large multiple-driver
so here. As Iwrite this paragraph I've resystems, it is important that the microread the entire review to find asingle misphone be placed at enough distance to
take, and there ain't one. (That includes
properly show the integration of the sound
TJN's measurements. A pretty hard nitcoming from each of the drivers. For the
picker to pick nits is he.) One minor area
Epsilon, we recommend aminimum lisof confusion, however, is with regard to
tening distance of 8! When designing the
the filter switch.
system, we used an anechoic chamber with
The filter brightens the signal to comaflat response down to 90Hz, and ameapensate for the warming that occurs
suring distance of almost twice that used
through the processor. The problem is,
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much of the warming that happens is
desirable—it is part of the Diffuse Field
Response of the hearing system. But the
EQ changes are only by-products of the
more important time delays that are
required by the hearing system. Turning
the filter on, although it makes the frequency response more accurate, also
destroys some of the phase relationships
within the audio signal that are useful in
conveying the sense of coherent imaging.
All in all, I
just tell people, "If it sounds too
dark, turn the filter on. If it's too bright,
turn it off" Generally, Ilike the filter off,
but only with the most recent and slightly
brighter electronics.
The current version has a3dB down
point at about 45kHz, as opposed to the
reviewed version's 25kHz. This makes the
unit slightly brighter subjectively, requiring the filter to be used less often. (On current versions we are recommending the
20k ohm filter be used with the Sennheiser
580s, as opposed to the 30k ohm filter
that JA recommended in the January '94
HeadRoom Supreme review.) Speeding up
the electronics must be done with great
care, as too much speed may get you an
edgy- or bright-sounding result. Getting
this compromise right in HeadRoom
amplifiers is complicated by the fact that
many people use them in secondary listening systems with portable CD players, or
as aquick and dirty (but awful goodsounding) Home Theater. These sources
may be far from audiophile quality, and
overly accurate reproduction can be irritating. If there is any room for abit of art in
making headphone amps that consistently
sound good, it boils down to "Keep it
Smooth."
Tom also noticed the fact that the Home
HeadRoom does not spec as good as the
Supreme reviewed in January of last year.
Well, I'll let you in on alittle secret: As you
go from the Little to the Supreme to the
Home HeadRoom, most of the specs get
slightly worse. Which is strange, because
the electronics module in each unit is
exactly the same; only the amplifier supplies are different. In listening, however,
the Home is dearly better-sounding than
the Supreme.
Tom says, "Adding an AC power supply. ..
is no trivial matter." FranIdy, it was
trivial in an odd sort of way. We make an
affordable product. If we were to spend
hundreds of hours tweaking around with
highly integrated audio-circuit/powersupply designs, we'd have to charge big
bucks. We use avery simple power-supply
design with state-of-the-art components.
(It's basically "Aunt Corey's" power supply
with afew upgraded parts. We do publish
the power-supply schematic in our manual, which is free for the asking at our 800
number.) It's measurably more noisy (you
really can't hear the noise), but the dynamic
performance is controlled, predictable, and,
most importantly, sounds great. It's aperfect example of the specs not telling the
whole story. Ihave little faith we will ever
find asmall set of standardized measureS
TEREOPHILE, jANUARY 1995

ments that completely quantifies the subjective performance of an audio product.
Having said that, I'll promptly applaud
TJN and Stereophile for their work in consistently publishing the most useful bevy
of measurements of any audio magazine.
Just because Ibelieve specs won't tell you
everything doesn't mean I'm gonna stop
looking at them. Heck, one of these days
some smartass is going to figure out what
they mean and tell us all—I hope.
Now—in the "Damn, Iwish I'd said
that!" category, you got me beat hands
down, Wes. Ihope you know Iplan to
plagiarize afew of your turns-of-psychoacoustics phrase in my next White Paper.
Sincerest form of flattery and all that, eh?
Do me afavor and thank Deirdre for me.
She gives me great hope.Tru. HERTSENS
President, HeadRoom
P.S. Readers might want to take Wes's cue
and go to their local University library and
check out acouple of books on psychoacoustics. It's the wonderfully complicated
story of how nature adapted to sound
waves.
EAD D SP-7000 II & T-8000
Editor:
We deeply appreciate your review of the
DSP-7000 Series II digital processor and
T-8000 transport. We are pleased that the
DSP-7000 Series II has earned aplace
in Stereophile's "Recommended Components."
We are even more anxious to hear Mr.
Holt's reaction to Series III with Digital
Flywheel' and HDCD." Like Mr. Holt,
most audiophiles are not enthralled by the
inherent limitations of 16-bit PCM digital
audio. The HDCD process substantially
overcomes this 16-bit brick wall through
some highly sophisticated algorithms, as
well as (in certain critical respects) the
20kHz bandwidth limitation imposed
by the Nyquist theorem. (The latter is
achieved in part by preserving critical phase
information in the reproduction of musical
transients.) The results are absolutely phenomenal.
Up to 20 bits of resolution can be
achieved with HDCD, rivaling the highest-quality analog master tapes. Digital
Flywheel provides the jitter suppression
necessary to reproduce 20 bits of musical
resolution upon playback. Our listening
experience with Series III has been a
revelation—an awakening as to what digital can be, and what it has not been so far.
Unfortunately, Series III was not available
in time for Mr. Holt's review. It is now, and
we will get it into Mr. Holt's hands as soon
as possible.
Finally, we should remind the reader (as
Mr. Holt himself was quick to point out)
that comparing the DSP-7000's sound
quality to avinyl master that has been converted to digital using aSony DAT player
is not really afair comparison. The A/D
conversion is even more technically demanding than D/A, and the Sony DAT
recorder is not up to the challenge. Better
WorldRadioHistory

to use the high-quality A/D function in
EAD's new TheaterMastee or, better still,
Pacific Microsonic's latest HDCD A/D
encoder. Amazingly, critical listeners who
have performed this test have been hard
pressed to identify any deterioration in
sound caused by conversion to digital and
back.
T-8000: The T-8000 Universal Disc
Transport has been extremely popular with
our customers as an audio/video transport.
As avideo transport, as Mr. Holt points
out, the T-8000 has exquisite color saturation and color balance, and is apleasure
to behold. With respect to sharpness, its
performance in comparison to the Pioneer
Elite CLD-97 (a formidable competitor
that served as our video reference in
designing the T-8000) depends on exactly
what monitor and/or line doubler is used,
and whether composite or S-video output is selected. In our reference Home Theater system (latest Runco projector and
Sony line doubler using the T-8000's Svideo output), it is slightly sharper than
the CLD-97. Similar findings have been
reported by many of our excellent highend Home Theater retail showrooms
throughout the country.
More important, the machines to which
the T-8000 is compared have no reclocked
digital audio outputs and are (in our opinion) less suitable for high-end audio or
Home Theater applications.
Moreover, in keeping with EAD's nonobsolescence, owner upgrade policy, the
T-8000 is upgradeable to accommodate
Dolby AC-3 5.1-channel surround-sound,
whereas Iam aware of no such upgrade
program with any other transport, including the CLD-97.
For these reasons, we are confident that
the T-8000 will continue to be abestselling audio/video transport for along time
to come.
JOHN S.HAGELIN, PH.D.
Dir. of Engineering
ALASTAIR ROXBURGH, M.Sc.
Dir. of Research
Enlightened Audio Designs
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO
Editor:
Pink Triangle's policy is one where discussions on the subjective content ola review
are never entered into. Our interest is in factual correctness. Any individual is free to
express their subjective opinion on aproduct and eventually to exercise their right
to purchase whichever product they choose.
The information path to forming these
opinions is, of course, something we are
interested in.
Given the importance of this review, the
first review ola long-heralded worthwhile
addition to improve the inadequacies of
compact disc, we at Pink Triangle have
welcomed HDCD" with open arms. The
reviewer, likewise, seems to have gone
gung-ho, wanting the scoop—but it appears at any cost, and Pink 'Triangle has had
to bear the brunt of the events that have
taken place.
On the reviewer's own admission, the
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products arrived "damaged during shipholds: Broken samples will not be reviewed.
ping?' Cracked case, parts rattling, nothing
Given the context in which the events have
serious you understand. Despite this—
transpired, what atragic, pathetic end to both
and, he admits, because of the "scoop"—he
afine product from aproud, quality manucontinued with the review, but ultimately
facturer and an otherwise laudable magdeemed the product unreliable. ..
!This
azine. No one likes sour grapes, but in the
unit was the selfsame unit that had operated
light of not being offered aconstructive
out of the box at Pacific Microsonics, prior
out—not acop-out—our final word re. the
to receiving their stamp of approval! Pacific
power of the press, who always have the
Microsonics would not have released such
last word, regarding herein what we can
an important product if it had not passed
only consider to be anon-review: Publish
their highest standards of performance—
and be damned! ARTHUR KHOUBESSERIAN
sonically! Which indeed it did at their lab,
Technical Dir., Pink Triangle Projects Ltd.
with several members of their design team
together with company president, Mike
We apologize to Pink Trianglefor not being able
Ritter, present. The DaCapo was comto allow them to personally visit Robert Harley
pared directly with PMI's in-house diswith another sample of the DaCapo. The corn=
crete reference DAC, built to the highest
bination ofBob's personal schedule and that of
standards.
the magazine did not make this possible in this
As for unreliability? Are Pink Triangle,
instance. However, as RH noted in his review,
for all their sins, now to be considered couwe intend to publish aFollow-Up review. Iinvite
riers as well?
Pink Triangle's Arthur Khoubesserian to New
When informed of the damage, Pink TriMexico to set up third samples of the DaCapo
angle, acutely aware of Mr. Harley's time
and its DC power supply so that RH can perconstraints and in order to circumvent the form this Follow-Up.
—JA
possibility of arepeat incident of damage
to their product, and, further, in accordance
CLASSÉ M-700
with editorial policy that states "ManufacEditor:
turers have the right to set up apiece of We were thrilled with your very favorable
equipment in one of our listening rooms,"
review of our M-700 power amplifiers
etc. (cf "The Final Word," Stereophile,
and your final thoughts when you stated,
December 1994), offered to fly over from
"Of all the solid-state gear I've heard to
England, hand-carrying another and
date. ..
the Classé's voicing.. .
strikes me
as the most musically convincing of all."
unbroken (sic, fully operational) unit to the
As you mentioned, we felt our longreviewer. The meeting need only have
term evolutionary design approach makes
lasted an hour or so. Given the importance
this kind of performance and reliability
of the review, imagine then our disappossible.
pointment—nay, incredulity—that we were
not afforded this option. A second unit was
Our present lineup of amplifiers and
therefore duly dispatched by UPS, and
preamplifiers has now enjoyed market sucMurphy's Law did indeed operate. This
cess for approximately five years, mostly
second unit also seems to have suffered a without change. Classé takes this opporsimilar fate to the first. After 15 years, we
tunity to announce at this time anew
are hardly going to set ourselves up with
generation of products.
just afaulty unit, the selfsame one that
The 700 Series amplifiers (700W mono,
we would have hand-carried. Or are we
200W stereo) are being superseded at
regarded as that stupid?
approximately the same price with our
As you were unable even to measure the
very exciting new CA-300 model power
unit (listen to the unit?), we suggest that
amplifier (300W stereo, 1000W mono).
your results were formed on the basis of
Once again, thank you for such an outdamaged product. We don't think, therestanding review of our products.
fore, that you are in aposition to know the
GLEN GRUE
product, never mind comment on it.
Vice President, Classé Audio
Your results do not even tally with the
experience from other reviewers, DaCapo
MANLEY 175 MONOBLOCK
having won awards for sonic excellence,
Editor:
and its unique use of discrete technolWe thank Stereophile and DO for reviewing
ogy, etc. With ahistory like that, you have
our Manley 175 monoblocks. DO shares
shown no interest for your cot leauess. just
our admiration of the 6L6/5881 family, and
HDCD.
seems pleased with our resulting design
Would it then be so unreasonable for one
and execution. However, as has become his
to regard the review as tantamount to the
predictable stance, he usually prefers his
review of amotor car that had arrived with
choice of tubes to those fitted by the
acrunched wing and damaged suspension
manufacturer/designer. Indeed, he clearly
generating spurious noises, with the writer
states that we who design and build tube
concluding: "It handled badly; but wasn't
electronics for aliving are not adept at tube
the air-conditioning silent, if only it could
selection; furthermore, he reports that 50%
have been evaluated above the noises!"
of his positive reviews would have received
In your haste as journalists, you do not
adverse judgments from him with the
appear to have followed your own guidestock tube complement. (On re-reading
lines. Again we quote: "Every unbroken
his reviews over the last two years, Iactusample we audition is included in the final
ally make it nearer 75%.) He implies that
review!' We assume, therefore, the converse
he has a"flair" (or is it knowledge?) that
STEREOPHILE, J
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we as agroup lack; that we regularly do
not fit the optimum tubes out of stupidity, poor taste, cheapskatedness, sheer
cussed unwillingness, or.. .? Notice,
please, that our Manley 175 (with factoryspec tubes) wildly fluctuates from "the
world's best," "a 10," "a Georgia Peach:'
to "a heap ofjelly," and then back again
(after fitting his choice of tubes) to "a finely
tuned instrument!' Any trace of exaggeration or self-congratulation here? And does
it not occur to anybody that, when DO
confers his blessing on apiece of equipment only AFTER fitting his preference of
tubes, he sadly compromises his position
of unbiased neutrality—the reviewer's
most valuable asset?
He gets the supply position so wrong,
too. Of the thousands of wonderful N.O.S.
pieces he alleges are readily available, his
prime source (Gold Aero) had precisely 112
pieces of GE 6L6GC and 16 pieces of Sylvania on their shelves as of November 28,
1994. Furthermore, Frank Morris confirmed that he does not "know of any
quantities available at any price?' Truly, this
dis- or misinformationfrom DO must cease publication. Too, Stereophile's worldwide readership should be taken into account as to
what constitutes "readily available?' Tubeequipment manufacturers do know the supply situation—locally and worldwide.
Ihave talked to most of the substantial
tube-equipment manufacturers over the
last few months. Without exception, they
deplore, as do I, DO's routine removal of
factory-fitted tubes (his "standard operating procedure as he described to me by
phone and letter), and we wish to God he'd
review the equipment the way the factory
ships (and warrants) it. Please believe me
when Isay that we take great care in selecting atube type on which to base amodel:
it must be one that we have thoroughly
tested, can therefore fully warrant, and,
most importantly, is available and likely to
stay so. We really want the best for the customer/buyer, and to imagine that we would
wish otherwise is just plain nonsense. For
the record, Ihave used over 15,000 Soytek 5881s and have proved it to be—all
things considered—one of the two or three
finest pieces Ihave ever worked with in my
30-odd years of vacuum-tube experience.
Returning to the Manley 175 monoblock for amoment: In the (almost one
year) period that DO has had them, we
have added some optional choices the
buyer can make besides the standarclly supplied "Ultralinear" version reviewed. They
can be ordered fixed in triode or tetrode,
or (at an extra cost of ;400) fully switchable between these three operating modes.
Imention this because these options give
alistener awide range of system-matching
possibilities—and in afactory-approved
manner.
DAVID M ANLEY
Manley Laboratories
CLEARAUDIO SIGNATURE
Editor:
We at Discovery Cable wish to thank Ste241
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reophile for allowing its readership to be
taken on atour of two reviewers' systems
via our Clearaudio Signature cartridge. On
the first leg of this adventure, we concur
with the assessments made by Mr. Scull of
this cartridge and its capabilities. As a
reviewer, Mr. Scull has revealed the secret
of audiophilia: listen to the music without
prejudging the component; je, "I've told
less about what the Signature sounded like
than what the music sounded like through
this cartridge. A good sign." He also
touches upon the cartridge's qualities and
warns, "If you're looking for euphonic
mids and warm, luscious highs, look elsewhere!' Finally, he admits, "Install it in a
system that's up to its standards—one
without gross colorations—and you may
find cartridge happiness." Mr. Scull has
captured every nuance and quality of this
fine cartridge.
On the second leg of this adventure, Mr.
English opens with some negative remarks;
je, "it might not fit," "people won't be able
to get it!' This evidently referring to when
Mr. English owned aClearaudio Accurate,
and his installation of same in an SME V
arm. These comments are very misleading, in that the cartridge did fit, but the
leads were too short. This could have been
remedied rather quickly with acall to
Sumiko for longer leads, or by using the
longer cartridge pins supplied with each
cartridge. His past experience with his
older, outdated Accurate may have played
heavily into his assessments of this latest
offering. He then admits, "I prefer afuller,
lusher midrange (as evidenced by my long
love affair with the Koetsu cartridges)!'
Having made this statement, we feel Mr.
English rightfully could not prefer the
Clearaudio Signature, with its tonally neutral qualities, to any other cartridge. Finally,
his comment "people won't be able to get
it": when last Ilooked, the Koetsus are no
longer available—something we must all
live with.
JOSEPH DEPHILLIPS
Discovery Cable
BENZ-MICRO RUBY
Editor:
Music itself is acomplex balancing act, interweaving its harmonic, melodic, dynamic,
and rhythmic qualities, leading the listener
through its ebb and flow of development
and change.
As such, we greatly appreciate the sonic
descriptions set forth by both JE and JS
regarding the Benz Ruby and its essential
musical balance. An exaggerated phono
cartridge is imprecise and colors the entire
audio chain. Balance is the key in designing
quality audio components and accurate
music-playback systems.
Yes, analog is alive and kicking. BenzMicro continues its precision manufacture
and renews research and development of
moving-coil cartridges. Albert Lukaschek
purchased the Benz-Micro cartridgemanufacturing division from Ernst Benz
in 1994. Working closely with Benz,
Lukaschek contributed to the development
of the Ruby ironless moving-coil cartridge.
WorldRadioHistory

Why does the Ruby have such alow output? For an ironless moving-coil, it has
relatively high output. Labor-intensive
coil-winding techniques create its special
low-mass generator, which, to quote JE's
description: "Sounds began, sustained, and
stopped, as musical sounds do!'
Lukaschek designed the PP-1 phono
preamplifier for the Ruby, and now we
introduce the revised PP-1. New circuit
layout and parts improvement result in
increased focus and improved bass performance (to better balance its tonal sweetness and soundstage layering). The PP-1
revised retails for ;1350; current PP-1
owners can make an appointment for afree
upgrade at the Swiss factory. In addition
to our PP-1 and the other units mentioned,
many other phono stages and complete
preamps will synergize with the Ruby.
Of course, Benz-Micro offers the largest
selection of moving-coil cartridges and
output levels. One can choose alow(Reference, L0.4, Gold), medium- (MO.9,
Glider), or high-output (H2O, Silver,
MC20E II) moving-coil to optimally
match with one's preamp and system.
We applaud the numerous warnings
regarding the importance of proper component matching (balance), which is critical
in high-end audio system design. One
must always factor the true cost of any
component with one's overall system plan
or goal. That is why we recommend selecting aqualified dealer to work with in
realizing your dream system (most people have to climb their way up the mountain to audio nirvana).
Does high price mean "setting new standards" or providing "spectacular" sound
as opposed to balanced and musical performance? The Ruby is our most expensive
cartridge because it is the most demanding
to build. It is our "best" model because it
comes closest to our concept of perfection:
exact musical balance. We are not looking
to "push the envelope" in just one parameter of performance, but in all directions.
JE and JS agree with DO, in his Benz
Reference review of February 1993 (Vol.16
No.2), that Benz-Micro cartridges do not
allow hi-fi artifacts or exaggerations to get
in the way of the music.
"Believably lifelike"; "breathy, dynamic,
and emotive'; "a blend of detail resolution
and harmonic richness"; "subtle, nuanced,
and expressive"; "powerful, fulsome, and
hair-raising!"; "overall extension, clarity,
and power of its bass"; "the reproduced
stage was wide and deep, with layers in
each direction!' Do these descriptions of
the Benz Ruby balance against "a thoughtful combination of sonic compromises,"
with "nothing about it that really grabbed
me"? On that note, we will lower our Ruby
into the groove, relax, and enjoy the music.
ALBERT LUKASCHEK
GARTH LEERER
Lukaschek HiFi
Musical
Elektronik
Surroundings
KEN ERICKSON
Editor:
We at Nitty Gritty are sad to announce the
S
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be performing below par.
Had RN corrected the above two problems and equalized volumes between preamps, he would have found the CAT to be
neither as soft as the Jadis or Melos, nor
as bright as the SFL-2 or the ARC LS5,
CAT SLI SIGNATURE
despite its being, at 600kHz bandwidth,
the fastest of the five. It also would have
Editor:
I'm happy to see that Russ Novak's first
been much more transparent and dynamic,
professional review was about apreampliwith even greater "palpable presence."
But would RN find the properly funcfier (the Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 line stage,
November 1994), particularly because I tioning CAT to be to his liking? He gives
share his view that "The brains and heart
us the answer in his comments on the
ACCUPHASE T—I09
of any system is the preamplifier?'
Melos 333 in the same issue. RN describes
Editor:
I'm pleased that RN found the CAT SL1
his speaker as "dark" and states, "any comWe would like to thank Mr. Steven Stone
Signature to be the "no contest" winner
bination of components that lightens the
and Stereophile for the thoughtful words
for "palpable presence," with "a clear
overall sound appeared to be letting more
and wonderful review of the Accuphase Tadvantage in dimensionality and sweetinformation through." (This is agood
109 FM tuner [November '94, Vol.17
ness," and that "depth extended from the
example of yet another common "percepNo.11, p.192]. First of all, we would like
tual crossover": between brightness and
speakers to forever!' (Can Iuse the last one
to point out acorrection to the heading
apparent detail.) Obviously, on RN's
in my ads?) Unfortunately, the rest of the
used in the headline title, which notes the
scorecard, the brightest preamp wins.
description contains acouple of errors.
T-109 as an "AM/FM tuner." Please note
Hopefully RN curtails his "brighter is betRN observed that the SL1 appeared to
that the T-109 is an FM tuner. This may
ter" philosophy at some point, or soon he'll
reduce or even eliminate noise in the source
be asmall point, but an important matter
be using aJapanese receiver!
CD. Would that this were true! The SL1
for readers who may be interested in an
Perhaps the most disturbing idea put
would be the world's only perfectly quiet
AM tuning section. However, this point
preamp. Unfortunately, no preamplifier,
forth by RN is on p.153, column 2, where
may be moot, since our readers of good
he suggests that one should choose a
whether low-priced or high, eradicates
sense may have noticed that nothing was
preamplifier to complement the weaknoise.
mentioned about an AM tuner section.
The problem here is that RN has fallen nesses of the speaker. Obviously, when RN
Despite this minor point of confusion, it
for one of the most common "perceptual
decides to upgrade to abetter speaker, he'll
does not mar the wonderful comments
crossovers": that between loudness and have to buy abetter preamp at the same
about the tuner in the review.
time! Imagine if one's entire system were
dynamics. The SL1 is so dynamic that peoMr. Stone's comments about the sound
compromised in this way. Upgrading
ple tend to play it at lower, more realistic
and soundstaging characteristics delighted
would become nearly impossible, both
levels. Conversely, when dynamics are
us, as this was one of our primary design
financially and logistically. Wise audiocompressed, we turn the volume up to
goals. Unlike many other tuners, whose
compensate for the loss of impact. When
main function is just to receive asignal, our
adjusting comparative volumes whether
T-109's most important task is to reproby ear or by meter, it is essential to use a
duce high-fidelity sound. The T-109's
non-dynamic, non-music signal such as
design is based on advanced RF and denoise or atest tone. If RN had adjusted the
modulation techniques such as computerCAT's volume upward so that the noise on
controlled PIN attenuator, multi-tuned RF
AUTHORIZED DEALER
the CD measured the same as the other
section, and Advanced Differential Gain
34-years 106-brands
Linear Circuit. Our many long years as a preamps, and hence was equally audible,
Acurus Adcom a/d/s
the
ensuing
music
would
have
seemed
manufacturer of analog amplifiers also
Alon Audio Control
much louder than with the compressed
played acritical role in developing this
preamps. Use of an spl meter, however,
AudioQuest
great-sounding FM tuner.
would have revealed it to be the same. It is
Since the FM tuner is one of the music
Aragon B&K B&W
Stereophiles policy that reviewers adjust volsources in an audiophile's system, along
Cal Audio CWD Denon
ume levels by measurement. RN obviously
with the CD player and phono cartridge,
Esoteric Forte Hailer
did not.
its main concern and priority is musicality.
Kimber Kef Klipsch
RN also writes that the Jadis JPL has
Understanding this, the FM program must
Lexicon McCormack
more extended treble and is more transbe an important music source. However,
Mirage Mitsubishi
parent
than
the
CAT,
in
contradiction
to
it is apity that most FM stations transmit
Monster Nalcamichi
nasty sound. It is also afact that most peo- Jonathan Scull's (Sept. 1994) comparison
NAD Niles Onlcyo
of the CAT to the Jadis JP 80 (which has
ple do not care how nasty or how musiPhase Tech Panamax
abetter line stage than the line-only JPL).
cal the sound is because nobody really
PSB Snell Sutherland
Further on, he writes that the Melos 333
knows or can recognize what is good and
Sharp Video Signet
has even more treble than the JPL, and
what is bad. In light of these circumstances,
Sanus SonyES Sound
hence the CAT, contradicting Jack English's
we have ahigh opinion of your position
Anchor Straight Wire
review of the Melos 333 in the same issue.
when it comes to critical listening to the
I'm sure that this problem is due to one
FM signal from the viewpoint that it
Tara Labs Threshold
or both of the following: First, the tubes
begins with the FM station and is further
Target Velodyne Yamaha
are either past their prime, or have been
enhanced through the FM tuner. True, as
& Many More Quality
replaced by some of the "romantic" tubes
stated in the review, we can enjoy good FM
Audio Manufacturers!
preferred by some tube-lovers. Second,
programs if we have ahigh-quality FM
M/T/W/Y:10-8pm.—F/S:10-6pm
perhaps RN used his Clear Image Audio
tuner. In other words, once we know that
T4 Power Line Isolator on the CAT Our
we can receive ahigh-quality FM proowner's manual clearly warns against this.
gram, the FM stations cannot deceive us
Iwonder why RN, or the owner of the
anymore with poor-quality FM programs.
AI_J I) I 0
-- V. 0
CAT, didn't give us acall to find out what
A further review by Mr. Stone on program
913-842-1811
sources which allow amore critical test of the problem was. Perhaps the CAT sounded
24TH
8,
IOWA
Lawrence
KS
66046
so good it didn't occur to him that it might
FM tuners is greatly encouraged, since our

passing of Ken Erickson, co-founder and
co-designer of Nitty Gritty Record Care
Products. Ken, loved and respected by
those who knew him, was an asset to the
audio industry and will be deeply missed
by all. Nitty Gritty will continue Ken's
work, with quality production and customer service our #1 objectives.
In loving memory,
GAYLE J. VAN SYCKLE
President, Nitty Gritty

ideal is to present the listener the direct
access to the studio and live hall.
Again, thanks to Steven Stone for the
wonderful review.
M ASUMI DEHARA
President, Accuphase Laboratory, Japan
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Who Should
Remaster Classic
Jazz Albums?
Analogue Productions offers
Audiophiles aChoice:

tyt

nalogue
presidentProductions
Chad Kassem has
released gold CD reissues of
two fifties Jazz classics:
"Sonny Rollins Way Out West"
and "Art Pepper Meets The Rhythm Section:
In amove unprecedented in the history of the
recording industry, the audiophile-oriented
company has simultaneously released
versions mastered from the original tapes by
two of the world's most respected engineers:
Doug Sax of The Mastering Lab and Bernie
Grundman of Bernie Grundman Mastering.

Why both Sax and
Grundman versions of the same
Contemporary Records classic?

Kassem explained that while Doug Sax had
mastered the 180 gram vinyl, pure analogue
versions of both the Rollins and Pepper
albums as well as all of the other highlyacclaimed reissues in the Analogue
Productions catalogue, John Koenig, son of
Contemporary Records founder Lester Koenig,
who had run Contemporary himself for nearly
adecade. interceded on behalf of his friend
and colleague, Bernie Grundman, who began
his career at Contemporary, having been
referred to the elder Koenig by the legendary
Contemporary engineer Roy DuNann.
John Koenig. arecord producer himself—
as well as an attorney and cellist—told
Kassem that "Art Pepper Meets The Rhythm
Section" was one of Grundman's all-time
favorite records, and that he was disappointed
at not being given the opportunity to remaster
the LP reissue of an album he knew
intimately, both as amastering engineer and
as afan.
Kassem. aperfectionist, was faced with
difficult choices. Should he risk insulting Sax
by giving the lob to Grundman? Should he play
it safe and let Sax do it. thereby missing an
opportunity to hear what Grundman, aveteran
of Contemporary studios, could do with the
transfer? Or, should he let them both do it and
release the better-sounding one?

Kassem's solution: afriendly
competition. Release two versions of

each recording, one mastered by Sax, the
other by Grundman, both under the
supervision of John Koenig. Dozens of
analogue to digital converters. painstaking
EQ decisions and various echo devices and
chambers later (DuNann designed the
Contemporary recording and mastering
facilities so that the original two-track tapes
were recorded "dry: so that reverb and other
minimal processing could be added, if needed,
in the mastering process—which makes a
faithful remastering lob thirty-ffve years after
the original recordings were made that much
more difficult), both versions of the two
records are being released on gold CDs
pressed in Japan by Superior.

philes use interconnects, speaker placement, room treatment, etc. for tweaking
the sound. It's much cheaper.
My advice to the audiophile is simple:
Listen for yourself, and try to buy the component which has the most natural sound.
If you choose wisely, you'll be happy with
that choice for many years and through
many other upgrades. On the other hand,
you may make amistake, but at least it will
be your mistake, not someone else's. You'll
probably be happy with your own mistake,
at least until you realize that it is amistake
(probably when you finally buy those
dream speakers).
KEN STEVENS
President, Convergent Audio Technology
IfRuss Novak matched preamplifier levels by
ear, or not at all, then we are atfault. If, however, hefollowed our standard operating procedure
and matched levels using atest tone, such as that
on Stereophile's Test CDs, and asimple meter;
then his opinions were accurately arrived at.
When Ichecked with Russ upon receiving Ken
Stevens' letters, he confirmed that he did match
levels at the loudspeaker terminals using pink
noise and amultimeter. (This method is accurate provided both components have identical midrange frequency responses.) However, as the
preamplifiers Russ compared in November all
have stepped attenuators rather than continuous volume controls, it was impossible to get the
match in each comparison to better than ldB
without putting another attenuator in the signal path of the more sensitive preamp. This, of
course, would have introduced its own set ofcol-

orations. However, Russ points out that it is appropriate to note that his opinions ofthe preampleers'
sound qualities were gained notjust through A/B
comparisons at matched levels, but during longterm auditioning.
RDL MINI-REFERENCE
Editor:
Kristen Weitz's first comments on RDL's
Mini-Reference speakers ("Getting Real,"
November 1994, Vol.17 No.11) were: "For
$173/pair, I'd recommend them to aReal
Worlder in aheartbeat."
Ms. Weitz said that she liked her music
loud and her bass deep, and so she was even
more impressed with an NHT three-piece
system that includes apowered subwoofer—
asystem that costs more than five times the
price of the Mini-Fteterences. She then
combined the Mini-References and the
NHT subwoofer, with predictable results.
There was abig lump in the upper bass,
created by neither the RDL speakers nor
the NHT subwoofer, but by the considerable overlap in low-end response between
these incompatible speakers; the MiniReference's bass extends to 55Hz, much
lower than the bass of the NHT satellites.
Ms. Weitz described the bass of this mismatched system as "real thick and muddy"
—an accurate description, we think, ola
system whose upper subwoofer response
extends well into the low end of the fullrange speakers.
Sam Tellig (May 1994, Vol.17 NOES) said
the Mini-References sound "more like a
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Whose mastering job does Kassem
Favor? He's not saying, preferring
to let audiophiles and jazz lovers
make up their own minds.
Art Pepper: Meets The Rhythm Section
(Doug Sax—CAPJS 010) or (Bernie Grundman—
CAPJG 010), Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
(Doug Sax—CAPJS 008) or (Bernie Grundman—
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good pair of small British $1000-$1500
speakers," but he wasn't comparing the
bass of the Mini-References to that of subwoofers. FtDL has completed development
of asubwoofer specially designed for the
Mini-References, whose response extends
deep into the lowest musical octave. It will
be available soon both as an add-on and as
part of athree-piece system. The price will
be similar to that of apair of Mini-References, which makes the price of the total
system well under half that of competitive
three-piece combinations.
RovALLISON
RDL Acoustics
TUBES BY DESIGN KT88
Editor:
Tubes By Design joins Sam Tellig in his
"most enthusiastic thiunbs up" for the new
version of the Golden Dragon ICT88. This
tube, available since July 1994, is winning
the hearts and minds of many audiophiles
for its close faithfulness to the original
Gold Lion tube in sound and reliability.
While it's fair to say that the "King of
the Valves" is truly back, it is already being
challenged by new developments from the
same stable. Golden Dragon engineers
have combined the mechanics of the rugged Telefunken EL156 with the electrical
parameters of the KM to produce asuperb
new version of the KT90. This robust
behemoth is currently undergoing torture
testing in our facility, and should be available by the time this reaches print.
The Golden Dragon ICT90 will also be
available with titanium anodes as the
1(190-LX The Telefunken EL156 mechanics
are also the basis for acompletely new
KT66 Super, which will be of interest to
users of the ICT66, the 6L6 family, and the
5881.
Tentative prices for matched pairs are:
ICT90, $142; ICT90 LX, $164; ICT66 Super,
$142.
As the North American importer for
Golden Dragon, we thank the audiophile
community for its support and comments
in the continual development and manufacture of ever better audio tubes.
ICEviN M. HAYES
Tubes By Design! VAC
VAN DEN HUL CABLES &
CARTRIDGES
Editor:
For more information about van den Hul
cables and cartridges, as described in
"Dutch Master:' Tom Norton's interview
with A.J. van den Hul in the November'94
Stereophik, contact Vanguard Distributing,
P.O. Box 231003, Encinitas, CA 92023.
The phone number is (619) 436-3051.
JOYCE FLEMING
Vanguard Distributing
GENESIS 11.5
Editor:
Paul and Iwould first like to thank Robert
Harley for the enormous amount of work
he performed on our Genesis 11.5 speaker
system. To understand all the design
STEREOPHILE, J
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parameters and to work with them is surely
a mammoth undertaking (we should
know). It is also apparent that Bob had
ample time to just listen and enjoy—which
is really what it's all about.
It is also gratifying that Bob identified
as outstanding essentially all of our design
parameters. This was best evidenced when
Bob's brother Steve, amusician, said "It
sounds like the bass clarinets are in the
living room," and is probably one of the
highest compliments in this review (and
there are many). When Bob himself "almost forgot [he] was listening to loudspeakers:' we knew we succeeded in our
design goals.
And with the good stuff there were also
some caveats. Let us try to answer them as
briefly and as honestly as we can. Bob's
unit was indeed number one; Paul and I
wired all the circuit boards and amplifiers
ourselves in an effort to instruct our production people how these complicated
speakers should go together. The mistake
was to give Bob those circuit boards and
servo amplifier. Paul and Iare expert
designers but terrible solderers. Bob should
have gotten number two, which was wired
and soldered by real professionals. We can
assure potential purchasers of all Genesis
products that Paul and Ikeep our hands out
of them (except for exhaustive testing), and
the result has been terrific reliability. We
again apologize to Bob for these problems;
Iguess we were overanxious to get the
Genesis 113 to him quickly. Sorry, Bob.
One observation about the slight lumpiness in the bass in Bob's listening room:
We knew Bob's first room very well, and
how scrupulously it was designed. We also
know he spent most of the time reviewing the 11.5 in his first room, where he had
previously reviewed many other speaker
products. We believe that, with the plethora
of bass-alignment controls on the 113 and
alittle more work in his new room (which
Paul and Ihave never seen), Bob will
achieve even better bass from the II3s than
in his first room because of the new room's
better size. We have been told by many people who own our Signature products that
the bass achieved, even in their problematic
rooms, has been nothing short of amazing.
The next speaker in the Signature chain,
the Genesis II, has separate bass towers;
naturally, much greater bass optimization
can be achieved.
While Bob's caveat regarding the height
of the tweeter is arelatively small matter
in the review, we'd like to address it anyway. The issue boils to one of average
listening height. Which couch do you
choose as "average"? Which listener do you
choose as "average"? Iguess we all have our
own average in mind. We use 17" for an
average couch seating height, and 5' 8" for
our average listener. These figures yield an
ideal tweeter height of approximately 40".
Bob's 36° figure for his average listener is,
in our opinion, abit low (as averages go).
However, if you need to make achange,
tilting the speaker forward is dearly preferable to toe-in, as Bob suggests.
WorldRadioHistory

Paul and Ialmost blushed after reading
Bob's wonderful review. We believe that
we succeeded in what we set out to do—
really make you almost believe you have
been transported to the concert hall. Thank
you again, Bob; we truly appreciate your
dedication and subsequent enjoyment of
our Genesis 11.5 product.
ARNIE NUDELL &PAUL MCGOWAN
Genesis Technologies

EPOS

ES 14.
Editor
I'm overwhelmed. Ididn't think any
speaker could make sense out of Kraftwerk's Electric Cafe. These ES 14s must be
better than even /thought. I'm happy that
John thinks so highly of the speakers. Ido
disagree with his observation that the
speaker would have an exaggerated sound
when used with high output-impedance
tube amplifiers. Some of the best-sounding
ES 14 setups I've heard used tube amps.
Just acouple of things Iwould like to clarify about the ES 14s: They come with a
foam grille for those who must have one,
and they're available (at the same price) in
abeautiful mahogany finish. Chocolate ice
cream, indeed!
RovHALL
Music Hall
P.S. Robin Marshall now works for (can
you believe it?) Mission!
HARBETH BBC LS5/12A
Editor:
Itruly appreciate the ability to respond to

Tuning Products Support
Someday you will begin tuning
te-41 your room acoustics and mechanical
resonance in your components. When
you are ready to tune your system, expert
help is just acall away.
The best
money you'll
ever spend in

audio.
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Call: 1-800-337-TUNE
Fax 1-215-297-8661
Int'l: 1-215-297-5304

Kehael. qua, Hoe.Box 570
Point Pleasant PA 18950
MICIIAR GUM %SUS

Cut this ad out for later reference.
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Hook up your
speakers with
telephone wire?
Would you hook up your high
end speakers with telephone
wire?....Of course, you wouldn't!
Then why attempt purchasing a
quality system over the phone?
It's just as ridiculous! And, any
salesperson who tries to design
asystem, or claims that they can
improve your present system
over the phone, is not really looking out for anyone's best interest
but their own.... they're basically
just taking aguess!! That's right!
AGuess! Do you want to play a
guessing game while someone is
taking your money? Well, that's
exactly what's happening when
you decide to shop for high-end
equipment over the phone.
There are so many factors and
variables to consider, that only by
person to person, one on one
service, can atruly effective system be designed or improved.
At CSA Audio we've always
taken that extra step in providing
the necessary time and service to
ensure your dollars aren't being
thrown away. We don't play any
guessing games. We let your ears
be the judge evety day in our
demo rooms or yours. We do not
recommend or encourage consultation over the phone! Why?
...Because we know what atrue
disservice this can really be! So
make an appointment today and
leave the guessing games in
Las Vegas where they belong!

C8114-1)10

JA's review in the same issue as it appears,
even given the time restraints imposed. I
received the faxed review on Monday,
November 28 at 1pm PST, and was requested to respond by noon the following
day. This whole matter is further complicated by Alan Shaw of Harbeth Acoustics
being on tour in the Far East, where the
Harbeth Compact 7hasjust been named
Component of the Year. Alan had the
review faxed from England to Malaysia and
has communicated some preliminary
thoughts. Upon Alan's return to England,
we may wish to send additional comments.
Harbeth does offer arange of nine realwood veneers (five of which are regularly
available in the US), and, of course, other
products (including the aforementioned
Compact 7).
JA really likes the "simply stunning
midrange" and "astonishing amount of
sound" from the LS5/12, no doubt acontribution of the mid/bass driver. This unit's
2.4k peak, as described by JA, is an intrinsic
quality of the Dynaudio woofer specced.
The prototype LS5/12A was introduced
in September 1993, and, at Harbeth's insistence, acomplete redesign was implemented
to improve performance at the top end of
the bass unit. We believe that this has now
reduced this drive-unit characteristic to an
inaudible level. Obviously, the perfect
driver does not yet exist; however, Harbeth is at the forefront of this quest, as evidenced by our Radial' driver in our new
Compact 7.

solidsteel
AUDIO EQUIPMENT STANDS
Italian designed and manufactured,
Solidsteel audio stands are based on
ultra-rigid castoline brazed steel frames.
Each shelf is constructed from MDF and
features 3Duraluminum cones for total
isolation.
Steel crimped reinforcement and
adjustable bottom spikes assure rigidity.
Fillable tubing enhances solidity.
Other 3and 4-leg stands, as well as
amplifier and speaker stands, are available
in both black and silver finishes.

Distributed by Golden String, Inc.

HIGH-END AUDIONIDEO SYSTEMS
GREAT SOUND FOR 19 YEARS!
193 BELLEVUE AVE
UPPER MONTCLAIR N.J. 07043

(201)744-0600
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The crossover network is, in point, complicated because of the conjugate load
matching, which flattens out the normally
rising impedance in the mid frequencies.
All network components are individually
tested and measured before assembly.
Regarding the BBC's "Golden Ears"—the
intention was to mimic the sound ofbigger
BBC loudspeaker models that are the de
facto standard in the BBC. This was the primary judgment for the final balance.
JA describes at great length his listening room and measurement techniques, but
fails to talk much about his positioning of
the LS5/12A in his room. He appears to
have used only one set of components
and cabling (see the Wilson X-1 review in
December 1994). In my experience, and
typical of avery-high-resolution design,
the LS5/12A is extremely sensitive to system matching, speaker-stand height and
coupling technique, and room placement.
Harbeth's own brochure specifies that the
LS5/12A is optimized for use in free space
at least 1m from room boundaries.
When Isent the speakers to Stereophile,
Iinquired about the associated equipment
to be used, emphasizing to JA my experience with the 5/12A with different amplifiers and cables. Ioffered to send the pair
of 28" Sound Anchor stands custom-made
for the 5/12A. Iwas quickly assured that
everything was under control.
The review states that JA used 24" leadshot-filled Celestion Si stands with the
LS5/12A, interfaced with small pads of

Available at:
Wescott Audio
Pennsylvania
(814) 231-1234

WorldRadioHistory

Audio Visions
Florida
(813) 871-2989

Keith Audio Group
Missouri
(314) 875-8099
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Blu-Tack. In my experience, astand height
of 24" is too low (except in the case of a
very low listener position), and results in
abrighter tonal balance. With the tweeter
slightly higher than ear level, there is an
added richness to the upper-mid/lowertreble region, and increased soundstage
palpability. My findings with speaker
coupling also reveal that Blu-Tack tends to
over-fatten the speaker's bottom end. To
date, my preferred method of interfacing
the LS5/12A to most metal stands are three
of the SimplyPhysics small Delrin Tonecones, point up to the speaker. My preferred positioning of the LS5/12A is to
spread the speakers rather far apart with
the toe-in angle placing the drivers on-axis
with the listener. This greatly opens up the
soundstage with layers of information
typically starting behind the speakers. If
the spread gets too wide, one loses image
palpability, and the speaker's amazing disappearing act is somewhat compromised.
Ionly wish Ihad had more opportunity
to work with JA in these matters.
JA excerpts Eric Braithwaite's LS5/12A
HFN/RR review, but fails to include that
it is "markedly 'bright'. ..
compared to
previous small luminaries such as Celestion's SL700." Braithwaite's overall conclusion is that the LS5/12A is a"small but
dynamic, superbly detailed and lively
loudspeaker.. .Unequivocally, these monitors are worth every penny." We may
attribute this to preferring chocolate to
tutti-frutti.

•Trade In's
•Consultations
•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide

Harbeth, Musical Surroundings, our
dealer network, and satisfied customers
thank Stereophile for their continued endorsement of the LS3/5A ("Editor's
Choice" in 1994) and our HL P3. We urge
all music-lovers to seek out an audition of
the Harbeth BBC LS5/12A, as well as all
of our models, and decide for themselves.
GARTH LEERER
Musical Surroundings

ÇEKIE

* Ayre
* AMC
* Arcam
* Audiolab
* Audible Illusions
* Audioquest
*B K
*E38i, W
* Cardas
* Celestion

(

505/983-9106
The
Audiophiles'
Marketplace

We get the job done!

Audipmtm
C6nnection

•Tubes
•Stands
•Cables
•Accessories

COMPONEN

e ProAc
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VANDERSTEEN

AMC

SONIC FRONTIERS

P
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AUDIO SCULPTURE & MATIÈRE
Editor:
In Markus Sauer's report from the Frankfurt High-End Show (December '94,
pp.56-57), he mentioned the French Audio
Sculpture amplifiers designed by JeanJacques van Leeuwen. Audio Sculpture is
imported and distributed in North America
solely by Mango Audio Lab. With JeanJacques' agreement, Ichanged the [brand
name] to the name of his manufacturing
facility—Audio Matière. Stereophile will
probably receive some calls about this
equipment. Iwould appreciate it if you
could pass out our phone number: (708)
674-1265.
RON HEDRICH
Mango Audio Lab

RECOMMENDED

,A,tcl[bPe AusLons

AUDIO MART

Bo

tree WC Eg&W Fro-r
—EL.
KIM3ER K.ABLE
* Creek
* DPA
* Dynaco
* Ear Max
* Epos
* Grado
* Kimber Kable
* Klimo

epoB 1711011171EG

* Magnan
* Magnum Dynalab
* Micromega
* Morch
* Music Reference
* Naim
* OCM
* Parasound

* Power Conditioners
* ProAc
* PSB
* PSE
* Quicksilver
* Rotel
* Signet
* Sonic Frontiers

* Spendor
* Spica
* Sumiko Ocos
* Sumo
* Target
* Tara Labs
* Valve Amp. Co.
* Vandersteen
* Verdier
* VPI and XL0

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044- )
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AUDIO ADVISOR: YOUR B
EST S
OURCE F
OR
Low P
RICE Hi H-E
ND AUDIO
&HOME T
OMPONENTS
Audio Advisor offers the widest selection of highly recommended high-end audio und video
home theater/surround sound components and accessories-at low mail-order-direct prices.
Everything is backed by our exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call Toll-Free
1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly, expert audio &home theater advice.
"Dial-In" Your Home Theater Project With
Reference Recordings Video Standard Disc
Broadcasters ono video technician s
from Hollywood mHong
Bony use Refereace
Reccrding's Video Standard
laser disc to optimile front
and surest-view video projection systems. Easy ta lose, with
clear instructions. Reference
Recordings Video Standard
laser disc only 56' 95

New ProGold Contact Cleaner
8 Enhancer From Caig Labs
Improve all your ejeatroni, connection,
with advanced new one-step ProGold tercet cleaner and condaioner from Crag
Laboratories. Remores oxidation and
improves metal-to-mewl conductivity we
one aplication Cœg ProGold 5toe
spray $14 95
Audio Selection German Cones
Highly relished Germon made cone ire alors with odjustabk steel hp for easy
leveling Support discs held cone paints W E
to proteol wood or tile tram scratches.
I
491,944
German
Black o,
German
Black os

Cones Il '5' 41
Supprt
brass cones, set of 4, 49.95
rr
Support Discs 11.25 .Y.25 -1
brass, set al b 19.95

System Enhancer by Audio Purist Design

Sheffield Labs/X1.0 Test & Burn In CD

Protect, Preserve, 8, Improve Laser Discs

the world sfirst total system burn-in treatment, System
Enhancer was designed
aso cable burn-in Omni experts discovered
it improves the whole
system. "Everyone I
know who's tried the
disc has heard obig difference," reports Sam
5 tem Mums,
Tellig. PAD System
Enhancer CDR $149.95

System set up and burn-in
(D. Tracks include: Channel
Balance, Phase, Imaging,
(lop Track, Demagnetizing
Sweep, Low Frequency
Demagnetizing Fade for
speakers, System Burn-in
Tones, and more.

Dust, dirt, etc, sun
cause laser mistrocking degrading picture
audio signal quality. Cleardisc remcee
contaminants keep,
ing discs dean end
error-tree.
Discwasher
Cleardisc system
only $1995

Sheffield/RIO Test and
Burn-in CD 529.95

DeoxIT Contact Cleaner "Tech Kit"

X-terminator Locking Speaker Banana

New from Caig Labs, tech Kit contains
handing one-step DeexIT cleaner/
conductivity enhancer spray, lint-free
cloths, from swabs, and brushes for
cleaning dirty RCAs, speaker airmen
fions, switches, relays, wokets, computer connections, etc Complete
DeorIT Tech Kit only $12,95

tighten loose speaker
cable connections with
Monster Tablet X-terminator expanding/
locking speaker roble
bonne connector
Monster X-terminators: One pair: $29.95;
Two perra S55.00: Four pairs: $99.90

1

Combination Sets: 4German
Cones plus 4Support Discs, choose
black er brass finish, 59.95/set
Monster Cable Footers

;

The Audio Duster hom Billy Bags Designs has a100%
sheepskin duster head with a14" long black wood handle.
The natural lanolin coaling in the wool retracts dust like a
magnet. Great foe !lusting in close oreas-like inside rocks
or between components Reg 519.95, now 16.95 ea

Sims Navcom Isolation Feet

Michael Green AudioPoints

Highly recommended Isolation feet mode of patented
Hamm sHth built-in metal support collets.

Solid milled brass with geometry lo
maximize energy traerte: character
islirs. Points come with special dirt
to protect wood or hie contener
AudioPoints for Electronics:
549.95/set of 3; Two sets .$90 00

Sims Silencers:
set of 3.
49.95
set al 4.........59.95
two sets of 3, 95.00

Shock absorber-type isolation feet
mode of patented IsoTec material.
B
IM MG Footers........(4) 29.95
CD Footers..........1set of 4149.95

Audio Duster Makes Cleaning Fast 8, Easy
_

AndooPoe Isolator

AudiaPoints for Loudspeakers:
S79.95/set of 4; Da sets: SI 49.90

"Way Recommended" Grado Headphone

Best Selling Grado SR80 Headphone

Critically Acclaimed SR200 Headphones

"Class B" Rated Sennheiser HD5801

'The clarity and power
of these Budget Grottos
is act loudly unheard
of in this price ronge,'
reports Stereaphile's
Corey Greenberg. "Way
recommended!" Grad.. OR-60 stereo headphones with
6h cord and mini-plug adopter, only $69,00

Grodo's SR80 sounds
better than their 5060,
with alarger, mere
comfortable ear piece,
better bass and
smoother overall sound.
Great for both portables or home stereo opplaottons.
Grade SR-80 headphones with 6h cord, only $95.00

John Grade uses ultrahigh-purity copper for
the wiring and voice
coils, and matches drivers to on incredible
:0.05 d8 tolerance.
Wonderfully smooth, open and detailed. Highly remmended. Grado OR-200 headphones, only $19900

"Ultra-smooth, ultra-oewiled
open-back dynamic headphones
with full, extended low heartencies, reports Slereopinie,
"they're John Atkinsoc's reference." Sennheiser HD580
hmdphones, reg $349 now
only $299.95"

Bin-Tack Speaker
Coupling Compound

Improve Digital With Ellis Polarity Tester

Stop Stripping Small Screws!

Studio-Style Lighing For
The Home Audio System

Tacky Blu-lock is are-usahln adhesive componnd found to dn en excellent job of coupling speakers to stands.
One 2.25" by 4.5" slob t•eats one pair
of speakers Blu-Tack
dab 59 95

t
IS

---11

i

WBT 0480 Dyne Key torque screwdriver, wish standard and
crac bits, adjusts le amox arque of 0.5 Newtons to guarantee aperfect anew connection without stripping. $49.95

•

The flint electronically senses correct electronic grounding,
so you'll have less noise 8(teener sound. Recom-mended
by Sieneophee's 1. Gordon Holt! Elfin tester $29.95

-

Discwasher Talking harm
Loose Cleaner

Repair Damaged CDs With
CD-2 Scratch -Remover Kit

Stop Cable Distortion With Digital
Noise elockers

CD1.2's "on disc" voice dins you
through the simple lens deomng
process, Works great en CD ROM,
CDs, 8laser disc players.
Discwasher (DU loser tense
cleaning CD, $19.90

Repair damaged discs 8improve CD
sound quality with (D-2
polish/scratch remover system.
Includes cleaning 8polish/scratch
removing fluids, swabs, 11 polishing
wipes for 50 (Dr Diswasher
CD-2 system, $19.95

Reduce digitol noise end RF
interference with Mockers
noise absorbers. F
OI audio
interconneds, digital
cables, 8power cords.
Shirkers: 514.95/pr;
3. 11.95/pr

Littlite's patented 18 -flexible gooseneck lamp puts light right where you
need it. The dimmer-co-eroded halogen bulb gives acrisp while light
Littlite 13-18 lamp St9 9s intro
05 halogen bulb S1 95
CD Stoplight Green Paint Pen

An easy-to-apply, cost effecrve way to improve CD sound
by reducing loser light leakage. Simply apply Stoplight to
the edge of all your CDs. Recommended by leading audiophile mugs. (0 Stoplight Per S14.95 ea, 3. $12.95 en

No Other Source Offers So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories
AUDIO
AlNISOR

In the US-or Canada-Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-451-3868.

Audio Advisor the
"Recommended"
place to fill all
your audio needs.

WorldRadioHistory
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TWO NEW "SELF-HELP" AUDIO & HOME THEATER BOOKS
ou

The Complete Guide To High-End Audio, by Robert Harley,
paperback, 480 pages, only 029 95 new hardcover edition, 480
pope only S39 95

The FIRST book that tells you EVERYTHING
you need to know about buying and enjoying high quality audio goon—foe beginners
&experienced listeners alike!
Robert Harley, Consulting Editor of Stereophile mogo.
line, tells you what you need to know to become a
better listener and better buyer of quality high-fidelity
gear With this book, you will disover how to get the
best sound for your money; how lo identify weak links
in your system, and upgrade where it will do you the
most good; how to set-up and tweak" your system and
get maximum performance from equipment you already own; how to read
equipment reviews: and, most ol all, how to become amore perceptive und
oppreciative listener. Before you make amistake, read Bob Hodey's book."
-Sam Tellig, Stereophile.

New Build Your Own Home Theater Book

always wanted so ask about home theoter—plus those
you never even thought to osk. Learn tips, techniques, &
buying strategies for turning an ordinary system into
something extraordinory or for building osystem from
the ground up. Find out what goes into ahome theater
system and where to put one without having to buy a
whale new house Explore the heart of your audio
system from re-equalization to amplifiers
Distover the differences between rear-projection,
true type, end front-projection Pis and whet eoch
approach offers in terms of color, clarity, and rest,lution Other topios include acomparison between
Dolby Surround and Dolby Pro-Logic, the meaning of THX, and the future of borne theater

-

Finally, abook which tells you everything you need to
know about building your own great home theater
system—from A-to-I—including designing the system, fitting your room, Dolby vs TH X, and covering
systems from 51,500 to 51 5,000.
SAVE THOUSANDS of dollars by deigning your own dream theater
system vrith this complete do-d-yourseller's guide to the ultimate audio
and video experience. In fourteen stroightforward, highly readable shop
tens, renown video author Robert Wolenik answers the questions you

-

•-• ....

(WU Your Own Home Theater, paperback, 200 pages, SI 695

World's Best Sahli Die ¡tal (And Analo s) Corn s
onents From Audio Alchem
4.
4
2./LIchemy

Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box D/A Still Only $1998
Alchemy's new Dein.the-box (DIU/ hoc 18-bit lodder-DAC processor with both
coaxial and optical digital inputs, &outboard power supply. Recommended for
CD player, video laser disc, &cable DMX upgrades. Audio Alchemy DIT8 D/A
converter, reg $259, now S199.00".

Audio Alchemy DTI Digital Filter Only $199.50!
Alchemy's DTI digital filter reduces digital jitter cod Fetlocks the doto stream's
master clock for improved detail &lotus. Features coaxial &Toslink inputs.
Highly recommended for awide range of outboard D/A converters.
Audio Alchemy DT1 digital anti-jitter filter, was 5399, now 199.50 -

New Alchemy Outboard Phono Stage Only $1991
Designed
outboard
moulting
:s0.1 dB.

by Peter Modnick, VAC-in-the-Box (VIM) is agreat sounding compact
phono siege with adjustable input impedance, resistante 8gain for
with 10 or MC phono cartridges. S/N: >90 dB. THD: <0.1%. RIM:
Output 2.50. Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box only $199.00"

°""Cilitchemy
:

Save $60 On Audio Alchemy's New DDEV1.1

lir

This extraordinary new D/A features abuilt-in DT1.type jitter reduction input
stage, the world's first Passive 200/Integrator dage, sod unique combination of
low distortion op-amps and pure (loss Adiscrete components in she analog out.
put stage. Offers two digital inputs and on outboard power supply. An outstand•
ing value! Alchemy DDEV1.1 D/A, reg $459, now 5399.00 -

.

Save 590 On 'Alchemy DST Digital Coble.
Audio Alchemy's new Data Stream Transceiver
IDSD is powered digital transmission line cable
vdth greater bandvddth thon ATV gloss fiber,
und zero digital per! DST adapts to work with
asid Toslink, or ASS/EEL connections. You can
even input Toslink and output to coaxial or
AES/EBU! Audio Alchemy DST 1.06I died
cable, regale, 5259 00, now 169 95

Remote Controlled Line Stage Preamp, Only $3991

SAVE $195 New DTI*Pro Digital Anti-Jitter Filter
Get next generation jitter correction with DT1•Pro's incredible Iwo.stage digital
filter and buill-in DSP designed to enhance 16-bit dolo. Recommended for all
the world's most advanced D/A conveners. Pro features coaxial, AES/EBU,
To/link or optional AT&T inputs; and coax, AES/EBU, &AT&T outputs.
Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro anti-jitter filter, reg $1,295, now SI,09995"

More sonic mugis from the design wizards at Audio Alchemy, new DLC is a
remorkoble line stage preomp offering remote control of volume, balance,
input selection, cod of up to four line inputs. Add optional Line Input Selector
later for more inputs. DL( is microprocessor controlled-it's eosy to upgrade by
replocing the inexpensive ROM chip! Alchemy DL( preamp, only S399'

Upgrade Your Alchemy DTI Digital Filter!

Upgrade Your DDEv1.0, DDE+, or DITB
DR With PS-I Power Supply

Improve the clarity, focus, und ammo of the Alchemy
DTI digital anti-liner filter with anew high current
power supply called PSDTI. This supply delivers 30'
times the current of the regular power supply and
has extra fillers lo remove RF, and digital line
noise. Alchemy PSDTI high current upgrade
power supply, reg 599.00, now only 69.95

Improve the bass and imaging of the DDE-series or
DITE D/As with Alchemy's P5-1 high current
upgrade power supply. Sam Tellig says "the sepa.
rote power supply makes the [ODE) sound more
dynamic." Audio Alchemy PS-I high current
upgrade power supply, regularly S79, now 59.95

,-

New Audio Power &Audio Source Audio/Home Theater Components
New "Super" Pack from Audio Power

Good low Price Tuner, 199.95l

New Power Pock Vfeatures 11 outlets in three seperate
circuits, one designed specially lot power amps, and two
designed for source components. This Power Pock features the some type of industrial-grade power filtration
and superior spike &surge protedion as Audio Power's
other Power Pocks, but now in atomato 19" wide (has.
sis with front panel A( voltmeter.
Power Pack V, audio/video power conditioner, with 12
outlets, regular S529, now 499.95"

See below. The feature-filled AuchoSource
THR One AM/FM tuner offers 20 programmable station presets, auto/manuol tuning,
mono/stereo operation, and multi-function
display. "Good sound for the prise" reports
Stereophile's Sam Tellig.

Perfect Rear Channel Surround Amp!
Above. AudioSources AMP One power omp'toted 80
w/ch in 8U—features Aor tspeaker selection, left 6
right volume control, front panel analog power meters, o
headphone cok, ond more! Perfect for rear channel
speakers, and good enough for front channel speokers!

AudioSoune TtiR AM/FM stereo tune, regular
5229, now only 5199.95' •

AudioSourte AMP One 80w/ch stereo amp, S299,95"

New, Set-It-And-Forget-It SS Processor
See above. Surround sound is great, but who needs all
that fiddling? AudioSaurce SS Five Dolby Pro.logic
processor lelo you set the controls once—then for.
gerern! Includes wireless remote, line &subwooler outputs, 14 .24 won rear channel amp, and more.
AudioSource SS Five processor, only 5349.95 -

More Highly Recommended Digital Components &Cables

MED

Top-Rated Digital Cables
Cardas High Speed Digital Data Cable: "As smooth
and noturol os any macro] I've heard for the price"
reports sales consultant Corey Kopetyn. Cardas High
Speed Data Cable 1.m. reg 578, now 69.95

New Dynoco COY-1 Tube CD Player

New PS Audio Digital Link Ill D/A

How enjoy the natural liquid sound of tube with oll your
lavorite (Ds--al aprice that sell surprise you Dynato's
new (DV-I (D player features osophistitated Philips
(Dbil 2.1 transport/laser system for optimum disc read.
ing, Philips SAA7350 bitumens processor chip, und two
beautiful sounding Russian 6018 vatuum tubes for out
put. Features include master volume control, remote, ond
digital output. Dynoco CDV-I tube CD player, 699.00'•

Way bock in 198/, PS Audio amazed the industry with the
first low priced outboard D/A converter. The new PS Digital
Link Generation Ill breaks new ground with true 18-bit
architecture Analog Devices DA(s, Burr Brown 1/V, extensive input jitter reduction, discrete pure Class Abuffered
output stage, &remarkable sound for the price PS Audio
Digital Link III with Toslink coaxial, OAES/HU inputs,
plus Mr 591 !ARA tonic! dotal rattle only 0695.00"

We ship to oll 50
states and around
the world by air
parcel post and oit
freight

Our Expert Staff Is
Very Knowledgeable
and Ready To
Answer Any
Ovens 'so,
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Monster (able LightSpeed Fiber Optic (able.
Monster lightspeed features the finest !Wink ends we've
seen anywhere near the pricer Monster Cable Lightspeed Toslink cable IM 539.95; 1.561 44.95; 20h 75 00
New TARA Prism Coaxial Digital: Virtually the some
cable Stmeaphde rolled "Excellent resolution of soundstoge
depth. Smooth treble odds to pleasing analog-like warmth"
when it was 5195/IM. Now at 1/2 price! TARA Labs
Prism Digital. I0/4, now only 595.00

Call 1-800-942-0220
WorldRadioHistory

Ensemble Digiflux 75 Coaxial Digital Cable:
"Positively the bed-sounding 75 iL digital interconnect
I've found," —Stereophile's Dick Olsher, Digitflux 75
coaxial cable, now only 519995
Altis Altima AT&T Glass Fiber Optic Cable. "Four
stars" raves Stereophtle's Lock English, "Wide open soundstage 8osmoothly liquid midrange." Altima IM 5149.95
TARA Lobs RSC Digital Genernti n2Coaxial:
Newly revised cable featuring the Ott -wide bandwidth—
RS( condor omisa new highly flexible double-sheilded
tellon siens .
"Exceptionally transpor nt" says Stmeopale.
TARA RS Digital Gen 2, 1.0M S295, 1.5M 5392 00
Purist Au io Design Digital Coax "Water Coble"
Enjoy Gaon-like wormth and superio dimensionality with
this water insuloted cable PAD Digital, 1M 5299.95
4Mo
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Expand Your Audio Knowledge With The Latest New Audio Books
Good Sound by Laura

Handbook for Sound Engineers, Second

Dearborn
An easy-to-read, non-technical

The Audio Glossary by

Edition, by Glen Ballou.

introduction to high end audio
with valuable information on
choosing the right equipment,
set-up and maintenance inure
lions, and much more Paperback,
412 pages, 512.95

Reissue-Mullard
Circuits For Amps,
1959 Reprint of the (loran
do it.yoursell guide to
budding eleven tube amps
and preamps written by
Britain's premier tube
manufacturer. Paperback, 136 pages, 516.95

Electrostatic Loudspeaker
Design, Revised Edition

J. Gordon Holt

The lost word in detailed information on every
aspect of audio-packed into
asingle desk-size
reference
book This
complete my
clopedio leatures
extensive discussions of cone coloration, sound
room design and
construction, loudspeaker and encimare
building, testing and
measuring, microphone
basics, and more tau
won't find amore thorere!
ough reference work on audio-an
Hardcover, 1,506 pages, 59995

Understand the languoge of
high end audio. Stereophile"s
founder and chief editor,
Gordon Holt, explains more
than 1,900 descriptive and
. technical audio terms.
Paperback, 152 pages,
51195

The Audio Dictionary,

New 2nd Edition

,IS;b12,
e

Step by step instructions for building ofull surge elestrantotis
speaker with useful instrucrions
for speaker repair. For anyone
who wants la gel the moss out
of speakers. Paperback,
244 pages, 519.95

Master Hcmdbook
of Acoustics

te cogu"ese*"c:9

--.1.4

..

In non-tedinkel language.
this classic source book on
acoustics cover, everything
,b3411
from the basks of sound to
>i,
'
the latest in listening 1110M
treatment, New' edition.
;...•-- .......
Paperback, 452 pages, 51995
'''..

Bursting at the seams with
well-written explanations of
thousands of descriptive end
technical audio terms, abbreviations, and more Paperback,
412 pages, 529.95

e

The Latest High End Audio-And Video-Power Line Conditioners
Power Wedge Power Line Conditioners
Power Wedges use 3technologies to condition power for
high end systems, including industrial grade filters and
isolation transformers to reduce AC line ground noise and
remove digital distortions, and spend dampers reduce the
harmful effects roused by the power-surge demands of
amp, We guarantee you'll hear an obvious improvement
with Power Wedge conditioners, or your money bock(
Power
Pack II

Power Pack It. Anew, low price way to protect and
improve the performance of audio and video gear. The
Power Pack II uses the same advanced non-resonant filter
technology as she Power Wedge in ocompact, trapezoidshaped metal rose Six outlets including two designed for
digital gear Power Pack 11 5229 00"

a
-Rece
Front
Power Wedge 116. Designed to provide dean power
for complete systems with up to 10 components, including
6source-type components, like CD players, preamps, etc,
and up to 4amps. Power Wedge 116 only 559990'

Power Wedge 112. Perfect for small systems or
remote amp/speaker insiellotions, 112 has 1pair al iso.
kited source outlets-great for electrestotis speaker power
supplies 84amp outlets. PowerWedge 112 5359"

New "Super" Wedge from Audio Power

Power Wedge 114. Designed for complete systems
with up to 8components, including 4source-type components like CD players, preamps, processors, etc., and up to
4amps Power Wedge 114 5479.00'

Power Wedge 113. For the special power demands
and problems of video systems, with 3source-type outlets-including a270-watt outlet for big Pis or video projectors und 4amp outlets. Power Wedge 113 5599.00'

Best Selling Cordes
(Power (able
Exceptional Cordes Hexlink-5( cable has four 10.5-netgouge conductors vdth Teflon insulation, on-dielectric, 8
high grade Hubble-type AC sonnestors. Hexlink SC power
cords, 5h 5239 95; Bh 5299.95; 13h 5399.95

Tice Audio Power Conditioners

"In my experience, power cords con make on enormous
difference in sound, bond) not just on tubed equipment"
-Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, Vol 16, No 3, March 1994
New Low Prow TARA Lobs Prism AC Power (able
TARA's beh selling replacement upgrade power cable just
got better. Prism AC features high grade solid core sondestors, natural fiber insulation, and superior shielding for RF
rejection. 6h now only 579.00; 8h only 595M0; 10h only
5109.95; 12 fi only 012500, 15h only 5149.95

Power Link Cables By Audio Power. You've heard
great things about the Wedge line conditioners, now try
their new power cable, Superb design 8superior ports
make Power Link on exceptional value P1.313.6, 6ft 5159,
3. 139.95;11313-8, 8h 5179, 3. 159.95; Pt313•10,
1011 5199, On 179.95

Power Cable Sale

Power Link po

rrubles from Audio Power

Improve your entire oudio/video system with Ihe new
Power Wedge Model 1118 power conditioner. Super Wedge
offers 18 outlets in lour groups-6 unswinhed 86 switched
outlets for loom ciimponents, 5power amp outlets, plus a
special 300 watt owlet for large direct-view TVs or video
projection systems. Also includes super last acting AC orderlion 8accurate AC nolimeter on hoot.
Power Wedge Model 1118, wilh 18 outlets,
introrkdory price.
199 95 Tice Power Block II
"Power Block SIGNIFICANTLY improved. my systern"-Stereaphiles lock
English. Tice Power
Block II 51,350.NOt

roe Audio M8F-3
Tice MBF-3 offers 16 outlets in 3independently filtered
branches, or groups of outlets, each designed foro spe.
cific type of gear, including 4for amps, 8for analog
components, and 4digital outlet, All outlets ore protected from dangerous spike by fast acting MOP devices.
Tice Audio MBF-3 power conditioner, 5625.00'

Tice Audio Titan II
Improve your Tice Power
Block! New Titan 11 moss
energy storage device doubles Power Block's filtration.
Tice Titan 11 51,099.95t

Save On High-End Audio Interconnects 8, Speaker Cables
Audio Interconnects Sale
Sore Up To 15% On TARA Labs Prism 22 Interconnects.
Excellent shone for budget systems, or wherever you need olong, low-priced
cable. Phose-seherent with natural harmonics. Pairs: M6M 52495; 1MM 29.95;
1.51A 3795; 2MM 45.00; 10M 6150; 4.0fA 7900, 5MM 95.00
Save Up To 15% On TARA Lobs Prism 22 Interconneds.
Highly recommended far CD players, amp-lo-preamps, 8other vital system
links, Prism 33 is smoother IS more detailed her Prism 22. Pairs: 0.6M 545.00;
IMM 49.95; 1.5M 59.95; 2.01A 69.95; 3.0M 89.95; 4M 109.95; 51A 12995
Closeout Savings On TARA Labs Quantum IV Interconnects.
This low capacitance sheilded solid core design offers the "effortless 8open"
most audiophiles crave Pair, h6M was 5155, now 89.95, I
MM was 5175,
now 99.95; I.5M was 5290, now 149.95; 2MM was $390, now 199.95
Cordes Audio 3008 MicroTwin Interconnects Sole.
Our sweetest and smoothest sounding cable--especially with CD players 8
amps or pimps from Japan or Ackom-we highly recommend Cordes 3008.
Pairs: 0.6M reg 5100, now 579.95; 1MM reg 5116, now 99.95

New Low Price/High Performance Video Cables

Save On Recommended Speaker Cables

New low Price TARA Labs Prism Video Cable.
The lowest prise video cable vie se curd offering low topacitance, 100% braided shield, and high grade conductors for bright (dors and rich detail. 1MM
519.95; 15/4 25 IS; 101A 32.95, 3.01A 46.95; 4.01A 59.95; 5.0M 69.95

50./e Off TARA Phase II w/TFA Return Speaker
(able. Closeout. 6h pr was 5130', now 4995; Ifs pr was
5160, now 59.95; 10ft pair was 5190, now 69.95; 12h pr
was 5225, now 79.95; 15h pr was 5210, row 99.95; 2011
pr was 5350, now 12995; 25h pair was 5.130, now 159.95

Monster (able Premium Silver Video Cables.
These new high resolution sables by Monster Cable feature polished silver (oh
doctors, 2-layer shielding, and premium Monster Cable connectors.
Monster (able M1000V Silver Video (able. For VCRs, loser discs, PI
monitors, AY receivers, etc., finished vdth patented Monster Cable Turbine gold
RCAs. 1.0M 539.95; 1.94 49 95; 2OM 64.95; 4.0M 9995; 6.0M 13995
Monster (able M1000SV Silver SORS Video (able. For SVHS-formal
VCRs, loser discs, Hi-8 camcorders, en., with 24K gold S-video DIN connectors.
1.0M 554.95; I.5M 69.95; 2.0M 84.95; 4.01A 14995; 6M 199.95; IMA 249.95
Save On Cordes Nigh Speed Video (able. New high resolution, high
speed, low-loss Cordes video sable designed for the ultra-wide bandwidth of
video signals. Bosh colle ossembled by hand using special solder 8gold R(As.
051A reg 558. now 49 95 IMM 578, now 6995; I.5M reg 598, now 89.95

Save On The Sonic Replacement For Top-Roted TARA Pandora "S".
TARA Labs Quantum Ref ereroe II is the direct sonic replasemeni for highly res•
ommended Pandora "S" featuring stunning holographic imaging ond noturel
harmonic, Pairs: MOM was 5230, now 139.95; 1.0M was 5250, now 149.95

250

New TARA RS( Prime 1000 Speaker Cable Sole.
Amazing new Prime 1000 features 8of Matthew Bond's
patented RS( conductors in aremarkably flexible 1/2"diameter cable. Prime has superb coherency harmonic
balance and transparency for the price. Prises include single sable bi-wiring. 6h pair, reg 5167, now 149.95; 8ft
pair, reg 5204, now 185M0; 10h pain, reg S239, now
219.95; 12h pair, reg $265, new 249.95; 15h pair, reg
5329, now 299.95

:*

9

TARA Prism

f
ARA 011 Prime

Speaker sable prises are for stereo pairs with spade termination.
unless pins are requested. for bananos add 520/set al 4.

Lost Chance Savings On MIT M1-330F, "Extended" Interconnects.
If you've heard or reed about the legendary MIT 330 cable, emir till you heor
the MI-330E "1" sta di for exiended-extended bass, treble, detail, and more.
Limited supply! Prs: 1.0M was 5375, now 169.95; 1.5M was 5425, now 199 95

!r
iq
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TARA Phase Il

New TARA Prism Speaker Cable.
The sonic replacement for Quantum 111.-ss highly flexible and true high end sonics as abargain price 8h pr reg
5103", sole 86.00; 10h pr reg SI 19, sale: 99.95; 12h pr
reg 5135, sole: 11150; 15h pr reg 5159, role. 132; 20h
pr reg 5198, sale 16500

Speaker Cable
Terminations:

e‘/
4 0>

Spade

Pm

All Items Covered by our Exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call or Write for Details.

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220. International FAX 1-616-451-0709.
WorldRadioHistory
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World's Best Selling Audio/Video Equipment Rocks
Target Audio Racks Of England

Target TTSA Racks As Low As S99.95

Ultra-Rigid 17 Racks, As low As $169.95

Big Savings On Extra Large Target PS Racks

The worlds largest seller of high qualify all steel audio component rocks is Target Audio of Englund forges racks feature rigid sled lframes covered wish scratch resissont block
powder (oat paint, fixed-height non-resonant black osh
vinyl-covered composite-wood shelves, and cone paini
spiked feet Caster feel are also available as an option.
Target rocks now some in ovariety of styles to match
any decore. To select the right Target rack count she number of components in your sysiem, measure the tallest component, then choose he rock which best suits your budget.

Special low prised audio rocks
improve audio gear performance.
Target 11250: 20 -tall with If
between the 2shelves, vinos 5150,
now 99.95•
Target TT3SA: 3T tall with
12.8 between the 3shelves, vas
$190, now 149.951
Target TT5TSA: 39" loll with
81
.between die 5
shelves, was
5271, now 199.951

Strong, one-piece welded steel
frame far maximum rigidity.
Target 113: 32-loll with 12.8"
between the 3shelves, was
$215, now I
69.95•
Target TTS: 37' toll with 6.1 between the 5shelves, was
5300, now 249 951
Target 1159: 39" loll with 8.1"
between the 5shelves, was
$325, now 269.95f

PS corks hove estro large 22.8
by 21 -shelves for big equipment.
Target PS2sa: 20 -toll with IS"
between she 2shelves, was $240,
now 149.95'
Target PS3sa: 2r loll with 11 benveen she 3shelves, vies $290,
ow 199.951
urges PS5sa: 39" loll with 8.1"
ehreen the 5shelves was 5470.
now 169 951

RoomTunes' Racks by
Michael Green Designs

Solid Support With Solidsteel Audio Racks

Save S50-580 On Great-Looking

Imported from Italy, Solid Steel rocks have arigid 1
-piece
highly polished block or silver welded
steel frame, 21" Wx16" Dsop shelf,
818.3" We15" Dlower shelves, plus
specially machined spiked feet All
shelves on machined cone points.

Standesign Large Screen Video Racks

Standesign Audio Racks On Sale
Elegant, modern looking
Stondesign "Design" rocks feature aone-peice "tilted-back"
welded steel frame with 14" x
18" shelves, and spiked (one
poinl feet. Asuper-strong 2"
x3" beam supports all shelves.

Slurdy racks with 3/4 support
rods 8adjustable 23.75" wide by
15.75" deep by 3/4 --thirk composite wood shelves. Siondord finish is charcoal black. Cone poini
feet ore supplied.

Design 5Rack. 5shelves, 34"
toll with 6.5" between shelves.
Regulas $399, now 349.95f
Design 4Rack. 4shelves, 34"
loll with 9.5" between the
shelves. Reg 5349, now 299.95f

Drugn 5Rule Rod

Sturdy Stondesign Series Ill
rack feature osupersigid, onepiece welded steel frames with
14" x18" shelves and cone
point spiked feet.
Pinta Rack. 5shelves, 34"
loll with 6.75" between shelves.
Reg 5359, now 299.95f
Cleanse Rack. 5shelves, 34"
wAuoshelves.
loll with 9.25" between
ha
Reg 5299, now 269.951

JUSTARACK 30-30 -tall with four
shelves, reg 5399, now...349.001
JUSTARA(K 36-36" tall wish five shelsus nuns 399.00
MAACK 42-4r tall with six shelvei.....now 449.001
JUSTARACK 48-48 -toll with seven shelves.now 499.001

Model 48. 4shelves, 33" toll with
6.25" between 3sop shelves &9"
above lowest shelf. 5475.001/block
Model 410. 5shelves, 39" loll w/
6.25" between shelves. 5550f/block;
5599.95 in silver finish

Sed 5rwtModnt 48

Target TTFI Amp Floor Stand

Standesign Base 1Amp Floor Stand

Strong 4
-tall
steel frame
with 14" by
18" composise
wood shelf 8
spiked feet
holds amps rigidly. Was 5100, now 6S.95"

Designed to match
Stondesign's Perna
or Designer Series
equipment rocks,
Bose 1features a
rigid one peke
.41i.•
'
SiondeHgn Base I
vied lframe with a
large 18" by 18"
shelf. [lenses amps 4.5". Shelf rides on cone points. (one
poins spiked feet also supplied. Stondesign Base 1amp
floor stand reg 585 flow 69 95"

Extra-Large Target PSF IAmp Floor Stand
Looks like the TIF -I, but features larger, 23" by 21 -,
composite-wood shelf for bigger amps Elevates the omp
C. Won 5115, now 99.95'

New DP/ rocks by Standesign are cleverly engineered lo
support largo, 25".to.35" direct-view TV monitors. DIV
racks feature arigid one-piece welded steel frame with
three expo heavy duty block composite wood shelves.
Two large lower shelves with 75" of useable space
between provide loss of space for VCRs, laser disc ploy ers, and oudio gear. Castors are included
Stondesign DTV28.
For 25-28" PA, 28" wide,
20" loll, 16" deep, reg
5300, now 229.951
Stondesign DTV287.
New "foot of the bed
model" designed for 2528" Ir/s, 28" wide, 30"
tall, 16" deep, reg $300,
now 229.951
Standesign 071/32.
For 32" TVs, 32"wide,
20'tall, 20"deep. Reg
$300, now 249751
Standesign DIV35, For 3V TVs,
35"wide, 20"toll, 2Tdeep. Reg $350, now 269.951

Big Rock •St Seismic Sink Component Isolation By Bright Star Si Townshend Audio
For

die ultimate in equipment security and isolation on
recommend Bright Slot Audio's seed-filled bese and isolation pod system. Brighs Star Big Rock bases are composite-wood frames covered xith non-resonant granitelike
coating and filled with fine sand (not included). Vibrations
from components and the room are absorbed by she
sand-so they no longer affect audio performance.
Bright Stan Little Rack is aunique "isolation pod"
which damps vibrosions in the component chassis ond
sheilds sensitive circuits hom airborne RF Mlerf &erne.
"Everything you hear is iruer lo its source" -Marlin
GDeWulf in Bound for Sound "It sounds like I
spent
55,000 on onew amp," -Positive feedback magazine.

Townshend Seismic Sink Isolation Platform

Bright Star Asdke Big Rack Isolation Buses:

Bright Star Big Rock IBase: 4" tall, platform area:
19.5" by 21 In dark granite finish 314900'; block gran
de finish S1
75.00*

Cure bad CD ployer -and other componeni-vibrations wish
the Seismic Sink, ingested from Englund. "This is no ordinory tweak," reports England's Jonathan Kettle in
Audiophile "It is aseriously conceived, superbly engineered and easily demonsirable upgrade." "(The Sink)
Makes listening to music much easier by increasing focus
and resolution of CD &LP signols."
Inside the Seismic Sink's steel osier chossis ore layers
al multi-density-fiberboard and silone-fluid and air-filled
bladders taos adiustable.height shock.absorbing feel and
abuilt-in bubble level make leveling the Sink fast and
easy. Aspeciol LED on fiord blinks when bladders hove
lost oir pressure, and the Sink comes with on air pump so
you can keep the bladders "pumped: Spoof isolions:
Height: 2". Weight: (Model I) 11 lbs tiller frequency 1.2
Hz. Filter roll-oft rate: 6db/Octove.
"We were astounded by the scale of sonic improvements che Sink made to several (CD) players," reports
What Hi-Fi Awards 1993. "The improvemenls encompass
lighter bass, amore focused sound, odeeper, betterdefined soundstage, and enhanced detailing... li's a
remarkable CD upgrade, but it can be also used with virtuolly any hifi component to similarly impressive effect."

"I placed my Pioneer loser disc player on the Sink.
And guess what? II's true! Seismic Sinks do improve the picture quality, markedly reducing drop outs" -Hi- fi
September 1992.

Townsend Audio Senmir Smk
Seismic Sink Model ISTD. Holds 35 lbs, 17" Wx14"
Do2" H-fits inside Torgel &Stondesign rocks-5349.00'
Seismic Sink Model IHD. Designed to holds 35.60 lbs,
17" Wx14" Dx2" H, only $399.00'
Seismic Sink Model 2STD. Holds up lo 35 lbs, 19"
wide, by 16" deep, by 2" high, only $369.00"

Bright Star's little Rock Isolation "Pod": Pul the
"Watson pod' on sop of sensdive electronics to damp vibro.
tions and shield circuits from air-borne RF intederence.
New size/weighsi le W to -D, 15It weighs 19 lbs.
Dark granite finish $1
29.01r, Black granite 5144.00'

New Custom Big Rock 19. Desioned to hold VPI HW19.series turntables. OuNide dimensions: 215" x18" x
4.75". Platform orea: 2075" x
In dark granite fin.
ish S275.00" Wah optional split-plinth to accomodate API
SAMA motor (shown above), 5299.95*

New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands

Low Price/High Performance Target Stands

New Target "XL" Stands As Low As $79.95

Low Moss Target "T" Stands Only $99.95

New Stondesign BB speaker stands feature rigid, one-psece
welded steel consiruction with ureshone
pods on tap and spikes on bonom.

New low price Target SP stands deber good sound al abargoin-basemens price. SP stands fendure one-piece welded
steel frames with two support tubes,
steel top plate, stable-I 7wide h5 9"
deep- "1"-shaped base and cone
point feet.

New %gel XL Series stands feature one censer suppers leg
bolted so owide and stable 10 .wide by 12-deep "H"shaped base and aflat steel top plate
Both top spikes and bottom cone
paint feet are standard.

New Target TSeries stands feature 3support legs welded to
an extra wide and stable 14.35 -wide by 17 deep "T"
shaped base with aflat steel top
plate. Both top spikes and boom
cone point feet included.

Target XL-30: IT lall with 9.5"
95" top plate, reg 5100, now /9.95'

Target T-30: I
rtall with 9.e
9.4" lop One, now only $99.95"

Seismic Sink Model 2HD. Hold 35-70 lbs, 19" wide, by
16" deep, by 2" high, only $419.00'

Low Price Audiophile Speaker Stands

Standesign BB50: 65' by
6.V lop plate; choose 12 -,
16", or 20" heights,
$49.95/pr"
Stundesign BB75:
7.5" by 7.5 -top plate;
choose from 1
T, 16 -,
2r, or 24 heights,
569 95/pr'

Target SP40 stands:
toll, 7.5"
x7Vsop plate, $69.9f/pr""

Stondesign
8850

Tonecone Speaker Isolators
fonecones offer mulls layered damping with apolypro
bose, alluminum poin Ainterchongeable threaded
inserls-so ihey can be adapted for many speakers.

Target T-40: 16 -toll with 7.V x
1.5 -top plate, only $105.00"

Target XL-40: 16" tall with 1.5" x
75top plate, reg 5100, now 19.95'

Target SP50 stands: 20-tall, 6.5 x6.5 -lop plaie, 569.95/pr"

Target XL-50: 20 .1011 with 7.5" x
75
-lop plaie, reg $100, now 79.95'

Target SP60 stands: 24' tall, 6
by 6
-top plate, 569.956pr"
forget SP50
Large Tonecones with wood inserts,
519 95 each; S70/set of four; 5128/ses
of eight. Large lonecones with threaded
inserts for BOW, Apogee, Thiel, Marlin
S19.95/ea, S75.00/ 4

Target XL-60: 2e tall with 7.5" x
75" sop oboe, reg $100, now 79.95'

Toe ,
11-60

Target T-50: 2F loll with 7.V x
7.5 -top plate, only 510500"
Target T-60: 2A' loll with 7.5 -o
7.5 top plate, now SI 09.95'•

Michael Green Speaker AudioPoints
Solid milled brass with geometry to maximize
energy transfer characteristics. Points come wilh
special disc so prole(' wood or tile surfaces.

AudioPoints for Loodspeokers:
1.5" tall, I" diameter brass (one points
los use with all types of speokers.
579.95 /sel of 4; Two sels: 5149.90

Established in 1981, Audio Advisor has over 75,000 satisfied customers in 135 countries!
AUDIO
MAWR

In US or Canada Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-451-3868.
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Hard-To-Find Analog Accessories
Final Closeout On Duerna Record Clamp

Align Cartridges Like APro w/ DB Protrac

brush from England
has hvo types of
deoning bristles
-long and short-lo
clean records twice with just one pass. The finest record
brush we can find! Hunt RDA MK6, reg 525, now 19.95

This 1.7 tall plastic clomp
locks firmly onto turntable
spindles while springs in the
legs hold she retord firmly in
place. Works on every table
we've tried. Hurry! Duerna
Clomp was 540, now S19.95

DB Systems Psalms lets any
amateur do prof essionol
phono cartridge alignments.
Highly accurate wish any
standard cartridge and radial amoral. DB Protrac,
reg $35, now 29.95

Make Records 8, Styli Last
With LAST

LAST #2. Vinyl-preserving record
treatment formula, 2.0 oz, $24.95

aeon &protest valuable LPs and phono
cartridge styli with these highly recommended fluid treatments. Kits include
fluid and applicalor brushes.

LAST IN. Stylus cleaning system with
2cleaning brushes, 0.25 oz, $14.95

LAST MI. New extra-strength record
(leaning solution, 0.5 oz, $2995

LAST 115. STYLAST stylus preservative/enhancer, 0.25 oz, $24.95

Help Your Turntable Survive Digital With
Sumiko's Analog Survival Kit

Save On Discwasher
V.R.P. Record Sleeves

Save On Non-Branded Rice
Paper Record Sleeves

Save on che most recognized nome
in LP 8laser drus protection V.R P.
sleeves ore 3-ply, anti-static rice
paper sleeves. Set of 20 514.95,
Set of 60. S34.95; Set of 100:
555 00; Sel of 200: $99_90

These 3-ply, onti-static rire paper
sleeves look and feel like V.R.P.
sleeves, yet are cheaper because
they're non-branded. Set of 50:
$1995; Set of 100: 534.95;
Sel of 500: 5169.95»

The Hunt For AGreat Record Brush Is Over
,Hum ESA MOO
rex

LAST 93. Regular every doy record
dunning formula, 10 oz, $1795

âpZIVAINCIUT
Contoins ospecial resonance-cancelling lonearm damping
material, and ultra-thin platter/mal inlerf ace bonding
mat. Recommended by leading mugs. Kit only 549.95

Creek Outboard Phono Stage, Only 5199!
New from Mike Creek, comes agreatsounding comport stond-olone phono
stage, model 08H-8. The Creek 08H-8
features high grade discrete components,
plus on outboard power supply. Ihe
.08H-8 sounds impressive. 0811-8 betters
most $1,000 full featured solid state pre,

g lq

amps, and reminds me of my $1,500 tube preamp.
-Randall Kaboos. Specs: Input: 3.5mV/47
kik. THO: 0.01%. $19. -85 dB. RIAA [lee
otion: zO.25 dB. Output Impedence: 750
a Output: 250mV. Dimensions: 4" W, 4'
D, 2.5" H. Made in England.
Creek Audio 08H-8 ourboard MM
phono stage, reg $229, now 199 95

Be Sure Of Stylus Force With The Shure
Stylus Force Gunge
Shure STG-2 stylus force
guage accurately meo sures the stylus farce for
optimum sound and
increased stylus life.
Shure gunge, 514 95

Discwasher.D4+ Record Cleaning System

New Low Price SOTA Record Clamp

New improved 04s record
cleaning system includes o
wolnut-handled microliber
cleaning brush, 1.25 oz of
174v cleaning fluid and storage box. Discwosher
D4r. Kit 519 95

The new SOTA I-Clamp is a
closely machined screw-down
clamp made of non-resonant
Delron whirh holds records
firm for cleaner sound ond
improved boss. SOTA
I-Clomp, only 549 95

.1111111b,

aink

Silty Gritty Paper
Polymer Record Sleeves
From Nitty Gritty, these sleeves
feature awhite paper saver with
on anti-static polymer liner. Pork
of 30: $14.95, Pack of 100:
539.95; Pock of 500: $139.95'
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World's Best Turntable Clamp From SOTA

England's Ringmat Turntable Mat

Just 1.5" tall, che SOTA Reflex
Clamp locks firmly onto die
turntable spindle while its
"reflex" action tightly bonds
the LP to the planer for quieter LP sound. SOTA Reflex
Clomp 5149.95

"A carelully researched and
innovative product which genuinely transforms analog
replay at nominal cost" -Hifi News 8Record Reviese.
Now available in the USA!
Ringmot 330, only 564.95

Headshell Accessories

Misc Analog Accessories

VPI Turntable Upgrades

Turntable Drive Belts

Sumiko HS-29 premium headshell leads__
.11.95
Sumiko Rigid cartridge mounting kit.10.00
SME Juts Premium 33mm silver Ina headshell leads 29.95

Dennison Metal Soundtractor alignment gouge .....149.95
New TARA Lobs RSC DIN-RCA 1.2M phone cable. 14995
Kristaline Dust cover polish 8scratch remover ........14.95

VPI PLC power line conditioner for VPI turntables,
conditions power, provides speed connol........ - 399.95
VPI SAMA siond-olone motor assembly
'499.95

AR ES-I belt..14.95
VP11119-19 belt
.19 95
VPI TNT drive bells 29 95

Rego Plonor 2&3 32 00
SOTA Bells
19 95
SOTA Comet Bell
14 95

Highly Recommended Moving Magnet &Moving Coil Phono Cartridges
World Famous Grado Cartridges

Sumiko Blue Point Cartridges

Blue Point Trade-Ins & Upgrades

Top Rated Monster MCs 50% Off!

Grado moving magnet cartridges
feature on innovative 3-peice °apt.
mized transmission line" cantilever
chat reduces record surface noise 8
reveals more detail.
Grade ZTE.1
21.95
Grade 793E., reg 569, new .29.95
Grade 193Es P-mount versien34.95
Grade IT3E+ 78-RPM model ..34.95
Grade 21., reg 5180...........95.00
Signature 13/61, reg 5200 _169.95
Signature Mall, reg 5300.255.00
Signature Ill, reg $500....199.95
Signature KR reg 5750 _599.95

Audiophiles, 8podia reviewers are amazed by the sound
of Sumiko's Blue Poini high
output 12.001 moving coils.

11 you already own aBlue Point cartridge, you con
replace it with anew one, or upgrade to the Special at
tremendous savings. Coll for details.

For many years the top-rated
MC (ornidges in the world,
now or factory direst prices!

Grado IF3E.

Sumiko Blue Point high
output moving cod phono
«mode, fits almost any ionera, reg 5150, now $119.95
Sumiko Blue Point
Special high output moving
soil phono rarirdige, w/37
refinements over the Blue
Point regS295, now $249.95

Sumiko Blue Point

Blue Point Spada

Blue Point-coLiew Blue Point node-in
85.00
Blue Point-la-Blue Point Special trade-up..... ..225.00
Blue Point Special-to-flew BP Special trade-in..... 195 00

Monster Coble AG-1000
II low output 10 3mV) MC,
was S800, now 5399 95
Monster Cable Sigma
Genesis 2000, low output
10 3mV) MC cartridge, was
51,200, now S599.95

Blue Point Mod Kit
This specially machined metal
metal cartridge mouniing
bracket dramatically improves
Blue Points bass 8imaging.
Reg 525, now S19.95

Blue Point Mod Oil

Monder Coble 86100001

Speciak Tiede in any older
style Monster MC cartridge,
and MC-2000 is only 5450 00

Monster (able 062000

Computer Software, Book &Acoustic Treatments From RoomTune, ASC, &Sonex
Save On Low Price RoomTunes Acoustic
Treatments
CornerTunes. Place
(ornerTunes in ceiling corners to improves highs 8
soundslage. Reg 579, now
569.95/set of 4
Echolunes. Put on the side
walk to create amore
coherent soundstage.
Regular 539, now 34.95/pr
RoomTunes. Acoustic panels on awood base designed
to shape sound reflected off
speakers 8yolk. Improves
imaging, bass, err Regular
5229, now '199.95/pair
New TuneStrip "Early
Reflection" Room
Treatment. Place lunestrips on
the side walls Of in th corner
behind the speaker to mprove
imaging, focus, and dtail 12"
We 48" Hx D. Re elm
SI 69, now 5149.95/set

IOW Treated Roam

Save $30-$60 On Easy-To-Install
ASC Flat Traps
New Elal Traps from AS( are 14'
11 by 36' by 1.5" Hid, framemounted, quortz-fobriczovered
acoustic wall panels designed lar
home listening rooms Flat Traps
improve image clarity, definition 8
overall musicality
The handy rear bracket
makes installing Flat Trope as
easy as hanging apisture!
ASC Flat Traps Reg 5200, now
only 5169.95/set of 4; or
S339.90/set of 8

Al(íloi Tr p

Sonex Acoustic Panels

Sonex "Jr:" ore 24" by 24" by 2"
thick, easy-to-install acoustic
damping f
on mponds park aged in on easy to ship
43,..4e.,/£-We/
box. Choose from block,
blue or beige.
eee_iee l
Soots Ors, 569.95 per
box of 4°rustic tiles

Save with Sones
"UNX" Panels

illhruck

Deluxe RoomTunes

Master Handbook of
Acoustics-3rd Edition

The world leader in acoustic foam tile is Sanee, adivision
of Illbrock. Sense's patented shape absorbs sound woves
to reduce harmful room refiections-T Sonex absorbs
down to 1,000 Hz, 3" Sonex absorbs down to 500 Ha, and
4" Sonex down to 250 Hz And Sonex is easy lo install
with double stick lope, glue, or small nails.

Room Treated With 8Flat Traps

Large size, 24" by 48"
acoustic damping loam
sheets come in 2", 3",
or 4" thicknesses for a
wide variety 51 applications. Choose black,
brown or beige.
ONO Sone: 169.95 -

nontechnical language, this classic source book on acoustrcs covers
from the knits of
sound to the latest in listening
room treatments. New edition.
Paperback, 452 pages, S19.95

ineverything

Computer Software
Scientifically determine the optimum room placement for you
speakers will, this highly o«uroce-no programing experience
required! Listening Program
for DOS 545.00. New Macintosh
version 555.50

No Other Source Offers So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio Components &Accessories
AUDIO
ADVISOR
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In the US-or Canada-Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-451-3868.
WorldRadioHistory
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Satellite/Subw of rSystem Set-Up
Program. Discov teoptimum room
platemeni for 3pi ce satellite.subwoofer ystems yinh chis easy
to use pogram. You'll be
surpri cd by the improvement W ofer-Satellite
Program or DOS, 534.95
"You're aclass
not," writes Harry
,Tulsa, OK,
"knowledgeable,
courteous, 8fast."
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Save With Rega, SOTA, Project, &VPI Turntable Package Deals
Save $69 On NEW SOTA Moonbeam Turntable

Save $100 On SOTA Comet Turntable Package

Save $175 On VPI HW-191R Turntable Package

like in the Comet, SOTA uses
space-age material in the
Moonbeams construction including amulti-layered non-resonanl
1.5" -thick composite-wood base,
and Turcile bearing cup lopped
vrith o3/8' -thick acrylic planer.
Moonbeam comes vdth aWarySOTA Moonbeam
installed medium-mass VINT tonearn with soft-damped cueing,
and anti-skating. Our Moonbeam package includes aprof essionalh/ installed
Orado ZE3E-i phono cartridge, and acrylic dusi(over.

Waiting for the best low price
audiophile turntable? "Check out
che Comet. ..it's awinner!
Unequivocally recommended "
.
suggests 5lereophile's Guy
Lemcoe. SOTA uses space-age
material in Comet sconstruction
and comes with alodaryinslalled
medium-moss 1M7-11I tonearm
with soft-damped cueing and
easy-to-adjust ormheight. Our Comet package includes aprofessionally
installed Sumiko Blue Point phono cartridge, sod acrylic dustrover.

The VPI 19111 has been on
everyone's 'Recommended'
list for years. It uses the
same notural oak wood
frame, motor assembly, and
precision bearing as VPI's
more expensive 'tables, yet
has asorbothane suspension, 1"-thick composite
wood plinth, 2-peice record
clamp, &1" clear acrylic plotter. Our package includes che top-rated Rego
RI3300 tonearm, Sumiko Blue Point phono cartridge, and clear arylic dustcover.

SOTA Moonbeam table w/VLMT arm &Grado, reg 5449, now 5379.95'

SOTA Comet 'table vi/LMT-111 arm &Blue Point, reg 5700, now 5599.95'

VPI NW 19 JR w/RB300 arm &Blue Point, reg 51,175, now 999.95F

Save $225 On The Rego Planar 2With Sumiko Blue Point Combination!

Save $370 On Rega Planar 38. Sumiko's Blue Point Special Cartridge Combo

Rego Planar 2turntable has all the features you'd coped from
Britishmode turntoble-including marvelous sound. Planar
1's unique combination of high grade materials minimizes
record vibrations and noise. Planar 2includes Rego's RB-250
toneorm, asingle-piece arrntube design tapered to minimize
arm vibrations. We also include aprofessionally mounted
Sumiko Blue Point high output moving coil cartridge.
Stereophilis Corey Greenberg calls the Blue Point "one of the
best, if not the best, values in all of high end audio"

You've probably read about, or heard about Regar
remarkable Planar 3turntable-it's been on Stereophilei
and everyone else's "Recommended List" for years Planar
3includes the excellent RB300 arm. R8300 hoc "very
good detail, depth, midrange neutrality, ambience, and
precision imaging"- Stereophile .
We odd Sumiko's superb
Blue Point Special phono cartridge, which Corey Greenberg
toys "comes within shouting distance of the very best"
this deal that can't be beat-by anyone-for the price! .

1,100.
_

.

Rego Planar 2turntable with KB-250 arm and Sumiko
Blue Point cornidge, reg 5725, now only 5499.95'

.

Rego Plonor 2

Rego Planar 3turntable complete with R8300 orm. &
Blue Point Spud cartridge, reg 51,070, now 5699.95'

Rego Manor 3

Save Now On The World's Best Record Cleaning Machines And Supplies
Some $150 On Nitty Gritty 1.5 Machine

Now-More Than Ever-It's Vital To
Vacuum-Clean Valuable LPs
LPs ore gening harder to find-and more valuable. It's
increasingly important to keep records safe &dean. Hand
washingeven with the
fanciest solutions &methods-doesn't
remove all the
gunk. Vacuum
powered cleaning machines,
with the right
fluid ,lift away
No band cleaning system ron compare
dirt, dust &
Lob on vacuum powered moehinei
grime. You'll
be shocked or how smooth and noise-free vacuum cleaned
LPs sound Record surface noise is reduced by up ta 90%!
Gear Rs ore more valuable, too.

Hard-To-Find Cleaning
Machine Supplies

Nifty Gritty

Record Donor It

Nitty Gritty 1.5 leaning machine w/bonuses, only 529995'

Save $35 With Record Doctor Package
Record Dador II cleans like the expensive machines-with
fluid application F. vacuum suction--but costs less because
you turn records by hand Recommended by leading mugs.
Record Doctor II Kit Includes: Record Doctor 11 vacuumsuction LP cleaning machine, 1/2 gallon of cleaning fluid,
6oz NG First cleaner, and two fluid opplicator brushes-in
all a5233.80 volue-now only 5198.80"

Cleaning Fluids

Purifier #2. Alcohol'
based record cleaning
solution safe for all
vinyl records, and
machines.
16 oz 51495, 64 oz
534.95: Igol 559.95

Not only is Audio Advisor the world's
largest seller of high end vocuumpowered record leaning machines,
we stock the largest selection of
cleaning solutions, brushes, real. ment parts and supplies.

Record cleaning nfast and easy with Nifty Grilly's IS semiautomatic vocuum-powered record cleaning machine. I.5's
unique Capstan Record Drive automatically rotates the record
during fluid application and vacuum suction Neat and dmple.
The Nifty Gritty IS, reg 5389, hyour now for only
5299.95-plus if you order before Oct. 31, 1994, we'll also
include extra clowning strips, osoft vinyl destroyer, and 50 3ply Me-paper sleeves-in all a5450 value-you Save 5150!

\
sow
SuperCleaner II
Record Solution

Nitty Gritty Purifier #1.
Delergentlosed
(Wooer for 78s.
16 oz 514.95; 64 of
534 95; 1gal 559 95
Nitty Grits First.
u
its. 16 al 529.95

Save $90 On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine
Save now on the wodd's best selling record (leaning
machine, the VPI HWl 65. Critics praise HW-I6.5's rugged
build and superb (leaning power. Apowerful motor spins
LPs while the self-leveling suction lube deep-cleans the
record grooves-your records never sounded so sweet!
The VPI 1191-16.5, reg 5450, but order now ond we'll
include 50 high quality 0mi-static 3-ply rice paper record
sleeves-in all a5490 value-yours for only 5399.95!

Ply Gritty I5

R

Our best selling, alcohol-based record cleanMg solution, now with
higher purity ingrediants. 16 oz 512.95;
32 oz 516.95; 64 oz
51995; 1gal 52495

VPI VW-tó.5

•

VPI HW-1 6.5 w/bonos sleeves, only 1399.959

Torumat TM7BH Superfluid

Cleaning Machine
Replacement Parts

Best-selling detergentbased record cleaning
formula cafe for oil
vinyl records &
machines. 16 oz
514.95; 1gal 56995

NG First applicator brush ......11.95
NG Vocuum-suction grips 14111.95
NG Capstan replocment kit _1195
VPI 16.5 &17 suction tubes .19.95
VPI 1
AS fluid applicator brush 25.00
VPI 17 fluid applicator brush 10.00
VPI 16.5 45-RPM dopier kit 39.95

World's Largest Selection Of Premium Replacement Vacuum Tubes &Tube Accessories
Save On Golden Dragon Audio Tubes

Gold Aero Premium Grade Vacuum Tubes

Rugged US- &Russian-Made Power Tubes

Tube Coolers Increase Tube Life!

Golden Dragon Tubes were developed by British audiophiles and engineers formerly w/tube grads M-0 Valve,
Nullard, et( All models have special failures co make
them sound great. Now available with gold pins for
improved corrosion resistance. 'AN" indicates ultra-low
noise tube for phono applications. "M/PTh matched pair.

Gold Aero features the industry's most thorough computer
test procedure. Tubes receive one of 3rankings: Premium
for high quality tubes, Gold for tubes tested to higher tolerances, and the best 3% get aPlanlinum rating and ore further tested by Gold Aero's exclusive Impulse Test and FFT
computer analysis. Each Platinum tube comes with it's own
computer print out so you can verily its quality.

While supplies lag, get these highest grade US GE-, Russian
Sodek-, and Czech-made power amp tubes. All tubes ore
precision tested in the US. Pairs and quads are closely
matched. Russian tubes are end copies of early British
designs-many no longer ovialable in the Wesl.
farra ands

Specially treated copper fins remove excess heat to double
or triple tube life Cooler tubes last longer, &sound better.

rube
126076
12AX76011
6018
61181N
12076
12A17111
120376
I
2AU7LN

meulait b.
I-5 Price Pike
16.00
2100
19.95
34.95
16.00
2100
16.00
25.00

12.95
22.95
16.95
32.95
12.95
22.95
12.95
22.95

1,173 Gold fIn Gad Po, Gold An
Pene I-S Price 6. Sire M/P
39.95
59.95
59.95
89.95
39.95
59.95
39.95
59.95

19.95
29.95
29.00
39.95
19.95
29#5
19.95
29.95

16.95
26.95
25.95
36.95
16.95
26.95
16.95
26.95

49.95
75,00
69.95
99.95
49.95
15.00
49.95
7100

Otlow Golden Dragon Audlo Tubes: 128117 519.95/ea;
S49.95/MP; 5614 23.00/ea; EL34 555.00/61P;10118
S119,95/MP; 5239.95/M0; 5881 549.95/MP; 5109.95/M0:
3001 S349.95/MP, 5699.95/MO.

lobe
6018
6018
6010
6922
6922
6922

Prem
Gold
Plot
Prem
Gold
Plat

Sogle Morthed
rube
Peas

Ve

Sogle *Abed
rube Pan

1990
2995
79.95
22.00
32.00
8995

20X7 Prem
2AX7 Gold
2AK7 Plat
2017 Prem
2AT7 Gold
2AT7 Flot

16.00
25.00
7995
16 00
24.00
79.95

46.00
68.00
199.95
62.00
8290
21995

39.95
69.95
199.95
39.95
68.00
199.95

Other Gold Aero Tubes: 128H7 Prem 52995; 5AR4
Prem 525.00, 65506 Prem (GE 5138.00/MP; 6CA7 Prem
S613.00/MP; 7199 Prem 578.00/MP; 807 Pram
525.00/ea; EL34 Prem 579.95/MP; KT88 Prem 5138/MP

6550
GE
6550
Sadek
EL34/6CA7
GE
01.34
Savlek
11.34
Tega
5881/6L6WGC Sodek
5AR4/GZ34 Sohek
6922
Sovtek
7199
Sovtek
1260791X1
Sodek
12807
GE
6350
GE

Call Toll Free To Order:

Ensemble Tubesoo kevlor tube
coolers. 558/pr; 5110 /9. 0d

Pearl Coolers

Dynadeor Tube Socket Cleaning Brushes. Socket
Savers nylon-bristled wire brushes ore specially designed for
sole &easy deoning of tube sockets Includes 2brushes
-one for preomp-size end another for amp-aloe sockets.
Socket Savers tube socket cleaning brushes, 514.95/set

o

Shipping Charges Ground UPS

Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!

STEREOPHILE, JANUARY 1995

Preomp Tube Coolers:
For 6018, 1210(7, etc. tubes.
1-9 55.50 each; 10. 4.99 eorh

Socket Saner Set

--0

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore ... More"

1-800-942-0220

ftel

39.95 99.95 199.95
29.95 59.95 119.90
69.95 139.90
29.95 69.95 125.00
14.95 39.95 59.95
12.95 29.95
16.95
14.95 29.95 49.95
29.95 49.95 79.95
14.95 29.95 49.95
14.95
7.95

Power Amp Tube Coolers:
Specify diameter with order:
1-9 511.25 each, 10. 9.95ea

IAL

Eidl21CAN.
EXPRESS

AUDIO
ADVISOR
WorldRadioHistory

A«essories: lot item 495 Extra Itemsel.50
"Turntobles/Stands.12.95-14.95
"Electronics,amp rocks,
dfacks/Lg stands/Turntobles..........16.95-29.95
Hours Mon-Fri 990-790 EST, Sat 10:00-3:00
01994 Audio Advisor, Inc. Prices and specifications ore subject to Curiae without notice.

Established in 1981, Audio Advisor Inc is the
world's hugest seller of high end audio components and messories by dired mail We sell to
oil 50 states, Conado, Mexico, and over 130
foreign countries. Member of the Grand Rapids
Better Business Bureau since 1981.
Street address: 225 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI
49503. Business phone line: 616-451-3868.
International FAX Line 616-4519709.
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YOU'LL NEVER KNOW
HOW GOOD
YOUR SPEAKERS SOUND,
UNTIL YOU HEAR THEM
WITH MIT'S
NEW MH-850 BI-WIRE
SPEAKER CABLE

"This Isn't aCable.. •
It's aTransformation."
-Elliot Goldman

It was hard for me to believe that my
reference system (Wilson, Spectral and
MIT cabling) could sound any better. But
when Bruce Brisson sent me the MH-850
Bi-Wire, the system moved agiant step
closer to the ultimate —the suspension of
disbelief that put the musicians into my
living room.
Iwas blown away.

FRONT Row
b
5030 Champion Blvd., Suite D8, Boca Raton, Florida 33496
Telephone 407/241-1767 • Fax 407/241-1955

WorldRadioHistory
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Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call (800) 446-3563. Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores.
U.S. National Distributors: Austin News Agency, Bernhard DeBoer, Fine Print Distributors, Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors.

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Galleria
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
locum
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution AuJio Video
5236 Colodny Ave #101
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
1717-B University Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510-A Walnut St
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
Christopher Hansen, Ltd.
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Burlingame
Future Sound
851 California Dr #A
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
445 E. 17th St
Culver City
Armadillo 8. Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Daly City
Audio Vision
55 First Ave
Dublin
Stereo Doctor
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fremont
The AN Room
710-F Mowry Ave
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Hollywood
World Book 8. News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Lompoc
Music First
1620 North H
Lou Angeles
Robertson Magazine 8.
Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
700 El Camino Real #180
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave

Oakland
Pro Home Systems
383 40th St #A
Pacific Grove
Audio Video Design Group
227 Grand Ave #3
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E. Colorado Blvd
GNP Audio
1254 E. Colorado Blvd
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
2901 W. 182nd St
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
1650 Seventh St
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 DSt
Paradyme AudioNideo
1720 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9240 Clairement Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Audio Excellence
528 Washington St
San Francisco Sound &Vision
2074 45th Ave
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Ultimate Sound
41 Grant Ave
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission St
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
733 Fourth St
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
12144 Ventura Blvd
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
lbstin
The Digital Ear
17602 E. 17th St #106
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Ventura
Billy Bags
4147-A Transport St
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
1545 Locust St
West Sacramento
Mts Inc./Tower Magazines
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
6201 Topanga Canyon Blvd

COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
Aurora
SoundTrack
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
Boulder
Analogue Audio
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284
Eads News 8Smoke Shop
1715 28th St
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Recycled Audio
1615 Pearl St
SoundTrack
1685 28th St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N. Tejon
Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
SoundTrack
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Denver
Listen Up #2
999 S. Logan St
Second Sound
1875 S. Broadway
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
SoundTrack
1298 W. Alameda Ave
SoundTrack
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
4606 S Mason St
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
2513 Belford
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
2680 E. County Line Rd
Littleton
SoundTrack
9350 W. Cross Dr
Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack, Pearce Electronics
9901 W. 50th Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
The Stereo Shop
505 Farmington Ave
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Mend
The Sound Room
236 Post Rd E.
DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
2423 Concord Pike
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
2882 N. Federal Hwy
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd #D-8

Stereo Shoppe
279 N. Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 U.S. 19 N.
Coral Gables
Sound Components
1533 Magruga Ave
Deerfield Beach
Audio Center
120 N. Federal Hwy
Hollywood
Hollywood Home Theater
Systems
1321 S. 30th Ave
Hollywood Sound
523 S. 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Pensacola
Invisible Audio
1600 Airport Blvd
Southern Hi-Fi &Video
503 Brent Lane #C
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
AnaLogique
5645 Grove Point Rd
Atlanta
Audio Forest
6806 Peachtree Ind. Blvd
Music Audio
4920 Roswell Rd #12
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
Dunwoody Hall Shopping
Center
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Stereo AVideo Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamilla Ave
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184-A Waialae Ave
Classic Audio &Video
3027 Kaimuki Ave
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way
ILLINOIS
Champaign
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Rock Records
175 W. Washington
Van L. Speakerworlcs
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd

Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Mt. Morris
Walden Books
4279 W. Route 64
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Orland Park
Sound 8. Vision
14474 LaGrange Rd
Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd
Park Ridge
Dr. B's AudioNideo Emporium
2166 N. Home Ave
Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Bloomington
Campus Audio
883 S. College Mall Rd
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
7127 W. Jefferson Blvd
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
Pendleton
The Elusive Disc
1022 Rolling Barrel Rd
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
2306-A Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
3702 Beaver Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Bethesda
High Tech Services
7700 Old Georgetown Rd
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service IL Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Bellingham
ROL Acoustics
26 Pearl St #15
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Harvard Cooperative Society
Palmer St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
0Audio,
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound &Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
llaveros City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
6127 Ledgeway Dr
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St
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Buy &Sell Pre-Owned Audio
Equipment Nationwide!
Equipment lists from dealers and individuals are
continuously updated on our computer and mailed
to our subscribers on the 1st and the 15th of each
month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy to
find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date information. Typically you'll find well over 1000 items

Subscription Rates:
6months/12 issues $25
12 months/24 issues $45
Send Ck, MO or call with Visa/MC
Call for foreign rates.
\

in each issue.

Advertising Rates:
Subscribers: Advertise free, up to 10 items per 6
month subscription period.
Non-Subscribers: For just $2. per item, your ad
will appear in the next 5consecutive issues.

AUDIO TRADING TIMES
PO Box 27
Conover, WI 54519
Ph (715) 479-3103
Fax (715) 479-1917

••••

Our Edge Is Knowledge
Bay Area Audio knows what the audiophile is looking for.
Our product line and our experienced staff support the most discriminating ear. Make our edge in
knowledge your edge in acquiring the audio and home theater systems that are best for you.
•Adcom

•Martin-Logan

•Audioquest

•Mitsulishi
Video
•NAD

•Audio Research
B&W In-Wall

•Nakamichi

•Cal Audio Labs

•PSB

•Classé Audio

•Theta Gigital

•Definitive
Technology

•Thiel

•Elan

•Vidikroo

•Faraud ja

•Velodyne

•Fosgate

•Wireworld

Bay Area Audio, 1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road, San Jose, CA 95129 Phone 408.255.0735
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MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh 81
Music for Pleasure
7714 Big Bend Blvd
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E. Main St
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
136 Main St
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8. Sound
3021 S. Valley View #103
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
15 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Milford
Book Ends
185 Elm St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight 8. Sound
King's Shopping Plaza R1 202
Cherry Hill
Hi -Fi Warehouse Co.
1720 E. Route 70

Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Route 41
East Brunswick
Electro Works
545 Hwy 18
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Montclair
Cohen's
635 Bloomfield
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
baton
Hal's Stereo &Video
U.S. Route 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caidwall
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Solution
6062 Stauback Ave NW
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
ASound Look
301 N. Guadalupe St
Audio Designs
1711-B Llano Rd
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St

Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
NEW YORK
Albany
Adair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
ABC International
128 Bay 34th
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Flushing
Lodestar Audio
137-72 Northern Blvd
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Lake Grove
Audio Den, Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liberty
Harbor Record Export
10 Chestnut St
Uverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8217 Molson Way (by appt.)
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox 8. Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
148 E. Route 59

New York
Audio Arts
101 Crosby St, 2nd Floor
Coliseum Books
1771 Broadway
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
JAR Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Union Square Magazine Shop
200 Park Ave S.
between 17th & 18th Sts
Plattsburgh
Sound Alternatives
3Valley Dr
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Oueens, Cambria Heights
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3403 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Ene Blvd E.
Gordon Brothers
2739 Erie Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
U.S. Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy

We don't sell
perfect systems.
After 15 years, we've learned no perfect system exists.
It has to be built—to your specifications, within your budget.
To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer
the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that
the system you purchase is the perfec
for you.
To get started, call us today.

NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr. Audio
Route 6, Box 21, Hwy 105 S.
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
6701-101 Glenwood Ave
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
133 Jonestown Rd

OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc....
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
601 SE Frank Phillips Blvd
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
10327 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St

OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Eugene
Acoustic Sciences Corp.
245 Jackson St
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
120 W. Lancaster Ave
Camp Hill
Hi Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
2000 Lincoln Way E.
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
I.P.D. Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St

&Oifee 0tiec lion
gn. &and
Thiel
Krell
Rotel
Wad:a
Klipsch
PS Audio

LAI

McIntosh
Cal Audio
Phase Tech
Vandersteen

THIEL CS 7

Audio •Video •Furniture
Large Selection of CD's &LD's

310 517-1700
310 517-1732 fax
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248

es**.

AUTHORIZED DEALER: AKG •ATLANTIC TECH

ST

AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIO CONTROL •BEYER DYNAM

CARVER

CELESTION •CLEARFIELD •COUNTERPOINT •CWD •DAH

TE •GENESIS

GRADO •HAFLER •HARMAN KARDON •HUGHES •INFINITY •JAMO •JBL

LEXICON

MAGNUM/DYNALAB •McCORMACK •MERIDIAN •NAD •NESTOROVIC •NHT •NILES •ONKYO
PARASOUND •PHILIPS •PIONEER •POWER WEDGE •PROTON •PROAC •PSB •ROOMTUNE
SONANCE •SONIC FRONTIERS •SONY •STAX •TARGET •THORENS •TICE •VELODYNE •VPI
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806 /353-9625 or 800-725-4434
200 Westgate •Amarillo, TX
806/794-4507 or 8130-329-4434
8201 Quaker • Lubbock, TX
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GoocJwins Audio
NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST AUDIO SPECIALTY STORE

VISA

•HIGH END WITHOUT PRETENSE:
INFORMED AND SENSIBLE ADVICE
•CAREFULLY SELECTED COMPONENTS
FROM THE VERY AFFORDABLE TO 'THE ULTIMATE
DEUVOW AND NOOA-UP AVAILABLE
TRADE INS WELCOME •HOME THEATER

•ACURUS
•A/
D/
S
•AKG
•AUDIO CONTROL
•AUDIO STREAM
•B & K
•B & W
•B & WTHX
•CELESTION

•CALIFORNIA
AUDIO LABS
•CONRADJOHNSON
•DEFINITIVE
TECHNOLOGY
•DYNACO
•EAD
•ESOTERIC

•FMS
•FOSGATE
•HAFLER
•KENWOOD
•KLIPSCH
•MUSEATEX
•MONSTER CABLE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI

•NITTY GRITTY
•ONKYO
•PASS LABS
•POWER WEDGE
•ROTEL
•ROTEL
SOVEREIGN
•SANUS
•SIGNET

IL
•SONY
•SONY PRO
PORTABLE
•SOTA
•STANDESIGN
•STAX
•STRAIGHT WIRE
•SUMIKO
•TARGET

THE ULTIMATE IN HOME THEATER
Hours:

MON. -FRI. 11-8 SAT. 10-6 SUN. 12-5

NOT ALL LINES AVAILABLE

IN BOTH STORES, PLEASE CALL

870 Commonwealth Ave., Boston -Shrewsbury, Rte 9 Eastbound

617-734-8800

Since 1972

rgo audio technic a

audioquest

508-791-8200

Audio Technica
DR 500 LC

Bang&Olufsen

CARTRIDGES
Your analog source.

Blue Oasis

wok

J
orrofon
9 PICKERING

Stanton W.O.S. 100
SHURE

110

sv« pelt

Sumiko
Blue Point Special

sraNTon

Dynavector

(U \DO
Grado Headphones

KONTAK

1-800-221-0906

VPI Mark IV Kit &
New Stand Alone
Motor Assembly

NY State: 516-599-1112 FM: 516-599-2027
We accept Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Discover

LAY:
Phono Alignment
Tool

258

We even carry 78 rpm replacement styli

For aFree Catalog send self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Lyle Cartridges, Dept. SP, Box 158,
Valley Stream, NY 11582
Dealer Inquiries Invited

WorldRadioHistory
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TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
200 Westgate Pkwy
Sound Systems, Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Austin
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E. #B-104
Dallas
Audio Home
14362 Marsh Lane
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy #6441
Home Entertainment
8414 Preston Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #10
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
6692 SW Freeway
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline #32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
San Antonio
Audio Concepts
8474 Fredericksburg Rd

STEREOPHILE, JANUARY

WASHINGTON, DC

Serenade Records
1809 M St NW
Tower Video
2000 Pennsylvania Ave
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Germantown
Nobis Technologies
N.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Mequon
Sound Designs
11126 N. Cedarburg Rd
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Puerile Marketing
Box 24. Site One, RR1

1995

AUDIOPHILE, LP'S, CD'S
AMI ACCESSORIES
Want the BEST Products

Chesky, Mobile Fidelity, OJC
811m
Audioquest, Delos, DMP, Dorian,
Reference, Sheffield, Wilson
512"
DCC & MFSL Ultradisc Il Gold
III"
CBS/SONY & Cheery Gold
822 m
Lin Gemini, Reference, Wilson
British Pressings
Audioquest, Cheery, Sheffield
King Super Analogue
Half-Speeds & D2D's
1_,m_t_ill_i
AQ DM-1000 Cartridge Demag.
Nitty Gritty CD Master

512"
817 48
817"
827m

CALL
8
75 98

s36 98

Catalog: s2 U.
S./s4 Intl. FREE w/order
For More Info Call, Write or Fax:

0

POWER CORDS
HOOK-UP WIRE
our

hook-up wire and
tonearm wire
as used in the
AIRTANGENT,
we now offer
acomplete line
of cables for the
serious listener.

V

0

/

"

S,

Known for

at the BEST Price?
Here Are Just A Few:

DIGITAL CABLE

TONEARM WIRE

'

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Digital Discs
Silver Platters
2495 140th Ave NE
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Madison Audio
909 Western Ave
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsviay #M163
Coquitlarn
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8. Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson SI
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

Mow- •

SUPE

Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Audio Dreamscapes
7434 Richmond Rd
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq

SPEAKER CABLE

6

VIRGINIA

INTERCONNECTS

6

South Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
Audio Video Authority
1519 Shelbume Rd

for Superior Music
Reproduction

LE

VERMONT

DISCOVERY

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
Just Hi-Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonics Audio 8Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigogan
70 Yorkville Ave

I

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market St
La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Hell-Quaker Blvd #31
Madison
Audio Video Environments
1719 Gallatin Rd
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Imaginary Records
5324 Buena Vista Park
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.

Audition Audio
2209 Highland Dr

THE SOURCE

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

I'

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
Amegcan Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galena
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192

ALBERTA
Calgary
KM Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay 1
Sounds of Music
229 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
The Gramophone
10180 101st St
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

'

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
180 Angell St

UTAH
Centerville
Ovation Audio
625 N. 1250 W. #2
Omm
Crandall Audio
1202 N. State St
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
1500 S. 15th St E.

SUPE

Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Nook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Point Pleasant
The Cable Company
Byram Rd, PO Box 579
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
226 W. King St
State College
Wescott Audio
718 Hampshire Circle
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
US. Route 220
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

THE FORCE
CLEARAUDIO

MC PHONO
CARTRIDGES
Yes, CLEAR AUDIO
is available again
in North America,
and they have been
improved with the
new TRYGON P-2
stylus design.
For alimited time
owners of Clear-audio
cartridges can get a
NEW for OLD
exchange 50% off
list price.
Call or write for details.
THE NEW
FRONTIE
IN SOUN

THE ELUSIVE DISC

1022 Rolling Barrel Rd. •Pendleton. IN 46064
INFO (317) 778-2715 •FAX (317) 778-2669

TO ORDER 1-800-782-3472
Ike

z
YISA
e-e
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DISCOVER

ABLE

28 BEARDSLEE ROAD
MILLSTONE,NI08876
908/359-0950 FAX :908/359-2170

mersalab

Installing the woodblocks and red rollers in my system greatly
improved the sound. In particular, they removed a haze of grain
and glare Ihadn't realized was there (or Ihad grown used to), and
increased the harmonic richness of the music. These products are
so good, Iwon't even lend them to friends who want to try them in
their systems (unless I'm going on vacation).

RFI-Filter System:

The Versalab products
have won such universal
acceptance from our

— C.C., California
What a surprise!! The Versalab system does everything it claims,
which is much more than Iexpected. With Versalab products fully
installed, my system is now sounding so clean that Ican realistically
feel the atmosphere and sensation of the concert hall or the
recording studio.
— T.F., Texas

customers, we thought
you'd like to read some
of their comments...

The Versalab products, in removing RFI from the signal path,
represent the most cost-effective sonic improvement Ihave ever
heard in my 40 years of searching for the best possible sound from
my system. If Ihad replaced all of my individual components with
the most expensive brands and then had heard what Ihear now
from my audio system after incorporating the Versalab products, I
would feel Ihad spent my money wisely. Imagine my surprise at
doing this for well under $1000.

Galen
Carol
Audio

— A.L., Texas
With over 40 years of experience in the audio hobby, Ican state
without reservation that the Versalab red rollers and woodblocks
have had one of the most profoundly positive and musical
improvements to my system that Ihave ever heard.
— D. R., Connecticut

Audio One To One
P.O. Box 17562
San Antonio, TX

78217

Voice: 210/805-9927

CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE FINE PRODUCTS

Fax: 210/805-9928

One Planet. . . One Country. . . One State
nkNakamichi

LINN HI-FI

ouchoquest.
Ville* Wien Inn X

.

WeaDIGITAL

merKi

THIEL

gvinsort

e-')G/Yei-j,l
,
t lee

audio research
HIGH

Roma

f
dav‘rcxre.

FM"

ePR OCEE

—1=1-F'OGEE flCOUSTICS, INC.

DEFINITION•

Aurechemy

AUDIO

lexicon

TARA LABS

ADCOMe

MMJM

SEQUERRA
GRADO

poner EFEGY

INDUSTRIES

coynolab
California Audio Labs

TDL

OramMoupe

epos

CW D

/VIERIDIAN

qr

beYertlYnaniqll

irsiffere.y.
STMOIESM

The State of High End CI
Seeve•44
REAL

HI

14Z

FI

2734 W. BELL RD., STE. 1306

11446e

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85023

SYSTEMS

602-993-3351

We want to help you choose the best Hi-Fi ...
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FAX 602-993-6960
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Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.

DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund DK-2920
Matrix Aps
Viggo Rothes Vet 23
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi-Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Vege
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71

QUEBEC
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 boul. Décarie
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Lajeunesse
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

FRANCE
31400 Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sarl
24 Chemin des Sauges

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires AG 1416
Raul Martinez
Argench 1741 PB A

FRENCH WEST INDIES
97212 St. Joseph, Martinique
Frequence Audio Conseil
Quartier Sak.bre, RC oRA:137
GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Fichtenweg 7
65366 GeisenheimStephanshausen
6000 Frankfurt-Main 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
Rhein-Main Air Base

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio 0Imports
544 Burwood Rd, lot Floor
BELGIUM
Hassell
Ghijsens Hi-Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14
CIS & BALKAN STATES
Russia
125171 Moscow
Neo Tek
Leningradskoe Shosse 18 #212

GREECE
National Distributor
111 42 Athens
N.M. Acoustics
63 Herakliou Ave

CROATIA
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1

HONG KONG
YK Audio, Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd

YK Audio, Ltd
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon

MEXICO
National Distributor
Col. Mixcoac C.P. 03910
Mexico 19, DF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez Mateos 1384

ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam 1079 HR
Rat Hin/Stereo
Rynstraat 142-150

INDONESIA
Jakarta 11230
MOS Electronics
96 Pasar Pagi

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
3Sydney St

IRAN
National Distributor
Teheran CP 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhouri Esiami
Rue Massoud Saad #21

NORWAY
National Distributor
5082 Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Fagerbk. 8

IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Raincar
78 Greenmeadows Ave
Greenmeadows Subdivision

ITALY
National Distributor
55100 Lucca
Sound 8Music
Via Della Formica, 496

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Aiasom
Praceta Jose Regio N8-A
Damaia de Baixo

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo 150
MISS Corporation
2-34-27 Jingumae
Shibuya-ka
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
50000 Kuala Lumpur
he Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 Jin Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael

SOUTH AFRICA
Alberton 1450
Excellence
PO Box 2903

Future Land
Amarlo Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumvian, Rumpinee

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jofre, 22
IRL-for the Sweden entry,
please see Sandy's note to
see if this is correct-KW)

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
National Distributor
Dubai
AudioTech Electronics
PO. Box 8469

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
HIF
IArt
Tel (46) 08-6616300
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Audio Vertex
4F No .2 141 Ln
Chung Shan N. Road Sec. 7
THAILAND
Bangkok 10500
Elite Home Entertainment
6Charoenkrung 36
Surawongse New Road
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadarnii Rd

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617

For more information and a FREE
catalog, send mail to:
Audiophile Selections
P. O. Box 17038
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BBS

$12.99
Audioquest
$11.99
Chesky
$12.99
DMP
$12.99
Dorian Recordings
Mercury Living Presence
$ 9.99
RCA Living Stereo
$ 9.99
$12.99
Reference Recordings
$12.99
Sheffield Lab
Telarc
$12.99
Wilson Audio
$12.99
Also CDs from TAS & Stereophile

Upstate
New York's
Exclusive

THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
CLASSÉ • MAGNEPAN
SONUS FABER •APOGEE
THETA •WILSON AUDIO
ACURUS
ADS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOQUEST
GOLDMUND
GRADO
LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD

2 Excellence /Listen 2 Excellence /Listen 2 Excellence /Listen 2 Excellence

Join the
Audio Advisors

We offer the best CDs
with the best price!

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City 010
Linh Electronics
6-53 3.2 Ave
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Start Collecting
CDs NOW!
ACARIAN
ADCOM
ADS
APOGEE
ARAGON
CELESI1ON
MACINTOSH
MARANTZ
MEITNER
NHT
QUICKSIMR
PARADIGM
ROTE L
SIGNET
SHARFMSION
SITRAIG-11W RE
TARGET
TOTEM
\ADU<RON
XLO

UNITED KINGDOM
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
London
The Listening Rooms
161 Old Brompton Rd
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio
134 Parkside
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Place
Reading, Berks
Reading Hi -Fi
4Queens Walk, Broad Street
Mall
Suffolk
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
Sussex
John Jeffries
Pineridge, Sandy Cross

NAKAMICHI
PROCEED
PS AUDIO
PSB
R C AUDIO

716 •442 •6050
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE
INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophile from Vol3 No.1 through Vol.18 No.1
(1971 through January 1995), and every component reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1 No.1.
(Please note that an index does not include the
review or article texts.) Currently available only
on 51/
4"or 3W' floppy disks (MS DOS, raw
ASCII only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost
Complete Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM
87501. Indicate disk size.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK-"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles nationwide' By modem, (818) 988-0452,
featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, on-line
shopping, E-mail, newsroom, library, conferences,
and more. For brochure, write TAN, 14155 Kittridge
St., Van Nuys, CA 91405. Orfor information, call our
voicelmaillinformation system, 24 hours, (818) 782-1674
fax (818) 780-6260.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb
medium-mass archival tonearm. Suitable for all
recorded sources, including LPs, 78s, le transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME owners: Upgrade
through exchange!!! Trade-in older SME and
SHURE SME tonearms for new and significantly
updated Series II improved, Series III, and Series "R"
models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper kits,
damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates, and
parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,' PO Box 187, San
AnseImo, CA 94979.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA-Franchised dealer for: Naim, Roksan,
ESL, Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos, Totem, Rotel,
Onix, JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Sumiko, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
N.O.S. TUBES. Telefimken: 12AT7, 12AU7,
12AX7, EF804S, ECC801S, 6922. Amperes:
12AT7, 12AU7, 12AX7, 6DJ8, 6922, 7308. Mullard: 12AT7, 12AU7, 12AX7, EL34, EF86, 6DJ8,
6922, 6SN7. RCA, Sylvania, GE, Tungsol, Raytheon: 0A2, 5881, 6L6 (G, GA, GB, GC, WGB),
6SN7, 6V6, 6550A, 7591A, 8417, 807, EL84, EL86,
12AY7, 12BH7. Hickock tube testers: 752, TV10.
Voice/fax: (801) 224-4809.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH:' featuring: Apogee, Audible Illusions, AudioQuest, Cary Audio,
Classé Audio, Encore, Enlightened Audio, Grado,
Kimber 'Cable, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Micromega, NEAR, NHT, Parasound, Power Wedge,
ProAc, Straight Wire, Swans, Target, Transparent
cables, Unity Audio, Well Tempered, WireWorld,
JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315)
451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
NESTOROVIC 5AS MK.IV SPEAKERS, $3400;
MSB Gold CD player, $1995; 8' XL0 Signature
speaker cable, $185; 8' MIT 750CVT speaker cable,
$650; 20', $1500; lm MIT 330CVT interconnect,
$495; Adcom GFA-535 amplifier, $185; Tice Microblock, $325; Power Block, $700; Titan, $600. (509)
946-1529, West Coast evenings.
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RATES: Private, $1.10 per word, $22 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $335
per word, $132 minimum on all comrnerads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are creditcard only: Master Charge, VISA, American
Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified
Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe,
NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106.
FAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads
are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. No refunds.
ACOUSTICALLY TUNED WALL PANELS control flutter echo, reduce reverberation and reflection
patterns. Fabric-wrapped with hook and loop
mounting. Mid- to low-range frequency panels, all
sizes. Visa/MC. Acoustical Panel Systems, Inc., (800)
277-797&
A/V MART IN L.A. Accepting trade-in programs
toward ProAc Response 3.5. Authorized dealer:
ProAc, Accuphase, Kinergetics, Parasound, Esoteric,
Micromega, Sony ES, Dynaco, Audio Alchemy,
TEAC, Paradigm, Cardas, Monster, MIT, and more.
Accuphase DP-65 CD player, C-250 preamp, A50 power amp all in stock. Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight, ($14,500) $8500 (U); McIntosh MC28
& MC2505, $1099 (U). Counterpoint SA-100,
($1500) $749 (1)); Levinson No.26S, $4300 (U);
C.E.C. TL 1, $3500 (D); ProAc Response 3, ($6500)
$3700 (U); Studio 200, ($3300) $2300 (D); ICinergetics KCD-20, ($1500) $750 (U); KCD-40, ($2400)
$1650 (N); Gryphon DM-100, ($14,000) $6700 (D);
Optimus CD-3400 with Sequerra power-supply
platform, $350 (N); Meridian 263 DIA, ($995) $500
(U). Dyna 40W monoblodc with tube prearnp, $750.
Sony ES DTC59 DAT, $650 (N); Esoteric D-10,
($2000) $789 (N); and more. Call/fax for complete
list. 'Trade-ins welcome. 917 W Valley, Alhambra, CA
91803, (818) 282-0520, fax (818) 282-1778, Fred.
EAR/vIAX, the world's smallest tube headphone
amplifier, heading into its second year. PreMax and
TriMax tube electronics; Ma:ceen, affordable reference loudspeaker, and her younger sister Maxeena.
The Verdier turntable, the beautiful Miirch tonearms,
plus accessories. Outstanding European LPs/CDs.
For information and closest dealer: Audio Advancements, P.O. Box 100, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035, (201)
633-1151.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: NEAR M5OME, API
Power Wedge, Celestion 300, TARA, Counterpoint,
Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hafler 9000, Musical Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat, SOTA, Spica,
VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate, Music Reference, SoundLab, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (909)
861-5413, appt.
THETA DS PRO GENY, balanced, AES/EBU, two
months' use, $4295. (310) 379-9936 evenings.
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STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX
indexes every record review published in Stereophik from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.18 No.1
(January 1987 through January 1995). NOW
UPDATED MONTHLY. Also includes indices to "Building A Library" and musician interviews. (Please note that an index does not include
the review texts.) Available on 51/
4"or 31
/"
2
floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only). Send
$9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
DIGITAL PHASE 2.1 speakers, latest; B&K Sonata
M-200 mono amps; Denon DCD-2700 CD player.
(215) 567-4626, PA.
USED & DEMO SALE: Wilson WATT 3/Puppy
2; Audio Research LS-1, LS-3, SP-14; PS Audio
UltraLink; Theta Basic transport, B&W 801 II, Pioneer Elite CLD-97; miscellaneous Conrad-Johnson,
Parasound; miscellaneous Rotel. Audition Audio, 2209
Highland Dr., Salt Lake City, UT 84106, (801) 4675918, fax (801) 467-0290
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE AND
STRANDED IN IOWA-don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Acurus, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio Research,
AudioQuest, Definitive Technology, Dunlavy, Eminent Technology, ICinergetics, Martin-Logan, PSB,
Rotel, Sanos, van den Hul, and more. (515) 255-2134.
USED AND DEMO SALE: B&W 800s; Audio
Research SP-14; Avalon Eclipse EC-21; ConradJohnson Premier 8a, 10, 11, 12; Counterpoint SA2000; Mark Levinson Nos.20.6, 23.5, 28, 29; miscellaneous Krell; Lexicon CP-1, CP-3; Fosgate 3;
miscellaneous Rotel. Audition Audio, 2209 Highland
Dr, Sah Lake City, UT 84104 (801) 467-5918,fax (801)
467-0290
DO YOU HAVE A PASSION FOR MUSIC?
Audio Dreamscapes shares your passion and will
design asystem to re-create the passion of music in
your home. Systems for all budgets available. Audio
Dreamscapes, Williamsburg, VA, (800) 718-2719, (804)
989-5842.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca,
Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chang,
Chario, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Eminent Technology, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JM Labs,
Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Meret, Micromega,
Musical Design, Music Metre, Muse, Onix, Oracle,
Roksan, Sound Anchors, SOTA, Spendor, Tice,
Unity Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA, and
more. CallifaxJohn Barnes at (303)691-3407, 2341
W Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
HOLIDAYS SALE: Perfect-condition used components with warranties: Audio Research SP-14,
black, $1500; Krell Studio 2, $1500; KSL-2, $1900;
ICRC-2, $2600; KSA-100, $1650; KSA-250,1atest,
$3800; ICSA-100S, $4100; KSA-200S, $5600; Theta
DS Pro Gen.II (balanced), $1800; Threshold FET
nine, $850. MC/Visa or COD accepted. Eastern
Audio, (718) 961-8254 Mon.-Sat., 11am-7prrijax (718)
961-8315, NY.
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KRELL KSA-200S AMPLIFIER, 12 months old,
perfect condition, transferable warranty, boxes,
($7500) $5395. (619) 345-5406, CA.
SONY TAE88B PREAMP; STJ88B tuner,
$850/both; Sanyo P55 amp, $200/trade? WANTED:
Luxman M117. (713) 864-0674.
BEVERIDGE 2SW-2/PAIR, $2000; Sidereal Altustic IV/pair, $450; The Abso!ute Sound, #1-97, $275;
Sterrophile, Vol.4 No.5 -Vol.17 No.10, $270. (708)
771-466a
PROAC RESPONSE 3, two pairs; Symphonic Line
RG4 Mk.III monoblocks; N.C. Rhythms; WireWorld interconnects/power cord. Call (904) 7719302, M-F, 6-9pm; weekends, 8am-8pm EST

ACOUSTAT 2+2 with Medallion transformers and
boxes, $600. (616) 949-5488, MI.
APOGEE DIVA, $4400; Counterpoint SA-100,
$790. Call Steve, (310) 630-8482.
APOGEE CENTAUR SPEAKERS, mint, van den
Hul cables, boxes, $850 plus shipping. (704) 365-1702.
THIEL CS3.6, $3150, amberwood; Quad ESL-63
with stands, $1800; Music Reference RM-9, $1350.
All in mint condition. George, (617)-496-7583.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-14 AND CLASSIC 60,
both black faceplate, mint condition, original tubes,
very low use. Prefer to sell as set. Serious offers only.
(713) 974-3207 CST

AR-ES1 turntable with Premier FFT arm; chassis
mods by Merrill; Iron Cloud and Suspenders, $275
for all. Call Ted, (410) 765-7935, leave message.

THRESHOLD FET-10E high-level preamp, ($3200)
$1695; FET-10E phono preamp, ($2500) $1295.
Both are in mint condition with boxes and manuals.
(904) 495-3318.

THETA DS PRO BASIC, upgradeable, $825;
Bryston 4B amplifier, 20-year warranty, $1150; Sony
X55ES CD player, $350. (515) 270-2277.

KRELL AND APOGEE, complete system including cables, excellent condition, $15,000. Larry, (408)
375-8561.

ENTEC "Simply the Best" powered subwoofers,
"New" Number Cruncher DIA. Crosby Audio Works,
(408) 736-6120 PST, mfg.-direct pricing.

THIEL CS2 2, oak, mint, 10 months old, $2100
OBO. Jeff, (404) 633-5615 before 9:30pm EST

RANE THX-44 HOME THEATER EQUALIZER
with warranty, $900; (2) Crown PL-2 power amps.
Each amp: 50Wpc stereo, 125Wpc mono; $250 each;
Yamaha M-70 200Wpc power amp, $300; dbx 2015
graphic equalizer, $75; Infinity Video-1 centerchannel speaker, $100. (214) 506-0512.
COUNTERPOINT SA-5.1 PFtEAMP, Mullard
tubes, $950; Counterpoint SA-100 amp, new tubes,
$800; Adcom GFT-555 tuner, $200; McCormack
DNA-1 amp, $1300; Vortex Screen speakers, $1150.
All equipment excellent condition, manuals and
boxes. (708) 720-5027 after 7pm CST
APOGEE DIVA SPEAKERS, $4800; Krell KSA150, $2700; and KSL preamp, $1400; 7' AudioQuest
Clear II speaker cables, $300. (602) 466-6334, AZ.

ROWLAND MODEL 1amp, serial number 324
$1600; Superphon SP-100 preamp, $150; NAD
4225 tuner, $125. CallJohn, (719) 574-4536, CO.
VSP/S...THE WORLD'S MOST SOPHISTICATED JITTER ELIMINAIOR—Stereophiie "Reconunended Component," Class A, April 1994
(Vol.17 No 4). Stopsjitter cold! Improves low-level
resolution, increases soundstage width/depth, purifies high frequencies, solidifies bass. Six inputs, six
outputs. Designed by Bob Katz. $1495. Digital
Domain, (800) 344-4361 or (212) 369-2932.
NAICAMICHI 1000MB CD TRANSPORT with
Music Bank and optional AT'&T glass fiberoptic output, mint condition, original box, list $6850, asking
$2800 OBO. Bill Davison, (915) 943-9477 days, (915)
943-7630 evenings.
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ALÓN IV LOUDSPEAKERS (black oak finish),
Stereophile Class B, October 1994 (Vol.17 No.10),
($3500) $2595; Mark Levinson No.23.5 amplifier,
Stemphile Class A, October 1994 (Vol.17 No.10),
($7495) $5000 firm; 6" pair of Black Orpheus triwired speaker cable, $350. All items original owner,
afew months old, rarely used, and in perfect condition. Call (413) 593-3481 until 11:30pm EST
ALCHEMY DTI with Power Station 2, $99; PS
SuperLink, $399; EVS 31-step, stereo, passive, $125;
AudioQuest Quartz Hyperlitz (2 pairs), 10' with
Cardas RCA, $99, 18' with locking RCA. All OBO.
(616) 676-0131.
APOGEE STAGES, mint with stands, manuals, and
boxes, $1625. (908) 280-2530, NJ.

WORKS !!!

tool

Tested in prototype by several of our
customers, the following benefits ha,
been obtained:
The music plays louder, both
subjectively A by measurement.
O The soundstage deepens, while
height
width increase.
• There is more air & presence.
O Better resolution,
definition.
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FOSGATE SD-180 HOME THX SURROUND
speakers (one pair). Mint condition and original
boxes. Bill Davison, (915) 943-9477 days, (915) 9437630 evenings.

For pro-amps, CD players, phono units,
DA converters and transports—any line
level component.
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ARTEMIS EOS MONT1ORS, Sound Anchors, best
sound at shows, rivals WATTs, ($5400) $3400; Solo
323 integrated, $1500. VAC CPA-1 preamplifier,
$2000. (604) 658-2234 PST

We are pleased to of fer a very ef fect
single-component line conditioner the,'
provides multi-stage EMI filtering an
voltage drop-out protection.
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HI-FI '95
Stereophile's
1995 HIGH-END HI-FI SHOW
Doubletree Hotel* •Los Angeles Airport
5400 W. Century Blvd. •Los Angeles, CA
April 27-30, 1995
APRIL 27m DEDICATED TO TRADE ONLY.
Still Available:
13' by 18' rooms and 8' by 10' booths
Contact:
NELSON & ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Rd. •Yonkers, NY 10705
for Exhibitor Information only.
Tel: (914) 476-3157 •Fax: (914) 969-2746
*Formerly the Stouffer Concourse
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These results are, of course, syster
dependent, and have been realized
even when our box has been plugged
into another power conditioner!

«$105»
30 day,

no risk trial!
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eto noioe-ii‘el
1 Old Coram Road,
Voice or Fax
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Shelton,
(203)

MUSKSYSTEMSBY
ADCOM •AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIOQUEST
B&K •B&O •B&W

sGRADO

KRELL •MAGNUM DYNALAB

•KEF

MARTIN-LOGAN

NAKAMICHI •POWER WEDGE •SUMIKO
THETA DIGITAL •VPI •VANDERSTEEN •VELODYNE

HOME THEATER SYSTEMS BY
DEFINITIVE •EUTE by PIONEER

Send for an explanatory paper and, 1:
you don't already have it, our paper
"On RFI & EMIlor, Where Did the Magic Co)'

VItliAL

SPERINIER SIRIOP
Serving the Western New York Music Lover
Since 1977

CT 06484

KLIPSCH •LEXICON •MONSTER
NAD •POLK •PROTON •ROCK SOLID
SHARP LCD •SONY ES/XBR •YAMAHA DSP
3604 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14226
716.837.1557
Monday •Friday 11 am -9pm •Saturday 11 am -6pm

929-0876
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Our component rack systems are the result
of serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
"14t will even design a piece to your exact
specifications!" Our custom design department
is fast and affordable.
Audio
Racks
111111111111.12
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MAGNEPAN MG-II loudspeakers. Need tweeters,
8100. (817) 829-2070.
EAGLE NEWS: The 2020 preamp is here. Are you
ready for the next generation? Always featuring the
350W Eagle mono 400, the very-high-current 400i,
and the stereo 2c. Upgrades and conversions to new
specifications for 5000 earlier Eagles. EKSC, (913)
780-4495.
CLASSÉ 10, 125Wpc, one year old, mint, $1250;
Hsu subwoofer with crossover, three months old,
mint, $850; Conrad-Johnson PV11 with phono,
black face, mint, 11
/ months old, $1095; Vander2
steen center-channel speaker, oak, mint, five months
old, $350; B&K Video Five, five-channel amp,
105Wpc, one year old, mint, $950. Call Eric, (619)
728-1453 before 10pm PST
TUBES! HAND-SELECTED BY AUDIOPHILES
who know and hear the difkrence! Expert consultation and matching of the finest makers, like
Telefimken, Amperex, Mullard, US military spec.
(303) 377-7089 day/night.
THE FIRST JITTER-FREE TRANSPORT is available now! At $649, the Reference One transport represents abreakthrough in technology and price.
Isolated stable clock module and new OTL transport driver board also available. Turn your CDs into
music. G&D Transforms, (602) 650-1155.
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GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell,
Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me
last. Dealer for Alón, Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, Alt, Counterpoint, Dynaco, Kimber, Space
& Time, XLO. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-217&

HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We
buy, sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 4230400, or visit our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd.,
Little Neck, NY 11363.

Component
1 Shelving.

Media-Rax x ,„
All Sizes
(adjustable)
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ELECTRONICS
BRITISH DESIGN
BRITISH BUILT
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Totally adjustable
shelving. UPS-able.

We Manufacture:
•Audio Racks
• Laser Disc Storage
•T.V. Recorder Tables
• Projector Tables
•Amp Stands
•Monitor Swivels
•Big Screen Pedestals
•Wall Brackets
•Speaker Stands
•Audio Dusters
•Turn Table Foundations
•Tube Flex Kits
•CD Storage Racks
•Custom Designs
Available
EIMIP/BILLY BAGS

N.

2.(,4

lee
r e
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INTRODUCING
0A30
INTEGRATED AMP

A/V Center

Call us today for your local dealer and
a copy of our detailed Newsletter with
product photos and specifications...

e

INFINITY IRS SERIES V speakers ($60,000 list),
$39,000; 2kWpc bass amplifiers included; Nestorovic
NA-1 amps, $4600. All new. (416) 863-1939, askfor
Paul.
B&W, KEF, THIEL, AND LEGACY owners—
Would you like to improve on the great sound you
already have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs—a necessity for proper bass extension. Please
call or fax (716) 822-0159 anytime to drastically
improve your listening pleasure.
ICRELL KSA-250, LATEST, $3850; Krell MDA300,1atest (1/93), $5700; all with ',cotes and manuals.
Tom, (414) 257-3933, WI. No calls after lOpm CST
MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE—Identify the
great Mercuries. Send for the "Mercury Mastedist,"
with complete listing of the Mercury stereo classicals rated from 1to 10 in sound quality. $10. EJaeger, 104 Barrington Dr, Oak Ridge, TN 3783a
MARANTZ 8B POWER AMP, excellent condition, $1800; Maranta SU power amp, excellent condition (25Wpc class-A), $400. (4/4) 694-1922 anytim
leave message.
QUICKSILVER SILVER MONO AMPS, ICT88s,
pair, like new, (82500) 81350; PS Audio SuperLink,
mint, ($1200) $495. (517) 223-9851.
LEVINSON NO35 DAC, $4995; Wadia WT-8 CD
transport, $2100; Cello Encore line preamp, $5200;
Duet 350 amp, $4850. (315) 426-0515 weekdays, NY
NBS PRO: 8' speaker, 83350; 6' A/C, $1100. NBS
Master XLR balanced: 18', $3550; 8', $2350; 5' EBU,
8850. (315) 426-0515 weekdays, NY.

Adjustable
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AUDIOQUEST LAPIS INTERCONNECTS, (3)
lm pairs, $175 each; Adcom GFA-535 II, $245 (two
new in box); Adcom GFP-555 H, $310; Thiel CS15,
$1500, mint. Call Steve, (518) 563-2977 or leave message

Any Height
Glass

I

NEED INFO ON ESOTERIC P-2/D-2 mods.
(916) 892-5092, fax (916) 894-8200.

4147

TRANSPORT ST

VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 644-2185
FAX 644-0434

Performances
Daily...
•
Thiel CS 0.5 Speakers
•
Audio Research CDT-1
Transport
•Martin-Logan Aerius
•B&K surround
pre-amp
•B&W THX® Speakers
'ThXo regreef ea Iradenark of LucasAls

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
ONLY $595
The simplest is the best

AUDIO RESEARCH •MARTIN-LOGAN •BM •
THIEL
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •ESOTERIC •DYNACO
WELL TEMPERED* SNELL CELESTION •Et&K
THRESHOLD •FORTE •MAGNUM DYNALAB •MIT
GRADO •SONIC FRONTIERS •AYRE •PARADIGM
HOTEL •SUMIKO •PIONEER ELITE* PANASONIC
OCOS •CWD •STRAIGHTWIRE •AUDIO ALCHEMY

In US and Canada
For further information contact:
Audiophile Imports
2012B Main St.
Cross Plains, WI 53528
(608-798-3338)FAX(608-798-3359)

AUDIO
505 S. Neil St., Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 355-8828
Weekdays. 12-6 (Th. 12-8) •Sat. 10-5
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B&W 801 SERIES II MATRIX loudspeakers with
North Creek Music Systems external crossovers,
$1500; Golden Flute filters, $300; and Sound
Anchors stands, $495. True Class A sound, all for
$2800. Threshold S300 Stasis amplifier, upgraded
to E-series, $1520; 8' Threshold Weber speaker
cables, ($550) $100. Everything true mint, with
boxes, etc. Reason for selling: retired, moving into
smaller room. All plus shipping. (704) 862-3338.
ACOUSTAT 2+2 SPEAKERS, full-range electrostatics, all mods plus custom wiring, excellent condition, ($3000 list) $1000. (302) 994-1792 evenings
NPC (NIPPON PRECISION CIRCUITS)—
authorized distributor for US, Canada, and Mexico.
We would be pleased to support your needs for
NPC digital filters, converters, and PLLs. Call
(214) 437-7866, fax (214) 437-7810, or E-mail BillKean@ AOL.COMforfast response.
ICRELL MA-250, $3900; Mod Squad Deluxe line
drive, $450; Theta DS Pro Prime, $625; Adcom
GFA-565, $900. (718) 217-1349, NY.
SONY ESX-777 CD PLAYER with manual, toprated, mint, ($1750) $850. Marc, (201) 393-5806.
EPOS ES-14 SPEAKERS WITH STANDS, $800;
B&K Pro-Ten MC preamp, $275; Infinity Kappa
center-channel, $175. All excellent condition, make
offer. Bob, (718) 855-7731, leave message.
ACCUPHASE DP-65 CD PLAYER, four months
old, in box, like brand-new. Stereophile Class A,
October 1994 (Vol.17 No.10). List price $6000, sell
for $3600. Call Russell, (904) 730-0707.
KINERGETICS ICDP-100 DIGITAL PREAMP.
Identical circuitry to Stereophik "Recommended
Component" KCD-55 Ultra (Vol.17 No.4). KBA75 power amp, Sterrophik "Recomended Component:' October 1992 (Vol.15 No.10). Both for only
one-half list price. In perfect condition. (301)
229-1664.

You are invited to audition

The Pass Labs
Power Amplifiers

HI-FI '95
Stereophilds
1995 HIGH-END HI-FI SHOW
Doubletree Hotel* •Los Angeles Airport
5400 W. Century Blvd. •Los Angeles, CA
April 27-30, 1995
APRIL 27m DEDICATED TO TRADE ONLY.
Still Available:
13' by 18' rooms and 8' by 10' booths
Contact:
NELSON 8c ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Rd. •Yonkers, NY 10705
for Exhibitor Information only.
Tel: (914) 476-3157 •Fax: (914) 969-2746
*Formerly the Stouffer Concourse

EAD COMBO T8000/DSP700011, glass/balanced
27' interconnect, new, list $7090, sacrifice $5100.
(2/4)262-5708.
BRYSION 4B-NRB AMP, new, $1675; SOTA Star
VAC/SME 309, van den Hul MC-10, rosewood,
$1900; Audio Research DAC1-20, $1700; SP-9
Mk.II, $950; Rotel RCD-855, $175; AudioQuest
Emerald, lm, $175 (two pairs); 0.5m, $125; Aural
Symphonies lm digital BNC-RCA, $150. All mint,
boxes, papers. (910) 762-3368 before lOpm EST
ICRELL MA-150 POWER AMP, $2750; Krell Studio D/A processor, $2250; Krell KRC-2 preamp,
$2450; Denon DCD-1520 CD player, $275; Esoteric P-10 transport, $925; Proceed PDT 3CD transport, $1650. All mint, offers. (615) 531-3470 Id 9pm
EST

_fleALPHA STEREO
Quality Components,
Professional Installation & Service
NAD

companies we keep"

Evanston
708-864-9565
Hinsdale
708-789-1990
Libertyville
708-362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

auDio consucranTs
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967
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CARDAS

eassé
AERIAL
ACOUSTICS

Pass Laboratories
Aleph 0Power Amplifiers
4.
iet

Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo,
B&W, Ortofon, Audioquest,
Monster Cable, M&K, AKG,
Stax, Polk Audio,
Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdynamics,
Sony, PSB, Senrtheiser, Alpine,
Audio Control,
Boston Acoustics.

SCM 10, 20, 50 & 100
Monitors

o

ACOUSTAT SPECTRA Ils, Good condition, $850.
Scott, (314) 923-4615 days, (314) 458-0168 evenings.

"We are known for the

We also Feature:

MERIDIAN

AUDIOSTATIC ES-I00 SPEAKERS, Steteophik
"Recommended Comportent:' October 1994 (Vol.17
No.10), only $1995 (list $3200), custom gold. (301)
229-1664.

Itsamm

Ayre, Bryston,
B&W, Fosgate,
Goldmund,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega,
Proceed, Rotel,
Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
and many more.

<Audit* Aug Lc ns

Audible Illusions •Artemis Systems
AudioQuest •Acoustic Energy
ATC •Bryston •B&K •BEL
Esoteric •FMS •Grado •Jadis
Jeff Rowland Design •KEF •Kimber
Lexicon •Magnum Dynalab •Meret
Meridian •NBS •Pass Laboratories
Power Wedge •PSB •PSE
Rock Solid •Sony ES •Stax •Sumiko
Target •Thorens •Tice Audio
Velodyne •Vimak •VP!

Equipment Trade Ins Available
Thirty Day Exchange Privilege

Js

AUDIO

Northern NY's oldest & most
renowned dealer.

15454 Old Columbia Pike

57 Smithfield Blvd.

Burtonsville MD 20866

Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961
Monday-Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

WorldRadioHistory

(301) 989-2500
Fax (301) 989-2552
Visa

Mastercard

American Express

265

Celebrate
the Senses
SAVANT features more
systems, with the
widest array of design
&installation options
anywhere...
Acrotec •Air Tangent •Air Tight
Analogue Productions •Apex
Arcam •Arcici •Athena
Atlantic Technologies
Audio Prism •Audiolab
Audiostatic •Basis •Benz
Bitwise •Bright Star •Cardas
Chano •Chesky •Clarity Audio
Clarity Recordings •Creek
Day Sequerra •Delos •Dorian
DVVIN •EKSC •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •Ensemble
Epos •Faroudja
Fosgate •Golden String
Goldmund •Goldring •Grado
Harmonia Mundi •JPVV
Klyne •Last •Mapleshade
Mango Audio Labs •Merrill
Micromega •Mod Squad
Mogami •Morch •Nestorovic
Neutnk •Nimbus •OmniMount
Opus 3•PAC •Panamax
Pioneer Professional
Power Wedge •Pro Ac •Propnus
QED •Rega •Reference Recordings
Revolver •Rockustics •Roksan
RoomTune •Sheffield Labs
Simply Physics •Sims •Solidsteel
Sound Anchors •Stax
Stewart Filmscreen •Sumiko
System Line •Target
Tice Audio •Toshiba HD
Townshend Audio •Water Lily
VVBT •Wheaton & More

Savor these pleasures...
Call SAVANT
800 628 0627 •609 799 9664
FAX: 609 799 8480

le4wieo:// Ii
Serving The World

2(1i,

SPECTRAL DMA-180, one year old, mint, $5800;
Spectral DMC-20 with phono, mint, one year old,
$4800. (314)-434-3252.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 PREAMPLIFIER, one
year old, $1500; California Audio Labs Alpha tube
DIA converter, $950; Straight Wire Maestro speaker
cables, (2) pairs 6' cables, spade-lug terminations,
$450; Tice Power Block II and Titan, $925. (310)
395-2828.
KRELL KSA-200S, $5750; Martin-Logan Aerius
hi-wire, $1600; Apogee Minor with stand, $875.
Original owner, guaranteed. All OBO. (909)
622-9802.
DYNACO STEREO 70 AMPLIFIER, $200; PAS
preamplifier, $150; FM tuner, $100. All units are vintage with original tubes. (206) 582-6291.
AUDIOSTATIC ES-100 with line filter and stands,
$1500 (pick up), Theta DS Pro Genii, $1400; TARA
Labs digital master cable (limited edition), $300;
Power Block, $600; Michaelson Audio Chronos
(rare), $2800. Eric, (718) 424-1002 evenings.
TRANSPARENT XLR BALANCED: Ultra, 25',
$995. Reference, 20', $2350; 10', $2150; 8' speaker,
$2150. "Super" A/C cords, $110. (315) 426-0515
weekdays, NY
CARY AND SWANS IN OHIO. The Music House
is proud to present Cary Audio Design amplifiers,
preamps, and now the outstanding Cary CD player
offering extraordinary sonic performance. The Swans
Speaker Systems Baton possesses amusicality that
easily outperforms more costly systems, and Sonoran
Audio Design cables provide Class A sound at an
affordable price. For our free newsletter and apersonal audition, call The Music House, Centerville, OH,
(513) 439-2667. Hear the difference!
MARK LEVINSON ML-11, 50Wpc amplifier,
$900; Proceed PCD 2, $800. Both excellent. Carl,
(901) 278-5239 CST

NAICAMICHI 1000 R-DAT TRANSPOFtT, $4900;
Finial LT-1X laser turntable, latest ELP version,
$17,500; Cedar DC-1 processor/de-clicker, $13,500.
Call (505) 662-4063 or (505) 667-1330.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFM-160 MONOBLOCK,
($5500) $3500, two months old; Sfax Quattro Il
CDP, ($3500) $900. Call/fax (315) 469-8384.
ESOTERIC P-1 TRANSPORT ($5000) $1295;
AR30 "Classic Series:' $1095; Krell KRS-1A, $3995;
Hales 2Signatures, $2895; hospital-grade power
cords, $20. (716) 271-1415.
MAGNAN Vi 1NTERCONNECIS, new 4' pairs,
RCA, $350; XLR $435. (817) 536-3135.
NAIM CDI, $2700; Harbeth HL-P3, rosewood,
$750; Spendor LS3/5a, $600; AMC CVT-3030,
$600; Conrad-Johnson Sonographe SD-1, $240;
Rogers LS5/9, $1800; Naim NAIT 3with cable,
$850; Audio Alchemy DTI, $145; Meridian 203,
$350. Ralph, (407) 626-0674.
AIRTIGHT ATM-2 MONOBLOCKS with spare
tubes, six months old, mint, $6500; Baton speaker
cables, 692' pair, $325. Rm, (216) 526-1724 before llpsn
EST
THRESHOLD FET 9, black flee, optional plodglass
top, $1000; Rotel 855, no remote, $200; Sequerra
Met-7, oak, $250/pair; Met-9 ribbon tweeters, oak,
$450/pair; Wharfedale Coleridge, black with gray
grilles, ($1700) $400. All equipment in excellent condition. (407) 636-8289 after 6pm EST
WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary,
Nakamichi, Acurus, 'Umber, REF. Parasound,
ICinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions,
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog!
Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St., Charleston, SC 29403,
(803) 723-7276.

Audlocl ues
Audio

AlcileiriV

B&W

Labs

Ca lifornia Audi°

HIGH

cary AuElio

oplficeeleo
s
t
ti rpno,
Grado

NOT

roc cormece

The et/ squad
Monitor Aiello

HIGH

PRICE'
America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT — System
(since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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CLEAR IMAGE AUDIO T4 power-line isolation,
four outlets, prevents digital pollution, darker space
between instruments, etc., ($2000) $850 OBO plus
shipping. (310) 837-2619.

HI-FI '95
Stereophilds
1995 HIGH-END HI-Fl SHOW
Doubletree Hotel* •Los Angeles Airport
5400 W. Century Blvd. •Los Angeles, CA
April 27-30, 1995
APRIL 27m DEDICATED TO TRADE ONLY.
Still Available:
13' by 18' rooms and 8' by 10' booths
Contact:
NELSON & ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Rd. •Yonkers, NY 10705
for Exhibitor Information only.
Tel: (914) 476-3157 •Fax: (914) 969-2746
*Formerly the Stouffer Concourse

ESSENCE REFERENCE SUPER GEM speakers
with upgraded crossover and wiring, new in boxes
($10,000), includes stands ($1000). $2850 plus shipping on all above items, OBO. (310) 837-2619.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on
used audio components. Buying and selling all types.
(509) 966-4431.
McCORMACK ALD-1, ($1795) $1000; McCormack DNA-5, ($1300) $700; or both for $1500.
Like-new condition with original boxes. Ron, (908)
671-1559.
WIDER, DEEPER, MORE HOLOGRAPHIC
SOUNDSTAGE! Room Acoustics handbook,
$14.95. Speakers, $995-$24,995; DACs, $695$2295. MACH 1Acoustics, fax/phone (603) 654-9826,
RR2 Box 334A, Wilton, NH 03086
PROAC RESPONSE 3, rosewood, one year old,
perfect condition, $4150. Tom, (410) 560-2716
WADIA 6CD player, mint, $650. (608) 849-7207.
WADIA 8TRANSPORT, $2250; Musical Design
D-140I, $850; Tice Powerblock, $700. All in mint
condition. (509) 326-0566 evenings.
B&W 801 AND 802 OWNERS: Our complete passive crossover replacements are the ultimate performance upgrades. Please call or write for our
complimentary literature. North Creek Music Systems,
Main St., P.O. Box 1120-B, Old Forge, NY 13420,
voice/fax: (315) 369-2500.
44 AMPLIFIER, $1100; CAL Aria Mk.III, $1000;
Counterpoint SA-12, $550. All excellent condition.
Price firm. Call (405) 751-4925, Paul.
MARK LEVINSON NO.26 PREAMP, mint.
Going to tubes, $2600. (813) 792-4299.

AIRTIGHT ATC-2, $3964 OBO; Nak./Dragon,
$1188 OBO trade for RX-505/303/202 8c $. (916)
892-5092, fax (916) 894-8200, Forest Ranch, CA.
ICRELL KSA-3005 AMP, $7500; Levinson No38
prearnp, $3100. Both under seven months old. (504)
865-7864.
INFINITY IRS BETAs with IRS V amplifiers,
accelerometers, and crossover. Built and modified
for, and previously owned by, the former president
of Infinity. (310) 397-0141.
MARTIN-LOGAN QUEST SPEAKERS, (5/94)
($3995) $2695; PS Audio UltraLink with AT&T,
(5/94) ($2195) $1395. Call (602) 760-0742.
NHT 33 SPEAKERS, MINT, only afew months
old, $4200 new, asking $3000 OBO, or trade for
Totems plus cash. (909) 944-0066.
LEXICON CP-3, THX preamp/decoder, mint condition, shipping included, $2000. (815) 874-5742.
HALES SYSTEM II SIGNATURES, walnut, new,
factory-sealed. Class A reference, 1990-1993 (Vol.13
No.10 through VoL16 No.10), $2000. (309) 689-6562.

((Music Matters»

Audio
Solutions
Audio Research
Theta Digital
McCormack
Micromega
Pass Labs
Acurus

Vandersteen
Paradigm
Dunlavy
ProAc
NHT
Snell

Atlanta's
Highend Source
5576 Chamblee Dun woody Rd.
Dun woody, Georgia 30338

404-804-8977

Cary
Coda
Rotel
Sony ES
Sony Video
Audible Illusions
Magnum Dynalab

VPI
SOTA
Grado
Target
Kimber
Sumiko
Wire World

"...the most spatially realistic hespeakerrp
velata
ae.
"...It certainly
qualifies
for some
kind of
best-buy •
designation.'

BECAUSE MUSIC MATTERS,
WE OFFER THESE FINE PRODUCTS:

(Mnt)
miArLIL. THIEL Theta
audio research
California Audio Labs

WHITE

AVALON
A C OUS T IC S
AERIAL

The Van LStage One is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.
Available factory direct for alimited time at S699.00 apair
plus s&h 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warrantee Available exclusively from

NA!)

pp

Van L.

PS

PLUS OVER 30 MORE BRANDS!
•FREE PHONE CONSULTATIONS
•30 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE
•EQUIPMENT TRADE-I
NS
•FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•
Adcom •
Apogee •
AudioQuest 'Audio Innovations
Cardas. Chicago Audio Group •
Counterpoint
•
Esoteric Audio. JM Labs. Kimber Kahle
.
McCormack. NHT •
NSM •
Pinnacle
•PS Audio. Rogers •
Spectrum •
Sunk°
•
Taddeo Target. Tice *Totem •
Van Den Hul
We also offer

ecri
p

•Repairs •Parts •Kits •Recorung
'14
4697 E.EVANS
DENVER, CO 80222

VISA

(303) 759-5505

312 769 0773
5704 N Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659

S
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AUDIO /PECIALIfT/

WE SELL MUSIC:
AUDIO EQUIPMENT IS SIMPLY
A MEANS TO THAT END.
•Adcom
•AKG
•Aragon
•Arcam
•Audio Alchemy
•Audio Research
•Audio Static
•Beyer
•B&K
•Cardas
•Celestion
•Creek
•CWD
•Dunlavy
•Dynaco
•Energy
•Grado
•hi /K
•Janis
•Meridian

•Nairn
•Paradigm
•ProAc
•Reference 3A
•Rego
•Roksan
•RoomTune
•Rotel

•J. Rowland
•Spenclor
•Spica
•Sumiko
•Target
•Theta
•VTL
•Vandersteen

I II.4..•

EXPERT ASSISTANCE •
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
CIAI,K • LL-HiCAL,O, IL out,14 •312 883-9500
)1 W DEMPSTER •MORTON GROW •708 881-1900

"YES". .WE BEAT PRICES!!! Nalcarnichi, NHT,
Parasound, PSB, Velodyne, KEF, Polk, B&K,
Carver, NAD, Acurus, Denon, M&K, Onkyo, PS
Audio, Fosgate, Audio Alchemy, Marantz, Spica,
Mirage (Audio/Video—TI-IX!!). Fast service, save
SS. Call us—We care!! Sound Shop, (206) 692-8201.
MOD SQUAD DELUXE LINE DRIVE, passive
preamp. Stereophile rated Class A, October 1991
(Vol.14 No.10). Nothing is more transparent. Mint,
$600, shipping included. (303) 586-6139.

FREE: ONE PAIR OF ACOUSTAT Model 3
speakers in good condition. You pick up or pay crating and shipping; Pioneer PD-65 in original box
with warranty, $600; Crown FM Two stereo tuner,
silver, excellent condition, $150; Harman/Kardon
CD301 linear-phase cassette deck, excellent condition, $300; Robertson 6010 power amp, very good
condition, $525. All prices except Acoustats are plus
crating and shipping. Ron Santosuosso, P.O. Box 32,
Hurricane, UT 84737, voice/fax (801) 635-9805.

SIDEREALICAP—The world's most highly reviewed
audio capacitor. The SiderealKap is absolutely neutral
compared to ashort length of 99.9999%-pure silver
wire. Call, fax, or write now for application notes
and ordering information. SiderealKap, 1525 Brian
Place, Escondido, CA 92025. Phone (619) 743-1997,fax
(619) 743-2192.

DOES YOUR SYSTEM HAVE what it takes to
sound better, more musically accurate, with the truly
neutral Cormorant interconnect? If so, delight in the
joyous rediscovery of your music Zero-risk 30-day
audition. lm pair, $124, air-shipped free. Literature
available. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave.,
West Palm Beach, FL 3340Z (407) 842-7316.

SPEAKERS: THIEL CS2 2, one year old. Must sell,
$2000. Mark (610)432-5195 between 10am and 2pm
EST

KRELL ICRC LINE, $3800; Krell MDA-300 mono
amps, $5100; Threshold FET talk line, $1550; Coda
System 100 monoblocks, $5500. (219) 264-9495
before 9pm EST

ATMA-SPHERE MA-2 MONO AMPS, ($ 14 ,
200)
$6600; C.E.C. TL 1transport, black, ($5000) $3300;
Goldmund 1.5m digital cable, ($600) $275; Theta
AT&T cable (new) and Optigue, ($210) $95; Transparent 2m Videolink, ($115) $55. (412) 492-0418.
MOD SQUAD DELUXE LINE DRIVE, $650;
Rotel RCD-855, $250. Both with current mods.
B&W Acoustitune subwoofer, $200. All brand-new
condition. (719) 633-8724.
CLASSÉ M-1000 BLACK MONOBLOCKS (2
pairs), perfect, just broken-in, warranty, in original
boxes, can drive any load, (new $9000) $4950/pair.
Call Bruno, (408) 732-6115 PST
B&W 802 SERIES 2SPEAKERS, black, mint, service manual, upgraded crossover, ($4500) $2400
Well Tempered Classic turntable, latest, mint, ($2500)
31350. Offers welcome Jeny, (303) 690-3790 before
10pm M.ST

THIEL CS3.6, BRAZILIAN ROSEWOOD, flawless, $3575. (804) 360-0125, 5-11 EST only.
SOUNDQUEST AUDIO—DETROIT, MICHIGAN. Alpha-Core, Anodyne, Arcarn, ASC, Audible
Illusions, Audio Logic, Bel Canto Design, Bright
Star, C.E.C./Parasound, Encore, Illuminati, Joule
Electra, Mango, Micromega, Museatex, MSB,
Music Metre, Music Reference, Musical Design,
Paragon, Pass Laboratories, Purist Audio Design,
Reference Line, Resolution Audio, Soundwave,
Swans Speakers, TG Audio, Townshend Audio.
MC/Visa. (810) 737-0005.
CARDAS HEXLINK GOLDEN-FIVE C interconnects, 1m/3m. Best offer. (408) 428-1432.
MOD SQUAD/McCORNIACK "CD DRIVE"
transport, mint, original bois/manual/remote control,
(originally $2000) $850. (800) 934-0442 PST

the very finest in high-end audio

In Los Angeles
nalog:

Blue Oasis, Benz, Forsell, Grado, Klyn

LA Audio, Transfiguration, Well-Tempered
most arms and cartridges
Digital:

Cary, Forsell, Lennart Anderson Audio

McCormack, Micromega, Sonic Frontiers
Tube Electronics:

Audion, Cary, Joule Electra

Lennart Anderson Audio, Sonic Frontiers, VAC
Solid-state Electronics:

Klyne, McCormack

NRG Control, OCM/Belles
Speakers: ,.erial, ESP, LA Audio, Sound-Lab
Speaker Àjt, Swans, Unity, Whatmough
Cable: Forsell, Highwire, Hovland
Equipment racks and accessories
àWW.

é

_MI
aMUMfaViart._
6

12668 Ventura Blvd. Studio City, California 91604
phone 818-762-1501
fax 818-752-9709
268
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B&W MATRIX 802s, black, updated to better than
Series III (read about this pair in TAS #81, p.58),
heavy Combalc treatment plus custom Sound
Anchors stands plus fac filter, ($4500 plus $dots plus
$350 stands) $2000 all; (1) lm piece Furakawa
PCOCC digital with ground wire, $75; set XL0
Type 5 crossover speaker harnesses for Avalon
Ascent, ($1200) $400; pair XL0 Type 1Reference
5.5m RCAs, ($1500) $500; several 6' and 8' Tiffany
TP40 burgundy power cords and extensions (call);
two Arcici Superstructures, ($150 each) $75 each;
with seven Isolation Platform shelves, ($80 each) $40;
and six regular shelves, ($32.50 each) $15 each. All
plus shipping, prefer local on speakers and racksjonathan Scull, (212) 633-1647. No calls after 1
Opm, please;
leave message ¡I-necessary, will call back ¡
fstill have item.
NY
$400 =ARCAM ALPHA 5(everybody's favorite
little amplifier). Special! Audio Alchemy System,
($1700) $750. We represent best-buy products from
Arcam, B&K, Fried, Linaeum, Musical Concepts/Design, OCM/Magnum Dynalab, NEAR,
many more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayett4 IN, (31 4749004, 11-7pm EST
ADCOM GDA-600 AID, mint, $600. (4(m)428-1432
AUDIO RESEARCH D-125 POWER AMP and
Audio Research LS2. Both like new, very low hours.
Also, Fulton Premiers P18. (414) 634-2542.
McCOR/vIACK DNA-1 AMP, excellent, $1190;
Totem Isingle-wire, two months old, $950; QED
passive preamp, $90. (205) 823-9418, CST
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 PREAMP, mint, six
extra tubes included, N.O.S., $1500; Cogan-Hall
EM interconnect. Direct termination, no RCAs, lm,
$185; 3m, $315. (312) 271-3887.
PS AUDIO 100 DELTA, 120Wpc, ($1200) $775;
Cary SLA-70 tube amp, ($1150) $775, mint, including shipping. Mr. Willes, (800) 227-6121 weekdays.

The

Analog Shop
-It...domes Meridian Products!"
•
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •
SPENDOR •
001
•
WIREWORLD •MICROMEGA

éMUSICAL DESIGN •UMBER

•KLYNE

•EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
•SOUND S ALVES

• MERIDIAN

•CHAIVGIIGHT

•YPI

SPEED

•SME

Meet the Stars of High-End Audio!
HI-FI '95
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!!!
The Sterrophile High-End Show
in Los Angeles
April 28, 29, 30, 1995
at The Doubletree Hotel/Los Angeles Airport.
Our fourth Show in Southern California. See
and hear the best in high-end hi-fi and Home
Theater. Enjoy live concerts. Participate in
question-and-answer sessions with Stereophilds
editors and writers. Shop from awide selection
of LPs, CDs, and accessories. Tickets by mail,
$18; at the door, $25. EACH TICKET IS
VALID FOR ALL 3SHOW DAYS. Write or
fax: The Stereophik High-End Show, 208 Delgado,
Santa Fe, NM 87501, fax (505) 989-8791. For
exhibitor information, contact: Ken Nelson, Nelson
& Associates, Inc. Tel: (914) 476-3157. Fax: (914)
969-2746.

AUDIO arts
Cables &Accessories
Atlantis
Purist
• Marigo
•Shun •
Mook
Zoethecus
ART.
•
Solidsteel • Target. Grado
Cable Jacket. Mapleshade
Ultra Resolution Technology

Convergent
Audio
JL1
Amplifier
*

FACTORY-RESTORED MAGNEPAN IIIA and
Harman/lCardon A250 late-model tube amp, 33Wpc,
plus Adcom SLC passive preamp, $1300. George,
(612) 941-2351, MN.

Electronics

APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURE LOUDSPEAKER, immaculate, $2395; Krell KSP-7B preamp with phono stage, immaculate, $1375. (404)
436-8251.

Convergent Audio •Gryphon
MBL•Crown•Presence Audio
First Sound Passive •Aronov
Polyfusion •Goldmund.YBA

Presence
I
tidio
Li nestage-1

ARC SP11 MK.II, $2750; ARC LS2, $1200; Sonic
Frontiers SFP-1 Signature, latest version, five months
old, used less than ten hours, $1300. (617)733-8662
EST
MUSEATEX MELIOR MTR 101 monoblocks,
100W each, excellent condition, $1299/pair; pair of
14' Purist Colossus speaker cables, $650; Klipsch
Cornwall speakers, all-new factory components,
$1000/pair. (703) 573-7963.

Selection.

Atlanta's premiere source
for the finest audio equipment.
Like Apogee. Counterpoint. Energy.
Krell. Classé. Mirage. Meridian. Lexicon.
Monitor Audio. Audio Alchemy. Adcom.
Audioquest. Sound Anchors &
Monster Cable.

Speakers
MBL loudspeakers: 101, 300
311 & 321 •Acoustic Arts
Green Mountain Audio
Harbeth •Goldmund

Harbeth
LS5-12a
Monitor

Analog
Graham •Airtangent •VPI
Basis • Benz-Micro •AHT
Audiomeca

Audiomeca
Mephisto
Transport

•WHEATON TRIPLANER

•TADDEO

•GRAHAM
•BENZMICRO
•RPM

•LYRA

•TOWNSEND

•SUMIKO

•AUDIOQUEST

•REGA

•0C9/ART-1

•SOUND ANCHOR

•TARGET

•MAGNUM DYNALAB

•NEW ATML150 (
R
eplaces M
1-170 C
all)

Simply the best,
The selection is beyond compare. Sensational.
The best equipment from the worlds best names.
And it's all rig,ht here. Who could ask for more?

VICTOR,

PHONE
FAX

NY

7166742.2860
716•742.2859

S
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Digital
Timbre Technology •Audio
Logic •Meta Research •YBA
Goldmund • Audiomeca
Resolution Audio

Audio Arts

used equipment/trades welcome
2W. MAIN St •3RD FLOOR •14564

212 925-9376

XL0 Signature • Bright Star

212 925 9376

FAX 941 8321

• In the Buckhead HIM Buys Store
3135 Peachtree Road
(404) 261- i
43 4

Dedicated exclusively to high-end
components for music reproduction.

Come in and listen for yourself.

285 West Broadway NewYork City 10013
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GREAT STARTER SYSTEM! a/d/s B8 speakers
(45Hz-20kHz), Sanus stands, Yamaha RX-750
(80Wpc), JVC KD-V6 three-head cassette, Magnavox CD player, Sony CDX-888 headphones, 16'
Kimber 4TC, Monster interconnects. New value
$1900, sell $800 firm.Jim, (619) 550-0625, San Diego.
VINTAGE TUBES: "Where Tubing-Up Your System is an Art." Discover the full musical potential
and tonal purity of your modern or vintage system
with tubes made during the golden age of tube manufacturing, by such legendary greats as Mullard of
Great Britain, Telefunken of West Germany, and
Amperex of Holland. Final tube-testing and selection
is done by ear with music. Also featuring the full
RCA premium line from the '40s-'60s, and introducing the Treasure Chest' series. These will consist
of the very first version of atube by agiven manufacturer. For example, 12AX7 = 1950s version only,
nothing later. Thank you. Vintage Tube Services, 201
Summer NW, Grand Reids, MI 49504, (616) 454-3467
Tubing is Art."

Thefinest selection
and installation
eau& &home theater
equipment available in the
Greater Cincinnati area.

SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The
best upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus
Philips, Magnavox, and RoteL Just $259. Stan Warren,
(503) 344-3696, 10am-6pm PST

CIRCUMSTANCES FORCE SALE of my entire
system: CAT Signature (black) preamp with N.O.S.
Telefunken and Amperex tubes, $3100; Cary 805s
with N.O.S. RCA/GE tubes, $4600; Basis Ovation
turntable, $2400; Graham 1.5t tonearm, $1100; Lyra
Clavis cartridge (less than 50 hours), $400; Artemis
EOS speakers (black) with Target stands, $3000;
Vandersteen 2W subwoofer (oak, black), $550; MIT
Z-stabilizer, $300; XL0 phono cable, $250; )(LO
Type 1, 4m pair, $300. All in mint condition. $14,500
takes it all. Call Greg at (208) 384-0053, ID.
AUDIOLTECHNICA AT-170ML with spare stylus,
$225; Decca van den Hul, $500; Decca Garrott,
$750; Linn Lingo upgrade kit, $600; Tandberg 2075
receiver, $200; TEAC A-7010GSL deck, $500; Kindel Phantom speakers, $900; Signet AM50s, new,
$150. (607) 797-3023 before .10pm EST
THIEL 5.0, walnut, $6500; Cello Duet 350, $4800;
Cello Pallette preamp, $4800. Will trade for Wilson WAIT 3/Puppy 2. All excellent condition. (212)
528-6163 days, (212) 472-4190 evenings.

LPs/CDs/TAPEs
MERCURY HAS ISSUED Hi-Fi àla Española (SR
90144) on CD. However, Ill still pay $250 for mint,
original, US stereo LPs. Randall Goldman, telifax (619)
323-2000.

99.999% SILVER, 100% MUSICAL. Silver Seven
interconnects One of the 10 top-rated cables in Asia.
Hand-made in the USA. $299/meter pair. Tube
Audio Alchemy? Stunning! Compatible with DITB.
Also, hybrid FET modifications for DDE, DITB,
XDP. Our modifications will not void factory warranty. You'll love what you hear from us or your
money back. Since 1986. Wavetrace Technologies, (813)
587-786&

VINYL REPRODUCTION like you've never heard.
With atotally different approach, it is now possible to discover what is truly hidden in your LPs and
shellacs. Provides performance never thought possible. For further information: FM Acoustics, Ltd., Seestraw 5a, CH-8810 Horgen, Switzerland. TeL (41)1-725
7777, fax: (41) 1-725 7790.

NAIM, CREEK, AUDIOLAB, ARONOV, EAGLE,
Klyne, Epos, JPW, Nestorovic, Rega, JA Michell,
Revolver, Grado, Goldring, Cardas, Prisma, Mango,
High Wire, Target. (305) 891-9540.

JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected
factory-sealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative
catalog ($3 overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellefontaine,
Framingham, MA 01701.

Ampro Video
Audio Research
Bryston

DAVID LEWIS
AUDIO LTD..A.

Cal Audio Labs
Jeff Rowland
Lexicon
Linn
Magnepan
Ma4k Levinson

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

MELOS

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

MERIDIAN

AUDIO ALCHEMY

METAPHOR

AUDIOLAB

MICROMEGA

BASIS

MONITOR AUDIO

BENZ-MICRO

CillCinna11, Ohio 415.2.12

KOETSU

AIR TIGHT

NAD

CARY

ORACLE

CEC DIGITAL

PARASOUND

CLASSE

PS AUDIO

CLEARFIELD

PSB

COUNTERPOINT

REGA PLANAR

CREEK

ROTEL

DPA DIGITAL

SCI-FI

DYNAVECTOR

SIGNET

EMINENT TECH.

SOTA

EPOS

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN

FANFARE FM

STAX

GENESIS

STRAIGHTWIRE

GRADO

TARA LABS

GRAHAM

TARGET

GREEN MOUNTAIN

TOTEM

HARBETH

TRANSPARENT

HIGH WIRE

UNITY AUDIO

JADIS

VAC

KIMBER KABLE

VP'

KINERGETICS

WELL TEMPERED

KLYNE

WHEATON

8010 BUSTIETON AVENUE
PhilAdElphiA, PA 19152.
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Accessories

Cal. Audio Labs
Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
Marantz
McCormack
NAD
Denon
Bang &Oluhen
Macintosh
Lexicon

AudioQuest
OND Furniture
Signet
Sumiko
Nifty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
Esoteric Audio

Speakers

Pro-Ject 1

M&K
Martin Logan
Mirage
Signet
Sonance
Vandersteen

(215) 725-4080
gr

MIMITIPRIPM
VW• LUYJ Lei
IMAM Fl.% II I

MUSE

B & K COMPONENTS

In Southern California

Turntables
Thorens
Denon

Video
Proton
Vidikron

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

.N

(818) 781-4700
S
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BETTER RECORDS SPECIALIZES IN GREAT
"undiscovered" LPs like nobody else. Why settle
for audiophile records? Get real music! From Anita
Baker to Jimi Hendrix, from Basie to Coltrane, Handel to Stravinsky, we find the best-sounding LPs,
review them, guarantee them—all you have to do
is enjoy them! Free catalog! (800) 487-8611, (818)
980-9413
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90,000,
Londonffss Bluebacics, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212)
496-0733. Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt. 1B,
New York, NY 10023.
MUSIC YOU NEED newsletter. Reviews of recordings: rock, jazz, etc. Not the latest, just the greatest.
Enhance your collection. All wheat, no chaff. $25
for ten issues. Music You Need, Dept. S, 655 Eight Rod
Way, Tiverton, RI 02878.
AUDIOPHILE CLASSIC LPs. Free list. Butch, PG
Box 684, Woodburn, OR 97071.
TOP DOLLAR PAID for LPs and CDs. No collection too large. Classical, jazz, rock, audiophiles
(SR/LSC/E1v1I-ASD), mom 100,000 LPs and 30,000
CDs in stock. Call or write for information/directions. Open 7 days, MC/Visa. Princeton Record
Exchange, 20 Tulane St., Princeton, NJ 08542, (609)
921-0881.

WANTED
MANUFACTURER REPS NEEDED: If you know
audio, you'll know about the ASC Tube Trap. But
you may not know about ASC's commercial product
line including the "Sound Hag." We'd like afactorydirect salesperson in every city for our commercial
product Is this opportunity for you? Call Art Noxon,
Acoustic Sciences Corp., (800) ASC-TUBE.
AIR TIGHT/VAC amp, Nak RX-505/303/202, Esoteric and Clear Image. Tel. (916) 892-5092,
fax (916)
894-8200, Forest Ranch, CA.

Attention High-End Hi-Fi Trade:
HI-FI '95
April 27* through April 30
*April 27th for Trade Only—closed to the public
April 28th, llam to 8pm
April 29th, 10am to 7pm
April 30th, 10am to 6pm
Tickets: $25 at the door, $18 by mail.
Each ticket valid all Show days.
Doubletree Hotel
(formerly The Stouffer Concourse Hotel)
5400 W. Century Blvd., Los Angeles, near LAX.
Thousands of Audiophiles and Home Theater
Enthusiasts, with friends from around the world,
will come to see and shop. Consumers will marvel at the latest in ultimate-performance equipment, experimental, current high-end, and new
market entries. Plus agrand selection of accessories, kits, and hard-to-find records and CDs.
Top it all off with live musical events every day,
and you can understand this classy Show's
appeal. For full exhibitor information, contact
Ken Nelson, Nelson & Associates, ¡ne, 62 Wendover
Rd, Yonkers, NY 10705. TeL (914) 476-3157. Fax:
(914) 969-2746
CASH PAID FOR ALL TYPES used audio/video
equipment. Buy and sell by phone. Dealer for. AudioQuest, Audio Alchemy, B&K, Carver, Marantz,
NEAR, Paradigm, Philips, SOTA, Straight Wire. Top
dollar paid for used audio. Stereo Wading Outlet (since
1984). 320 Old York Rd.,Jenkintown, PA 19046 Tel.
(215) 886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.
WANTED: NAD 3020 amplifier. Call Mike, (201)
423-1066 evenings.
PRE-RECORDED REEL-1O-REEL 1APES, quartertrack, Phips especially. Dolby-encoded rock and
jazz. Kevin Rogers, 225 Marla Ct., Strathroy, Ontario
N7G 4A8, Canada, (519) 663-0762 weekdays, (519)
246-1213 eveningslweekends, fax (519) 433-7160 anytime

ACCURATE
AUDIO

VIDEO

DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE
ADS
AMX
Audio Alchemy

Pioneer
Powerwedge
Proscan

Audioquest
B& K
BIC
Dahlquist

Rockustics
Runco
Signet
Sony
Standesign

Denon
Forte
Jamo
.NC

Sumo
Tice
Threshold
Toshiba
Vidikron
VPI

MB Quart
McCormack
NHT
Niles

XL0

Bryston
Fosgate

NAD
Onkyo
Rune

LUCASFILM

HatIer
Kenwood
Lexicon
M &K
Parasound

Snell
Stewart

Certified Dealer

Triad
Vekxlyne

Harman Kardon

Soundstreom

Consultation Sales •Installation
Available throughout the United States.

PHONE 214/516-1849
2301N. Central •Suite 182 Plano, TX 75075

Tony Dagradi Trio

ece,
Audio/Video •Compact Discs
Orange Cmmty's Leading High End Audio Dealer
Representing the World's Finest
Music and Video Systems
AUDIO RESEARCH •KRELL •THIEL •THETA •SONUS FABER
MAGNEPAN •AYRE •FANFARE •KRELL DIGITAL •AERIAL ACOUSTICS
B& W• B&W THX •MERIDIAN •CAL AUDIO LABS •LEXICON
LEXICON THX •MAGNUM •DYNALAB •ARAGON •ACURUS

"LIVE AT
THE
COLUMNS"
is an exhilarating
and satisfying
jazz journey!

SONY ES •VELODYNE •PIONEER ELITE •ADCOM •AIRTIGHT
DAY SEQUERRA •ADS •ADS MULTIROOM •NILES •SOUND ANCHORS
PURIST AUDIO •PIONEER VIDEO •SONY VIDEO •PROTON VIDEO
AMPRO VIDEO PROJECTORS • VIDIKRON VIDEO PROJECTORS
AUDIOQUEST •OCOS •GOLDEN DRAGON

,WRNIPSEED

4Showrooms Including the Latest in THX Home Theater Audio Systems
We Offer Consultation, Design, Custom Cabinets, Licensed Construction
and Installation. Convert or Build the Media Room of Your Dreams — No
Job Too Big or Small. Let Us Bring Fine Music or Theater Into Your Home.
In Addition, Digital Ear Features Over 30,000 CDs. You'll Find One of the
Most Comprehensive Selections of Classical, Rock and Jazz, as Well as
Country, Folk and Blues.
— FINANCING AVAILABLE — OPEN 7DAYS — CONTRACTORS LICENSE #556897 —
Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street • Tustin, CA 92680 • (714) 544-7903
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MUS
IC
Mastered Direct to CD, A definitive
reference jazz CD for your system
checks -$16.95 payable to: Audi() ReS0111"Ce
send to:
AUDIO RESOURCE/TURNIPSEED MUSIC
3133 Edenborn Ave., Metairie, LA 70002,
504-885-6988
Distribution: ACOUSTIC SOUNDS,
Salina, KS 1-800-525-1630
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WANTED: OLD, NEW, TUBE, McIntosh, Maranta, Dyna, ARC, Conrad-Johnson, JBL, EV, Jensen,
Klyne, Levinson, Cello, Wilson, Quad, Sequerra,
Alter., Fulton, Linn, Thorens, Western Electric, EMT,
33LP, etc. (713) 728-4343, fax (713) 723-1301, Maury
Corb.
WANTED: TUBE HI-H, tube theater amps, comer
speakers, horn drivers, Coax/Triax speakers, crossovers, Altec, EV, Jensen, McIntosh, Dynaco, Scott,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tarmoy, Leak, Marantz,
etc Some "high-end" ARC, Linn, Conrad-Johnson,
speakers, etc. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lam Midwest City, OK 73110, (405) 737-3312.
NAKAMICHI CA7A, PA7II, PASII at reasonable
price (blue book). Robert, (916) 729-1824.
WANTED: USED MINT NAKAMICHI 1000mb
transport; VP! I-IW-17 record cleaner; Graham 1.5
pits tonearm Catada, (519) 8364539 befae lOpm EST

CEXTON
bi 2i6te
• 4coe4iic
bf Ma,ieviiizeame
b/ g

4

SANSUI QSD-1. James, (713) 444-9215.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/
stereo) old tube Maranta, McIntosh, Fisher, Tannoy,
Artec speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Levinson,
ARC, turntables, arms, etc Also, used wristwatches:
Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc. For TRADE,
very reasonable: B&W 801 Matrix II; ConradJohnson Premier 4; Dunterii Sovereign 2001 (latest).
Traveling often, NY-FL. (718) 387-7316 or (718) 3835352, NY.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono
and stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call
Lawrence O'Toole, 52 E. 13th Si., Suite 4C, New York,
NY 10003; 7b1.(fax: (212) 674-1407.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on
used audio component Buying and selling all types.
(509) 966-4431.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Conrad-Johnson, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or Threshold without calling
us. Ship UPS/COD. Call Super= Products, Inc., (209)
298-7931, fax (209) 297-0359, Sennie, CA.

For afree catalog of
Cexton Records releases or other
Cexton products, write, fax, or call:

CEXTON RECORDS
2740 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. K
Santa Ana, CA 92704
714/641-1074
Fax: 714/641-1025

RECORDS

Don't Buy Another
Audio Component
until you read Bob Harley's new book
The Complete Guide to High-end Audio.
With this book you will discover
inside secrets on getting high-end
sound at low prices, how to set up
your system for the best sound, and
how to become abetter listener. In 13
fact-filled chapters and 3 appendices—covering everything from the
basics to technical matters—this book
helps you reap the benefits of Bob's
years of experience, saving you time,
trouble, trial, and error. With more
than 450 pages and 200+ photos and
illustrations, The Complete Guide to
High-end Audio is the ultimate reference book on high-quality music
reproduction. Written for beginners and
experienced listeners alike!
Find out why Sam Tellig says:
"Before you make a mistake, buy
Bob Harley's book."
Money back if you don't agree that
buying this book is the "biggest bang
for the buck" in all of hi-fi!
Call TOLL FREE 1-800 848-5099
8:30am-5:30pm MST (credit card only), or send
check or credit card information to Acapella
Publishing, P.O. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM
87198-0805. Only $29.95 (softcover) or $39.95
(deluxe signed hardcover) plus $4.95 Skti ($6.95
outside continental US) Dealer inquiries invited

WANTED: SUBWOOFER SYSTEM, Muse 18 or
ICinergetics SW-800. (610) 941-1122, leave message
anytime.

Open your mind
to anew reference standard for
musical clarity,
power and
The
• • • Stereophile • •

intelligent size.
Open your ears

RECORD-REVIEW I
NDEX

and see the

NOW UPDATED MONTHLY

Indexes every record review
published in Stereophile from
Vol.10 No.1 (1987) through this
issue. Also includes indices to
"Building A Library" and
musician interviews. Available
on 51
/ "or 31
4
/ "floppy disks
2
(MS DOS, raw ASCII only).

performance.

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501
(Please indicate disk size.)
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly
accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson 81 Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.

Acapella Publishing
272
Acarian Systems
178
Accurate Audio Video
271
Acoustic Image
268
Acoustic Sounds
224-225, 244
Adcom
36
Alpha Stereo
265
Ambrosia Audio
220
Analog Shop
269
Apogee Acoustics
150
Arcam
148
ARS Electronics
200
Artemis Systems
198
Audible Elegance
270
Audile
71
Audio Advisor
248-253
Audio Advisors
261
Audio Artistry
105
Audio Arts
269
Audio Connection
247
Audio Consultants
265
Audio Den
270
Audio Forest
244
Audiolab
166
Audio Nexus
206
Audio Outlet
218
Audiophile Imports
264
Audiophile Selections
261
Audio Plus
179, 194
Audio Power Industries
182
AudioQuest Music
276
Audio Research
60
Audio Solutions
267
Audio Trading Times
256
Axiss Distribution
IS, 17, 19, 21
B&W Loudspeakers
35
Bay Area Audio
256
Bel Canto Design
142
Billy Bags
264
Bryston Manufacturing
144
Cable Company
202
Cary Audio Design
6-7
Cello
170
Cexton
272
Champagne Audio
264

Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
Cumberland Audio
Denon
Digital Ear
Digital Phase
Discovery Cable
Discriminating Ear
Don's Hi-Fidelity
Duntech
Dynaco
Dzurko Acoustics
Elusive Disc
Enlightened Audio
Epos
Esoteric Audio
Exposure Electronics
Fairport Soundworks
Fanfare FM
Focus Audio
Fourier Components
Front Row Center
Galen Carol Audio
Golden String
Goldmund
Goodwins
Michael Green Hotline
Hales
Hal's Stereo
Christopher Hansen Ltd
HCM
HeadRoom
HiFi Buys
Highwire Audio
Hsu Research
Innovative Audio
JMLab America
Joly Electronics
Joseph Audio
JS Audio
Kief's
Kimber Kable
Krell
LAT International
David Lewis Audio

118
238, 246
198
46
271
176
259
263
257
156
48, 80
173
259
10
132
134
138
266
196
152
186
254
260
246
54
258
245
126
272
226
216
184
269
196
194
212
188
194
182
265
243
194
26
238
270

Listening Room
234
Lyle Cartridges
258
Lyric Hi-Fi &Video
204, 210
Madrigal Audio Laboratories
72
Per Madsen Design
266
Marantz America
70, 134
Martin-Logan
146
May Audio Marketing
18, 65, 154
McCormack
40
McIntosh Labs
122
Meridian
64
Metaphor Acoustic Design
141
Micromega
109
Mirage
14
Mobile Fidelity
174
Mondial
2
Monitor Audio
128
Muse Electronics
192
Musical Fidelity
20
Musical Surroundings
114
Music Interface Technologies
188
Needle Doctor
180-181
New England Audio Resource
32
Nordost
109
Northstar Leading The Way.
.13, 29
Now Hear This
30
NSM
196
Nuts About HiFi
268
Optimal Enchantment
236
Original Cable Jacket
160
Overture
214
P&W International
192
Panamas
124
Paradigm
8
Parasound
28
Parts Connection
154
Pass Laboratories
168
Phase Technology
132
PolyFusion Electronics
50
Precision Audio
242
Prisma Cable
156
ProAc
166
Progressive Audio
232
Pro Musica
268
PS Audio
38
PSB
58

Quadrature
131
Reference Audio Video
257
Resolution Audio
112
Rotel America
25
Sanus Systems
136
Savant Audio & Video
266
Schwann Publications
240
Sennheiser
110
Sequerra & Assoc
196
SimAudio
140
Sonic Frontiers
76-77, 154
Sony
74
Sound by Singer
190-191
Sound City
168
Sound Concept
261
Sound Connections
192
Soundex
228
Soundings
267
Sounds Like Real Music
260
Soundworks
208
Speaker Shop
263
Spendor Speakers
160
Stereo Dynamics
198
Straight Wire
42
TARA Labs
130
Theta
62
Thiel
106
Threshold
53
Tice Audio Products
186
Tiff Electronics
37
Timbre Technology
184
Transparent
116
Tubes By Design
235
Turnipseed
271
Ultra Systems
222
Valve Amplification Company
22
Vandersteen Audio
120
Van L. Speakerworks
267
Virtual Mode
263
Wadia
275
Wescott Audio
240
WireWorld
158
Woodbridge Stereo
189
XL0
16
Yamamura Systems
95
Bob Young Audio
152

S
UBSCRIBE
To DAY
U.
S.& CANADIAN RESIDENTS
o1YEAR, $35 Li 2YEARS, $60
3YEARS, $75

MSM

Name
Address

($2.92/issue)
State

City

Zip

by credit card

O Bill me
O MasterCard

Card No

S
TEREOPHILE, J
ANUARY 1995

($2.08/issue)

Call toll-free to order
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atience—I always feel Ihave too litde. Like waiting for the Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater, which is finally at your local dealer (see "Where to
Buy Stereophile"). We worked 30 weeks on
that one 216-page issue, and Isometimes
thought it would never get off to the
printer. Well, it finally did, and now I'm
impatient for the second issue to come
out—even though it's nine months off.
(Scheduled release date: first week of September 1995.)
Sometimes, I'm almost ashamed to say,
Ialso get impatient with our readers. When
Isaw Mark Huff's letter in the December
issue (p.28), Ialmost burst at the seams: "I
challenge the reviewers ofStereophile to participate in ...
arigorous blind ...
test ...
levels must be adjusted to within 0.1dB of
each other.. .." This guy just doesn't get
it, despite apparently having read Stereophile for quite some time.
For the umpteenth time: We don't do
blind tests as our main reviewing methodology becausefor us they don't work. They're
apain in the ass to carry out, and the results
are almost always confusing. Because you
have to put every speaker in the same room
location, for instance, almost none of the
speakers are optimized for room location.
This makes amajor difference to any speaker,
and no self-respecting Stereophile reader or
reviewer would fail to optimize room
placement. Where does that leave the results of the blind test? In need of the same
kind of sighted, optimally adjusted review
we normally do, which is why we insist on
publishing these along with our blind
speaker evaluations.
We do publish reviews on more products
than anyone else, and we do put out more
editorial pages than anyone else, and we
do work our butts off already. But should
we hire twice the staff, just so all our useful
reviews could be accompanied by lessuseful blind tests?
Ican absolutely see why Mr. Huff would
like blind evaluations of all the equipment
we review. But we don't do it. He should
just go out and buy amagazine which does.
But he can't. With the exception of afew
recent issues of Stereo Review, none of the
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so-called "objective" magazines do blind
testing. Ibet they don't like conducting
blind tests any more than we do, and probably wouldn't find that they'd given their
readers much information if they did.
My impatience comes from Mr. Huffs
insistence that we be something we're not,
nor want to be. We don't claim to be scientists—though, in fact, the engineering
backgrounds of our Editor and many of
our writers are superior to those of their
critics. We write carefully carried-out,
well-documented anecdotal reviews, with
almost every variable controlled. We are
following in the footsteps of Stereophile's
founder J. Gordon Holt, who pioneered
the meaningful review of hi-fi equipment
in the most obvious way: He listened to it,
and wrote up his observations. We do the
same. I've always thought that any reader
should assess our conclusions by listening to the same equipment we review.
Then he or she will know how much credence to accord us. If none, stop reading.
If some, keep reading.
I'm even more impatient with people
who talk about the demise of the High
End. This includes our own Jack English,
whose "R.I.P. High-End Audio" was published in January '94 (Vol.17 No.1). The
theme is once again sounded by Robert
Grost of Unity Audio in this month's
"Letters."
Folks, it just ain't so. Every audio manufacturer I've talked to lately is busting
his/her/its butt just to keep up with all the
business. US retailers are even optimistic—
and that never happens. Some of the business is in this country, whose market is
stronger than it's been in years; some ofit's
overseas, where the ups and downs have
more or less balanced themselves out. But
the business is there.
High-end audio is not going away. It's
all Home Theater, you say? People buying great sound exclusively for music meets
your definition of high-end, but people
buying great sound for both film and
cinema doesn't? Well, excuuuuse me! That
kind of idiotic nitpicking could lead the
public to believe that the High End is demented, but people out there buying great
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equipment couldn't care less. So, please—
the High End is thriving. Don't say it isn't.
(As our new Senate Majority Leader would
say, "Stop lying about my record"; from
the 1988 Republican Presidential primaries.)
From the tone so far, you might think
I'm unhappy. Nothing could be further
from the truth. I'm just impatient waiting
for the truth to be revealed, the revealed
truths to be exposed, the marketing strengths
of high-end to shift into overdrive—or
even fourth gear!—and for all great things
to happen.
I'm hoping that as many great things
happened to you this year as happened to
us at Stereophile. This has been our busiest
and best year ever. Although our size
change caused some controversial comment early on, by now it feels like this size
is the only one we've ever had. It's much
more attractive to read, which also makes
it easier to read. Thanks to the economic
strength ofhigh-end, we've had by fur our
best year of advertising sales (and sales
increases), and, more importantly, we're
reaching more of you than ever before—
more than 70,000 for 1995.
It may have taken 30 weeks, but the
Guide to Home Theateris out, and Ithink it's
great. At first Ithought of it as just a13th
issue of Stereophile, but it's actually awhole
new publication. It has its own Editor
(Lawrence B. Johnson), its own identity,
its own design, and its own readership.
Our Los Angeles Hi-Fi Show in 1995
will be by far the best we've ever done—
don't miss it. Reserve aroom early, because,
at $90/night, they're going fast. For the last
three years we've also published the
Schwann Record Guides—Schwann Opus,
Schwann Spectrum, and Schwann Artist—
and they're finally breaking into the black,
and the listings are nowfar more complete
than ever. Get one of each—if you listen
to music, that is.
All in all, Happy New Year! It's gonna
be one exciting ride!

d.:„_ssb_f&co

THE HIGH END IS THRIVING. DON'T SAY IT ISN'T.
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R[AL MAGIC OCCURS AS YOU LISTM.
21

The extraord nary honesty of source reproduction of the
VVadia 21 begins with the transport section supported
with a"vibration-free disc clamping system" holding the

CD Player

entire surface -igidly during play.

The affordable 21 maintains Wadia's high standards of
incorporating afull decoding computer with digital
volume control, negating the need for a preamplifier.
The Wadia 21 processes the 32-times resampled signal
through DAC's which achieve 21 bit resolution.
For the first time, you hear the magic of recorded
music as you only dreamed it could be realized
...expressed as the artists intended it to be.

Wea DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROv STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900
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FAX 715-426-5665

"Clearly the
best sounding
audiophile
recordings
today."
KEI AKAGI

The Absolute Sound Vol. 18, Issue 92

MIRROR PUZZLE
Pianist and composer Kei Akagi
has for many years been one
of the most in-demand artists
on the jazz and creative music
scene. He has recorded and
performed with, among mhos,
Miles Davis, Stanley Turrentine
and Freddie Hubbard. Kei's working band, featured here, includes
fellow Miles Davis alum Rick
Margitza on sax, bassist Charles
Fambrough and drummer Willie
Jones Ill. Pure musical magic!

1028

SUITE FOR FRIDA KABLO
The award winning flutist
and composer celebrates the
incredible life and work of
Frida Kahlo.
"Brilliant!" -Jazz Times
"My choice for jazz record
of the year." -Stereophile
"""*A gem!" -DownBeat

JAMES NEWTON

1023

EDWARD SIMON GROUP
ammo.,1,,501,
HORACIO IL Plf6PO

EDWARD SIMON

DOUG MACLEOD

•
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MIGHTY

SAM

MCCLAIN 1031

BEAUTY W M-IIN
The rave reviews have been
rolling in on this stunning
synthesis of Latin music
and power jazz.
"A striking statement...the
alchemy is audible from the
very first track." -CD Review
"****An inner exploration...a
relentless present day groove."
-DownBeat
"Deftly straddles Afro-Cuban
with hard bop." -Jazziz

1025

1027

KEEP ONMOVIN'
Mighty Sam's first release for
AudioQuest Music received awell
deserved avalanche of
critical praise. Pulse! magazine
named it the Blues Album of
the Year for '93. Rolling Stone
called it "the R&B comeback of
the year." How can Mighty Sam
possibly top Give It Up To Love?
Listen for yourself. He did.
(Jan. 95 release)

W ORKS OF ART VOL. 3
Contains selected tracks from
each of the last ten releases
on AudioQuest Music. The
ultimate demo disc!

•Wilk.

,

WORKS OFART VOL. 3 1029

COME TOFIND
AudioQuest Music is proud
to add one of the brightest
singing and song writing
talents in blues to its roster.
Come To Find is the remarkable sound of aconsummate
bluesman touching the core
of his art. He is beautifully
supported in an intimate
setting by harmonica ace
Charlie Musslewhite and
the Mighty Flyers' rhythm
section, Jimi Bott and Bill
Stuve. Don't miss this!
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